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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM RELEASE NOTES, 22.06

Overview

Contents:

• Wind River Cloud Platform, Release 22.06 Overview on page 2

Product Changes for 22.06

Contents:

• Product Changes Release 22.06 on page 3

Open Source Project Versions

Contents:

• Open Source Project Versions on page 9

Known Limitations and Workarounds

Contents:

• General Limitations and Workarounds on page 10
• Known Limitations and Workarounds for Deployment Manager on page 22
• Known Limitations and Workarounds for Distributed Cloud on page 23
• Known Limitations and Workarounds for User Documentation on page 23

Supported Container Images

Contents:

• Supported Container Images with IDs on page 25

Deprecation and Removal Notices

Contents:

• Deprecation and Removal Notices on page 28
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2. OVERVIEW

1. Wind River Cloud Platform, Release 22.06 Overview

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06 is a General Availability (GA) release and provides a verified, integrated, and ready-to-
deploy cloud native platform based on Kubernetes for running your containerized workloads.

The Cloud Platform is highly available, high-performance, scalable, and easy to use. It uses the best-in-class open source projects to
deliver a modern container platform for use cases in the carrier and industrial verticals. The Cloud Platform supports multiple
configuration options making it easy for you to deploy the platform in a wide spectrum of environments ranging from the core of the
network to the far edge.

For an overview of Cloud Platform, see Cloud Platform Introduction.

For detailed planning requirements, see, Cloud Platform Planning.

Wind River Cloud Platform documentation is available on the Wind River Product Documentation website. You can also access Wind
River Cloud Platform documentation by navigating to Products > Wind River Cloud Platform drop-down menu and select any of the
following options:

• Documentation (select this option that is relevant to your Release)•

• Other Downloads:•

• Security Notices•

• Service Bulletins•

• Defects•

• Knowledge Forum•

You can also access the Concatenated PDF for Wind River Cloud Platform, by navigating to Downloads >**Other Downloads** drop-
down menu on the Wind River Product Documentation website. The Other Downloads page is displayed. Filter your search options
using the drop-down menus.

For information on how to contact Customer Support, see: https://www.windriver.com/services#support

For additional contact information, see the Wind River website: https://www.windriver.com/
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3. PRODUCT CHANGES FOR 22.06

1. Product Changes Release 22.06

This section describes the new capabilities that are supported in Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

For more information on the Product see the Product Life Cycle Page.

Technology Preview for Cloud Platform, Release 22.06

Debian-based Solution

Cloud Platform 22.06 is a general Availability (GA) Release of CentOS7 Cloud Platform for production deployments. It will be the last
release of a CentOS7 –based Cloud Platform.

Cloud Platform 22.06 inherits the 5.10 version of the Linux kernel introduced in Cloud Platform 21.12.

Cloud Platform 22.06 is also a technology Preview Release of Debian Cloud Platform for evaluation purposes.

Cloud Platform 22.06 release runs Debian Bullseye (11.3). It is limited in scope to the AIO-SX configuration Duplex, standard, and
Deployment Manager configurations are not available..

See Wind River Cloud Platform Debian Technology Preview, 22.06 for details.

Istio Service Mesh Application

The Istio Service Mesh application is integrated into Wind River Cloud Platform as a system application.

Istio provides traffic management, observability as well as security as a Kubernetes service mesh. For more information, see https://
istio.io/.

Cloud Platform includes istio-operator container to manage the life cycle management of the Istio components.

See: Istio Service Mesh Application

Pod Security Admission Controller

Pod Security Admission (PSA) Controller replaces PSP, and is a Technology preview feature.

PSA controller acts on creation and modification of the pod and determines if it should be admitted based on the requested security
context and the policies defined. It provides a more usable k8s-native solution to enforce Pod Security Standards.

See:

• https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/security/pod-security-admission/•

• Technology Preview - Pod Security Admission Controller•
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New Cloud Platform Functionality Supported in Release 22.06

Platform Application Components Revision

The following applications have been updated to a new version in Wind River Cloud Platform Release, 22.06.

• cert-manager, 1.7.1•

• nginx-ingress-controller, 1.1.1•

• oidc-dex, 2.31.1•

• metric-server, 1.0.18•

See: Open Source Project Versions on page 9

cert-manager

The upgrade of cert-manager from 0.15.0 to 1.7.1 deprecated support for cert manager API versions cert-manager.io/v1alpha2 and
cert-manager.io/v1alpha3. When creating cert-manager CRDs (certificates, issuers, etc) with Wind River Cloud Platform, Release
22.06, use cert-manager.io/v1.

Cert manager resources that are already deployed on the system will be automatically convereted to cert-manager.io/v1. Anything
created using automation or previous Wind River Cloud Platform releases should be converted with the cert-manager kubectl plugin
using the instructions documented in https://cert-manager.io/docs/installation/upgrading/upgrading-0.16-1.0/#converting-resources
before being deployed to the new release.

oidc-dex

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06 supports helm-overrides of oidc-auth-apps application during a platform upgrade. The
recommended and legacy example Helm overrides of oidc-auth-apps are supported for upgrades, as described in Cloud Platform
documentation User Authentication Using Windows Active Directory.

See: Set up OIDC Auth Applications.

metric-server

After a platform upgrade, the Metrics Server will NOT be automatically updated. To update the Metrics Server, see Install Metrics
Server

Bond CNI plugin

The Bond CNI plugin v1.0.1 is now supported in Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

The bond-cni plugin provides a method for aggregating multiple network interfaces into a single logical “bonded” interface.

To add a bonded interface to a container, a network attachment definition of type bond must be created and added as a network
annotation in the pod specification. The bonded interfaces can either be taken from the host or container based on the value of the
linksInContainer parameter in the network attachment definition. It provides transparent link aggregation for containerized
applications via K8s configuration for improved redundancy and link capacity.

See:

• Bond Plugin•

• Open Source Project Versions on page 9•
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PTP GNSS and Time SyncE Support for 5G Solutions

Intel’s E810 Westport Channel and Logan Beach NICs support a built-in GNSS module and the ability to distribute clock via
Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE). This feature allows a PPS signal to be taken in via the GNSS module and redistributed to additional
NICs on the same host or on different hosts. This behavior is configured on Cloud Platform using the clock instance type in the PTP
configuration.

These parameters are used to enable the UFL/SMA ports, recovered clock syncE etc. Refer to the user’s guide for the Westport
Channel or Logan Beach NIC for additional details on how to operate these cards.

See: SyncE and Introduction

Enhanced Parallel Operations for Distributed Cloud

The following operations can now be performed on a larger number of subclouds in parallel. The supported parallel number ranges
from 100 to 500 depending on the type of operation.

• Subcloud Install•

• Subcloud Deployment (bootstrap and deploy)•

• Subcloud Manage and Sync•

• Subcloud Application Deployment/Update•

• Patch Orchestration•

• Upgrade Orchestration•

• Firmware Update Orchestration•

• Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration•

• Kubernetes Root CA Orchestration•

• Upgrade Prestaging•

See: Wind River Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing, 22.06 for parallel operation limits.

–force option

The --force option has been added to the dcmanager upgrade-strategy create command. This option upgrades both online and
offline subclouds for a single subcloud or a group of subclouds.

See Distributed Upgrade Orchestration Process Using the CLI

Subcloud Local Installation Enhancements

Error preventive mechanisms have been implemented for subcloud local installation.

• Pre-check to avoid overwriting installed systems•

• Unified ISO image for multiple systems and disk configurations•

• Prestage execution optimization•

• Effective handling of resized docker and docker-distribution filesystems over subcloud upgrade•

See Subcloud Deployment with Local Installation.

Distributed Cloud Horizon Orchestration Updates

You can use the Horizon Web interface to upgrade Kubernetes across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the Kubernetes
upgrade strategy for Distributed Cloud Orchestration.
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See: Apply a Kubernetes Upgrade Strategy using Horizon

You can use Horizon to update the device/firmware image across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the firmware update
strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration.

See: Apply the Firmware Update Strategy using Horizon

You can upgrade the platform software across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the upgrade strategy for Distributed Cloud
Upgrade Orchestration.

See: Apply the Upgrade Strategy using Horizon

You can use the Horizon Web interface as an alternative to the CLI for managing device / firmware image update strategies (Firmware
update).

See: Create a Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy using Horizon

You can use the Horizon Web interface as an alternative to the CLI for managing Kubernetes upgrade strategies.

See: Create a Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon

For more information, See: Distributed Cloud Guide

Security Audit Logging for Cloud Platform Commands

Cloud Platform logs all StarlingX REST API operator commands, except commands that use only GET requests. Cloud Platform also
logs all SNMP commands, including GET requests.

See:

• Operator Command Logging•

• Operator Login/Authentication Logging•

Security Audit Logging for K8s API

Kubernetes API Logging can be enabled and configured in Cloud Platform, and can be fully configured and enabled at bootstrap
time. Post-bootstrap, Kubernetes API logging can only be enabled or disabled. Kubernetes auditing provides a security-relevant,
chronological set of records documenting the sequence of actions in a cluster.

See: Kubernetes Operator Command Logging

Playbook for managing local LDAP Admin User

The purpose of this playbook is to simplify and automate the management of composite Local LDAP accounts across multiple DC
systems or standalone systems. A composite Local LDAP account is defined as a Local LDAP account that also has a unique keystone
account with admin role credentials and access to a K8S serviceAccount with cluster-admin role credentials.

See: Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale

Kubernetes Custom Configuration

Kubernetes configuration can be customized during deployment by specifying bootstrap overrides in the localhost.yml file during
the Ansible bootstrap process. Additionally, you can also override the extraVolumes section in the apiserver to add new
configuration files that may be needed by the server.

See: Kubernetes Custom Configuration
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Setting the BIOS

Some hosts support setting a maximum frequency for their CPU cores (application cores and platform cores). You may need to
configure a maximum scaled frequency to avoid variability due to power and thermal issues when configured for maximum
performance. For these hosts, the parameters control the maximum frequency of their CPU cores.

Enable support for power saving modes available on Intel processors to facilitate a balance between latency and power consumption.

• Wind River Cloud Platform permits the CPU “p-states” and “c-states” control via the BIOS•

• Introduce a new starlingx-realtime tuned profile, specifically configured for the low latency profile to align with Intel•
recommendations for maximum performance while enabling support for higher c-states.

See: Host CPU MHz Parameters Configuration

vRAN Intel Tool Enablement

The following open-source vRAN tools are delivered in the following container image, docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-
tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1:

• dmidecode•

• net-tools•

• iproute•

• ethtool•

• tcmpdump•

• turbostat•

• OPAE Tools (Open Programmable Acceleration Engine, fpgainfo, fpgabist, etc.)•

• ACPICA Tools (acpidump, acpixtract, etc.)•

• PCM Tools (https://github.com/opcm/pcm, pcm, pcm-core, etc.)•

See: vRAN Tools

Coredump Configuration Support

You can change the default core dump configuration used to create core files. These are images of the system’s working memory
used to debug crashes or abnormal exits.

See: Change the Default Coredump Configuration

FluxCD replaces Armada Airship

Cloud Platform application management provides a wrapper around FluxCD and Kubernetes Helm (see https://github.com/helm/
helm) for managing containerized applications. FluxCD is a tool for managing multiple Helm charts with dependencies by centralizing
all configurations in a single FluxCD YAML definition and providing life-cycle hooks for all Helm releases.

See: StarlingX Application Package Manager.

Kubernetes Upgrade

Kubernetes has now been upgraded to k8s 1.23.1 and is the default version for Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

See: Open Source Project Versions on page 9
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NetApp Trident Version Upgrade

Cloud Platform 21.12 contains the installer for Trident 22.01

If you are using NetApp Trident in Cloud Platform 21.12 and have upgraded from the Cloud Platform previous version, ensure that
your NetApp backend version is compatible with Trident 22.01.

Note
You need to upgrade the NetApp Trident driver to 22.01 before upgrading Kubernetes to 1.22.

See: Upgrade the NetApp Trident Software

Hardware Updates

The following hardware is now supported in Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06:

• Intel E810-CQDA2T (Logan Beach), It supports speeds up to 100G. This is supported for PCI-SRIOV, PXEBOOT, mgmt, oam and•
Timing (PTP IEEE 1588, SyncE, GNSS).

• Intel E810-2CQDA2 (Chapman Beach) 100G•

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX623106AC-CDAT, MCX623106AN-CDAT (ConnectX-6) 100G•

• Broadcom 57504 NIC 100G•

See:

• Kubernetes Verified Commercial Hardware•

• https://www.windriver.com/studio/operator/self-validated-and-certified-hosts•
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4. OPEN SOURCE PROJECT VERSIONS

1. Open Source Project Versions

This section documents key open source project versions.

• Kernel:•

- Standard Kernel: 5.10.112-

- Low-latency/real-time kernel’s version: 5.10.112-rt61-

• ice driver: 1.8.3 and required NVM/firmware version is 3.20•

• i40e driver: 2.18.9 and the required NVM/firmware version is 8.60•

• iavf driver: 4.4.2•

• opae fpga driver: 2.0.1-10•

• bnxt_en driver version: 1.10.2-220.0.13.0 Broadcom NetXtreme 57504 NVRAM version: 220.0.83.0•

• Mellanox OFED driver version: 5.5.1.0.3.1•

• Kubernetes 1.23.1•

• Helm v3.2.1•

• Etcd: 3.3.15•

• Coredns 1.8.0•

• Containerd 1.4.6•

• Calico v3.22•

• CNI plugins v1.0.1•

• Multus v3.8•

• SR-IOV CNI: 2.6.2•

• SR-IOV Device Plugin 3.4.0•

• ngnix: 1.1.1•

• Cert-manager: 1.7.1•

• oidc-dex: 2.31.1•

• metric-server: 1.0.18•

• Linuxptp: 3.1.1-1•

• NetApp Trident 22.01•

• Ceph (Nautilus) 14.2.22•

• DRBD 9.15•
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5. KNOWN LIMITATIONS AND WORKAROUNDS

1. General Limitations and Workarounds

This section documents the limitations you may encounter with your Wind River Cloud Platform product, and workarounds that you
can use to help resolve the issue.

For a list of Cloud Platform fixes, see Wind River Support Network Site. Filter your search using the drop-down menus on the “Other
Downloads” page.

For any issues, contact Customer Support.

Debian Bootstrap

On CentOS bootstrap worked even if dns_servers were not present in the localhost.yml. This does not work for Debian bootstrap.

Workaround: You need to configure the dns_servers parameter in the localhost.yml, as long as no FQDNs were used in the
bootstrap overrides in the localhost.yml file for Debian bootstrap.

Deployment Manager and associated images are not pulled on Debian

Deployment Manager and associated images are not pulled on Debian.

Workaround: Ensure the following additional_local_registry_images are part of the host overrides (e.g. localhost.yml) before running
the Ansible bootstrap playbook.

additional_local_registry_images:
- docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_22.06
- gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.11.0
- docker.io/wind-river/dm-monitor:WRCP_21.05-v1.0.0
- quay.io/external_storage/rbd-provisioner:v2.1.1-k8s1.11
- docker.io/starlingx/ceph-config-helper:v1.15.0

Installing CentOS ISO after running Debian ISO, fails

Installing CentOS ISO after running Debian ISO in a lab, fails.

Workaround: When installing a lab for any Debian install, the disks must first be completely wiped using the following procedure
before starting an install.

Use the following wipedisk commands to run before any Debian install for each disk (eg: sda, sdb, etc):

sudo wipedisk
# Show
sudo sgdisk -p /dev/sda
# Clear part table
sudo sgdisk -o /dev/sda
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Note
The above commands must be run before any Debian install. The above commands must also be run if the same lab is
used for CentOS installs after the lab was previously running a Debian ISO.

PTP 110.119 Alarm raised incorrectly on Debian

PTP Alarm 100.119 (controller not locked on remote PTP Grand Master (PTS (Primary Time Source)) is raised on Wind River Cloud
Platform Release 22.06 systems running Debian after configuring PTP instances. This alarm does not affect system operations.

Workaround: Manually delete the alarm using the fm alarm-delete command.

Note
Lock/Unlock and reboot events will cause the alarm to reappear. Use the workaround after these operations are
completed.

N3000 image updates are not supported on Debian

N3000 image update and show operations are not supported on Debian. Support will be included in a future release.

Workaround: Do not attempt these operations on a Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06 Debian system.

Security Audit Logging for K8s API

• In Cloud Platform Release 22.06, a custom policy file can only be created at bootstrap in apiserver_extra_volumes section.•
If a custom policy file was configured at bootstrap, then after bootstrap the user has the option to configure the parameter
audit-policy-file to either this custom policy file (/etc/kubernetes/my-audit-policy-file.yml) or the default
policy file /etc/kubernetes/default-audit-policy.yaml. If no custom policy file was configured at bootstrap, then the
user can only configure the parameter audit-policy-file to the default policy file.

Only the parameter audit-policy-file is configurable after bootstrap, so the other parameters (audit-log-path,
audit-log-maxsize, audit-log-maxage and audit-log-maxbackup) cannot be changed at runtime.

Workaround: NA

See: Kubernetes Operator Command Logging.

• The Kubernetes API Security audit logging cannot be enabled on systems upgraded from Wind River Cloud Platform Release•
21.12 to 22.06.

Workaround: A fix will be provided in a future patch to address this issue.

Enhanced Parallel Operations for Distributed Cloud

• No parallel operation should be performed while the System Controller is being patched.•

• Only one type of parallel operation can be performed at a time. For example, subcloud prestaging or upgrade orchestration•
should be postponed while batch subcloud deployment is still in progress.

• Ensure that the System Controller has no CPU, memory, disk space related alarms or other management affecting alarms prior•
to performing a parallel operation.

Cert-manager API Version

Due to differences in the Helm charts between the releases, user overrides for cert-manager will be lost during the upgrade. System
overrides will still be preserved during the upgrade.
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Workaround: If you have any user overrides (which is uncommon), you will have to apply them again after the upgrade, and ensure
they work with the new cert-manager charts. You can check if you have any “user_overrides” by running system helm-override-show
cert-manager cert-manager cert-manager command.

See: Product Changes Release 22.06 on page 3

PTP is not supported on Broadcom 57504 NIC

PTP is not supported on the Broadcom 57504 NIC.

Workaround: None. Do not configure PTP instances on the Broadcom 57504 NIC.

Metrics Server Update across Upgrades

After a platform upgrade, the Metrics Server will NOT be automatically updated. To update the Metrics Server, See: Install Metrics
Server

Support for Helm overrides of oidc-auth-apps during a Platform upgrade

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06 supports Helm overrides of oidc-auth-apps application during a platform upgrade. The
recommended and legacy example Helm overrides of oidc-auth-apps are supported for upgrades, as described in Cloud Platform
documentation User Authentication Using Windows Active Directory.

Workaround: On the active controller, download and run the script as shown below to verify if the Helm overrides in use are
supported for upgrade:

script_url="https://opendev.org/starlingx/config/raw/commit/8293b0af2cec814e10f973518a5a7c1ff4e4b0
9d/controllerconfig/controllerconfig/upgrade-scripts/50-validate-oidc-auth-apps.py"

curl $script_url > oidc-upgrade-check.py
chmod ugo+rx oidc-upgrade-check.py

sudo -Hu postgres ./oidc-upgrade-check.py 21.12 22.06 health-check

grep oidc-upgrade-check.py /var/log/platform.log

To proceed with the upgrade when the Helm overrides in use are not supported, use the system application-remove oidc-auth-apps
command to move the application to uploaded state before starting the upgrade. After completing the upgrade, recreate the
helm-overrides following the examples in the 21.12 documentation.

See:

• User Authentication Using Windows Active Directory•

• Set up OIDC Auth Applications•

Backup and Restore: Remote restore fails to gather the SSH public key

IPv4 AIO-DX remote restore fails while running restore bootstrap.

Workaround: If remote restore fails due to failed authentication, perform the restore on the box instead of remotely. This issue is
caused when remote restore fails to gather the SSH public key.
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Horizon Drop-Down lists in Chrome and Firefox causes issues due to the new
branding

Drop-down menus in Horizon do not work due to the ‘select’ HTML element on Chrome and Firefox.

It is considered a ‘replaced element’ as it is generated by the browser and/or operating system. This element has a limited range of
customizable CSS properties.

Workaround: The system should be 100% usable even with this limitation. Changing browser’s and/or operating system’s theme
could solve display issues in case they limit the legibility of the elements (i.e. white text and white background).

Running Quartzville tools crashes the Host

When Quartzville tools, such as Celo are built, installed and run inside a container built from stx-centos-tools-dev image, Quartzville
pod launches successfully, for more details see vRAN Tools. However, the pod remains in “Terminating” status.

Workaround: NA

Deploying an App using nginx controller fails with internal error after
controller.name override

An Helm override of controller.name to the nginx-ingress-controller app may result in errors when creating ingress resources later on.

Example of Helm override:

Workaround: NA

Cloud installation causes disk errors in /dev/mapper/mpatha and CentOS

During installation of the HPE SAN disk, an error “/dev/mapper/mpatha is invalid” occurs (intermittent), and CentOS is not bootable
(intermittent).

Workaround: Reboot the Wind River Cloud Platform system to solve the issue.

Vault is not supported on Cloud Platform Release 22.06

The Vault application is not supported on Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

Workaround: NA

Portieris is not supported on Cloud Platform Release 22.06

The Portieris application is not supported on prod-long| Release 22.06.

Workaround: NA
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The Deployment Manager monitor does not support PTP Multiple NIC configuration

No Deployment Manager monitor alarms are raised if the PTP multiple instance configuration is not reconciled by Deployment
Manager.

Workaround: NA. This will be addressed in a future release.

Cloud Platform Release 21.12 - Limitations

DCManager Patch Orchestration

Warning

Patches must be applied or removed on the System Controller prior to using the dcmanager patch-strategy command to propagate
changes to the subclouds.

Optimization with a Large number of OSDs

As Storage nodes are not optimized, you may need to optimize your Ceph configuration for balanced operation across deployments
with a high number of OSDs. This results in an alarm being generated even if the installation succeeds.

800.001 - Storage Alarm Condition: HEALTH_WARN. Please check ‘ceph -s’

Workaround: To optimize your storage nodes with a large number of OSDs, it is recommended to use the following commands:

$ ceph osd pool set kube-rbd pg_num 256
$ ceph osd pool set kube-rbd pgp_num 256

Subcloud reinstallation using Prestaged Software

If a subcloud is upgraded without pre-staged software, pre-staging this subcloud for reinstall is not supported.

Workaround: Contact Customer Support at, http://www.windriver.com/support.

PTP Limitations

NICs using the Intel Ice NIC driver may report the following in the ptp4l` logs, which might coincide with a PTP port switching to
FAULTY before re-initializing.

ptp4l[80330.489]: timed out while polling for tx timestamp
ptp4l[80330.CGTS-30543489]: increasing tx_timestamp_timeout may correct this issue, but it is like
ly caused by a driver bug

This is due to a limitation of the Intel ICE driver.
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Workaround: The recommended workaround is to set the tx_timestamp_timeout parameter to 700 (ms) in the ptp4l config
using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add ptp-inst1 tx_timestamp_timeout=700

Multiple Lock/Unlock operations on the controllers causes 100.104 alarm

Performing multiple Lock/Unlock operations on controllers while Wind River OpenStack is applied can fill the partition and can
trigger an 100.104 alarm.

Workaround: Check the amount of space used by core dump using the controller-0:~$ ls -lha /var/lib/systemd/coredump`
command. Core dumps related to MariaDB can be safely deleted.

BPF is disabled

BPF cannot be used in the PREEMPT_RT/low latency kernel, due to the inherent incompatibility between PREEMPT_RT and BPF, see,
https://lwn.net/Articles/802884/.

Some packages might be affected when PREEMPT_RT and BPF are used together. This includes the following, but not limited to
these packages.

• libpcap•

• libnet•

• dnsmasq•

• qemu•

• nmap-ncat•

• libv4l•

• elfutils•

• iptables•

• tcpdump•

• iproute•

• gdb•

• valgrind•

• kubernetes•

• cni•

• strace•

• mariadb•

• libvirt•

• dpdk•

• libteam•

• libseccomp•

• binutils•

• libbpf•

• dhcp•

• lldpd•

• containernetworking-plugins•
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• golang•

• i40e•

• ice•

Workaround: Wind River recommends not to use BPF with real time kernel. If required it can still be used, for example, debugging
only.

Crashkernel Value

crashkernel=auto is no longer supported by newer kernels, and hence the v5.10 kernel will not support the “auto” value.

Workaround: Wind River Cloud Platform uses crashkernel=512m instead of crashkernel=auto.

Control Group parameter

The control group (cgroup) parameter kmem.limit_in_bytes has been deprecated, and results in the following message in the
kernel’s log buffer (dmesg) during boot-up and/or during the Ansible bootstrap procedure: “kmem.limit_in_bytes is deprecated and
will be removed. Please report your usecase to linux-mm@kvack.org if you depend on this functionality.” This parameter is used by a
number of software packages in Wind River Cloud Platform, including, but not limited to, systemd, docker, containerd, libvirt etc.

Workaround: NA. This is only a warning message about the future deprecation of an interface.

Subcloud Upgrade with Kubernetes Versions

Subcloud Kubernetes versions are upgraded along with the System Controller. You can add a new subcloud while the System
Controller is on intermediate versions of Kubernetes as long as the needed k8s images are available at the configured sources.

Workaround: In a Distributed Cloud configuration, when upgrading from Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.12 the Kubernetes
version is 1.21.8. The default version of the new install for Kubernetes is v1.23.1. Kubernetes must be upgraded one version at a time
on the System Controller.

Note
New subclouds should not be added until the System Controller has been upgraded to Kubernetes v1.23.1.

New Kubernetes Taint on Controllers for Standard Systems

In Wind River Cloud Platform future Releases, a new Kubernetes taint will be applied to controllers for Standard systems in order to
prevent application pods from being scheduled on controllers; since controllers in Standard systems are intended ONLY for platform
services. If application pods MUST run on controllers, a Kubernetes toleration of the taint can be specified in the application’s pod
specifications.

Workaround: Customer applications that need to run on controllers on Standard systems will need to be enabled/configured for
Kubernetes toleration in order to ensure the applications continue working after an upgrade from Wind River Cloud Platform Release
21.12 to Wind River Cloud Platform future Releases. It is suggested to add the Kubernetes toleration to your application prior to
upgrading to Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06 Release.

You can specify toleration for a pod through the pod specification (PodSpec). For example:

spec:
....
template:
....
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    spec
      tolerations:
        - key: "node-role.kubernetes.io/master"
        operator: "Exists"
        effect: "NoSchedule"

See: Taints and Tolerations.

Ceph alarm 800.001 interrupts the AIO-DX upgrade orchestration

Upgrade orchestration fails on AIO-DX systems that have Ceph enabled.

Workaround: Clear the Ceph alarm 800.001 by manually upgrading both controllers and using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph mon enable-msgr2

Ceph alarm 800.001 is cleared.

Storage Nodes are not considered part of the Kubernetes cluster

When running the system kube-host-upgrade-list command the output must only display controller and worker hosts that have
control-plane and kubelet components. Storage nodes do not have any of those components and so are not considered a part of the
Kubernetes cluster.

Workaround: Do not include Storage nodes as part of the Kubernetes upgrade.

Backup and Restore of ACC100 (Mount Bryce) configuration requires double unlock
attempt

After restoring from a previous backup with an Intel ACC100 processing accelerator device, the first unlock attempt will be refused
since this specific kind of device will be updated in the same context.

Workaround: A second attempt after few minutes will accept and unlock the host.

Application Pods with SRIOV Interfaces

Application Pods with SR-IOV Interfaces require a restart-on-reboot: “true” label in their pod spec template.

Pods with SR-IOV interfaces may fail to start after a platform restore or Simplex upgrade and persist in the Container Creating state
due to missing PCI address information in the CNI configuration.

Workaround: Application pods that require|SRIOV| should add the label restart-on-reboot: “true” to their pod spec template
metadata. All pods with this label will be deleted and recreated after system initialization, therefore all pods must be restartable and
managed by a Kubernetes controller (i.e. DaemonSet, Deployment or StatefulSet) for auto recovery.

Pod Spec template example:

template:
    metadata:
      labels:
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        tier: node
        app: sriovdp
        restart-on-reboot: "true"

Management VLAN Failure

If the Management VLAN fails on the active System Controller, communication failure 400.005 is detected, and alarm 280.001 is
raised indicating subclouds are offline.

Workaround: System Controller will recover and subclouds are manageable when the Management VLAN is restored.

Host Unlock During Orchestration

If a host unlock during orchestration takes longer than 30 minutes to complete, a second reboot may occur. This is due to the delays,
VIM tries to abort. The abort operation triggers the second reboot.

Workaround: NA

Storage Nodes Recovery on Power Outage

Storage nodes take 10-15 minutes longer to recover in the event of a full power outage.

Workaround: NA

Ceph File System cannot be accessed after upgrading the subcloud

Ceph File System cannot be accessed after upgrading the subcloud from Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.05 Patch 0005 to
Release 21.12.

Workaround: After the upgrade is complete, you must mount the Ceph File System to enable access to the files. For example:

KEYRING=$(ceph auth get client.ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data | sed -n 's/^[[:blank:]]key[[:blank:]]+
=[[:blank:]](.)/\1/p')
echo $KEYRING
CEPH_USER_KEYRING=/etc/ceph/ceph.client.guest.keyring
sudo bash -c "echo $KEYRING >$CEPH_USER_KEYRING"
sudo cat $CEPH_USER_KEYRING

ceph fs dump
sudo mkdir /mnt/mycephfs
sudo mount -t ceph controller-0:6789:/ /mnt/mycephfs
sudo ls -al /mnt/mycephfs
sudo umount /mnt/mycephfs

Ceph OSD Recovery on an AIO-DX System

In certain instances a Ceph OSD may not recover on an AIO-DX system (for example, if an OSD comes up after a controller reboot
and a swact occurs), and remains in the down state when viewed using the ceph -s command.

Workaround: Manual recovery of the OSD may be required.
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Using Helm with Container-Backed Remote CLIs and Clients

If Helm is used within Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients:

• You will NOT see any helm installs from Wind River Cloud Platform’s system Armada applications.•

Workaround: Do not directly use Helm to manage Cloud Platform’s system Armada applications. Manage these applications
using system application commands.

• You will NOT see any helm installs from end user applications, installed using Helm on the controller’s local CLI.•

Workaround: It is recommended that you manage your Helm applications only remotely; the controller’s local CLI should only
be used for management of the Cloud Platform infrastructure.

Wind River OpenStack is not supported on Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06

Existing users of the Wind River OpenStack Release 22.02 application should not upgrade to the Wind River Cloud Platform Release
22.06.

Remote CLI Containers Limitation for Cloud Platform HTTPS Systems

The python2 SSL lib has limitations with reference to how certificates are validated. If you are using Remote CLI containers, due to a
limitation in the python2 SSL certificate validation, the certificate used for the ‘ssl’ certificate should either have:

1. CN=IPADDRESS and SAN=empty or,

2. CN=FQDN and SAN=FQDN

Workaround: Use CN=FQDN and SAN=FQDN as CN is a deprecated field in the certificate.

Cert-manager does not work with uppercase letters in IPv6 addresses

Cert-manager does not work with uppercase letters in IPv6 addresses.

Workaround: Replace the uppercase letters in IPv6 addresses with lowercase letters.

apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
    name: oidc-auth-apps-certificate
    namespace: test
spec:
    secretName: oidc-auth-apps-certificate
    dnsNames:
    - ahost.com
    ipAddresses:
    - fe80::903a:1c1a:e802::11e4
    issuerRef:
        name: cloudplatform-interca-issuer
        kind: Issuer
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Kubernetes Root CA Certificates

Kubernetes does not properly support k8s_root_ca_cert and k8s_root_ca_key being an Intermediate CA.

Workaround: Accept internally generated k8s_root_ca_cert/key or customize only with a Root CA certificate and key.

Windows Active Directory

• Limitation: The Kubernetes API does not support uppercase IPv6 addresses.•

Workaround: The issuer_url IPv6 address must be specified as lowercase.

• Limitation: The refresh token does not work.•

Workaround: If the token expires, manually replace the ID token. For more information, see, Obtain the Authentication Token
Using the Browser.

• Limitation: TLS error logs are reported in the oidc-dex container on subclouds. These logs should not have any system impact.•

Workaround: NA

• Limitation: stx-oidc-client liveness probe sometimes reports failures. These errors may not have system impact.•

Workaround: NA

BMC Password

The BMC password cannot be updated.

Workaround: In order to update the BMC password, de-provision the BMC, and then re-provision it again with the new password.

Backup and Restore for the Platform

The wra-analytics application may not recover automatically after a restore.

Workaround: Manually re-apply the wra-analytics application.

Application Fails After Host Lock/Unlock

In some situations, application may fail to apply after host lock/unlock due to previously evicted pods.

Workaround: Use the kubectl delete command to delete the evicted pods and reapply the application.

Application Apply Failure if Host Reset

If an application apply is in progress and a host is reset it will likely fail. A re-apply attempt may be required once the host recovers
and the system is stable.

Workaround: Once the host recovers and the system is stable, a re-apply may be required.

Pod Recovery after a Host Reboot

On occasions some pods may remain in an unknown state after a host is rebooted.
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Workaround: To recover these pods kill the pod. Also based on https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/68211 it is
recommended that applications avoid using a subPath volume configuration.

Rare Node Not Ready Scenario

In rare cases, an instantaneous loss of communication with the active kube-apiserver may result in kubernetes reporting node(s) as
stuck in the “Not Ready” state after communication has recovered and the node is otherwise healthy.

Workaround: A restart of the kublet process on the affected node(s) will resolve the issue.

Platform CPU Usage Alarms

Alarms may occur indicating platform cpu usage is >90% if a large number of pods are configured using liveness probes that run
every second.

Workaround: To mitigate either reduce the frequency for the liveness probes or increase the number of platform cores.

Pods Using isolcpus

The isolcpus feature currently does not support allocation of thread siblings for cpu requests (i.e. physical thread +HT sibling).

Workaround: Contact Customer Support at, http://www.windriver.com/support.

System host-disk-wipe command

The system host-disk-wipe command is not supported in this release.

Workaround: Contact Customer Support at, www.windriver.com/support.

Restrictions on the Size of Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs)

There is a limitation on the size of Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs) that can be used for all Wind River Cloud Platform Releases.

Workaround: It is recommended that all PVCs should be a minimum size of 1GB. For more information, see, https://
bugs.launchpad.net/starlingx/+bug/1814595.

Sub-Numa Cluster Configuration not Supported on Skylake Servers

Sub-Numa cluster configuration is not supported on Skylake servers.

Workaround: For servers with Skylake Gold or Platinum CPUs, Sub-NUMA clustering must be disabled in the BIOS.

The ptp-notification-demo App is Not a System-Managed Application

The ptp-notification-demo app is provided for demonstration purposes only. Therefore, it is not supported on typical platform
operations such as Upgrades and Backup and Restore.

Workaround: NA
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Deleting image tags in registry.local may delete tags under the same name

When deleting image tags in the registry.local docker registry, you should be aware that the deletion of an <image-name:tag-name>
will delete all tags under the specified <image-name> that have the same ‘digest’ as the specified <image-name:tag-name>. For
more information, see, Delete Image Tags in the Docker Registry.

Workaround: NA

2. Known Limitations and Workarounds for Deployment Manager

This section documents the known limitations you may encounter with Deployment Manager, and workarounds that you can use to
help resolve the issue.

Upgrade Deployment Manager failure after Platform Upgrade

After an upgrade from Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.12 to Release 22.06, updating Cloud Platform Deployment Manager
will fail.

Workaround: Follow the pre-steps below to:

Procedure

1. Uninstall the existing Deployment Manager using the helm uninstall deployment-manager command.

2. Wait for a minute to ensure that all objects are removed by Helm.

3. Recheck the remaining objects that are not cleared by Helm using the following command. For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl -n deployment get crds | grep starlingx
CustomResourceDefinition: datanetworks.starlingx.windriver.com
CustomResourceDefinition: hosts.starlingx.windriver.com
CustomResourceDefinition: ptpinstances.starlingx.windriver.com
CustomResourceDefinition: ptpinterfaces.starlingx.windriver.com

4. Use the following commands to patch the objects that are not cleared by Helm, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl patch crd/<crd_name> -p '{"metadata":{"finalizers":[]}}' --type=merg
e
Sample commands:
kubectl patch crd/datanetworks.starlingx.windriver.com -p '{"metadata":{"finalizers":[]}}' --ty
pe=merge
kubectl patch crd/hosts.starlingx.windriver.com -p '{"metadata":{"finalizers":[]}}' --type=merg
e
kubectl patch crd/ptpinstances.starlingx.windriver.com -p '{"metadata":{"finalizers":[]}}' --ty
pe=merge
kubectl patch crd/ptpinterfaces.starlingx.windriver.com -p '{"metadata":{"finalizers":[]}}' --t
ype=merge

5. Use the steps in Upgrade Deployment Manager to upgrade Deployment Manager.
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Deploy Tool

• Limitation: The deploy tool builds a configuration definition file from a running system to generate a sample yaml file. The tool•
is unable to convert the information to align with the Deployment Manager naming conventions.

Procedure

1. You are able to specify a ‘system name’ that has upper case characters that are not supported by Deployment
Manager, for example:

./deploy build -n deployment -s deployment-config-baremin-sriov-license-1G --minimal-config

Workaround: DO NOT use unsupported characters when specifying a ‘system name’ when creating the deployment
config file using the deploy tool.

2. You are able to specify ‘system configs’ using characters not supported by Deployment Manager, for example, to
create a datanetwork with a name using unsupported chars:

system datanetwork-add sriov_net flat

Workaround: DO NOT use unsupported characters for naming ‘system configs’ when creating the deployment
config file using the deploy tool.

• Limitation: If the deploy tool is used for the Central Region after the subclouds are added, the user needs to edit the•
generated yaml file to remove the subcloud routes.

Workaround: It is recommended to review the generated file and make sure the config generated is what is intended for use in
the deployment.

Incorrect Password in yaml File

Using the incorrect sysadmin password in the deployment-config.yaml file will require a system reinstallation.

Workaround: Ensure the correct sysadmin password is specified. If an incorrect password was used, update the yaml file and re-install
the system.

3. Known Limitations and Workarounds for Distributed Cloud

This section documents the known limitations you may encounter with Distributed Cloud, and workarounds that you can use to help
resolve the issue.

Distributed Cloud Patch Orchestration on Subclouds

If a Distributed Cloud patch orchestration is attempted when any of the subclouds have previous patch orchestrations that have not
been cleared, the Distributed Cloud patch orchestration may fail.

Workaround: Clear any previous orchestrations that have been applied before initiating another Distributed Cloud patch
orchestration update.

4. Known Limitations and Workarounds for User Documentation
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This section describes any known limitations and workarounds you can use while working with Wind River Cloud Platform user
documentation.

Copy / Pasting Sample Commands

Sample commands are provided for your use when following procedures in the Wind River Cloud Platform guides.

Workaround: If you choose to copy and paste sample commands from your PDF only, you may need to reapply formatting as
required for validation by your code editor.

Workaround: See, Wind River Support Network for access to HTML versions of the guides that can be copy and pasted from, while
retaining the formatting of sample commands.
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6. SUPPORTED CONTAINER IMAGES

1. Supported Container Images with IDs

This section lists the container images with IDs supported in Wind River Cloud Platform, Release 22.06. You will find the list on the
Wind River Product Delivery Platform. Depending on your location, industry, and current Cloud Platform patch level, this list can be
found in one of the following files:

• For Wind River Amazon Web Services registry users: wind-river-cloud-platform-container-images-list-with-•
ids-wr-aws-<version>.txt

• For Wind River Harbor registry users: wind-river-cloud-platform-container-images-list-with-ids-wr-harbor-•
<version>.txt

Consult your Wind River Fulfillment information to confirm which file applies to you.

• For the Wind River Amazon Web Services registry URL, the wind-river-registry-url below is 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-•
west-2.amazonaws.com

• For the Wind River Harbor registry URL, the wind-river-registry-url below is registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd•

WRCP_22.06 Release Container Images with IDs

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/curlimages/curl:7.77.0,e062233fb4a9•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/fluxcd/helm-controller:v0.15.0,2d18d9f97403,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/fluxcd/source-controller:v0.20.1,37a57cc39b8e,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/hashicorp/vault-k8s:0.4.0,56038c4ee8b3•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/istio/install-cni:1.13.3,0d91be6133e9•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/istio/operator:1.13.3,534174c3d20f•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/istio/pilot:1.13.3,6b5491886cc6•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/istio/proxyv2:1.13.3,9104024c5e4a•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/jettech/kube-webhook-certgen:v1.5.0,344297e197b6•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/netapp/trident:22.01.0,e5cf6edf4870•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/openstackhelm/ceph-config-helper:ubuntu_bionic-20201223,77aaad0417aa•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/rabbitmq:3.8.11-management,095cd34350b9•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/ceph-config-helper:v1.15.0,e9e28af77f24•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/intel-fpga-plugin:stx.3.0-v0.11.0-103-g4f28657,440f5091eeb3•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/locationservice-base:stx.5.0-v1.0.1,4541e4ca9a4d•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/n3000-opae:stx.6.0-v1.0.1,f0932153b81a,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/notificationclient-base:stx.5.0-v1.0.4,0a3dd5d2d3c8•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/notificationservice-base:stx.7.0-v1.0.5,2b51d8dba671•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/portieris:stx.5.0-v0.7.0,d9a1250f00f5•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/rvmc:stx.5.0-v1.0.0,07fa3f50dfd0•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-audit:stx.6.0-v1.0.3,d2901c42f9a4•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.0,748735ed57d4•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1,41707fe7660e•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-fm-subagent:stx.6.0-v1.0.3,544d5d069682•
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• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-fm-trap-subagent:stx.7.0-v1.0.3,ce9c0c47d457•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-metrics-server-sample-app:stx.7.0-v1.0.0,8772b33471f5•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-oidc-client:stx.5.0-v1.0.4,2ae6fb9e364d•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients:stx.7.0-v1.5.7,c5b508ba1022•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-snmp:stx.6.0-v1.0.1,90864238daba•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-vault-manager:stx.5.0-v1.18.3,bd95473f6ab8•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/untergeek/curator:5.7.6,15c67310bedb•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/vault:1.4.2,1f50594a34a6•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/gcr.io/google_containers/kubernetes-dashboard-init-amd64:v1.0.0,0b9651639144•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.11.0,29589495df8d,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/dexidp/dex:v2.31.1,48cb604be6fc•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/helm/tiller:v2.16.9,fd3fd9ab134a,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/multus-cni:v3.7.1,0516569f40db,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/multus-cni:v3.8,c65d3833b509,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/sriov-cni:v2.6.1,28d8a506af75,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/sriov-cni:v2.6.2,4b3a737b3c7b,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/sriov-network-device-plugin:v3.3.2,738c8da0ec9b,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/sriov-network-device-plugin:v3.4.0,0a62842693bb,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/coredns:1.6.7,67da37a9a360,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/coredns:1.7.0,bfe3a36ebd25,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/coredns/coredns:v1.8.0,296a6d5035e2,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/coredns/coredns:v1.8.4,8d147537fb7d,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/coredns/coredns:v1.8.6,a4ca41631cc7,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/defaultbackend:1.4,846921f0fe0e,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/defaultbackend-amd64:1.5,b5af743e5984,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/etcd:3.4.13-0,0369cf4303ff,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/etcd:3.4.3-0,303ce5db0e90,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/etcd:3.5.0-0,004811815584,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/etcd:3.5.1-0,25f8c7f3da61,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/ingress-nginx/controller:v1.1.1,2461b2698dcd,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/ingress-nginx/kube-webhook-certgen:v1.1.1,c41e9fcadf5a,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver:v1.21.8,a5a584eef959,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver:v1.22.5,059e6cd8cf78,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver:v1.23.1,b6d7abedde39,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-controller-manager:v1.21.8,74e3bdf53cd3,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-controller-manager:v1.22.5,04185bc88e08,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-controller-manager:v1.23.1,f51846a4fd28,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-proxy:v1.21.8,f70621d55c05,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-proxy:v1.22.5,8f8fdd6672d4,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-proxy:v1.23.1,b46c42588d51,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-scheduler:v1.21.8,4cd11f55d2ec,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-scheduler:v1.22.5,935d8fdc2d52,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-scheduler:v1.23.1,71d575efe628,bootstrap•
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• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/metrics-server/metrics-server:v0.6.1,e57a417f15d3•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/nfd/node-feature-discovery:v0.8.1,824e6b9c62e8•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/pause:3.4.1,0f8457a4c2ec,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/pause:3.5,ed210e3e4a5b,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/pause:3.6,6270bb605e12,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/sig-storage/csi-attacher:v3.4.0,03e115718d25•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/sig-storage/csi-node-driver-registrar:v2.4.0,f45c8a305a0b•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/sig-storage/csi-provisioner:v3.1.0,c3dfb4b04796•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/sig-storage/csi-resizer:v1.3.0,1df30f0e2555•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/sig-storage/csi-snapshotter:v3.0.3,000846ee5335•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/sig-storage/csi-snapshotter:v4.2.0,33670232d7bc•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/airshipit/armada:ddbdd7256c20f138737f6cbd772312f7a19f58b8-•
ubuntu_bionic,61a6ed2f5845,bootstrap

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/cni:v3.19.1,5749e8b276f9,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/cni:v3.22.2,be7dfc21ba2e,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/kube-controllers:v3.19.1,5d3d5ddc8605,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/kube-controllers:v3.22.2,a1a88662416b,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/node:v3.19.1,c4d75af7e098,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/node:v3.22.2,fd1608dbbc19,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/pod2daemon-flexvol:v3.19.1,5660150975fb,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/calico/pod2daemon-flexvol:v3.22.2,d6660bf471e1,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/cephcsi/cephcsi:v3.5.1,a68e15f8572a•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/external_storage/cephfs-provisioner:v2.1.0-k8s1.11,cac658c0a096•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/external_storage/rbd-provisioner:v2.1.1-k8s1.11,9fb54e49f9bf•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver:v1.7.1,dc6302a19621,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-cainjector:v1.7.1,623ec0d31539,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-controller:v1.7.1,db7725ef729d,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-ctl:v1.7.1,4e60e4ce697f,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-webhook:v1.7.1,36736adc2f4b,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/k8scsi/snapshot-controller:v2.0.0-rc2,d4553944fbf7,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/kiali/kiali:v1.45.0,1de6e602a2e6•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/quay.io/stackanetes/kubernetes-entrypoint:v0.3.1,7fb3c2364b87,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_22.06,981d08be198e,bootstrap•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/cmk:WRCP.20.01-v1.3.1-15-ge3df769-1,c9e61bb5efea•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/dm-monitor:WRCP_21.05-v1.0.0,40dfd73066f8•
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7. DEPRECATION AND REMOVAL NOTICES

1. Deprecation and Removal Notices

This section lists capabilities that are either deprecated (still functional, but planned to be removed in a future release), and removed
in Wind River Cloud Platform, Release 21.12.

Deprecated in WRCP_22.06

Deprecation of Kubernetes APIs

Kubernetes APIs that are deprecated and will be removed in K8s 1.25 are listed below:

See: https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/using-api/deprecation-guide/#v1-25

Armada Airship deprecation

Armada Airship is being deprecated in Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06 and replaced by FluxCD.

Note
This has NO impact on external APIs used by you; the ‘system application’ APIs abstract the underlying Armada / FluxCD
implementation. The documentation and CLI outputs have been updated to reflect references to FluxCD and removal of
Armada.

Armada based applications will only work when running k8s v1.21.8. All Armada based applications that need to run on Wind River
Cloud Platform Release 22.06 with k8s v1.22 or k8s v1.23 must be converted to use FluxCD. This has been done for all Wind River
Cloud Platform applications.

If an application is not yet converted to FluxCD then it will only work when Cloud Platform Release 22.06 is installed with k8s v1.21.8.
For example, the Wind River OpenStack application will need to use k8s v1.21.8 until Wind River Cloud Platform has been updated
to use FluxCD.

For more information, see:

• Armada Deprecation and Replacement; https://docs.starlingx.io/specs/specs/stx-7.0/approved/•
starlingx_2009138_armada_deprecation_and_removal.html

• Product Changes Release 22.06 on page 3•

Cert-manager API Version deprecation

The upgrade of cert-manager from 0.15.0 to 1.7.1, deprecated support for cert manager API versions cert-manager.io/v1alpha2 and
cert-manager.io/v1alpha3. When creating cert-manager CRDs (certificates, issuers, etc) with Wind River Cloud Platform Release
22.06, use cert-manager.io/v1.

Pod Security Policy deprecation

Pod Security Policy is deprecated as of Kubernetes v1.21 and will be removed in Kubernetes v1.25. PSP will continue to be fully
functional for Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

Since it has been introduced PSP has had usability problems. The way PSPs are applied to pods has proven confusing especially when
trying to use them. It is easy to accidentally grant broader permissions than intended, and difficult to inspect which PSPs apply in a
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certain situation. As a Technology preview feature, Kubernetes offers a built-in Pod Security Admission (PSA) controller that will
replace PSPs in the future.

See:

• Pod Security Policy•

Removed in WRCP_22.06

Removal of Kubernetes APIs

Kubernetes APIs that are removed in K8s 1.22 are listed below:

See: https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/using-api/deprecation-guide/#v1-22

TPM in Certificate Management

• Wind River Cloud Platform support for TPM in Certificate Management via Cloud Platform API/CLI and Deployment Manager is•
now removed in Wind River Cloud Platform version 22.06.

- TPM support for protecting private key of the starlingx-restapi-gui certificate (CentOS) has been removed in Wind River-
Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

If you are using tpm mode for installing the starlingx-restapi-gui certificate, this must be changed to either use ssl mode
or use cert-manager to install this certificate.

Removal of TPM mode on Certificate Commands

You must check that TPM mode certificates are not configured in your system before starting upgrades from Wind River Cloud
Platform Release 21.12 to Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

You will need to reinstall the certificate using mode=ssl before starting the upgrade.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM INTRODUCTION, 22.06
• Introduction to Cloud Platform on page 1
• New Features on page 3
• Open Source Solution on page 8
• Functional Overview of the Kubernetes Cluster on page 9
• Wind River Product Delivery and Container Registry Sites on page 11

Deployment configuration overview

• Deployment Options on page 13
• Kubernetes Cluster Deployment Configuration Options on page 13

Documentation overview

• Cloud Platform Documentation on page 17

1. Introduction to Cloud Platform

Cloud Platform provides a fully-managed, fully-integrated ready-to-deploy cloud native platform, for the deployment and
management of containerized workloads.

Cloud Platform provides a solution with the high availability, performance, scalability and usability demanded by telecommunications
and industrial environments, to deliver a unique carrier-grade, industry-leading cloud native platform solution.

Kubernetes Cluster - Data Center to the Edge

Cloud Platform is a private cloud software product that deploys a Kubernetes cluster on dedicated physical servers. With a range of
deployment configurations, it can be deployed from the Data Center to the Edge of the network. This provides a single solution to
deploy your containerized applications, regardless of where they are located. Its ability to scale both large and small makes Cloud
Platform ideal for Edge deployments.
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Cloud Platform is developed based on the OpenStack StarlingX project. It is also the platform used to deploy the application, the
commercially supported containerized OpenStack product within the Wind River Cloud Platform product portfolio.

Containerized OpenStack

Cloud Platform provides a set of day-1 and day-2 management capabilities including:

• installation•

• configuration management•

• operational and fault management of all components of the solution•

- physical servers-

- operating system and kernel-

- StarlingX software-

- Kubernetes software-

- supporting open-source software such as Ceph, NetApp Trident, Apache, and Postgres.-

• log and performance metrics are collected and reported for both hardware and software components•

• security is addressed across a variety of attack surfaces that includes TLS support, user authentication/authorization, and•
network firewalls on all external interfaces, with support for technologies such as UEFI Secure Boot, signed software updates

• backup and restore capabilities•

• rolling software update utilities for updating any or all software included in the Cloud Platform•

All of the above solutions are pre-integrated, pre-validated, and ready-to-deploy with default configurations that optimize
performance and scalability.

All services have been validated together as an integrated system.

Cloud Platform can be deployed using a variety of options. For small deployments, such as AIO server solutions, it combines
controller, worker, and storage functions all on a single low-power / low-cost server. Cloud Platform supports both a single server AIO
Simplex solution, as well as an HA two server AIO Duplex solution. The standard solution consists of a two node HA controller cluster,
up to a 9x node HA storage cluster and, managing up to 200 worker nodes. Cloud Platform also supports a geographically
distributed multi-cloud solution to address cloud requirements from the data center to the edge, with value-added cross-cloud
orchestration capabilities. For more information, see Wind River® Cloud Platform Introduction: Kubernetes Cluster Deployment
Configuration Options on page 13.
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Geographically Distributed Edge Cloud Solution

The Cloud Platform documentation suite provides guidelines, rules, and system parameters to assist cloud architects, installers, and
administrators in deploying, managing, and scaling the Cloud Platform system to meet application-specific requirements.

Caution

Failure to follow these recommendations, guidelines and engineering rules will result in unknown performance trade-offs,
compromising reliability, and performance.

2. New Features

The following are updates made in Cloud Platform version 22.06.

Technology Preview for Cloud Platform, Release 22.06

Debian-based Solution

Cloud Platform 22.06 is a general Availability (GA) Release of CentOS7 Cloud Platform for production deployments. It will be the last
release of a CentOS7 –based Cloud Platform.

Cloud Platform 22.06 inherits the 5.10 version of the Linux kernel introduced in Cloud Platform 21.12.

Cloud Platform 22.06 is also a technology Preview Release of Debian Cloud Platform for evaluation purposes.

Cloud Platform 22.06 release runs Debian Bullseye (11.3). It is limited in scope to the AIO-SX configuration Duplex, standard, and
Deployment Manager configurations are not available..

See Wind River Cloud Platform Debian Technology Preview, 22.06 for details.

Istio Service Mesh Application

The Istio Service Mesh application is integrated into Wind River Cloud Platform as a system application.

Istio provides traffic management, observability as well as security as a Kubernetes service mesh. For more information, see https://
istio.io/.
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Cloud Platform includes istio-operator container to manage the life cycle management of the Istio components.

See: Istio Service Mesh Application

Pod Security Admission Controller

Pod Security Admission (PSA) Controller replaces PSP, and is a Technology preview feature.

PSA controller acts on creation and modification of the pod and determines if it should be admitted based on the requested security
context and the policies defined. It provides a more usable k8s-native solution to enforce Pod Security Standards.

See:

• https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/security/pod-security-admission/•

• Technology Preview - Pod Security Admission Controller•

New Cloud Platform Functionality Supported in Release 22.06

Platform Application Components Revision

The following applications have been updated to a new version in Wind River Cloud Platform Release, 22.06.

• cert-manager, 1.7.1•

• nginx-ingress-controller, 1.1.1•

• oidc-dex, 2.31.1•

• metric-server, 1.0.18•

See: Open Source Project Versions

cert-manager

The upgrade of cert-manager from 0.15.0 to 1.7.1 deprecated support for cert manager API versions cert-manager.io/v1alpha2 and
cert-manager.io/v1alpha3. When creating cert-manager CRDs (certificates, issuers, etc) with Wind River Cloud Platform, Release
22.06, use cert-manager.io/v1.

Cert manager resources that are already deployed on the system will be automatically convereted to cert-manager.io/v1. Anything
created using automation or previous Wind River Cloud Platform releases should be converted with the cert-manager kubectl plugin
using the instructions documented in https://cert-manager.io/docs/installation/upgrading/upgrading-0.16-1.0/#converting-resources
before being deployed to the new release.

oidc-dex

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06 supports helm-overrides of oidc-auth-apps application during a platform upgrade. The
recommended and legacy example Helm overrides of oidc-auth-apps are supported for upgrades, as described in Cloud Platform
documentation User Authentication Using Windows Active Directory.

See: Set up OIDC Auth Applications.

metric-server

After a platform upgrade, the Metrics Server will NOT be automatically updated. To update the Metrics Server, see Install Metrics
Server
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Bond CNI plugin

The Bond CNI plugin v1.0.1 is now supported in Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

The bond-cni plugin provides a method for aggregating multiple network interfaces into a single logical “bonded” interface.

To add a bonded interface to a container, a network attachment definition of type bond must be created and added as a network
annotation in the pod specification. The bonded interfaces can either be taken from the host or container based on the value of the
linksInContainer parameter in the network attachment definition. It provides transparent link aggregation for containerized
applications via K8s configuration for improved redundancy and link capacity.

See:

• Bond Plugin•

• Open Source Project Versions•

PTP GNSS and Time SyncE Support for 5G Solutions

Intel’s E810 Westport Channel and Logan Beach NICs support a built-in GNSS module and the ability to distribute clock via
Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE). This feature allows a PPS signal to be taken in via the GNSS module and redistributed to additional
NICs on the same host or on different hosts. This behavior is configured on Cloud Platform using the clock instance type in the PTP
configuration.

These parameters are used to enable the UFL/SMA ports, recovered clock syncE etc. Refer to the user’s guide for the Westport
Channel or Logan Beach NIC for additional details on how to operate these cards.

See: SyncE and Introduction

Enhanced Parallel Operations for Distributed Cloud

The following operations can now be performed on a larger number of subclouds in parallel. The supported parallel number ranges
from 100 to 500 depending on the type of operation.

• Subcloud Install•

• Subcloud Deployment (bootstrap and deploy)•

• Subcloud Manage and Sync•

• Subcloud Application Deployment/Update•

• Patch Orchestration•

• Upgrade Orchestration•

• Firmware Update Orchestration•

• Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration•

• Kubernetes Root CA Orchestration•

• Upgrade Prestaging•

See: Wind River Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing, 22.06 for parallel operation limits.

–force option

The --force option has been added to the dcmanager upgrade-strategy create command. This option upgrades both online and
offline subclouds for a single subcloud or a group of subclouds.

See Distributed Upgrade Orchestration Process Using the CLI
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Subcloud Local Installation Enhancements

Error preventive mechanisms have been implemented for subcloud local installation.

• Pre-check to avoid overwriting installed systems•

• Unified ISO image for multiple systems and disk configurations•

• Prestage execution optimization•

• Effective handling of resized docker and docker-distribution filesystems over subcloud upgrade•

See Subcloud Deployment with Local Installation.

Distributed Cloud Horizon Orchestration Updates

You can use the Horizon Web interface to upgrade Kubernetes across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the Kubernetes
upgrade strategy for Distributed Cloud Orchestration.

See: Apply a Kubernetes Upgrade Strategy using Horizon

You can use Horizon to update the device/firmware image across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the firmware update
strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration.

See: Apply the Firmware Update Strategy using Horizon

You can upgrade the platform software across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the upgrade strategy for Distributed Cloud
Upgrade Orchestration.

See: Apply the Upgrade Strategy using Horizon

You can use the Horizon Web interface as an alternative to the CLI for managing device / firmware image update strategies (Firmware
update).

See: Create a Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy using Horizon

You can use the Horizon Web interface as an alternative to the CLI for managing Kubernetes upgrade strategies.

See: Create a Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon

For more information, See: Distributed Cloud Guide

Security Audit Logging for Cloud Platform Commands

Cloud Platform logs all StarlingX REST API operator commands, except commands that use only GET requests. Cloud Platform also
logs all SNMP commands, including GET requests.

See:

• Operator Command Logging•

• Operator Login/Authentication Logging•

Security Audit Logging for K8s API

Kubernetes API Logging can be enabled and configured in Cloud Platform, and can be fully configured and enabled at bootstrap
time. Post-bootstrap, Kubernetes API logging can only be enabled or disabled. Kubernetes auditing provides a security-relevant,
chronological set of records documenting the sequence of actions in a cluster.
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See: Kubernetes Operator Command Logging

Playbook for managing local LDAP Admin User

The purpose of this playbook is to simplify and automate the management of composite Local LDAP accounts across multiple DC
systems or standalone systems. A composite Local LDAP account is defined as a Local LDAP account that also has a unique keystone
account with admin role credentials and access to a K8S serviceAccount with cluster-admin role credentials.

See: Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale

Kubernetes Custom Configuration

Kubernetes configuration can be customized during deployment by specifying bootstrap overrides in the localhost.yml file during
the Ansible bootstrap process. Additionally, you can also override the extraVolumes section in the apiserver to add new
configuration files that may be needed by the server.

See: Kubernetes Custom Configuration

Setting the BIOS

Some hosts support setting a maximum frequency for their CPU cores (application cores and platform cores). You may need to
configure a maximum scaled frequency to avoid variability due to power and thermal issues when configured for maximum
performance. For these hosts, the parameters control the maximum frequency of their CPU cores.

Enable support for power saving modes available on Intel processors to facilitate a balance between latency and power consumption.

• Wind River Cloud Platform permits the CPU “p-states” and “c-states” control via the BIOS•

• Introduce a new starlingx-realtime tuned profile, specifically configured for the low latency profile to align with Intel•
recommendations for maximum performance while enabling support for higher c-states.

See: Host CPU MHz Parameters Configuration

vRAN Intel Tool Enablement

The following open-source vRAN tools are delivered in the following container image, docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-
tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1:

• dmidecode•

• net-tools•

• iproute•

• ethtool•

• tcmpdump•

• turbostat•

• OPAE Tools (Open Programmable Acceleration Engine, fpgainfo, fpgabist, etc.)•

• ACPICA Tools (acpidump, acpixtract, etc.)•

• PCM Tools (https://github.com/opcm/pcm, pcm, pcm-core, etc.)•

See: vRAN Tools
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Coredump Configuration Support

You can change the default core dump configuration used to create core files. These are images of the system’s working memory
used to debug crashes or abnormal exits.

See: Change the Default Coredump Configuration

FluxCD replaces Armada Airship

Cloud Platform application management provides a wrapper around FluxCD and Kubernetes Helm (see https://github.com/helm/
helm) for managing containerized applications. FluxCD is a tool for managing multiple Helm charts with dependencies by centralizing
all configurations in a single FluxCD YAML definition and providing life-cycle hooks for all Helm releases.

See: StarlingX Application Package Manager.

Kubernetes Upgrade

Kubernetes has now been upgraded to k8s 1.23.1 and is the default version for Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

See: Open Source Project Versions

NetApp Trident Version Upgrade

Cloud Platform 21.12 contains the installer for Trident 22.01

If you are using NetApp Trident in Cloud Platform 21.12 and have upgraded from the Cloud Platform previous version, ensure that
your NetApp backend version is compatible with Trident 22.01.

Note
You need to upgrade the NetApp Trident driver to 22.01 before upgrading Kubernetes to 1.22.

See: Upgrade the NetApp Trident Software

Hardware Updates

The following hardware is now supported in Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06:

• Intel E810-CQDA2T (Logan Beach), It supports speeds up to 100G. This is supported for PCI-SRIOV, PXEBOOT, mgmt, oam and•
Timing (PTP IEEE 1588, SyncE, GNSS).

• Intel E810-2CQDA2 (Chapman Beach) 100G•

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX623106AC-CDAT, MCX623106AN-CDAT (ConnectX-6) 100G•

• Broadcom 57504 NIC 100G•

See:

• Kubernetes Verified Commercial Hardware•

• https://www.windriver.com/studio/operator/self-validated-and-certified-hosts•

3. Open Source Solution

Wind River’s Cloud Platform product is based on the community OpenStack StarlingX project hosted by the OpenStack Foundation.
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Wind River contributes to OpenStack StarlingX, and Kubernetes projects with its ‘upstream first’ development model, helping the
community accelerate the release of a cloud native platform that delivers the uptime, performance, security and operational
simplicity critical for edge and carrier grade clouds.

OpenStack StarlingX is also leveraged by the Linux Foundation’s Akraino Edge Stack project. It addresses end-to-end use cases
across telecom, enterprise and industrial IoT applications with solutions such as ONAP, OpenStack, StarlingX, Airship.

Cloud Platform Edge Cloud Solution

Wind River’s commercial Cloud Platform offering, based on OpenStack StarlingX, provides:

• A set of enhanced functionality making it easy for customers to deploy, manage, and operate edge clouds.•

• A set of pre-integrated and pre-validated open source and third party software components delivering a full edge cloud stack•
that works out of the box.

• Carrier class support with stringent SLAs, software maintenance releases, urgent priority bug, and critical impact security fixes.•

4. Functional Overview of the Kubernetes Cluster

This section is a functional overview of the Cloud Platform.

In this section:

• Hardened Linux on page 10•

• Open-source software supporting StarlingX and/or Kubernetes on page 10•

• StarlingX on page 10•

• Kubernetes on page 10•

• Integrated Containerized Applications on page 11•

The high-level functional overview of the Cloud Platform is shown in the figure below:
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Kubernetes Cluster

Where the following components are illustrated: 1 on page 11

Hardened Linux

A CentOS Linux Kernel and OS, tuned for performance and maintained with security CVE patches.

Open-source software supporting StarlingX and/or Kubernetes

A Variety of open-source software supporting StarlingX and/or Kubernetes includes packages such as Apache, Ceph, Netapp Trident,
PostgreSql, Etcd, IPMI, and TPM, as well as some services from OpenStack such as the Horizon Web interface, Keystone, and
Barbican.

StarlingX

Hardware and software infrastructure management:

Host Management

Manages installation, maintenance and fault monitoring of dedicated bare metal servers running the StarlingX solution.

Configuration Management

Manages the configuration of hardware and software services running on the host servers.

Service Management

Provides the cluster management for services running on the HA control nodes cluster, as well critical software monitoring and
recovery of services running on all nodes within the cluster.

Fault Management

Monitoring and reporting of faults and logs for both hardware and software services.

Software Management

Support for managing software updates to all layers of software in the solution; this includes kernel, operating system, open-
source packages, StarlingX, and Kubernetes.

Kubernetes

Includes:
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• Kubernetes Container Orchestration Engine•

• Native Docker Runtime•

• Kata Container Runtime•

• Calico Container Networking•

• Persistent Volume Claims backed by Ceph•

• Local Docker Registry•

• Helm/Tiller – Kubernetes Package Manager•

• Armada (Airship)•

Integrated Containerized Applications

Includes:

nginx-ingress

An open source ingress controller for Kubernetes based on nginx.org technology

Vault

An open source secrets management application that provides encrypted storage with policy-based access control that
supports multiple secrets storage engines, and auth methods.

cert-manager

An open source native Kubernetes certificate management controller, that supports certificate management with external CAs.

Portieris

An open source Kubernetes admission controller which ensures only policy-compliant images, such as signed images from
trusted registries, can run.

Metrics Server

Kubernetes’ Metrics Server is a scalable, efficient source of container resource metrics for Kubernetes built-in autoscaling
pipelines.

1 on page 1

Not shown in the diagram, Netapps Trident can be used as external storage.

5. Wind River Product Delivery and Container Registry Sites

Wind River Product Delivery Site

The Wind River Product Delivery Platform download site provides access to Wind River’s latest product releases and related
resources.

Depending on your location and industry, use one of the following links to access the site:

United States based customers in specific sectors

Wind Share: https://windshare.usa.windriver.com
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All other customers

Wind River Delivers: https://delivers.windriver.com

Wind River Container Registry

The Wind River Registry provides access to container images used by your Wind River product.

Depending on your location and industry, you will use one of the following URLs to access the registry.

United States based customers in specific sectors

Wind River AWS Registry: https://625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com

All other customers

Wind River Harbor Registry: https://registry.delivers.windriver.com

Throughout the documentation, the Registry URL is referred to generically as <wind-river-registry-url>. Replace this with the
appropriate value above.

Important

Wind River Harbor Registry users

When logging in, use the URL as it appears above.

When taking procedural actions to interact with container images, append the path /wrcp-cd to the URL.

For example:

$ docker login registry.delivers.windriver.com
Authenticating with existing credentials...
WARNING! Your password will be stored unencrypted in /home/<user>/.docker/config.json.
Configure a credential helper to remove this warning. See
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/login/#credentials-store

Login Succeeded

$ docker pull registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd/docker.io/starlingx/k8s-cni-sriov:stx.5.0-v2
.6-7-gb18123d8
stx.5.0-v2.6-7-gb18123d8: Pulling from wrcp-cd/docker.io/starlingx/k8s-cni-sriov
Digest: sha256:bc960e50fa059c5af2cc12b88a6e70566e414e6bbe5573a12bb811090fa5909f
Status: Downloaded newer image for registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd/docker.io/starlingx/k8s
-cni-sriov:stx.5.0-v2.6-7-gb18123d8
registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd/docker.io/starlingx/k8s-cni-sriov:stx.5.0-v2.6-7-gb18123d8

If you are unsure which URL applies to you for either the Wind River Product Delivery Platform or the Wind River Registry, verify your
access as part of your Wind River Order Fulfillment.
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2. DEPLOYMENT CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW

1. Deployment Options

The Cloud Platform provides several deployment options for different scaling and redundancy needs.

The following Cloud Platform deployment options are supported:

Standard with Storage Cluster on dedicated Storage Nodes

A 2-node HA controller node cluster with an optional 2-9 node Ceph storage cluster or a Netapp Trident external storage
backend, managing up to 200 worker nodes.

Standard with Storage Cluster on Controller Nodes

A 2-node HA controller/storage node cluster, managing up to 200 worker nodes.

All-in-one Duplex (with optional Worker Nodes)

Two HA-protected physical servers; both running all three cloud functions (Controller, Worker and Storage). Optionally, up to 50
worker nodes can be added to the cluster.

All-in-one Simplex

A single physical server providing all three cloud functions (Controller, Worker and Storage).

The following section provides an overview of the ‘Standard with Storage Cluster on dedicated Storage Nodes’ deployment option in
order to introduce some common concepts of a Cloud Platform deployment. For a complete description of all deployment options
see the Cloud Platform Deployment Configuration Options guide.

Note
The Distributed Cloud deployment configuration is covered in the Distributed Cloud guide.

2. Kubernetes Cluster Deployment Configuration Options

The Cloud Platform architecture supports various types of hosts, networks, and networking hardware in different configurations.

In this section the Standard with Storage Cluster on dedicated Storage Nodes deployment option is used as a reference
configuration to introduce some common concepts of a Cloud Platform deployment.

A logical view of the reference deployment is illustrated in the following figure:
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Cloud Platform Deployment Configuration

The reference architecture shown above illustrates the Standard with Dedicated Storage Nodes deployment option in which the
controller, storage, and worker functionalities are all deployed on separate physical hosts allowing controller nodes, storage nodes,
and worker nodes to scale independently from each other.

Note
Connections to networks are illustrated for one host of each type. In the above figure, the cluster host network, on which
container networking runs, is considered an external network. For some deployment scenarios, it may be desirable to have
the cluster host network as an internal network, not connected directly to external networks. In such a case either the
OAM port or additionally configured ports on the two servers would be used for connectivity to external networks.

Note
The diagram shows the internal ceph storage backend as the storage option. In an external Netapp storage backend
configuration, there would be no storage nodes and an extra platform network, the storage network, would be configured
for connecting to an external Netapp storage cluster. Both kubernetes control-plane and worker nodes would have
interfaces on the storage network.

Controller Nodes

The controller nodes run the Cloud Platform services needed to manage the cloud infrastructure. The controllers run the
services in carrier grade mode, that is, as a high-availability cluster.

The controller nodes manage other hosts over the attached internal management network and the cluster host network. They
also provide external administration interfaces to clients over the OAM network.

Storage Nodes

Storage nodes provide large-scale disk space for Ceph-backed Persistent Volume Claims.

Storage Servers

They must be deployed in groups of either two or three for reliability. The number of hosts required per group depends on the
Ceph replication factor specified for the system.

They must connect to the internal management network and to the cluster host network.

The cluster host network used for storage cluster disk I/O traffic must support 10GE.

Note
A storage backend is not configured by default. You can use either internal Ceph or an external Netapp Trident backend.
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Worker Nodes

The worker nodes run the Cloud Platform worker services and host the payload containers providing CPU, memory, local
storage, and networking services.

Each worker node connects to the controller nodes over the internal management network and the cluster host network, and to
the storage nodes over the cluster host network.

External network connectivity for worker nodes, and specifically the hosted application containers, can be provided through: an
externally deployed cluster host network; additionally configured ports on the controller and worker nodes; or the OAM
interface. For more information, see Cluster Host Network below.

External L2 Switch(es)

One or more switches used to provide an entry point into the OAM network and, if external, the cluster host network. For more
information, see the different networks described below.

Internal L2 Switch

An L2 switching facility is often implemented on a single ToR switch. It is used to realize the internal management, and
depending on the system configuration, the cluster host network and the optional PXE boot network (not shown in the figure).

As long as the integrity and isolation of the internal management and cluster host networks are ensured, the internal L2 switch
can be realized over physical switching resources that provide connectivity to other networks.

These networks are implemented as follows:

Internal Management Network

An isolated L2 network implemented on the internal L2 switch, used to enable communications among Cloud Platform hosts for
software installation and management of hosts and containers.

The internal management network uses a dedicated VLAN on the internal L2 switch, typically port-based, since this network is
used by default for PXE booting and general maintenance of hosts.

In some scenarios (for example, if IPv6 is required for the management network), the management network may not be usable
for PXE booting. In these scenarios, a PXE boot network, dedicated to PXE booting, uses a dedicated VLAN (port-based), and
the internal management network uses a separate dedicated VLAN (tagged) on the same port.

This network is only accessible within the Cloud Platform, and it is mostly transparent to management operations of the cloud.
The internal management network must be unique and dedicated to the Cloud Platform cluster. Sharing it with other Cloud
Platform instances, or other non-related equipment, is not supported.

PXE Boot Network (not shown in the figure)

An optional network used in scenarios where the ‘internal management’ network cannot be used for PXE booting of hosts. For
example, if the ‘internal management’ network needs to be IPv6 (not currently supported for PXE Booting).

In these scenarios, the PXE Boot network uses a dedicated VLAN (port-based), and the internal management network uses a
separate dedicated VLAN (tagged) on the same port.

OAM Network

A physical network used to provide external access to the configuration and management facilities of a Cloud Platform. The
Horizon Web interface and the CLI interfaces (using SSH) to the controllers, are available on this network. The OAM network is
also used for controller access to the board management controllers of all hosts in the Cloud Platform.

• The OAM network provides access to the OpenStack and Cloud Platform-specific REST APIs, which can be used by users•
and third-party developers to develop high-level cloud orchestration services.

• The OAM network provides access to an optional SNMP Agent for receiving alarm and log-based TRAPs and querying•
active alarms and historical alarm and log events.
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• The OAM network provides the controller nodes with access to system-wide resources such as DNS, and NTP or PTP time•
servers.

• The OAM network is used for connectivity to a remote Elastic server.•

OAM Floating IP Address

A unique IP address shared by the cluster of controller nodes. Only the controller node is active on this address at any time. The
IP address is floating, this indicates it is automatically transferred from one controller node to the other, as dictated by the high-
availability directives of the cluster.

Cluster Host Network

The cluster host network is used for kubernetes management and control, as well as private container networking. The CNI
service, Calico, provides private tunneled networking between hosted containers, on the cluster host network.

The cluster host network is considered internal by default and by default shares the same interface as the management
network. However, it can be configured on a dedicated interface during initial configuration, if required.

The Cluster Host network can be used as the network for external connectivity or it can be deployed as an internal network.

External Network Connectivity with EXTERNAL cluster host network

The CNI service, Calico, provides private tunneled networking between hosted containers, on the external cluster host
network.

Containers’ network endpoints can be exposed externally with NodePort kubernetes services, exposing selected
Application Containers network ports on all interfaces (for example, external cluster host interfaces) of both controller
nodes and all worker nodes. This would typically be done either directly to the Application Containers service or through
an ingress controller service. HA would be achieved through either an external HA load balancer across 2 or more worker
nodes or simply using multiple records (2 or more destination worker node IPs) for the application’s external DNS Entry.

Containers’ network endpoints could also be exposed through BGP within the Calico CNI service. The Calico BGP
configuration could be modified to advertise selected Application Container services or the ingress controller service to a
BGP peer, specifying the available next hop worker nodes’ cluster host IP addresses.

External Network Connectivity with INTERNAL cluster host network

If the cluster host network is INTERNAL, then either the OAM port or additionally configured ports on both controller and
worker nodes would be used for connectivity to external networks.

Containers’ network endpoints can be exposed externally with NodePort kubernetes services, exposing selected
Application Containers network ports on all interfaces of both controller nodes and all worker nodes. In this scenario,
however, this is done on either the OAM interface or the additionally configured interfaces for external connectivity on all
nodes. Typically, this is done either directly to the Application Containers service or through an ingress controller service.
HA would be achieved through either an external HA load balancer across two or more worker nodes or simply using
multiple records (two or more destination worker node IPs) for the application’s external DNS Entry.

The use of Container Networking Calico BGP to advertise containers’ network endpoints is not available in this scenario.
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3. DOCUMENTATION OVERVIEW

1. Cloud Platform Documentation

The Wind River Cloud Platform documentation has been organized to help you locate information for specific types of activities, such
as installation, administration, and application integration.

Cloud Platform documentation is available on the Wind River Product Documentation website.

You can download the complete Cloud Platform documentation as a single Cloud Platform Concatenated PDF, or Cloud Platform.zip
file. The Concatenated PDF, and .zip file contain each manual in the documentation set. You can also search across the Concatenated
PDF documentation set to find a search item in each manual. The Cloud Platform Concatenated PDF, and Cloud Platform.zip files are
available in the Downloads > Other Downloads drop-down menu on the Wind River Product Documentation website.

Note
If you download documentation to have it available locally, you should occasionally check WRSN to see if the
documentation has been updated since your last download. Updates to the documents are made on a constant basis,
either in relation to update (patch) releases or to make asynchronous improvements.

Table 1: Cloud Platform documentation on the WRSN

Category Description

Getting Started

Documents in this category provide information that
is useful or essential to getting started working with
Cloud Platform or with a new release of Cloud
Platform. For example, the Cloud Platform Planning
guide is updated with each new release, and provides
useful information on how to plan for implementing
and installing the release to meet your specific
requirements.

• Release Notes•

• Introduction on page 1•

• Planning•

• Deployment•

• Installation•

• Licensing•

• Debian Technology Preview•

Platform Administration

Platform Administration documents provide
information regarding the Cloud Platform and cover
administrative types of activities for configuring
system-wide data, installing, configuring, and
managing the physical servers, and the adjacent
networks.

• System Configuration•

• Node Management•

• Data Networks•

• Fault Management•
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Category Description

• Storage•

• Security•

• Distributed Cloud•

• Guest Integration•

Kubernetes

Kubernetes tutorials provide management details for
the cloud admin and regular users for your cloud
configuration, including specific actions related to
management of Kubernetes resources such as pods
and services.

• User Tasks•

• Admin Tasks•

Software Management

The Software Management category includes
documents and topics that enable you to do
upgrades, system backups, system restores, and
updates (patches).

• Updates and Upgrades•

• Backup and Restore•

System Engineering Guidelines

These document provide engineering guidelines,
rules, and system parameters to assist cloud
architects, installers, and administrators in planning,
deploying, and scaling the Cloud Platform system.

• Nodal Dimensioning•

• System Limits, Benchmarks and Testing•

• AIO-SX CPU Dimensioning•

Note
Cloud Platform documentation provides details related to the overall integrated high-availability solution, installation and
management of the physical infrastructure, and the Kubernetes cloud-native infrastructure, that includes alarming,
managing software updates, and software upgrades for the infrastructure. For more information, see the Kubernetes
documentation: https://kubernetes.io/docs/home/.

Documentation Conventions

• Unless otherwise stated, examples in the Cloud Platform documentation assume that controller-0 is the active controller.•

• Use of a system prompt:•

~(keystone_admin)]$

in a controller-based procedure or example indicates that the file /etc/platform/openrc has been sourced.
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Cloud Platform Knowledge Forum

You can post questions to the Knowledge Forum on the WRSN site. The following link will take you directly to the Knowledge Forum.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM PLANNING, 22.06
Cloud Platform platform planning helps ensure that the requirements of your containers, and the requirements of your cloud
administration and operations teams can be met. It ensures proper integration of a Cloud Platform into the target data center or
telecom office, and helps you plan up front for future cloud growth.

Planning your Cloud Platform installation is a prerequisite for further Wind River OpenStack installation planning.

Introduction

• Overview of Installation and Configuration Planning on page 3

Network planning

• Network Requirements on page 3
• Networks for a Cloud Platform Simplex System on page 4
• Networks for a Duplex System on page 4
• Networks for a System with Controller Storage on page 4
• Networks for a System with Dedicated Storage on page 5
• IP Support on page 5
• PXE Boot Network on page 6
• Cluster Host Network on page 6
• Storage Network on page 6
• Network Addressing Requirements on page 7

Internal management network

• Internal Management Network Overview on page 7
• Kubernetes Internal Management Network Planning on page 8
• Multicast Subnets for the Management Network on page 9

OAM network

• About the OAM Network on page 9
• OAM Network Planning on page 10
• DNS and NTP Servers on page 11
• Firewall Options on page 11

L2 access switches

• Kubernetes L2 Access Switches on page 12
• Redundant Top-of-Rack Switch Deployment Considerations on page 13

Ethernet interfaces

• About Ethernet Interfaces on page 14
• Ethernet Interface Configuration on page 14
• Ethernet MTU on page 15
• Shared (VLAN or Multi-Netted) Ethernet Interfaces on page 15
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Storage planning

• Storage Resources on page 15
• Storage on Controller Hosts on page 17
• Storage on Worker Hosts on page 20
• Storage on Storage Hosts on page 20
• External Netapp Trident Storage on page 21

Security planning

• Infrastructure Security on page 21
• Container Security Planning on page 23

Security hardening Guidelines

• Security Hardening Introduction on page 25

Recommended Security Features with a Minimal Performance Impact

• UEFI Secure Boot on page 25

Secure System Accounts

• Local Linux Account for ‘sysadmin’ on page 26
• Local LDAP Linux User Accounts on page 26
• StarlingX Accounts on page 27
• Web Administration Login Timeout on page 27
• SSH and Console Login Timeout on page 27
• System Account Password Rules on page 27

Security Features

• Secure HTTPS External Connectivity on page 28
• Firewall Options on page 28
• Isolate StarlingX’s Internal Cloud Management Network on page 28

Installation and resource planning

• HTTPS Access Planning on page 28
• System Hardware Requirements on page 30
• Kubernetes Verified Commercial Hardware on page 34
• System Boot Sequence Considerations on page 37
• Hard Drive Options on page 37
• Controller Disk Configurations for All-in-one Systems on page 38
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2. INTRODUCTION

1. Overview of Installation and Configuration Planning

Fully planning your Wind River Cloud Platform installation and configuration helps to expedite the process and ensure that you have
everything required.

Planning helps ensure that the requirements of your containers, and the requirements of your cloud administration and operations
teams can be met. It ensures proper integration of a Cloud Platform into the target data center or telecom office, and helps you plan
up front for future cloud growth.

The Cloud Platform Planning guide is intended to help you plan for your installation. It discusses detailed planning topics for the
following areas:

• Network Planning•

• Storage Planning•

• Node Installation Planning•

• Node Resource Planning•

2. Network planning
2.1. Network Requirements

Cloud Platform uses several different types of networks, depending on the size of the system and the features in use.

Available networks include the optional PXE boot network, the internal management network, the cluster host network, the OAM
network, and other optional networks for external network connectivity.

Note
If you have a small number of nodes, smaller IP subnets / address ranges should be used to preserve IP addresses that
make the network more manageable. When planning the system architecture an (optional) PXE boot, management and
cluster-host address is required for each node.

PXE Boot network is not “required” in all scenarios; in some scenarios (e.g. IPv4 and non-vlan-tagged management
networks), the management network can be used for PXE booting.

The internal management network is required by all deployment configurations for internal communication.

The cluster host network is required by all deployment configurations to support a Kubernetes cluster. It is used for private container-
to-container networking within a cluster. It can be used for external connectivity of container workloads. If the cluster host network is
not used for external connectivity of container workloads, then either the OAM port or other configured ports on both the controller
and worker nodes can be used for connectivity to external networks.

The OAM network is required for external control and board management access. It can be required for container payload external
connectivity, depending on container payload application network requirements.

You can consolidate more than one network on a single physical interface. For more information, see Shared (VLAN or Multi-Netted)
Ethernet Interfaces on page 15.

Note
Systems with two controllers use IP multicast messaging on the internal management network. To prevent loss of
controller synchronization, ensure that the switches and other devices on these networks are configured with appropriate
settings.
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2.2. Networks for a Cloud Platform Simplex System

For a Cloud Platform Simplex system, only the OAM network and additional external networks are used.

Cloud Platform Simplex uses a small hardware footprint consisting of a single host. Unlike other Cloud Platform deployments, this
configuration does not require management or cluster host network connections for internal communications. An OAM network
connection is used for administrative and board management access. For external connectivity of container payloads, either the OAM
port or other configured ports on the node can be used.

The management and cluster host networks are required internally. They are configured to use the loopback interface.

Note
You can enable secure HTTPS connectivity on the OAM network.

2.3. Networks for a Duplex System

For a Cloud Platform Duplex system, Wind River recommends a minimal network configuration.

Cloud Platform Duplex uses a small hardware footprint consisting of two hosts, plus a network switch for connectivity. Network
loading is typically low. The following network configuration typically meets the requirements of such a system:

• An internal management network•

• An OAM network, optionally consolidated on the management interface.•

• A cluster host network for private container-to-container networking within a cluster. By default, this is consolidated on the•
management interface.

The cluster host network can also be used for external connectivity of container workloads. In this case, the cluster host network
would be configured on an interface separate from the internal management interface.

• If a cluster host network is not used for external connectivity of container workloads, then either the OAM port or additionally•
configured ports on both the controller and worker nodes are used for the container workloads connectivity to external
networks.

Note
You can enable secure HTTPS connectivity on the OAM network.

2.4. Networks for a System with Controller Storage

For a system that uses controller storage, Wind River recommends an intermediate network configuration.

Cloud Platform systems with controller storage use controller and worker hosts only. Network loading is low to moderate, depending
on the number of worker hosts and containers. The following network configuration typically meets the requirements of such a
system:

• An internal management network.•

• An OAM network, optionally consolidated on the management interface.•

• A cluster host network for private container-to-container networking within the cluster, by default consolidated on the•
management interface.

The cluster host network can also be used for external connectivity of container workloads, in which case it would be configured
on an interface separate from the internal management interface.

• If a cluster host network is not used for external connectivity of container workloads, then either the OAM port or other•
configured ports on both the controller and worker nodes are used for container workloads connectivity to external networks.

• A PXE Boot server to support controller-0 initialization.•

Note
You can enable secure HTTPS connectivity on the OAM network.
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2.5. Networks for a System with Dedicated Storage

For a system that uses dedicated storage, Wind River recommends a full network configuration.

Cloud Platform systems with dedicated storage include storage hosts to provide Ceph-backed block storage. Network loading is
moderate to high, depending on the number of worker hosts, containers, and storage hosts. The following network configuration
typically meets the requirements of such a system:

• A 10GE internal management network for internal system infrastructure management and disk I/O traffic to and from storage•
nodes.

• An OAM network.•

• A cluster host network for private container-to-container networking within the cluster and optionally for external connectivity of•
container workloads.

If a cluster host network is not used for external connectivity of container workloads, then either the OAM port or other
configured ports on both the controller and worker nodes are used for container workloads connectivity to external networks.

• An optional PXE boot network:•

- if the internal management network is required to be on a VLAN-tagged network-

- if the internal management network is shared with other equipment-

On moderately loaded systems, the OAM network can be consolidated on the management or infrastructure interfaces.

Note
You can enable secure HTTPS connectivity on the OAM network.

2.6. IP Support

Cloud Platform supports IPv4 and IPv6 versions for various networks.

All networks must be a single address family, either IPv4 or IPv6, with the exception of the PXE boot network which must always use
IPv4. The following table lists IPv4 and IPv6 support for different networks:

Table 1. IPv4 and IPv6 Support

Networks IPv4 Support IPv6 Support Comment

PXE boot Y N

If present, the PXE boot
network is used for PXE
booting of new hosts
(instead of using the
internal management
network), and must be
untagged. It is limited to
IPv4, because the Cloud
Platform installer does
not support IPv6 UEFI
booting.

Internal Management Y Y •

OAM Y Y •
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Networks IPv4 Support IPv6 Support Comment

Cluster Host Y Y
The Cluster Host network
supports IPv4 or IPv6
addressing.

2.7. PXE Boot Network

You can set up a PXE boot network for booting all nodes to allow a non-standard management network configuration.

The internal management network is used for PXE booting of new hosts and the PXE boot network is not required. However there
are scenarios where the internal management network cannot be used for PXE booting of new hosts. For example, if the internal
management network needs to be on a VLAN-tagged network for deployment reasons, or if it must support IPv6, you must configure
the optional untagged PXE boot network for PXE booting of new hosts using IPv4.

Some subnet sizing restrictions apply. For details, see Cloud Platform Planning Network Addressing Requirements on page 7.

Note
Cloud Platform does not support IPv6 PXE booting.

2.8. Cluster Host Network

The cluster host network provides the physical network required for Kubernetes management and control, as well as private container
networking.

Kubernetes uses logical networks for communication between containers, pods, services, and external sites. These networks are
implemented over the cluster host network using the CNI service, Calico, in Cloud Platform.

All nodes in the cluster must be attached to the cluster host network. This network shares an interface with the management network.
A container workload’s external connectivity is either through the OAM port or through other configured ports on both the controller
and worker nodes, depending on containerized workload requirements. Container network endpoints will be exposed externally with
NodePort Kubernetes services. This exposes selected application containers network ports on all interfaces of both controller nodes
and all worker nodes, on either the OAM interface or other configured interfaces for external connectivity on all nodes. This is
typically done either directly to the application containers service or through an ingress controller service to reduce external port
usage. HA would be achieved through either an external HA load balancer across two or more controller and/or worker nodes, or
simply using multiple records (two or more destination controller and/or worker node IPs) for the application’s external DNS entry.

Alternatively, the cluster host network can be deployed as an external network and provides the container workload’s external
connectivity as well. Container network endpoints will be exposed externally with NodePort Kubernetes services. This exposes
selected Application Containers network ports on all interfaces (e.g. external cluster host interfaces) of both controller nodes and all
worker nodes. This would typically be done either directly to the Application Containers service or through an ingress controller
service to reduce external port usage. HA would be achieved through either an external HA load balancer across two or more
controller and/or worker nodes, or simply using multiple records (2 or more destination controller and/or worker node IPs) for the
Application’s external DNS Entry.

If using an external cluster host network, container network endpoints could be exposed through BGP within the Calico CNI service.
Calico BGP configuration could be modified to advertise selected Application Container services or the ingress controller service to a
BGP Peer, specifying the available next hop controller and/or worker nodes’ cluster host IP Addresses.

Some subnet sizing restrictions apply. For details, see Cloud Platform Planning Network Addressing Requirements on page 7.

2.9. Storage Network

The storage network is an optional network that is only required if using an external Netapp Trident cluster as a storage backend.

The storage network provides connectivity between all nodes in the Wind River Cloud Platform cluster (controller nodes and worker
nodes) and the Netapp Trident cluster.
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For the most part, the storage network shares the design considerations applicable to the internal management network.

• It can be implemented using a 10 Gb Ethernet interface.•

• It can be VLAN-tagged, enabling it to share an interface with the management or OAM network.•

• It can own the entire IP address range on the subnet, or a specified range.•

• It supports dynamic or static IP address assignment.•

2.10. Network Addressing Requirements

Network addressing requirements must be taken into consideration when planning a Wind River Cloud Platform installation.

IPv4 Network Addressing Requirements

Network Recommended
Prefix Length Minimum Hosts Maximum Hosts Example

oam 24 3 224 10.10.10.0/24

pxeboot 24 3 224 169.254.202.0/24

management 24 4 224 192.168.204.0/24

multicast 28 4 28 239.1.1.0/28

cluster-host 24 3 224 192.168.206.0/24

cluster-pod 16 65536 224 172.16.0.0/16

cluster-service 12 65536 220 10.96.0.0/12

IPv6 Network Addressing Requirements

Network Recommended
Prefix Length Minimum Hosts Maximum Hosts Example

oam 64 3 264 2001:db8:1::/64

management 64 4 264 2001:db8:2::/64

multicast 124 4 28 ff08::1:1:0/124

cluster-host 64 3 264 2001:db8:3::/64

cluster-pod 64 65536 264 2001:db8:4::/64

cluster-service 112 65536 220 2001:db8:5::/112

2.11. Internal management network

Internal Management Network Overview
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The internal management network must be implemented as a single, dedicated, Layer 2 broadcast domain for the exclusive use of
each Cloud Platform cluster. Sharing of this network by more than one Cloud Platform cluster is not supported.

Note
This network is not used with Cloud Platform Simplex systems.

During the Cloud Platform software installation process, several network services such as BOOTP, DHCP, and PXE, are expected to
run over the internal management network. These services are used to bring up the different hosts to an operational state. It is
therefore mandatory that this network be operational and available in advance, to ensure a successful installation.

On each host, the internal management network can be implemented using a 1 Gb or 10 Gb Ethernet port. Requirements for this
port are that:

• It must be capable of PXE-booting.•

• It can be used by the motherboard as a primary boot device.•

Note
If required, the internal management network can be configured as a VLAN-tagged network. In this case, a separate IPv4
PXE boot network must be implemented as the untagged network on the same physical interface. This configuration must
also be used if the management network must support IPv6.

See also

Internal Management Network Planning on page 8

Multicast Subnets for the Management Network on page 9

Kubernetes Internal Management Network Planning

The internal management network is a private network, visible only to the hosts in the cluster.

Note
This network is not used with Cloud Platform Simplex systems.

You must consider the following guidelines:

• The internal management network is used for PXE booting of new hosts, and must be untagged. It is limited to IPv4, because•
the Cloud Platform installer does not support IPv6 PXE booting. For example, if the internal management network needs to be
on a VLAN-tagged network for deployment reasons, or if it must support IPv6, you can configure the optional untagged PXE
boot network for PXE booting of new hosts using IPv4.

• You can use any 1 GB or 10 GB interface on the hosts to connect to this network, provided that the interface supports network•
booting and can be configured from the BIOS as the primary boot device.

• If static IP address assignment is used, you must use the system host-add command to add new hosts, and to assign IP•
addresses manually. In this mode, new hosts are not automatically added to the inventory when they are powered on, and they
display the following message on the host console:

This system has been configured with static management
and infrastructure IP address allocation. This requires
that the node be manually provisioned in System
Inventory using the 'system host-add' CLI, GUI, or
stx API equivalent.

• For the IPv4 address plan, use a private IPv4 subnet as specified in RFC 1918. This helps prevent unwanted cross-network traffic•
on this network.

It is suggested that you use the default subnet and addresses provided by the controller configuration script.

• You can assign a range of addresses on the management subnet for use by the Cloud Platform. If you do not assign a range,•
Cloud Platform takes ownership of all available addresses.
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• On systems with two controllers, they use IP multicast messaging on the internal management network. To prevent loss of•
controller synchronization, ensure that the switches and other devices on these networks are configured with appropriate
settings.

Some subnet sizing restrictions apply. For details, see Cloud Platform Planning Network Addressing Requirements on page 7.

Multicast Subnets for the Management Network

A multicast subnet specifies the range of addresses that the system can use for multicast messaging on the network. You can use this
subnet to prevent multicast leaks in multi-region environments. Addresses for the affected services are allocated automatically from
the subnet.

The requirements for multicast subnets are as follows:

• IP multicast addresses must be in the range of 224.0.0.0 through 239.255.255.255•

For IPv6, the recommended range is ffx5::/16.

• IP multicast address ranges for a particular region must not conflict or overlap with the IP multicast address ranges of other•
regions.

• IP multicast address ranges must not conflict or overlap with the well-known multicast addresses listed at:•

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicast_address

• IP multicast addresses must be unique within the network.•

• The lower 23-bits of the IP multicast address, used to construct the multicast MAC address, must be unique within the network.•

• When interfaces of different regions are on the same L2 network / IP subnet, a separate multicast subnet is required for each•
region.

• The minimum multicast network range is 16 host entries.•

Note
Addresses used within the IP multicast address range apply to services using IP multicast, not to hosts.

Warning

ToR switches with snooping enabled on this network segment require a IGMP/MLD querier on that network to prevent nodes from
being dropped from the multicast group.

The default setting for the multicast subnet is 239.1.1.0/28. The default for IPv6 is ff05::14:1:1:0/124.

2.12. OAM network

About the OAM Network

The OAM network provides for control access.

You should ensure that the following services are available on the OAM Network:

DNS Service

Needed to facilitate the name resolution of servers reachable on the OAM Network.

Cloud Platform can operate without a configured DNS service. However, a DNS service should be in place to ensure that links to
external references in the current and future versions of the Horizon Web interface work as expected.

Docker Registry Service

A private or public Docker registry service needed to serve remote container image requests from Kubernetes and the
underlying Docker service.
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This remote Docker registry must hold the required Cloud Platform container images for the appropriate release, to fully install
a Cloud Platform system.

NTP Service

NTP can be used by the Cloud Platform controller nodes to synchronize their local clocks with a reliable external time reference.
Wind River strongly recommends that this service be available to ensure that system-wide log reports present a unified view of
the day-to-day operations.

The Cloud Platform worker nodes and storage nodes always use the controller nodes as the de-facto time server for the entire
Cloud Platform cluster.

PTP Service

As an alternative to NTP services, PTP can be used by the Cloud Platform controller nodes to synchronize clocks in a network. It
provides:

• more accurate clock synchronization•

• the ability to extend the clock synchronization, not only to Cloud Platform hosts (controllers, workers, and storage nodes),•
but also to hosted applications on Cloud Platform hosts.

When used in conjunction with hardware support on the OAM and Management network interface cards, PTP is capable of sub-
microsecond accuracy. Wind River strongly recommends that this service, or NTP, if available, be used to ensure that system-
wide log reports present a unified view of the day-to-day operations, and that other time-sensitive operations are performed
accurately.

Various NICs and network switches provide the hardware support for PTP used by OAM and Management networks. This
hardware provides an on-board clock that is synchronized to the PTP master. The computer’s system clock is synchronized to
the PTP hardware clock on the NIC used to stamp transmitted and received PTP messages. For more information, see the IEEE
1588-2002 standard.

Note
NTP and PTP can be configured on a per host basis.

OAM Network Planning

The OAM network enables ingress access to the Horizon Web interface, the command-line management clients – using SSH and
SNMP interfaces, and the REST APIs to remotely manage the Cloud Platform cluster.

The OAM Network is also used for egress access to remote Docker Registries, and for Elastic Beats connectivity to a Remote Log
server if Cloud Platform remote logging is configured.

The OAM network provides access to the board management controllers.

The OAM network supports IPv4 or IPv6 addressing. Use the following guidelines:

• Dual-stack configuration is not supported. With the exception of the PXE boot network, all networks must use either IPv4 or•
IPv6 addressing.

• Deploy proper firewall mechanisms to access this network. The primary concern of a firewall is to ensure that access to the•
Cloud Platform management interfaces is not compromised.

Cloud Platform includes a default firewall for the OAM network, using Kubernetes Network Policies. You can configure the
system to support additional rules. For more information, see Firewall Options on page 11.

• Consider whether the OAM network needs access to the internet. Limiting access to an internal network might be advisable,•
although access to a configured DNS server, a remote Docker registry with at least the Cloud Platform container images, and
NTP or PTP servers may still be needed.

• VLAN tagging is supported, enabling the network to share an interface with the internal management or infrastructure•
networks.

• The IP addresses of the DNS, and NTP/PTP servers must match the IP address plan (IPv4 or IPv6) of the OAM network.•
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• For an IPv4 address plan:•

- The OAM floating IP address is the only address that needs to be visible externally. You must therefore plan for valid-
definitions of its IPv4 subnet and default gateway.

- The physical IPv4 addresses for the controllers do not need to be visible externally, unless you plan to use them during-
SSH sessions to prevent potential service breaks during the connection. You need to plan for their IPv4 subnet, but you
can limit access to them as required.

- Outgoing packets from the active or secondary controller use the controller’s IPv4 physical address, not the OAM floating-
IP address, as the source address.

• For an IPv6 address plan:•

- Outgoing packets from the active controller use the OAM floating IP address as the source address. Outgoing packets-
from the secondary controller use the secondary controller’s IPv6 physical IP address.

• Systems with two controllers use IP multicast messaging on the internal management network. To prevent loss of controller•
synchronization, ensure that the switches and other devices on these networks are configured with appropriate settings.

Some subnet sizing restrictions apply. For details, see Cloud Platform Planning Network Addressing Requirements on page 7.

DNS and NTP Servers

Cloud Platform supports configuring up to three remote DNS servers and three remote NTP servers to use for name resolution and
network time synchronization respectively.

These can be specified during Ansible bootstrapping of controller-0 or at a later time.

Firewall Options

Cloud Platform incorporates a default firewall for the OAM network. You can configure additional Kubernetes Network Policies in
order to augment or override the default rules.

The Cloud Platform firewall uses the Kubernetes Network Policies (using the Calico CNI) to implement a firewall on the OAM
network.

A minimal set of rules is always applied before any custom rules, as follows:

• Non-OAM traffic is always accepted.•

• Egress traffic is always accepted.•

• Service manager (SM) traffic is always accepted.•

• SSH traffic is always accepted.•

You can introduce custom rules by creating and installing custom Kubernetes Network Policies.

The following example opens up default HTTPS port 443.

% cat <<EOF > gnp-oam-overrides.yaml
apiVersion: crd.projectcalico.org/v1
kind: GlobalNetworkPolicy
metadata:
  name: gnp-oam-overrides
spec:
  ingress:
  - action: Allow
    destination:
      ports:
      - 443
    protocol: TCP
  order: 500
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  selector: has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  types:
  - Ingress
EOF

It can be applied using the kubectl apply command. For example:

$ kubectl apply -f gnp-oam-overrides.yaml

You can confirm the policy was applied properly using the kubectl describe command. For example:

$ kubectl describe globalnetworkpolicy gnp-oam-overrides
Name:         gnp-oam-overrides
Namespace:
Labels:       <none>
Annotations:  kubectl.kubernetes.io/last-applied-configuration:
                {"apiVersion":"crd.projectcalico.org/v1","kind":"GlobalNetworkPolicy","metadata":{
"annotations":{},"name":"gnp-openstack-oam"},"spec...
API Version:  crd.projectcalico.org/v1
Kind:         GlobalNetworkPolicy
Metadata:
  Creation Timestamp:  2019-05-16T13:07:45Z
  Generation:          1
  Resource Version:    296298
  Self Link:           /apis/crd.projectcalico.org/v1/globalnetworkpolicies/gnp-openstack-oam
  UID:                 98a324ab-77db-11e9-9f9f-a4bf010007e9
Spec:
  Ingress:
    Action:  Allow
    Destination:
      Ports:
        443
    Protocol:  TCP
  Order:       500
  Selector:    has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  Types:
    Ingress
Events:  <none>

See also

For a full description of GNP syntax:

https://docs.projectcalico.org/v3.6/reference/calicoctl/resources/globalnetworkpolicy.

2.13. L2 access switches

Kubernetes L2 Access Switches

L2 access switches connect the Cloud Platform hosts to the different networks. Proper configuration of the access ports is necessary
to ensure proper traffic flow.

One or more L2 switches can be used to connect the Cloud Platform hosts to the different networks. When sharing a single L2 switch
you must ensure proper isolation of network traffic. A sample configuration for a shared L2 switch could include:
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• one port-based VLAN for the internal management network with internal cluster host network sharing this same L2 network•
(default configuration)

• one port-based VLAN for the OAM network•

• one or more sets of VLANs for additional networks for external network connectivity•

When using multiple L2 switches, there are several deployment possibilities:

• A single L2 switch for the internal management cluster host and OAM networks. Port or MAC-based network isolation is•
mandatory.

• An additional L2 switch for the one or more additional networks for external network connectivity.•

• Redundant L2 switches to support link aggregation, using either a failover model, or VPC for more robust redundancy. For more•
information, see Redundant Top-of-Rack Switch Deployment Considerations on page 13.

Switch ports that send tagged traffic are referred to as trunk ports. They participate in STP from the moment the link goes up, which
results in a several second delay before the trunk port moves to the forwarding state. This delay will impact services such as DHCP
and PXE that are used during regular operations of Cloud Platform.

You must consider configuring the switch ports, to which the management interfaces are attached, to transition to the forwarding
state immediately after the link goes up. This option is referred to as a PortFast.

You should consider configuring these ports to prevent them from participating on any STP exchanges. This is done by configuring
them to avoid processing inbound and outbound BPDU STP packets completely. Consult your switch’s manual for details.

See also

Redundant Top-of-Rack Switch Deployment Considerations on page 13

Redundant Top-of-Rack Switch Deployment Considerations

For a system that uses link aggregation on some or all networks, you can configure redundant ToR switches for additional reliability.

In a redundant ToR switch configuration, each link in a link aggregate is connected to a different switch, as shown in the
accompanying figure. If one switch fails, another is available to service the link aggregate.

Redundant Top-of-Rack Switches
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Wind River recommends that you use switches that support VPC. When VPC is used, the aggregated links on the switches act as a
single LAG interface. Both switches are normally active, providing full bandwidth to the LAG. If there are multiple failed links on both
switches, at least one connection in each aggregate pair is still functional. If one switch fails, the other continues to provide
connections for all LAG links that are operational on that switch. For more information about configuring VPC, refer to your switch
documentation.

You can use an active/standby failover model for the switches, but at a cost to overall reliability. If there are multiple failed links on
both switches, then the switch with the greatest number of functioning links is activated, but links on that switch could be in a failed
state. In addition, when only one link in an aggregate is connected to an active switch, the LAG bandwidth is limited to the single
link.

Note
You can enhance system reliability by using redundant routers. For more information, refer to your router documentation.

2.14. Ethernet interfaces

About Ethernet Interfaces

Ethernet interfaces, both physical and virtual, play a key role in the overall performance of the virtualized network. It is important to
understand the available interface types, their configuration options, and their impact on network design.

About LAG/AE interfaces

You can use LAG for Ethernet interfaces. Cloud Platform supports up to four ports in a LAG group.

Ethernet interfaces in a LAG group can be attached either to the same L2 switch, or to multiple switches in a redundant
configuration. For more information about L2 switch configurations, see Cloud Platform Planning: L2 Access Switches on page 1.

Ethernet Interface Configuration

You can review and modify the configuration for physical or virtual Ethernet interfaces using the Horizon Web interface or the CLI.

Physical Ethernet Interfaces

The Physical Ethernet interfaces on Cloud Platform nodes are configured to use the following networks:

• the internal management network, with the cluster host network sharing this interface (default configuration)•

• the external OAM network•

• additional networks for container workload connectivity to external networks•

A single interface can be configured to support more than one network using VLAN tagging. See Shared (VLAN or Multi-Netted)
Ethernet Interfaces on page 15 for more information.

On the controller nodes, all Ethernet interfaces are configured when the nodes are initialized based on the information provided in
the Ansible Bootstrap Playbook.

For more information, see the Wind River Cloud Platform Installation Guide.

On worker and storage nodes, the Ethernet interface for the internal management networks are configured. The remaining interfaces
require manual configuration.

Note
If a network attachment uses LAG, the corresponding interfaces on the storage and worker nodes must be configured
manually to specify the interface type.
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You can review and modify physical interface configurations from Horizon or the CLI.

You can save the interface configurations for a particular node to use as a profile or template when setting up other nodes.

Ethernet MTU

The MTU of an Ethernet frame is a configurable attribute in Cloud Platform. Changing its default size must be done in coordination
with other network elements on the Ethernet link.

In the context of Cloud Platform, the MTU refers to the largest possible payload on the Ethernet frame on a particular network link.
The payload is enclosed by the Ethernet header (14 bytes) and the CRC (4 bytes), resulting in an Ethernet frame that is 18 bytes
longer than the MTU size.

The original IEEE 802.3 specification defines a valid standard Ethernet frame size to be from 64 to 1518 bytes, accommodating
payloads ranging in size from 46 to 1500 bytes. Ethernet frames with a payload larger than 1500 bytes are considered to be jumbo
frames.

For a VLAN network, the frame also includes a 4-byte VLAN ID header, resulting in a frame size 22 bytes longer than the MTU size.

In Cloud Platform, you can configure the MTU size for the following interfaces and networks:

• The management, cluster host and OAM network interfaces on the controller. The MTU size for these interfaces is set during•
initial installation.

• Additional interfaces configured for container workload connectivity to external networks,•

In all cases, the default MTU size is 1500. The minimum value is 576, and the maximum is 9216.

Shared (VLAN or Multi-Netted) Ethernet Interfaces

The management, OAM, cluster host, and other networks for container workload external connectivity, can share Ethernet or
aggregated Ethernet interfaces using VLAN tagging or IP Multi-Netting.

The OAM internal management cluster host, and other external networks, can use VLAN tagging or IP Multi-Netting, allowing them
to share an Ethernet or aggregated Ethernet interface with other networks. If the internal management network is implemented as a
VLAN-tagged network then it must be on the same physical interface used for PXE booting.

The following arrangements are possible:

• One interface for the internal management network and internal cluster host network using multi-netting, and another interface•
for OAM (on which container workloads are exposed externally). This is the default configuration.

• One interface for the internal management network and another interface for the external OAM and external cluster host (on•
which container workloads are exposed externally) networks. Both are implemented using VLAN tagging.

• One interface for the internal management network, another interface for the external OAM network, and a third for an•
external cluster host network (on which container workloads are exposed externally).

• One interface for the internal management network and internal cluster host network using multi-netting, another interface for•
OAM and a third interface for an additional network on which container workloads are exposed externally.

For some typical interface scenarios, see Cloud Platform Planning: Hardware Requirements on page 30.

Options to share an interface using VLAN tagging or Multi-Netting are presented in the Ansible Bootstrap Playbook. To attach an
interface to other networks after configuration, you can edit the interface.

3. Storage planning
3.1. Storage Resources
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Cloud Platform uses storage resources on the controller and worker hosts, and on storage hosts if they are present.

The Cloud Platform storage configuration is highly flexible. The specific configuration depends on the type of system installed, and
the requirements of the system.

In this section:

• Uses of Disk Storage on page 16•

• Storage Locations on page 16•

• External Netapp Trident on page 17•

Uses of Disk Storage

System

The Cloud Platform system uses root disk storage for the operating system and related files, and for internal databases. On
controller nodes, the database storage and selected root file-systems are synchronized between the controller nodes using
DRBD.

Local Docker Registry

An HA local docker registry is deployed on controller nodes to provide local centralized storage of container images. Its image
store is a DRBD synchronized file system.

Docker Container Images

Container images are pulled from either a remote or local Docker Registry, and cached locally by docker on the host worker or
controller node when a container is launched.

Container Ephemeral Local Disk

Containers have local filesystems for ephemeral storage of data. This data is lost when the container is terminated.

Kubernetes Docker ephemeral storage is allocated as part of the docker-lv and kubelet-lv file systems from the cgts-vg volume
group on the root disk. These filesystems are resizable.

Container Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs)

Containers can mount remote HA replicated volumes backed by the Ceph Storage Cluster for managing persistent data. This
data survives restarts of the container.

Note
Ceph is not configured by default.

Storage Locations

In addition to the root disks present on each host for system storage, the following storage may be used only for:

• Controller hosts: PVCs on dedicated storage hosts when using that setup or on controller hosts. Additional Ceph OSD disk(s)•
are present on controllers in configurations without dedicated storage hosts. These OSDs provide storage to fill PVCs made by
Kubernetes pods or containers.

• Worker hosts: This is storage is derived from docker-lv/kubelet-lv as defined on the cgts-vg (root disk). You can add a disk to•
cgts-vg and increase the size of the docker-lv/kubelet-lv.

Combined Controller-Worker Hosts

One or more disks can be used on combined hosts in Simplex or Duplex systems to provide local ephemeral storage for
containers, and a Ceph cluster for backing Persistent Volume Claims.
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Container/Pod ephemeral storage is implemented on the root disk on all controllers/workers regardless of labeling.

Storage Hosts

One or more disks are used on storage hosts to realize a large scale Ceph cluster providing backing for PVCs for containers.
Storage hosts are used only on Cloud Platform with Dedicated Storage systems.

External Netapp Trident

Cloud Platform can be configured to connect-to and use an external Netapp Trident deployment as its storage backend.

Netapp Trident supports:

• AWS Cloud Volumes•

• E and EF-Series SANtricity•

• ONTAP AFF, FAS, Select, and Cloud•

• Element HCI and SolidFire•

• Azure NetApp Files service•

For more information about Trident, see https://netapp-trident.readthedocs.io.

See also

Storage on Controller Hosts on page 17

Storage on Worker Hosts on page 20

Storage on Storage Hosts on page 20

3.2. Storage on Controller Hosts

The controller’s root disk provides storage for the Cloud Platform system databases, system configuration files, local Docker images,
container’s ephemeral filesystems, the local Docker registry container image store, platform backup, and the system backup
operations.

In this section:

• Root Filesystem Storage on page 17•

• Synchronized Filesystems on page 18•

• Host Filesystems on page 18•

• Persistent Volume Claims storage (Ceph Cluster) on page 19•

• Replication on page 19•

Container local storage is derived from the cgts-vg volume group on the root disk. You can add additional storage to the cgts-vg
volume by assigning a partition or disk to make it larger. This will allow you to increase the size of the container local storage for the
host, however, you cannot assign it specifically to a non-root disk.

On All-in-one Simplex, All-in-one Duplex, and Standard with controller storage systems, at least one additional disk for each
controller host is required for backing container PVCs.

Two disks are required with one being a Ceph OSD.
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Root Filesystem Storage

Space on the root disk is allocated to provide filesystem storage.

You can increase the allotments for the following filesystems using the Horizon Web interface or the CLI. The following commands are
available to increase various filesystem sizes: system controllerfs, and system host-fs.

Synchronized Filesystems

Synchronized filesystems ensure that files stored in several different physical locations are up to date. The following commands can
be used to resize an DRBD-synced filesystem (Database, Docker-distribution, Etcd, Extension, Platform) on controllers.

controllerfs-list, controllerfs-modify, and controllerfs-show.

Platform Storage

This is the storage allotment for a variety of platform items including the local helm repository, the StarlingX application
repository, and internal platform configuration data files.

Database storage

The storage allotment for the platform’s postgres database is used by StarlingX, System Inventory, Keystone and Barbican.

Internal database storage is provided using DRBD-synchronized partitions on the controller primary disks. The size of the
database grows with the number of system resources created by the system administrator. This includes objects of all kinds such
as hosts, interfaces, and service parameters.

If you add a database filesystem or increase its size, you must also increase the size of the backup filesystem.

Docker-distribution storage (local Docker registry storage)

The storage allotment for container images stored in the local Docker registry. This storage is provided using a DRBD-
synchronized partition on the controller primary disk.

Etcd Storage

The storage allotment for the Kubernetes etcd database.

Internal database storage is provided using a DRBD-synchronized partition on the controller primary disk. The size of the
database grows with the number of system resources created by the system administrator and the users. This includes objects
of all kinds such as pods, services, and secrets.

Ceph-mon

Ceph-mon is the cluster monitor daemon for the Ceph distributed file system that is used for Ceph monitors to synchronize.

Extension Storage

This filesystem is reserved for future use. This storage is implemented on a DRBD-synchronized partition on the controller
primary disk.

Host Filesystems

The following host filesystem commands can be used to resize non-DRBD filesystems (Backup, Docker, Kubelet, Scratch, and Log)
and do not apply to all hosts of a given personality type:

host-fs-list, host-fs-modify, and host-fs-show
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The host-fs-modify command increases the storage configuration for the filesystem specified on a per-host basis. For example, the
following command increases the scratch filesystem size to 10 GB:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-fs-modify controller-1 scratch=10

Backup storage

This is the storage allotment for backup operations. This is a backup area, where:

backup=2*database+platform size

Docker Storage

This storage allotment is for ephemeral filesystems for containers on the host, and for Docker image cache.

Kubelet Storage

This storage allotment is for ephemeral storage size related to Kubernetes pods on this host.

Scratch Storage

This storage allotment is used by the host as a temporary area for a variety of miscellaneous transient host operations.

Logs Storage

This is the storage allotment for log data. This filesystem is not resizable. Logs are rotated within the fixed space allocated.

Replacement root disks for a reinstalled controller should be the same size or larger to ensure that existing allocation sizes for
filesystems will fit on the replacement disk.

Persistent Volume Claims storage (Ceph Cluster)

For controller-storage systems, additional disks on the controller, configured as Ceph OSDs, provide a small Ceph cluster for backing
PVCs storage for containers.

Replication

On AIO-Simplex systems, replication is done between OSDs within the host.

The following three replication factors are supported:

1

This is the default, and requires one or more OSD disks.

2

This requires two or more OSD disks.

3

This requires three or more OSD disks.

On AIO-Duplex systems replication is between the two controllers. Only one replication group is supported and additional controllers
cannot be added.

The following replication factor is supported:
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2

There can be any number of OSDs on each controller, with a minimum of one each. It is recommended that you use the same
number and same size OSD disks on the controllers.

3.3. Storage on Worker Hosts

A worker host’s root disk provides storage for host configuration files, local Docker images, and hosted container’s ephemeral
filesystems.

Note
On Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems, worker storage is provided using resources on the combined host. For
more information, see Storage on Controller Hosts on page 17.

Root filesystem storage

Space on the root disk is allocated to provide filesystem storage.

You can increase the allotments for the following filesystems using the Horizon Web interface or the CLI. Resizing must be done on a
host-by-host basis for non-DRBD synced filesystems.

Docker Storage

The storage allotment for the Docker image cache for this host, and for the ephemeral filesystems of containers on this host.

Kubelet Storage

The storage allotment for ephemeral storage related to Kubernetes pods on this host.

Scratch Storage

The storage allotment for a variety of miscellaneous transient host operations.

Logs Storage

The storage allotment for log data. This filesystem is not resizable. Logs are rotated within the fixed space as allocated.

See also

Storage Resources on page 15

Storage on Controller Hosts on page 17

Storage on Storage Hosts on page 20

3.4. Storage on Storage Hosts

Storage hosts provide a large-scale, persistent and highly available Ceph cluster for backing PVCs.

The storage hosts can only be provisioned in a Standard with dedicated storage deployment and comprise the storage cluster for the
system. Within the storage cluster, the storage hosts are deployed in replication groups for redundancy. On dedicated storage setups
Ceph storage backend is enabled automatically, and the replication factor is updated later, depending on the number of storage
hosts provisioned.
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OSD Replication Factor

Replication Factor Hosts per Replication Group Maximum Replication Groups
Supported

2 2 4

3 3 3

You can add up to 16 OSDs per storage host for data storage.

Space on the storage hosts must be configured at installation before you can unlock the hosts. You can change the configuration after
installation by adding resources to existing storage hosts or adding more storage hosts. For more information, see the StarlingX
Installation and Deployment Guide.

Storage hosts can achieve faster data access using SSD-backed transaction journals (journal functions). NVMe-compatible SSDs are
supported.

3.5. External Netapp Trident Storage

Cloud Platform can utilize the open source Netapp Trident block storage backend as an alternative to Ceph-based internal block
storage.

Netapp Trident supports:

• AWS Cloud Volumes•

• E and EF-Series SANtricity•

• ONTAP AFF, FAS, Select, and Cloud•

• Element HCI and SolidFire•

• Azure NetApp Files service•

For more information about Trident, see https://netapp-trident.readthedocs.io.

4. Security planning
4.1. Infrastructure Security

A key aspect of planning your installation and configuration is addressing infrastructure security. By planning your configuration to
include industry standard best practices prior to deployment, you can reduce the risk of security and compliance issues.

Cloud Platform Infrastructure Security Features

The security features listed below are available with Cloud Platform and should be included in your infrastructure security planning.

• Regular CVE scanning and fixing of Cloud Platform Platform’s CentOS Kernel and RPM Packages•

• UEFI Secure Boot on Cloud Platform Hosts•

- Signed boot loaders, initramfs, kernel and kernel modules-

- Signed in formal builds with Cloud Platform private key on Cloud Platform secure signing server-

- Validated by board-specific UEFI Secure Boot Firmware-
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For more information, see Kubernetes UEFI Secure Boot Planning on page 23

• Signed ISOs and Patches/Updates•

- Signed in formal builds with Cloud Platform private key on Cloud Platform secure signing server-

- Public key built into ISO and patch signature validation code-

- Signatures checked on load import and update import commands-

• Authentication and Authorization on all interfaces of:•

- SSH / Local Console (local LDAP)-

- Linux User/Group Permissions-

- Linux sudo-

- Cloud Platform REST APIs/CLIs (Keystone - local DB)-

- Keystone Roles - admin, member-

- Kubernetes APIs/CLIs (Service Accounts and Remote LDAP / Windows Active Directory via OIDC/DEX)-

- K8S RBAC Policies-

- Cloud Platform Dashboard Webserver (Keystone - Local DB)-

- Keystone Roles - admin, member-

- Local Docker Registry (Keystone - Local DB)-

- Keystone - admin, non-admin user-

• HTTPS Support for all external Platform endpoints including:•

- System, Kubernetes, local docker registry REST APIs-

- Platform Dashboard Webserver-

- Certificate Management for K8S Certificates-

- Bootstrap configured K8S Root CA Certificates (auto-generated or user-specified)-

- Cron Jobs for renewing K8S server & client Certificates-

- Procedure for updating K8S Root CA Certificate-

- Certificate Management for HTTPS Platform endpoints (StarlingX APIs, Registry, OIDC, …) including use of Cert-Manager-
for install and auto-renewal of Certificates

- Trusted CA Management for local client-side certificate validation-

- Alarming of soon-to-expired and expired Certificates-

- ‘show-certs.sh’ for displaying status and residual time for all certificates.-

• Secure (HTTPS) Platform management network communication in Distributed Cloud providing secure management network•
connectivity between the system controller and subclouds with auto-renewal of certificates

• OAM / API Firewall includes default firewall rules automatically applied and customer modifiable through Calico network•
policies

• Helm v3 support including the removal of the default use of Helmv2/Tiller (insecure)•

• Secure User Management including:•

- User Password Complexity enforcement-

- User forced log out on idle activity-

- User temporary lock out on N consecutive authentication failures-

• Audit logs for operator commands and authentication events•

- Shell commands (on SSH / Local Console)-

- StarlingX REST APIs / CLIs-

- All logs can be sent to external Log Server using Wind River Analytics application-

• Linux Auditd support for running on all hosts with configurable rules•

• OpenScap Modules included in Host ISO•
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• Security Services for Hosted Applications including:•

- Cert Manager support including integration of the cert-manager project to automate the management and issuance of-
TLS certificates from various issuing sources (e.g. interface with external CA for certificate signing, auto-renewal of
certificates)

- Secure secret management and storage (Hashicorp Vault) with the integration of upstream Hashicorp Vault project and-
Support Vault general secret management for hosted applications

Kubernetes UEFI Secure Boot Planning

UEFI Secure Boot Planning allows you to authenticate modules before they are allowed to execute.

The initial installation of Cloud Platform should be done in UEFI mode if you plan on using the secure boot feature in the future.

The Cloud Platform secure boot certificate can be found in the Cloud Platform ISO, on the EFI bootable FAT filesystem. The file is in
the directory /CERTS. You must add this certificate database to the motherboard’s UEFI certificate database. How to add this
certificate to the database is determined by the UEFI implementation provided by the motherboard manufacturer.

You may need to work with your hardware vendor to have the certificate installed.

There is an option in the UEFI setup utility that allows a user to browse to a file containing a certificate to be loaded in the authorized
database. This option may be hidden in the UEFI setup utility unless UEFI mode is enabled, and secure boot is enabled.

Many motherboards ship with Microsoft secure boot certificates pre-programmed in the UEFI certificate database. These certificates
may be required to boot UEFI drivers for video cards, RAID controllers, or NICs (for example, the PXE boot software for a NIC may
have been signed by a Microsoft certificate). While certificates can be removed from the certificate database (this is UEFI
implementation specific) it may be required that you keep the Microsoft certificates to allow for complete system operation.

Mixed combinations of secure boot and non-secure boot nodes are supported. For example, a controller node may secure boot,
while a worker node may not. Secure boot must be enabled in the UEFI firmware of each node for that node to be protected by
secure boot.

• Secure Boot is supported in UEFI installations only. It is not used when booting Cloud Platform as a legacy boot target.•

• Cloud Platform does not currently support switching from legacy to UEFI mode after a system has been installed. Doing so•
requires a reinstall of the system. This means that upgrading from a legacy install to a secure boot install (UEFI) is not
supported.

• When upgrading a Cloud Platform system from a version that did not support secure boot to a version that does, do not enable•
secure boot in UEFI firmware until the upgrade is complete.

4.2. Container Security Planning

The following container security best practices are recommended as part of your network security planning.

Restrict Direct (SSH) Access to Kubernetes Nodes

To reduce the risk of unauthorized access to host resources, only system administrators should be allowed SSH access to Cloud
Platform nodes. Non-system admin users should be restricted to helm and kubectl for remote access.

Use Role-based Access Control (RBAC)

Define RBAC policies to exercise strict control over permissions granted to non-admin users. Restrict non-admin users to the
minimum level of privileges.
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Use Namespaces

Use Namespaces to partition application resources into logical groups to allow the creation of RBAC policies to managing access to
these resources as a whole.

Use Network Policies

Use network policies to restrict pod-to-pod traffic to approved profiles.

Segregate Sensitive Workloads

Use a combination of node taints and pod toleration to ensure that pods do not get scheduled onto inappropriate nodes.

For sole-tenant nodes, use node selectors to segregate applications from tenants on different worker nodes to minimize container-
escape scope to applications of the sole-tenant.

Define Resource Quotas and Resource Limits Policies

Do not allow the configuration of resource-unbounded containers as this puts the system at risk of Denial-of-Service or “noisy
neighbor” scenarios.

Specify Minimal-Required Security Context for Pods

Explicitly specify the minimal-required security context for pods, containers and volumes through pod security policies, for example:

• runAsNonRoot•

• Capabilities•

• readOnlyRootFilesystem•

Kata Containers

Kata containers are an optional capability on Cloud Platform that provide a secure container runtime with lightweight virtual machines
that feel and perform like containers, but provide stronger workload isolation. For improved performance wrt isolation, Kata
containers leverages hardware-enforced isotation with virtualization VT extensions.

For more information, see Kata Containers Overview.

Pod Security Policies

Pod security policies provide a cluster-level resource that controls the use of security-sensitive aspects of Pod security.
PodSecurityPolicies (PSP) define different levels of access to security-sensitive aspects of the pod. RBAC [Cluster]Roles can then be
created for these PSPs, with RBAC [Cluster]RoleBindings of these roles to a ‘subject’ (i.e. users, groups, serviceaccounts, etc.).

The following considerations apply to PodSecurityPolicies (PSPs):

• includes enabling or disabling options such as running as root, access to host filesystem, access to host networking, etc.•

• are disabled by default•

• can be enable by the System Administor via system service-parameter-add kubernetes kube_apiserver•
admission_plugins=PodSecurityPolicy
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Cloud Platform provides default PSP and RBAC definitions to simplify initial usage:

• Define a ‘restrictive’ and ‘privileged’ PSP, and corresponding representative RBAC Roles•

• Define initial RBAC RoleBindings for these roles such that:•

- cluster-admin can still perform anything / anywhere-

- authenticated users can only perform a restricted set of security-sensitive options on Pods and only in namespaces the-
user is allowed to access

Administrator can then:

• create other custom PodSecurityPolicies and associated RBAC Roles•

• create [Cluster]RoleBindings to the appropriate ‘subjects’.•

Container Image Signature Validation

The Portieris admission controller allows you to enforce image security polices to:

• enforce trust pinning and blocks creation of resources that use untrusted images•

• access trusted data in Notary server corresponding to the image•

For more information about Portieris, including installation instructions, see Portieris Overview.

4.3. Security hardening Guidelines

Security Hardening Introduction

Platform infrastructure hardening is an obligatory task for achieving resilience to infrastructure attacks and complying with regulatory
requirements.

Hackers attack on an ongoing basis using various cyber-attack techniques that are called attack vectors.

Cloud Platform nodes must be hardened to reduce the increasing amounts of dynamically emerging cyber-attacks.

Cloud Platform provides a broad number of features related to system security. The scope of this document is to provide information
about these security features to support best practice security hardening along with knowledge about the features’ various impacts
on operation and performance.

The security hardening features can be classified into the following layers:

• Operating System hardening•

• Platform hardening•

• Application hardening•

This appendix covers the security features hardening the operating system and platform. Application hardening is not in the scope of
this document.

Recommended Security Features with a Minimal Performance Impact

UEFI Secure Boot

Secure Boot is a technology where the system firmware checks that the system boot loader is signed with a cryptographic key
authorized by a configured database of certificate(s) contained in the firmware or a security device. It is used to secure various boot
stages.

Cloud Platform’s implementation of Secure Boot also validates the signature of the second-stage boot loader, the kernel, and kernel
modules.
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Operational complexity:

• For each node that is going to use secure boot, you must populate the Cloud Platform public certificate (with public key) in the•
UEFI Secure Boot authorized database in accordance with the board manufacturer’s process.

• You may need to work with your hardware vendor to have the certificate installed.•

• This must be done for each node before starting the installation.•

For more information, see the section UEFI Secure Boot.

Secure System Accounts

Local Linux Account for ‘sysadmin’

This is a local, per-host, sudo-enabled account created automatically when a new host is provisioned.

This Linux user account is used by the system administrator as it has extended privileges.

• The initial password must be changed immediately when you log in to the initial host for the first time.•

• After five consecutive unsuccessful login attempts, further attempts are blocked for about five minutes.•

Operational complexity: None. The above security hardening features are set by default (see System Account Password Rules on
page 27 for password rules).

Local LDAP Linux User Accounts

You can manage regular Linux (shadow) user accounts on any host in the cluster using standard Linux commands.

• Local Linux user accounts should NOT be configured, only use local LDAP accounts for internal system purposes that would•
usually not be created by an end-user.

• Password changes are not enforced automatically on the first login, and they are not propagated by the system (only for•
‘sysadmin’).

• If the administrator wants to provision additional access to the system, it is better to configure local LDAP Linux•
accounts.

• LDAP accounts are centrally managed; changes made on any host are propagated automatically to all hosts on the cluster.•

• LDAP user accounts behave as any local user account. They can be added to the sudoers list and can acquire OpenStack•
administration credentials.

• The initial password must be changed immediately upon the first login.•

• Login sessions are logged out automatically after about 15 minutes of inactivity.•

• The accounts block following five consecutive unsuccessful login attempts. They unblock automatically after a period of about•
five minutes.

• All authentication attempts are recorded on the file /var/log/auth.log of the target host.•

Note
For security reasons, it is recommended that ONLY admin level users be allowed to SSH to the nodes of the Cloud
Platform. Non-admin level users should strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

Operational complexity:

• Passwords aging is automatically configured.•

• LDAP user accounts (operator, admin) are available by default on newly deployed hosts. For increased security, the admin and•
operator accounts must be used from the console ports of the hosts; no SSH access is allowed.

• Cloud Platform includes a script for creating LDAP Linux accounts with built-in Keystone user support. It provides an interactive•
method for setting up LDAP Linux user accounts with access to OpenStack commands. You can assign a limited shell or a bash
shell.
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StarlingX Accounts

Sysadmin Local Linux Account

This is a local, per-host, sudo-enabled account created automatically when a new host is provisioned. It is used by the primary
system administrator for Cloud Platform, as it has extended privileges.

See The sysadmin Account for more details.

Local Linux User Accounts

Local Linux User Accounts should NOT be created since they are used for internal system purposes.

Local LDAP Linux User Accounts

These are local LDAP accounts that are centrally managed across all hosts in the cluster. These accounts are intended to provide
additional admin level user accounts (in addition to sysadmin) that can SSH to the nodes of the Cloud Platform.

See Local LDAP Linux User Accounts for more details.

Note
For security reasons, it is recommended that ONLY admin level users be allowed to SSH to the nodes of the Cloud
Platform. Non-admin level users should strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

Recommendations

• It is recommended that only admin level users be allowed to SSH to Cloud Platform nodes. Non-admin level users should•
strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

• It is recommended that you create and manage Kubernetes service accounts within the kube-system namespace.•

• When establishing Keystone Credentials from a Linux Account, it is recommended that you not use the command-line option to•
provide Keystone credentials. Doing so creates a security risk since the supplied credentials are visible in the command-line
history.

Web Administration Login Timeout

The Cloud Platform Web administration tool (Horizon) will automatically log users out after 50 minutes (the Keystone Token Expiry
time), regardless of activity.

Operational complexity: No additional configuration is required.

You can also block user access after a set number of failed login attempts as described in see Configure Horizon User Lockout on
Failed Logins.

SSH and Console Login Timeout

Cloud Platform is configured to automatically log users out of their SSH/Console session after 900 seconds (15 mins) of inactivity.

Operational complexity: No additional configuration is required.

System Account Password Rules

Cloud Platform enforces a set of strength requirements for new or changed passwords.

See System Account Password Rules for a complete list of password selection, updating, and usage constraints.
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Security Features

Secure HTTPS External Connectivity

Cloud Platform provides support for secure HTTPS external connections for REST API and webserver access.

For secure remote access, a ROOT-CA-signed certificate is required. The use of a ROOT-CA-signed certificate is strongly
recommended.

Operational complexity:

• HTTPS is enabled using the platform system commands.•

• Obtain a certificate signed by a ROOT certificate authority and install it with the platform system command.•

For more information, see Secure HTTPS Connectivity.

Firewall Options

Cloud Platform applies default firewall rules on the OAM network.

The default rules are recommended for most applications. See Default Firewall Rules for details. You can configure an additional file in
order to augment or override the default rules.

A minimal set of rules is always applied before any custom rules, as follows:

• Non-OAM traffic is always accepted.•

• Egress traffic is always accepted.•

• SM traffic is always accepted.•

• SSH traffic is always accepted.•

Note
It is recommended to disable port 80 when HTTPS is enabled for external connection.

Operational complexity:

• Cloud Platform provides OAM firewall rules through Kubernetes Network Policies. For more information, see Firewall Options.•

• The custom rules are applied using iptables-restore or ip6tables-restore.•

Default Firewall Rules

Cloud Platform applies these default firewall rules on the OAM network. The default rules are recommended for most applications.

For a complete listings, see Default Firewall Rules.

Isolate StarlingX’s Internal Cloud Management Network

Cloud Platform internal networks should be configured as a private network visible to only the hosts on the cluster.

For information on internal networks, see the StarlingX Planning Guide on page 3 should be configured as a private network visible
to only the hosts on the cluster. Proper switch configuration is required to achieve the isolation.

5. Installation and resource planning
5.1. HTTPS Access Planning
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You can enable secure HTTPS access and manage HTTPS certificates for all external Cloud Platform service endpoints.

These include:

In this section:

• StarlingX REST API applications and the web administration server on page 29•

• Kubernetes on page 29•

• Local Docker registry on page 29•

• Trusted CAs on page 30•

Note
Only self-signed or Root CA-signed certificates are supported for the above Cloud Platform service endpoints. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X.509 for an overview of root, intermediate, and end-entity certificates.

You can also add a trusted CA for the Cloud Platform system.

Note
The default HTTPS X.509 certificates that are used by Wind River Cloud Platform for authentication are not signed by a
known authority. For increased security, obtain, install, and use certificates that have been signed by a Root certificate
authority. Refer to the documentation for the external Root CA that you are using, on how to create public certificate and
private key pairs, signed by a Root CA, for HTTPS.

StarlingX REST API applications and the web administration server

By default, Cloud Platform provides HTTP access to StarlingX REST API application endpoints (Keystone, Barbican and StarlingX) and
the StarlingX web administration server. For improved security, you can enable HTTPS access. When HTTPS access is enabled, HTTP
access is disabled.

When HTTPS is enabled for the first time on a Cloud Platform system, a self-signed certificate and key are automatically generated
and installed for the StarlingX REST and Web Server endpoints. In order to connect, remote clients must be configured to accept the
self-signed certificate without verifying it. This is called insecure mode.

For secure mode connections, a Root CA-signed certificate and key are required. The use of a Root CA-signed certificate is strongly
recommended. Refer to the documentation for the external CA that you are using, on how to create public certificate and private key
pairs for HTTPS.

You can update the certificate and key used by Cloud Platform for the StarlingX REST and Web Server endpoints at any time after
installation.

Kubernetes

For the Kubernetes API Server, HTTPS is always enabled. Similarly, by default, a self-signed certificate and key is generated and
installed for the Kubernetes Root CA certificate and key. This Kubernetes Root CA is used to create and sign various certificates used
within Kubernetes, including the certificate used by the kube-apiserver API endpoint.

It is recommended that you update the Kubernetes Root CA and with a custom Root CA certificate and key, generated by yourself,
and trusted by external servers connecting to the Cloud Platform system’s Kubernetes API endpoint. The system’s Kubernetes Root
CA is configured as part of the bootstrap during installation.

Local Docker registry

For the local Docker registry, HTTPS is always enabled. Similarly, by default, a self-signed certificate and key is generated and
installed for this endpoint. However, it is recommended that you update the certificate used after installation with a Root CA-signed
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certificate and key. Refer to the documentation for the external CA that you are using, on how to create public certificate and private
key pairs for HTTPS.

Trusted CAs

Cloud Platform also supports the ability to update the trusted CA certificate bundle on all nodes in the system. This is required, for
example, when container images are being pulled from an external docker registry with a certificate signed by a non-well-known CA.

5.2. System Hardware Requirements

Cloud Platform has been tested to work with specific hardware configurations. For more information, see Self Validated and Certified
Hosts.

In this section:

• Controller, worker, and storage hosts on page 30•

• Combined controller-worker hosts on page 31•

• Interface configuration scenarios on page 33•

If the minimum hardware requirements are not met, system performance cannot be guaranteed.

Controller, worker, and storage hosts

Table 1. Hardware Requirements — Cloud Platform Standard Configuration

Minimum Requirement Controller Storage Worker

Minimum Qty of Servers 2 (required)

(if Ceph storage used)
2 ‒ 8 (for replication
factor 2)
3 ‒ 9 (for replication
factor 3)

2 ‒ 100

Minimum Processor Class Dual-CPU Intel® Xeon® E5 26xx Family (SandyBridge) 8 cores/socket

Minimum Memory 64 GB 64 GB 32 GB

Minimum Primary Disk
(two-disk hardware RAID
suggested)

500 GB - SSD or NVMe 120 GB (min. 10K RPM)

Note
Installation on software RAID is not supported.

Additional Disks

1 X 500 GB (min 10K
RPM)
(not required for systems
with dedicated storage
nodes)

500 GB (min. 10K RPM)
for OSD storage
one or more SSDs or
NVMe drives
(recommended for Ceph
journals); min. 1024 MiB
per journal

500 GB (min. 10K RPM)
— 1 or more
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Minimum Requirement Controller Storage Worker

Note
Single-disk
hosts are
supported, but
must not be
used for local
ephemeral
storage

Network Ports

(Typical deployment)

• Mgmt and Cluster•
Host: 2 x 10GE LAG
(shared interface)

• OAM: 2 x 1GE LAG•

• Optionally external•
network ports 2 x
10GE LAG

• Mgmt and Cluster•
Host: 2 x 10GE LAG
(shared interface)

• Mgmt and Cluster•
Host: 2 x 10GE LAG
(shared interface)

• Optionally external•
network ports 2 x
10GE LAG

Board Management
Controller (BMC)

1 (required) 1 (required) 1 (required)

USB Interface 1 not required

Power Profile
Max Performance
Min Proc Idle Power:No C States

Boot Order HD, PXE, USB HD, PXE

BIOS Mode

BIOS or UEFI

Note
UEFI Secure Boot and UEFI PXE boot over IPv6 are not supported. On
systems with an IPv6 management network, you can use a separate IPv4
network for PXE boot. 1 on page 7

Intel Hyperthreading Disabled or Enabled

Intel Virtualization (VTD,
VTX)

Disabled Enabled

1 on page 5

For more information, see PXE Boot Network on page 6.

Combined controller-worker hosts

Hardware requirements for a Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex configuration are listed in the following table.
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Table 2. Hardware Requirements — Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex Configuration

Minimum Requirement Controller + Worker (Combined Server)

Minimum Qty of Servers Simplex―1 Duplex―2

Minimum Processor Class

Dual-CPU Intel® Xeon® E5 26xx Family
(SandyBridge) 8 cores/socket
or
Single-CPU Intel Xeon D-15xx Family, 8 cores (low-
power/low-cost option for Simplex deployments)
Platform: 2x physical cores (4x logical cores if hyper-
threading), (by default, configurable) Application:
Remaining cores

Minimum Memory

• 64 GB•

• Platform:•

- Socket 0: 7GB (by default, configurable)-

- Socket 1: 1GB (by default, configurable)-

• Application:•

- Socket 0: Remaining memory-

- Socket 1: Remaining memory-

Minimum Primary Disk 500 GB - SSD or NVMe

Additional Disks

• Single-disk system: N/A•

• Two-disk system:•

- 1 x 500 GB SSD or NVMe for Persistent-
Volume Claim storage

• Three-disk system:•

- 1 x 500 GB (min 10K RPM) for Persistent-
Volume Claim storage

- 1 or more x 500 GB (min. 10K RPM) for-
Container ephemeral disk storage

Network Ports

(Typical deployment.)

• Mgmt and Cluster Host: 2 x 10GE LAG•
(shared interface)

Note
Mgmt / Cluster Host ports are
required for Duplex systems only.

• OAM: 2 x 1GE LAG•

• Optionally external network ports 2 x•
10GE LAG
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Minimum Requirement Controller + Worker (Combined Server)

USB Interface 1

Power Profile
Max Performance
Min Proc Idle Power:No C States

Boot Order HD, PXE, USB

BIOS Mode

BIOS or UEFI

Note
UEFI Secure Boot and UEFI PXE boot over
IPv6 are not supported. On systems with an
IPv6 management network, you can use a
separate IPv4 network for PXE boot. For
more information, see PXE Boot Network on
page 6.

Intel Hyperthreading Disabled or Enabled

Intel Virtualization (VTD, VTX) Enabled

Interface configuration scenarios

Cloud Platform supports the use of consolidated interfaces for the management, cluster host, and OAM networks. Some typical
configurations are shown in the following table. For best performance, Wind River recommends dedicated interfaces.

LAG is optional in all instances.

Scenario Controller Storage Worker

• Physical interfaces•
on servers limited
to two pairs

• Estimated•
aggregate average
Container storage
traffic less than 5G

2x 10GE LAG:

• Mgmt (untagged)•

• Cluster Host•
(untagged)

2x 1GE LAG:

• OAM (untagged)•

2x 10GE LAG:

• Mgmt (untagged)•

• Cluster Host•
(untagged)

2x 10GE LAG:

• Cluster Host•
(untagged)

Optionally
2x 10GE LAG
external network ports

• No specific limit on•
number of physical
interfaces

• Estimated•
aggregate average
Container storage

2x 1GE LAG:

• Mgmt (untagged)•

2x 10GE LAG:

• Cluster Host•

2x 1GE LAG:

2x 1GE LAG

• Mgmt (untagged)•

2x 10GE LAG

• Cluster Host•

2x 1GE LAG

• Mgmt (untagged)•

2x 10GE LAG:

• Cluster Host•

Optionally
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Scenario Controller Storage Worker

traffic greater than
5G

• OAM (untagged)•

Optionally
2x 10GE LAG

• external network•
ports

2x 10GE LAG

• external network•
ports

5.3. Kubernetes Verified Commercial Hardware

Verified and approved hardware components for use with Cloud Platform are listed here.

For more information see Self-Validated and Certified Servers.

Table 1. Verified Components

Component Approved Hardware

Hardware Platforms

• Hewlett Packard Enterprise•

- HPE ProLiant DL360p Gen8 Server-

- HPE ProLiant DL360p Gen9 Server-

- HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Server-

- HPE ProLiant DL380p Gen8 Server-

- HPE ProLiant DL380p Gen9 Server-

- HPE ProLiant ML350 Gen10 Server-

- c7000 Enclosure with HPE ProLiant BL460-
Gen9 Server

Caution

LAG support is dependent on the
switch cards deployed with the c7000
enclosure. To determine whether LAG
can be configured, consult the switch
card documentation.

- HPE ProLiant e910t Server Blade-

- HPE ProLiant DL110 Gen10 Plus-

- HPE ProLiant e920t Server-

• Dell•

- Dell PowerEdge R430-

- Dell PowerEdge R630-

- Dell PowerEdge R640-

- Dell PowerEdge R720-

- Dell PowerEdge R730-

- Dell PowerEdge R740-

- Dell PowerEdge XR11-

• Kontron Symkloud MS2920•
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Component Approved Hardware

Note
The Kontron platform does not support
power ON/OFF or reset through the
BMC interface on Cloud Platform. As a
result, it is not possible for the system
to properly fence a node in the event
of a management network isolation
event. In order to mitigate this, hosted
application auto recovery needs to be
disabled.

• ZTSystems Triton•

• ZTSystems-Proteus•

Supported Reference Platforms

• Intel Iron Pass•

• Intel Canoe Pass•

• Intel Grizzly Pass•

• Intel Wildcat Pass•

• Intel Wolf Pass•

Disk Controllers

• Dell•

- PERC H310 Mini-

- PERC H730 Mini-

- PERC H740P-

- PERC H330-

- PERC HBA330-

• HPE Smart Array•

- P440ar-

- P420i-

- P408i-a-

- P816i-a-

• LSI 2308•

• LSI 3008•

NICs Verified for PXE Boot, Management, and OAM
Networks

• Intel I210 (Springville) 1G•

• Intel I350 (Powerville) 1G•

• Intel 82599 (Niantic) 10G•

• Intel X540 10G•

• Intel X710/XL710/X722 (Fortville) 10G•

• Intel XXV710 (Fortville) 25G•

• Intel E810 (Columbiaville) 25G/100G (for•
management and OAM networks only)
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Component Approved Hardware

• Emulex XE102 10G•

• Broadcom BCM5719 1G•

• Broadcom BCM57810 10G•

• Broadcom 57504 100G•

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX4121A-ACAT•
(ConnectX-4) Lx 10G/25G

NICs Verified for SR-IOV

• Intel 82599 (Niantic) 10G•

• Intel X710/XL710/X722 (Fortville) 10G•

• Intel XXV710 (Fortville) 25G•

• Intel E810 (Columbiaville) 25G/100G•

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX4121A-ACAT•
(ConnectX-4) 10G/25G

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX512A-ACAT (ConnectX-5)•
100G

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX623106AC-CDAT,•
MCX623106AN-CDAT (ConnectX-6) 100G

Note
For Mellanox NICs, SR-IOV must be enabled
in the NIC firmware.

NIC for High-precision timing synchronization with
IEEE 1588 PTP

• Intel X710 (Fortville)•

• Intel E810-XXVDA4 (Columbiaville - Salem•
Channel)

• Broadcom 57504 100G•

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX512A-ACAT (ConnectX-5)•
100G

• NVIDIA Mellanox MCX623106AC-CDAT,•
MCX623106AN-CDAT (ConnectX-6) 100G

NIC for High-precision timing synchronization with
IEEE 1588 PTP, SyncE and GNSS

• Intel E810-XXVDA4T (Columbiaville - Westport•
Channel) 25G

• Intel E810-CQDA2T (Columbiaville - Logan•
Beach) 100G

Hardware Accelerator Devices Verified for PCI SR-IOV
Access

• ACC100 Adapter (Mount Bryce) - SRIOV only•

• Maclaren Summit Intel® vRAN Accelerator•
ACC100 ; see https://networkbuilders.intel.com/
solutionslibrary/virtual-ran-vran-with-hardware-
acceleration?wapkw=acc100
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Component Approved Hardware

GPUs Verified for PCI Passthrough
• NVIDIA Corporation: VGA compatible controller•

- GM204GL (Tesla M60 rev a1)

Board Management Controllers

• HPE iLO3•

• HPE iLO4•

• Quanta•

5.4. System Boot Sequence Considerations

During Cloud Platform software installation, each host must boot from different devices at different times. In some cases, you may
need to adjust the boot order.

The first controller node must be booted initially from a removable storage device to install an operating system. The host then
reboots from the hard drive.

Each remaining host must be booted initially from the network using PXE to install an operating system. The host then reboots from
the hard drive.

To facilitate this process, ensure that the hard drive does not already contain a bootable operating system, and set the following boot
order in the BIOS.

1. removable storage device (USB flash drive or DVD drive)

2. hard drive

3. network (PXE), over an interface connected to the internal management network

4. network (PXE), over an interface connected to the PXE boot network

For BIOS configuration details, refer to the OEM documentation supplied with the worker node.

Note
If a host contains a bootable hard drive, either erase the drive beforehand, or ensure that the host is set to boot from the
correct source for initial configuration. If necessary, you can change the boot device at boot time by pressing a dedicated
key. For more information, refer to the OEM documentation for the worker node.

5.5. Hard Drive Options

For hard drive storage, Cloud Platform supports high-performance SSD and NVMe drives as well as rotational disks.

To increase system performance, you can use a SSD or a NVMe drive on Cloud Platform hosts in place of any rotational drive. SSD
provides faster read-write access than mechanical drives. NVMe supports the full performance potential of SSD by providing a faster
communications bus compared to the SATA or SAS technology used with standard SSDs.

On storage hosts, SSD or NVMe drives are required for journals or Ceph caching.

For NVMe drives, a host with an NVMe-ready BIOS and NVMe connectors or adapters is required.

To use an NVMe drive as a root drive, you must enable UEFI support in the host BIOS. In addition, when installing the host, you must
perform extra steps to assign the drive as the boot device.
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5.6. Controller Disk Configurations for All-in-one Systems

For Cloud Platform Simplex and Duplex Systems, the controller disk configuration is highly flexible to support different system
requirements for Cinder and nova-local storage.

You can also change the disk configuration after installation to increase the persistent volume claim or container-ephemeral storage.

Table 1. Disk Configurations for Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems

No. of
Disks Disk BIOS

Boot Boot Root

Platform
File
System
Volume
Group
(cgts-vg)

Root
Disk
Unallocated
Space

Ceph
OSD
(PVCs)

Notes

1 /dev/sda
Not
supporte
d

2
/dev/sda
/dev/sdb

/dev/sda1 /dev/sda2 /dev/sda3 /dev/sda4
Not
allocated

Disk

Space left
unallocat
ed for
future
applicatio
n use
AIO-SX 1
on
page 39
(replicatio
n = 1);
AIO-DX
(replicatio
n = 2)

2
/dev/sda
/dev/sdb

/dev/sda1 /dev/sda2 /dev/sda3 /dev/sda4
/dev/sda5
(cgts-vg)

Disk

Space
allocated
to cgts-vg
to allow
filesystem
expansion
AIO-SX
(replicatio
n = 1);
AIO-DX
(replicatio
n = 2)

3
/dev/sda
/dev/sdb
/dev/sdc

/dev/sda1 /dev/sda2 /dev/sda3 /dev/sda4
Not
allocated

Disk
Disk

Space left
unallocat
ed for
future
applicatio
n use
AIO-
SX:supers
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No. of
Disks Disk BIOS

Boot Boot Root

Platform
File
System
Volume
Group
(cgts-vg)

Root
Disk
Unallocated
Space

Ceph
OSD
(PVCs)

Notes

cript:1:
(replicatio
n = 2);
AIO-DX
(replicatio
n = 2)
AIO-
SX:supers
cript:1:
(replicatio
n = 2);
AIO-DX
(replicatio
n = 2)

3
/dev/sda
/dev/sdb
/dev/sdc

/dev/sda1 /dev/sda2 /dev/sda3 /dev/sda4
/dev/sda5
(cgts-vg)

Disk
Disk

Space
allocated
to cgts-vg
to allow
filesystem
expansion
AIO-
SX:supers
cript:1:
(replicatio
n = 2);
AIO-DX
(replicatio
n = 2)
AIO-
SX:supers
cript:1:
(replicatio
n = 2);
AIO-DX
(replicatio
n = 2)

1 on page 7

AIO-Simplex Ceph replication is disk-based.
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1. DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS
A variety of Wind River Cloud Platform deployment configuration options are supported.

All-in-one Simplex

A single physical server providing all three cloud functions (controller, worker and storage).

All-in-one Duplex (up to 50 worker nodes)

Two HA-protected physical servers, both running all three cloud functions (controller, worker and storage), optionally with up to
50 worker nodes added to the cluster.

Standard with Storage Cluster on Controller Nodes

A two node HA controller + storage node cluster, managing up to 200 worker nodes.

Standard with Storage Cluster on dedicated Storage Nodes

A two node HA controller node cluster with a 2-9 node Ceph storage cluster, managing up to 200 worker nodes.

All Cloud Platform systems can use worker platforms (worker hosts, or the worker function on a simplex or duplex system) configured
for either standard or low-latency worker function performance profiles.
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2. COMMON COMPONENTS
A number of components are common to most Cloud Platform deployment configurations.

Controller Node / Function

Controller nodes or functions run the cloud control functions for managing cloud resources; that is, they run all Kubernetes
control functions, such as for managing images, pods, services, etc.

For standard with controller storage deployment configurations, the controller nodes/functions run a small-scale Ceph cluster
using one or more disks (SATA, SAS, SSD and/or NVMe) as the ceph OSDs. This cluster provides the storage backend for
Kubernetes’ PVCs.

In most configurations, the controller nodes/functions are part of a two node HA controller node cluster for running control
functions in either Active/Active or Active/Standby mode.

Worker Node / Function

Worker nodes or functions run the hosted containerized applications.

Storage Node / Function

For Standard with Dedicated Storage deployment configurations, the storage nodes run a large scale Ceph cluster using disks
(SATA, SAS, SSD and /or NVMe) across 2-9 storage nodes as Ceph OSDs. This provides the storage backend for Kubernetes’
PVCs.

In most configurations the storage nodes/functions are part of a HA multi-node Ceph storage cluster supporting a replication
factor of 2 or 3, journal caching and class tiering.

All-In-One (AIO) Controller Node

A single physical node which provides a controller function, worker function and storage function.

L2 Switches and L2 Networks

A single physical switch may support multiple L2 networks.

Operations, Administration and Management (OAM) Network (Controller Nodes Only)

The network on which all external StarlingX platform APIs are exposed, including platform REST APIs (Keystone, StarlingX,
Kubernetes), the Horizon Web interface, SSH and SNMP.

This is typically a 1GE network.
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Management Network (All Nodes)

A private network (i.e. not connected externally) used for internal StarlingX monitoring and control, and container access to
storage cluster.

This is typically a 10GE network.

Cluster Host Network (All Nodes)

The cluster host network is used for Kubernetes management and control, as well as private container networking. The CNI
service, Calico, provides private tunneled networking between hosted containers on the cluster host network.

The cluster host network is internal by default and shares the same interface as the management network. However, it can be
configured on a dedicated interface/network during initial configuration if required.

The cluster host network can be used as the network for external connectivity or it can be deployed as an internal network.

External Network Connectivity with EXTERNAL cluster host network

The CNI service, Calico, provides private tunneled networking between hosted containers on the external cluster host
network.

Containers’ network endpoints can be exposed externally with ‘NodePort’ Kubernetes services, exposing selected
application containers’ network ports on all interfaces (e.g. external cluster host interfaces) of both controller nodes and all
worker nodes. This would typically be done either directly to the application containers service or through an ingress
controller service. HA would be achieved through either an external HA load balancer across two or more worker nodes or
simply using multiple records (two or more destination worker node IPs) for the application’s external DNS Entry.

Containers’ network endpoints can also be exposed through BGP within the Calico CNI service. The Calico BGP
configuration can be modified to advertise selected application container services or the ingress controller service to a
BGP peer, specifying the available next hop worker nodes’ cluster host IP addresses.

External Network Connectivity with INTERNAL cluster host network

If the cluster host network is INTERNAL, then either the OAM port or additionally configured ports on both controller and
worker nodes will be used for connectivity to external networks.

As with the INTERNAL cluster host network, containers’ network endpoints can be exposed externally with NodePort
Kubernetes services, exposing selected application containers’ network ports on all interfaces of both controller nodes
and all worker nodes. In this scenario they are exposed on either the OAM interface or the additionally configured
interfaces for external connectivity on all nodes. This is typically done either directly to the application containers service
or through an ingress controller service. HA can be achieved through either an external HA load balancer across two or
more worker nodes or simply using multiple records (two or more destination worker node IP addresses) for the
application’s external DNS Entry.

The use of Container Networking Calico BGP to advertise containers’ network endpoints is not available in this scenario.

Additional External Network(s) or Data Networks (Worker & AIO Nodes Only)

Networks on which ingress controllers and/or hosted application containers expose their Kubernetes service, for example,
through a NodePort service. Node interfaces to these networks are configured as platform class interfaces on nodes.

This can also refer to data networks attached to node interfaces configured as ‘pci-sriov’ class interfaces; i.e. as part of the
capability to support hosted application containers to have interfaces directly connected to the host’s interface via pci-passthru
or SR-IOV.

IPMI Network (All Nodes)

An optional network on which IPMI interfaces of all nodes are connected.

The IPMI network must be L3/IP reachable from the controller’s OAM interfaces.
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PxeBoot Network (All Nodes)

An optional network over which nodes net boot from controllers.

By default, controllers network boot other nodes over the management network. This network is required for a variety of special
case situations where the management network cannot be used to boot the other nodes:

• The management network must be IPv6. IPv4 pxeboot network must be configured since IPv6 does not support pxeboot.•

• The management network must be vlan tagged. Most servers’ BIOS do not support pxebooting over a tagged network,•
so an untagged pxeboot network must be configured.

Node Interfaces

In general, node network interfaces can optionally be:

• Untagged single port•

• Untagged two port LAG, optionally split between redundant L2 switches.•

• VLAN on either single port or two port LAG•
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3. ALL-IN-ONE (AIO) SIMPLEX CONFIGURATION
The AIO Simplex deployment configuration provides a scaled-down Cloud Platform that combines controller, storage, and worker
functionality on a single non-redundant host.

Note
Physical L2 switches are not shown in this deployment diagram and in subsequent deployment diagrams. Only the L2
networks they support are shown.

See Common Components on page 2 for a description of common components of this deployment configuration.

This deployment configuration provides no protection against an overall server hardware fault. However, there may be hardware
component protection if, for example, HW RAID or 2x Port LAG is used in the deployment.

Typically, this solution is used where only a small amount of cloud processing / storage power is required, and protection against
overall server hardware faults is either not required or done at a higher level.

Optionally, Ceph is deployed in this configuration using one or more disks for OSDs, and provides the backend for Kubernetes’ PVCs.

Typically, the solution requires two or more disks, one for system requirements and container ephemeral storage, and one or more for
Ceph OSDs.

Optionally, instead of using an internal Ceph cluster on the server, you can configure an external Netapp Trident storage backend.

The internal management network is not required in this scenario as it is configured on the loopback interface. The cluster host
network is internal by default and also configured on the loopback interface with application container external connectivity being
achieved through either the external OAM network or optional additional external networks. However, the cluster host network can
be re-configured on a physical interface depending on external connectivity requirements.

Intel Xeon D Processor

In addition to regular all-in-one deployments, Cloud Platform Simplex and Duplex provide support for small scale deployments on
the Intel Xeon D family of processors using a smaller memory and CPU footprint than the standard Simplex configuration.

For low-cost or low-power applications with minimal performance demands (40 Containers or fewer), Cloud Platform Simplex can be
deployed on a server with a single Intel Xeon D class processor. The platform-reserved memory and the maximum number of worker
threads are reduced by default, but can be reconfigured as required.
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4. ALL-IN-ONE (AIO) DUPLEX CONFIGURATION
Cloud Platform AIO Duplex provides a scaled-down Cloud Platform deployment option that combines controller, storage, and worker
functionality on a redundant pair of hosts.

See Common Components on page 2 for a description of common components of this deployment configuration.

This deployment configuration provides a solution for situations in which protection against overall server hardware faults and only a
small amount of cloud processing / storage power is required.

HA services run on the controller function across the two physical servers in either Active/Active or Active/Standby mode.

The optional storage function is provided by a small-scale two node Ceph cluster using one or more disks/OSDs from each server,
and provides the backend for Kubernetes’ PVCs.

The typical solution requires two or more disks per server; one for system requirements and container ephemeral storage, and one or
more for Ceph OSDs.

Optionally, instead of using an internal Ceph cluster across servers, you can configure an external Netapp Trident storage backend.

Hosted application containers are scheduled on both worker functions.

In the event of an overall server hardware fault:

• all controller HA services enter active mode on the remaining healthy server, and•

• all hosted application containers impacted by the failed server are recovered on the remaining healthy server.•

On an All-in-one Duplex system, two modes of connection are supported for the management and cluster host network.

Direct

This mode uses direct peer-to-peer connections between the two nodes for the management and an internal cluster host
network connection, eliminating the need for a ToR switch port for these networks.

Wind River recommends a 10GE shared management and cluster host network with LAG for direct connections. If the
management network must be 1GE (to support PXE booting), then a separate 10GE cluster host network with LAG is also
recommended. The use of LAG addresses failover considerations unique to peer-to-peer connections.

Switch-based

This mode uses a ToR switch to complete the management and cluster host network connections.
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Intel Xeon D Processor

In addition to regular all-in-one deployments, Cloud Platform Simplex and Duplex provide support for small scale deployments on
the Intel Xeon D family of processors using a smaller memory and CPU footprint than the standard Simplex configuration.

For low-cost or low-power applications with minimal performance demands (40 containers or fewer), Cloud Platform Simplex can be
deployed on a server with a single Intel Xeon D class processor. The platform-reserved memory and the maximum number of worker
threads are reduced by default, but can be reconfigured if required.

Extending the capacity of the AIO-Duplex Deployment

Up to fifty worker/compute nodes can be added to the All-in-one Duplex deployment, allowing a capacity growth path if starting
with an AIO-Duplex deployment.

The extended capacity is limited up to fifty worker/compute nodes as the controller/worker function on the AIO controllers has only a
portion of the processing power of the overall server.

Hosted application containers can be scheduled on either of the AIO controller nodes and/or the worker nodes.
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5. STANDARD CONFIGURATION WITH CONTROLLER
STORAGE
Cloud Platform supports a small-scale deployment option using a small Ceph cluster as a back-end for Kubernetes PVCs deployed on
the controller nodes instead of using dedicated storage nodes.

See Common Components on page 2 for a description of common components of this deployment configuration.

This deployment configuration consists of a two node HA controller+storage cluster managing up to 200 worker nodes. The limit on
the size of the worker node pool is due to the performance and latency characteristics of the small integrated Ceph cluster on the
controller+storage nodes.

This configuration optionally uses dedicated physical disks configured on each controller+storage node as Ceph OSDs. The typical
solution requires one primary disk used by the platform for system purposes and subsequent disks are used for Ceph OSDs.

Optionally, instead of using an internal Ceph cluster across controllers, you can configure an external Netapp Trident storage
backend.

On worker nodes, the primary disk is used for system requirements and for container local ephemeral storage.

HA controller services run across the two controller+storage nodes in either Active/Active or Active/Standby mode. The two node
Ceph cluster on the controller+storage nodes provides HA storage through OSD replication between the two nodes.

In the event of an overall controller+storage node failure, all controller HA services become active on the remaining healthy
controller+storage node, and the above mentioned nodal Ceph replication protects the Kubernetes PVCs.

On overall worker node failure, hosted application containers on the failed worker node are recovered on the remaining healthy
worker nodes.
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6. STANDARD CONFIGURATION WITH DEDICATED STORAGE
Deployment of Cloud Platform with dedicated storage nodes provides the highest capacity (single region), performance, and
scalability.

See Common Components on page 2 for a description of common components of this deployment configuration.

The differentiating physical feature of this model is that the controller, storage, and worker functionalities are deployed on separate
physical hosts allowing controller nodes, storage nodes, and worker nodes to scale independently from each other.

The controller nodes provide the control-plane function for the system. Two controller nodes are required to provide redundancy. The
controller nodes’ server and peripheral resources such as CPU cores/speed, memory, storage, and network interfaces can be scaled
to meet requirements.

Storage nodes provide a large scale Ceph cluster for the storage backend for Kubernetes PVCs. They are deployed in replication
groups of either two or three for redundancy. For a system configured to use two storage hosts per replication group, a maximum of
eight storage hosts (four replication groups) are supported. For a system with three storage hosts per replication group, up to nine
storage hosts (three replication groups) are supported. The system provides redundancy and scalability through the number of Ceph
OSDs installed in a storage node group, with more OSDs providing more capacity and better storage performance. The scalability
and performance of the storage function is affected by the OSD size and speed, optional SSD or NVMe Ceph journals, CPU cores
and speeds, memory, disk controllers, and networking. OSDs can be grouped into storage tiers according to their performance
characteristics.

Alternatively, instead of configuring Storage Nodes, you can configure an external Netapp Trident storage backend.

On worker nodes, the primary disk is used for system requirements and for container local ephemeral storage.
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7. WORKER FUNCTION PERFORMANCE PROFILES
Cloud Platform offers a choice of two performance profiles for worker hosts configurable at the Kubernetes platform level.

Standard

This is the default profile, offering an optimal balance between throughput, latency and functionality. The standard profile is
suitable for most applications.

Low Latency

This profile is optimized for low-latency performance. Characteristics of a low-latency worker host include:

• lower throughput for most configurations•

• higher power consumption at low CPU utilization•

• disabled per-CPU scheduler watchdogs. This can result in increased fault detection time for some fault scenarios.•

Wind River recommends the low-latency profile only for applications with stringent latency constraints such as MEC.

You can create a heterogeneous configuration in which standard and low-latency worker hosts are mixed in the same standard
deployment. Standard and low-latency worker nodes are identified with node labels. When launching a container, you can choose the
required performance profile by specifying the appropriate label in the node-selector.
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Use a private Docker registry
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Configure Docker Proxy

• Docker Proxy Configuration on page 56

Install controller-0 from a PXE boot server

• Configure a PXE Boot Server on page 57
• Access PXE Boot Server Files for a Custom Configuration on page 60

Add and reinstall a host

• Add Hosts Using the host-add Command on page 61

Add hosts in bulk

• Add Hosts in Bulk on page 63
• Bulk Host XML File Format on page 64

Reinstall a system or a host

• Reinstall a System or a Host on page 66
• Reinstall a System Using an Exported Host Configuration File on page 67
• Export Host Configurations on page 67

Defining a storage network using Deployment Manager

• Define a Storage Network Using Deployment Manager on page 68

1. Installation Workflow

One of several deployment configurations can be set up during system installation.

This section covers the installation of the following deployment configurations:

• All-in-one Simplex (1x controller/storage/worker server)•

• All-in-one Duplex (with up to 50 Worker Nodes) (2x controller/storage/worker servers with 0-50 additional workers)•

• Standard with Storage Cluster on Controller Nodes (2x controller/storage servers with 1-200 workers)•

• Standard with Storage Cluster on dedicated Storage Nodes (2x controllers, up to 2-9 storage servers and 1-200 workers)•

Note
For details about installing a Distributed Cloud, see the Distributed Cloud documentation.

Note
For detailed information on deployment configurations, including logical L2 connectivity, see Cloud Platform Deployment
Configuration Options.

Note
For detailed planning considerations related to Cloud Platform deployments, see Cloud Platform Planning.

Procedure
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The high-level tasks required to install and configure a Cloud Platform are as follows:

1. Prepare servers.
This consists of installing and cabling the physical server(s), and installing, cabling and configuring local L2 switch(es)
for required L2 network connectivity for physical servers.

2. Install Cloud Platform software on the initial server.
Boot the first server from the Cloud Platform installation ISO using either:

• a bootable USB drive, or

• a local PXEBOOT Server

This results in a non-interactive install of the Cloud Platform OS and RPMs to the first disk of the server, and ends
with the server being rebooted into this newly installed OS.
This first server will become controller-0 of your deployment.

3. Bootstrap the Cloud Platform software on the initial server (controller-0:
Run the Ansible Bootstrap playbook to startup Cloud Platform software on this initial server (controller-0). A minimal
set of system configuration data is required to be specified in the Ansible overrides file for the Bootstrap playbook.
After the bootstrap playbook completes, all minimal Cloud Platform software is running on the initial server with all
APIs/CLIs available locally, but not yet providing service.

Note
If a manual or unexpected reboot occurs during the ansible-bootstrap installation stage or prior to the initial unlock,
then recovery will require a reinstallation of the software beginning at the step to install software on the initial server on
page 3.

At this early stage minimal configuration actions and no nodes are deployed yet. Any updated bootstrap and
deployment config files should be saved off-box before the reinstallation.

In particular, if a reboot occurs after the ansible-playbook bootstrap command is issued and prior to the
system host-unlock controller-0 command, back up configuration files such as bootstrap.yml,
localhost.yml, and others.

4. Deploy/Configure controller-0 and any remaining servers.
To complete installation, configuration of controller-0 needs to be completed and controller-0 unlocked to provide
service. Controller-0 is then used to pxeboot, configure and unlock all of the remaining servers.
Use either the imperative or declarative approach to complete this step:

Imperative configuration

Cloud Platform supports a traditional imperative installation and configuration process that defines the steps to be executed
to realize a particular deployment configuration.

Use this to learn and understand the variety of configurable options available with Cloud Platform approach if this is the first
time you have configured Cloud Platform.

Declarative configuration

Cloud Platform adds a declarative deployment option to simplify system installation and configuration. Using a declarative
deployment model, a desired system state is defined and deployment software is responsible for bringing the system to that
state. This approach is flexible, reliable and repeatable, reducing or eliminating the need for imperative deployment
techniques such as scripting and manual command entry.

A Deployment Manager application is introduced that provides a declarative deployment mechanism for the post-bootstrap
steps of the Cloud Platform installation process. Deployment Manager builds on the declarative concepts of Kubernetes,
such as the use of modular yaml files to store configurations and overrides that can be used to describe a desired
configuration state for objects such as nodes, interfaces, and networks.
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Use this approach when you are familiar with Cloud Platform and with the schema of the configuration yaml file of
Deployment Manager. This approach is particularly effective when you have multiple clouds (or subclouds in the case of
Distributed Cloud) to deploy, each with the same basic configuration.

The following sections describe the installation pre-requisites and the three main installation steps.
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2. INSTALLATION PREREQUISITES

1. Installation Prerequisites

Several pre-requisites must be completed prior to starting the Cloud Platform installation.

Before attempting to install Cloud Platform, ensure that you have the following:

• Downloaded files and account/licensing information from Wind River Product Delivery Platform, including:•
• The Wind River Cloud Platform host installer ISO image file.

• The update-iso.sh script.

• Your Wind River Cloud Platform license file.

• Optionally, verify the Cloud Platform ISO Image.•

The Cloud Platform ISO image can be checked against modifications by verifying it against a signature provided with the ISO,
and the public key against which the image is signed.

These files are available in the same location on the Wind River Product Delivery Platform as the Cloud Platform ISO image.
Visit the Wind River Product Delivery Platform for more information. The image can be validated using any tool that supports
signature verification using an SHA256 digest and PKCS#1 v1.5, such as OpenSSL.

The steps below show how to use OpenSSL to check the ISO image.
• Place the ISO, the public key, and the signature file on a system with OpenSSL.

• Execute the following command.

$ openssl dgst -sha256 -verify iso-public-key.pem -signature bootimage.sig bootimage.iso

• Optionally, if required, update the ISO image to modify installation boot parameters, automatically select boot menu options•
and/or add a kickstart file to automatically perform configurations such as configuring the initial IP Interface for bootstrapping.

Use the update-iso.sh script from Wind River Product Delivery Platform. The script syntax and options are:

update-iso.sh -i <input bootimage.iso> -o <output bootimage.iso>
    [ -a <ks-addon.cfg> ] [ -p param=value ]
    [ -d <default menu option> ] [ -t <menu timeout> ]
    -i <file>: Specify input ISO file
    -o <file>: Specify output ISO file
    -a <file>: Specify ks-addon.cfg file
    -p <p=v>:  Specify boot parameter

    Examples:
        -p rootfs_device=nvme0n1
        -p boot_device=nvme0n1
        -p rootfs_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0
        -p boot_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0

    -d <default menu option>:
        Specify default boot menu option:
        0 - Standard Controller, Serial Console
        1 - Standard Controller, Graphical Console
        2 - AIO, Serial Console
        3 - AIO, Graphical Console
        4 - AIO Low-latency, Serial Console
        5 - AIO Low-latency, Graphical Console
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        NULL - Clear default selection
    -t <menu timeout>:
        Specify boot menu timeout, in seconds

The following example ks-addon.cfg file, used with the -a option, sets up an initial IP interface at boot time by defining a VLAN
on an Ethernet interface and has it use DHCP to request an IP address:

#### start ks-addon.cfg
OAM_DEV=enp0s3
OAM_VLAN=1234

cat << EOF > /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-$OAM_DEV
DEVICE=$OAM_DEV
BOOTPROTO=none
ONBOOT=yes
LINKDELAY=20
EOF

cat << EOF > /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-$OAM_DEV.$OAM_VLAN
DEVICE=$OAM_DEV.$OAM_VLAN
BOOTPROTO=dhcp
ONBOOT=yes
VLAN=yes
LINKDELAY=20
EOF
#### end ks-addon.cfg

After updating the ISO image, create a bootable USB with the ISO or put the ISO on a PXEBOOT server.

• A mechanism for boot installation of the Wind River Cloud Platform host installer ISO downloaded from the Wind River Product•
Delivery Platform. This can be either:

- a bootable USB drive with the Wind River Cloud Platform host installer ISO-

- the ISO image on a PXE BOOT Server on the same network as the server that will be used as the initial controller-0. See-
Appendix Installing Controller-0 from a PXE Boot Server on page 57 for details

• For the server that will be used as the initial controller-0, OAM Network connectivity to:•

- the BMC ports of all nodes-

- An external DNS Server. This is required for accessing Wind River Docker Registry as discussed below.-

- A Docker Registry(s) containing the Docker Images for the Cloud Platform load accessible via the OAM Network.-

You can use one of the following options:

- The Wind River Docker Registry. This is the default option.-

- A private Docker Registry populated with the docker images from the Wind River Docker Registry. See the appendix-
Bootstrap from a Private Docker Registry on page 55 for more information.

• A record of the IP addresses allocated for the public interfaces for your deployment (that is IP addresses for the OAM Network•
and SR-IOV Data Networks).
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3. PREPARE SERVERS FOR INSTALLATION

1. Prepare Servers for Installation

Preparing servers is the first step of the Cloud Platform installation procedure.

Procedure

• Prior to starting the Cloud Platform installation, ensure that the bare metal servers are in the following state:•

- Physically installed.-

- Cabled for power.-

- Cabled for networking.-

Far-end switch ports should be properly configured to realize the networking shown in Cloud Platform Deployment
Configuration Options for the particular deployment configuration you are installing.

- All disks are wiped.-

This ensures that servers will boot from either the network or USB storage, if present.

- BIOS configured with Intel Virtualization (VTD, VTX)-

- Disabled for controller-only servers and storage servers.-

- Enabled for controller+worker servers and worker servers.-

- The servers are powered off.-
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4. INSTALL SOFTWARE ON CONTROLLER-0

1. Install Software on controller-0

Installing software on controller-0 is the second step in the Cloud Platform installation procedure.

Procedure

1. Insert the bootable USB into a bootable USB port on the host you are configuring as controller-0.

Note
Refer to Create Bootable USB for instructions on how to create a bootable USB with the Cloud Platform ISO.

Note
Alternatively one can PXEBOOT controller-0. See Appendix – Installing Controller-0 from a PXE Boot Server on
page 57 for details on how to setup a PXEBOOT Server and pxe-boot the Cloud Platform load on controller-0 .

2. Power up the host.

3. Attach to a console and ensure the host boots from the USB or PXE BOOT Server.

4. Wait for the Install menus, and when prompted, make the following menu selections in the installer.

a. Select the appropriate deployment option for your scenario.
The following options are available:

All-in-one Controller Configuration

For an AIO Simplex or Duplex configuration.

Standard Controller Configuration

For a standard configuration with controller or dedicated storage.

b. Choose Graphical Console or Serial Console depending on your terminal access to the console port.

Note
If you configured the default menu options into the ISO with the update-iso.sh script (using the -d option) in
Installation Pre-requisites on page 5, then the Install Menu will not appear.

Wait for non-interactive install of software to complete and server to reboot. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending
on the performance of the server.

5. If patches are available for the Release ISO you are installing, the patches should be installed prior to bootstrapping
the system with the following procedure:

a. Login using the username / password of “sysadmin” / “sysadmin”. When logging in for the first time, you will be
forced to change the password.

Login: sysadmin
Password:
Changing password for sysadmin.
(current) UNIX Password: sysadmin
New Password:
(repeat) New Password:
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b. Verify and/or configure IP connectivity.
External connectivity is required if you are copying patches from a connected server in the next step. The
StarlingX boot image will DHCP out all interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and have
external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr and ping
8.8.8.8 commands.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route. Use the PORT, IP-ADDRESS/SUBNET-LENGTH
and GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS applicable to your deployment environment.

sudo ip address add <IP-ADDRESS>/<SUBNET-LENGTH> dev <PORT>
sudo ip link set up dev <PORT>
sudo ip route add default via <GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS> dev <PORT>
ping 8.8.8.8

c. Copy the patches to the controller,
either from a connected server

scp -r <username>@<sourcehost>:/<sourcepath>/patchdir /home/sysadmin

or from a USB flash drive

cp -R /<media>/<sdc>/patchdir /home/sysadmin

d. Upload the patches to the patch storage area

sudo sw-patch upload-dir /home/sysadmin/patchdir

e. Apply the patches

sudo sw-patch apply --all

f. Install the patches locally on the controller

sudo sw-patch install-local

g. Reboot the controller to run the updated / patched software

sudo /sbin/reboot

Wait for controller to reboot and come back to login prompt.
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5. IMPERATIVE OPTION: BOOTSTRAP AND DEPLOY CLOUD
PLATFORM

1. Imperative Option: Bootstrap and Deploy Cloud Platform

Use the imperative option to bootstrap and deploy Cloud Platform using a sequence of commands.

Note
To use the declarative approach to bootstrap and deploy Cloud Platform see Bootstrap and Deploy Cloud Platform on
page 42

Imperative configuration

Cloud Platform supports a traditional imperative installation and configuration process that defines the steps to be executed to
realize a particular deployment configuration.

Use this approach if this is the first time you have configured Cloud Platform, in order to learn and understand the variety of
configurable options available with Cloud Platform.

The following sections provide the detailed installation steps:

• All-in-one Simplex on page 10•

(1x controller/storage/worker server)

• All-in-one Duplex on page 15•

(2x controller/storage/worker servers with 0-50 additional workers)

• Standard with Storage Cluster on Controller Nodes on page 25•

(2x controller/storage servers with 1-200 workers)

• Standard with Storage Cluster on dedicated Storage Nodes on page •

(2x controllers, up to 2-9 storage servers and 1-200 workers)

2. Install Kubernetes Platform on All-in-one Simplex

Bootstrap system on controller-0

1. Login using the username / password of “sysadmin” / “sysadmin”. When logging in for the first time, you will be
forced to change the password.

Login: sysadmin
Password:
Changing password for sysadmin.
(current) UNIX Password: sysadmin
New Password:
(repeat) New Password:
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2. Verify and/or configure IP connectivity.
External connectivity is required to run the Ansible bootstrap playbook. The StarlingX boot image will DHCP out all
interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is
present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr and ping 8.8.8.8 commands.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route. Use the PORT, IP-ADDRESS/SUBNET-LENGTH and
GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS applicable to your deployment environment.

sudo ip address add <IP-ADDRESS>/<SUBNET-LENGTH> dev <PORT>
sudo ip link set up dev <PORT>
sudo ip route add default via <GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS> dev <PORT>
ping 8.8.8.8

3. Specify user configuration overrides for the Ansible bootstrap playbook.
Ansible is used to bootstrap StarlingX on controller-0. Key files for Ansible configuration are:

/etc/ansible/hosts

The default Ansible inventory file. Contains a single host: localhost.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

The Ansible bootstrap playbook.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/host_vars/bootstrap/default.yml

The default configuration values for the bootstrap playbook.

sysadmin home directory ($HOME)

The default location where Ansible looks for and imports user configuration override files for hosts. For example: $HOME/
<hostname>.yml.

Specify the user configuration override file for the Ansible bootstrap playbook using one of the following methods:

a. Use a copy of the default.yml file listed above to provide your overrides.
The default.yml file lists all available parameters for bootstrap configuration with a brief description for each
parameter in the file comments.
To use this method, copy the default.yml file listed above to $HOME/localhost.yml and edit the configurable
values as desired.

b. Create a minimal user configuration override file.
To use this method, create your override file at $HOME/localhost.yml and provide the minimum required
parameters for the deployment configuration as shown in the example below. Use the OAM IP SUBNET and IP
ADDRESSing applicable to your deployment environment.

cd ~

cat <<EOF > localhost.yml

system_mode: simplex

dns_servers:
  - 8.8.8.8
  - 8.8.4.4

external_oam_subnet: <OAM-IP-SUBNET>/<OAM-IP-SUBNET-LENGTH>
external_oam_gateway_address: <OAM-GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_floating_address: <OAM-FLOATING-IP-ADDRESS>
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admin_username: admin
admin_password: <admin-password>
ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin-password>

# Specify your Wind River Registry login credentials retrieved from Wind River Product Deliv
ery Platform
docker_registries:
  defaults:
    username: <your_wrs_registry_username>
    password: <your_wrs_registry_password>

# OPTIONALLY provide a ROOT CA certificate and key for k8s root ca,
# if not specified, one will be auto-generated,
# see "Kubernetes Root CA Certificate" in the Security Guide for details.
k8s_root_ca_cert: <your_root_ca_cert.pem>
k8s_root_ca_key: <your_root_ca_key.pem>
apiserver_cert_sans:
  - <your_hostname_for_oam_floating.your_domain>

EOF

If you have setup a private docker registry to use for bootstrapping instead of using the Cloud Platform Docker
Registry on Wind River Registry ( see Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry), then you
will need to change the docker_registries: clause in $HOME/localhost.yml to the following:

docker_registries:
  quay.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/quay.io
  docker.elastic.co:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.elastic.co
  gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/ghcr.io
  k8s.gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/k8s.gcr.io
  docker.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.io
  defaults:
     type: docker
     username: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_username>
     password: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_password>

# Add the CA Certificate that signed myprivateregistry.abc.com’s
# certificate as a Trusted CA
ssl_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/myprivateregistry.abc.com-ca-cert.pem

See Use a Private Docker Registry for more information.
If a firewall is blocking access to Wind River Docker Registry on Wind River Registry or your private registry from
your Cloud Platform deployment, you will need to add the following lines in $HOME/localhost.yml (see Docker
Proxy Configuration for more details about Docker proxy settings):

# Add these lines to configure Docker to use a proxy server
docker_http_proxy: http://my.proxy.com:1080
docker_https_proxy: https://my.proxy.com:1443
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docker_no_proxy:
   - 1.2.3.4

Refer to Ansible Bootstrap Configurations for information on additional Ansible bootstrap configurations for
advanced Ansible bootstrap scenarios.

4. Run the Ansible bootstrap playbook:

Note
Before running the Ansible bootstrap playbook, it is important that you ensure that controller-0 server time is
synchronized correctly. Run the following command:

# check the current server time
$ date

# if the current server time is not correct, update with NTP

      # first add nameserver for DNS resolution
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.8.8" >> /etc/resolv.conf
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.4.4" >> /etc/resolv.conf

      # run ntpdate
      $ sudo ntpdate 0.pool.ntp.org 1.pool.ntp.org

ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

Wait for Ansible bootstrap playbook to complete. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the
host machine.

Configure controller-0

The newly installed controller needs to be configured.

1. Acquire admin credentials:

source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Configure the OAM interface of controller-0 and specify the attached network as “oam”. The following example
configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use OAM port name that is applicable to your
deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-0 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

3. Configure NTP servers for network time synchronization:

system ntp-modify ntpservers=0.pool.ntp.org,1.pool.ntp.org

To configure PTP instead of NTP, see PTP Server Configuration.
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Optionally Configure PCI-SRIOV Interfaces

1. Optionally, configure PCI-SRIOV interfaces for controller-0.
This step is optional for Kubernetes. Do this step if using SR-IOV network attachments in hosted application
containers.

• Configure the PCI-SRIOV interfaces for controller-0.

export NODE=controller-0

# List inventoried host’s ports and identify ports to be used as ‘pci-sriov’ interfaces,
# based on displayed linux port name, pci address and device type.
system host-port-list ${NODE}

# List host’s auto-configured ‘ethernet’ interfaces,
# find the interfaces corresponding to the ports identified in previous step, and
# take note of their UUID
system host-if-list -a ${NODE}

# Modify configuration for these interfaces
# Configuring them as ‘pci-sriov’ class interfaces, MTU of 1500 and named sriov#
system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov0 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>

# If not already created, create Data Networks that the 'pci-sriov' interfaces will
# be connected to
DATANET0='datanet0'
DATANET1='datanet1'
system datanetwork-add ${DATANET0} vlan
system datanetwork-add ${DATANET1} vlan

# Assign Data Networks to PCI-SRIOV Interfaces
system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> ${DATANET0}
system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> ${DATANET1}

• For Kubernetes Only: To enable using SR-IOV network attachments for the above interfaces in Kubernetes
hosted application containers:

- Configure the Kubernetes SR-IOV device plugin.

system host-label-assign controller-0 sriovdp=enabled

- If planning on running DPDK in Kubernetes hosted application containers on this host, configure the number of
1G Huge pages required on both NUMA nodes.

# assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 0 on controller-0 to applications
system host-memory-modify -f application controller-0 0 -1G 10

# assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 1 on controller-0 to applications
system host-memory-modify -f application controller-0 1 -1G 10

If required, initialize a Ceph-based Persistent Storage Backend

A persistent storage backend is required if your application requires PVCs.

For host-based Ceph:
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1. Add host-based Ceph backend:

system storage-backend-add ceph --confirmed

2. Add an OSD on controller-0 for host-based Ceph:

# List host’s disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list controller-0

# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add controller-0 osd <disk-uuid>

# List OSD storage devices
system host-stor-list controller-0

Unlock controller-0

Unlock controller-0 to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-0

Controller-0 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

You have 72 hours to install your Wind River Cloud Platform Installation License. See Licensing for details.

3. Install Kubernetes Platform on All-in-one Duplex

Bootstrap system on controller-0

1. Login using the username / password of “sysadmin” / “sysadmin”. When logging in for the first time, you will be
forced to change the password.

Login: sysadmin
Password:
Changing password for sysadmin.
(current) UNIX Password: sysadmin
New Password:
(repeat) New Password:

2. Verify and/or configure IP connectivity.
External connectivity is required to run the Ansible bootstrap playbook. The StarlingX boot image will DHCP out all
interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is
present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr and ping 8.8.8.8 commands.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route. Use the PORT, IP-ADDRESS/SUBNET-LENGTH and
GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS applicable to your deployment environment.

sudo ip address add <IP-ADDRESS>/<SUBNET-LENGTH> dev <PORT>
sudo ip link set up dev <PORT>
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sudo ip route add default via <GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS> dev <PORT>
ping 8.8.8.8

3. Specify user configuration overrides for the Ansible bootstrap playbook.
Ansible is used to bootstrap StarlingX on controller-0. Key files for Ansible configuration are:

/etc/ansible/hosts

The default Ansible inventory file. Contains a single host: localhost.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

The Ansible bootstrap playbook.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/host_vars/bootstrap/default.yml

The default configuration values for the bootstrap playbook.

sysadmin home directory ($HOME)

The default location where Ansible looks for and imports user configuration override files for hosts. For example: $HOME/
<hostname>.yml.

Specify the user configuration override file for the Ansible bootstrap playbook using one of the following methods:

a. Use a copy of the default.yml file listed above to provide your overrides.
The default.yml file lists all available parameters for bootstrap configuration with a brief description for each
parameter in the file comments.
To use this method, copy the default.yml file listed above to $HOME/localhost.yml and edit the configurable
values as desired.

b. Create a minimal user configuration override file.
To use this method, create your override file at $HOME/localhost.yml and provide the minimum required
parameters for the deployment configuration as shown in the example below. Use the OAM IP SUBNET and IP
ADDRESSing applicable to your deployment environment.

cd ~

cat <<EOF > localhost.yml

system_mode: duplex

dns_servers:
  - 8.8.8.8
  - 8.8.4.4

external_oam_subnet: <OAM-IP-SUBNET>/<OAM-IP-SUBNET-LENGTH>
external_oam_gateway_address: <OAM-GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_floating_address: <OAM-FLOATING-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_0_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-0-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_1_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-1-IP-ADDRESS>

admin_username: admin
admin_password: <admin-password>
ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin-password>

# Specify your Wind River Registry login credentials retrieved from Wind River Product Deliv
ery Platform
docker_registries:
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  defaults:
    username: <your_wrs_registry_username>
    password: <your_wrs_registry_password>

# OPTIONALLY provide a ROOT CA certificate and key for k8s root ca,
# if not specified, one will be auto-generated,
# see "Kubernetes Root CA Certificate" in the Security Guide for details.
k8s_root_ca_cert: <your_root_ca_cert.pem>
k8s_root_ca_key: <your_root_ca_key.pem>
apiserver_cert_sans:
  - <your_hostname_for_oam_floating.your_domain>

EOF

If you have setup a private docker registry to use for bootstrapping instead of using the Cloud Platform Docker
Registry on Wind River Registry ( see Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry), then you
will need to change the docker_registries: clause in $HOME/localhost.yml to the following:

docker_registries:
  quay.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/quay.io
  docker.elastic.co:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.elastic.co
  gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/ghcr.io
  k8s.gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/k8s.gcr.io
  docker.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.io
  defaults:
     type: docker
     username: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_username>
     password: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_password>

# Add the CA Certificate that signed myprivateregistry.abc.com’s
# certificate as a Trusted CA
ssl_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/myprivateregistry.abc.com-ca-cert.pem

See Use a Private Docker Registry for more information.
If a firewall is blocking access to Wind River Docker Registry on Wind River Registry or your private registry from
your Cloud Platform deployment, you will need to add the following lines in $HOME/localhost.yml (see Docker
Proxy Configuration for more details about Docker proxy settings):

# Add these lines to configure Docker to use a proxy server
docker_http_proxy: http://my.proxy.com:1080
docker_https_proxy: https://my.proxy.com:1443
docker_no_proxy:
   - 1.2.3.4

Refer to Ansible Bootstrap Configurations for information on additional Ansible bootstrap configurations for
advanced Ansible bootstrap scenarios.

4. Run the Ansible bootstrap playbook:
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Note
Before running the Ansible bootstrap playbook, it is important that you ensure that controller-0 server time is
synchronized correctly. Run the following command:

# check the current server time
$ date

# if the current server time is not correct, update with NTP

      # first add nameserver for DNS resolution
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.8.8" >> /etc/resolv.conf
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.4.4" >> /etc/resolv.conf

      # run ntpdate
      $ sudo ntpdate 0.pool.ntp.org 1.pool.ntp.org

ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

Wait for Ansible bootstrap playbook to complete. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the
host machine.

Configure controller-0

1. Acquire admin credentials:

source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Configure the OAM interface of controller-0 and specify the attached network as “oam”.
The following example configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port. Use the OAM port name
that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-0 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

3. Configure the MGMT interface of controller-0 and specify the attached networks of both “mgmt” and “cluster-host”.
The following example configures the MGMT interface on a physical untagged ethernet port. Use the MGMT port
name that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth1:

MGMT_IF=<MGMT-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-0 lo -c none
IFNET_UUIDS=$(system interface-network-list controller-0 | awk '{if ($6=="lo") print $4;}')
for UUID in $IFNET_UUIDS; do
    system interface-network-remove ${UUID}
done
system host-if-modify controller-0 $MGMT_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $MGMT_IF mgmt
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $MGMT_IF cluster-host

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

4. Configure NTP servers for network time synchronization:

system ntp-modify ntpservers=0.pool.ntp.org,1.pool.ntp.org
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To configure PTP instead of NTP, see PTP Server Configuration.

Optionally Configure PCI-SRIOV Interfaces

1. Optionally, configure PCI-SR-IOV interfaces for controller-0.
This step is optional for Kubernetes. Do this step if using SR-IOV network attachments in hosted application
containers.

• Configure the pci-sriov interfaces for controller-0.

export NODE=controller-0

# List inventoried host’s ports and identify ports to be used as ‘pci-sriov’ interfaces,
# based on displayed linux port name, pci address and device type.
system host-port-list ${NODE}

# List host’s auto-configured ‘ethernet’ interfaces,
# find the interfaces corresponding to the ports identified in previous step, and
# take note of their UUID
system host-if-list -a ${NODE}

# Modify configuration for these interfaces
# Configuring them as ‘pci-sriov’ class interfaces, MTU of 1500 and named sriov#
system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov0 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>

# If not already created, create Data Networks that the 'pci-sriov'
# interfaces will be connected to
DATANET0='datanet0'
DATANET1='datanet1'
system datanetwork-add ${DATANET0} vlan
system datanetwork-add ${DATANET1} vlan

# Assign Data Networks to PCI-SRIOV Interfaces
system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> ${DATANET0}
system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> ${DATANET1}

• For Kubernetes Only: To enable using SR-IOV network attachments for the above interfaces in Kubernetes
hosted application containers:

- Configure the Kubernetes SR-IOV device plugin.

system host-label-assign controller-0 sriovdp=enabled

- If planning on running DPDK in Kubernetes hosted application containers on this host, configure the number of
1G Huge pages required on both NUMA nodes.

# assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 0 on controller-0 to applications
system host-memory-modify -f application controller-0 0 -1G 10

# assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 1 on controller-0 to applications
system host-memory-modify -f application controller-0 1 -1G 10

If required, initialize a Ceph-based Persistent Storage Backend

A persistent storage backend is required if your application requires PVCs.
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For host-based Ceph:

1. Initialize with add ceph backend:

system storage-backend-add ceph --confirmed

2. Add an OSD on controller-0 for host-based Ceph:

# List host’s disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list controller-0

# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add controller-0 osd <disk-uuid>

# List OSD storage devices
system host-stor-list controller-0

Unlock controller-0

Unlock controller-0 to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-0

Controller-0 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

Install software on controller-1 node

1. Power on the controller-1 server and force it to network boot with the appropriate BIOS boot options for your
particular server.

2. As controller-1 boots, a message appears on its console instructing you to configure the personality of the node.

3. On the console of controller-0, list hosts to see newly discovered controller-1 host (hostname=None):

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | None         | None        | locked         | disabled    | offline      |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

4. Using the host id, set the personality of this host to ‘controller’:

system host-update 2 personality=controller

5. Wait for the software installation on controller-1 to complete, for controller-1 to reboot, and for controller-1 to show
as locked/disabled/online in ‘system host-list’.
This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the host machine.

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
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| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | locked         | disabled    | online       |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

Configure controller-1

1. Configure the OAM interface of controller-1 and specify the attached network of “oam”.
The following example configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the OAM port name
that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-1 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-1 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

2. The MGMT interface is partially set up by the network install procedure; configuring the port used for network install
as the MGMT port and specifying the attached network of “mgmt”.
Complete the MGMT interface configuration of controller-1 by specifying the attached network of “cluster-host”.

system interface-network-assign controller-1 mgmt0 cluster-host

Optionally Configure PCI-SRIOV Interfaces

1. Optionally, configure PCI-SR-IOV interfaces for controller-1.
This step is optional for Kubernetes. Do this step if using SR-IOV network attachments in hosted application
containers.

• Configure the PCI-SR-IOV interfaces for controller-1.

export NODE=controller-1

# List inventoried host’s ports and identify ports to be used as ‘pci-sriov’ interfaces,
# based on displayed linux port name, pci address and device type.
system host-port-list ${NODE}

# List host’s auto-configured 'ethernet' interfaces,
# find the interfaces corresponding to the ports identified in previous step, and
# take note of their UUID
system host-if-list -a ${NODE}

# Modify configuration for these interfaces
# Configuring them as 'pci-sriov' class interfaces, MTU of 1500 and named sriov#
system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov0 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>

# If not already created, create Data Networks that the 'pci-sriov' interfaces
# will be connected to
DATANET0='datanet0'
DATANET1='datanet1'

# Assign Data Networks to PCI-SRIOV Interfaces
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system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> ${DATANET0}
system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> ${DATANET1}

• For Kubernetes only: To enable using SR-IOV network attachments for the above interfaces in Kubernetes hosted
application containers:

- Configure the Kubernetes SR-IOV device plugin.

system host-label-assign controller-1 sriovdp=enabled

- If planning on running DPDK in Kubernetes hosted application containers on this host, configure the number of
1G Huge pages required on both NUMA nodes.

# assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 0 on controller-1 to applications
system host-memory-modify -f application controller-1 0 -1G 10

# assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 1 on controller-1 to applications
system host-memory-modify -f application controller-1 1 -1G 10

If configuring a Ceph-based Persistent Storage Backend, configure host-specific details

For host-based Ceph:

1. Add an OSD on controller-1 for host-based Ceph:

# List host’s disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list controller-1

# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add controller-1 osd <disk-uuid>

# List OSD storage devices
system host-stor-list controller-1

Unlock controller-1

Unlock controller-1 in order to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-1

Controller-1 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

Note
Controller-0 and controller-1 use IP multicast messaging for synchronization. If loss of synchronization occurs a few minutes
after controller-1 becomes available, ensure that the switches and other devices on the management and infrastructure
networks are configured with appropriate settings.

In particular, if IGMP snooping is enabled on ToR switches, then a device acting as an IGMP querier is required on the
network (on the same VLAN) to prevent nodes from being dropped from the multicast group. The IGMP querier
periodically sends IGMP queries to all nodes on the network, and each node sends an IGMP join or report in response.
Without an IGMP querier, the nodes do not periodically send IGMP join messages after the initial join sent when the link
first goes up, and they are eventually dropped from the multicast group.
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You have 72 hours to install your Wind River Cloud Platform Installation License. See Licensing for details.

4. Extend Capacity with Worker Nodes

This section describes the steps to extend capacity with worker nodes on a Cloud Platform All-in-one Duplex deployment
configuration.

Install software on worker nodes

1. Power on the worker node servers and force them to network boot with the appropriate BIOS boot options for your
particular server.

2. As the worker nodes boot, a message appears on their console instructing you to configure the personality of the
node.

3. On the console of controller-0, list hosts to see newly discovered worker node hosts (hostname=None):

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3  | None         | None        | locked         | disabled    | offline      |
| 4  | None         | None        | locked         | disabled    | offline      |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

4. Using the host id, set the personality of this host to ‘worker’:

system host-update 3 personality=worker hostname=worker-0
system host-update 4 personality=worker hostname=worker-1

This initiates the install of software on worker nodes. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of
the host machine.

5. Wait for the install of software on the worker nodes to complete, for the worker nodes to reboot, and for both to
show as locked/disabled/online in ‘system host-list’.

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3  | worker-0     | worker      | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 4  | worker-1     | worker      | locked         | disabled    | online       |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
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Configure worker nodes

1. The MGMT interfaces are partially set up by the network install procedure; configuring the port used for network
install as the MGMT port and specifying the attached network of “mgmt”.
Complete the MGMT interface configuration of the worker nodes by specifying the attached network of “cluster-
host”.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system interface-network-assign $NODE mgmt0 cluster-host
done

Optionally Configure PCI-SRIOV Interfaces

1. Optionally, configure pci-sriov interfaces for worker nodes.
This step is optional for Kubernetes. Do this step if using SR-IOV network attachments in hosted application
containers.

• Configure the pci-sriov interfaces for worker nodes.

# Execute the following lines with
export NODE=worker-0
# and then repeat with
export NODE=worker-1

  # List inventoried host’s ports and identify ports to be used as ‘pci-sriov’ interfaces,
  # based on displayed linux port name, pci address and device type.
  system host-port-list ${NODE}

  # List host’s auto-configured ‘ethernet’ interfaces,
  # find the interfaces corresponding to the ports identified in previous step, and
  # take note of their UUID
  system host-if-list -a ${NODE}

  # Modify configuration for these interfaces
  # Configuring them as ‘pci-sriov’ class interfaces, MTU of 1500 and named sriov#
  system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov0 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
  system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>

  # If not already created, create Data Networks that the 'pci-sriov'
  # interfaces will be connected to
  DATANET0='datanet0'
  DATANET1='datanet1'
  system datanetwork-add ${DATANET0} vlan
  system datanetwork-add ${DATANET1} vlan

  # Assign Data Networks to PCI-SRIOV Interfaces
  system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> ${DATANET0}
  system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> ${DATANET1}

• For Kubernetes only To enable using SR-IOV network attachments for the above interfaces in Kubernetes hosted
application containers:

- Configure the Kubernetes SR-IOV device plugin.
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for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system host-label-assign $NODE sriovdp=enabled
done

- If planning on running DPDK in Kubernetes hosted application containers on this host, configure the number of
1G Huge pages required on both NUMA nodes.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do

   # assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 0 on worker-node to applications
   system host-memory-modify -f application $NODE 0 -1G 10

   # assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 1 on worker-node to applications
   system host-memory-modify -f application $NODE 1 -1G 10

done

Unlock worker nodes

Unlock worker nodes in order to bring them into service:

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system host-unlock $NODE
done

The worker nodes will reboot to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

5. Install Kubernetes Platform on Standard with Controller Storage

Bootstrap system on controller-0

1. Login using the username / password of “sysadmin” / “sysadmin”.
When logging in for the first time, you will be forced to change the password.

Login: sysadmin
Password:
Changing password for sysadmin.
(current) UNIX Password: sysadmin
New Password:
(repeat) New Password:

2. Verify and/or configure IP connectivity.
External connectivity is required to run the Ansible bootstrap playbook. The StarlingX boot image will DHCP out all
interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is
present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr and ping 8.8.8.8 commands.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route. Use the PORT, IP-ADDRESS/SUBNET-LENGTH and
GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS applicable to your deployment environment.
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sudo ip address add <IP-ADDRESS>/<SUBNET-LENGTH> dev <PORT>
sudo ip link set up dev <PORT>
sudo ip route add default via <GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS> dev <PORT>
ping 8.8.8.8

3. Specify user configuration overrides for the Ansible bootstrap playbook.
Ansible is used to bootstrap StarlingX on controller-0. Key files for Ansible configuration are:

/etc/ansible/hosts

The default Ansible inventory file. Contains a single host: localhost.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

The Ansible bootstrap playbook.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/host_vars/bootstrap/default.yml

The default configuration values for the bootstrap playbook.

sysadmin home directory ($HOME)

The default location where Ansible looks for and imports user configuration override files for hosts. For example: $HOME/
<hostname>.yml.

Specify the user configuration override file for the Ansible bootstrap playbook using one of the following methods:

a. Use a copy of the default.yml file listed above to provide your overrides.
The default.yml file lists all available parameters for bootstrap configuration with a brief description for each
parameter in the file comments.
To use this method, copy the default.yml file listed above to $HOME/localhost.yml and edit the configurable
values as desired.

b. Create a minimal user configuration override file.
To use this method, create your override file at $HOME/localhost.yml and provide the minimum required
parameters for the deployment configuration as shown in the example below. Use the OAM IP SUBNET and IP
ADDRESSing applicable to your deployment environment.

cd ~

cat <<EOF > localhost.yml

system_mode: duplex

dns_servers:
  - 8.8.8.8
  - 8.8.4.4

external_oam_subnet: <OAM-IP-SUBNET>/<OAM-IP-SUBNET-LENGTH>
external_oam_gateway_address: <OAM-GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_floating_address: <OAM-FLOATING-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_0_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-0-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_1_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-1-IP-ADDRESS>

admin_username: admin
admin_password: <admin-password>
ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin-password>

# Specify your Wind River Registry login credentials retrieved from Wind River Product Deliv
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ery Platform
docker_registries:
  defaults:
    username: <your_wrs_registry_username>
    password: <your_wrs_registry_password>

# OPTIONALLY provide a ROOT CA certificate and key for k8s root ca,
# if not specified, one will be auto-generated,
# see "Kubernetes Root CA Certificate" in the Security Guide for details.
k8s_root_ca_cert: <your_root_ca_cert.pem>
k8s_root_ca_key: <your_root_ca_key.pem>
apiserver_cert_sans:
  - <your_hostname_for_oam_floating.your_domain>

EOF

If you have setup a private docker registry to use for bootstrapping instead of using the Cloud Platform Docker
Registry on Wind River Registry ( see Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry), then you
will need to change the docker_registries: clause in $HOME/localhost.yml to the following:

docker_registries:
  quay.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/quay.io
  docker.elastic.co:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.elastic.co
  gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  k8s.gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/k8s.ghcr.io
  docker.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.io
  defaults:
     type: docker
     username: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_username>
     password: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_password>

# Add the CA Certificate that signed myprivateregistry.abc.com’s
# certificate as a Trusted CA
ssl_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/myprivateregistry.abc.com-ca-cert.pem

See Use a Private Docker Registry for more information.
If a firewall is blocking access to Wind River Docker Registry on Wind River Registry or your private registry from
your Cloud Platform deployment, you will need to add the following lines in $HOME/localhost.yml (see Docker
Proxy Configuration for more details about Docker proxy settings):

# Add these lines to configure Docker to use a proxy server
docker_http_proxy: http://my.proxy.com:1080
docker_https_proxy: https://my.proxy.com:1443
docker_no_proxy:
   - 1.2.3.4

Refer to Ansible Bootstrap Configurations for information on additional Ansible bootstrap configurations for
advanced Ansible bootstrap scenarios.

4. Run the Ansible bootstrap playbook:
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Note
Before running the Ansible bootstrap playbook, it is important that you ensure that controller-0 server time is
synchronized correctly. Run the following command:

# check the current server time
$ date

# if the current server time is not correct, update with NTP

      # first add nameserver for DNS resolution
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.8.8" >> /etc/resolv.conf
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.4.4" >> /etc/resolv.conf

      # run ntpdate
      $ sudo ntpdate 0.pool.ntp.org 1.pool.ntp.org

ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

Wait for Ansible bootstrap playbook to complete. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the
host machine.

Configure controller-0

1. Acquire admin credentials:

source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Configure the OAM interface of controller-0 and specify the attached network as “oam”.
The following example configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the OAM port name
that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-0 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

3. Configure the MGMT interface of controller-0 and specify the attached networks of both “mgmt” and “cluster-host”.
The following example configures the MGMT interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the MGMT port
name that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth1:

MGMT_IF=<MGMT-PORT>

# De-provision loopback interface and
# remove mgmt and cluster-host networks from loopback interface
system host-if-modify controller-0 lo -c none
IFNET_UUIDS=$(system interface-network-list controller-0 | awk '{if ($6=="lo") print $4;}')
for UUID in $IFNET_UUIDS; do
    system interface-network-remove ${UUID}
done

# Configure management interface and assign mgmt and cluster-host networks to it
system host-if-modify controller-0 $MGMT_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $MGMT_IF mgmt
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $MGMT_IF cluster-host
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To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

4. Configure NTP servers for network time synchronization:

system ntp-modify ntpservers=0.pool.ntp.org,1.pool.ntp.org

To configure PTP instead of NTP, see PTP Server Configuration.

5. If required, configure Ceph storage backend:
A persistent storage backend is required if your application requires PVCs.

system storage-backend-add ceph --confirmed

Unlock controller-0

Unlock controller-0 in order to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-0

Controller-0 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

Install software on controller-1 and worker nodes

1. Power on the controller-1 server and force it to network boot with the appropriate BIOS boot options for your
particular server.

2. As controller-1 boots, a message appears on its console instructing you to configure the personality of the node.

3. On the console of controller-0, list hosts to see newly discovered controller-1 host (hostname=None):

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | None         | None        | locked         | disabled    | offline      |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

4. Using the host id, set the personality of this host to ‘controller’:

system host-update 2 personality=controller

This initiates the install of software on controller-1. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the
host machine.

5. While waiting for the previous step to complete, power on the worker nodes. Set the personality to ‘worker’ and
assign a unique hostname for each.
For example, power on worker-0 and wait for the new host (hostname=None) to be discovered by checking ‘system
host-list’:

system host-update 3 personality=worker hostname=worker-0

Repeat for worker-1. Power on worker-1 and wait for the new host (hostname=None) to be discovered by checking
‘system host-list’:
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system host-update 4 personality=worker hostname=worker-1

6. Wait for the software installation on controller-1, worker-0, and worker-1 to complete, for all servers to reboot, and
for all to show as locked/disabled/online in ‘system host-list’.

system host-list

+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 3  | worker-0     | worker      | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 4  | worker-1     | worker      | locked         | disabled    | online       |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

Configure controller-1

1. Configure the OAM interface of controller-1 and specify the attached network of “oam”.
The following example configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the OAM port name
that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-1 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-1 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

2. The MGMT interface is partially set up by the network install procedure; configuring the port used for network install
as the MGMT port and specifying the attached network of “mgmt”.
Complete the MGMT interface configuration of controller-1 by specifying the attached network of “cluster-host”.

system interface-network-assign controller-1 mgmt0 cluster-host

Unlock controller-1

Unlock controller-1 in order to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-1

Controller-1 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

Note
Controller-0 and controller-1 use IP multicast messaging for synchronization. If loss of synchronization occurs a few minutes
after controller-1 becomes available, ensure that the switches and other devices on the management and infrastructure
networks are configured with appropriate settings.

In particular, if IGMP snooping is enabled on ToR switches, then a device acting as an IGMP querier is required on the
network (on the same VLAN) to prevent nodes from being dropped from the multicast group. The IGMP querier
periodically sends IGMP queries to all nodes on the network, and each node sends an IGMP join or report in response.
Without an IGMP querier, the nodes do not periodically send IGMP join messages after the initial join sent when the link
first goes up, and they are eventually dropped from the multicast group.
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Configure worker nodes

1. Add the third Ceph monitor to a worker node:
(The first two Ceph monitors are automatically assigned to controller-0 and controller-1.)

system ceph-mon-add worker-0

2. Wait for the worker node monitor to complete configuration:

system ceph-mon-list
+--------------------------------------+-------+--------------+------------+------+
| uuid                                 | ceph_ | hostname     | state      | task |
|                                      | mon_g |              |            |      |
|                                      | ib    |              |            |      |
+--------------------------------------+-------+--------------+------------+------+
| 64176b6c-e284-4485-bb2a-115dee215279 | 20    | controller-1 | configured | None |
| a9ca151b-7f2c-4551-8167-035d49e2df8c | 20    | controller-0 | configured | None |
| f76bc385-190c-4d9a-aa0f-107346a9907b | 20    | worker-0     | configured | None |
+--------------------------------------+-------+--------------+------------+------+

3. Assign the cluster-host network to the MGMT interface for the worker nodes:
(Note that the MGMT interfaces are partially set up automatically by the network install procedure.)

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system interface-network-assign $NODE mgmt0 cluster-host
done

Optionally Configure PCI-SRIOV Interfaces

1. Optionally, configure pci-sriov interfaces for worker nodes.
This step is optional for Kubernetes. Do this step if using SR-IOV network attachments in hosted application
containers.

• Configure the pci-sriov interfaces for worker nodes.

# Execute the following lines with
export NODE=worker-0
# and then repeat with
export NODE=worker-1

   # List inventoried host’s ports and identify ports to be used as ‘pci-sriov’ interfaces,
   # based on displayed linux port name, pci address and device type.
   system host-port-list ${NODE}

   # List host’s auto-configured ‘ethernet’ interfaces,
   # find the interfaces corresponding to the ports identified in previous step, and
   # take note of their UUID
   system host-if-list -a ${NODE}

   # Modify configuration for these interfaces
   # Configuring them as ‘pci-sriov’ class interfaces, MTU of 1500 and named sriov#
   system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov0 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
   system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
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   # If not already created, create Data Networks that the 'pci-sriov'
   # interfaces will be connected to
   DATANET0='datanet0'
   DATANET1='datanet1'
   system datanetwork-add ${DATANET0} vlan
   system datanetwork-add ${DATANET1} vlan

   # Assign Data Networks to PCI-SRIOV Interfaces
   system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> ${DATANET0}
   system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> ${DATANET1}

• For Kubernetes only: To enable using SR-IOV network attachments for the above interfaces in Kubernetes hosted
application containers:

- Configure the Kubernetes SR-IOV device plugin.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system host-label-assign $NODE sriovdp=enabled
done

- If planning on running DPDK in Kubernetes hosted application containers on this host, configure the number of
1G Huge pages required on both NUMA nodes.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do

   # assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 0 on worker-node to applications
   system host-memory-modify -f application $NODE 0 -1G 10

   # assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 1 on worker-node to applications
   system host-memory-modify -f application $NODE 1 -1G 10

done

Unlock worker nodes

Unlock worker nodes in order to bring them into service:

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system host-unlock $NODE
done

The worker nodes will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending
on the performance of the host machine.

If configuring Ceph Storage Backend, Add Ceph OSDs to controllers

1. Add OSDs to controller-0. The following example adds OSDs to the sdb disk:

HOST=controller-0

# List host's disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list ${HOST}
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# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add ${HOST} osd <disk-uuid>

# List OSD storage devices and wait for configuration of newly added OSD to complete.
system host-stor-list ${HOST}

2. Add OSDs to controller-1. The following example adds OSDs to the sdb disk:

HOST=controller-1

# List host's disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list ${HOST}

# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add ${HOST} osd <disk-uuid>

# List OSD storage devices and wait for configuration of newly added OSD to complete.
system host-stor-list ${HOST}

You have 72 hours to install your Wind River Cloud Platform Installation License. See Licensing for details.

6. Install Kubernetes Platform on Standard with Dedicated Storage

This section describes the steps to install the Cloud Platform Kubernetes platform on a Standard with Dedicated Storage
deployment configuration.

Bootstrap system on controller-0

1. Login using the username / password of “sysadmin” / “sysadmin”.
When logging in for the first time, you will be forced to change the password.

Login: sysadmin
Password:
Changing password for sysadmin.
(current) UNIX Password: sysadmin
New Password:
(repeat) New Password:

2. Verify and/or configure IP connectivity.
External connectivity is required to run the Ansible bootstrap playbook. The StarlingX boot image will DHCP out all
interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is
present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr and ping 8.8.8.8 commands.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route. Use the PORT, IP-ADDRESS/SUBNET-LENGTH and
GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS applicable to your deployment environment.

sudo ip address add <IP-ADDRESS>/<SUBNET-LENGTH> dev <PORT>
sudo ip link set up dev <PORT>
sudo ip route add default via <GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS> dev <PORT>
ping 8.8.8.8
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3. Specify user configuration overrides for the Ansible bootstrap playbook.
Ansible is used to bootstrap StarlingX on controller-0. Key files for Ansible configuration are:

/etc/ansible/hosts

The default Ansible inventory file. Contains a single host: localhost.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

The Ansible bootstrap playbook.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/host_vars/bootstrap/default.yml

The default configuration values for the bootstrap playbook.

sysadmin home directory ($HOME)

The default location where Ansible looks for and imports user configuration override files for hosts. For example: $HOME/
<hostname>.yml.

Specify the user configuration override file for the Ansible bootstrap playbook using one of the following methods:

a. Use a copy of the default.yml file listed above to provide your overrides.
The default.yml file lists all available parameters for bootstrap configuration with a brief description for each
parameter in the file comments.
To use this method, copy the default.yml file listed above to $HOME/localhost.yml and edit the configurable
values as desired.

b. Create a minimal user configuration override file.
To use this method, create your override file at $HOME/localhost.yml and provide the minimum required
parameters for the deployment configuration as shown in the example below. Use the OAM IP SUBNET and IP
ADDRESSing applicable to your deployment environment.

cd ~

cat <<EOF > localhost.yml

system_mode: duplex

dns_servers:
  - 8.8.8.8
  - 8.8.4.4

external_oam_subnet: <OAM-IP-SUBNET>/<OAM-IP-SUBNET-LENGTH>
external_oam_gateway_address: <OAM-GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_floating_address: <OAM-FLOATING-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_0_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-0-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_1_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-1-IP-ADDRESS>

admin_username: admin
admin_password: <admin-password>
ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin-password>

# Specify your Wind River Registry login credentials retrieved from Wind River Product Deliv
ery Platform
docker_registries:
  defaults:
    username: <your_wrs_registry_username>
    password: <your_wrs_registry_password>
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# OPTIONALLY provide a ROOT CA certificate and key for k8s root ca,
# if not specified, one will be auto-generated,
# see "Kubernetes Root CA Certificate" in the Security Guide for details.
k8s_root_ca_cert: <your_root_ca_cert.pem>
k8s_root_ca_key: <your_root_ca_key.pem>
apiserver_cert_sans:
  - <your_hostname_for_oam_floating.your_domain>

EOF

If you have setup a private docker registry to use for bootstrapping instead of using the Cloud Platform Docker
Registry on Wind River Registry ( see Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry), then you
will need to change the docker_registries: clause in $HOME/localhost.yml to the following:

docker_registries:
  quay.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/quay.io
  docker.elastic.co:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.elastic.co
  gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  k8s.gcr.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/k8s.ghcr.io
  docker.io:
     url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.io
  defaults:
     type: docker
     username: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_username>
     password: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_password>

# Add the CA Certificate that signed myprivateregistry.abc.com’s
# certificate as a Trusted CA
ssl_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/myprivateregistry.abc.com-ca-cert.pem

See Use a Private Docker Registry for more information.
If a firewall is blocking access to Wind River Docker Registry on Wind River Registry or your private registry from
your Cloud Platform deployment, you will need to add the following lines in $HOME/localhost.yml (see Docker
Proxy Configuration for more details about Docker proxy settings):

# Add these lines to configure Docker to use a proxy server
docker_http_proxy: http://my.proxy.com:1080
docker_https_proxy: https://my.proxy.com:1443
docker_no_proxy:
   - 1.2.3.4

Refer to Ansible Bootstrap Configurations for information on additional Ansible bootstrap configurations for
advanced Ansible bootstrap scenarios.

4. Run the Ansible bootstrap playbook:
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Note
Before running the Ansible bootstrap playbook, it is important that you ensure that controller-0 server time is
synchronized correctly. Run the following command:

# check the current server time
$ date

# if the current server time is not correct, update with NTP

      # first add nameserver for DNS resolution
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.8.8" >> /etc/resolv.conf
      $ echo "nameserver 8.8.4.4" >> /etc/resolv.conf

      # run ntpdate
      $ sudo ntpdate 0.pool.ntp.org 1.pool.ntp.org

ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

Wait for Ansible bootstrap playbook to complete. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the
host machine.

Configure controller-0

1. Acquire admin credentials:

source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Configure the OAM interface of controller-0 and specify the attached network as “oam”.
The following example configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the OAM port name
that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-0 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

3. Configure the MGMT interface of controller-0 and specify the attached networks of both “mgmt” and “cluster-host”.
The following example configures the MGMT interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the MGMT port
name that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth1:

MGMT_IF=<MGMT-PORT>

# De-provision loopback interface and
# remove mgmt and cluster-host networks from loopback interface
system host-if-modify controller-0 lo -c none
IFNET_UUIDS=$(system interface-network-list controller-0 | awk '{if ($6=="lo") print $4;}')
for UUID in $IFNET_UUIDS; do
    system interface-network-remove ${UUID}
done

# Configure management interface and assign mgmt and cluster-host networks to it
system host-if-modify controller-0 $MGMT_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $MGMT_IF mgmt
system interface-network-assign controller-0 $MGMT_IF cluster-host
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To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

4. Configure NTP servers for network time synchronization:

system ntp-modify ntpservers=0.pool.ntp.org,1.pool.ntp.org

To configure PTP instead of NTP, see PTP Server Configuration.

5. If required, configure Ceph storage backend:
A persistent storage backend is required if your application requires PVCs.

system storage-backend-add ceph --confirmed

Unlock controller-0

Important

Make sure the Ceph storage backend is configured. If it is not configured, you will not be able to configure storage nodes.

Unlock controller-0 in order to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-0

Controller-0 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

Install software on controller-1, storage nodes, and worker nodes

1. Power on the controller-1 server and force it to network boot with the appropriate BIOS boot options for your
particular server.

2. As controller-1 boots, a message appears on its console instructing you to configure the personality of the node.

3. On the console of controller-0, list hosts to see newly discovered controller-1 host (hostname=None):

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | None         | None        | locked         | disabled    | offline      |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

4. Using the host id, set the personality of this host to ‘controller’:

system host-update 2 personality=controller

This initiates the install of software on controller-1. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the performance of the
host machine.

5. While waiting for the previous step to complete, power on the storage-0 and storage-1 servers. Set the personality
to ‘storage’ and assign a unique hostname for each.
For example, power on storage-0 and wait for the new host (hostname=None) to be discovered by checking ‘system
host-list’:

system host-update 3 personality=storage
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Repeat for storage-1. Power on storage-1 and wait for the new host (hostname=None) to be discovered by checking
‘system host-list’:

system host-update 4 personality=storage

This initiates the software installation on storage-0 and storage-1. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

6. While waiting for the previous step to complete, power on the worker nodes. Set the personality to ‘worker’ and
assign a unique hostname for each.
For example, power on worker-0 and wait for the new host (hostname=None) to be discovered by checking ‘system
host-list’:

system host-update 5 personality=worker hostname=worker-0

Repeat for worker-1. Power on worker-1 and wait for the new host (hostname=None) to be discovered by checking
‘system host-list’:

system host-update 6 personality=worker hostname=worker-1

This initiates the install of software on worker-0 and worker-1.

7. Wait for the software installation on controller-1, storage-0, storage-1, worker-0, and worker-1 to complete, for all
servers to reboot, and for all to show as locked/disabled/online in ‘system host-list’.

system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 3  | storage-0    | storage     | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 4  | storage-1    | storage     | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 5  | worker-0     | worker      | locked         | disabled    | online       |
| 6  | worker-1     | worker      | locked         | disabled    | online       |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

Configure controller-1

1. Configure the OAM interface of controller-1 and specify the attached network of “oam”.
The following example configures the OAM interface on a physical untagged ethernet port, use the OAM port name
that is applicable to your deployment environment, for example eth0:

OAM_IF=<OAM-PORT>
system host-if-modify controller-1 $OAM_IF -c platform
system interface-network-assign controller-1 $OAM_IF oam

To configure a vlan or aggregated ethernet interface, see Node Interfaces.

2. The MGMT interface is partially set up by the network install procedure; configuring the port used for network install
as the MGMT port and specifying the attached network of “mgmt”.
Complete the MGMT interface configuration of controller-1 by specifying the attached network of “cluster-host”.

system interface-network-assign controller-1 mgmt0 cluster-host
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Unlock controller-1

Unlock controller-1 in order to bring it into service:

system host-unlock controller-1

Controller-1 will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending on the
performance of the host machine.

Note
Controller-0 and controller-1 use IP multicast messaging for synchronization. If loss of synchronization occurs a few minutes
after controller-1 becomes available, ensure that the switches and other devices on the management and infrastructure
networks are configured with appropriate settings.

In particular, if IGMP snooping is enabled on ToR switches, then a device acting as an IGMP querier is required on the
network (on the same VLAN) to prevent nodes from being dropped from the multicast group. The IGMP querier
periodically sends IGMP queries to all nodes on the network, and each node sends an IGMP join or report in response.
Without an IGMP querier, the nodes do not periodically send IGMP join messages after the initial join sent when the link
first goes up, and they are eventually dropped from the multicast group.

Configure storage nodes

1. Assign the cluster-host network to the MGMT interface for the storage nodes:
(Note that the MGMT interfaces are partially set up automatically by the network install procedure.)

for NODE in storage-0 storage-1; do
   system interface-network-assign $NODE mgmt0 cluster-host
done

2. Add OSDs to storage-0.

HOST=storage-0

# List host’s disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list ${HOST}

# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add ${HOST} osd <disk-uuid>

# List OSD storage devices and wait for configuration of newly added OSD to complete.
system host-stor-list ${HOST}

3. Add OSDs to storage-1.

HOST=storage-1

# List host’s disks and identify disks you want to use for CEPH OSDs, taking note of their UUID
# By default, /dev/sda is being used as system disk and can not be used for OSD.
system host-disk-list ${HOST}

# Add disk as an OSD storage
system host-stor-add ${HOST} osd <disk-uuid>
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# List OSD storage devices and wait for configuration of newly added OSD to complete.
system host-stor-list ${HOST}

Unlock storage nodes

Unlock storage nodes in order to bring them into service:

for STORAGE in storage-0 storage-1; do
   system host-unlock $STORAGE
done

The storage nodes will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending
on the performance of the host machine.

Configure worker nodes

1. The MGMT interfaces are partially set up by the network install procedure; configuring the port used for network
install as the MGMT port and specifying the attached network of “mgmt”.
Complete the MGMT interface configuration of the worker nodes by specifying the attached network of “cluster-
host”.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system interface-network-assign $NODE mgmt0 cluster-host
done

Optionally Configure PCI-SRIOV Interfaces

1. Optionally, configure pci-sriov interfaces for worker nodes.
This step is optional for Kubernetes. Do this step if using SR-IOV network attachments in hosted application
containers.

• Configure the pci-sriov interfaces for worker nodes.

# Execute the following lines with
export NODE=worker-0
# and then repeat with
export NODE=worker-1

   # List inventoried host’s ports and identify ports to be used as ‘pci-sriov’ interfaces,
   # based on displayed linux port name, pci address and device type.
   system host-port-list ${NODE}

   # List host’s auto-configured ‘ethernet’ interfaces,
   # find the interfaces corresponding to the ports identified in previous step, and
   # take note of their UUID
   system host-if-list -a ${NODE}

   # Modify configuration for these interfaces
   # Configuring them as ‘pci-sriov’ class interfaces, MTU of 1500 and named sriov#
   system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov0 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
   system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> -N <num_vfs>
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   # If not created already, create Data Networks that the 'pci-sriov'
   # interfaces will be connected to
   DATANET0='datanet0'
   DATANET1='datanet1'
   system datanetwork-add ${DATANET0} vlan
   system datanetwork-add ${DATANET1} vlan

   # Assign Data Networks to PCI-SRIOV Interfaces
   system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov0-if-uuid> ${DATANET0}
   system interface-datanetwork-assign ${NODE} <sriov1-if-uuid> ${DATANET1}

• For Kubernetes only: To enable using SR-IOV network attachments for the above interfaces in Kubernetes hosted
application containers:

- Configure the Kubernetes SR-IOV device plugin.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system host-label-assign $NODE sriovdp=enabled
done

- If planning on running DPDK in Kubernetes hosted application containers on this host, configure the number of
1G Huge pages required on both NUMA nodes.

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do

   # assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 0 on worker-node to applications
   system host-memory-modify -f application $NODE 0 -1G 10

   # assign 10x 1G huge page on processor/numa-node 1 on worker-node to applications
   system host-memory-modify -f application $NODE 1 -1G 10

done

Unlock worker nodes

Unlock worker nodes in order to bring them into service:

for NODE in worker-0 worker-1; do
   system host-unlock $NODE
done

The worker nodes will reboot in order to apply configuration changes and come into service. This can take 5-10 minutes, depending
on the performance of the host machine.

You have 72 hours to install your Wind River Cloud Platform Installation License. See Licensing for details.
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6. DECLARATIVE OPTION: BOOTSTRAP AND DEPLOY CLOUD
PLATFORM

1. Declarative Option: Bootstrap and Deploy Cloud Platform

Use the declarative option to bootstrap and deploy Cloud Platform using a desired system state defined in a yaml file as input to
Deployment Manager.

Note
To use the imperative approach to bootstrap and deploy Cloud Platform see Imperative Option: Bootstrap and deploy
Cloud Platform on page 10

Declarative Option

Cloud Platform adds a declarative deployment option to simplify system installation and configuration. Using a declarative
deployment model, a desired system state is defined and deployment software is responsible for bringing the system to that
state. This approach is flexible, reliable and repeatable, reducing or eliminating the need for imperative deployment techniques
such as scripting and manual command entry.

A Deployment Manager application is introduced that provides a declarative deployment mechanism for the post-bootstrap
steps of the Cloud Platform installation process. Deployment Manager builds on the declarative concepts of Kubernetes, such
as the use of modular yaml files to store configurations and overrides that can be used to describe a desired configuration state
for objects such as nodes, interfaces, and networks.

Use this approach when you are familiar with Cloud Platform and with the schema of the configuration yaml file of Deployment
Manager. This approach is particularly effective when you have multiple clouds (or subclouds in the case of Distributed Cloud)
to deploy, each with the same basic configuration.

About this task

The declarative option described in this section creates and runs a master Ansible playbook consisting of:

• a bootstrap Ansible playbook, and•

• a deployment Ansible playbook.•

The following procedure describes how to create and run the master Ansible playbook locally, however the playbook can also be run
remotely.

The deployment Ansible Playbook leverages the Wind River Cloud Platform Deployment Manager and requires a deployment yaml
file containing the resource definitions describing your desired configuration. For more information, see The Deploy Tool on page 50
or Deployment Manager Examples on page 50.

Note
It is currently not possible to use Deployment Manager to configure more than two storage hosts when using a replication
factor of 2. For details on how to install additional storage hosts after deploying the system, see Add Two Storage Nodes
to a Dedicated Storage Configuration using Deployment Manager

Prerequisites

• Software install has completed and controller-0 console is at login screen.•

• You have a deployment-config.yaml file containing the resource definitions describing your desired configuration. See•
either The Deploy Tool on page 50 or Deployment Manager Examples on page 50 for more information on how to
generate the deployment-config.yaml file.

Warning
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The deployment-config.yaml file includes sensitive information (including system credentials and passwords). For increased
security, it is recommended to store the deployment-config.yaml in a safe location off-box. Upload the file to the system only
when it is required (during initial configuration, and when reapplying an updated configuration).

Procedure

1. Log in to controller-0 from the console port using the username and password of sysadmin / sysadmin. When
logging in for the first time, you will be forced to change the password.

Login: sysadmin
Password:
Changing password for sysadmin.
(current) UNIX Password: sysadmin
New Password:
(repeat) New Password:

2. Verify or configure IP connectivity.
External connectivity is required to run the Ansible bootstrap playbook. The StarlingX boot image will DHCP out all
interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is
present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr and ping or ping6 commands. Alternatively, you may have
updated the ISO to provide a custom kickstart file to automatically configure the initial IP Interface for bootstrapping
as part of the ISO install; see Installing Software on controller-0 on page 8 for more information.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route. Use the PORT, IP-ADDRESS/SUBNET-LENGTH and
GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS applicable to your deployment environment.
Typically, one would use the interface and IP address planned for the OAM interface of controller-0:

# sudo ip address add <IP-ADDRESS>/<SUBNET-LENGTH> dev <PORT>
# sudo ip link set up dev <PORT>
# sudo ip route add default via <GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS> dev <PORT>
# ping 8.8.8.8

Note
For IPv6 use the command, ping6 2001:4860:4860::8888.

3. Create the user configuration overrides for the Ansible bootstrap playbook in /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml.
Ansible is used to bootstrap Cloud Platform on controller-0. Key files for Ansible configuration are:

/etc/ansible/hosts

The default Ansible inventory file. It contains a single host: localhost.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/bootstrap.yml

The Ansible bootstrap playbook.

/usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/host_vars/bootstrap/default.yml

The default configuration values for the bootstrap playbook.

sysadmin home directory.

The default location where Ansible looks for and imports user configuration override files for hosts. For example: /home/
sysadmin/<hostname>.yml.

When running Ansible locally on controller-0 this would be /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml.

Specify the user configuration override file for the Ansible bootstrap playbook using one of the following methods:
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• Use a copy of the default.yml file listed above to provide your overrides.

The default.yml file lists all available parameters for bootstrap configuration with a brief description for each
parameter in the file comments.
Copy the default.yml file listed above to /home/sysadmin and edit the configurable values as desired.

• Create a minimal user configuration override file.
To use this method, create your override file, /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml, and provide the minimum
required parameters for the deployment configuration as shown in the example below. Use the OAM IP SUBNET
and IP addressing applicable to your deployment environment.

# cd ~
# cat <<EOF > /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml

system_mode: duplex

dns_servers:
  - 8.8.8.8
  - 8.8.4.4

external_oam_subnet: <OAM-IP-SUBNET>/<OAM-IP-SUBNET-LENGTH>
external_oam_gateway_address: <OAM-GATEWAY-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_floating_address: <OAM-FLOATING-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_0_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-0-IP-ADDRESS>
external_oam_node_1_address: <OAM-CONTROLLER-1-IP-ADDRESS>

admin_password: <platform_keystone_admin_password>
ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin_password>

docker_registries:
  defaults:
    username: <your_wrs_registry_username>
    password: <your_wrs_registry_password>

additional_local_registry_images:
  - docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_21.12
  - gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0

# for a production system provide a CA-signed certificate for k8s root ca
# see 'Kubernetes Root CA Certificate' in Security Guide for details
k8s_root_ca_cert: your_root_ca_cert.pem
k8s_root_ca_key: your_root_ca_key.pem
apiserver_cert_sans:
 - <your_hostname_for_oam_floating.your_domain>
EOF

where:

- system_mode should be simplex for AIO-SX, otherwise duplex

- external_oam_node_#_address values are not required for AIO-Simplex

- ansible_become_pass should specify the sysadmin linux account password, otherwise it is assumed that the
password is St8rlingX.

- <your_wrs_registry_username> and <your_wrs_registry_password> are your Wind River Registry login
credentials retrieved from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.
If you have setup a private docker registry to use for bootstrapping then will need to add the following lines in
$HOME/localhost.yml:
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If you have setup a private docker registry to use for bootstrapping instead of using the Cloud Platform Docker
Registry on Wind River Registry ( see Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry on
page 53), then you will need to change the docker_registries: clause in $HOME/localhost.yml to the
following:

docker_registries:
  quay.io:
    url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/quay.io
  docker.elastic.co:
    url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.elastic.co
  gcr.io:
    url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/gcr.io
  k8s.gcr.io:
    url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/k8s.gcr.io
  docker.io:
    url: myprivateregistry.abc.com:9001/docker.io
  defaults:
    type: docker
    username: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_username>
    password: <your_myprivateregistry.abc.com_password>

# Add the CA Certificate that signed myprivateregistry.abc.com's
# certificate as a Trusted CA
ssl_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/myprivateregistry.abc.com-ca-cert.pem

If a firewall is blocking access to Wind River Docker Registry on Wind River Registry or your private registry from
your Cloud Platform deployment, you will need to add the following lines in $HOME/localhost.yml (see Docker
Proxy Configuration on page 56 for more details about Docker proxy settings):

# Add these lines to configure Docker to use a proxy server
docker_http_proxy: http://my.proxy.com:1080
docker_https_proxy: https://my.proxy.com:1443
docker_no_proxy:
   - 1.2.3.4

Refer to Ansible Bootstrap Configurations on page 33 for information on additional Ansible bootstrap
configurations for advanced Ansible bootstrap scenarios.
See Use a private Docker Registry on page 1 for more information.

4. Wind River Amazon registry users only If you are not using a private registry as shown in the previous step, you will
need to specify docker_registry values for Wind River Amazon. Consult your Wind River Fulfillment information
to confirm if this step applies to you.

docker_registries:
  k8s.gcr.io:
    url: 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/k8s.gcr.io
  gcr.io:
    url: 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
    url: 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/ghcr.io
  quay.io:
    url: 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/quay.io
  docker.io:
    url: 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/docker.io
  docker.elastic.co:
    url: 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/docker.elastic.co
  defaults:
    type: aws-ecr
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    username: <amazon_user>
    password: <amazon_CLI_secret>

Consult the Wind River Product Delivery Platform for your AWS username and password.

5. Copy the deployment-config.yaml file containing the resource definitions for your desired configuration to
controller-0 at the following location: /home/sysadmin/deployment-config.yaml

Note
If the deployment-config.yaml file has been moved off-box for security reasons, upload the file back to the system
to be updated.

For more information on creating a deployment-config.yaml file, see The Deploy Tool on page 50 or
Deployment Manager Examples on page 50.

6. For the System Controller or a standalone system, in WRCP_21.12, the user configuration overrides for Deployment
Manager are locally available on the controller. A master playbook is also provided, that incorporates both the
Bootstrap and Deployment playbook. To run the master playbook on the System Controller or standalone system, do
the following:

a. Copy the Deployment Manager Ansible playbook overrides file into the working directory.

# cp /usr/local/share/applications/overrides/examples/dm-playbook-overrides.yaml /home/sysad
min/

b. Edit the values in the dm-playbook-overrides.yaml as required. In this scenario, only the
deployment_config field needs to be uncommented. Provide the full path in the deployment-config field, for
example, deployment_config: /home/sysadmin/deployment-config.yaml

7. Run the Ansible playbook.

# ansible-playbook /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/master-bootstrap-and-deploy-playbook
.yaml -e "@/home/sysadmin/dm-playbook-overrides.yaml"

8. Install the Deployment Manager Monitor.
The Deployment Manager Monitor application raises alarms if the system or host resources in the Deployment
Manager’s deployment namespace can not be reconciled by Deployment Manager.

# ansible-playbook /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/dm-monitor-book.yaml -e dm_monitor_d
ir="/usr/local/share/applications/helm/dm-monitor-1.0.0.tgz" -e dm_monitor_overrides="/usr/loca
l/share/applications/overrides/dm-monitor-overrides.yaml"

1. (Optional) For security reasons, copy the updated deployment-config.yaml file off-box and delete it from the
system.

Postrequisites

Note
Controller-0 and controller-1 use IP multicast messaging for synchronization. If loss of synchronization occurs a few minutes
after controller-1 becomes available, ensure that the switches and other devices on the management and infrastructure
networks are configured with appropriate settings.

In particular, if IGMP snooping is enabled on ToR switches, then a device acting as an IGMP querier is required on the
network (on the same VLAN) to prevent nodes from being dropped from the multicast group. The IGMP querier
periodically sends IGMP queries to all nodes on the network, and each node sends an IGMP join or report in response.
Without an IGMP querier, the nodes do not periodically send IGMP join messages after the initial join sent when the link
first goes up, and they are eventually dropped from the multicast group.
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7. APPENDIXES

1. Deployment Manager
1.1. The Deployment Manager

Cloud Platform deployment configuration can be performed using an optional Deployment Manager utility for zero-touch cluster
provisioning.

In this section:

• Operational Scenarios on page 48•

• Provisioning Modes on page 48•

• Deployment Configurations on page 48•

• Installing the Deployment Manager on page 48•

• Verifying Deployment Manager Status on page 48•

The Deployment Manager enables the declarative deployment of clouds. In a declarative model, the system is brought to a desired
end state configuration based on a description of what that end state should look like. Unlike an imperative deployment, in which you
must decide on a pathway to the desired outcome, and then script or manually enter commands, the underlying mechanisms for
reaching the desired state are managed automatically on your behalf. The declarative model enables deployments that are faster,
more reliable and more repeatable than imperative deployments.

The Deployment Manager reads a YAML deployment configuration file and communicates instructions to controller-0 via the system
API to provision system, networking and host-level resources to a desired state.

Warning

The deployment-config.yaml file includes sensitive information (including system credentials and passwords). For increased security,
it is recommended to store the deployment-config.yaml in a safe location off-box. Upload the file to the system only when it is
required (during initial configuration, and when reapplying an updated configuration).

Certain restrictions apply to the valid characters, lengths and numeric ranges that can be used for specific parameters in the
Deployment Manager YAML file. See https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/tree/stable/v2.0.6/config/
crds to review the schema.

For command-line character restrictions, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/tree/stable/v2.0.6/
config/crds. Additional restrictions limit hostnames to at most 255 characters and they may only contain letters, numbers,
underscores, periods and hyphens.

Warning

Do not make any changes to the system using the CLI or APIs until the Deployment Manager process completes.

For the initial cloud, you can copy and modify a reference cloud definition that approximates your needs. Alternately, you can
perform a manual cloud configuration as described in Preparing Servers on page 7.

For subsequent clouds, you can export and modify a yaml cloud definition from the initial cloud setup.

The initial bootstrapping of controller-0 must be complete before you can run the Deployment Manager. For more information on
bootstrapping controller-0 using Ansible Bootstrap playbook, see Bootstrapping the System on controller-0 on page 42.
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The Deployment Manager is intended for day-1 deployments only. Post installation changes require the use of other user interfaces
such as the CLI, GUI or the system REST API.

Extensive documentation of Deployment Manager installation and usage is available in its Github repository README at https://
github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/stable/v2.0.6/README.md.

Operational Scenarios

The Deployment Manager works independently of the StarlingX system. It can be deployed and run as a container within the
Kubernetes cluster on the StarlingX system being configured, or can be run as a container on a completely independent Kubernetes
cluster.

Provisioning Modes

The Deployment Manager provides two provisioning modes.

• Static mode adds new hosts to the system inventory if they are not already inventoried, and can leverage BMC to power up the•
hosts and perform re-installations.

• Dynamic mode waits for hosts to be added to system inventory before taking action. You must manually power hosts up and•
ensure that they PXE-boot from controller-0.

For more information about provisioning modes, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/
stable/v2.0.6/README.md#hardware-requirements.

Deployment Configurations

The Deployment Manager reads YAML configuration files that define system, network, and host information. Deployment
configuration files support modular reuse of profiles to facilitate abstraction of common attributes.

For more information about configuration definition file syntax, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-
manager/blob/stable/v2.0.6/README.md#schema-definitions.

For information about example deployment configurations that you can explore to learn about various scenarios, see https://
github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/stable/v2.0.6/README.md#example-deployment-configurations.

To examine sample configurations that you can use as a basis for customization, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-
deployment-manager/tree/stable/v2.0.6/examples.

Installing the Deployment Manager

There are two options for installing the Deployment Manager:

• as a Helm chart; for details, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/stable/v2.0.6/•
README.md#installing-the-deployment-manager

• as an Ansible Bootstrap Playbook; for details, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/•
stable/v2.0.6/README.md#using-ansible-to-install-the-deployment-manager

The Deployment Manager container is in the Wind River Docker Registry at docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-
manager:WRCP_22.06. The new Deployment Manager requires gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.11.0 which is v0.4.0 in the
previous version.
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Verifying Deployment Manager Status

To verify that Deployment Manager has been successfully installed, run the following commands, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get systems

NAME                      MODE     TYPE       VERSION   INSYNC
yow-cgcs-ironpass-18-19   duplex   standard   21.05     true

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get hosts

NAME         ADMINIST.. OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY PROFILE              INSYNC
worker-0     unlocked   enabled     available    worker-0-profile     true
worker-1     unlocked   enabled     available    worker-0-profile     true
worker-2     unlocked   enabled     available    worker-2-profile     true
worker-3     unlocked   enabled     available    worker-3-profile     true
controller-0 unlocked   enabled     available    controller-0-profile true
controller-1 unlocked   enabled     available    controller-1-profile true

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get datanetworks

NAME           TYPE   INSYNC
group0-data0   vlan   true
group0-data1   vlan   true

Installation is successful when the INSYNC status true for all schemas.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get platformnetworks

To monitor the status of Deployment Manager, run the following command, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get events --sort-by='{.lastTimestamp}'

LASTSEEN TYPE   REASON  OBJECT                            MESSAGE
3h22m    Normal Updated hostprofile/worker-0-profile      worker-0-profile:..
3h22m    Normal Updated hostprofile/worker-2-profile      worker-2-profile: ..
3h22m    Normal Updated hostprofile/worker-3-profile      worker-3-profile: ..
3h22m    Normal Updated hostprofile/controller-0-profile  controller-0-profile: ..
3h22m    Normal Updated hostprofile/controller-1-profile  controller-1-profile: ..

To get logs for Deployment Manager, run the following command, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl logs -n platform-deployment-manager platform-deployment-manager-<suffi
x> manager

Where platform-deployment-manager-<suffix> is a random string.

For more information on debugging Deployment Manager, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/
blob/stable/v2.0.6/DEBUGGING.md.
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1.2. The Deploy Tool

An optional deploy tool can be used to build a configuration definition file from a running system.

The deploy tool can be used to generate the initial deployment configuration from a system that has already been configured by
other means such as custom scripting or manual input.

This can be useful when you need to perform repeated identical or similar cluster deployments, such as in multiple geographic
locations. Once you have used the deploy tool to generate a configuration file, you can use the Deployment Manager to reproduce
the deployment on other clusters, making modifications to meet any specific needs of the clusters to be deployed.

The deploy tool is available on Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

For more information about using the deploy tool, see https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/
stable/v2.0.6/README.md#generating-deployment-configurations-from-existing-installations.

1.3. Deployment Manager Examples

Example deployment configuration files can be used as a starting point for custom development.

The Github repository at https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/stable/v2.0.6/README.md
provides sample deployment configurations for AIO-SX, AIO-DX, and standard cluster configurations. You can use these files as
starting points for developing your own configuration files.

For more information about building and using the sample configurations, and about deployment configuration file syntax, see:

https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/blob/stable/v2.0.6/README.md#example-deployment-
configurations.

To examine sample configurations that you can use as a basis for customization, see:

https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/tree/stable/v2.0.6/examples.

1.4. Install the Deployment Manager monitor

About this task

The Deployment Manager Monitor application raises alarms if the system or host resources in the Deployment Manager’s
deployment namespace can not be reconciled by Deployment Manager.

Procedure

1. Run the playbook:

$ ansible-playbook /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/dm-monitor-book.yaml -e dm_monitor_d
ir="/usr/local/share/applications/helm/dm-monitor*.tgz" -e dm_monitor_overrides="/usr/local/sha
re/applications/overrides/dm-monitor-overrides.yaml"

Results

The Deployment Manager Monitor alarms can be viewed using the fm command. The following example displays Deployment
Manager host and system reconciliation status and alarms.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get hosts
NAME           ADMINISTRATIVE   OPERATIONAL   AVAILABILITY   PROFILE               INSYNC   RECONC
ILED
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controller-0   unlocked         enabled       failed         controller0-profile   false    false
controller-1   unlocked         enabled       available      controller1-profile   false    false

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------+---------------------------------------+----------+---------------------+
| Alarm ID | Reason Tex
t                                                                                               | 
Entity ID                             | Severity | Time Stamp          |
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------+---------------------------------------+----------+---------------------+
| 250.001  | controller-0 Configuration is out-of-date
.                                                                | host=controller-
0                     | major    | 2021-12-12T02:51:18 |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                       |          | .296654             |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                       |          |                     |
| 250.001  | controller-1 Configuration is out-of-date
.                                                                | host=controller-
1                     | major    | 2021-12-11T20:19:53 |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                       |          | .538072             |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                       |          |                     |
| 260.001  | Deployment Manager resource not reconciled: resource=host.starlingx.windriver.com,nam
e=controller-1       | resource=host.starlingx.windriver.com | major    | 2021-12-11T19:28:10 |
|          
|                                                                                                           
| ,name=controller-1                    |          | .665844             |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                       |          |                     |
| 260.001  | Deployment Manager resource not reconciled: resource=host.starlingx.windriver.com,nam
e=controller-0       | resource=host.starlingx.windriver.com | major    | 2021-12-11T19:28:10 |
|          
|                                                                                                           
| ,name=controller-0                    |          | .458136             |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                       |          |                     |
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------+---------------------------------------+----------+---------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get system
NAME   MODE     TYPE       VERSION   INSYNC   RECONCILED
vbox   duplex   standard   21.12     true     false

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list

+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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---------------------+-----------------------------------------+----------+---------------------+
| Alarm ID | Reason Tex
t                                                                                               | 
Entity ID                               | Severity | Time Stamp          |
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------+-----------------------------------------+----------+---------------------+
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                         |          |                     |
| 260.001  | Deployment Manager resource not reconciled: resource=system.starlingx.windriver.com,n
ame=vbox             | resource=system.starlingx.windriver.com | major    | 2021-12-11T19:26:22 |
|          
|                                                                                                           
| ,name=vbox                              |          | .252563             |
|          
|                                                                                                           
|                                         |          |                     |
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------+-----------------------------------------+----------+---------------------+

2. Migrate a system to the Wind River Harbor registry
2.1. Migrate a System from the Wind River AWS Registry to the Wind River
Harbor Registry

You can use the change_system_private_registry.sh script to reconfigure your system to use a different registry.

Depending on your location, industry, and current Cloud Platform patch level, you may need to override default docker_registry
locations to access the Wind River Registry. Consult your Wind River Fulfillment information to confirm if this procedure applies to
you.

Run the script on the active controller.

$ change_system_private_registry.sh <registry_base_url> <registry_type> [<registry_username> <regi
stry_password>]

where:

registry_base_url

is the prefix to be used when downloading images. See Cloud Platform Documentation for details.

registry_type

is the registry type. The default is docker. For AWS, substitute aws-ecr.

registry_username and registry_password

are credentials for the registry and are optional. If not present, they are configured as empty strings.

The following example configures a system to use the Wind River Harbor registry.

$ change_system_private_registry.sh 'registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd' docker acmecorp 1CJQ
h5mb1bkfGStcOPSqFwYpvMxb6Qbk
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On AIO-DX deployments, you must also lock, unlock, and swact the controllers to update the running configuration. This will
temporarily raise alarm 250.001.

On Distributed Cloud deployments, run the script on the central cloud only.

3. Use a private Docker registry
3.1. Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry

You can use a private Docker registry in place of the Wind River Registry after populating it with copies of the Wind River Registry’s
content.

Note
There are two Wind River registries available:

• Wind River Amazon Web Services Registry at 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com
• Wind River Harbor Registry at registry.delivers.windriver.com

Some of the steps below depends on which Wind River registry applies to you. Refer to your Wind River Order Fulfillment
details for more information.

Prerequisites

You will need a private Docker registry installed and ready to use. For more information, see https://docs.docker.com/registry/
deploying/.

In a scenario where your private Docker registry and the Wind River Registry are both accessible, install the Docker client on a
workstation with access to both.

In a scenario where you cannot connect to your private Docker registry and the Wind River Registry from the same workstation, it will
be required two workstations running the Docker client: one with access to Wind River Registry and another with access to your
private Docker registry.

For instructions on installing the Docker client, see https://docs.docker.com/install/.

Note
When AWS ECR is used, the AWS CLI should also be installed in the workstation with access to Wind River Registry.

For instructions on installing the AWS CLI client, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-
install.html.

For instructions on installing the Docker client, see https://docs.docker.com/install/.

Procedure

1. Retrieve your Wind River Registry credentials from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

2. Retrieve a container image list from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.
Download the file(s):

• Depending on your location, industry, and current Cloud Platform patch level, you will need one of the following
Cloud Platform container lists:

- For Wind River Amazon Web Services registry users: wind-river-cloud-platform-container-images-
list-with-ids-wr-aws-<version>.txt

- For Wind River Harbor registry users: wind-river-cloud-platform-container-images-list-with-
ids-wr-harbor-<version>.txt
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• If you are also installing Wind River OpenStack, also download the file wind-river-openstack-container-
images-list-with-ids-<wr-registry>-<version>.txt; this is an extra set of container images that need
to be copied from the Wind River Amazon registry to your private Docker registry.

3. Wind River Amazon Web Services users only From a workstation with access to the Wind River Registry, configure
your registry CLI and its credentials.
Run the command aws configure and do the following when prompted, for example:

$ aws configure
AWS Access Key ID [None]: <accesskey>
AWS Secret Access Key [None]: <secretkey>
Default region name [None]: us-west-2
Default output format [None]: json

• Enter your AWS access key ID from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

• Enter your secret access key from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

• Set the AWS Region name to us-west-2.

• Set output to json.

4. From the workstation with access to the Wind River Registry, log in to the system.

• When using AWS ECR, execute:

$ aws ecr get-login-password | docker login --username AWS --password-stdin 625619392498.dkr.
ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com
$ export WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX="625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

Note
aws ecr get-login-password command is only available in AWS CLI version >= 1.17.10. If you have version
<1.17.10 installed, either upgrade your AWS CLI or use aws ecr get-login command. For more information, see
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/ecr/get-login.html.

• When using Harbor, execute:

$ docker login -u <username> -p <password> registry.delivers.windriver.com
$ export WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX="registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd"

5. From the workstation with access to the Wind River Registry, pull all of the images in the Cloud Platform container list
file (and the wind-river-openstack-container-images-list-with-ids-<wr-registry>-
<version>.txt, if applicable) file downloaded in step 2 on page 53 from the Wind River Registry.

For each image in the list, create a docker pull command. For example, the image gcr.io/kubernetes-helm/
tiller:v2.16.9 would be pulled with the command:

$ docker pull ${WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX}/gcr.io/kubernetes-helm/tiller:v2.16.9

6. If needed, transfer images to a workstation with access to your private Docker registry.

a. From the workstation to which you pulled the images in the previous step, create a tarball.

$ IMAGES=$(docker images | grep "${WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX}" | awk '{print $1":"$2}')
$ docker save $IMAGES -o WR_Cloud_Platform_Images.tar

b. Transfer the file WR_Cloud_Platform_Images.tar to the other workstation.

c. From the workstation with access to your private registry, load the images from the tarball.

$ docker load -i WR_Cloud_Platform_Images.tar
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7. From the workstation with access to your private registry, perform a Docker login to the private registry using the
address and credentials for your deployment.

$ docker login <customer_registry_dns_or_ipAddress[:port] >

8. From the workstation with access to your private registry, re-tag the images retrieved from the Wind River Amazon
Docker for your private registry.

a. Set the <PRIVATE_REGISTRY> environment variable.

$ export PRIVATE_REGISTRY=<customer_registry_dns_or_ipAddress[:port]>

b. Re-tag the images.
Run the docker tag <image> command for each image listed in the Cloud Platform container list (and the file
wind-river-openstack-container-images-list-with-ids-<wr-registry>-<version>.txt, if
applicable) retrieved in step 2 on page 53.
For example:

$ docker tag ${WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX}/gcr.io/kubernetes-helm/tiller:v2.16.9 ${PRIVATE_REG
ISTRY}/gcr.io/kubernetes-helm/tiller:v2.16.9

9. From the workstation with access to your private registry, push the re-tagged images to your private registry.
For each image in the list obtained in step 2 on page 53, create a docker push command.
For example:

$ docker push ${PRIVATE_REGISTRY}/gcr.io/kubernetes-helm/tiller:v2.16.9

3.2. Bootstrapping from a Private Docker Registry

You can bootstrap controller-0 from a private docker registry in the event that your server is isolated from the public Internet.

Procedure

1. Update your /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml bootstrap overrides file with the following lines to use a Private Docker
Registry pre-populated from the Wind River Docker Registry:

docker_registries:
  k8s.gcr.io:
    url: <my-registry.io>/k8s.gcr.io
  gcr.io:
    url: <my-registry.io>/gcr.io
  quay.io:
    url: <my-registry.io>/quay.io
  docker.io:
    url: <my-registry.io>/docker.io
  docker.elastic.co:
  url: <my-registry.io>/docker.elastic.co
defaults:
    type: docker
    username: <your_my-registry.io_username>
    password: <your_my-registry.io_password>

Where <your_my-registry.io_username> and <your_my-registry.io_password> are your login credentials for the <my-
registry.io> private docker registry.
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Note
<my-registry.io> must be a DNS name resolvable by the dns servers configured in the dns_servers: structure of the
ansible bootstrap override file /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml.

2. For any additional local registry images required, use the full image name as shown below.

additional_local_registry_images:
    docker.io/wind-river/<imageName>:<tag>

4. Configure Docker Proxy
4.1. Docker Proxy Configuration

Wind River uses publicly available container runtime registries. If you are behind a corporate firewall or proxy, you need to set proxy
settings.

For example, if the Cloud Platform OAM interface or network is behind an http/https proxy, relative to the Docker registries used by
Cloud Platform or applications running on Cloud Platform, then Docker within Cloud Platform must be configured to use these http/
https proxies.

Proxy overview

The figure below shows how proxies are used in Cloud Platform.

Figure 1: Cloud Platform proxy usage

The items labeled a and b in the figure indicate two configuration files:

• Configuration file a lists sysadmin shell proxy environment variables. This file is not required for Cloud Platform bootstrap or any•
Cloud Platform operations. You must manually add this file if you are accessing the public network via a proxy. You must add
the following Cloud Platform specific IP addresses to the no_proxy list:

- registry.local-

- {controller OAM gateway IP/floating IP/host IP}-

- {controller management floating IP/host IP}-

- {controller cluster gateway IP}-

- 10.96.0.1 {apiserver cluster IP for Kubernetes}-

- 10.96.0.10 {coredns cluster IP for Kubernetes}-
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- *.cluster.local-

• Configuration file b lists container runtime proxy variables (docker_proxy). Configure these variables in the localhost.yml file•
before Ansible bootstrap. This file is required if you are accessing the public network via a proxy. Cloud Platform specific IP
addresses will be automatically added to the no_proxy list.

The numbered items in the figure indicate the process flow:

1. In the localhost.yml file, fill in the Docker proxy section for configuration file b.

2. The bootstrap process is responsible for pulling Docker images from either:

• the public registry using the proxy setting in (1) or

• the private registry within the company/organization network.

The bootstrap process will push to the registry.local afterwards.

3. After the Kubernetes API server is running, the bootstrap process will communicate with it for further Cloud Platform
configuration. You must ensure the cluster network gateway is set for no_proxy in configuration file a.

4. After Cloud Platform provisioning is complete, any operations that pull Docker images will use configuration file b.
All other operations, including kubectl and system operations, will use the sysadmin shell and configuration file a.

Set HTTP proxy URL

To specify the HTTP proxy URL, use the commands:

system service-parameter-modify platform docker http_proxy http://my.proxy.com:1080
system service-parameter-apply platform

Set HTTPS proxy URL

To specify the HTTPS proxy URL, use the commands:

system service-parameter-modify platform docker https_proxy https://my.proxy.com:1443
system service-parameter-apply platform

Set no_proxy address list

A no_proxy address list can be provided for registries not on the other side of the proxies. This list will be added to the default
no_proxy list derived from localhost, loopback, management, and OAM floating addresses at runtime.

Due to a Docker restriction, each address in the no_proxy list must not be in subnet format and it cannot contain a wildcard. For
example:

To specify a no_proxy list, use the commands:

system service-parameter-modify platform docker no_proxy: 1.2.3.4, 5.6.7.8
system service-parameter-apply platform

5. Install controller-0 from a PXE boot server
5.1. Configure a PXE Boot Server
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You can optionally set up a PXE Boot Server to support controller-0 initialization.

About this task

Cloud Platform includes a setup script to simplify configuring a PXE boot server. If you prefer, you can manually apply a custom
configuration; for more information, see Access PXE Boot Server Files for a Custom Configuration on page 60.

The Cloud Platform setup script accepts a path to the root TFTP directory as a parameter, and copies all required files for BIOS and
UEFI clients into this directory.

The PXE boot server serves a boot loader file to the requesting client from a specified path on the server. The path depends on
whether the client uses BIOS or UEFI. The appropriate path is selected by conditional logic in the DHCP configuration file.

The boot loader runs on the client, and reads boot parameters, including the location of the kernel and initial ramdisk image files,
from a boot file contained on the server. To find the boot file, the boot loader searches a known directory on the server. This search
directory can contain more than one entry, supporting the use of separate boot files for different clients.

The file names and locations depend on the BIOS or UEFI implementation.

Table 1. PXE boot server file locations for BIOS and UEFI implementations

Resource BIOS UEFI

boot loader ./pxelinux.0 ./EFI/grubx64.efi

boot file search directory ./pxelinux.cfg
./ or ./EFI
(system-dependent)

boot file and path ./pxelinux.cfg/default ./grub.cfg and ./EFI/grub.cfg

(./ indicates the root TFTP directory)

Prerequisites

Use a Linux workstation as the PXE Boot server.

• On the workstation, install the packages required to support DHCP, TFTP, and Apache.•

• Configure DHCP, TFTP, and Apache according to your system requirements. For details, refer to the documentation included•
with the packages.

• Additionally, configure DHCP to support both BIOS and UEFI client architectures. For example:•

option arch code 93 = unsigned integer 16;  #  ref RFC4578
# ...
subnet 192.168.1.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 {
  if option arch = 00:07 {
    filename "EFI/grubx64.efi";
    # NOTE: substitute the full tftp-boot-dir specified in the setup script
  }
  else {
    filename "pxelinux.0";
  }
# ...
}

• Start the DHCP, TFTP, and Apache services.•

• Connect the PXE boot server to the Cloud Platform management or PXE boot network.•
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Procedure

1. Copy the ISO image from the source (product DVD, USB device, or Wind River Product Delivery Platform to a
temporary location on the PXE boot server.
This example assumes that the copied image file is tmp/TS-host-installer-1.0.iso.

2. Mount the ISO image and make it executable.

$ mount -o loop /tmp/TS-host-installer-1.0.iso /media/iso
$ mount -o remount,exec,dev /media/iso

3. Set up the PXE boot configuration.

Important

PXE configuration steps differ for Cloud Platform 22.06 evaluation on the Debian distribution. See the Debian Technology Preview
PXE configuration procedure for details.

The ISO image includes a setup script, which you can run to complete the configuration.

$ /media/iso/pxeboot_setup.sh -u http://<ip-addr>/<symlink> \
-t <tftp-boot-dir>

where

ip-addr

is the Apache listening address.

symlink

is the name of a user-created symbolic link under the Apache document root directory, pointing to the directory specified by
<tftp-boot-dir>.

tftp-boot-dir

is the path from which the boot loader is served (the TFTP root directory).

The script creates the directory specified by <tftp-boot-dir>.
For example:

$ /media/iso/pxeboot_setup.sh -u http://192.168.100.100/BIOS-client -t /export/pxeboot

4. To serve a specific boot file to a specific controller, assign a special name to the file.
The boot loader searches for a file name that uses a string based on the client interface MAC address. The string
uses lower case, substitutes dashes for colons, and includes the prefix “01-“.

• For a BIOS client, use the MAC address string as the file name:

$ cd <tftp-boot-dir>/pxelinux.cfg/
$ cp pxeboot.cfg <mac-address-string>

where:

<tftp-boot-dir>
is the path from which the boot loader is served.
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<mac-address-string>
is a lower-case string formed from the MAC address of the client PXE boot interface, using dashes instead of colons, and
prefixed by “01-“.

For example, to represent the MAC address 08:00:27:dl:63:c9, use the string 01-08-00-27-d1-63-c9 in the file
name.

For example:

$ cd /export/pxeboot/pxelinux.cfg/
$ cp pxeboot.cfg 01-08-00-27-d1-63-c9

If the boot loader does not find a file named using this convention, it looks for a file with the name default.

• For a UEFI client, use the MAC address string prefixed by “grub.cfg-”. To ensure the file is found, copy it to both
search directories used by the UEFI convention.

$ cd <tftp-boot-dir>
$ cp grub.cfg grub.cfg-<mac-address-string>
$ cp grub.cfg ./EFI/grub.cfg-<mac-address-string>

For example:

$ cd /export/pxeboot
$ cp grub.cfg grub.cfg-01-08-00-27-d1-63-c9
$ cp grub.cfg ./EFI/grub.cfg-01-08-00-27-d1-63-c9

Note
Alternatively, you can use symlinks in the search directories to ensure the file is found.

5.2. Access PXE Boot Server Files for a Custom Configuration

If you prefer, you can create a custom PXE boot configuration using the installation files provided with Cloud Platform.

About this task

You can use the setup script included with the ISO image to copy the boot configuration files and distribution content to a working
directory. You can use the contents of the working directory to construct a PXE boot environment according to your own
requirements or preferences.

For more information about using a PXE boot server, see Configure a PXE Boot Server on page 57.

Procedure

1. Copy the ISO image from the source (product DVD, USB device, or Wind River Product Delivery Platform) to a
temporary location on the PXE boot server.
This example assumes that the copied image file is tmp/TS-host-installer-1.0.iso.

2. Mount the ISO image and make it executable.

$ mount -o loop /tmp/TS-host-installer-1.0.iso /media/iso
$ mount -o remount,exec,dev /media/iso

3. Create and populate a working directory.
Use a command of the following form:

$ /media/iso/pxeboot_setup.sh -u http://<ip-addr>/<symlink> <-w <working directory>>
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where:

ip-addr

is the Apache listening address.

symlink

is a name for a symbolic link to be created under the Apache document root directory, pointing to the directory specified by
<working-dir>.

working-dir

is the path to the working directory.

4. Copy the required files from the working directory to your custom PXE boot server directory.

6. Add and reinstall a host
6.1. Add Hosts Using the host-add Command

You can add hosts to the system inventory using the command line.

About this task

There are several ways to add hosts to Cloud Platform; for an overview, see the StarlingX Installation Guides, https://docs.starlingx.io/
deploy_install_guides/index.html for your system. Instead of powering up each host and then defining its personality and other
characteristics interactively, you can use the system host-add command to define hosts before you power them up. This can be
useful for scripting an initial setup.

Note
On systems that use static IP address assignment on the management network, new hosts must be added to the inventory
manually and assigned an IP address using the system host-add command. If a host is not added successfully, the host
console displays the following message at power-on:

This system has been configured with static management
and infrastructure IP address allocation. This requires
that the node be manually provisioned in System
Inventory using the 'system host-add' CLI, GUI, or
stx API equivalent.

Procedure

1. Add the host to the system inventory.

Note
The host must be added to the system inventory before it is powered on.

On controller-0, acquire Keystone administrative privileges:

$ source /etc/platform/openrc

Use the system host-add command to add a host and specify its personality. You can also specify the device used to
display messages during boot.

Note
The hostname parameter is required for worker hosts. For controller and storage hosts, it is ignored.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-add  -n <hostname> \
-p <personality>  [-s <subfunctions>] \
[-l <location>] [-o <install_output>[-c <console>]] [-b <boot_device>] \
[-r <rootfs_device>] [-m <mgmt_mac>] [-i <mgmt_ip>] [-D <ttys_dcd>] \
[-T <bm_type> -I <bm_ip> -U <bm_username> -P <bm_password>]

where

<hostname>

is a name to assign to the host. This is used for worker nodes only. Controller and storage node names are assigned
automatically and override user input.

<personality>

is the host type. The following are valid values:
• controller

• worker

• storage

<subfunctions>

are the host personality subfunctions (used only for a worker host).

For a worker host, the only valid value is worker,lowlatency to enable a low-latency performance profile. For a standard
performance profile, omit this option.

For more information about performance profiles, see Cloud Platform Deployment Configurations: Worker Function
Performance Profiles.

<location>

is a string describing the location of the host

<console>

is the output device to use for message display on the host (for example, tty0). The default is ttys0, 115200.

<install_output>

is the format for console output on the host (text or graphical). The default is text.

Note
The graphical option currently has no effect. Text-based installation is used regardless of this setting.

<boot_device>

is the host device for boot partition, relative to /dev. The default is sda.

<rootfs_device>

is the host device for rootfs partition, relative to/dev. The default is sda.

<mgmt_mac>

is the MAC address of the port connected to the internal management or PXE boot network.

<mgmt_ip>

is the IP address of the port connected to the internal management or PXE boot network, if static IP address allocation is
used.
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Note
The <mgmt_ip> option is not used for a controller node.

<ttys_dcd>

is set to True to have any active console session automatically logged out when the serial console cable is disconnected, or
False to disable this behavior. The server must support data carrier detect on the serial console port.

<bm_type>

is the board management controller type. Use bmc.

<bm_ip>

is the board management controller IP address (used for external access to board management controllers over the OAM
network)

<bm_username>

is the username for board management controller access

<bm_password>

is the password for board management controller access

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-add -n compute-0 -p worker -I 10.10.10.100

2. With controller-0 running, start the host.
The host is booted and configured with a personality.

Postrequisites

After adding the host, you must provision it according to the requirements of the personality.

6.2. Add hosts in bulk

Add Hosts in Bulk

You can add an arbitrary number of hosts using a single CLI command.

Procedure

1. Prepare an XML file that describes the hosts to be added.
For more information, see Bulk Host XML File Format on page 64.
You can also create the XML configuration file from an existing, running configuration using the system host-bulk-
export command.

2. Run the system host-bulk-add utility.
The command syntax is:

~[keystone_admin]$ system host-bulk-add <xml_file>

where <xml_file> is the name of the prepared XML file.

3. Power on the hosts to be added, if required.

Note
Hosts can be powered on automatically from board management controllers using settings in the XML file.
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Results

The hosts are configured. The utility provides a summary report, as shown in the following example:

Success:
worker-0
worker-1
Error:
controller-1: Host-add Rejected: Host with mgmt_mac 08:00:28:A9:54:19 already exists

Postrequisites

After adding the host, you must provision it according to the requirements of the personality.

See also

Bulk Host XML File Format on page 64

Bulk Host XML File Format

Hosts for bulk addition are described using an XML document.

The document root is hosts. Within the root, each host is described using a host node. To provide details, child elements are used,
corresponding to the parameters for the host-add command.

The following elements are accepted. Each element takes a text string. For valid values, refer to the CLI documentation.

Element Remarks

hostname

A unique name for the host.

Note
Controller and storage node names are
assigned automatically and override user
input.

personality The type of host.

subfunctions
For a worker host, an optional element to enable a
low-latency performance profile.

mgmt_mac The MAC address of the management interface.

mgmt_ip The IP address of the management interface.

bm_ip The IP address of the board management controller.

bm_type The board management controller type.

bm_username
The username for board management controller
authentication.

bm_password
The password for board management controller
authentication.
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Element Remarks

power_on
An empty element. If present, powers on the host
automatically using the specified board management
controller.

install_output

The display mode to use during installation (text or
graphical). The default is text.

Note
The graphical option currently has no effect.
Text-based installation is used regardless of
this setting.

console

If present, this element specifies the port, and if
applicable the baud, for displaying messages. If the
element is empty or not present, the default setting
ttyS0,115200 is used.

rootfs_device
The device to use for the rootfs partition, relative to /
dev.

boot_device
The device to use for the boot partition, relative to /
dev.

location A description of the host location.

The following sample describes a controller, three worker nodes, and two storage nodes:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<hosts>
    <host>
            <personality>controller</personality>
            <mgmt_mac>08:00:27:19:b0:c5</mgmt_mac>
        <bm_ip>10.10.10.100</bm_ip>
            <bm_type>bmc</bm_type>
            <bm_username>tsmith1</bm_username>
            <bm_password>mypass1</bm_password>
        <install_output>text</install_output>
        <location>System12/A4</location>
    </host>
    <host>
            <hostname>worker-0</hostname>
            <personality>worker</personality>
            <mgmt_mac>08:00:27:dc:42:46</mgmt_mac>
            <mgmt_ip>192.168.204.50</mgmt_ip>
        <bm_ip>10.10.10.101</bm_ip>
            <bm_username>tsmith1</bm_username>
            <bm_password>mypass1</bm_password>
            <bm_type>bmc</bm_type>
        <install_output>text</install_output>
        <console></console>
    </host>
    <host>
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            <hostname>worker-1</hostname>
            <personality>worker</personality>
            <mgmt_mac>08:00:27:87:82:3E</mgmt_mac>
            <mgmt_ip>192.168.204.51</mgmt_ip>
        <bm_ip>10.10.10.102</bm_ip>
            <bm_type>bmc</bm_type>
            <bm_username>tsmith1</bm_username>
            <bm_password>mypass1</bm_password>
        <rootfs_device>sda</rootfs_device>
        <install_output>text</install_output>
    </host>
    <host>
            <hostname>worker-2</hostname>
            <personality>worker</personality>
            <mgmt_mac>08:00:27:b9:16:0d</mgmt_mac>
            <mgmt_ip>192.168.204.52</mgmt_ip>
        <rootfs_device>sda</rootfs_device>
        <install_output>text</install_output>
        <console></console>
        <power_on/>
            <bm_ip>10.10.10.103</bm_ip>
            <bm_type>bmc</bm_type>
            <bm_username>tsmith1</bm_username>
            <bm_password>mypass1</bm_password>
    </host>
    <host>
            <personality>storage</personality>
            <mgmt_mac>08:00:27:dd:e3:3f</mgmt_mac>
        <bm_ip>10.10.10.104</bm_ip>
            <bm_type>bmc</bm_type>
            <bm_username>tsmith1</bm_username>
            <bm_password>mypass1</bm_password>
    </host>
    <host>
            <personality>storage</personality>
            <mgmt_mac>08:00:27:8e:f1:b8</mgmt_mac>
        <bm_ip>10.10.10.105</bm_ip>
            <bm_type>bmc</bm_type>
            <bm_username>tsmith1</bm_username>
            <bm_password>mypass1</bm_password>
    </host>
</hosts>

6.3. Reinstall a system or a host

Reinstall a System or a Host

You can reinstall individual hosts or the entire system if necessary. Reinstalling host software or deleting and re-adding a host node
may be required to complete certain configuration changes.

About this task

For a summary of changes that require system or host reinstallation, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management:
Configuration Changes Requiring Re-installation.

To reinstall an entire system, refer to the Installation Guide for your system type (for example, Standard or All-in-one).
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Note
To simplify system reinstallation, you can export and reuse an existing system configuration. For more information, see
Reinstalling a System Using an Exported Host Configuration File on page 67.

To reinstall the software on a host using the Host Inventory controls, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Host
Inventory. In some cases, you must delete the host instead, and then re-add it using the standard host installation procedure. This
applies if the system inventory record must be corrected to complete the configuration change (for example, if the MAC address of
the management interface has changed).

• Reinstalling a System Using an Exported Host Configuration File on page 67•

• Exporting Host Configurations on page 67•

Reinstall a System Using an Exported Host Configuration File

You can reinstall a system using the host configuration file that is generated using the host-bulk-export command.

Prerequisites

For the following procedure, controller-0 must be the active controller.

Procedure

1. Create a host configuration file using the system host-bulk-export command, as described in Exporting Host
Configurations on page 67.

2. Copy the host configuration file to a USB drive or somewhere off the controller hard disk.

3. Edit the host configuration file as needed, for example to specify power-on or BMC information.

4. Delete all the hosts except controller-0 from the inventory.

5. Reinstall the Cloud Platform software on controller-0, which must be the active controller.

6. Run Ansible Bootstrap playbook.

7. Follow the instructions for using the system host-bulk-add command, as detailed in Adding Hosts in Bulk on
page 63.

Postrequisites

After adding the host, you must provision it according to the requirements of the personality.

Export Host Configurations

You can generate a host configuration file from an existing system for re-installation, upgrade, or maintenance purposes.

About this task

You can generate a host configuration file using the system host-bulk-export command, and then use this file with the system host-
bulk-add command to re-create the system. If required, you can modify the file before using it.

The configuration settings (management MAC address, BM IP address, and so on) for all nodes except controller-0 are written to the
file.

Note
To ensure that the hosts are not powered on unexpectedly, the power-on element for each host is commented out by
default.

Prerequisites

To perform this procedure, you must be logged in as the admin user.
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Procedure

• Run the system host-bulk-export command to create the host configuration file.•

system host-bulk-export [--filename <FILENAME]>

- where <FILENAME> is the path and name of the output file. If the --filename option is not present, the default path ./-
hosts.xml is used.

Postrequisites

To use the host configuration file, see Reinstall a System Using an Exported Host Configuration File on page 67.

For details on the structure and elements of the file, see Bulk Host XML File Format on page 64.

7. Defining a storage network using Deployment Manager
7.1. Define a Storage Network Using Deployment Manager

Storage networks support external Netapps storage backends.

About this task

Storage network configuration can be performed as part of system provisioning using the Deployment Manager as an alternative to
performing configuration steps manually at a later time.

Procedure

Create the storage network definition in your Deployment Manager configuration file.

1. Add the following network definition.

apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: PlatformNetwork
metadata:
  labels:
    controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
  name: storage-net
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  allocation:
    order: random
    ranges:
    - end: 192.168.144.70
      start: 192.168.144.40
    type: dynamic
  gateway: 192.168.144.1
  prefix: 24
  subnet: 192.168.144.0
  type: storage

2. Assign the network to an interface.
You can choose to either assign the storage network to its own interface or to one that is already in use.

• To assign the storage network to its own interface, add the following entry to the host profile in the spec >
interfaces > ethernet section:
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- class: platform
  dataNetworks: []
  name: storage0
  platformNetworks:
  - storage-net
  port:
    name: enp0s16
  ptpRole: none

• To assign the storage network to a shared interface, such as the Management network, add it to the list of
platformNetworks already set in the spec > interfaces > ethernet section:

- class: platform
  dataNetworks: []
  name: mgmt0
  platformNetworks:
  - mgmt
  - cluster-host
  - storage-net
  port:
    name: enp0s8
  ptpRole: none
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM LICENSING, 22.06
• License Requirements on page 1
• License Maintenance on page 1
• Update a License on page 1
• View Installed Licenses on page 2

1. License Requirements

To install and use Cloud Platform, you require a license from Wind River. Full and Evaluation licenses are available.

Full licenses apply to a specific release of Wind River Cloud Platform and do not expire. Evaluation licenses are fully functional
licenses but have a specified time limit. For complete information about Wind River licenses, and licensing terms, contact your Wind
River sales representative.

2. License Maintenance

A valid Cloud Platform license is required during initial system setup.

The Evaluation license does expire and requires updating if the evaluation period needs to be extended.

All licenses are release-specific and require updating before upgrading to the next release.

Expired or invalid licenses cause the following behavior:

1. A service log entry (401.003) is logged every 1 hour.

2. A service alarm (400.003) is triggered every 1 hour after the expired or invalid license is detected.

3. 72 hours after the expired or invalid license is detected for the first time, the controller stops service.

3. Update a License

You can update the license for a Cloud Platform system with the StarlingX CLI or RESTAPI from either the console or an SSH session
to the active controller.

About this task

You can also update the license from a remote workstation using either the StarlingX REST API or the StarlingX remote CLI. Updating
a license is required to either install an initial license, replace a license that is due to expire or update from an Evaluation license to a
full license.

Prerequisites

Ensure that a copy of the license file is available on the active controller.

Procedure

1. On the active controller, acquire Keystone administrative privileges.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
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2. Run system license-install and include the path to the license file.

~[keystone_admin]$ system license-install <license_file>

Results

Note
If the License fully expires, Cloud Platform software will no longer be running and the above ‘system’ CLI command will be
disabled. You can recover using the following local command:

~[keystone_admin]$ sudo /usr/sbin/license-install <license_file>

Warning

Wind River recommends that you update licenses before they expire. Manual recovery of Containers may be required if the license is
upgraded after expiry.

In addition, after the license has expired, Cloud Platform software is no longer running, therefore the StarlingX CLI and StarlingX
REST API can no longer be used. You can recover using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$  sudo /usr/sbin/license-install <license_file>

If redundant storage is not available, the license should be installed again, when it becomes available. Wait for the Cloud Platform to
recover, then run the following command again:

~(keystone_admin)]$  system license-install <license_file>

The system license-install license_file command ensures the license is stored in the redundant storage area. Failure to do so can
cause license failure after the controller reboots.

4. View Installed Licenses

You can obtain information about installed licenses from the command line.

Note
An expiry date is shown for evaluation licenses only. Full licenses are listed as permanent.

Procedure

1. On the active controller, acquire Keystone administrative privileges.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc

2. To display the contents of the license file, use the following command:

~[keystone_admin]$ system license-show
<content of the license file>

Results

If the license is not installed an error message is displayed:
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~[keystone_admin]$ system license-show
Error: License file not found. A license may not have been installed.

Also, if the license file cannot be read an error message is displayed:

~[keystone_admin]$ system license-show
Error: Failed to read the license file.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM DEBIAN TECHNOLOGY
PREVIEW, 22.06

• Overview on page 1
• Debian-based Solution on page 2
• Operational Impacts on page 2
• Technology Preview Reduced Scope on page 4
• Technology Preview Installation on page 4
• Technology Preview Known Issues on page 8

1. Overview

With support for the CentOS Distribution being discontinued, Cloud Platform will move to the Debian OS Distribution. Debian is a
well-established Linux Distribution supported by a large and mature open-source community and used by hundreds of commercial
organizations, including Google. When fully transitioned to Debian, Cloud Platform will have full functional equivalence to the current
CentOS-based versions of Cloud Platform.

The planned rollout for the transition to Debian is as follows:

Cloud Platform 21.12 (RELEASED)

• General Availability (GA) Release of CentOS7 Cloud Platform (for production deployments)•

• Moved to 5.10 kernel, which will be used by the upcoming Debian-based release.•

Cloud Platform 22.06

Cloud Platform 22.06 is a general Availability (GA) Release of CentOS7 Cloud Platform for production deployments. It will be the last
release of a CentOS7 –based Cloud Platform.

Cloud Platform 22.06 inherits the 5.10 version of the Linux kernel introduced in Cloud Platform 21.12.

Cloud Platform 22.06 is also a technology Preview Release of Debian Cloud Platform for evaluation purposes.

Cloud Platform 22.06 release runs Debian Bullseye (11.3). It is limited in scope to the AIO-SX configuration. Duplex, standard, and
Deployment Manager configurations are not available.

See Technology Preview Reduced Scope on page 4 for details.

Debian Cloud Platform General Availability

An upcoming release will make Debian Cloud Platform genrally available for production deployments.

This upcoming release will run Debian Bullseye 11.3 or later with full functional equivalence to the CentOS-based Cloud Platform.

For Wind River Analytics, only one of its container images is impacted by the move from CentOS to Debian. This container image will
be transitioned to Debian for Cloud Platform 22.06 at General Availability quality.

Planned in-service upgrade paths for Cloud Platform

• Cloud Platform 21.12 running CentOS ==> Cloud Platform 22.06 running CentOS ==> Cloud Platform Debian general•
availability release

or

• Cloud Platform 21.12 running CentOS ==> Cloud Platform Debian general availability release•
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Note
There will be no upgrade paths related to the Cloud Platform 22.06 Debian Technology Preview release.

The Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06 Debian Technology Preview allows you to evaluate and prepare for the upcoming Debian-
based General Availability release while continuing to run your production deployment on CentOS-based Wind River Cloud Platform.
It is strongly recommended that you perform a complete assessment of Cloud Platform and your application running on Cloud
Platform in a lab setting to fully understand and plan for any changes that may be required to your application when you migrate to
Debian-based Cloud Platform the Cloud Platform Debian General Availability release in a production environment.

2. Debian-based Solution

Major features of Debian-based Cloud Platform will include:

• Linux 5.10 Yocto-based kernel ( https://www.yoctoproject.org/ )•

The Yocto Project Kernel:

- tracks stable kernel updates very closely; staying very current with the stable kernel,-

- provides a reliable implementation of the pre-empt-rt patchset (see: https://rt.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Main_Page), and-

- provides predictable and searchable CVE handling.-

Wind River will also leverage its existing relationships with the Yocto Project to enhance development, bug fixes and other activities in
the Yocto Project kernel to drive Cloud Platform quality and feature content.

• Debian Bullseye (11.3)•

Debian is a well-established Linux Distribution supported by a large and mature open-source community.

• OSTree ( https://ostree.readthedocs.io/en/stable/manual/introduction/ )•

OSTree provides for robust and efficient versioning, packaging and upgrading of Linux-based systems.

• An updated Installer to seamlessly adapt to Debian and OSTree•

• Updated software patching and upgrades for Debian and OSTree.•

• Wind River Analytics container images updated to be based on Debian.•

3. Operational Impacts

The operational impact of Debian-based Cloud Platform is small:

• Functional equivalence with CentOS-based Cloud Platform•

• Use of the Cloud Platform CLIs and APIs will remain the same:•

- Cloud Platform on Debian will provide the same CLIs and APIs as Cloud Platform on CentOS.-

- Cloud Platform on Debian will run the same 5.10 kernel version as Cloud Platform on CentOS.-

- Cloud Platform on Debian will support the same set of Kubernetes APIs used in Cloud Platform on CentOS.-

- The procedure to install hosts will be unchanged by the migration from CentOS to Debian. Only the grub menu has been-
modified.

- The CLIs used for software updates (patching) will be unchanged by the migration from CentOS to Debian.-

• User applications running in containers on CentOS should run on Debian without modification. Re-validation of containers on•
Debian is encouraged to identify any exceptions.

• A small subset of operating system-specific commands will differ. Some of these changes result from the switch in distributions•
while others are generic changes that have accumulated since the release of the CentOS distribution currently used. For
example:
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- The Debian installation requires new pxeboot grub menus. See Technology Preview Installation on page 5.-

- Some prompt strings will be slightly different (for example: ssh login, passwd command, and others).-

- Many 3rd-party software packages are running a newer version in Debian and this may lead to minor changes in syntax,-
output, config files, and logs.

- The URL to expose keystone service does not have the version appended.-

- On Debian, interface and static routes need to be handled using system-API.-

- Do not edit configuration files in /etc/network/ as they are regenerated from sysinv database after a system-
reboot. Any changes directly done there will be lost.

- The static routes configuration file is /etc/network/routes-

- Interface configuration files are located in /etc/network/interfaces.d/-

- Debian stores network information in /etc/network instead of /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts location used in-
CentOS. However, the Cloud Platform system … commands are unchanged. The exception is for users of the update-
iso.sh script as described in Installation Prerequisites. In this scenario the procedure differs.

- Patching on Debian is done using ostree commits rather than individual RPMs.-

You can see which packages are updated by ostree using the dpkg -l instead of rpm -qa used on CentOS.

- Patching is done via reboot required patches. In-service patching is not supported in the Technology Preview release.-

- The patching CLI commands and Horizon interactions are the same as for CentOS.-

- The supported patching CLI commands for 22.06 are:-

- sw-patch upload-

- sw-patch upload-dir-

- sw-patch apply-

- sw-patch remove-

- sw-patch delete-

- sw-patch query-

- sw-patch show-

- sw-patch query-hosts-

- sw-patch host-install-

- sw-patch host-install-async-

- sw-patch install-local-

However, since Debian patches work with ostree commits rather than RPMs, the patch contents visible on Horizon and CLI
are different.

Running the sw-patch show <patch-ID> CLI command or selecting Software Management and the patch name in
Horizon displays details about the contents of a Debian patch including:

- The number of ostree commits in this patch.-

- The base commit on which the patch can be applied.-

- The commit IDs that are associated with this patch.-

CLI

Sample sw-patch show <patch-ID> output:

DEBIAN_RR:
Release:        22.06
Patch State:    Available
Status:         DEV
Unremovable:    N
RR:             Y
Summary:        Reboot Required Patch 0015
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Description:    Reboot Required Patch for resolving subcloud unlock issue
Install Instructions:
                Please ensure that there is 450MB minimum available space in the director
y where the patch is going to be placed.
Warnings:       This patch requires PATCH_0014 to be installed first.
Contents:

No. of commits: 2
Base commit:    d0a0d5ad78746c86ab477fb5ccb98d7e813484a9cb1c0a780363233794655fdc
Commit1:        a386e76d6430f7fd6693d40379cccc838445f4abd409f158b919c010da80cb83
Commit2:        647dcef3f32d61b3d341fab905f5267c5614d804cae5d295693a6098db6e4e6d

Horizon

Sample Software Management > patch name output.

4. Technology Preview Reduced Scope

The Cloud Platform 22.06 Debian Technology Preview release will have reduced scope:

• Only AIO-SX deployments are supported. Duplex, Standard and Distributed Cloud configurations are not available in this•
release.

• Only Kubernetes version 1.23 is supported.•

• Support for both standard and low-latency kernel.•

• Only Reboot Patching is available. In-service patching is not supported.•

• Upgrades to or from this release are not supported.•

Full equivalency of configurations and features will be supported in the upcoming Cloud Platform Debian General Availability release.

5. Technology Preview Installation
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In general, the installation of Cloud Platform 22.06 Debian Technology Preview on All-in-one Simplex is unchanged.

Both imperative and declarative (with Deployment Manager) installation methods are supported.

There are no changes to:

• The overall installation workflow•

Installation Prerequisites

• The installation prerequisites, i.e. required files, boot mechanism (bootable USB or pxeboot server), network connectivity,•
external DNS Server and a Docker Registry:

Installation Prerequisites

• The hardware requirements: System Hardware Requirements, or•

• The preparation of physical servers, i.e. BIOS setup, etc.•

The only minor change in the installation is in the initial install of software on controller-0. The exception is for users of the update-
iso.sh script as described in Installation Prerequisites. In this scenario the procedure differs.

Prepare Servers for Installation

There is a single install menu (Step 4) to choose between an AIO-Controller with the Standard Kernel and an AIO-Controller with the
Low-Latency Kernel. Of course the actual console log output of the software install will be different due to OSTree and Debian
details.

The Debian installation requires configuration of the new pxeboot grub menus; one for servers with Legacy BIOS support and
another for servers with UEFI firmware.

During PXE boot configuration setup, as described in Configure a PXE Boot Server, additional steps are required to collect
configuration information and create a grub menu to install Cloud Platform 22.06 AIO controller-0 function on the target server.

1. Wipe the install device prior to Debian installation.

$ sudo wipedisk --force --include-backup
$ sudo sgdisk -o /dev/sda

Repeat the sudo sgdisk -o command for all disks, such as dev/sdb, /dev/sdc, and so-on.

2. Option 1: Install controller-0 from a USB device containing the Debian ISO image.
Use this method to install locally from a physical or virtual media USB device/ISO.

a. Add the Debian ISO image to a USB device and make the target server boot the ISO image from that USB
device.

b. During installation, select the install type from the presented menu. For a UEFI installation, the menu options are
prefixed with “UEFI “.

3. Option 2: Install controller-0 from a PXEboot install feed.
This method uses a network PXEboot install from a remote PXEboot server and ‘feed’ directory.

• The ‘feed’ directory is a directory containing the mounted contents of the Debian ISO.

• The ‘feed’ creation process for the Debian install differs from the CentOS method.

• The ‘feed’ can be populated with either a direct ISO mount or a copy of the ISO content.

Direct ISO mount method:

a. Mount the ISO at the feed directory location on the pxeboot server.

b. Copy the ISO to the ‘feed’ directory location pxeboot server.

Note
This can be a common location for installing many servers or a unique location for a specific server.
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c. Mount the ISO as the ‘feed’ directory.

Note
The mount requires root access. If you don’t have root access on the PXEboot server then use the ISO copy
method.

$ IMAGENAME=<debian_image>
$ sudo mount -o loop ${IMAGENAME}.iso ${IMAGENAME}_feed

Copy ISO contents method:

a. Create a tarball containing the mounted ISO content

b. Copy the Debian ISO to a location where the ISO can be mounted

c. Mount the ISO, tar it up and copy the feed tarball to the PXEboot server

d. Untar the feed tarball at the feed directory location on your PXEboot server.
An example of the above commands:

$ IMAGENAME=<debian_image>

$ sudo mount -o loop ${IMAGENAME}.iso ${IMAGENAME}_feed
$ tar -czf ${IMAGENAME}_feed.tgz ${IMAGENAME}_feed
$ scp ${IMAGENAME}_feed.tgz <username>@<pxeboot_server>:<feed directory>

$ ssh <username>@<pxeboot_server>

$ cd <feed directory>
$ tar -xzf ${IMAGENAME}_feed.tgz
$ rm ${IMAGENAME}_feed.tgz

e. Optionally, link your new feed directory to the name the pxeboot server translates the incoming MAC based
DHCP request to.

$ ln -s ${IMAGENAME}_feed feed

Your ‘feed’ directory or link should now list similarly to the following example:

drwxr-xr-x  7 someuser users       4096 Jun 13 10:33          starlingx-20220612220558_feed
lrwxrwxrwx  1 someuser users         58 Jun 13 10:35  feed -> starlingx-20220612220558_feed

The ‘feed’ directory structure should be as follows:

feed
├── bzImage-rt                      ... Lowlatency kernel
├── bzImage-std                     ... Standard kernel
├── initrd                          ... Installer initramfs image
├── kickstart
│   └── kickstart.cfg               ... Unified kickstart
│
├── ostree_repo                     ... OSTree Archive Repo
│   ├── config
│   ├── extensions
│   └── objects
│
├── pxeboot
     └── samples
        ├── efi-pxeboot.cfg.debian  ... controller-0 UEFI install menu sample
        ├── pxeboot.cfg.debian      ... controller-0 BIOS install menu sample
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        ├── pxeboot_setup.sh        ... script used to tailor the above samples
        └── README                  ... info file

Note that many files and directories have been omitted for clarity.

f. Set up the PXEboot grub menus.
The ISO contains a pxeboot/sample directory with controller-0 install grub menus.

• For BIOS: feed/pxeboot/samples/pxeboot.cfg.debian
• For UEFI: feed/pxeboot/samples/efi-pxeboot.cfg.debian

You must customize these grub menus for a specific server install by modifying the following variable
replacement strings with path and other information that is specific to your pxeboot server.

xxxFEEDxxx

The path between http server base and feed directory. For example: /var/www/html/xxxFEED_xxx/<ISO
content>

xxxPXEBOOTxxx

The offset path between /pxeboot and the feed to find bzImage/initrd. For example: /var/pxeboot/
xxxPXEBOOTxxx/<ISO content>

xxxBASE_URLxxx

The pxeboot server URL: http://###.###.###.###
xxxINSTDEVxxx

The install device name. Default: /dev/sda Example: /dev/nvme01
xxxSYSTEMxxx

The system install type index. Default: aio>aio-serial (All-in-one Install - Serial; Console)

menu32 = no default system install type ; requires manual select

disk = Disk Boot

standard>serial = Controller Install - Serial Console

standard>graphical = Controller Install - Graphical Console

aio>serial = All-in-one Install - Serial Console

aio>graphical = All-in-one Install - Graphical Console

aio-lowlat>serial = All-in-one (lowlatency) Install - Serial Console

aio-lowlat>graphical = All-in-one (lowlatency) Install - Graphical Console

The ISO also contains the pxeboot/samples/pxeboot_setup.sh script that can be used to automatically
setup both the BIOS and UEFI grub files for a specific install.

./feed/pxeboot/samples/pxeboot_setup.sh --help

Usage: ./pxeboot_setup.sh [Arguments Options]

Arguments:

-i | --input   <input path>     : Path to pxeboot.cfg.debian and efi-pxeboot.cfg.debian gru
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b template files
-o | --output  <output path>    : Path to created pxeboot.cfg.debian and efi-pxeboot.cfg.deb
ian grub files
-p | --pxeboot <pxeboot path>   : Offset path between /pxeboot and bzImage/initrd
-f | --feed    <feed path>      : Offset path between http server base and mounted iso
-u | --url     <pxe server url> : The pxeboot server's URL

Options:

-h | --help                     : Print this help info
-b | --backup                   : Create backup of updated grub files as .named files
-d | --device <install device>  : Install device path ; default: /dev/sda
-s | --system <system install>  : System install type ; default: 3

0 = Disk Boot
1 = Controller Install - Serial Console
2 = Controller Install - Graphical Console
3 = All-in-one Install - Serial Console       (default)
4 = All-in-one Install - Graphical Console
5 = All-in-one (lowlatency) Install - Serial Console
6 = All-in-one (lowlatency) Install - Graphical Console

Example:

pxeboot_setup.sh -i /path/to/grub/template/dir
                 -o /path/to/target/iso/mount
                 -p pxeboot/offset/to/bzImage_initrd
                 -f pxeboot/offset/to/target_feed
                 -u http://###.###.###.###
                 -d /dev/sde
                 -s 5

The remaining install steps are also completely unchanged:

Imperative mode

Install Kubernetes Platform on All-in-one Simplex

or

Declarative mode

Declarative Option: Bootstrap and Deploy Cloud Platform

6. Technology Preview Known Issues

Known issues and workarounds with the Cloud Platform 22.06 are the same as those for Cloud Platform 22.06 based on CentOS.

For more information, see General Limitations and Workarounds.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION, 22.06
Wind River Cloud Platform system configuration can be done any time after installation to change system configuration data specified
during system installation, and to set additional system configuration data.

Timezone Configuration

• Change the Timezone Configuration on page 4

DNS Server Configuration

• Specify DNS Servers Using Horizon on page 5
• Specify DNS Servers Using the CLI on page 5

NTP Server Configuration

• Configure NTP Servers Using Horizon on page 7
• Configure NTP Servers Using the CLI on page 8
• Resynchronize a Host to the NTP Server on page 11

PTP Server Configuration

• PTP Introduction on page 12
- Overview of the Cloud Platform configuration units on page 12
- General information on page 13

• PTP Limitations on page 13
• Configure PTP Service Using the CLI on page 13

- PTP Instance Configuration on page 15
• Configure PTP on a Standalone System using Deployment Manager on page 17
• Configure PTP for Distributed Cloud using Deployment Manager on page 19
• PTP Interfaces on page 19
• Instance Specific Considerations on page 19

- ptp4l on page 19
- phc2sys on page 20
- ts2phc on page 20
- clock on page 21

• Remove PTP Configurations on page 21
- Disable a PTP instance on page 22
- Remove a PTP Instance on page 22

• Advanced PTP Configuration on page 22
• Example PTP Instance Configurations on page 22

- Simple PTP configuration - T-BC on page 23
- Alternate PTP configuration - T-GM on page 25

• PTP Instance Troubleshooting on page 28
- Example on page 28
- Additional tools on page 29
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GNSS and SyncE Support

• SyncE and Introduction on page 31
- Basic ‘clock’ instance configuration on page 31

OAM IP Configuration

• Change the OAM IP Configuration Using Horizon on page 33
• Change the OAM IP Configuration Using the CLI on page 35
• Change the MTU of an OAM Interface Using Horizon on page 37
• Change the MTU of an OAM Interface Using the CLI on page 38

Collectd Configuration

• Configure collectd to Store Host Performance Data on page 39
- Add collectd configuration parameters on page 39
- Edit collectd configuration parameters on page 41
- Remove collectd configuration parameters on page 42

Application Management

• Helm Package Manager on page 45
• StarlingX Application Package Manager on page 45
• Application Commands and Helm Overrides on page 47

Direct vs Switch-Based AIO Configuration

• Convert a Duplex System to Direct Connection on page 55
• Convert a Duplex System to Switch-Based Connection on page 55

Customize Horizon Branding

• Create a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball on page 57
• Apply a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball to Newly Installed Systems on page 58
• Apply a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball to Running Systems on page 59

Customize Login Banner Branding

• Brand the Login Banner During Commissioning on page 60
• Brand the Login Banner on a Commissioned System on page 61

Console Keyboard Mapping

• Console Keyboard Mapping on page 63
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Kubernetes Configuration

• Kubernetes Custom Configuration on page 64
- Introduction on page 64
- kube-apiserver configuration on page 64
- kube-controller-manager configuration on page 64
- kube-scheduler configuration on page 65
- kubelet configurations on page 65
- apiserver_extra_volumes, controllermanager_extra_volumes, scheduler_extra_volumes on page 65
- Complex Example configuration on page 67

• Limit Number of Processes per Pod on page 69
• About Changing External Registries for StarlingX Installation on page 70

Apply Registries’ Auth-Secret Changes

• Change the Registries’ URLs on page 71
• Display Updated Registries’ URLs and Auth-Secrets on page 73
• Create the Registries’ Auth-Secrets on page 74
• Update the Registries’ Auth-Secrets on page 76
• Verify the Registries’ Secret Configuration Changes on page 79
• Add the CA Certificate for New Registry on page 81
• Check New Registry and Reapply Application on page 81

Customize Core Dumps

• Change the Default Coredump Configuration on page 84
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2. TIMEZONE CONFIGURATION

1. Change the Timezone Configuration

You can change the timezone defined for Cloud Platform at any time after installation.

You can use the CLI to view and change the timezone configuration.

Procedure

• To view the existing timezone configuration, use the following command.•

$ system show

+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                |
--------------------------------------------------------------+
| contact              | None                                 |
| created_at           | 2019-12-09T16:08:34.271346+00:00     |
| description          | None                                 |
| https_enabled        | False                                |
| location             | None                                 |
| name                 | 468f57ef-34c1-4e00-bba0-fa1b3f134b2b |
| region_name          | RegionOne                            |
| sdn_enabled          | False                                |
| security_feature     | spectre_meltdown_v1                  |
| service_project_name | services                             |
| software_version     | nn.nn                                |
| system_mode          | duplex                               |
| system_type          | Standard                             |
| timezone             | Canada/Eastern                       |
| updated_at           | 2019-12-09T16:19:56.987581+00:00     |
| uuid                 | c0e35924-e139-4dfc-945d-47f9a663d710 |
| vswitch_type         | none                                 |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+

• To change the timezone, use the following command syntax:•

system modify --timezone=<one_specific_timezone>

For example:

$ system modify --timezone=Asia/Hong_Kong

Check that the timezone name you are using is installed in /usr/share/zoneinfo.

After this command is executed, a several seconds delay is expected before the configuration is applied to the system.
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3. DNS SERVER CONFIGURATION

1. Specify DNS Servers Using Horizon

You can add or update a list of external DNS servers for Cloud Platform to use for domain name resolution at any time after
installation.

You can specify up to three DNS servers using the Horizon Web interface.

Procedure

1. In the Cloud Platform Horizon Web interface, open the System Configuration page.
The System Configuration page is available from Admin > Platform > System Configuration in the left-hand pane.

2. Select the DNS tab.
The DNS page appears, showing the currently defined DNS servers.

3. Click Edit DNS.

4. In the Edit DNS dialog box, add or edit the IP addresses, and then click Save.

2. Specify DNS Servers Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to add or update up to three DNS servers.

To view the existing DNS server configuration, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system dns-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | cffcde8c-2124-4d19-881f-764ddafc8558 |
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| nameservers  | 8.8.8.8                              |
| isystem_uuid | e1f955a1-2dee-492e-8c72-8b88a8b08558 |
| created_at   | 2017-06-23T00:34:38.353023+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2017-06-24T20:52:13.307660+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

To change the list of DNS servers, use the following command syntax. The nameservers option takes a comma-delimited list of IP
addresses.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system dns-modify nameservers=<IP_address_1[,IP_address_2][,IP_address_3]>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system dns-modify nameservers=8.8.8.8,8.8.4.4
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4. NTP SERVER CONFIGURATION

1. Configure NTP Servers Using Horizon

You can add or update a list of external NTP servers for Cloud Platform to use for time and clock synchronization at any time after
installation, using the Horizon Web interface.

NTP Service

Note
NTP and PTP are configured per host. The default is NTP.

Lock/unlock the host when updating clock_synchronization for the host.

NTP Servers

You can specify up to three NTP servers using Horizon or the CLI.

Note
When you change the NTP/PTP system configuration you have to lock/unlock all hosts. This process requires a swact on
the controllers. During a host swact the system may raise NTP alarms.

Prerequisites

Before making changes to the list of NTP servers, review the Fault Management page and ensure that any existing system alarms are
cleared.

Caution

Before you can use fully qualified domain names (FQDN) instead of IPv4 addresses, at least one valid DNS server is required.
To add one, see Specify DNS Servers Using Horizon on page 5.

Procedure

1. In the Cloud Platform Horizon, open the System Configuration page.
The System Configuration page is available from Admin > Platform > System Configuration in the left-hand pane.

2. Select the NTP tab.
The NTP page appears, showing the currently defined NTP servers.

3. Click Edit NTP.
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4. Add or edit the IP addresses or domain names, and then click Save.

5. Click Save.
This raises 250.001 Configuration out-of-date alarms against the controllers, workers, and storages nodes. You can
view the alarms on the Fault Management page.

6. Lock and unlock the controllers, workers, and storage nodes to apply the configuration and clear the Configuration
out-of-date alarms.
Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane, and then
select the Hosts tab. Hosts requiring attention are shown with the status Config out-of-date.
To lock or unlock a host, click the Action Menu down arrow for the host and then use the menu selections.

a. Lock the standby controller.
Wait for the lock operation to be completed.

b. Unlock the standby controller.
Wait for the host to become available. Its configuration is updated, and its error message is cleared.

c. Perform a swact on the active controller.
Click Action Menu (down arrow) > Swact Host > for the active controller.
Horizon Web interface access is interrupted, and the Cloud Platform login screen appears. Wait briefly for the
Web service to stabilize, and then log in again.

d. Lock the original controller (now in standby mode).
Wait for the lock operation to be completed.

e. Unlock the original controller.
Wait for it to become available. Its configuration is updated, and its error message is cleared.

7. Ensure that the Configuration out-of-date alarms are cleared for both controllers.

2. Configure NTP Servers Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to add or update a list of NTP servers and services.

NTP Servers

You can specify up to three NTP servers using the CLI or the Horizon Web interface. For more information, see Configure NTP Servers
Using Horizon on page 7.

To view the existing NTP server configuration, use the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ntp-show
+--------------+----------------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                        |
+--------------+----------------------------------------------+
| uuid         | c65d5dcd-de6c-4ff9-89a1-c385dd4c7310         |
| ntpservers   | 0.pool.ntp.org,1.pool.ntp.org,3.pool.ntp.org |
| isystem_uuid | a16d7b07-1d42-41cf-b001-04bc25216a2b         |
| created_at   | 2019-12-07T18:31:14.242942+00:00             |
| updated_at   | 2019-12-07T18:42:09.244572+00:00             |
+--------------+----------------------------------------------+

Note
When you change the NTP system configuration you must lock/unlock all hosts. This process requires a swact on the
controllers. During a host swact the system may raise NTP alarms.

To change the NTP server IP addresses, use the following command syntax. The ntpservers option takes a comma-delimited list of
NTP server names.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system ntp-modify \
ntpservers=<server_1[,server_2][,server_3]>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ntp-modify ntpservers=0.pool.ntp.org,1.pool.ntp.org,3.pool.ntp.org

NTP Service

Clock synchronization, synchronizes time across multiple systems in a network. The default value for clock_synchronization is ntp.

Note
NTP and PTP is configured per host. Lock/unlock the host when updating clock_synchronization for the host.

Use the following command to change the clock synchronization on the host:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-update controller-0 clock_synchronization=ntp
+-----------------------+--------------------------------------------+
| Property              | Value                                      |
+-----------------------+--------------------------------------------+
| action                | none                                       |
| administrative        | unlocked                                   |
| availability          | available                                  |
| bm_ip                 | None                                       |
| bm_type               | None                                       |
| bm_username           | None                                       |
| boot_device           | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:1f.2-ata-1.0 |
| capabilities          | {u'stor_function': u'monitor'}             |
| clock_synchronization | ntp                                        |
| config_applied        | 16dfa935-e21e-4737-90f4-1afa83a3091b       |
| config_status         | None                                       |
| config_target         | 16dfa935-e21e-4737-90f4-1afa83a3091b       |
| console               | ttyS0,115200n8                             |
| created_at            | 2020-02-27T15:00:07.108865+00:00           |
| hostname              | controller-0                               |
| id                    | 1                                          |
| install_output        | text                                       |
| install_state         | None                                       |
| install_state_info    | None                                       |
| inv_state             | inventoried                                |
| invprovision          | provisioned                                |
| location              | {}                                         |
| mgmt_ip               | 192.168.204.3                              |
| mgmt_mac              | 00:00:00:00:00:00                          |
| operational           | enabled                                    |
| personality           | controller                                 |
| reserved              | False                                      |
| rootfs_device         | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:1f.2-ata-1.0 |
| serialid              | None                                       |
| software_load         | nn.nn                                      |
| subfunction_avail     | available                                  |
| subfunction_oper      | enabled                                    |
| subfunctions          | controller,worker                          |
| task                  |                                            |
| tboot                 | false                                      |
| ttys_dcd              | None                                       |
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| updated_at            | 2020-02-28T17:21:42.374847+00:00           |
| uptime                | 7403                                       |
| uuid                  | cc870915-b8dd-4989-914c-7095eabe36e8       |
| vim_progress_status   | services-enabled                           |
+-----------------------+--------------------------------------------+

To view the NTP service configuration, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-show controller-0
+-----------------------+------------------------------------------------+
| Property              | Value                                          |
+-----------------------+------------------------------------------------+
| action                | none                                           |
| administrative        | unlocked                                       |
| availability          | available                                      |
| bm_ip                 | None                                           |
| bm_type               | None                                           |
| bm_username           | None                                           |
| boot_device           | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0-sas         |
|                       |-0x5001e6754aa38000-lun-0                       |
| capabilities          | {u'stor_function': u'monitor', u'Personality': |
|                       | u'Controller-Active'}                          |
| clock_synchronization | ntp                                            |
| config_applied        | 590f29ad-19e2-43ee-855e-f765814e3ecd           |
| config_status         | Config out-of-date                             |
| config_target         | cd18ec25-c030-4b0c-862b-c39726275743           |
| console               | ttyS0,115200n8                                 |
| created_at            | 2020-02-27T18:32:58.752361+00:00               |
| hostname              | controller-0                                   |
| id                    | 1                                              |
| install_output        | text                                           |
| install_state         | None                                           |
| install_state_info    | None                                           |
| inv_state             | inventoried                                    |
| invprovision          | provisioned                                    |
| location              | {}                                             |
| mgmt_ip               | 192.168.204.3                                  |
| mgmt_mac              | 00:1e:67:54:aa:39                              |
| operational           | enabled                                        |
| personality           | controller                                     |
| reserved              | False                                          |
| rootfs_device         | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0-sas         |
|                       | -0x5001e6754aa38000-lun-0                      |
| serialid              | None                                           |
| software_load         | nn.nn                                          |
| task                  |                                                |
| tboot                 | false                                          |
| ttys_dcd              | None                                           |
| updated_at            | 2020-02-28T15:17:06.658008+00:00               |
| uptime                | 159970                                         |
| uuid                  | 92c86da2-adb7-4fb2-92fc-82759e25108d           |
| vim_progress_status   | services-enabled                               |
+-----------------------+------------------------------------------------+
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3. Resynchronize a Host to the NTP Server

If host synchronization is lost for any reason, you must lock and then unlock the host to restore the synchronization safely.

If a large time discrepancy (greater than 1000 seconds, or about 17 minutes) develops between the clock time on a host and the time
as reported by an NTP server, the ntpd service on the host stops, and Alarm 200.006 (<hostname> ‘ntpd’ process has failed) is
logged in the Alarm Log and the Customer Log. This can occur if the clock on the host is inadvertently set incorrectly, or cannot
access the NTP server for the correct time at initialization and defaults to an incorrect time.

Procedure

• To recover, lock and then unlock the host.•

Caution

Do not attempt to recover by restarting the ntpd service. This can cause problems for other running services.

Results

The time is automatically synchronized to the NTP server when the host is unlocked and alarm 200.006 for this host will be cleared.
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5. PTP SERVER CONFIGURATION

1. PTP Introduction

As an alternative to NTP services, PTP can be used by Cloud Platform nodes to synchronize clocks in a network. It provides:

• more accurate clock synchronization•

• the ability to extend the clock synchronization, not only to Cloud Platform hosts (controllers, workers, and storage nodes), but•
also to hosted applications on Cloud Platform hosts.

When used in conjunction with hardware support on the OAM and Management network interface cards, PTP is capable of sub-
microsecond accuracy. Cloud Platform supports the configuration of three services that are used for various PTP configurations:
ptp4l, phc2sys and ts2phc.

Cloud Platform also supports a ‘clock’ service is used to manage specific NIC parameters related to Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE)
and Pulse Per Second (PPS) support. Please see SyncE and Introduction on page 31 for information on the ‘clock’ service. The
ptp4l, phc2sys and ts2phc services are part of the linuxptp project (https://sourceforge.net/projects/linuxptp/).

ptp4l

ptp4l is the implementation of Precision Time Protocol according to the IEEE standard 1588 for Linux. It handles communication
between PTP nodes as well as setting the PTP Hardware Clock (PHC) on the NIC. See man ptp4l for a complete list of
configuration parameters.

phc2sys

phc2sys is used to synchronize the system time with a PHC. The PHC may be set by either ptp4l or ts2phc, depending on the
system configuration. Refer to the man pages (man phc2sys) for a complete list of configuration parameters.

ts2phc

ts2phc synchronizes PTP Hardware Clocks (PHC) to external time stamp signals, such as those coming from GNSS. A single
source may be used to distribute time to one or more PHC devices. Refer to the man pages (man ts2phc) for a complete list of
configuration parameters.

Overview of the Cloud Platform configuration units

• Instances•

- Each instance represents a service of type ptp4l, phc2sys or ts2phc. There may be multiple instances of each type of-
service depending on the required configuration.

• Interfaces•

- An interface is assigned to an instance. One or more physical ports on a system may be assigned to an interface.-
Assigning multiple ports to the same interface allows for them to share the same configuration.

• Parameters•

- Parameters are key/value pairs that represent various program options. The key should exactly match an option from one-
of the service man pages, but this is not enforced. It is possible to enter invalid parameters which could prevent a service
from starting.

- Parameters are scoped to an instance or an interface. The commands system ptp-instance-parameter-add and system ptp--
interface-parameter-add are used to assign these respectively.

- A special instance level parameter called cmdline_opts is provided to allow certain parameters to be set which do not-
have a long name option supported in the configuration file.
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- A special ptp4l instance level parameter is provided to allow a PTS node to set the currentUtcOffsetValid flag in its-
announce messages and to correctly set the CLOCK_TAI on the system. Assign currentUtcOffsetValid=1 at the the
ptp4l instance level to set this flag.

To return the CLOCK_TAI offset to 0, the currentUtcOffsetValid=1 parameter must be removed and the host must
be restarted via lock/unlock.

General information

The relevant system locations for PTP instance configuration files are:

/etc/ptpinstance/

Application configuration files, one per instance (excluding clock type).

/etc/sysconfig/ptpinstance

Environment variable files, one per instance

/etc/systemd/system/ptpinstance/

systemd service files, one per instance type (excluding clock type).

/var/log/user.log

log output for PTP instance services.

Instances provide several default parameters that can be overwritten by setting a parameter with the same key.

Wind River recommends using the system ptp-instance-apply` command to validate your configuration prior to performing any
system host-lock/unlock actions, as a bad PTP configuration could result in a configuration failure and trigger additional reboots as
the system tries to recover.

2. PTP Limitations

NICs using the Intel ICE NIC driver may report the following in the ptp4l` logs, which might coincide with a PTP port switching to
FAULTY before re-initializing.

ptp4l[80330.489]: timed out while polling for tx timestamp
ptp4l[80330.489]: increasing tx_timestamp_timeout may correct this issue, but it is likely caused 
by a driver bug

This is due to a limitation of the Intel ICE driver. The recommended workaround is to set the tx_timestamp_timeout parameter to
700 (ms) in the ptp4l config.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add ptp-inst1 tx_timestamp_timeout=700

3. Configure PTP Service Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to configure PTP services.

PTP Service
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To view the existing PTP status, use the following commands.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-list

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-list <host>

Warning

NTP and PTP are mutually exclusive on a particular host; only one can be enabled at any time.

The default value for clock_synchronization is ntp. Use the following command to change the clock synchronization on the host. NTP
and PTP are configured per host. Lock/unlock the host when updating.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-update controller-0 clock_synchronization=ptp
+-----------------------+---------------------------------------+
| Property              | Value                                 |
+-----------------------+---------------------------------------+
| action                | none                                  |
| administrative        | unlocked                              |
| availability          | available                             |
| bm_ip                 | None                                  |
| bm_type               | None                                  |
| bm_username           | None                                  |
| boot_device           | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0-sas|
|                       |   -0x5001e6754aa38000-lun-0           |
| capabilities          | {u'stor_function': u'monitor'}        |
| clock_synchronization | ptp                                   |
| config_applied        | 590f29ad-19e2-43ee-855e-f765814e3ecd  |
| config_status         | None                                  |
| config_target         | 590f29ad-19e2-43ee-855e-f765814e3ecd  |
| console               | ttyS0,115200n8                        |
| created_at            | 2019-12-07T18:32:58.752361+00:00      |
| hostname              | controller-0                          |
| id                    | 1                                     |
| install_output        | text                                  |
| install_state         | None                                  |
| install_state_info    | None                                  |
| inv_state             | inventoried                           |
| invprovision          | provisioned                           |
| location              | {}                                    |
| mgmt_ip               | 192.168.204.3                         |
| mgmt_mac              | 00:1e:67:54:aa:39                     |
| operational           | enabled                               |
| personality           | controller                            |
| reserved              | False                                 |
| rootfs_device         | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0    |
|                       |   -sas-0x5001e6754aa38000-lun-0       |
| serialid              | None                                  |
| software_load         | nn.nn                                 |
| task                  |                                       |
| tboot                 | false                                 |
| ttys_dcd              | None                                  |
| updated_at            | 2019-12-07T21:17:28.627489+00:00      |
| uptime                | 9020                                  |
| uuid                  | 92c86da2-adb7-4fb2-92fc-82759e25108d  |
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| vim_progress_status   | services-enabled                      |
+-----------------------+---------------------------------------+

To view the PTP service configuration, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-show controller-0
+-----------------------+------------------------------------------------+
| Property              | Value                                          |
+-----------------------+------------------------------------------------+
| action                | none                                           |
| administrative        | unlocked                                       |
| availability          | available                                      |
| bm_ip                 | None                                           |
| bm_type               | None                                           |
| bm_username           | None                                           |
| boot_device           | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0-sas         |
|                       |-0x5001e6754aa38000-lun-0                       |
| capabilities          | {u'stor_function': u'monitor', u'Personality': |
|                       | u'Controller-Active'}                          |
| clock_synchronization | ptp                                            |
| config_applied        | 590f29ad-19e2-43ee-855e-f765814e3ecd           |
| config_status         | Config out-of-date                             |
| config_target         | cd18ec25-c030-4b0c-862b-c39726275743           |
| console               | ttyS0,115200n8                                 |
| created_at            | 2019-12-09T16:10:19.143372+00:00               |
| hostname              | controller-0                                   |
| id                    | 1                                              |
| install_output        | text                                           |
| install_state         | None                                           |
| install_state_info    | None                                           |
| inv_state             | inventoried                                    |
| invprovision          | provisioned                                    |
| location              | {}                                             |
| mgmt_ip               | 192.168.204.3                                  |
| mgmt_mac              | 00:1e:67:54:aa:39                              |
| operational           | enabled                                        |
| personality           | controller                                     |
| reserved              | False                                          |
| rootfs_device         | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0-sas         |
|                       | -0x5001e6754aa38000-lun-0                      |
| serialid              | None                                           |
| software_load         | nn.nn                                          |
| task                  |                                                |
| tboot                 | false                                          |
| ttys_dcd              | None                                           |
| updated_at            | 2019-12-10T14:55:58.595239+00:00               |
| uptime                | 159970                                         |
| uuid                  | 92c86da2-adb7-4fb2-92fc-82759e25108d           |
| vim_progress_status   | services-enabled                               |
+-----------------------+------------------------------------------------+

PTP Instance Configuration

PTP instances are the top level configuration unit. The supported instance types are:
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ptp4l

Represents an instance of ptp4l. A node may have several of these instances.

phc2sys

Represents an instance of phc2sys. A node will generally only have one of these.

ts2phc

Represents an instance of ts2phc.

clock

clock is not an daemon or service, but instead an abstract unit used to hold the interfaces and configuration for setting
Westport Channel or Logan Beach NIC control parameters (syncE and PPS transmission).

Valid instance level parameters are found in the man pages for each service, under:

• GLOBAL OPTIONS - ptp4l•

• OPTIONS - phc2sys•

• GLOBAL OPTIONS - ts2phc•

• None for clock•

Set host to use PTP:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-update controller-0 clock_synchronization=ptp

Create an instance and assigning parameters

1. Create an instance by providing a name and type.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add myptp1 ptp4l

2. Add any required instance level parameters.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add myptp1 domainNumber=24 slaveOnly=0

Create an interface and assign to ports

1. Create an interface unit by providing a name and assigning it to an instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add ptpinterface myptp1

2. Add ports to the interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 oam0 ptpinterface

3. Add interface level parameters as required.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-parameter-add ptpinterface masterOnly=1

Note
Multiple ports may be assigned to an interface in order to simplify parameter application.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 data0 ptpinterface
~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-show ptpinterface

4. Assign the instance to a host and apply the configuration.

a. Assign the PTP instance to a host so that the configuration can be applied.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 myptp1

b. Apply the configuration and verify that it completed.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply
~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list

4. Configure PTP on a Standalone System using Deployment Manager

Some modifications are required to install and configure PTP using Deployment Manager.

1. The previous PTP related service parameters in the deployment configurations are no longer accepted. Remove
these service parameters.
For example:

serviceParameters:
  - service: ptp
    section: global
    paramname: domainNumber
    paramvalue: "24"

The following parameters will be accepted but have no affect. Remove them to avoid confusion.

ptp:
  mechanism: e2e
  mode: hardware
  transport: l2

2. Change all ptpRole to none in the deployment configurations.

For example:

vlan:
- class: platform
  dataNetworks: []
  lower: pxeboot0
  name: mgmt0
  platformNetworks:
  - mgmt
  vid: 101
  ptpRole: none

3. Set clockSynchronization in the deployment configuration to ptp.

For example:
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kind: HostProfile
spec:
    clockSynchronization: ptp

4. Add a PTP instance into the deployment configuration.
For example:

apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: PtpInstance
metadata:
  labels:
    controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
  name: ptp1
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  service: ptp4l
  parameters:
  - boundary_clock_jbod=1
  - domainNumber=24

If there are multiple PTP instances expected in the system, add them respectively.

5. Add a PTP interface into the deployment configuration.
For example:

apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: PtpInterface
metadata:
  labels:
    controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
  name: ptp1if1
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  ptpinstance: ptp1
  parameters: []

6. After setting up the PTP instance, add all the PTP interfaces accordingly.

a. Associate the PTP instances to a host in the hostprofile spec section, e.g.:
For example:

kind: HostProfile
spec:
  ptpInstances:
  - ptp1
  - ptp2
  - phc1

b. Associate the PTP interfaces to an interface:
For example:

kind: HostProfile
spec:
  interfaces:
    ethernet:
    - class: platform
      dataNetworks: []
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      mtu: 9216
      name: ptp1
      platformNetworks: []
      port:
        name: ens785f0
      ptpRole: none
      ptpInterfaces:
      - ptp2if1

Results

You can now deploy the node with the PTP per instance configurations.

To monitor the deployment status, run the following command:

$ kubectl -n deployment get ptpinstances,ptpinterfaces,datanetworks,hostprofiles,hosts,platformnet
works,systems

5. Configure PTP for Distributed Cloud using Deployment Manager

In a Distributed Cloud, similar modifications as made for a standalone system on page 17 should be applied to the deployment-
config.yaml file (for the central cloud) and subcloud-deployment-standard.yaml file (for the subclouds).

The deployment of the subclouds remains the same.

6. PTP Interfaces

PTP interfaces are assigned to an instance. An interface has a name, can have multiple physical ports assigned to it and can have
multiple parameters.

Interface level parameters are applied to all ports in the interface.

Valid interface parameters can be located in the man page for a service under:

• PORT OPTIONS - ptp4l•

• SLAVE CLOCK OPTIONS - ts2phc•

• None for phc2sys•

Clock has a special list of interface parameters, detailed in the clock section of the document.

7. Instance Specific Considerations

Ptp4l

Default global parameters

• tx_timestamp_timeout 20•
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• summary_interval 6•

• clock_servo linreg•

• network_transport L2•

• time_stamping hardware•

• delay_mechanism E2E•

• boundary_clock_jbod 1•

• uds_address /var/run/ptp4l-<instance name>•

• uds_ro_address /var/run/ptp4l-<instance name>ro•

Default interface parameters

NONE

Required user-supplied parameters

domainNumber <number>

Other requirements

An interface with a port must be assigned to the ptp4l instance in order for it to start.

Phc2sys

Default global parameters

cmdline_opts '-a -r -R 2 -u 600'

Default interface parameters

NONE

Required user-supplied parameters

domainNumber <number>

This should match with the associated ptp4l instance.

uds_address <path>

This value needs to be the same as the uds_address for the ptp4l instance that phc2sys is tracking.

Other requirements

The cmdline_opts are defaulted to support interaction with ptp4l. If phc2sys is instead being used with ts2phc, this parameter
will have to be updated. See Example PTP Instance Configurations on page 22 for more information.

Note
The cmdline_opts parameter overrides all default command line flags for the service. This means that when setting
cmdline_opts, the full list of desired flags should be set.

Ts2phc

Default global parameters
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• ts2phc.pulsewidth 100000000•

• leapfile /usr/share/zoneinfo/leap-seconds.list•

• cmdline_opts '-s nmea'•

Default interface parameters

ts2phc.extts_polarity rising

Required user-supplied parameters

This value is the path to the GNSS serial port that is connected, it will be named differently on each system.

ts2phc.nmea_serialport=/dev/ttyGNSS_BBDD_0

Other requirements

An interface with a port must be assigned to the ts2phc instance in order for time to be synced from GNSS to the phc.

Clock

Default global parameters

There are no supported global parameters for clock type.

Default interface parameters

NONE

Required user-supplied parameters

NONE

Other requirements

The clock type instance is a special instance used for configuring the NIC control parameters of the Westport Channel or Logan
Beach NIC clock interface parameters.

These parameters can be applied to the interface of a clock instance PTP parameters:

• sma1 input/output•

• sma2 input/output•

• u.fl1 output•

• u.fl2 input•

• synce_rclka enabled•

• synce_rclkb enabled•

8. Remove PTP Configurations
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Disable a PTP instance

To disable a PTP instance without removing any configuration, simply remove the association with a given host. This can be useful for
troubleshooting or testing different configurations.

1. Remove the host association.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-remove <hostname> <ptp-instance-name>

2. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

Remove a PTP Instance

Instances, interfaces and parameters can all be removed with associated -delete commands. In some cases, the system will alert
that a unit cannot be deleted because a dependent unit is still associated with it. For example, a PTP instance cannot be deleted if
there are still interfaces assigned to it, so the interfaces must be removed first. In such cases, remove the dependent unit first.

9. Advanced PTP Configuration

Caution

Parameters are written to the ptp4l configuration file without error checking. Caution must be taken to ensure that
parameter names and values are correct as errors will cause ptp4l launch failures.

10. Example PTP Instance Configurations

In this section:

• Simple PTP configuration - T-BC on page 23•

- ptp4l on page 19-

- phc2sys on page 20-

• Alternate PTP configuration - T-GM on page 25•

- ts2phc on page 20-

- phc2sys on page 26-

- ptp4l on page 26-

- clock on page 21-

The following sections provide example configuration steps for two PTP configurations supported by Cloud Platform.

• The first is a Border Clock setup where an external PTP PTS is providing a time source for the system. Only ptp4l and phc2sys•
are used for this configuration.

• The second shows how to setup a PTS node when a time source is available via a locally connected GNSS signal. The ptp4l,•
phc2sys, ts2phc and clock instance types are used for this configuration.
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Simple PTP configuration - T-BC

Using the topology shown, the following examples provide configurations for each service type:

T-BC configuration

ptp4l on page 22

1. Create the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add ptp-inst1 ptp4l

2. Create a PTP inteface for the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add ptp-iface1 ptp-inst1

3. Assign host interfaces to the PTP interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if0 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if1 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if2 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if3 ptp-iface1

Note
The if0-if3 field should be a name listed by the system host-if-list <hostname> -a command.

4. Additionally, assign ports for the second NIC.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if4 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if5 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if6 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if7 ptp-iface1
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Note
The if0-if3 field should be a name listed by the system host-if-list <hostname> -a command.

5. Add a parameter to the instance (e.g. domainNumber=24). Additional parameters can be added for other
functionality.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add ptp-inst1 domainNumber=24

6. Assign the PTP instance to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 ptp-inst1

7. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

phc2sys on page 22

1. Create the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add phc-inst1 phc2sys

2. Create a PTP interface for the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add phc-iface1 phc-inst1

3. Assign host interface(s) to the PTP interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if0 phc-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if1 phc-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if2 phc-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if3 phc-iface1

Note
The if0-if3 field should be a name listed by the system host-if-list <hostname> -a command.

4. Assign host interfaces from the second NIC.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if4 phc-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if5 phc-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if6 phc-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if7 phc-iface1

Note
The if0-if3 field should be a name listed by the system host-if-list <hostname> -a command.

5. Add the required uds_address and domainNumber parameters to the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add phc-inst1 uds_address=/var/run/ptp4l-ptp-
inst1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add phc-inst1 domainNumber=24

Note
The path assigned to uds_address must use the name of the ptp4l instance that phc2sys is tracking.

6. Assign the instance to controller-0.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 phc-inst1

7. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

Alternate PTP configuration - T-GM

Using the topology shown, the following examples provide configurations for each service type.

Dual NIC Deployment with GNSS

ts2phc on page 22

Procedure

1. Create an instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add ts1 ts2phc

2. Create the interface and assign to ports.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add tsint1 ts1

# This is the port/PHC that we want to sync to GNSS time stamps, could be multiple PHCs if requ
ired
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 oam0 tsint1

# Assign a port on the second nic as well
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 data0 tsint1

This value is the path to the GNSS serial port that is connected, will vary system to system
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add ts1 ts2phc.nmea_serialport=/dev/ttyGNSS_B
BDD_0

3. Assign the instance to a host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 ts1

4. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

phc2sys on page 22

Procedure

1. Add the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add phc-inst1 phc2sys

2. Use the interface name that is being synced with ts2phc above.

For example, if oam0 is on ens1f0, use ens1f0 below.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cmdline_opts='-w -s <port_name>'

3. Add the required uds_address and domainNumber parameters to the instance.

$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add phc-inst1 uds_address=/var/run/ptp4l-ptp-inst1
$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add phc-inst1 domainNumber=24

Note
The path assigned to uds_address must use the name of the ptp4l instance that phc2sys is tracking.

4. Assign the instance to a host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 phc-inst1

5. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

ptp4l on page 22

Note
You must create a second instance for the second NIC and repeat this process.

Procedure

1. Create instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add ptp-inst1 ptp4l

2. Create an interface for the instance.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add ptp-iface1 ptp-inst1

3. Assign ports to the interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if0 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if1 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if2 ptp-iface1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 if3 ptp-iface1

4. Add parameters to the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add ptp-inst1 domainNumber=24

5. If configuring a PTS node, set the special ptp4l parameter currentUtcOffsetValid=1.

This allows the local clock and all downstream clocks to use the announced UTC offset.

$ system ptp-instance-parameter-add ptp-inst1 currentUtcOffsetValid=1

6. Assign the PTP instance to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 ptp-inst1

7. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

clock on page 22

Note
These parameters are used to enable the UFL/SMA ports, recovered clock syncE, and so-on. Refer to the user’s guide for
the Westport Channel or Logan Beach NIC for additional details on how to operate these cards.

The following PTP parameters can be applied to the interface of a clock instance:

• sma1 input/output•

• sma2 input/output•

• u.fl1 output•

• u.fl2 input•

• synce_rclka enabled•

• synce_rclkb enabled•

Procedure

1. Create the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add cl1 clock

2. Create a PTP interface and assign host interfaces to it.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add clint1 cl1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 oam0 clint1
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The parameters are ultimately applied to the whole NIC, so adding multiple interface from the same NIC will override
each other. The exception is the synce_rclk params, which are specific to the individual port.

3. Add interface parameters.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-parameter-add clint1 sma1=output synce_rclka=enabled

4. Assign the instance to a host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 cl1

5. Create a second clock interface to take input on the sma1 port in order to pass GNSS data to the second NIC.

6. Create a PTP interface and assign host interfaces to it.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add clint2 cl1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 data0 clint2

7. Add interface parameters.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-parameter-add clint2 sma1=input synce_rclka=enabled

8. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

11. PTP Instance Troubleshooting

The most common error encountered using multi-instance PTP is a failure to start one or more instances after running the ptp-
instance-apply command. This is often due to an invalid configuration or missing parameter.

This section provides some troubleshooting steps to assist with determining the error.

Example

After running the ptp-instance-apply command, the 250.001 alarm will appear if the PTP instances could not be created/started
properly. The system may also show the 200.011 alarm if, after an unlock, PTP instances were unable to start.

The following example shows these alarms as they would appear in tabular terminal output.

| 250.001  | controller-0 Configuration is out-of-date.          | host=controller-0     | major
    | 2022-02-25T21: |
|          |                                                     |                       |
| 200.011  | controller-0 experienced a configuration failure.   | host=controller-0     | critica
l | 2022-02-25T20: |
|          |                                                     |                       |
          | 47:59.561262   |

1. Determine if there was a PTP-instance failure by looking at the latest runtime puppet logs.

sudo less /var/log/puppet/latest/puppet.log

# Searching for "Error" in the log file shows this entry
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2022-02-28T17:26:49.529 ESC[1;31mError: 2022-02-28 17:26:49 +0000 Systemd start for ptp4l@ptp4l
-legacy failed!

2. Once the instance has been identified, examine the config file for configuration errors.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat /etc/ptpinstance/ptp4l-ptp4l-legacy.conf

[global]
##
## Default Data Set
##
boundary_clock_jbod 1
clock_servo linreg
delay_mechanism E2E
domainNumber 0
message_tag ptp4l-legacy
network_transport L2
summary_interval 6
time_stamping hardware
tx_timestamp_timeout 20
uds_address /var/run/ptp4l-ptp4l-legacy
uds_ro_address /var/run/ptp4l-ptp4l-legacyro

3. Start the service manually and check for errors.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ptp4l -f /etc/ptpinstance/ptp4l-ptp4l-legacy.conf
no interface specified

In this example the ptp4l program indicates that there is no interface specified, which is confirmed by the contents
of the config file above.

4. Check using the relevant system commands to see if there is an interface assigned to this instance and add one as
required.

Additional tools

PMC

PTP management client.

Used to interact with ptp4l and read/set various PTP parameters.

$ man pmc

# General command format:
sudo pmc -u -b 0 -f <path to ptp4l.conf for targeted instance> -s <path to uds socket for targ
et instance> 'COMMAND GOES HERE'

eg. pmc -u -b 0 -f /etc/ptpinstance/ptp4l-ptp1.conf -s /var/run/ptp4l-ptp1 'get PORT_DATA_SET

PHC_CTL

Directly control PHC device clock.

Used to perform operations on the physical hardware clock (phc). PHC_CTL can be used to set the time on a NIC, check the
delta between the NIC and the system clock, adjust the clock frequency.
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$ man phc_ctl

# Example commands

phc_ctl <ptp_interface> get
phc_ctl <ptp_interface> cmp

# Rhis syncs the NIC clock to the system clock
phc_ctl <ptp_interface> set

TCPDUMP

Check if PTP traffic is sending or receiving on a given interface.

You can capture L2 ptp traffic by filtering on proto 0x88F7

sudo tcpdump ether proto 0x88F7 -i <ptp_interface>

# Write it to file

sudo tcpdump ether proto 0x88F7 -i <ptp_interface> -w <output_file.pcap>
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6. GNSS AND SYNCE SUPPORT

1. SyncE and Introduction

Intel’s Westport Channel and Logan Beach NICs support a built-in GNSS module and the ability to distribute clock via Synchronous
Ethernet (SyncE). This feature allows a PPS signal to be taken in via the GNSS module and redistributed to additional NICs on the
same host or on different hosts. This behavior is configured on Cloud Platform using the clock instance type in the PTP
configuration. Many of the configuration steps in this section are similar to those in the PTP Configuration section - reference this for
additional details if required.

Important

Reference the user guide for their Westport Channel or Logan Beach NIC for additional information on configuring these features.
The intent of this section is to explain how these parameters can be set, rather than describing each possible configuration.

Basic ‘clock’ instance configuration

General ‘clock’ information

Default global parameters

There are no supported global parameters for the clock type

Default interface parameters

NONE

Required user-supplied parameters

NONE

Other requirements

The clock type instance is a special instance used for configuring the NIC control parameters of the Westport Channel or Logan
Beach NIC.

Configure a ‘clock’ instance

1. Create the instance.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-add myclock1 clock

2. Create an interface for myclock1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-add clockint1 myclock1

3. Add a port to the interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-ptp-assign controller-0 oam0 clockint1

4. Add parameters to the interface.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-interface-parameter-add clockint1 sma1=output

5. Assign the instance to a host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-ptp-instance-assign controller-0 myclock1

6. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ptp-instance-apply

Clock interface parameters

Note
All parameters are scoped to the entire NIC, except for synce_rclka and synce_rclkb. This means that if
sma1=input is applied to ens1f0 and sma1=output is applied to ens1f2, they will override each other and the last one
processed by the system will be applied. Only the synce_rclka and synce_rclkb parameters can be configured per-
interface. See the NIC user guide document for additional details.

Note
The absence of a parameter is treated as disabled.

The following parameters can be applied to the interface of a clock instance.

PTP Parameters:

• sma1=input•

• sma1=output•

• sma2=input•

• sma2=output•

• u.fl1=output•

• u.fl2=input•

• synce_rclka=enabled•

• synce_rclkb=enabled•
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7. OAM IP CONFIGURATION

1. Change the OAM IP Configuration Using Horizon

You can change the External OAM subnet, floating IP address, controller addresses, and default gateway at any time after installation.

During installation, Cloud Platform is configured with an O|AM network subnet and related IP addresses. You can change these
addresses using the Horizon Web interface or the CLI. You can use IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

Caution

Access to the OAM network is interrupted during this procedure. When a swact is performed on the controllers, the newly
active controller uses the changed OAM IP addresses. The existing OAM IP addresses are no longer valid, and you must use
the new OAM IP addresses to reconnect to the controller. Changes to external OAM access routing settings may also be
required. In addition, VNC console access to worker-node hosts is interrupted until the hosts are locked and unlocked.

Once the OAM IP addresses are changed, any existing server certificates (ssl, docker_registry, OpenStack etc.) that have the
old OAM IP addresses in their SANs must be updated with new certificates reflecting the new addresses.

Note
If you are running docker proxy on your system, you need to change the no_proxy service parameter using the CLI to
append the new OAM IP address. For more information, see Change the OAM IP Configuration Using the CLI on
page 35.

Prerequisites

Before changing the OAM IP configuration, review the Fault Management page and ensure that any existing system alarms are
cleared.

Procedure

1. In the Cloud Platform Horizon, open the System Configuration page.
The System Configuration page is available from Admin > Platform > System Configuration in the left-hand pane.

2. Select the OAM IP tab.
The OAM IP page appears, showing the currently defined OAM network configuration.

3. Click Edit OAM IP.
The Edit OAM IP dialog box appears.
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4. Replace the IP Subnet and/or IP addresses with different ones as required.

Note
If you change the IP address version (IPv4 or IPv6), ensure that the same version is used for the DNS servers (see
Specify DNS Servers Using Horizon on page 5) and NTP servers (see Configure NTP Servers Using Horizon on page 7).

5. Click Save.
This saves the configuration change and raises Config out-of-date alarms on the controller and worker nodes.

6. Lock and unlock the standby controller to apply the configuration change.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane, and
then select the Hosts tab.

b. In the Hosts list, open the drop-down menu for the standby controller, and then click Lock Host.
The host is reported as locked.

c. Open the drop-down menu for the standby controller, and then click Unlock Host.

d. Wait until the standby controller is reported as Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

The Config-out-of-date alarm for this controller is cleared.

7. Perform a swact to change the active controller.
Open the drop-down menu for the active controller, and then click Swact Host.
Access to the Horizon Web interface is interrupted as control is transferred, and Horizon becomes unresponsive.
Both controllers now use IP addresses on the new OAM subnet. To restore Horizon access, you must connect the
controllers physically to the new OAM subnet.

8. Update the system switch configurations or controller interface connections as required to place the controller OAM
interfaces on the new OAM subnet.

9. Reconnect to Horizon using the new OAM floating IP address.
The former active controller is now the standby controller. It is shown with a Config out-of-date alarm.

10.Lock and unlock the new standby controller to clear10.

the Config out-of-date alarm.

Wait until the standby controller is reported as Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.
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Results

The worker node Config out-of-date alarms are cleared automatically as the system configuration is updated.

Postrequisites

• If alarms are not cleared after a few minutes, lock and unlock the worker nodes to apply any other incomplete configuration•
changes.

• (Optional) If you are running Docker proxy on your system, you need to change the no_proxy service parameter using the CLI•
to append the new OAM IP. See, Change the OAM IP Configuration Using the CLI on page 35.

See also

Default Firewall Rules

Modify Firewall Options

2. Change the OAM IP Configuration Using the CLI

If you prefer, you can use the CLI to view or change the OAM IP Configuration.

About this task

During installation, Wind River Cloud Platform is configured with an OAM network subnet and related IP addresses. You can change
these addresses using the the CLI or the Horizon Web Interface. You can use IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

Caution

Access to the OAM network is interrupted during this procedure. When a swact is performed on the controllers, the newly
active controller uses the changed OAM IP addresses. The existing OAM IP addresses are no longer valid, and you must use
the new OAM IP addresses to reconnect to the controller. Changes to external OAM access routing settings may also be
required. In addition, VNC console access to worker-node hosts is interrupted until the hosts are locked and unlocked.

Once the OAM IP addresses are changed, any existing server certificates (ssl, docker_registry, OpenStack etc.) that have the
old OAM IP addresses in their SANs must be updated with new certificates reflecting the new addresses. For more
information, see Install/Update Local Registry Certificates.

To view the existing OAM IP configuration, use the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system oam-show
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property        | Value                                |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| created_at      | 2018-05-16T20:06:25.523495+00:00     |
| isystem_uuid    | b0380a56-697c-42f7-97bc-f1e407111416 |
| oam_c0_ip       | 10.10.10.3                           |
| oam_c1_ip       | 10.10.10.4                           |
| oam_floating_ip | 10.10.10.2                           |
| oam_gateway_ip  | 10.10.10.1                           |
| oam_subnet      | 10.10.10.0/24                        |
| updated_at      | None                                 |
| uuid            | 2818e7c4-f730-43bd-b33d-eaff53a92ee1 |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
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To change the OAM IP subnet, floating IP address, gateway IP address, or controller IP addresses, use the following command syntax.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system oam-modify oam_subnet=<subnet>/<netmask> \
oam_gateway_ip=<gateway_ip_address> \
oam_floating_ip=<floating_IP_address> \
oam_c0_ip=<controller-0_IP_address> \
oam_c1_ip=<controller-1_ip_address>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system oam-modify oam_subnet=10.10.10.0/24 \
oam_gateway_ip=10.10.10.1 \
oam_floating_ip=10.10.10.2 \
oam_c0_ip=10.10.10.3 \
oam_c1_ip=10.10.10.4

Note
On AIO Simplex systems, the oam_floating_ip, oam_c0_ip and oam_c0_ip parameters are not supported. To change the
OAM IP address of a Simplex System, the parameter oam_ip must be used in combination with oam_gateway_ip and
oam_subnet.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system oam-modify oam_subnet=10.10.10.0/24 oam_gateway_ip=10.10.10.1 o
am_ip=10.10.10.2

Note
If you change the IP address version (IPv4 or IPv6), ensure that the same version is used for the DNS and NTP servers.

After changing the OAM server configuration, you must lock and unlock the controllers. This process requires a swact on the
controllers. Then you must lock and unlock the worker nodes one at a time, ensuring that sufficient resources are available to migrate
any running instances.

Note
On AIO Simplex systems you do not need to lock and unlock the host. The changes are applied automatically.

Postrequisites

(Optional) If you are running Docker proxy on your system, you need to change the no_proxy service parameter using the CLI to
append the new OAM IP, using the following steps:

1. To list the service parameters, use the system service-parameter-list command. Note the old no_proxy values.

2. To append the new OAM IP to the no_proxy parameter, use the system serviceparameter-modify docker proxy
no_proxy=old_value, new_oam_ip(s) command.
Where, <new_oam_ip(s)> is the new OAM IP(s) that needs to be appended to the no_proxy parameter. Ensure you
include new values for the floating OAM, controller-0 OAM, and controller-1 if they are changed.

3. To apply the changes, use the system service-parameter-apply docker command.

4. Lock and unlock the controller(s).

See also

Default Firewall Rules

Modify Firewall Options
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3. Change the MTU of an OAM Interface Using Horizon

You can change the MTU value of an OAM interface from the Horizon Web interface.

If you prefer, you can use the CLI. See Change the MTU of an OAM Interface Using the CLI on page 38.

Controller configuration changes require each controller to be locked. This requires a swact during the procedure.

Procedure

1. Lock the standby controller.

a. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

b. From the Edit menu for the standby controller, select Lock Host.

2. Edit the OAM interface to change the MTU value.

a. Click the name of the standby controller, then select the Interfaces tab and click Edit for the OAM interface.

b. In the Edit Interface dialog, edit the MTU field, and then click Save.

3. Unlock the standby controller.
From the Edit menu for the standby controller, select Unlock Host.

4. Swact the hosts.
From the Edit menu for the active controller, select Swact Host.
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5. Lock the new standby controller.

6. Modify the MTU of the OAM interface on the new standby controller.

7. Unlock the standby controller.

4. Change the MTU of an OAM Interface Using the CLI

You can change the MTU value of an OAM interface using the CLI.

If you prefer, you can use the Horizon Web interface; see Change the MTU of an OAM Interface Using Horizon on page 37.

Controller configuration changes require each controller to be locked. This requires a swact.

Procedure

1. Lock the standby controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1

2. Use the system host-if-modify command to specify the interface and the new MTU value on the standby controller.
This example assumes the OAM interface name as oam0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-modify controller-1 oam0 --imtu 1600

3. Unlock the standby controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

4. Swact the controllers.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

5. Lock the new standby controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0

6. Modify the MTU of the corresponding interface on the standby controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-modify controller-0 oam0 --imtu 1600

7. Unlock the standby controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0
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8. COLLECTD CONFIGURATION

1. Configure collectd to Store Host Performance Data

You can use collectd to receive and store performance data from multiple hosts.

In this section:

• Add collectd configuration parameters on page 39•

• Edit collectd configuration parameters on page 41•

• Remove collectd configuration parameters on page 42•

About this task

The collectd network plugin configuration is disabled by default. Use the Cloud Platform network_servers service-parameter to
enable and configure it for use on one or more hosts and ports.

Note
If you are planning to use a remote InfluxDB instance as a receiver, the default port is 25826. Overriding this port must be
done on the host where an InfluxDB instance is running.

If a port is not defined using the service parameter, the default port from InfluxDB will be automatically set but will not be
visible in the service parameter list. Therefore, skipping port definition is discouraged.

Add collectd configuration parameters

Procedure

1. List the currently configured service parameters:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list

+-------------+------------+---------+-----------------+-------+-------------+----------+
| uuid        | service    | section | name            | value | personality | resource |
+-------------+------------+---------+-----------------+-------+-------------+----------+
| 17d024d1... | horizon    | auth    | lockout_retries | 3     | None        | None     |
| bf3cefdb... | horizon    | auth    | lockout_seconds | 300   | None        | None     |
| d574763b... | radosgw    | config  | fs_size_mb      | 25    | None        | None     |
| 03dd07ba... | http       | config  | http_port       | 8080  | None        | None     |
| 1bbdb378... | http       | config  | https_port      | 8443  | None        | None     |
| 8dc30732... | kubernetes | config  | pod_max_pids    | 10000 | None        | None     |
| 3346bec7... | radosgw    | config  | service_enabled | false | None        | None     |
+-------------+------------+---------+-----------------+-------+-------------+----------+

Note that collectd is not listed in the section column.

2. Add the platform collectd network_servers service parameter using the following command format:

system service-parameter-add platform collectd network_servers=<host1>:<port1>,<host2>:<port2>,
...,<hostN>:<portN>

where:
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host

A host to receive and store data on. IPv6 addresses are also supported. For example:

network_servers=[2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1319:8a2e:0370:7344]:8080,[ff18::efc0:4a42]:25826

port

A port on <host> to send data to. The port must be an integer between 1 and 65535.

Multiple host/port combinations can be specified as a comma-separated list. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add platform collectd network_servers=controller:2
5826,192.168.1.123:25826

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 69553a96-1f73-4e7c-8fd0-1235c0aa1771 |
| service     | platform                             |
| section     | collectd                             |
| name        | network_servers                      |
| value       | controller:25826,192.168.1.123:25826 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

3. Optional step: To persist the new parameter, run the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply platform

4. List the currently configured service parameters again and confirm your change:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list

+-------------+------------+----------+-----------------+--------------------------+-----------
--+----------+
| uuid        | service    | section  | name            | value                    | personalit
y | resource |
+-------------+------------+----------+-----------------+--------------------------+-----------
--+----------+
| 17d024d1... | horizon    | auth     | lockout_retries | 3                        | Non
e        | None     |
| bf3cefdb... | horizon    | auth     | lockout_seconds | 300                      | Non
e        | None     |
| 69553a96... | platform   | collectd | network_servers | influxdb-host:25826,192. | Non
e        | None     |
|             |            |          |                 | 168.1.123:25826          
|             |          |
|             |            |          |                 |                          
|             |          |
| d574763b... | radosgw    | config   | fs_size_mb      | 25                       | Non
e        | None     |
| 03dd07ba... | http       | config   | http_port       | 8080                     | Non
e        | None     |
| 1bbdb378... | http       | config   | https_port      | 8443                     | Non
e        | None     |
| 8dc30732... | kubernetes | config   | pod_max_pids    | 10000                    | Non
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e        | None     |
| 3346bec7... | radosgw    | config   | service_enabled | false                    | Non
e        | None     |
+-------------+------------+----------+-----------------+--------------------------+-----------
--+----------+

5. (AIO-SX only) Lock and unlock the controller to have your changes take effect:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

6. (AIO-DX or Standard systems) Lock and unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

a. Make controller-1 active.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

a. Log in to controller-1.

b. Lock and unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

b. Set controller-0 as the active controller.
Swact to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

Edit collectd configuration parameters

Use the system service-parameter-modify command to change an existing collectd configuration.

Example

1. Change the parameter.
This example replaces port 25826 on host 192.168.1.123 with port 25000 on host 192.168.1.200.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify platform collectd network_servers=192.168.1
.200:25000,influxdb-host:25826

+-------------+-----------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                   |
+-------------+-----------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 69553a96-1f73-4e7c-8fd0-1235c0aa1771    |
| service     | platform                                |
| section     | collectd                                |
| name        | network_servers                         |
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| value       | 192.168.1.200:25000,influxdb-host:25826 |
| personality | None                                    |
| resource    | None                                    |
+-------------+-----------------------------------------+

2. Optional step: Persist the new parameter:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply platform

3. (AIO-SX only) Lock and unlock the controller to have your changes take effect:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

4. (AIO-DX or Standard systems) Lock and unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

a. Make controller-1 active.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

a. Log in to controller-1.

b. Lock and unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

b. Set controller-0 as the active controller.
Swact to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

Remove collectd configuration parameters

Use the system service-parameter-delete command to remove an existing collectd configuration.

Example

1. List the currently configured service parameters and locate the appropriate UUID:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list

+--------------------------------------+------------+----------+-----------------+-------------
-------------+-------------+----------+
| uuid                                 | service    | section  | name            | valu
e                    | personality | resource |
+--------------------------------------+------------+----------+-----------------+-------------
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-------------+-------------+----------+
| 17d024d1-55d3-4bc9-a490-2eda6e19e6d1 | horizon    | auth     | lockout_retries | 
3                        | None        | None     |
| bf3cefdb-3b27-4dd0-aa77-47f362a23db2 | horizon    | auth     | lockout_seconds | 30
0                      | None        | None     |
| 69553a96-1f73-4e7c-8fd0-1235c0aa1771 | platform   | collectd | network_servers | influxdb-hos
t:25826,192. | None        | None     |
|                                      |            |          |                 | 168.1.123:25
826          |             |          |
|                                      |            |          |                 
|                          |             |          |
| d574763b-e90b-4cca-a577-03269f1fc473 | radosgw    | config   | fs_size_mb      | 2
5                       | None        | None     |
| 03dd07ba-fd7e-4ec1-8113-42ea9d6bcb96 | http       | config   | http_port       | 808
0                     | None        | None     |
| 1bbdb378-a1d6-4eb0-b210-73d573954b8d | http       | config   | https_port      | 844
3                     | None        | None     |
| 8dc30732-b617-4ddd-aa97-69edd25e4075 | kubernetes | config   | pod_max_pids    | 1000
0                    | None        | None     |
| 3346bec7-3b57-4f21-a571-24d39f27dd0b | radosgw    | config   | service_enabled | fals
e                    | None        | None     |
+--------------------------------------+------------+----------+-----------------+-------------
-------------+-------------+----------+

In this example, the UUID for collectd is 69553a96-1f73-4e7c-8fd0-1235c0aa1771.

2. Remove the parameter:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-delete 69553a96-1f73-4e7c-8fd0-1235c0aa1771

3. List the currently configured service parameters:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list

+-------------+------------+---------+-----------------+-------+-------------+----------+
| uuid        | service    | section | name            | value | personality | resource |
+-------------+------------+---------+-----------------+-------+-------------+----------+
| 17d024d1... | horizon    | auth    | lockout_retries | 3     | None        | None     |
| bf3cefdb... | horizon    | auth    | lockout_seconds | 300   | None        | None     |
| d574763b... | radosgw    | config  | fs_size_mb      | 25    | None        | None     |
| 03dd07ba... | http       | config  | http_port       | 8080  | None        | None     |
| 1bbdb378... | http       | config  | https_port      | 8443  | None        | None     |
| 8dc30732... | kubernetes | config  | pod_max_pids    | 10000 | None        | None     |
| 3346bec7... | radosgw    | config  | service_enabled | false | None        | None     |
+-------------+------------+---------+-----------------+-------+-------------+----------+

Note that collectd is no longer listed in the section column.

4. (AIO-SX only) Lock and unlock the controller to have your changes take effect:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

5. (AIO-DX or Standard systems) Lock and unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.
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a. Make controller-1 active.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

a. Log in to controller-1.

b. Lock and unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.

b. Set controller-0 as the active controller.
Swact to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

This step can take up to 10 minutes.
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9. APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

1. Helm Package Manager

Wind River Cloud Platform supports Helm v3 package manager for Kubernetes that can be used to securely manage the lifecycle of
applications within the Kubernetes cluster.

About this task

Helm packages are defined by Helm charts with container information sufficient for managing a Kubernetes application. You can
configure, install, and upgrade your Kubernetes applications using Helm charts. Helm charts are defined with a default set of values
that describe the behavior of the service installed within the Kubernetes cluster.

A Helm v3 client is installed on controllers for local use by admins to manage end-users’ Kubernetes applications. Cloud Platform
recommends to install a Helm v3 client on a remote workstation, so that non-admin (and admin) end-users can manage their
Kubernetes applications remotely.

Upon system installation, local Helm repositories (containing Wind River Cloud Platform packages) are created and added to the
Helm repo list.

Use the following command to list these local Helm repositories:

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm repo list
NAME            URL
starlingx       `http://127.0.0.1:8080/helm_charts/starlingx`
stx-platform    `http://127.0.0.1:8080/helm_charts/stx-platform`

Where the stx-platform repo holds Helm charts of StarlingX Applications (see next section) of the Cloud Platform platform itself,
while the starlingx repo holds Helm charts of optional StarlingX applications, such as Openstack. The admin user can add charts to
these local repos and regenerate the index to use these charts, and add new remote repositories to the list of known repos.

For more information on Helm v3, see the documentation at https://helm.sh/docs/.

For more information on how to configure and use Helm both locally and remotely, see Configure Local CLI Access, and Configure
Remote CLI Access.

2. StarlingX Application Package Manager

Use the Cloud Platform system application commands to manage containerized applications provided as part of Cloud Platform.

StarlingX application management provides a wrapper around FluxCD and Kubernetes Helm (see https://github.com/helm/helm) for
managing containerized applications. FluxCD is a tool for managing multiple Helm charts with dependencies by centralizing all
configurations in a single FluxCD YAML definition and providing life-cycle hooks for all Helm releases.

A StarlingX application package is a compressed tarball containing a metadata.yaml file, a manifest.yaml FluxCD manifest file, and a
charts directory containing helm charts and a checksum.md5 file. The metadata.yaml file contains the application name, version, and
optional helm repository and disabled charts information.

StarlingX application package management provides a set of system CLI commands for managing the lifecycle of an Application,
which includes managing overrides to the helm charts within the application.
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Table 1. Application Package Manager Commands

Command Description

application-list List all applications.

application-show Show application details such as name, status, and
progress.

application-upload

Upload a new application package.
This command loads the application’s FluxCD
manifest and helm charts into an internal database
and automatically applies system overrides for well-
known helm charts, allowing the helm chart to be
applied optimally to the current cluster configuration.

helm-override-list List system helm charts and the namespaces with
helm chart overrides for each helm chart.

helm-override-show

Show a helm chart’s overrides for a particular
namespace.
This command displays system-overrides, user-
overrides and the combined system and user
overrides.

helm-override-update Update helm chart user-overrides for a particular
namespace.

helm-chart-attribute-modify Enable or disable the installation of a particular helm
chart within an application manifest.

helm-override-delete Delete a helm chart’s user-overrides for a particular
namespace.

application-apply

Apply or reapply the application manifest and helm
charts.
This command will install or update the existing
installation of the application based on its FluxCD
manifest, helm charts and helm charts’ combined
system and user overrides.

application-abort Abort the current application operation.

application-update Update the deployed application to a different
version

application-remove Uninstall an application.

application-delete
Remove the uninstalled application’s definition,
including manifest and helm charts and helm chart
overrides, from the system.
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3. Application Commands and Helm Overrides

Use Cloud Platform system application and system helm-override commands to manage containerized applications provided as
part of Cloud Platform.

Note
Application commands and Helm overrides apply to user overrides only and take precedence over system overrides.

Procedure

• Use the following command to list all containerized applications provided as part of Cloud Platform.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list [--nowrap]

where:

--nowrap
prevents line wrapping of the output.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list --nowrap

+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+------------
------+----------+-----------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fi
le    | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+------------
------+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-mani
fests | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-mani
fests | applied  | completed |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-mani
fests | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-mani
fests | applied  | completed |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.ya
ml    | uploaded | completed |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+------------
------+----------+-----------+

• Use the following command to show details for Cloud Platform.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show <app_name>

where:

<app_name>

is the name of the application to show details for.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show cert-manager

+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
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| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 1.0-34                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T02:21:24.218835+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | cert-manager                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-21T03:13:01.051293+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

• Use the following command to upload application Helm chart(s) and manifest.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload [-n | --app-name] <app_name> [-v | --version] <v
ersion> <tar_file>

where the following are optional arguments:

<app_name>

assigns a custom name for application. You can use this name to interact with the application in the future.

<version>

is the version of the application.

and the following is a positional argument:

<tar_file>

is the path to the tar file containing the application to be uploaded.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload metrics-server-1.0-17.tgz
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-17                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:36.152383+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests  |
| name          | metrics-server                   |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | uploading                        |
| updated_at    | None                             |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
Please use 'system application-list' or 'system application-show metrics-server' to view the c
urrent progress.

• To list the Helm chart overrides for the Cloud Platform, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-list
usage: system helm-override-list [--nowrap] [-l | --long] <app_name>

where the following is a positional argument:

<app_name>

The name of the application.
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and the following are optional arguments:

--nowrap
No word-wrapping of output.

--long
List additional fields in output.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-list wr-openstack --long
+---------------------+--------------------------------+---------------+
| chart name          | overrides namespaces           | chart enabled |
+---------------------+--------------------------------+---------------+
| barbican            | [u'openstack']                 | [False]       |
| ceph-rgw            | [u'openstack']                 | [False]       |
| cinder              | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| garbd               | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| glance              | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| heat                | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| helm-toolkit        | []                             | []            |
| horizon             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| ingress             | [u'kube-system', u'openstack'] | [True, True]  |
| ironic              | [u'openstack']                 | [False]       |
| keystone            | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| keystone-api-proxy  | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| libvirt             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| mariadb             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| memcached           | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| neutron             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| nginx-ports-control | []                             | []            |
| nova                | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| nova-api-proxy      | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| openvswitch         | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| placement           | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| rabbitmq            | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| version_check       | []                             | []            |
+---------------------+--------------------------------+---------------+

• To show the overrides for a particular chart, use the following command. System overrides are displayed in the•
system_overrides section of the Property column.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show
usage: system helm-override-show <app_name> <chart_name> <namespace>

where the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

< chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-openstack glance openstack

• To modify service configuration parameters using user-specified overrides, use the following command. To update a single•
configuration parameter, you can use --set. To update multiple configuration parameters, use the --values option with a
yaml file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update
usage: system helm-override-update <app_name> <chart_name> <namespace> --reuse-values --reset-
values --values <file_name> --set <commandline_overrides>

where the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

and the following are optional arguments:

--reuse-values
Reuse existing Helm chart user override values. If reset-values is used, reuse-values is ignored.

--reset-values
Replace any existing Helm chart overrides with the ones specified.

--values
Specify a yaml file containing Helm chart override values. You can specify this value multiple times.

--set
Set Helm chart override values using the command line. Multiple override values can be specified with multiple set
arguments. These are processed after files passed through the values argument.

For example, to enable the glance debugging log, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-openstack glance openstack --set conf.glanc
e.DEFAULT.DEBUG=true
+----------------+-------------------+
| Property       | Value             |
+----------------+-------------------+
| name           | glance            |
| namespace      | openstack         |
| user_overrides | conf:             |
|                |   glance:         |
|                |     DEFAULT:      |
|                |       DEBUG: true |
+----------------+-------------------+

The user overrides are shown in the user_overrides section of the Property column.

Note
To apply the updated Helm chart ovverrides to the running application, use the system application-apply
command.
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• To enable or disable the installation of a particular Helm chart within an application manifest, use the helm-chart-attribute-•
modify command. This command does not modify a chart or modify chart overrides, which are managed through the helm-
override-update command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify [--enabled <true/false>] <app_name> <ch
art_name> <namespace>

where the following is an optional argument:

--enabled
determines whether the chart is enabled.

and the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

Note
To apply the updated helm chart attribute to the running application, use the system application-apply command.

• To delete all the user overrides for a chart, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-delete
usage: system helm-override-delete <app_name> <chart_name> <namespace>

where the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-delete wr-openstack glance openstack
Deleted chart overrides glance:openstack for application wr-openstack

• Use the following command to apply or reapply an application, making it available for service.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply [-m | --mode] <mode> <app_name>

where the following is an optional argument:

mode

An application-specific mode controlling how the manifest is applied. This option is used to back-up and restore the wr-
openstack application.

and the following is a positional argument:
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<app_name>

is the name of the application to apply.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply metrics-server
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-17                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:36.152383+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests  |
| name          | metrics-server                   |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:42.727918+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
Please use 'system application-list' or 'system application-show metrics-server' to view the c
urrent progress.

• Use the following command to abort the current application.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-abort <app_name>

where:

<app_name>

is the name of the application to abort.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-abort metrics-server
Application abort request has been accepted. If the previous operation has not
completed/failed, it will be cancelled shortly.

Use application-list to confirm that the application has been aborted.

• Use the following command to update the deployed application to a different version.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update [-n | --app-name] <app_name> [-v | --app-version
] <version> <tar_file>

where the following are optional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application to update.

You can look up the name of an application using the application-list command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------
-----------+----------+-----------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manife
st file    | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------
-----------+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd
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-manifests | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd
-manifests | applied  | completed |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd
-manifests | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd
-manifests | applied  | completed |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manife
st.yaml    | uploaded | completed |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------
-----------+----------+-----------+

The output indicates that the currently installed version of cert-manager is 1.0-34.

<version>

The version to update the application to.

and the following is a positional argument which must come last:

<tar_file>

The tar file containing the application manifest, Helm charts and configuration file.

• Use the following command to remove an application from service. Removing an application will clean up related Kubernetes•
resources and delete all of its installed helm charts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove <app_name>

where:

<appname>

is the name of the application to remove.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove metrics-server
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-17                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:36.152383+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests  |
| name          | metrics-server                   |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | removing                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-21T15:45:55.204697+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
Please use 'system application-list' or 'system application-show metrics-server' to view the c
urrent progress.

This command places the application in the uploaded state.

• Use the following command to completely delete an application from the system.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete <app_name>

where:
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<app_name>

is the name of the application to delete.

You must run application-remove before deleting an application.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete metrics-server
Application metrics-server deleted.
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10. DIRECT VS SWITCH-BASED AIO CONFIGURATION

1. Convert a Duplex System to Direct Connection

On a Cloud Platform AIO system configured to use switch-based network connection for the management and cluster host networks,
you can convert to direct (peer-to-peer) connection.

The connection type is initially configured at installation. You can change it at any time. You must use the CLI to make the change.

Procedure

1. Use the system modify command to specify direct connection (duplex-direct).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system modify --system_mode=duplex-direct

This raises Config-out-of-date alarm messages on both controllers.

2. Lock and then unlock the standby controller to update its configuration.
Wait for the controller to be reported as Unlocked, Available, and Online, and its Config-out-of-date alarm
message to be cleared.

3. Swact the controllers.

4. Lock the new standby controller.

5. Disconnect the management and infrastructure cables from the ToR switch.
This raises Port failed and Interface failed alarms on the active controller for the management and infrastructure
interfaces.

6. Reconnect the cables in a peer-to-peer configuration.
Wait for the network interface alarms to be cleared.

7. Unlock the standby controller to update its configuration.
Wait for the controller to be reported as Unlocked, Available, and Online, and its Config-out-of-date alarm
message to be cleared.

Results

The system is now reconfigured to use direct connections for the internal networks.

2. Convert a Duplex System to Switch-Based Connection

On a Cloud Platform AIO Duplex system configured to use direct connections for the management and cluster host networks, you
can convert to switch-based connections.

The connection type is initially configured at installation. You can change it at any time. You must use the CLI to make the change.

Prerequisites

Extra network cables are required to connect both controllers to the ToR switch.

The ToR switch must be configured correctly for communication with the controllers.

Procedure

1. Use the system modify command to specify switch-based connection (duplex).
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~(keystone_admin)$ system modify --system_mode=duplex

This raises Config-out-of-date alarm messages on both controllers.

2. Lock the standby controller.

3. Disconnect the management and infrastructure cables from the standby controller.
This raises Port failed and Interface failed alarms on the active controller for the management and infrastructure
interfaces.

4. Connect both controllers to the ToR switch.
Connect the existing cables from the active controller to the ToR switch. Use additional cables to connect the
standby controller to the ToR switch.
Wait for the network interface alarms on the active controller to be cleared.

5. Unlock the standby controller to update its configuration.
Wait for the controller to be reported as Unlocked, Available, and Online, and for its Config-out-of-date alarm
message to be cleared.

6. Swact the controllers.

7. Lock and then unlock the new standby controller to update its configuration.
Wait for the controller to be reported as Unlocked, Available, and Online, and for its Config-out-of-date alarm
message to be cleared.

Results

The system is now reconfigured to use switch-based connections for the internal networks.
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11. CUSTOMIZE HORIZON BRANDING

1. Create a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball

This section contains instructions and examples for creating and applying a tarball containing a custom Horizon Web interface theme,
and associated branding files, for the Cloud Platform.

You can modify the existing style sheet, font, and image files to develop your own branding, package it, and then apply the branding
by installing the tarball that includes the modified files along with a manifest. To create a custom branding tarball, with a new custom
theme, and package it, follow the steps below:

Procedure

1. You can use the existing default Horizon theme as a starting point for the creation of your custom theme or for the
directory structure.

2. Customize the styles and color scheme using the _styles.scss, and _variables.scss files. Image overrides can be
placed in the static/img/ folder, and template overrides can be placed in the templates folder. This theme can be
found in the Horizon repository, at GitHub or on a controller host, at /usr/share/openstack-dashboard/
openstack_dashboard/themes/default/.

3. Copy the theme and modify it to fit your requirements.
For more information on customizing your theme, see the OpenStack documentation at, https://docs.openstack.org/
horizon/latest/configuration/branding.html

Note • You can use the example theme as a guide to where customized templates and javascript must be
located in a custom theme, and can be found next to the default theme.

• The name of the custom theme is custom and must be used in the source paths of new images or
javascript, for example, /static/themes/custom/img/extra_img.png.

• If a static folder is used, the _styles.scss, and _variables.scss files must be located in the static folder
and not in the root of the theme.

4. You must add a manifest.py file to your theme directory that is used to overwrite Horizon’s branding-related
settings. This file should specify the following information:

# SITE_BRANDING = "Sample System Name"

where

Sample System Name is the name that will be used in the site title

# HORIZON_CONFIG["help_url"] = "https://www.openstack.org/"

where

the help_url is the help link for users.

The theme directory should have the following files, depending on how extensive the theme is. Use the following
command to find the files:

# find .
./manifest.py
./static
./static/img
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./static/img/logo-splash.svg

./static/img/logo.svg

./static/_styles.scss

./static/_variables.scss

./templates

./templates/auth

./templates/auth/login.html

./templates/auth/_login_form.html

./templates/base.html

5. Compress this directory into a tarball that can then be deployed in running systems.

Note
This tarball must have the extension .tgz. There are no limitations on the name of this file.

# ls manifest.py static templates

# tar czfv new_branding.tgz *
manifest.py
static/
static/img/
static/img/favicon.png
static/img/logo-splash.svg
static/img/logo.png
static/img/logo.svg
static/_styles.scss
static/_variables.scss
templates/
templates/auth/
templates/auth/login.html
templates/auth/_login_form.html
templates/base.html

Postrequisites

After creating your custom branding tarball containing a customized Horizon Web interface theme and associated branding files, you
cqn apply it to both newly installed and running systems. You can apply it to different stages in your installation.

For more information on applying the tarball to newly installed systems prior to running the bootstrap playbook, see Apply a Custom
Horizon Branding Tarball to Newly Installed Systems on page 58.

For more information on applying the tarball to running systems, see Apply a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball to Running Systems
on page 59.

2. Apply a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball to Newly Installed Systems

You can apply a custom Horizon branding tarball to newly installed systems prior to running the bootstrap playbook.

Complete the following steps to apply the custom Horizon branding tarball:

Procedure

1. Copy the branding tarball to the /opt/branding directory.
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2. Run the Ansible bootstrap playbook.
The branding will be automatically updated on the Horizon Web interface.

3. Apply a Custom Horizon Branding Tarball to Running Systems

You can apply the custom Horizon branding tarball to running systems.

Complete the following steps to apply the custom Horizon branding tarball:

Procedure

1. Delete any previous branding tarball from /opt/branding.

2. Copy the new Horizon branding tarball to the /opt/branding directory on the active controller.

3. Restart the Horizon Web interface.

# sudo service horizon restart

4. Lock, and unlock the inactive controller to apply the new configuration.
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12. CUSTOMIZE LOGIN BANNER BRANDING

1. Brand the Login Banner During Commissioning

You can customize the pre-login message (issue) and post-login MOTD across the entire Cloud Platform cluster during system
commissioning and installation.

The following files can be customized to use this feature:

/etc/issue console login banner

/etc/issue.net ssh login banner

/etc/motd.head message of the day header

/etc/motd.tail
message of the day footer
This file is not present by default. You must first create
it to apply your customizations.

issue and issue.net are free standing files. /etc/motd is generated from the following sources in the order presented:

1. /etc/motd.head

2. /etc/sysinv/motd.system

3. /etc/platform/motd.license

4. /etc/motd.tail

Complete the following procedure to customize the login banner during installation and commissioning:

Procedure

1. Provide customization files.
To customize any of the four customizable banner files listed above, provide the new files in the following locations:

• /opt/banner/issue

• /opt/banner/issue.net

• /opt/banner/motd.head

• /opt/banner/motd.tail

See the issue and motd man pages for details on file syntax.

2. Run Ansible Bootstrap playbook.
When Ansible Bootstrap playbook is run, these files are moved from /opt/banner to configuration storage and are
applied to the controller node as it is initialized. All nodes in the cluster which are subsequently configured will
retrieve these custom banners as well.

Note
In the event that an error is reported for the banner customization, it can be repeated after running Ansible Bootstrap
playbook and system deployment. Customization errors do not impact Ansible Bootstrap playbook. See Brand the
Login Banner on a Commissioned System on page 61 for more information.
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2. Brand the Login Banner on a Commissioned System

You can customize the pre-login message (issue) and post-login MOTD on an installed and commissioned Cloud Platform cluster,
simplifying propagation of the customized files.

About this task

The following files can be customized to use this feature:

/etc/issue console login banner

/etc/issue.net ssh login banner

/etc/motd.head message of the day header

/etc/motd.tail
message of the day footer
This file is not present by default. You must first create
it to apply your customizations.

issue and issue.net are free standing files. /etc/motd is generated from the following sources in the order presented:

1. /etc/motd.head

2. /etc/sysinv/motd.system

3. /etc/platform/motd.license

4. /etc/motd.tail

Complete the following procedure to customize the login banner on a commissioned system:

Procedure

1. Log in to the active controller.

2. Switch to root user.

$ sudo bash
#

3. Provide any of the customized banner files in a directory of your choosing. This example uses /opt/banner:

• /opt/banner/issue

• /opt/banner/issue.net

• /opt/banner/motd.head

• /opt/banner/motd.tail

See the issue and motd man pages for details on file syntax.

4. Apply the customization using apply_banner_customization.

# apply_banner_customization <pathToModifiedFiles>

For example:

# apply_banner_customization /opt/banner
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The default path, if no parameter is specified, is the current working directory.
The banners are applied to the configuration and installed on the current node, active controller.

5. Lock and unlock other nodes in the cluster, either from the CLI or the GUI, to install the customization on each node.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock worker-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock worker-0

Results

All subsequently added nodes will automatically inherit the banner customizations.
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13. CONSOLE KEYBOARD MAPPING

1. Console Keyboard Mapping

You can change the keyboard layout settings used on the text console for a Cloud Platform node.

You can log in to the console using the US keyboard layout and then change the keyboard settings, if required. Use the following CLI
commands to change the keyboard layout settings on your keyboard:

Note
When you log in to Cloud Platform for the first time using the default US keyboard layout, you are prompted to provide a
new password. The new password you enter may get mapped differently than you expect, since you are not using a US
keyboard. You should use as simple a password as possible in order to avoid any unexpected key mappings. Then, after
you have successfully logged in to Cloud Platform and updated your keyboard layout, you should update your sysadmin
password (’passwd sysadmin’) to a more secure password.

To display the current console keyboard settings that are configured for the virtual console:

$ localectl status

For example,

System Locale:LANG=en_US.UTF-8
VC Keymap:us
X11 Layout:n/a

To check if a keyboard layout can be configured on your system, for example:

$ localectl list-keymaps|fgrep 106
jp 106

To set the console keyboard layout, use the following syntax:

$ sudo localectl set-keymap <mapping-name>

For example, to use jp106:

$ sudo localectl set-keycap jp106

$ localectl status
  System Locale:LANG=en_US.UTF-8
  VC Keymap:jp106
  X11 Layout:jp
  X11 Model:jp106
  X11 Options:terminate:ctrl_alt_bksp
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14. KUBERNETES CONFIGURATION

1. Kubernetes Custom Configuration

Introduction

Kubernetes configuration can be customized during deployment by specifying bootstrap overrides in the localhost.yml file during the
Ansible bootstrap process.

Note
Kubernetes custom configuration is only applicable to the bootstrap phase and runtime support is not available.

Custom configuration includes:

• Configuring options on kube-apiserver such as feature gates and admission controllers,•

• Configuring options on kube-controller-manager such as node-monitor-period and pod-eviction-timeout,•

• Configuring options on kube-scheduler such as feature gates•

• Configuring options on kubelet such as maximum pods and enabling unsafe sysctls.•

Kube-apiserver configuration

The Kubernetes API server validates and configures data for the api objects which include pods, services, replicationcontrollers, and
others. The API Server services REST operations and provides the frontend to the cluster’s shared state through which all other
components interact.

For a list of all configurable options of kube-apiserver, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/command-line-tools-reference/kube-
apiserver/ .

To set or override a kube-apiserver option, add the desired parameters to an apiserver_extra_args section in the localhost.yml.

Example usage:

apiserver_extra_args:
  admission-control-config-file: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yml"
  audit-policy-file: "/etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yml"
  default-not-ready-toleration-seconds: "35"
  default-unreachable-toleration-seconds: "35"
  feature-gates: "SCTPSupport=true,TTLAfterFinished=true,HugePageStorageMediumSize=true,RemoveSelf
Link=false,MemoryManager=true"
  enable-admission-plugins: "NodeRestriction,PodNodeSelector"
  event-ttl: "20h"

Kube-controller-manager configuration

The Kubernetes controller manager is a daemon that embeds the core control loops shipped with Kubernetes. A controller is a
control loop that watches the shared state of the cluster through the apiserver and makes changes attempting to move the current
state towards the desired state.
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For a list of all configurable options of kube-controller-manager, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/command-line-tools-
reference/kube-controller-manager/ .

To set or override a kube-controller-manager option, add the desired parameters to an controllermanager_extra_args section in the
localhost.yml .

Example usage:

controllermanager_extra_args:
  node-monitor-period: "4s"
  node-monitor-grace-period: "25s"
  pod-eviction-timeout: '35s'
  feature-gates: "TTLAfterFinished=true,MemoryManager=true"

Kube-scheduler configuration

The Kubernetes scheduler is a control plane process which assigns Pods to Nodes. The scheduler determines which Nodes are valid
placements for each Pod in the scheduling queue according to constraints and available resources. The scheduler then ranks each
valid Node and binds the Pod to a suitable Node. Multiple different schedulers may be used within a cluster; kube-scheduler is the
reference implementation.

For a list of all configurable options of kube-scheduler, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/command-line-tools-reference/kube-
scheduler/> .

To set or override a kube-scheduler option, add the desired parameters to an scheduler_extra_args section in the localhost.yml .

Example usage:

scheduler_extra_args:
  feature-gates: "TTLAfterFinished=false"

Kubelet configurations

The kubelet is the primary “node agent” that runs on each node.

For a list of all configurable options, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/config-api/kubelet-config.v1beta1/ .

To set or override a kubelet option, add the desired parameters to an kubelet_configurations section in the localhost.yml .

Example usage:

kubelet_configurations:
  featureGates:
    MemoryManager: true
    HugePageStorageMediumSize: true

Apiserver_extra_volumes, controllermanager_extra_volumes,
scheduler_extra_volumes

Some options/parameters specified in apiserver_extra_args, controllermanager_extra_args and scheduler_extra_volumes refer to
a configuration file. The contents of these files are configured in the bootstrap overrides (localhost.yml) with the
apiserver_extra_volumes, controllermanager_extra_volumes and scheduler_extra_volumes definitions.
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For instance, if admission plugins are configured and need additinal configuration, that configuration should be set in a specific file
referenced by the admission-control-config-file parameter.

See the example below where the ‘admission-control-config-file’ option and the ‘PodNodeSelector’ admission plugin is specified for
kube-apiserver. Both of these options require the specification of a yaml file.

Example usage:

apiserver_extra_args:
  admission-control-config-file: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yaml"
  enable-admission-plugins: "PodNodeSelector"

apiserver_extra_volumes:
  - name: admission-control-config-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yaml"
    readOnly: true
    pathType: "File"
content: |
  apiVersion: apiserver.config.k8s.io/v1
  kind: AdmissionConfiguration
  plugins:
  - name: PodSecurity
    configuration:
      apiVersion: pod-security.admission.config.k8s.io/v1beta1
      kind: PodSecurityConfiguration
      # Defaults applied when a mode label is not set.
      #
      # Level label values must be one of:
      # - "privileged" (default)
      # - "baseline"
      # - "restricted"
      #
      # Version label values must be one of:
      # - "latest" (default)
      # - specific version like "v1.24"
      defaults:
        enforce: "privileged"
        enforce-version: "latest"
        audit: "privileged"
        audit-version: "latest"
        warn: "privileged"
        warn-version: "latest"
      exemptions:
        # Array of authenticated usernames to exempt.
        usernames: []
        # Array of runtime class names to exempt.
        runtimeClasses: []
        # Array of namespaces to exempt.
        namespaces: []
  - name: pod-node-selector
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/pod-node-selector.yaml"
    readOnly: true
    pathType: "File"
    content: |
      podNodeSelectorPluginConfig:
      clusterDefaultNodeSelector: name-of-node-selector
      namespace1: name-of-node-selector
      namespace2: name-of-node-selector
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The example below enables kubernetes auditing which requires an audit-policy-file.yaml file to specify the details of what events
should be audited.

Example usage:

apiserver_extra_args:
  audit-policy-file: /etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yaml
  audit-log-path: /var/log/kubernetes/audit/audit.log

apiserver_extra_volumes:
  - name: audit-policy-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yaml"
    readOnly: true
    pathType: "File"
    content: |
      # Log all requests at the Metadata level.
      apiVersion: audit.k8s.io/v1
      kind: Policy
      rules:
      - level: Metadata
  - name: audit-log-path
    mountPath: "/var/log/kubernetes/audit/"
    readOnly: false
    pathType: "DirectoryOrCreate"

Complex Example configuration

apiserver_extra_args:
  admission-control-config-file: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yml"
  audit-policy-file: "/etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yml"
  default-not-ready-toleration-seconds: "35"
  default-unreachable-toleration-seconds: "35"
  feature-gates: "SCTPSupport=true,TTLAfterFinished=true,HugePageStorageMediumSize=true,RemoveSelf
Link=false,MemoryManager=true"
  enable-admission-plugins: "NodeRestriction,PodNodeSelector"
  event-ttl: "20h"
  audit-log-path: "/var/log/kubernetes/audit/audit.log"
  audit-log-maxage: "1"
  audit-log-maxbackup: "2"
  audit-log-maxsize: "1"

scheduler_extra_args:
  feature-gates: "TTLAfterFinished=false"

controllermanager_extra_args:
  node-monitor-period: "4s"
  node-monitor-grace-period: "25s"
  pod-eviction-timeout: '35s'
  feature-gates: "TTLAfterFinished=true,MemoryManager=true"

kubelet_configurations:
  featureGates:
    MemoryManager: true
    HugePageStorageMediumSize: true
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apiserver_extra_volumes:
  - name: admission-control-config-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yml"
    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      apiVersion: apiserver.config.k8s.io/v1
      kind: AdmissionConfiguration
      plugins:
      - name: PodNodeSelector
        path: /etc/kubernetes/podnodeselector.yaml
  - name: pod-nodes-selector-plugin-config
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/podnodeselector.yaml"
    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      podNodeSelecto+rPluginConfig:
      clusterDefaultNodeSelector: name-of-node-selector
      namespace1: name-of-node-selector
      namespace2: name-of-node-selector
  - name: audit-policy-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yml"
    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      # Log all requests at the Metadata level.
      apiVersion: audit.k8s.io/v1
      kind: Policy
      rules:
      - level: Metadata
  - name: audit-log-path
    mountPath: "/var/log/kubernetes/audit/"
    readOnly: false
    pathType: 'DirectoryOrCreate'

scheduler_extra_volumes:
  - name: sch-admission-control-config-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yml"
    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      apiVersion:
      kind: AdmissionConfiguration
      plugins:
      - name: PodNodeSelector
        path: /etc/kubernetes/podnodeselector.yaml
  - name: sch-pod-nodes-selector-plugin-config
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/podnodeselector.yaml"
    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      podNodeSelectorPluginConfig:
      clusterDefaultNodeSelector: name-of-node-selector
      namespace1: name-of-node-selector
      namespace2: name-of-node-selector
  - name: sch-audit-policy-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yml"
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    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      # Log all requests at the Metadata level.
      apiVersion: audit.k8s.io/v1
      kind: Policy
      rules:
      - level: Metadata

controllermanager_extra_volumes:
   - name: cm-admission-control-config-file
     mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yml"
     pathType: "File"
     readOnly: true
     content: |
       apiVersion: apiserver.config.k8s.io/v1
       kind: AdmissionConfiguration
       plugins:
       - name: PodNodeSelector
         path: /etc/kubernetes/podnodeselector.yaml
   - name: cm-pod-nodes-selector-plugin-config
     mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/podnodeselector.yaml"
     pathType: "File"
     readOnly: true
     content: |
       podNodeSelectorPluginConfig:
       clusterDefaultNodeSelector: name-of-node-selector
       namespace1: name-of-node-selector
       namespace2: name-of-node-selector
   - name: cm-audit-policy-file
     mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/audit-policy-file.yml"
     pathType: "File"
     readOnly: true
     content: |
       # Log all requests at the Metadata level.
       apiVersion: audit.k8s.io/v1
       kind: Policy
       rules:
       - level: Metadata

2. Limit Number of Processes per Pod

Kubernetes supports limiting the number of processes per pod. By default, Cloud Platform configures Kubernetes with a limit of
10000 pids per pod. Users can change this setting to suit their deployment.

For general use case of Cloud Platform it is recommended not to use a limit lower than 500 pids per pod.

If deploying Wind River OpenStack application it is recommended not to use a limit lower than 2000 pids per pod.

For extended flexibility Cloud Platform allows values between 100 and 65535. Setting the value to a smaller number helps protect
against a larger number of rogue pods. For example using a value of 10000 limits 1 rogue pods to 10000 pids, while a value of 500
limits 20 rogue pods to 10000 pids.

If an application needs to create more processes than currently allowed this limit should be increased. Note that running multiple
containers inside the same pod consumes the pids of the same pod.
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CLI can be used to query and modify the value.

Procedure

• Current value can be retrieved using ‘system service-parameter-list –service kubernetes’ and looking at the ‘config’ section,•
parameter named ‘pod_max_pids’.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list --service kubernetes

+--------------------------------------+------------+---------+--------------+-------+--------
-----+----------+
| uuid                                 | service    | section |  name        | value | persona
lity | resource |
+--------------------------------------+------------+---------+--------------+-------+--------
-----+----------+
| 32751084-d29b-436d-9ffb-4b153e10f5c5 | kubernetes | config  | pod_max_pids | 750   | Non
e        | None     |
+--------------------------------------+------------+---------+--------------+-------+--------
-----+----------+

• Value can be modified using: ‘system service-parameter-modify kubernetes config pod_pids_limit=<new_value>’.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify kubernetes config pod_max_pids=800

+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 32751084-d29b-436d-9ffb-4b153e10f5c5 |
| service      | kubernetes                           |
| section      | config                               |
| name         | pod_max_pids                         |
| value        | 800                                  |
| personality  | None                                 |
| resource     | None                                 |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

• If the value was deleted by mistake, it can be readded using system service-parameter-add kubernetes config•
pod_max_pids=<new_value>.

• After modifying, controller and worker nodes need to be locked and unlocked for the new setting to be applied.•

3. About Changing External Registries for StarlingX Installation

You can reassign the external registries used for Cloud Platform installs, upgrades, and application updates.

When installing and upgrading Cloud Platform or applying and updating Cloud Platform applications, container images are pulled
from external registries, for various services. By default, these container images are pulled from the following public registries:
k8s.gcr.io, gcr.io, quay.io, and docker.io. During installation, specifically during the bootstrap step, these external
registries can be overridden using the ‘docker_registries’ variable in the bootstrap override file. This task provides a procedure for
changing these external registries after installing Cloud Platform.

About this task

For convenience, many of the procedures are implemented in bash loops. If during the loops errors occur the procedure will fail.
Cloud Platform recommends to capture the existing settings before running the commands.

Prerequisites
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Make sure the following conditions are true:

• no alarm is present•

• both controllers are online and unlocked•

• all applications required are properly applied•

• in the case of a subcloud in a distributed cloud deployment, the subcloud is in sync with the system controller•

• the auth-secret, Url, and type exist for: system service-parameter-list | grep registry•

This is an example of the output:

| 16485f1e-757c-46a9-a366-0820b0f2ab77 | docker   | docker-registry  | auth-secret  | d76d3a01-7d2
8-4e17-a614-f10b7eb49438                                | None        | None     |
| 4436a7ab-11bc-4adb-aa9a-d15fe7a5a337 | docker   | docker-registry  | type         | docke
r                                                              | None        | None     |
| e9ac3877-bc1c-4bd0-8d4e-6ead5a09b07c | docker   | docker-registry  | url          | old-registry
.domain.com:5001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io        | None        | None     |
| 3f44da5a-020d-42af-a15c-bf54da1e4c94 | docker   | elastic-registry | auth-secret  | de5195da-a79
1-4d05-9bb2-0a106d65dd33                                | None        | None     |
| afbc4d14-5359-4b54-9431-01fe83440cf6 | docker   | elastic-registry | type         | docke
r                                                              | None        | None     |
| 05644812-daee-43a0-89e3-45006a6807fd | docker   | elastic-registry | url          | old-registry
.domain.com:5001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.elastic.co| None        | None     |
| 76c15302-62ec-44d8-8352-ae8e681dfb02 | docker   | gcr-registry     | auth-secret  | 772f88cb-335
5-4663-8a95-026409b629cb                                | None        | None     |
| 5d4004ed-c212-4cb0-b309-82225cc011a9 | docker   | gcr-registry     | type         | docke
r                                                              | None        | None     |
| 18d8a51b-99b1-4caf-8e98-740dc3bdfd74 | docker   | gcr-registry     | url          | old-registry
.domain.com:5001/product-abc/starlingx/gcr.io           | None        | None     |
| 64e8a11f-3be9-4086-992a-948a92f8441b | docker   | k8s-registry     | auth-secret  | 4ba49153-fb1
2-4db6-9509-779ac4f1f2fa                                | None        | None     |
| eca50140-b082-4229-8ca3-562abd6e3693 | docker   | k8s-registry     | type         | docke
r                                                              | None        | None     |
| 497a935c-c8fc-422e-88d3-e9cbd6d12a95 | docker   | k8s-registry     | url          | old-registry
.domain.com:5001/product-abc/starlingx/k8s.gcr.io       | None        | None     |
| a84328a0-3219-4b54-b4fa-5903f25f70ea | docker   | quay-registry    | auth-secret  | c293a43d-0e4
b-4dec-a5f4-baffb65e07f0                                | None        | None     |
| 96b6eb45-b101-4bcb-8168-3f9f79baaa7d | docker   | quay-registry    | type         | docke
r                                                              | None        | None     |
| 0fe2e1b9-8005-4ff8-98c2-ba0ad66103b9 | docker   | quay-registry    | url          | old-registry
.domain.com:5001/product-abc/starlingx/quay.io          | None        | None     |

The new registry uses username and password authentication. Its path is the same as the existing registry path. For example if
docker.io path is old-registry.domain.com:5001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io on the existing registry, then the new registry must
be new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io.

To change a registry, see Change the Registries’ URLs on page 71.

4. Apply Registries’ Auth-Secret Changes
4.1. Change the Registries’ URLs

Set the variable NEW_URL_START to the new registry and port, and change the registries’ URLs using the following command:
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NEW_URL_START=new-registry.domain.com:9001
for registry in docker-registry quay-registry elastic-registry gcr-registry k8s-registry
do
uuid=`system service-parameter-list |grep $registry | grep url | awk '{print $2}'`
url_path=`system service-parameter-show $uuid | grep value | awk '{print $4}' | cut -d '/' -f 2-`
system service-parameter-modify docker $registry url=$NEW_URL_START/$url_path
done

Results

You will get the following output:

+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                                                    |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 1f88c265-60a9-49b7-860b-785be9d832fc                                     |
| service     | docker                                                                   |
| section     | docker-registry                                                          |
| name        | url                                                                      |
| value       | new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io             |
| personality | None                                                                     |
| resource    | None                                                                     |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                                                  |
+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 459fde69-ee5f-4375-9817-cc7bc2bb06cb                                   |
| service     | docker                                                                 |
| section     | quay-registry                                                          |
| name        | url                                                                    |
| value       | new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/quay.io             |
| personality | None                                                                   |
| resource    | None                                                                   |
+-------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                                                            |
+-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | c7537ee4-1dff-4627-9f99-3380a54a51e0                                             |
| service     | docker                                                                           |
| section     | elastic-registry                                                                 |
| name        | url                                                                              |
| value       | new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.elastic.co             |
| personality | None                                                                             |
| resource    | None                                                                             |
+-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                                                 |
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 144194d1-9c03-4db0-a336-c1a32467b1bd                                  |
| service     | docker                                                                |
| section     | gcr-registry                                                          |
| name        | url                                                                   |
| value       | new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/gcr.io             |
| personality | None                                                                  |
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| resource    | None                                                                  |
+-------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                                                     |
+-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 99800eff-c681-4dbd-8897-c5c5636f5fa1                                      |
| service     | docker                                                                    |
| section     | k8s-registry                                                              |
| name        | url                                                                       |
| value       | new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/k8s.gcr.io             |
| personality | None                                                                      |
| resource    | None                                                                      |
+-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

To validate the registry, see Display Updated Registries’ URLs and Auth-Secrets on page 73.

4.2. Display Updated Registries’ URLs and Auth-Secrets

To display the updated URLs, use the following command:

for registry in docker-registry quay-registry elastic-registry gcr-registry k8s-registry
do
uuid=`system service-parameter-list |grep $registry | grep url | awk '{print $2}'`
url_path=`system service-parameter-show $uuid | grep value | awk '{print $4}'`
echo $registry URL is $url_path
done

You will get the following output:

docker-registry URL is new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io
quay-registry URL is new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/quay.io
elastic-registry URL is new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.elastic.co
gcr-registry URL is new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/gcr.io
k8s-registry URL is new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/k8s.gcr.io

If the existing registries used authentication, use the following command to display their auth-secrets:

system service-parameter-list | grep auth-secret

You will get the following output:

| 8dd9200f-5a14-43c0-afb9-941f0c571613 | docker   | docker-registry  | auth-secre
t                 | 19c8700b-0907-4fdb-bb4d-d4c23d9a644
b                                             | None        | None     |
| 44cb60f9-d51a-40d2-a376-c4f019f440ef | docker   | elastic-registry | auth-secre
t                 | d66dd561-e4a6-499a-b235-72a7e9dd163
4                                             | None        | None     |
| 24f183c0-bc8c-4d64-90ac-7619c862298c | docker   | gcr-registry     | auth-secre
t                 | 60723957-ab68-44cc-ab94-4a8b09c9e85
2                                             | None        | None     |
| d438b4a1-72ae-459d-9074-76435a545aca | docker   | k8s-registry     | auth-secre
t                 | b2ab23d8-b878-41ae-bb5b-7bdba0f44f6
4                                             | None        | None     |
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| 37ac7a03-4bda-4367-9452-a14772958864 | docker   | quay-registry    | auth-secre
t                 | 58150478-c74b-496a-bcaf-98973835cc0
3                                             | None        | None     |

If the output result is similar to the authentication above, go to Update the Registries’ Auth-Secrets on page 76.

If the output result is blank, go to Create the Registries’ Auth-Secrets on page 74.

4.3. Create the Registries’ Auth-Secrets

This step must be performed only if no entries were listed when displaying the registries’ auth-secrets. When required, use the
appropriate username and password.

Procedure

To create the auth-secrets for the new registries, use the following command:

NEW_USERNAME_PASSWORD="username:docker password:********"

for registry in docker-registry quay-registry elastic-registry gcr-registry k8s-registry
do
openstack secret store -n ${registry}-secret -p "${NEW_USERNAME_PASSWORD}"
secret_uuid=`openstack secret list |grep ${registry}-secret | awk '{print $2}' | awk -F/ '{print $
6}'`
system service-parameter-add docker  ${registry} auth-secret=${secret_uuid}
done

You will get the following output:

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/d82f1653-4718-429c-b6d5-0fc3e27d32f9 |
| Name          | docker-registry-secret                                                 |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 68d68fec-36a7-445a-9b2e-4fdae5f24d16 |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | docker-registry                      |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | d82f1653-4718-429c-b6d5-0fc3e27d32f9 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
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+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/69219fb7-4072-4391-ac13-fe429e8f1e2f |
| Name          | quay-registry-secret                                                   |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 8f153a9a-b249-4e50-8789-19a66b3f6f72 |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | quay-registry                        |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | 69219fb7-4072-4391-ac13-fe429e8f1e2f |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/60369415-00be-4777-b16d-f2f8641cb079 |
| Name          | elastic-registry-secret                                                |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 6ed71e2c-b845-43a0-8827-fff8520135cf |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | elastic-registry                     |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | 60369415-00be-4777-b16d-f2f8641cb079 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/6c45003f-29c3-4353-a55d-05bc55e278a7 |
| Name          | gcr-registry-secret                                                    |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 43934f0f-08c4-48b8-92b5-14d2504f8053 |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | gcr-registry                         |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | 6c45003f-29c3-4353-a55d-05bc55e278a7 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/dc79fe94-598d-4776-af59-9879f4253082 |
| Name          | k8s-registry-secret                                                    |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 4e531e3d-9c8f-47e2-8919-68b50ba06a74 |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | k8s-registry                         |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | dc79fe94-598d-4776-af59-9879f4253082 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

To update the registry secrets, go to Update the Registries’ Auth-Secrets on page 76.

4.4. Update the Registries’ Auth-Secrets

This step must be performed only if there are existing entries when displaying the registries’ auth-secrets.
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When required, use the appropriate username and password.

Procedure

To update the auth-secrets for the new registries, use the following command:

NEW_USERNAME_PASSWORD="username:docker password:********"

for registry in docker-registry quay-registry elastic-registry gcr-registry k8s-registry
do
secret=`openstack secret list | grep ${registry}-secret | awk '{print $2}'`
openstack secret delete ${secret}
openstack secret store -n ${registry}-secret -p "${NEW_USERNAME_PASSWORD}"
secret_uuid=`openstack secret list |grep ${registry}-secret | awk '{print $2}' | awk -F/ '{print $
6}'`
system service-parameter-modify docker  ${registry} auth-secret=${secret_uuid}
done

You will get the following output:

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/d71b2577-1204-4c65-89b3-a29562343b2c |
| Name          | docker-registry-secret                                                 |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 9c268c25-e971-4e2c-927e-78f2f0332b63 |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | docker-registry                      |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | d71b2577-1204-4c65-89b3-a29562343b2c |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/7d7c0bff-eaed-4a5a-8877-dbedc7491c95 |
| Name          | quay-registry-secret                                                   |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
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| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | fa85e427-1f97-4e4c-9ab8-f048344b0fd0 |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | quay-registry                        |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | 7d7c0bff-eaed-4a5a-8877-dbedc7491c95 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/40e6f308-62b5-4f90-b457-b6770864de8d |
| Name          | elastic-registry-secret                                                |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 009eff20-ed1a-4259-998e-616dd40fb3da |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | elastic-registry                     |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | 40e6f308-62b5-4f90-b457-b6770864de8d |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/a7d4319d-a6b9-41c1-9de1-ad7c56678a48 |
| Name          | gcr-registry-secret                                                    |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
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| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 665e3183-f27a-4fc6-a2a5-59cd041ee00e |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | gcr-registry                         |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | a7d4319d-a6b9-41c1-9de1-ad7c56678a48 |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field         | Value                                                                  |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Secret href   | http://controller:9311/v1/secrets/52126ffe-6e1c-4295-b4b0-6095787c87ed |
| Name          | k8s-registry-secret                                                    |
| Created       | None                                                                   |
| Status        | None                                                                   |
| Content types | None                                                                   |
| Algorithm     | aes                                                                    |
| Bit length    | 256                                                                    |
| Secret type   | opaque                                                                 |
| Mode          | cbc                                                                    |
| Expiration    | None                                                                   |
+---------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 0b02bf15-e830-4196-a867-6e52bcbd0c6e |
| service     | docker                               |
| section     | k8s-registry                         |
| name        | auth-secret                          |
| value       | 52126ffe-6e1c-4295-b4b0-6095787c87ed |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

To verify the registry secret changes, go to Verify the Registries’ Secret Configuration Changes on page 79.

4.5. Verify the Registries’ Secret Configuration Changes

To verify the registries’ secret configuration changes, use the following command:

for registry in docker-registry quay-registry elastic-registry gcr-registry k8s-registry
do
echo $registry
secret_uuid=`openstack secret list |grep ${registry}-secret | awk '{print $2}'`
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openstack secret get -d $secret_uuid
done

You will get the following output:

docker-registry

Field Value

Payload username:docker password:****

quay-registry

Field Value

Payload username:docker password:****

elastic-registry

Field Value

Payload username:docker password:****

gcr-registry

Field Value

Payload username:docker password:****

k8s-registry

Field Value

Payload username:docker password:****

To verify if the configured registries’ secret is properly linked to the registry entries in the service parameter table, use the following
command:

for registry in docker-registry quay-registry elastic-registry gcr-registry k8s-registry
do
echo $registry
uuid=`system service-parameter-list |grep  $registry | grep auth-secret | awk '{print $2}'`
url=`system service-parameter-show ${uuid} | grep value | awk '{print $4}'`
secret_uuid=`openstack secret list |grep ${registry}-secret | awk '{print $2}'| awk -F/ '{print $6
}'`
echo $url $secret_uuid
if [ "${url}" != "${secret_uuid}" ]; then
echo "**** ${registry} not correct"
fi
done
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You will get the following output:

docker-registry
1ee140e8-3246-4435-8dfc-5c37277767a2 1ee140e8-3246-4435-8dfc-5c37277767a2
quay-registry
657b91e8-e214-4fee-b391-0ad2ce9124de 657b91e8-e214-4fee-b391-0ad2ce9124de
elastic-registry
3f816e1c-7892-42e9-b269-f02bc14504fa 3f816e1c-7892-42e9-b269-f02bc14504fa
gcr-registry
4c58aa1a-2026-49d2-8f9c-f3f6b4b34eb1 4c58aa1a-2026-49d2-8f9c-f3f6b4b34eb1
k8s-registry
96d722e6-ab97-4185-9b97-64ee90c6162c 96d722e6-ab97-4185-9b97-64ee90c6162c

To add the CA Certificate, go to Add the CA Certificate for New Registry on page 81.

4.6. Add the CA Certificate for New Registry

Procedure

1. Copy the certificate of the CA that signed the new registries’ certificate to the active controller.

2. Install the CA certificate as a Trusted CA for StarlingX. This is an example with the filename ca.crt containing the CA
certificate:

system certificate-install -m ssl_ca ca.crt
WARNING: For security reasons, the original certificate,
containing the private key, will be removed,
once the private key is processed.
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | da397ac8-24c2-474c-98fd-5afade15aea2 |
| certtype    | ssl_ca                               |
| signature   | ssl_ca_10872957681153283553          |
| start_date  | 2020-09-03 21:56:16+00:00            |
| expiry_date | 2021-06-30 21:56:16+00:00            |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

To verify a new a registry and reapply the application, see Check New Registry and Reapply Application on page 81.

4.7. Check New Registry and Reapply Application

Perform these steps on both controllers. Use controller-0 first and then swact to controller-1 and perform the same steps.

Procedure

1. Run this command to login:

$ sudo docker login new-registry.domain.com:9001

2. Run this command to do a test pull of the image:

$ sudo docker image pull new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io/alpine:la
test
$ crictl pull --creds docker:****** new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.i
o/alpine:latest
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$ sudo docker image rm new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io/alpine:late
st
$ crictl rmi new-registry.domain.com:9001/product-abc/starlingx/docker.io/alpine:latest

3. Check if an application re-apply will now properly pull from the registries. First, remove the images for an application,
such as nginx-ingress-controller, from the registry.local and the local image cache for all nodes (assuming AIO-SX), in
order to force the next re-apply of the application to re-pull these images.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-image-tags quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingr
ess-controller
+-----------+
| Image Tag |
+-----------+
| 0.23.0    |
+-----------+

system registry-image-delete quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller:0.2
3.0
system registry-garbage-collect
crictl images ls | grep  quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller
registry.local:9001/quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller   0.23.
0                                                   42d47fe0c78f5       242MB

crictl rmi registry.local:9001/quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller:0
.23.0
# Note an error on this step means there is no image in the cache

# SSH to controller-1 (or the standby controller)
crictl rmi registry.local:9001/quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller:0
.23.0

4. To reapply the application run the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply nginx-ingress-controller

5. Then, debug tail -f /var/log/sysinv.log and look for the following information:

sysinv 2020-09-09 23:42:23.476 14930 INFO sysinv.conductor.kube_app [-] Image registry.local:90
01/quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller:0.23.0 is not available in lo
cal registry, download started from public/private registry
sysinv 2020-09-09 23:42:23.526 14930 INFO sysinv.conductor.kube_app [-] Image registry.local:90
01/k8s.gcr.io/defaultbackend:1.4 download succeeded in 0 seconds
sysinv 2020-09-09 23:43:10.226 14930 INFO sysinv.conductor.kube_app [-] Remove image <hostname>
:5001/<quay.io path>/quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller:0.23.0 afte
r push to local registry.
sysinv 2020-09-09 23:43:10.595 14930 INFO sysinv.conductor.kube_app [-] Image registry.local:90
01/quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingress-controller:0.23.0 download succeeded in 
47 seconds
sysinv 2020-09-09 23:43:10.596 14930 INFO sysinv.conductor.kube_app [-] All docker images for a
pplication nginx-ingress-controller were successfully downloaded in 50 seconds

6. Validate that the application is running:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
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| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress             |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed            |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed            |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+

7. Validate that the image is in the local registry:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-image-tags quay.io/kubernetes-ingress-controller/nginx-ingr
ess-controller
 +-----------+
 | Image Tag |
 +-----------+
 | 0.23.0    |
 +-----------+
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15. CUSTOMIZE CORE DUMPS

1. Change the Default Coredump Configuration

You can change the default core dump configuration used to create core files. These are images of the system’s working memory
used to debug crashes or abnormal exits.

About this task

The editable parameters and their defaults are as follows:

ProcessSizeMax

The maximum size of cores that will be processed.

Default: 2G

Minimum: 0

ExternalSizeMax

The maximum size of cores to be saved.

Default: 2G

Minimum: 0

MaxUse

Sets a maximum diskspace usage by cores.

Default: unset

KeepFree

Sets the minimum amount of disk space to keep free when saving cores.

Default: 1G

Minimum: 1G

Maximum values for each configurable coredump parameter depend on system capacity.

The parameters accept integer/float values followed by a letter representing the unit of measurement.

• B = Bytes•

• K = Kilobytes•

• M = Megabytes•

• G = Gigabytes•

• T = Terabytes•

• P = Petabytes•

• E = Exabytes•

The value 0 (zero) is accepted by parameters ProcessSizeMax, ExternalSizeMax and MaxUse.
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Note
Other, non-configurable, parameters are:

• Storage = external
• Compress = yes
• JournalSizeMax = 767M

For more information on these values, see https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man5/coredump.conf.5.html

Prerequisites

Ensure that you have sufficient storage available on the host’s log filesystem. See Resize Filesystems on a Host for more information
about adjusting it’s size.

Example

When you configure a parameter, it will be replicated to the coredump.conf file of all existing nodes (controllers, workers,
storages).

• To add a coredump service parameter:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add platform coredump <parameter>=<value>

• To modify an existing coredump service parameter:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify platform coredump <parameter>=<value>

• To delete an existing coredump service parameter:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-delete <uuid>

Note
When a parameter is deleted, its value will reset to the default.

Where <parameter> can be one of:

• process_size_max•

• external_size_max•

• max_use•

• keep_free•

The following example sets ExternalSizeMax to 3 gigabytes.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add platform coredump external_size_max=3G

Note
Configuring a parameter raises the 250.001 controller-0 Configuration is out-of-date adarm. A lock/unlock is required to
clear it. For more information, see Lock a Host Using the CLI and Unlock a Host Using the CLI.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM STORAGE, 22.06
Cloud Platform uses storage resources on the controller and worker hosts, and on storage hosts if they are present.The Cloud
Platform storage configuration is highly flexible. The specific configuration depends on the type of system installed, and the
requirements of the system.

Overview

• Storage Resources on page 4
• Disk Naming Conventions on page 5

Disks, Partitions, Volumes, and Volume Groups

Work with Disk Partitions

• Work with Disk Partitions on page 7
• Identify Space Available for Partitions on page 7
• List Partitions on page 8
• View Details for a Partition on page 8
• Add a Partition on page 9
• Increase the Size of a Partition on page 10
• Delete a Partition on page 11

Work with Local Volume Groups

• Work with Local Volume Groups on page 11
• Local Volume Groups CLI Commands on page 12
• Increase the Size for LVM Local Volumes on Controller Filesystems on page 13

Work with Physical Volumes

• Work with Physical Volumes on page 15
• Add a Physical Volume on page 15
• List Physical Volumes on page 16
• View details for a Physical Volume on page 17
• Delete a Physical Volume on page 17

Storage Backends

• Storage Backends on page 19
• Configure the Internal Ceph Storage Backend on page 20
• Configure an External NetApp Deployment as the Storage Backend on page 21
• Uninstall the NetApp Trident Software on page 25
• Upgrade the NetApp Trident Software on page 25

Controller Hosts

• Storage on Controller Hosts on page 27
• Ceph Cluster on a Controller Host on page 29
• Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using Horizon on page 30
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• Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using the CLI on page 31

Worker Hosts

• Storage on Worker Hosts on page 35
• Increase Worker Filesystem Storage Allotments Using the CLI on page 35

Storage Hosts

• Storage on Storage Hosts on page 38
• Replication Groups on page 38

Configure Ceph OSDs on a Host

• Ceph Storage Pools on page 40
• OSD Replication Factors, Journal Functions and Storage Tiers on page 40
• Storage Functions: OSDs and SSD-backed Journals on page 41
• Add SSD-Backed Journals Using Horizon on page 41
• Add SSD-backed Journals Using the CLI on page 43
• Add a Storage Tier Using the CLI on page 45
• Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using Horizon on page 48
• Provision Storage on a Storage Host Using the CLI on page 50
• Optimization with a Large number of OSDs on page 52
• Replace OSDs and Journal Disks on page 53
• Replace OSDs on a Standard System on page 53
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-DX System on page 56
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Multi-Disk System on page 58
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Single Disk System without Backup on page 60
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Single Disk System with Backup on page 61

Persistent Volume Support

• About Persistent Volume Support on page 65

RBD Provisioner

• Default Behavior of the RBD Provisioner on page 65
• Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims on page 66
• Mount ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volumes in Containers on page 67
• Enable ReadWriteOnce PVC Support in Additional Namespaces on page 70
• Enable RBD ReadWriteOnly Additional Storage Classes on page 73
• Install Additional RBD Provisioners on page 76

Ceph File System Provisioner

• Default Behavior of the CephFS Provisioner on page 78
• Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims on page 78
• Mount ReadWriteMany Persistent Volumes in Containers on page 79
• Enable ReadWriteMany PVC Support in Additional Namespaces on page 81
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Storage-Related CLI Commands

• Storage-Related CLI Commands on page 86

Storage Usage Details

• Storage Utilization Display on page 91
• View Storage Utilization Using Horizon on page 91
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2. OVERVIEW

1. Storage Resources

Cloud Platform uses storage resources on the controller and worker hosts, and on storage hosts if they are present.

The Cloud Platform storage configuration is highly flexible. The specific configuration depends on the type of system installed, and
the requirements of the system.

Uses of Disk Storage

StarlingX System

The Cloud Platform system uses root disk storage for the operating system and related files, and for internal databases. On controller
nodes, the database storage and selected root file-systems are synchronized between the controller nodes using DRBD.

Local Docker Registry

An HA local docker registry is deployed on controller nodes to provide local centralized storage of container images. Its image store
is a DRBD synchronized file system.

Docker Container Images

Container images are pulled from either a remote or local Docker Registry, and cached locally by docker on the host worker or
controller node when a container is launched.

Container Ephemeral Local Disk

Containers have local filesystems for ephemeral storage of data. This data is lost when the container is terminated.

Kubernetes Docker ephemeral storage is allocated as part of the docker-lv and kubelet-lv file systems from the cgts-vg volume group
on the root disk. These filesystems are resizable.

Container Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs)

Containers can mount remote HA replicated volumes backed by the Ceph Storage Cluster for managing persistent data. This data
survives restarts of the container.

Note
Ceph is not configured by default. For more information, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management:
Configure the Internal Ceph Storage Backend on page 20.

Storage Locations

In addition to the root disks present on each host for system storage, the following storage may be used only for:

• Controller hosts: Container Persistent Volume Claims on dedicated storage hosts when using that setup or on controller hosts.•
Additional Ceph OSD disk(s) are present on controllers in configurations without dedicated storage hosts. These OSD(s) provide
storage to fill Persistent Volume Claims made by Kubernetes pods or containers.

• Worker hosts: This is storage is derived from docker-lv/kubelet-lv as defined on the cgts-vg (root disk). You can add a disk to•
cgts-vg and increase the size of the docker-lv/kubelet-lv.

Combined Controller-Worker Hosts
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One or more disks can be used on combined hosts in Simplex or Duplex systems to provide local ephemeral storage for containers,
and a Ceph cluster for backing Persistent Volume Claims.

Container/Pod ephemeral storage is implemented on the root disk on all controllers/workers regardless of labeling.

Storage Hosts

One or more disks are used on storage hosts to realize a large scale Ceph cluster providing backing for Persistent Volume Claims for
containers. Storage hosts are used only on Cloud Platform with Dedicated Storage systems.

External NetApp Storage

Cloud Platform can be configured to connect to and use an external NetApp storage deployment as its storage backend.

NetApp Trident supports:

• AWS Cloud Volumes•

• E and EF-Series SANtricity•

• ONTAP AFF, FAS, Select, and Cloud•

• Element HCI and SolidFire•

• Azure NetApp Files service•

For more information about Trident, see https://netapp-trident.readthedocs.io.

2. Disk Naming Conventions

Cloud Platform uses persistent disk names to simplify hardware management.

In addition to the device node identification commonly used in Linux systems (for example, /dev/sda), Cloud Platform identifies
hardware storage devices by physical location (device path). This ensures that the system can always identify a given disk based on its
location, even if its device node enumeration changes because of a hardware reconfiguration. This helps to avoid the need for a
system re-installation after a change to the disk complement on a host.

In the Horizon Web interface and in CLI output, both identifications are shown. For example, the output of the system host-disk-
show command includes both the device_node and the device_path.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-disk-show controller-0
1722b081-8421-4475-a6e8-a26808cae031

+-------------+--------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                      |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------+
| device_node | /dev/sda                                   |
| device_num  | 2048                                       |
| device_type | HDD                                        |
| device_path | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0 |
| size_gib    | 120                                        |
| rpm         | Undetermined                               |
| serial_id   | VB77269fb1-ae169607                        |
| uuid        | 1722b081-8421-4475-a6e8-a26808cae031       |
| ihost_uuid  | 78c46728-4108-4b35-8081-bed1bd4cba35       |
| istor_uuid  | None                                       |
| ipv_uuid    | 2a7e7aad-6da5-4a2d-957c-058d37eace1c       |
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| created_at  | 2017-05-05T07:56:02.969888+00:00           |
| updated_at  | 2017-05-08T12:27:04.437818+00:00           |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------+
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3. DISKS, PARTITIONS, VOLUMES, AND VOLUME GROUPS

1. Work with Disk Partitions
1.1. Work with Disk Partitions

You can use disk partitions to provide space for local volume groups.

You can create, modify, and delete partitions from the Horizon Web interface or the CLI.

To use Wind River OpenStack, select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, and then click the host name to open the Host Details
page. On the Host Details page, select the Storage tab. For more information, refer to the host provisioning sections in the
OpenStack Installation guide.

The following restrictions apply:

• Logical volumes are not supported. All user-created partitions are implemented as physical volumes.•

• You cannot specify a start location. Each new partition is created using the first available location on the disk.•

• You can modify or delete only the last partition on a disk.•

• You can increase the size of a partition, but you cannot decrease the size.•

• You cannot delete a partition while it is in use (that is, while its physical volume is assigned to a local volume group).•

• User-created partitions are not supported for storage hosts.•

• Partition operations on a host are limited to one operation at a time.•

See also

• Identify Space Available for Partitions on page 7•

• List Partitions on page 8•

• View Details for a Partition on page 8•

• Add a Partition on page 9•

• Increase the Size of a Partition on page 10•

• Delete a Partition on page 11•

1.2. Identify Space Available for Partitions

Use the system host-disk-list command to identify space available for partitions.

For example, run the following command to show space available on compute-1.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-list compute-1
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+----------+------
------------+-----+--------------------+--------------------------------------------+
| uuid                                 | device_node | device_num | device_type | size_gib | avail
able_gib    | rpm | serial_id          | device_path                                |
|                                      |             |            |             |          
|                  |     |                    |                                            |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+----------+------
------------+-----+--------------------+--------------------------------------------+
| 2f71f715-ffc8-40f1-b099-f97b8c00e9cc | /dev/sda    | 2048       | SSD         | 447.     | 357.8
16          | N/A | PHWA6062001U480FGN | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:1f.2-ata-1.0 |
|                                      |             |            |             | 13       
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|                  |     |                    |                                            |
|                                      |             |            |             |          
|                  |     |                    |                                            |
| 5331459b-4eff-4d1a-83ea-555acd198bb6 | /dev/sdb    | 2064       | SSD         | 447.     | 0.
0              | N/A | PHWA6282051N480FGN | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:1f.2-ata-2.0 |
|                                      |             |            |             | 13       
|                  |     |                    |                                            |
|                                      |             |            |             |          
|                  |     |                    |                                            |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+----------+------
------------+-----+--------------------+--------------------------------------------+

1.3. List Partitions

To list partitions, use the system host-disk-partition-list command.

About this task

The command has the following format:

system host-disk-partition-list [--nowrap] [--disk [disk_uuid]] <host>

<host> is the hostname or ID.

For example, run the following command to list the partitions on a compute-1 disk.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-partition-list --disk 84b1ba35-addb-4fb7-9495-c47c3cb10377 com
pute-1
+--------------------------------------+--------------------------------------+------------+------
--------------------------------+-------------------+----------+--------+
| uuid                                 | device_path                          | device_nod | type_
guid                            | type_name         | size_gib | status |
|                                      |                                      | e          
|                                      |                   |          |        |
+--------------------------------------+--------------------------------------+------------+------
--------------------------------+-------------------+----------+--------+
| 921c07dc-a79d-4104-a6a8-34691120514e | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:04:00.0   | /dev/sda5  | ba5eb
a11-0000-1111-2222-000000000001 | LVM Physical      | 22.0     | In-Use |
|                                      | -sas-0x5001e6768017d000-lun-0-part5  |            
|                                      | Volume            |          |        |
|                                      |                                      |            
|                                      |                   |          |        |
+--------------------------------------+--------------------------------------+------------+------
--------------------------------+-------------------+----------+--------+

1.4. View Details for a Partition

You can view details for a partition, use the system host-disk-partition-show command.

About this task

The syntax of the command is:

system host-disk-partition-show <host> <partition>
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Make the following substitutions:

<host>

The host name or ID

<partition>

The partition device path or UUID.

1. This example displays details for a particular partition on compute-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-disk-partition-show compute-1 a4aa3f66-ff3c-49a0-a43f-bc30012f8
361
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                            |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| device_path | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0-part3 |
| device_node | /dev/sdb3                                        |
| type_guid   | ba5eba11-0000-1111-2222-000000000001             |
| type_name   | LVM Physical Volume                              |
| start_mib   | 10240                                            |
| end_mib     | 21505                                            |
| size_mib    | 10240                                            |
| uuid        | a4aa3f66-ff3c-49a0-a43f-bc30012f8361             |
| ihost_uuid  | 3b315241-d54f-499b-8566-a6ed7d2d6b39             |
| idisk_uuid  | fcd2f59d-c9ee-4423-9f57-e2c55d5b97dc             |
| ipv_uuid    | c571653b-1d91-4299-adea-1b24f86cb898             |
| status      | In-Use                                           |
| created_at  | 2017-09-07T19:53:23.743734+00:00                 |
| updated_at  | 2017-09-07T20:06:06.914404+00:00                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+

1.5. Add a Partition

You can add a partition using the system host-disk-partition-add command.

The syntax for the command is:

system host-disk-partition-add <host> <disk> <size>

where:

<host>

is the host name or ID.

<disk>

is the disk path or UUID.

<size>

is the partition size in MiB.

Procedure

For example, to set up a 512 MiB partition on compute-1, do the following:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-partition-add  compute-1 fcd2f59d-c9ee-4423-9f57-e2c55d5b97dc 
512
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                            |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| device_path | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0-part6 |
| device_node | /dev/sdb6                                        |
| type_guid   | ba5eba11-0000-1111-2222-000000000001             |
| type_name   | None                                             |
| start_mib   | None                                             |
| end_mib     | None                                             |
| size_mib    | 512                                              |
| uuid        | a259e898-6390-44ba-a750-e0cb1579d8e0             |
| ihost_uuid  | 3b315241-d54f-499b-8566-a6ed7d2d6b39             |
| idisk_uuid  | fcd2f59d-c9ee-4423-9f57-e2c55d5b97dc             |
| ipv_uuid    | None                                             |
| status      | Creating                                         |
| created_at  | 2017-09-08T19:10:27.506768+00:00                 |
| updated_at  | None                                             |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+

1.6. Increase the Size of a Partition

You can increase the size of a partition using the system host-disk-partition-modify command.

About this task

You can modify only the last partition on a disk (indicated by part in the device path; for example, /dev/disk/by-path/
pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0-part6).

You cannot decrease the size of a partition.

The syntax for the command is:

system host-disk-partition-modify -s <size> <host> <partition>

where:

<size>

is the new partition size in MiB.

<host>

is the host name or ID.

<partition>

is the partition device path or UUID.

1. For example, to change the size of a partition on compute-1 to 726 MiB, do the following:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-disk-partition-modify -s 726 compute-1 a259e898-6390-44ba-a750-
e0cb1579d8e0
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                            |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| device_path | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0-part6 |
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| device_node | /dev/sdb6                                        |
| type_guid   | ba5eba11-0000-1111-2222-000000000001             |
| type_name   | LVM Physical Volume                                  |
| start_mib   | 512                                              |
| end_mib     | 12545                                            |
| size_mib    | 726                                              |
| uuid        | a259e898-6390-44ba-a750-e0cb1579d8e0             |
| ihost_uuid  | 3b315241-d54f-499b-8566-a6ed7d2d6b39             |
| idisk_uuid  | fcd2f59d-c9ee-4423-9f57-e2c55d5b97dc             |
| ipv_uuid    | None                                             |
| status      | Modifying                                        |
| created_at  | 2017-09-08T19:10:27.506768+00:00                 |
| updated_at  | 2017-09-08T19:15:06.016996+00:00                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------+

1.7. Delete a Partition

You can use the system host-disk-partition-delete command to delete a partition.

About this task

You can delete only the last partition on a disk. You cannot delete a partition that is in use by a physical volume.

The syntax for the command is:

system host-disk-partition-delete <host> <partition>

where:

<host>

is the host name or ID.

<partition>

is the partition device path or UUID.

For example, to delete a partition with the UUID 9f93c549-e26c-4d4c-af71-fb84e3fcae63 from compute-1, do the following.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-partition-delete compute-1 9f93c549-e26c-4d4c-af71-fb84e3fcae6
3

To view the progress of the deletion, use the system host-disk-partition-list command. The progress is shown in the status column.

2. Work with Local Volume Groups
2.1. Work with Local Volume Groups

You can use the Wind River Cloud Platform Horizon Web interface or the CLI to add local volume groups and to adjust their settings.

About this task

To manage the physical volumes that support local volume groups, see Work with Physical Volumes on page 1.
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Procedure

1. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

<hostname> is the name or ID of the host.

2. Open the Storage page for the host.

a. Select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory.

b. Click the name of the host to open the Host Details page.

c. Select the Storage tab.

3. Click the Name of the group in the Local Volume Groups list.

4. Select the Parameters tab on the Local Volume Group Detail page.
You can now review and modify the parameters for the local volume group.

2.2. Local Volume Groups CLI Commands

You can use CLI commands to manage local volume groups.

Command Syntax Description

system host-lvg-list <hostname> List local volume groups.

system host-lvg-show <hostname> <group
name> Show details for a particular local volume group.

system host-lvg-add <hostname> <groupn
ame> Add a local volume group.

system host-lvg-delete <hostname> <gro
upname> Delete a local volume group.

system host-lvg-modify [-b <instance_b
acking>]
[-c <concurrent_disk_operations>] [-l 
<lvm_type>]
<hostname> <groupname>

Modify a local volume group.
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<instance_backing>

is the storage method for the local volume group (image or remote). The remote option is valid only for systems with dedicated
storage.

<concurrent_disk_operations>

is the number of I/O intensive disk operations, such as glance image downloads or image format conversions, that can occur at
the same time.

<lvm_type>

is the provisioning type for VM volumes (thick or thin). The default value is thin.

<hostname>

is the name or ID of the host.

<groupname>

is the name or ID of the local volume group.

2.3. Increase the Size for LVM Local Volumes on Controller Filesystems

Controller filesystems are allocated as LVM local volumes inside the cgts-vg volume group. You can increase controller filesystem
storage inside the cgts-vg volume group by using the CLI, or the Horizon Web interface.

About this task

To provision filesystem storage, enough free disk space has to be available in this volume group. You can increase available space for
provisioning by creating a partition and assigning it to cgts-vg volume group. This partition can be created on the root disk or on a
different disk of your choice. In Wind River Cloud Platform, Simplex or Duplex systems that use a dedicated disk for nova-local, some
root disk space reserved for nova-local is unused. You can recover this space for use by the cgts-vg volume group to allow for
controller filesystem expansion.

For convenience, this operation is permitted on an unlocked controller.

Note
Using more than one disk during setup for cgts-vg, may increase disk failures. In case any of the disks in the cgts-vg
volume group fails, the disk has to be replaced and the node has to be reinstalled. It is strongly recommended to limit
cgts-vg to the root disk.

Note
The partition should be the same size on both controllers, otherwise only the smallest common denominator size can be
provisioned from cgts-vg.

Caution

Once the cgts-vg partition is added, it cannot be removed.

The following example is used for provisioning cgts-vg on a root disk. The default rootfs device is /dev/sda.

Procedure

1. Check the free space on the rootfs, by using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-list 1

2. Create a new partition on rootfs, for example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-partition-add -t lvm_phys_vol controller-0 /dev/sda 22
 +---------------+------------------------------------------------+
 | Property      |     Value                                      |
 +---------------+------------------------------------------------+
 | device_path   |/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0-part7|
 | device_node   | /dev/sda7                                      |
 | type_guid     | ba5eba11-0000-1111-2222-000000000001           |
 | type_name     | None                                           |
 | start_mib     | None                                           |
 | end_mib       | None                                           |
 | size_mib      | 22528                                          |
 | uuid          | 994d7efb-6ac1-4414-b4ef-ae3335dd73c7           |
 | ihost_uuid    | 75ea78b6-62f0-4821-b713-2618f0d5f834           |
 | idisk_uuid    | 685bee31-45de-4951-a35c-9159bd7d1295           |
 | ipv_uuid      | None                                           |
 | status        | Creating                                       |
 | created_at    | 2020-07-30T21:29:04.014193+00:00               |
 | updated_at    | None                                           |
 +---------------+------------------------------------------------+

3. Check the disk space on the new partition, once it is created.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-partition-list 1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 uuid    device_path         device_node type_guid  type_name    size_gib status
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 69b1b.. /dev/disk/by-path/.. /dev/sda6  ba5eba11.. LVM Phy.Vol..  22.0  Ready
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Assign the unused partition on controller-0 as a physical volume to cgts-vg volume group.
For example

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-pv-add controller-0 cgts-vg 69b1bb35-7326-4bcc-94d7-bef72f064f46
+---------------------------+---------------------------------------+
|    Property               | Value                                 |
+---------------------------+---------------------------------------+
| uuid                      | 626c450f-4472-485c-bae7-791768630e1e  |
| pv_state                  | adding                                |
| pv_type                   | partition                             |
| disk_or_part_uuid         | 69b1bb35-7326-4bcc-94d7-bef72f064f46  |
| disk_or_part_device_node  | /dev/sda6                             |
| disk_or_part_device_path  | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:18:00.     |
|                           | 0-scsi-0:2:0:0-part6                  |
| lvm_pv_name               | /dev/sda6                             |
| lvm_vg_name               | cgts-vg                               |
| lvm_pv_uuid               | None                                  |
| lvm_pv_size_gib           | 0.0                                   |
| lvm_pe_total              | 0                                     |
| lvm_pe_alloced            | 0                                     |
| ihost_uuid                | e579a4af-108b-4dc9-9975-0aa089d530d7  |
| created_at                | 2020-12-09T17:22:19.666250+00:00      |
| updated_at                | None                                  |
+---------------------------+---------------------------------------+

5. To assign the unused partition on controller-1 as a physical volume to cgts-vg volume group, swact the hosts and
repeat the procedure on controller-1.
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Procedure

After increasing the cgts-vg volume size, you can provision the filesystem storage. For more information about increasing filesystem
allotments using the CLI, or the Horizon Web interface, see:

• Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using Horizon on page 30•

• Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using the CLI on page 31•

3. Work with Physical Volumes
3.1. Work with Physical Volumes

Physical volumes provide storage for local volume groups on controller or compute hosts. You can work with them in order to
configure local volume groups.

You can add, delete, and review physical volumes using the CLI or OpenStack Horizon Web interface.

To use OpenStack Horizon, select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, and then click the host name to open the Host Details page.
On the Host Details page, select the Storage tab.

Physical volumes are created on available disks or partitions. As each physical volume is created, it is included in an existing local
volume group.

See also

• Add a Physical Volume on page 15•

• List Physical Volumes on page 16•

• View details for a Physical Volume on page 17•

• Delete a Physical Volume on page 17•

3.2. Add a Physical Volume

You can add a physical volume using the system host-pv-add command.

Prerequisites

• You must lock a host before you can modify its settings.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock <hostname>

• A suitable local volume group must exist on the host. For more information, see Work with Physical Volumes on page 1.•

• An unused disk or partition must be available on the host. For more information about partitions, see Work with Disk•
Partitions on page 1.

About this task

The command syntax is:

system host-pv-add <hostname> <groupname> <uuid>

where:
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<hostname>

is the host name or ID.

<groupname>

is the name of the local volume group to include the physical volume.

<uuid>

is the identifier of the disk or partition to use.

You can specify the device node or the device path.

On a compute host with a single disk, you must assign a partition on the root disk for nova-local storage. This is required to support
some small nova-local files. The host must not be used for VM local ephemeral storage.

On a compute host with more than one disk, it is possible to create a partition on the root disk for use as nova-local storage.
However, for performance reasons, you must either use a non-root disk for nova-local storage, or ensure that the host is not used for
VMs with ephemeral local storage.

For example, to add a volume with the UUID 67b368ab-626a-4168-9b2a-d1d239d4f3b0 to compute-1, use the following command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-pv-add compute-1 nova-local 67b368ab-626a-4168-9b2a-d1d239d4f3b0
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Property                 | Value                                            |
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| uuid                     | 1145ac0b-5be1-416c-a080-581fa95fce77             |
| pv_state                 | adding                                           |
| pv_type                  | partition                                        |
| disk_or_part_uuid        | 67b368ab-626a-4168-9b2a-d1d239d4f3b0             |
| disk_or_part_device_node | /dev/sdb5                                        |
| disk_or_part_device_path | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0-part5 |
| lvm_pv_name              | /dev/sdb5                                        |
| lvm_vg_name              | nova-local                                       |
| lvm_pv_uuid              | None                                             |
| lvm_pv_size              | 0                                                |
| lvm_pe_total             | 0                                                |
| lvm_pe_alloced           | 0                                                |
| ihost_uuid               | 3b315241-d54f-499b-8566-a6ed7d2d6b39             |
| created_at               | 2017-09-08T21:14:00.217360+00:00                 |
| updated_at               | None                                             |
+--------------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

3.3. List Physical Volumes

You can list physical volumes using the system-host-pv-list command.

About this task

The syntax of the command is:

system host-pv-list <hostname>

<hostname> is the name or ID of the host.

For example, to list physical volumes on compute-1, do the following:
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$ system host-pv-list compute-1

3.4. View details for a Physical Volume

You can view details for a physical volume using the system-host-pv-show command.

About this task

The syntax of the command is:

system host-pv-show <hostname> <uuid>

where:

<hostname>

is the name or ID of the host.

<uuid>

is the uuid of the physical volume.

For example, to view details for a physical volume on compute-1, do the following:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-pv-show compute-1 9f93c549-e26c-4d4c-af71-fb84e3fcae63

3.5. Delete a Physical Volume

You can delete a physical volume using the system-host-pv-delete command.

Prerequisites

• You must lock a host before you can modify its settings.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock <hostname>

• A suitable local volume group must exist on the host. For more information, see Work with Physical Volumes on page 1.•

• An unused disk or partition must be available on the host. For more information about partitions, see Work with Disk•
Partitions on page 1.

About this task

The syntax of the command is:

system host-pv-delete <hostname> <uuid>

where:

<hostname>

is the name or ID of the host.

<uuid>

is the uuid of the physical volume.

For example, to delete a physical volume from compute-1, use the following command.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-pv-delete compute-1 9f93c549-e26c-4d4c-af71-fb84e3fcae63
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4. STORAGE BACKENDS

1. Storage Backends

Wind River Cloud Platform supports an internal Ceph block storage backend and connecting to an external NetApp block storage
backend. Configuring a storage backend is optional, but it is required if the applications being hosted require persistent volume
claims (PVCs).

Internal Ceph

Cloud Platform can be configured with an internal Ceph storage backend on Cloud Platform controller nodes or on dedicated Cloud
Platform storage nodes.

You can organize the OSDs in the hosts into tiers with different performance characteristics such as SATA, SAS, SSD and NVME.

The following internal Ceph deployment models are supported:

Table 1. Internal Ceph Deployment Models

Name Description

storage-nodes

Applies to the Standard with Dedicated Storage
deployment configuration.
Storage nodes are deployed in replication groups of 2
or 3, depending on the configured replication factor.
Ceph OSDs are configured only on storage nodes.
Ceph monitors are automatically configured on
controller-0, controller-1 and storage-0.
Data replication is done between storage nodes
within a replication group.
After configuring a storage node, OSDs cannot be
added to controllers.

controller-nodes

Applies to the Standard with Controller Storage and
the All-in-One Duplex deployment configurations.
Ceph OSDs are configured on controller nodes. For
All-in-One Duplex configurations, a single Ceph
monitor is automatically configured that runs on the
‘active’ controller.
For Standard with Controller Storage, Ceph monitors
are automatically configured on controller-0 and
controller-1, and a third must be manually configured
by user on a worker node.
Data replication is done between controllers.
After configuring an OSD on a controller, storage
nodes cannot be installed.

aio-sx Applies to All-in-One Simplex deployment
configurations.
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Name Description

Ceph OSDs are configured on controller-0. A single
Ceph monitor is automatically configured on
controller-0.
Replication is done per OSD, not per node.
Configuration updates are applied without requiring a
host lock/unlock.
You can set replication to 1, 2 or 3 (default is 1).

• A replication setting of 1 requires a minimum of•
one OSD.

• A replication setting of 2 requires a minimum of•
two OSDs to provide data security.

• A replication setting of 3 requires a minimum of•
three OSDs to provide data security.

When replication 2-3 is set, data is replicated
between OSDs on the node.

For more information on Ceph storage backend provisioning, see Configure the Internal Ceph Storage Backend on page 20.

External NetApp Storage

Cloud Platform can be configured to connect to and use an external NetApp storage deployment as its storage backend.

NetApp Trident supports:

• AWS Cloud Volumes•

• E and EF-Series SANtricity•

• ONTAP AFF, FAS, Select, and Cloud•

• Element HCI and SolidFire•

• Azure NetApp Files service•

For more information about Trident, see https://netapp-trident.readthedocs.io.

See also

• Configure the Internal Ceph Storage Backend on page 20•

• Configure an External NetApp Deployment as the Storage Backend on page 21•

• Uninstall the NetApp Trident Software on page 25•

2. Configure the Internal Ceph Storage Backend

This section provides steps to configure the internal Ceph storage backend. Depending on the system type, Cloud Platform can be
configured with an internal Ceph storage backend on controller nodes or on dedicated storage nodes.

Prerequisites

Unlock all controllers before you run the following commands to configure the internal Ceph storage backend.
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Procedure

1. Run the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ system storage-backend-add ceph --confirmed

Note
The default network used to deploy Ceph services on is the management network and this should be sufficient for
most systems. The cluster-host network should only be considered for systems that are using a 1Gb management NIC.

For cluster-host network, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system storage-backend-add --network cluster-host ceph --confirmed

2. Wait for Ceph storage to be configured. Run the following command to check if Ceph storage is configured:

~(keystone_admin)$ system storage-backend-list

3. On a Standard configuration with Controller Storage, that is, where Ceph OSDs are to be configured on the
controller nodes, configure the third Ceph monitor instance on a worker node, using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ system ceph-mon-add <worker_node>

Note
For Standard configuration with dedicated Storage, that is, where Ceph OSDs are to be configured on dedicated
Storage nodes, the third Ceph monitor instance is configured by default on the first storage node.

Note
CephFS support requires Metadata servers (MDS) to be deployed. When CephFS is configured, an MDS is deployed
automatically along with each node that has been configured to run a Ceph Monitor.

4. Configure Ceph OSDs. For more information, see Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using Horizon
on page 48.

3. Configure an External NetApp Deployment as the Storage Backend

Configure an external NetApp deployment as the storage backend, after system installation using a Cloud Platform-provided ansible
playbook.

Prerequisites

Wind River Cloud Platform must be installed and fully deployed before performing this procedure.

Procedure

1. Configure the storage network.
Follow the next steps to configure storage network
If you have not created the storage network during system deployment using the Deployment Manager as described
in Cloud Platform Installation: Defining a Storage Network Using Deployment Manager, you must create it manually.

2. If you have not done so already, create an address pool for the storage network. This can be done at any time.

system addrpool-add --ranges <start_address>-<end_address> <name_of_address_pool> <network_addr
ess> <network_prefix>

For example:
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(keystone_admin)$ system addrpool-add --ranges 10.10.20.1-10.10.20.100 storage-pool 10.10.20.0 
24

3. If you have not done so already, create the storage network using the address pool.
For example:

(keystone_admin)$ system addrpool-list | grep storage-pool | awk '{print$2}' | xargs system net
work-add storage-net storage true

4. For each host in the system, do the following:

a. Lock the host.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock <hostname>

b. Create an interface using the address pool.
For example:

(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -n storage0 -c platform --ipv4-mode static --ipv4-po
ol storage-pool controller-0 enp0s9

c. Assign the interface to the network.
For example:

(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign controller-0 storage0 storage-net

d. Unlock the system.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock <hostname>

5. Configure NetApps configurable parameters and run the provided install_netapp_backend.yml ansible playbook to
enable connectivity to NetApp as a storage backend for Cloud Platform.

6. Provide NetApp backend configurable parameters in an overrides yaml file.
You can make changes-in-place to your existing localhost.yml file or create another in an alternative location. In either
case, you also have the option of using an ansible vault named secrets.yml for sensitive data. The alternative must be
named localhost.yaml.
The following parameters are mandatory:

ansible_become_pass

Provide the admin password.

netapp_backends

name A name for the storage class.

provisioner

This value must be netapp.io/trident.

backendType

This value can be anything but must be the same as StorageDriverName below.

version

This value must be 1.
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storageDriverName

This value can be anything but must be the same as backendType below.

managementLIF

The management IP address for the backend logical interface.

dataLIF

The data IP address for the backend logical interface.

svm

The storage virtual machine type to use.

username

The username for authentication against the netapp backend.

password

The password for authentication against the netapp backend.

The following parameters are optional:

trident_setup_dir

Set a staging directory for generated configuration files. The default is /tmp/trident.

trident_namespace

Set this option to use an alternate Kubernetes namespace.

trident_rest_api_port

Use an alternate port for the Trident REST API. The default is 8000.

trident_install_extra_params

Add extra space-separated parameters when installing trident.

For complete listings of available parameters, see
https://opendev.org/starlingx/ansible-playbooks/src/commit/d05785ffd9add6553662fcab43f30bf8d9f6d2e3/
playbookconfig/src/playbooks/host_vars/netapp/default.yml
and
https://opendev.org/starlingx/ansible-playbooks/src/commit/d05785ffd9add6553662fcab43f30bf8d9f6d2e3/
playbookconfig/src/playbooks/roles/k8s-storage-backends/netapp/vars/main.yml
The following example shows a minimal configuration in localhost.yaml:

ansible_become_pass: xx43U~a96DN*m.?
trident_setup_dir: /tmp/trident
netapp_k8s_storageclasses:
    - metadata:
        name: netapp-nas-backend
    provisioner: netapp.io/trident
    parameters:
        backendType: "ontap-nas"

netapp_k8s_snapshotstorageclasses:
    - metadata:
        name: csi-snapclass
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    driver: csi.trident.netapp.io
    deletionPolicy: Delete

netapp_backends:
    - version: 1
    storageDriverName: "ontap-nas"
    backendName: "nas-backend"
    managementLIF: "10.0.0.1"
    dataLIF: "10.0.0.2"
    svm: "svm_nfs"
    username: "admin"
    password: "secret"

This file is sectioned into netapp_k8s_storageclass, netapp_k8s_snapshotstorageclasses, and
netapp_backends. You can add multiple backends and/or storage classes.

Note
To use IPv6 addressing, you must add the following to your configuration:

trident_install_extra_params: "--use-ipv6"

For more information about configuration options, see https://netapp-trident.readthedocs.io/en/stable-v20.04/
kubernetes/operations/tasks/backends/ontap.html.

Note
By default, NetApp is configured to have 777 as unixPermissions. Cloud Platform recommends changing these settings
to make it more secure, for example, "unixPermissions": "755". Ensure that the right permissions are used, and
there is no conflict with container security.

Do NOT use 777 as unixPermissions to configure an external NetApp deployment as the Storage backend. For
more information, contact NetApp, at https://www.netapp.com/.

7. Run the playbook.
The following example uses the -e option to specify a customized location for the localhost.yml file.

ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/install_netapp_backend.yml -e "overri
de_files_dir=</home/sysadmin/mynetappconfig>"

Upon successful launch, there will be one Trident pod running on each node, plus an extra pod for the REST API
running on one of the controller nodes.

8. Confirm that the pods launched successfully.
In an all-in-one simplex environment you will see pods similar to the following:

(keystone_admin)$ kubectl -n <tridentNamespace> get pods
NAME                          READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
trident-csi-c4575c987-ww49n   5/5     Running   0          0h5m
trident-csi-hv5l7             2/2     Running   0          0h5m

Postrequisites

To configure a persistent volume claim for the NetApp backend, add the appropriate storage-class name you set up in step 2 on
page 21 (netapp-nas-backend in this example) to the persistent volume claim’s yaml configuration file. For more information
about this file, see Cloud Platform User Tasks: Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims.
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Configure NetApps Using a Private Docker Registry

Use the docker_registries parameter to pull from the local registry rather than public ones.

You must first push the files to the local registry.

4. Uninstall the NetApp Trident Software

Uninstalling the NetApp Trident Software is done using the tridentctl command.

Run the following command.

tridentctl -n <tridentNamespace> uninstall

Pods and resources created during installation are deleted.

5. Upgrade the NetApp Trident Software

About this task

Cloud Platform 21.12 contains the installer for Trident 22.01, but installations that have been upgraded from the previous Cloud
Platform version and were configured to use a NetApp backend will still be running Trident 21.04 after the upgrade to Cloud
Platform 21.12.

[sysadmin@controller-0 trident(keystone_admin)]$ tridentctl -n trident version
+----------------+----------------+
| SERVER VERSION | CLIENT VERSION |
+----------------+----------------+
| 20.04.0        | 21.04.1        |
+----------------+----------------+

Note
In the table above, the client version refers to the binary (tridentctl) and the server version refers to the services
installed in Kubernetes.

This difference between versions only occurs during the upgrade, as the client version will be upgraded, but the server
version will be the current version at this point.

Procedure

Before upgrading Kubernetes to version 1.23.1, the running version of Trident must be updated to 22.01. This will not disrupt any
containers that are already running, but will cause a brief outage to the NetApp Trident control plane.

The steps are as follows:

1. Locate the localhost.yaml file that was used originally to install Trident, as described in Configure an External
NetApp Deployment as the Storage Backend on page 21.

2. Add the line trident_force_reinstall: true to the file.

3. Run the install_netapp_backend.yml playbook again as per Run Playbook step of section Configure an
External NetApp Deployment as the Storage Backend on page 21.
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4. On completion, verify that the Trident server version has been updated:

[sysadmin@controller-0 trident(keystone_admin)]$ tridentctl -n trident version
+----------------+----------------+
| SERVER VERSION | CLIENT VERSION |
+----------------+----------------+
| 21.01          | 22.01          |
+----------------+----------------+
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5. CONTROLLER HOSTS

1. Storage on Controller Hosts

The controller’s root disk provides storage for the Cloud Platform system databases, system configuration files, local docker images,
container’s ephemeral filesystems, the Local Docker Registry container image store, platform backup, and the system backup
operations.

Container local storage is derived from the cgts-vg volume group on the root disk. You can add additional storage to the cgts-vg
volume by assigning a partition or disk to make it larger. This will allow you to increase the size of the container local storage for the
host, however, you cannot assign it specifically to a non-root disk.

On All-in-one Simplex, All-in-one Duplex, and Standard with controller storage systems, at least one additional disk for each
controller host is required for backing container PVCs.

Two disks are required with one being a Ceph OSD.

Root Filesystem Storage

Space on the root disk is allocated to provide filesystem storage.

You can increase the allotments for the following filesystems using the Horizon Web interface or the CLI. The following commands are
available to increase various filesystem sizes; system controllerfs, and system host-fs.

Synchronized Filesystems

Synchronized filesystems ensure that files stored in several different physical locations are up to date. The following commands can
be used to resize an DRBD-synced filesystem (Database, Docker-distribution, Etcd, Extension, Platform) on controllers: controllerfs-
list, controllerfs-modify, and controllerfs-show.

Platform Storage

This is the storage allotment for a variety of platform items including the local helm repository, the StarlingX application repository,
and internal platform configuration data files.

Database Storage

The storage allotment for the platform’s postgres database is used by StarlingX, System Inventory, Keystone and Barbican.

Internal database storage is provided using DRBD-synchronized partitions on the controller primary disks. The size of the database
grows with the number of system resources created by the system administrator. This includes objects of all kinds such as hosts,
interfaces, and service parameters.

If you add a database filesystem or increase its size, you must also increase the size of the backup filesystem.

Docker-distribution Storage (Local Docker Registry storage)

The storage allotment for container images stored in the local docker registry. This storage is provided using a DRBD-synchronized
partition on the controller primary disk.

Etcd Storage

The storage allotment for the Kubernetes etcd database.
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Internal database storage is provided using a DRBD-synchronized partition on the controller primary disk. The size of the database
grows with the number of system resources created by the system administrator and the users. This includes objects of all kinds such
as pods, services, and secrets.

Ceph-mon

Ceph-mon is the cluster monitor daemon for the Ceph distributed file system that is used for Ceph monitors to synchronize.

Extension Storage

This filesystem is reserved for future use. This storage is implemented on a DRBD-synchronized partition on the controller primary
disk.

Host Filesystems

The following host filesystem commands can be used to resize non-DRBD filesystems (Backup, Docker, Kubelet and Scratch) and do
not apply to all hosts of a give personality type:

host-fs-list, host-fs-modify, and host-fs-show

The host-fs-modify command increases the storage configuration for the filesystem specified on a per-host basis. For example, the
following command increases the scratch filesystem size to 10 GB:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-fs-modify controller-1 scratch=10

Backup Storage

This is the storage allotment for backup operations. This is a backup area, where, backup=2*database+platform size.

Docker Storage

This storage allotment is for ephemeral filesystems for containers on the host, and for docker image cache.

Kubelet Storage

This storage allotment is for ephemeral storage size related to kubernetes pods on this host.

Scratch Storage

This storage allotment is used by the host as a temp area for a variety of miscellaneous transient host operations.

Logs Storage

This is the storage allotment for log data. This filesystem is not resizable. Logs are rotated within the fixed space allocated.

Replacement root disks for a reinstalled controller should be the same size or larger to ensure that existing allocation sizes for
filesystems will fit on the replacement disk.

Persistent Volume Claims Storage (Ceph Cluster)

For controller-storage systems, additional disks on the controller, configured as Ceph OSDs, provide a small Ceph cluster for backing
Persistent Volume Claims storage for Containers.
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Replication

On AIO-SX systems, replication is done between OSDs within the host.

The following three replication factors are supported:

1

This is the default, and requires one or more OSD disks.

2

This requires two or more OSD disks.

3

This requires three or more OSD disks.

On AIO-DX systems, replication is between the two controllers. Only one replication group is supported and additional controllers
cannot be added.

The following replication factor is supported:

2

There can be any number of OSDs on each controller, with a minimum of one each. It is recommended that you use the same
number and same size OSD disks on the controllers.

See also

• About Persistent Volume Support on page 65•

• Ceph Storage Pools on page 40•

• Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using Horizon on page 48•

2. Ceph Cluster on a Controller Host

You can add one or more object storage devices (OSDs) per controller host for data storage.

About this task

See Configure Ceph OSDs on a Host on page 40 for details on configuring Ceph on a host.

For Standard-with-controller storage and All-in-one Duplex scenarios with 2x controllers, Ceph replication is nodal. For All-in-one
Simplex, with a single controller, replication is across OSDs.

For All-in-one Simplex and Duplex there is a single Ceph monitor; on Duplex, the Ceph monitor floats between controllers. For
Standard-with-controller storage, there are 3 Ceph monitors; 2 automatically configured on each controller and the third Ceph
monitor configured on one of the worker nodes.

Prerequisites

The worker must be locked.

Procedure

• To configure a Ceph monitor on a worker node, execute the following command:•
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~(keystone_admin)$ system ceph-mon-add compute-0

• To add OSDs on an AIO-SX, AIO-DX and Standard systems, see Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using•
Horizon on page 48 for more information.

3. Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using Horizon

Using the Horizon Web interface, you can increase the allotments for controller-based storage.

About this task

If you prefer, you can use the CLI. See Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using the CLI on page 31.

The requested changes are checked against available space on the affected disks; if there is not enough, the changes are disallowed.

To provide more space for the controller filesystem, you can replace the primary disk.

With the exception of the Ceph monitor space, you can resize logical volumes of the filesystem without doing a reboot. Resizing the
Ceph monitor requires a reboot.

Caution

Decreasing the filesystem size is not supported.

For more about controller-based storage, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management: Storage on Controller Hosts
on page 27.

Prerequisites

Before changing storage allotments, prepare as follows:

• Record the current configuration settings in case they need to be restored (for example, because of an unexpected interruption•
during changes to the system configuration). Consult the configuration plan for your system.

• Ensure that the BIOS boot settings for the host are appropriate for a reinstall operation.•

• If necessary, install replacement disks in the controllers.•

If you do not need to replace disks, you can skip this step. Be sure to include the headroom required on the primary disk.

To replace disks in the controllers, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Change Hardware Components
for a Controller Host.

• Add and assign enough disk partition space to accommodate the increased filesystem size.•

Procedure

1. Edit the disk storage allotments.

a. In the Cloud Platform Horizon interface, open the System Configuration pane.
The System Configuration pane is available from Admin > Platform > System Configuration in the left-hand
pane.
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b. Select the Controller Filesystem tab.
The Controller Filesystem page appears, showing the currently defined storage allotments.

c. Click Edit Filesystem.
The Edit Controller Filesystem dialog box appears.

d. Replace the storage allotments as required.

e. Click Save.
This raises major alarms against the controllers (250.001 Configuration out-of-date). You can view the alarms on
the Fault Management page. In addition, the status Config out-of-date is shown for the controllers in the Hosts
list.

2. Confirm that the 250.001 Configuration out-of-date alarms are cleared for both controllers as the configuration is
deployed in the background.

Postrequisites

After making these changes, ensure that the configuration plan for your system is updated with the new storage allotments and disk
sizes.

4. Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to list or increase the allotments for controller-based storage at any time after installation.

About this task
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For more information about increasing filesystem allotments, or to use the Horizon Web interface, see Increase Controller Filesystem
Storage Allotments Using Horizon on page 30.

Caution

Decreasing the filesystem size is not supported, and can result in synchronization failures requiring system re-installation. Do
not attempt to decrease the size of the filesystem.

Prerequisites

Before proceeding, review the prerequisites given for Increase Controller Filesystem Storage Allotments Using Horizon on page 30.

Procedure

1. To review the existing host filesystems on a controller, use the system host-fs-list <hostname> command. For
example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-list controller-0
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| UUID                                 | FS Name | Size in GiB | Logical Volume |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| 1875cd0e-aee2-4646-b397-298348acf424 | backup  | 25          | backup-lv      |
| cee6df98-9222-4594-b25f-469c625c5975 | docker  | 60          | docker-lv      |
| c53be87c-bbcf-4d11-8cf5-93f350f8d027 | kubelet | 10          | kubelet-lv     |
| efdddf39-7a0d-48f1-a14d-fc734e5b8675 | scratch | 16          | scratch-lv     |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+

2. To review the existing controller filesystems that are synchronized between controllers on two controller (AIO-DX and
standard) systems, use the system controllerfs-list command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system controllerfs-list
+-------------+-------------+------+--------------+------------+-----------+
| UUID        | FS Name     | Size | Logical      | Replicated | State     |
|             |             | in   | Volume       |            |           |
|             |             | GiB  |              |            |           |
|             |             |      |              |            |           |
+-------------+-------------+------+--------------+------------+-----------+
| aa9c7eab... | database    | 10   | pgsql-lv     | True       | available |
|             |             |      |              |            |           |
| 173cbb02... | docker-     | 16   | docker       |            |           |
|             | distribution|      | distribution | True       | available |
|             |             |      |-lv           |            |           |
|             |             |      |              |            |           |
| 448f77b9... | etcd        | 5    | etcd-lv      | True       | available |
|             |             |      |              |            |           |
| 9eadf06a... | extension   | 1    | extension-lv | True       | available |
|             |             |      |              |            |           |
| afcb9f0e... | platform    | 10   | platform-lv  | True       | available |
+-------------+-------------+------+--------------+------------+-----------+

Note
The values shown by system controllerfs-list are not adjusted for space used by the filesystem, and therefore may not
agree with the output of the Linux df command. Also, they are rounded compared to the df output.

3. Modify, for example, the docker host filesystem size on controller-0.
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-modify controller-0 docker=60
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| UUID                                 | FS Name | Size in GiB | Logical Volume |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| 910844e9-f763-4426-8b92-9b44693ee8a7 | backup  | 35          | backup-lv      |
| 3bb38311-00b3-49c7-8b53-9178aeef2233 | docker  | 60          | docker-lv      |
| 44dd07e8-b4bf-4751-b76b-dd96b5bea9cc | kubelet | 10          | kubelet-lv     |
| b2ab5c8e-a26a-4460-b960-552c636cfe43 | scratch | 16          | scratch-lv     |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+

Note
When you use the system host-fs-modify to increase the filesystem size, you may not have enough space in the LVG
due to additional services running on the controller host. To increase the size from the default size of 30G to 60G for
example, the docker filesystem, see below:

# check existing size of docker fs
system host-fs-list controller-0
# check available space (Avail Size (GiB)) in cgts-vg LVG where docker fs is located
system host-lvg-list controller-0
# if existing docker fs size + cgts-vg available space is less than
# 80G, you will need to add a new disk partition to cgts-vg.
# There must be at least 20GB of available space after the docker
# filesystem is increased.

   # Assuming you have unused space on ROOT DISK, add partition to ROOT DISK.
   # ( if not use another unused disk )

   # Get device path of ROOT DISK
   system host-show controller-0 --nowrap | fgrep rootfs

   # Get UUID of ROOT DISK by listing disks
   system host-disk-list controller-0

   # Create new PARTITION on ROOT DISK, and take note of new partition's 'uuid' in resp
onse
   # Use a partition size such that you'll be able to increase docker fs size from 30G 
to 60G
   PARTITION_SIZE=30
   system hostdisk-partition-add -t lvm_phys_vol controller-0 <root-disk-uuid> ${PARTIT
ION_SIZE}

   # Add new partition to 'cgts-vg' local volume group
   system host-pv-add controller-0 cgts-vg <NEW_PARTITION_UUID>
   sleep 2    # wait for partition to be added

   # Increase docker filesystem to 60G
   system host-fs-modify controller-0 docker=60

4. Modify, for example, the extensions controller filesystem on the controller(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system controllerfs-modify extension=2
+--------------------------------------+---------------------+---------+-----------------------
+------------+------------------------------+
| UUID                                 | FS Name             | Size in | Logical Volume        
| Replicated | State                        |
|                                      |                     | GiB     |                       
|            |                              |
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+--------------------------------------+---------------------+---------+-----------------------
+------------+------------------------------+
| 176b8e7b-e38c-4829-b16f-023465360e52 | extension           | 2       | extension-lv          
| True       | drbd_fs_resizing_in_progress |
| 6efb7069-6eef-49d1-aaca-771164e129f3 | docker-distribution | 16      | dockerdistribution-lv 
| True       | available                    |
| a0b10f6d-21f6-4e3c-a0f7-166f96672d93 | database            | 10      | pgsql-lv              
| True       | available                    |
| db43909e-8389-4372-8914-4018166f5eca | etcd                | 5       | etcd-lv               
| True       | available                    |
| f9b55e7c-468e-46bd-8ae7-5ca817e3e250 | platform            | 10      | platform-lv           
| True       | available                    |
+--------------------------------------+---------------------+---------+-----------------------
+------------+------------------------------+
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6. WORKER HOSTS

1. Storage on Worker Hosts

A worker host’s root disk provides storage for host configuration files, local docker images, and hosted container’s ephemeral
filesystems.

Note
On Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems, worker storage is provided using resources on the combined host. For
more information, see Storage on Controller Hosts on page 27.

Root Filesystem Storage

Space on the root disk is allocated to provide filesystem storage.

You can increase the allotments for the following filesystems using the Horizon Web interface interface or the CLI. Resizing must be
done on a host-by-host basis for non-DRBD synced filesystems.

Docker Storage

The storage allotment for the docker image cache for this host, and for the ephemeral filesystems of containers on this host.

Kubelet Storage

The storage allotment for ephemeral storage related to kubernetes pods on this host.

Scratch Storage

The storage allotment for a variety of miscellaneous transient host operations.

Logs Storage

The storage allotment for log data. This filesystem is not resizable. Logs are rotated within the fixed space as allocated.

2. Increase Worker Filesystem Storage Allotments Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to list or increase the allotments for worker-based storage at any time after installation.

Caution

Decreasing the filesystem size is not supported, and can result in synchronization failures requiring system re-installation. Do
not attempt to decrease the size of the filesystem.

Procedure

1. To review the existing host filesystems on a worker host, use the system host-fs-list <hostname> command. For
example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-list worker-0
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2. To add a filesystem use the host-fs-add CLI command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-add worker-0 docker=60

The syntax is:

system host-fs-add <hostname or id> <fs-name=size>

Where:

• hostname or id is the location where the file system will be added.

• fs-name is the filesystem name.

• size is an integer indicating the file system size in Gigabytes.

3. Modify, for example, the docker host filesystem size on worker-0, use the system host-fs-modify <hostname>
docker=60 command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-modify worker-0 docker=60

Note
When you use the system host-fs-modify to increase the filesystem size, you may not have enough space in the LVG
due to additional services running on the worker host. To increase the size from the default size of 30G to 60G for
example, the docker filesystem, see below:

# check existing size of docker fs
system host-fs-list worker-0
# check available space (Avail Size (GiB)) in cgts-vg LVG where docker fs is located
system host-lvg-list worker-0
# if existing docker fs size + cgts-vg available space is less than
# 80G, you will need to add a new disk partition to cgts-vg.
# There must be at least 20GB of available space after the docker
# filesystem is increased.

   # Assuming you have unused space on ROOT DISK, add partition to ROOT DISK.
   # ( if not use another unused disk )

   # Get device path of ROOT DISK
   system host-show worker-0 --nowrap | fgrep rootfs

   # Get UUID of ROOT DISK by listing disks
   system host-disk-list worker-0

   # Create new PARTITION on ROOT DISK, and take note of new partition's 'uuid' in resp
onse
   # Use a partition size such that you'll be able to increase docker fs size from 30G 
to 60G
   PARTITION_SIZE=30
   system hostdisk-partition-add -t lvm_phys_vol worker-0 <root-disk-uuid> ${PARTITION_
SIZE}

   # Add new partition to 'cgts-vg' local volume group
   system host-pv-add worker-0 cgts-vg <NEW_PARTITION_UUID>
   sleep 2    # wait for partition to be added

   # Increase docker filesystem to 60G
   system host-fs-modify worker-0 docker=60
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For more information on Host FileSystems, see Host FileSystems
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7. STORAGE HOSTS

1. Storage on Storage Hosts

Storage hosts provide a large-scale, persistent, and highly available Ceph cluster for backing Persistent Volume Claims.

The storage hosts can only be provisioned in a Standard with dedicated storage deployment and comprise the storage cluster for the
system. Within the storage cluster, the storage hosts are deployed in replication groups for redundancy. On dedicated storage setups
Ceph storage backend is enabled automatically, and the replication factor is updated later, depending on the number of storage
hosts provisioned.

OSD Replication Factor

Replication Factor Hosts per Replication Group Maximum Replication Groups
Supported

2 2 4

3 3 3

You can add up to 16 object storage devices (OSDs) per storage host for data storage.

Space on the storage hosts must be configured at installation before you can unlock the hosts. You can change the configuration after
installation by adding resources to existing storage hosts or adding more storage hosts. For more information, see the StarlingX
Installation and Deployment Guide.

Storage hosts can achieve faster data access using SSD-backed transaction journals (journal functions). NVMe-compatible SSDs are
supported.

See also

• Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using Horizon on page 48•

• Ceph Storage Pools on page 40•

• Change Hardware Components for a Storage Host•

2. Replication Groups

The storage hosts on Ceph systems are organized into replication groups to provide redundancy.

Each replication group contains a number of hosts, referred to as peers. Each peer independently replicates the same data. Cloud
Platform supports a minimum of two peers and a maximum of three peers per replication group. This replication factor is defined
when the Ceph storage backend is added.

For a system with two peers per replication group, up to four replication groups are supported. For a system with three peers per
replication group, up to three replication groups are supported.

For best performance, Wind River recommends a balanced storage capacity, in which each peer has sufficient resources to meet the
operational requirements of the system.
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A replication group is considered healthy when all its peers are available. When only a minimum number of peers are available (as
indicated by the min_replication value reported for the group), the group continues to provide storage services but without full
replication, and a HEALTH_WARN state is declared. When the number of available peers falls below the min_replication value, the
group no longer provides storage services, and a HEALTH_ERR state is declared. The min_replication value is always one less than
the replication factor for the group.

It is not possible to lock more than one peer at a time in a replication group.

Replication groups are created automatically. When a new storage host is added and an incomplete replication group exists, the host
is added to the existing group. If all existing replication groups are complete, then a new incomplete replication group is defined and
the host becomes its first member.

Note
Ceph relies on monitoring to detect when to switch from a primary OSD to a replicated OSD. The Ceph parameter osd
heartbeat grace sets the amount of time required to wait before switching OSDs when the primary OSD is not
responding. Cloud Platform currently uses the default value of 20 seconds. This means that a Ceph filesystem may not
respond to I/O for up to 20 seconds when a storage node or OSD goes out of service. For more information, see the
Ceph documentation: http://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/rados/configuration/mon-osd-interaction.

Replication groups are shown on the Hosts Inventory page in association with the storage hosts. You can also use the following CLI
commands to obtain information about replication groups:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system cluster-list
+--------------------------------------+--------------+------+----------+------------------+
| uuid                                 | cluster_uuid | type | name     | deployment_model |
+--------------------------------------+--------------+------+----------+------------------+
| 335766eb-8564-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb | None         | ceph | ceph_clu | controller-nodes |
|                                      |              |      | ster     |                  |
|                                      |              |      |          |                  |
+--------------------------------------+--------------+------+----------+------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system cluster-show 335766eb-968e-44fc-9ca7-907f93c772a1

+--------------------+----------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                  |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------+
| uuid               | 335766eb-968e-44fc-9ca7-907f93c772a1   |
| cluster_uuid       | None                                   |
| type               | ceph                                   |
| name               | ceph_cluster                           |
| replication_groups | ["group-0:['storage-0', 'storage-1']"] |
| storage_tiers      | ['storage (in-use)']                   |
| deployment_model   | controller-nodes                       |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------+
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8. CONFIGURE CEPH OSDS ON A HOST

1. Ceph Storage Pools

On a system that uses a Ceph storage backend, kube-rbd pool PVCs are configured on the storage hosts.

Cloud Platform uses up to three pools for the Ceph backend:

• kube-rbd•

• kube-cephfs-data•

• kube-cephfs-metadata•

2. OSD Replication Factors, Journal Functions and Storage Tiers

OSD Replication Factor

Replication Factor Hosts per Replication Group Maximum Replication Groups
Supported

2 2 4

3 3 3

You can add up to 16 object storage devices (OSDs) per storage host for data storage.

Space on the storage hosts must be configured at installation before you can unlock the hosts. You can change the configuration after
installation by adding resources to existing storage hosts or adding more storage hosts. For more information, see the StarlingX
Installation and Deployment Guide.

Storage hosts can achieve faster data access using SSD-backed transaction journals (journal functions). NVMe-compatible SSDs are
supported.

Journal Functions

Each OSD on a storage host has an associated Ceph transaction journal, which tracks changes to be committed to disk for data
storage and replication, and if required, for data recovery. This is a full Ceph journal, containing both meta-data and data. By default,
it is collocated on the OSD, which typically uses slower but less expensive HDD-backed storage. For faster commits and improved
reliability, you can use a dedicated solid-state drive (SSD) installed on the host and assigned as a journal function. NVMe-compatible
SSDs are also supported. You can dedicate more than one SSD as a journal function.

Note
You can also assign an SSD for use as an OSD, but you cannot assign the same SSD as a journal function.

If a journal function is available, you can configure individual OSDs to use journals located on the journal function. Each journal is
implemented as a partition. You can adjust the size and location of the journals.

For OSDs implemented on rotational disks, Wind River strongly recommends that you use an SSD-based journal function. For OSDs
implemented on SSDs, collocated journals can be used with no performance cost.
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For more information, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management: Storage Functions: OSDs and SSD-backed
Journals on page 41.

Storage Tiers

You can create different tiers of OSDs storage to meet different Container requirements. For example, to meet the needs of
Containers with frequent disk access, you can create a tier containing only high-performance OSDs. You can then associate new
Persistent Volume Claims with this tier for use with the Containers.

By default, Cloud Platform is configured with one tier, called the Storage Tier. This is created as part of adding the Ceph storage
back-end. It uses the first OSD in each peer host of the first replication group.

You can add more tiers as required, limited only by the available hardware.

After adding a tier, you can assign OSDs to it. The OSD assignments must satisfy the replication requirements for the system. That is,
in the replication group used to implement a tier, each peer host must contribute the same number of OSDs to the tier.

For more information on storage tiers, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management: Add a Storage Tier Using the CLI
on page 45.

3. Storage Functions: OSDs and SSD-backed Journals

Disks on storage hosts are assigned storage functions in Cloud Platform to provide either OSD storage or Ceph journal storage.

Rotational disks on storage hosts are always assigned as object storage devices (OSDs) to provide storage for Application disks.
Solid-state disks (SSDs) can be assigned as OSDs, or as journal functions to provide space for Ceph transaction journals associated
with OSDs. NVMe-compatible SSDs are also supported.

To assign storage-host disks as OSDs, see Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using Horizon on page 48.

To create SSD-backed journals, see Add SSD-Backed Journals Using Horizon on page 41.

4. Add SSD-Backed Journals Using Horizon

On storage hosts with SSDs or NVMe drives, you can use SSD-backed Ceph journals for improved I/O performance.

About this task

If you prefer, you can use the CLI. For more information, see Add SSD-backed Journals Using the CLI on page 43.

For more information about SSD-backed journals, see Storage on Storage Hosts on page 38.

Prerequisites

A storage host with a solid-state drive (SSD) or Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) drive is required.

To create or edit an SSD-backed journal, you must lock the host. The system must have at least two other unlocked hosts with Ceph
monitors. (Ceph monitors run on controller-0, controller-1, and storage-0 only).

Procedure
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1. Lock the host to prepare it for configuration changes.
On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.
The host is locked and reported as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

2. Open the Host Detail page for the host.
To open the Host Detail page, click the name of the host on the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page.

3. Select the Storage tab to view the Disks and Storage Functions for the host.

4. Assign the SSD to use for Ceph journals.

Note
This option is available only if the storage host is equipped with at least one SSD.

a. Click Assign Storage Function to open the Assign Storage Function dialog box.
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b. In the Function field, select Journal.
A simplified dialog is displayed.

c. In the Disks field, select the SSD device.

d. Click Assign Storage Function.
The journal function is assigned to the SSD.

5. Assign the journal function for use by one or more OSDs.
Use the Edit button for the OSD to open the Edit Storage Volume dialog box, and then select the Journal to use
with the OSD.

6. Unlock the host to make it available for use.
On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Unlock Host.
The host is rebooted, and its Availability State is reported as In-Test. After a few minutes, it is reported as
Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

5. Add SSD-backed Journals Using the CLI

You can use the command line to define SSD-backed journals.

About this task

For more about SSD-backed journals, see Storage on Storage Hosts on page 38.
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To use the Horizon Web interface, see Add SSD-Backed Journals Using Horizon on page 41.

Prerequisites

A storage host with a solid-state drive (SSD) or Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) drive is required.

To create or edit an SSD-backed journal, you must lock the host. The system must have at least two other unlocked hosts with Ceph
monitors. (Ceph monitors run on controller-0, controller-1, and storage-0 only).

Procedure

1. List the available physical disks.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-list storage-3
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+--------------
----+
| uuid                                 | device_node | device_num | device_type | journal_size_
gib |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+--------------
----+
| ba785ad3-8be7-3654-45fd-93892d7182da | /dev/sda    | 2048       | HDD         | 5120
0            |
| e8785ad3-98sa-1234-32ss-923433dd82da | /dev/sdb    | 2064       | HDD         | 1024
0            |
| ae885ad3-8cc7-4103-84eb-9333ff3482da | /dev/sdc    | 2080       | SSD         | 819
2             |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+--------------
----+

2. Create a journal function.
Use the system host-stor-add command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-stor-add <host_name> journal <device_uuid>

where <host_name> is the name of the storage host (for example, storage-3), and <device_uuid> identifies an SSD.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-stor-add storage-3 journal ae885ad3-8be7-4103-84eb-93892d7182da

+------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property         | Value                                |
+------------------+--------------------------------------+
| osdid            | None                                 |
| state            | None                                 |
| function         | journal                              |
| journal_location | None                                 |
| journal_size_mib | 0                                    |
| journal_node     | None                                 |
| uuid             | e639f1a2-e71a-4f65-8246-5cd0662d966b |
| ihost_uuid       | 4eb90dc1-2b17-443e-b997-75bdd19e3eeb |
| idisk_uuid       | ae8b1434-d8fa-42a0-ac3b-110e2e99c68e |
| created_at       | 2016-06-02T20:12:35.382099+00:00     |
| updated_at       | None                                 |
+------------------+--------------------------------------+

3. Update one or more OSDs to use the journal function.
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-stor-update <osd_uuid>
--journal-location <journal_function_uuid> [--journal-size
<size_in_gib>]

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-stor-update --journal-location dc4c9a99-a525-4c7e-baf2-22e8fad3f
274 --journal-size 10 355b35d3-1f96-4423-a106-d27d8051af29
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+
| Property         | Value                                           |
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+
| osdid            | 1                                               |
| function         | osd                                             |
| state            | configuring-on-unlock                           |
| journal_location | dc4c9a99-a525-4c7e-baf2-22e8fad3f274            |
| journal_size_gib | 10240                                           |
| journal_path     | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:84:00.0-nvme-1-part1 |
| journal_node     | /dev/nvme1n1p1                                  |
| uuid             | 355b35d3-1f96-4423-a106-d27d8051af29            |
| ihost_uuid       | 61d70ac5-bf10-4533-b65e-53efb8c20973            |
| idisk_uuid       | b28abe19-fc43-4098-8054-e8bfa2136868            |
| tier_uuid        | 100d7cf9-51d8-4c15-b7b1-83c082d506a0            |
| tier_name        | storage                                         |
| created_at       | 2019-11-12T16:14:01.176137+00:00                |
| updated_at       | 2019-11-12T19:51:16.034338+00:00                |
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

Postrequisites

Unlock the host to make the changes take effect. Wait for the host to be reported as unlocked, online, and available in the hosts list.

6. Add a Storage Tier Using the CLI

You can add custom storage tiers for OSDs to meet specific container disk requirements.

About this task

For more information about storage tiers, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management: Storage on Storage Hosts on
page 38.

Prerequisites

• On an All-in-One Simplex or Duplex system, controller-0 must be provisioned and unlocked before you can add a secondary•
tier.

• On Standard (2+2) and Standard with Storage (2+2+2) system, both controllers must be unlocked and available before•
secondary tiers can be added.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the storage tier has a full complement of OSDs.
You cannot add new tiers until the default storage tier contains the number of OSDs required by the replication
factor for the storage backend.
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~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-tier-show ceph_cluster storage
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | acc8fb74-6dc9-453f-85c8-884f85522639 |
| name         | storage                              |
| type         | ceph                                 |
| status       | in-use                               |
| backend_uuid | 649830bf-b628-4170-b275-1f0b01cfc859 |
| cluster_uuid | 364d4f89-bbe1-4797-8e3b-01b745e3a471 |
| OSDs         | [0, 1]                               |
| created_at   | 2018-02-15T19:32:28.682391+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2018-02-15T20:01:34.557959+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

2. List the names of any other existing storage tiers.
To create a new tier, you must assign a unique name.

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-tier-list ceph_cluster
+---------+---------+--------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid    | name    | status | backend_using                        |
+---------+---------+--------+--------------------------------------+
| acc8... | storage | in-use | 649830bf-b628-4170-b275-1f0b01cfc859 |
+---------+---------+--------+--------------------------------------+

3. Use the system storage-tier-add command to add a new tier.
For example, to add a storage tier called gold:

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-tier-add ceph_cluster gold

+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 220f17e2-8564-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb |
| name         | gold                                 |
| type         | ceph                                 |
| status       | defined                              |
| backend_uuid | None                                 |
| cluster_uuid | 5c48ed22-2a03-4b90-abc4-73757a594494 |
| OSDs         | [0, 1]                               |
| created_at   | 2018-02-19T21:36:59.302059+00:00     |
| updated_at   | None                                 |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

4. Add a storage backend to provide access to the tier.

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-backend-add -n <name> -t <tier_uuid> ceph

For example, to add a storage backend named gold-store using the new tier:

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-backend-add -n gold-store -t 220f17e2-8564-4f4d-8665-681f73d1
3dfb ceph
System configuration has changed.
Please follow the administrator guide to complete configuring the system.

+-----------+--------------+----------+------------+-----------+----------+--------------------
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+
| uuid      | name         | backend  | state      | task      | services | capabilities       
|
+-----------+--------------+----------+------------+-----------+----------+--------------------
+
| 23e396f2- | shared_servi | external | configured | None      | glance   |                    
|
|           | ces          |          |            |           |          |                    
|
|           |              |          |            |           |          |                    
|
| 558e5573- | gold-store   | ceph     | configured | None      | None     | min_replication: 1 
|
|           |              |          |            |           |          | replication:     2 
|
|           |              |          |            |           |          |                    
|
| 5ccdf53a- | ceph-store   | ceph     | configured | provision | None     | min_replication: 1 
|
|           |              |          |            |-storage   |          | replication:     2 
|
|           |              |          |            |           |          |                    
|
|           |              |          |            |           |          |                    
|
+-----------+--------------+----------+------------+-----------+----------+--------------------
+

5. Enable the Cinder service on the new storage backend.

Note
The Cinder Service is ONLY applicable to the Wind River OpenStack application.

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-backend-modify gold-store
+----------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                   |
+----------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| backend              | ceph                                    |
| name                 | gold-store                              |
| state                | configuring                             |
| task                 | {u'controller-1': 'applying-manifests', |
|                      | u'controller-0': 'applying-manifests'}  |
| services             | cinder                                  |
| capabilities         | {u'min_replication': u'1',              |
|                      | u'replication': u'2'}                   |
| object_gateway       | False                                   |
| ceph_total_space_gib | 0                                       |
| object_pool_gib      | None                                    |
| cinder_pool_gib      | 0                                       |
| glance_pool_gib      | None                                    |
| ephemeral_pool_gib   | None                                    |
| tier_name            | gold                                    |
| tier_uuid            | 220f17e2-8564-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb    |
| created_at           | 2018-02-20T19:55:49.912568+00:00        |
| updated_at           | 2018-02-20T20:14:57.476317+00:00        |
+----------------------+-----------------------------------------+
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Note
During storage backend configuration, Openstack services may not be available for a short period of time. Proceed to
the next step once the configuration is complete.

Postrequisites

You must assign OSDs to the tier. For more information, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management: Provision
Storage on a Storage Host on page 48.

To delete a tier that is not in use by a storage backend and does not have OSDs assigned to it, use the command:

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-tier-delete
usage: system storage-tier-delete <cluster name or uuid> <storage tier name or uuid>

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system storage-tier-delete ceph_cluster 268c967b-207e-4641-bd5a-6c05cc8706ef

To use the tier for a container volume, include the --volume-type parameter when creating the Cinder volume, and supply the
name of the cinder type. For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ cinder create --volume-type ceph-gold --name centos-guest 2
+---------+-----------+-------------+-----------+
| ID      | Name      | Description | Is_Public |
+---------+-----------+-------------+-----------+
| 77b2... | ceph-gold | -           | True      |
| df25... | ceph      | -           | True      |
+---------+-----------+-------------+-----------+

7. Provision Storage on a Controller or Storage Host Using Horizon

You must configure the object storage devices (OSDs) on controllers or storage hosts to provide container disk storage.

About this task

For more about OSDs, see Storage on Storage Hosts on page 38.

Prerequisites

To create or edit an OSD, you must lock the controller or storage host.

• When adding storage to a storage host or controller on a Standard system , you must have at least two other unlocked hosts•
with Ceph monitors. (Ceph monitors typically run on controller-0, controller-1, and storage-0 only).

• When adding storage to AIO-SX and AIO-DX system, a single Ceph monitor is required.•

- An AIO-SX system can be locked independent of the ceph monitor.-

- An AIO-DX standby controller can be locked independent of ceph monitor status since the ceph monitor runs on the-
active controller in this configuration.

If you want to use an SSD-backed journal, you must create the journal first. For more about SSD-backed Ceph journals, see Add SSD-
Backed Journals Using Horizon on page 41.

If you want to assign the OSD to a storage tier other than the default, you must add the storage tier first. For more about storage
tiers, see Add a Storage Tier Using the CLI on page 45.
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Procedure

1. Lock the host to prepare it for configuration changes.
On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.
The host is locked and reported as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

2. Open the Host Detail page for the host.
To open the Host Detail page, click the name of the host on the Hosts tab of the System Inventory page.

3. Select the Storage tab to view the disks and storage functions for the node.

Note
User-defined partitions are not supported on storage hosts.

4. Add an OSD storage device.

a. Click Assign Storage Function to open the Assign Storage Function dialog box.

b. In the Disks field, select the OSD to use for storage.
You cannot use the rootfs disk (dev/sda) for storage functions.
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c. If applicable, specify the size of the Ceph journal.
If an SSD-backed Ceph journal is available, the Journal for the OSD is automatically set to use the SSD or NVMe
device assigned for journals. You can optionally adjust the Journal Size. For sizing considerations, refer to the
guide.
If no journal function is configured on the host, then the Journal is set to Collocated with OSD, and the Journal
Size is set to a default value. These settings cannot be changed.

d. Select a Storage Tier.
If more than one storage tier is available, select the storage tier for this OSD.

The storage function is added.

5. Unlock the host to make it available for use.

a. Select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory.

b. On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Unlock
Host.

The host is rebooted, and the progress of the unlock operation is reported in the Status field.
When the unlock is complete, the host is shown as as Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

8. Provision Storage on a Storage Host Using the CLI

You can use the command line to configure the object storage devices (OSDs) on storage hosts.

About this task

For more about OSDs, see Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management: Storage on Storage Hosts on page 38.

Prerequisites

To create or edit an OSD, you must lock the storage host. The system must have at least two other unlocked hosts with Ceph
monitors. (Ceph monitors run on controller-0, controller-1, and storage-0 only).

To use a custom storage tier, you must create the tier first.

Procedure

1. List the available physical disks.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-disk-list storage-3
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+----------+---
------------+--------------------------------------------+
| uuid                                 | device_node | device_num | device_type | size_gib | av
ailable_gib | device_path                                |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+----------+---
------------+--------------------------------------------+
| ba751efe-33sd-as34-7u78-df3416875896 | /dev/sda    | 2048       |   HDD       | 51.2     | 
0             | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0 |
| e8751efe-6101-4d1c-a9d3-7b1a16871791 | /dev/sdb    | 2064       |   HDD       | 10.2     | 10
.1          | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-3.0 |
| ae851efe-87hg-67gv-9ouj-sd3s16877658 | /dev/sdc    | 2080       |   SSD       | 8.1      | 8.
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0           | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-4.0 |
+--------------------------------------+-------------+------------+-------------+----------+---
------------+--------------------------------------------+

2. List the available storage tiers.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system storage-tier-list ceph_cluster
+--------------------------------------+---------+--------+----------------+
| uuid                                 | name    | status | backend_using  |
+--------------------------------------+---------+--------+----------------+
| 220f17e2-8564-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb | gold    | in-use | 283e5997-ea... |
| e9ddc040-7d5e-4e28-86be-f8c80f5c0c42 | storage | in-use | f1151da5-bd... |
+--------------------------------------+---------+--------+----------------+

3. Create a storage function (an OSD).

Note
You cannot add a storage function to the root disk (/dev/sda in this example).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-stor-add
usage: system host-stor-add [--journal-location [<journal_location>]]
                             [--journal-size[<size of the journal MiB>]]
                             [--tier-uuid[<storage tier uuid>]]
                             <hostname or id> [<function>] <idisk_uuid>

where <idisk_uuid> identifies an OSD. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-stor-add storage-3 e8751efe-6101-4d1c-a9d3-7b1a16871791

+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Property         | Value                                            |
+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| osdid            | 3                                                |
| function         | osd                                              |
| journal_location | e639f1a2-e71a-4f65-8246-5cd0662d966b             |
| journal_size_gib | 1                                                |
| journal_path     | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-3.0-part2 |
| journal_node     | /dev/sdc1                                        |
| uuid             | fc7b2d29-11bf-49a9-b4a9-3bc9a973077d             |
| ihost_uuid       | 4eb90dc1-2b17-443e-b997-75bdd19e3eeb             |
| idisk_uuid       | e8751efe-6101-4d1c-a9d3-7b1a16871791             |
| tier_uuid        | e9ddc040-7d5e-4e28-86be-f8c80f5c0c42             |
| tier_name        | storage                                          |
| created_at       | 2018-01-30T22:57:11.561447+00:00                 |
| updated_at       | 2018-01-30T22:57:27.169874+00:00                 |
+------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

In this example, an SSD-backed journal function is available. For more about SSD-backed journals, see Storage
Functions: OSDs and SSD-backed Journals on page 41. The Ceph journal for the OSD is automatically created on the
journal function using a default size of 1 GiB. You can use the --journal-size option to specify a different size in
GiB.
If multiple journal functions exist (corresponding to multiple dedicated SSDs), then you must include the --
journal-location option and specify the journal function to use for the OSD. You can obtain the UUIDs for
journal functions using the system host-stor-list command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-stor-list storage-3
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+--------------------------------------+----------+-------+--------------+---------------+-----
---------------------+------------------+-----------+
| uuid                                 | function | osdid | capabilities | idisk_uuid    | jour
nal_path             | journal_size_gib | tier_name |
+--------------------------------------+----------+-------+--------------+---------------+-----
---------------------+------------------+-----------|
| e6391e2-8564-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb  | journal  | None  | {}           | ae8b1434-d... | Non
e                     | 0                |           |
| fc7bdc40-7d5e-4e28-86be-f8c80f5c0c42 | osd      | 3     | {}           | e8751efe-6... | /dev
/disk/by-path/pci... | 1.0              | storage   |
+--------------------------------------+----------+-------+--------------+---------------+-----
---------------------+------------------+-----------+

If no journal function exists when the storage function is created, the Ceph journal for the OSD is collocated on the
OSD.
If an SSD or NVMe drive is available on the host, you can add a journal function. For more information, see Add SSD-
Backed Journals Using the CLI on page 43. You can update the OSD to use a journal on the SSD by referencing the
journal function UUID, as follows:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-stor-update <osd_uuid> --journal-location <journal_function_uui
d> [--journal-size <size>]

Postrequisites

Unlock the host to make the changes take effect. Wait for the host to be reported as unlocked, online, and available in the hosts list.

You can re-use the same settings with other storage nodes by creating and applying a storage profile. For more information, see the
StarlingX Containers Installation Guide.

9. Optimization with a Large number of OSDs

You may need to optimize your Ceph configuration for balanced operation across deployments with a high number of OSDs.

About this task

As the number of OSDs increases, choosing the correct <pg_num> and <pgp_num> values becomes more important as they have a
significant influence on the behavior of the cluster and the durability of the data should a catastrophic event occur.

Wind River recommends the following values:

• Fewer than 5 OSDs: Set <pg_num> and <pgp_num> to 128.•

• Between 5 and 10 OSDs: Set <pg_num> and <pgp_num> to 512.•

• Between 10 and 50 OSDs: Set <pg_num> and <pgp_num> to 4096.•

• More than 50 OSDs: Understanding the memory, CPU and network usage tradeoffs, calculate and set the optimal <pg_num>•
and <pgp_num> values for your scenario.

Use the equation below and round up to a number power of 2.

Total PGs = (OSDs * 100) / <pool_size>

<pool_size> is either the number of replicas for replicated pools or the K+M sum for erasure coded pools as returned by ceph
osd erasure-code-profile get <profile>, where <profile> is usually default.

For more information on the tradeoffs involved, consult the Ceph documentation at:

https://docs.ceph.com/en/latest/rados/operations/placement-groups/
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Example

• For a deployment with 7 OSDs, use the following commands to set <pg> and <pgp_num> to 512.•

$ ceph osd pool set kube-rbd pg_num 512
$ ceph osd pool set kube-rbd pgp_num 512

10. Replace OSDs and Journal Disks

You can replace failed storage devices on storage nodes.

About this task

For best results, ensure the replacement disk is the same size as others in the same peer group. Do not substitute a smaller disk than
the original.

Note
Due to a limitation in udev, the device path of a disk connected through a SAS controller changes when the disk is
replaced. Therefore, in the general procedure below, you must lock, delete, and re-install the node. However, for
standard, AIO-SX, and AIO-DX systems, use the following alternative procedures to replace OSDs without reinstalling the
host:

• Replace OSDs on a Standard System on page 53
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-DX System on page 56
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Multi-Disk System on page 58
• Replace ODSs on an AIO-SX Single Disk System without Backup on page 60
• Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Single Disk System with Backup on page 61

Procedure

Follow the procedure located at Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Change Hardware Components for a Storage
Host.

The replacement disk is automatically formatted and updated with data when the storage host is unlocked.

11. Replace OSDs on a Standard System

You can replace OSDs in a standard system to increase capacity, or replace faulty disks on the host without reinstalling the host.

Prerequisites

For standard systems with controller storage, ensure that the controller with the OSD to be replaced is the standby controller.

For example, if the disk replacement has to be done on controller-1 and it is the active controller, use the following command to
swact the controller to controller-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-swact controller-1

After controller swact, you will have to connect via ssh again to the <oam-floating-ip> to connect to the newly active controller-0.

Procedure
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Standard systems with controller storage

1. If controller-1 has the OSD to be replaced, lock it.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-1

2. Run the ceph osd destroy osd.<ID> --yes-i-really-mean-it command.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd destroy osd.<id> --yes-i-really-mean-it

3. Power down controller-1.

4. Replace the storage disk.

5. Power on controller-1.

6. Unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

7. Wait for the recovery process in the Ceph cluster to start and finish.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_WARN
  Degraded data redundancy: 13/50 objects degraded (26.000%), 10 pgs degraded

services:
  mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller (age 68m)
  mgr: controller-0(active, since 66m)
  mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active} 1 up:standby
  osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 9s), 2 in (since 9s)

data:
  pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
  objects: 25 objects, 300 MiB
  usage:   655 MiB used, 15 GiB / 16 GiB avail
  pgs:     13/50 objects degraded (26.000%)
           182 active+clean
           8   active+recovery_wait+degraded
           2   active+recovering+degraded

io:
  recovery: 24 B/s, 1 keys/s, 1 objects/s

8. Ensure that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

services:
  mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller (age 68m)
  mgr: controller-0(active, since 66m), standbys: controller-1
  mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active} 1 up:standby
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  osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 36s), 2 in (since 36s)

data:
  pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
  objects: 25 objects, 300 MiB
  usage:   815 MiB used, 15 GiB / 16 GiB avail
  pgs:     192 active+clean

Standard systems with dedicated storage nodes

1. If storage-1 has the OSD to be replaced, lock it.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock storage-1

2. Run the ceph osd destroy osd.<ID> --yes-i-really-mean-it command.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd destroy osd.<id> --yes-i-really-mean-it

3. Power down storage-1.

4. Replace the storage disk.

5. Power on storage-1.

6. Unlock storage-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock storage-1

7. Wait for the recovery process in the Ceph cluster to start and finish.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_WARN
  Degraded data redundancy: 13/50 objects degraded (26.000%), 10 pgs degraded

services:
  mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller (age 68m)
  mgr: controller-0(active, since 66m)
  mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active} 1 up:standby
  osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 9s), 2 in (since 9s)

data:
  pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
  objects: 25 objects, 300 MiB
  usage:   655 MiB used, 15 GiB / 16 GiB avail
  pgs:     13/50 objects degraded (26.000%)
           182 active+clean
           8   active+recovery_wait+degraded
           2   active+recovering+degraded

io:
  recovery: 24 B/s, 1 keys/s, 1 objects/s

8. Ensure that the Ceph cluster is healthy.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

services:
  mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller (age 68m)
  mgr: controller-0(active, since 66m), standbys: controller-1
  mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active} 1 up:standby
  osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 36s), 2 in (since 36s)

data:
  pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
  objects: 25 objects, 300 MiB
  usage:   815 MiB used, 15 GiB / 16 GiB avail
  pgs:     192 active+clean

12. Replace OSDs on an AIO-DX System

On systems that use a Ceph backend for persistent storage, you can replace storage disks or swap an AIO-DX node while the system
is running, even if the storage resources are in active use.

Note
All storage alarms need to be cleared before starting this procedure.

About this task

You can replace OSDs in an AIO-DX system to increase capacity, or replace faulty disks on the host without reinstalling the host.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the controller with the OSD to be replaced is the standby controller.
For example, if the disk replacement has to be done on controller-1 and it is the active controller, use the following
command to swact the controller to controller-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-show controller-1 | fgrep capabilities
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-swact controller-1

After controller swact, you will have to connect via ssh again to the <oam-floating-ip> to connect to the newly active
controller-0.

2. Determine the osdid of the disk that is to be replaced.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-stor-list controller-1

3. Lock the standby controller-1 to make the changes.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-1

4. Run the ceph osd destroy osd.<ID> --yes-i-really-mean-it command.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd destroy osd.<id> --yes-i-really-mean-it
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5. Power down controller-1.

6. Replace the storage disk.

7. Power on controller-1.

8. Unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

9. Wait for the recovery process in the Ceph cluster to complete.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_WARN
  Degraded data redundancy: 13/50 objects degraded (26.000%), 10 pgs degraded

services:
  mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller (age 68m)
  mgr: controller-0(active, since 66m)
  mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active} 1 up:standby
  osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 9s), 2 in (since 9s)

data:
  pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
  objects: 25 objects, 300 MiB
  usage:   655 MiB used, 15 GiB / 16 GiB avail
  pgs:     13/50 objects degraded (26.000%)
           182 active+clean
           8   active+recovery_wait+degraded
           2   active+recovering+degraded

io:
  recovery: 24 B/s, 1 keys/s, 1 objects/s

10. Ensure that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

services:
  mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller (age 68m)
  mgr: controller-0(active, since 66m), standbys: controller-1
  mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active} 1 up:standby
  osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 36s), 2 in (since 36s)

data:
  pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
  objects: 25 objects, 300 MiB
  usage:   815 MiB used, 15 GiB / 16 GiB avail
  pgs:     192 active+clean
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13. Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Multi-Disk System

You can replace OSDs in an AIO-SX system to increase capacity, or replace faulty disks on the host without reinstalling the host.

Procedure

Replication factor > 1

1. Make sure there is more than one OSD installed, otherwise there could be data loss.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd tree

2. Verify that all Ceph pools are present.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd lspools

3. For each pool, make sure its size attribute is larger than 1, otherwise there could be data loss.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool get <pool-name> size

4. Disable pool size change during the procedure. This must be run for all pools.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> nosizechange true

5. Verify that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

6. Lock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

7. Power down the controller.

8. Replace the disk.

9. Power on the controller.

10. Unlock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

11. Wait for the recovery process in the Ceph cluster to start and finish.

12. Ensure that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

13. Enable pool size changes.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> nosizechange false

Replication factor 1 with space to backup

1. Make sure there is more than one OSD installed, otherwise there could be data loss.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd tree

2. Verify all present ceph pools.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd lspools

3. For each pool, make sure its size attribute is larger than 1, otherwise there could be data loss.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool get <pool-name> size

4. Disable pool size change during the procedure. This must be run for all pools.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> nosizechange true

5. Verify that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

6. Lock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

7. Power down the controller.

8. Replace the disk.

9. Power on the controller.

10. Unlock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

11. Wait for the recovery process in the Ceph cluster to start and finish.

12. Ensure that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s

cluster:
  id:     50ce952f-bd16-4864-9487-6c7e959be95e
  health: HEALTH_OK

13. Enable pool size changes.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> nosizechange false

14. Set the replication factor to 1 for all pools.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> size 1

Replication factor 1 without space to backup

1. Lock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

2. Backup file /etc/pmon.d/ceph.conf, then remove it.

3. Mark OSD as out and down, stop it, and destroy it.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd out osd.<id>
~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd down osd.<id>
~(keystone_admin)$ sudo /etc/init.d/ceph stop osd.1
~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd destroy osd.1

4. Shutdown the machine, replace disk, turn it on, and wait for boot to finish.

5. Unlock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

6. Copy the backup ceph.conf to /etc/pmon.d/.

7. Verify that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph -s

14. Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Single Disk System without Backup

Procedure

1. Get a list of all pools and their settings (size, min_size, pg_num, pgp_num).

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd lspools # list all pools
~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool get $POOLNAME $SETTING

Keep the pool names and settings as they will be used in step 12.

2. Lock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

3. Remove all applications that use ceph pools.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-list # list the applications
~(keystone_admin)$ system application-remove $APPLICATION_NAME # remove
application

Keep the names of the removed applications as they will be used in step 11.

4. Make a backup of /etc/pmon.d/ceph.conf to a safe location and remove the ceph.conf file from the /etc/pmon.d
folder.

5. Stop ceph-mds.
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~(keystone_admin)$ /etc/init.d/ceph stop mds

6. Declare ceph fs as failed and delete it.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph mds fail 0
~(keystone_admin)$ ceph fs rm <ceph fs filename> --yes-i-really-mean-it

7. Allow Ceph pools to be deleted.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph tell mon.\* injectargs
'--mon-allow-pool-delete=true'

8. Remove all the pools.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool ls | xargs -i ceph osd pool delete {}
{} --yes-i-really-really-mean-it

9. Shutdown machine, replace disk, turn it on and wait for boot to finish.

10. Move the backed up ceph.conf from step 4 to /etc/pmon.d and unlock the controller.

11. Add the applications that were removed in step 3.

12. Verify that all pools and settings listed in step 1 are recreated.

15. Replace OSDs on an AIO-SX Single Disk System with Backup

When replacing OSDs on an AIO-SX system with replication factor 1, it is possible to make a backup.

Prerequisites

Verify if there is an available disk to create a new OSD in order to backup data from an existing OSD. Make sure the disk is at least
the same size as the disk to be replaced.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-disk-list controller-0

Procedure

1. Add the new OSD with the previously displayed disk UUID of the available disk identified in the prerequisites.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-stor-add controller-0 <disk uuid>

2. Wait for the new OSD to get configured. Run ceph -s to verify that the output shows two OSDs and that the cluster
has finished recovery. Make sure the Ceph cluster is healthy (HEALTH_OK) before proceeding.

3. Change replication factor of the pools to 2.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd lspools # will list all ceph pools
~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> size 2
~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> nosizechange true

This will make the cluster enter a recovery state:

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s
  cluster:
    id:     38563514-4726-4664-9155-5efd5701de86
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    health: HEALTH_WARN
            Degraded data redundancy: 3/57 objects degraded (5.263%), 3 pgs degraded

  services:
    mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller-0 (age 28m)
    mgr: controller-0(active, since 27m)
    mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active}
    osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 6m), 2 in (since 6m)

  data:
    pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
    objects: 32 objects, 1000 MiB
    usage:   1.2 GiB used, 16 GiB / 18 GiB avail
    pgs:     2.604% pgs not active
             3/57 objects degraded (5.263%)
             184 active+clean
             5   activating
             2   active+recovery_wait+degraded
             1   active+recovering+degraded

  io:
    recovery: 323 B/s, 1 keys/s, 3 objects/s

4. Wait for recovery to end and the Ceph cluster to become healthy.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph -s

  cluster:
    id:     38563514-4726-4664-9155-5efd5701de86
    health: HEALTH_OK

  services:
    mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller-0 (age 28m)
    mgr: controller-0(active, since 28m)
    mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active}
    osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 7m), 2 in (since 7m)

  data:
    pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
    objects: 32 objects, 1000 MiB
    usage:   2.2 GiB used, 15 GiB / 18 GiB avail
    pgs:     192 active+clean

5. Lock the system.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

6. Mark the OSD out.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd out osd.<id>

7. Wait for the rebalance to finish.

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s
  cluster:
    id:     38563514-4726-4664-9155-5efd5701de86
    health: HEALTH_OK
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  services:
    mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller-0 (age 37m)
    mgr: controller-0(active, since 36m)
    mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active}
    osd: 2 osds: 2 up (since 15m), 1 in (since 2s)

  data:
    pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
    objects: 32 objects, 1000 MiB
    usage:   808 MiB used, 8.0 GiB / 8.8 GiB avail
    pgs:     192 active+clean

  progress:
    Rebalancing after osd.0 marked out
      [..............................]

8. Stop the OSD and purge it from the Ceph cluster.

~(keystone_admin)$ sudo mv /etc/pmon.d/ceph.conf ~/
~(keystone_admin)$ sudo /etc/init.d/ceph stop osd.<id>

9. Obtain the stor UUID and delete it from the platform.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-stor-list controller-0 # list all stors
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-stor-delete <stor uuid> # delete stor

10. Purge the disk from the Ceph cluster.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd purge osd.<id> --yes-i-really-mean-it

11. Remove the OSD entry in /etc/ceph/ceph.conf.

12. Unmount and remove any remaining folders.

~(keystone_admin)$ sudo umount /var/lib/ceph/osd/ceph-<id>
~(keystone_admin)$ sudo rm -rf /var/lib/ceph/osd/ceph-<id>/

13. Set the pool to allow size changes.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph osd pool set <pool-name> nosizechange false

14. Unlock machine.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

15. Verify that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

~(keystone_admin)$ ceph -s

If you see a HEALTH_ERR message like the following:

controller-0:~$ ceph -s
  cluster:
    id:     38563514-4726-4664-9155-5efd5701de86
    health: HEALTH_ERR
            1 filesystem is degraded
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            1 filesystem has a failed mds daemon
            1 filesystem is offline
            no active mgr

  services:
    mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller-0 (age 38s)
    mgr: no daemons active (since 3s)
    mds: kube-cephfs:0/1, 1 failed
    osd: 1 osds: 1 up (since 14m), 1 in (since 15m)

  data:
    pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
    objects: 32 objects, 1000 MiB
    usage:   1.1 GiB used, 7.7 GiB / 8.8 GiB avail
    pgs:     192 active+clean

Wait a few minutes until the Ceph cluster shows HEALTH_OK.

controller-0:~$ ceph -s
  cluster:
    id:     38563514-4726-4664-9155-5efd5701de86
    health: HEALTH_OK

  services:
    mon: 1 daemons, quorum controller-0 (age 2m)
    mgr: controller-0(active, since 96s)
    mds: kube-cephfs:1 {0=controller-0=up:active}
    osd: 1 osds: 1 up (since 46s), 1 in (since 17m)

  task status:

  data:
    pools:   3 pools, 192 pgs
    objects: 32 objects, 1000 MiB
    usage:   1.1 GiB used, 7.7 GiB / 8.8 GiB avail
    pgs:     192 active+clean

16. The OSD tree should display the new OSD and not the previous one.

controller-0:~$ ceph osd tree
ID CLASS WEIGHT  TYPE NAME                 STATUS REWEIGHT PRI-AFF
-1       0.00850 root storage-tier
-2       0.00850     chassis group-0
-3       0.00850         host controller-0
 1   hdd 0.00850             osd.1             up  1.00000 1.00000
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9. PERSISTENT VOLUME SUPPORT

1. About Persistent Volume Support

Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs) are requests for storage resources in your cluster. By default, container images have an ephemeral
file system. In order for containers to persist files beyond the lifetime of the container, a Persistent Volume Claim can be created to
obtain a persistent volume which the container can mount and read/write files.

Management and customization tasks for Kubernetes PVCs can be accomplished by using StorageClasses set up by two Helm charts;
rbd-provisioner and cephfs-provisioner. The rbd-provisioner, and cephfs-provisioner Helm charts are included in the platform-
integ-apps system application, which is automatically loaded and applied as part of the Cloud Platform installation.

PVCs are supported with the following options:

• with accessMode of ReadWriteOnce backed by Ceph RBD•

- only one container can attach to these PVCs-

- management and customization tasks related to these PVCs are done through the rbd-provisioner Helm chart provided-
by platform-integ-apps

• with accessMode of ReadWriteMany backed by CephFS•

- multiple containers can attach to these PVCs-

- management and customization tasks related to these PVCs are done through the cephfs-provisioner Helm chart-
provided by platform-integ-apps

After platform-integ-apps is applied the following system configurations are created:

• Ceph Pools•

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph osd lspools
kube-rbd
kube-cephfs-data
kube-cephfs-metadata

• CephFS•

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph fs ls
name: kube-cephfs, metadata pool: kube-cephfs-metadata, data pools: [kube-cephfs-data ]

• Kubernetes StorageClasses•

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get sc
NAME               PROVISIONER     RECLAIMPOLICY VOLUMEBINDINGMODE   ALLOWVOLUMEEXPANSION
cephfs             ceph.com/cephfs Delete        Immediate           false
general (default)  ceph.com/rbd    Delete        Immediate           false

2. RBD Provisioner
2.1. Default Behavior of the RBD Provisioner

The default Ceph Cluster configuration set up during Cloud Platform installation contains a single storage tier, storage, containing all
the OSDs.
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The default RBD provisioner service runs within the kube-system namespace and has a single storage class, ‘general’, which is
configured to:

• use the default ‘storage’ ceph storage tier•

• use a kube-rbd ceph pool, and•

• only support PVC requests from the following namespaces: kube-system, default and kube-public.•

The full details of the rbd-provisioner configuration can be viewed with the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-list platform-integ-apps

This command provides the chart names and the overrides namespaces.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system

See Creating ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims on page 66 and Mounting ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volumes in Containers
on page 67 for an example of how to create and mount a ReadWriteOnce PVC from the ‘general’ storage class.

2.2. Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims

Container images have an ephemeral file system by default. For data to survive beyond the lifetime of a container, it can read and
write files to a persistent volume obtained with a PVC created to provide persistent storage.

About this task

The following steps show an example of creating two 1GB PVCs with ReadWriteOnce accessMode.

Procedure

1. Create the rwo-test-claim1 Persistent Volume Claim.

a. Create a yaml file defining the claim and its attributes.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > rwo-claim1.yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: rwo-test-claim1
spec:
  accessModes:
    - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 1Gi
  storageClassName: general
EOF

b. Apply the settings created above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f rwo-claim1.yaml

persistentvolumeclaim/rwo-test-claim1 created

2. Create the rwo-test-claim2 Persistent Volume Claim.
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a. Create a yaml file defining the claim and its attributes.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > rwo-claim2.yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: rwo-test-claim2
spec:
  accessModes:
    - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 1Gi
  storageClassName: general
EOF

b. Apply the settings created above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f rwo-claim2.yaml
persistentvolumeclaim/rwo-test-claim2 created

Results

Two 1Gb PVCs have been created. You can view the PVCs using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolumeclaims

NAME              STATUS   VOLUME      CAPACITY   ACCESS MODES   STORAGECLASS
rwo-test-claim1   Bound    pvc-aaca..  1Gi        RWO            general
rwo-test-claim2   Bound    pvc-e93f..  1Gi        RWO            general

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolume

NAME      CAPACITY ACCESS.. RECLAIM.. STATUS CLAIM                   STORAGECLASS
pvc-08d8.. 1Gi      RWO     Delete    Bound  default/rwo-test-claim1 general
pvc-af10.. 1Gi      RWO     Delete    Bound  default/rwo-test-claim2 general

2.3. Mount ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volumes in Containers

You can attach ReadWriteOnce PVCs to a container when launching a container, and changes to those PVCs will persist even if that
container gets terminated and restarted.

About this task

This example shows how a volume is claimed and mounted by a simple running container, and the contents of the volume claim
persists across restarts of the container. It is the responsibility of an individual micro-service within an application to make a volume
claim, mount it, and use it.

Prerequisites

You should refer to the Volume Claim examples. For more information, see, Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims on
page 66.

Procedure
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1. Create the busybox container with the persistent volumes created from the PVCs mounted.

a. Create a yaml file definition for the busybox container.

% cat <<EOF > rwo-busybox.yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: rwo-busybox
  namespace: default
spec:
  progressDeadlineSeconds: 600
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      run: busybox
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        run: busybox
    spec:
      containers:
      - args:
        - sh
        image: busybox
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        name: busybox
        stdin: true
        tty: true
        volumeMounts:
        - name: pvc1
          mountPath: "/mnt1"
        - name: pvc2
          mountPath: "/mnt2"
      restartPolicy: Always
      volumes:
      - name: pvc1
        persistentVolumeClaim:
          claimName: rwo-test-claim1
      - name: pvc2
        persistentVolumeClaim:
          claimName: rwo-test-claim2
EOF

b. Apply the busybox configuration.

% kubectl apply -f rwo-busybox.yaml
deployment.apps/rwo-busybox created

2. Attach to the busybox and create files on the Persistent Volumes.

a. List the available pods.

% kubectl get pods
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
rwo-busybox-5c4f877455-gkg2s 1/1     Running   0         19s

b. Connect to the pod shell for CLI access.
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% kubectl attach rwo-busybox-5c4f877455-gkg2s -c busybox -i -t

c. From the container’s console, list the disks to verify that the Persistent Volumes are attached.

# df
Filesystem     1K-blocks  Used     Available Use% Mounted on
overlay        31441920   3239984  28201936  10%   /
tmpfs          65536         0     65536     0%    /dev
tmpfs          65900776      0     65900776  0%    /sys/fs/cgroup
/dev/rbd0      999320     2564     980372    0%    /mnt1
/dev/rbd1      999320     2564     980372    0%    /mnt2
/dev/sda4      20027216   4952208  14034624  26%

The PVCs are mounted as /mnt1 and /mnt2.

3. Create files in the mounted volumes.

# cd /mnt1
# touch i-was-here
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here lost+found
#
# cd /mnt2
# touch i-was-here-too
# ls /mnt2
i-was-here-too lost+found

4. End the container session.

# exit
Session ended, resume using
'kubectl attach busybox-5c4f877455-gkg2s -c busybox -i -t' command when
the pod is running

5. Terminate the busybox container.

% kubectl delete -f rwo-busybox.yaml

6. Recreate the busybox container, again attached to persistent volumes.

a. Apply the busybox configuration.

% kubectl apply -f rwo-busybox.yaml
deployment.apps/rwo-busybox created

b. List the available pods.

% kubectl get pods
NAME                        READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
rwo-busybox-5c4f877455-jgcc4  1/1   Running   0          19s

c. Connect to the pod shell for CLI access.

% kubectl attach busybox-5c4f877455-jgcc4 -c busybox -i -t

d. From the container’s console, list the disks to verify that the PVCs are attached.
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# df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   3239984  28201936  10% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                 65900776         0  65900776   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
/dev/rbd0               999320      2564    980372   0% /mnt1
/dev/rbd1               999320      2564    980372   0% /mnt2
/dev/sda4             20027216   4952208  14034624  26%
...

7. Verify that the files created during the earlier container session still exist.

# ls /mnt1
i-was-here lost+found
# ls /mnt2
i-was-here-too lost+found

2.4. Enable ReadWriteOnce PVC Support in Additional Namespaces

The default general rbd-provisioner storage class is enabled for the default, kube-system, and kube-public namespaces. To enable
an additional namespace, for example for an application-specific namespace, a modification to the configuration (helm overrides) of
the RBD provisioner service is required.

About this task

The following example illustrates the configuration of three additional application-specific namespaces to access the RBD
provisioner’s general storage class.

Note
Due to limitations with templating and merging of overrides, the entire storage class must be redefined in the override
when updating specific values.

Procedure

1. List installed helm chart overrides for the platform-integ-apps.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-list platform-integ-apps
+--------------------+----------------------+
| chart name         | overrides namespaces |
+--------------------+----------------------+
| ceph-pools-audit   | [u'kube-system']     |
| cephfs-provisioner | [u'kube-system']     |
| helm-toolkit       | []                   |
| rbd-provisioner    | [u'kube-system']     |
+--------------------+----------------------+

2. Review existing overrides for the rbd-provisioner chart. You will refer to this information in the following step.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system
+--------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                            |
+--------------------+--------------------------------------------------+
| combined_overrides | classdefaults:                                   |
|                    |   adminId: admin                                 |
|                    |   adminSecretName: ceph-admin                    |
|                    |   monitors:                                      |
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|                    |   - 192.168.204.4:6789                           |
|                    |   - 192.168.204.2:6789                           |
|                    |   - 192.168.204.3:6789                           |
|                    |   - 192.168.204.60:6789                          |
|                    | classes:                                         |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces:                          |
|                    |   - default                                      |
|                    |   - kube-public                                  |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                                 |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset          |
|                    |   name: general                                  |
|                    |   pool_name: kube-rbd                            |
|                    |   replication: 2                                 |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd                     |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd             |
|                    | global:                                          |
|                    |   defaultStorageClass: general                   |
|                    |   replicas: 2                                    |
|                    |                                                  |
| name               | rbd-provisioner                                  |
| namespace          | kube-system                                      |
| system_overrides   | classdefaults:                                   |
|                    |   adminId: admin                                 |
|                    |   adminSecretName: ceph-admin                    |
|                    |   monitors: ['192.168.204.4:6789',               |
|                    |'192.168.204.2:6789', '192.168.204.3:6789',       |
|                    | '192.168.204.60:6789']                           |
|                    | classes:                                         |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces: [default, kube-public]   |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                                 |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset          |
|                    |   name: general                                  |
|                    |   pool_name: kube-rbd                            |
|                    |   replication: 2                                 |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd                     |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd             |
|                    | global: {defaultStorageClass: general, replicas: |
|                    | 2}                                               |
|                    |                                                  |
| user_overrides     | None                                             |
+--------------------+--------------------------------------------------+

3. Create an overrides yaml file defining the new namespaces. In this example we will create the file /home/sysadmin/
update-namespaces.yaml with the following content:

        ~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > ~/update-namespaces.yaml

classes:
- additionalNamespaces: [default, kube-public, new-app, new-app2, new-app3]
  chunk_size: 64
  crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset
  name: general
  pool_name: kube-rbd
  replication: 2
  userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd
  userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd
        EOF
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4. Apply the overrides file to the chart.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update  --values /home/sysadmin/update-namespaces.yaml 
platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system
+----------------+-----------------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                                   |
+----------------+-----------------------------------------+
| name           | rbd-provisioner                         |
| namespace      | kube-system                             |
| user_overrides | classes:                                |
|                | - additionalNamespaces:                 |
|                |   - default                             |
|                |   - kube-public                         |
|                |   - new-app                             |
|                |   - new-app2                            |
|                |   - new-app3                            |
|                |   chunk_size: 64                        |
|                |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset |
|                |   name: general                         |
|                |   pool_name: kube-rbd                   |
|                |   replication: 2                        |
|                |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd            |
|                |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd    |
+----------------+-----------------------------------------+

5. Confirm that the new overrides have been applied to the chart.
The following output has been edited for brevity.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system
+---------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                  |
+--------------------+------------------------------------- --+
| combined_overrides | ...                                    |
|                    |                                        |
| name               |                                        |
| namespace          |                                        |
| system_overrides   | ...                                    |
|                    |                                        |
|                    |                                        |
| user_overrides     | classes:                               |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces:                |
|                    |   - default                            |
|                    |   - kube-public                        |
|                    |   - new-app                            |
|                    |   - new-app2                           |
|                    |   - new-app3                           |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                       |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset|
|                    |   name: general                        |
|                    |   pool_name: kube-rbd                  |
|                    |   replication: 2                       |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd           |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd   |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------+

6. Apply the overrides.

a. Run the application-apply command.
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~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply platform-integ-apps
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 1.0-24                            |
| created_at    | 2019-05-26T06:22:20.711732+00:00 |
| manifest_file | manifest.yaml                    |
| manifest_name | platform-integration-manifest    |
| name          | platform-integ-apps              |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2019-05-26T22:27:26.547181+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

b. Monitor progress using the application-list command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-list
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+
| application | version | manifest name | manifest file | status  | progress  |
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+
| platform-   | 1.0-24  | platform      | manifest.yaml | applied | completed |
| integ-apps  |         | -integration  |               |         |           |
|             |         | -manifest     |               |         |           |
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+

You can now create and mount PVCs from the default RBD provisioner’s general storage class, from within these
application-specific namespaces.

2.5. Enable RBD ReadWriteOnly Additional Storage Classes

Additional storage classes can be added to the default RBD provisioner service.

About this task

Some reasons for adding an additional storage class include:

• managing Ceph resources for particular namespaces in a separate Ceph pool; simply for Ceph partitioning reasons•

• using an alternate Ceph Storage Tier, for example. with faster drives•

A modification to the configuration (Helm overrides) of the RBD provisioner service is required to enable an additional storage class

The following example that illustrates adding a second storage class to be utilized by a specific namespace.

Note
Due to limitations with templating and merging of overrides, the entire storage class must be redefined in the override
when updating specific values.

Procedure

1. List installed Helm chart overrides for the platform-integ-apps.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-list platform-integ-apps
+--------------------+----------------------+
| chart name         | overrides namespaces |
+--------------------+----------------------+
| ceph-pools-audit   | [u'kube-system']     |
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| cephfs-provisioner | [u'kube-system']     |
| helm-toolkit       | []                   |
| rbd-provisioner    | [u'kube-system']     |
+--------------------+----------------------+

2. Review existing overrides for the rbd-provisioner chart. You will refer to this information in the following step.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system

3. Create an overrides yaml file defining the new namespaces.
In this example we will create the file /home/sysadmin/update-namespaces.yaml with the following content:

classes:
- additionalNamespaces: [default, kube-public, new-app, new-app2, new-app3]
  chunk_size: 64
  crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset
  name: general
  pool_name: kube-rbd
  replication: 1
  userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd
  userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd
- additionalNamespaces: [ new-sc-app ]
  chunk_size: 64
  crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset
  name: special-storage-class
  pool_name: new-sc-app-pool
  replication: 1
  userId: ceph-pool-new-sc-app
  userSecretName: ceph-pool-new-sc-app

4. Apply the overrides file to the chart.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update  --values /home/sysadmin/update-namespaces.yaml 
\
 platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner
+----------------+-----------------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                                   |
+----------------+-----------------------------------------+
| name           | rbd-provisioner                         |
| namespace      | kube-system                             |
| user_overrides | classes:                                |
|                | - additionalNamespaces:                 |
|                |   - default                             |
|                |   - kube-public                         |
|                |   - new-app                             |
|                |   - new-app2                            |
|                |   - new-app3                            |
|                |   chunk_size: 64                        |
|                |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset |
|                |   name: general                         |
|                |   pool_name: kube-rbd                   |
|                |   replication: 1                        |
|                |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd            |
|                |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd    |
|                | - additionalNamespaces:                 |
|                |   - new-sc-app                          |
|                |   chunk_size: 64                        |
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|                |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset |
|                |   name: special-storage-class           |
|                |   pool_name: new-sc-app-pool            |
|                |   replication: 1                        |
|                |   userId: ceph-pool-new-sc-app          |
|                |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-new-sc-app  |
+----------------+-----------------------------------------+

5. Confirm that the new overrides have been applied to the chart.
The following output has been edited for brevity.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                   |
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| combined_overrides | ...                                     |
|                    |                                         |
| name               |                                         |
| namespace          |                                         |
| system_overrides   | ...                                     |
|                    |                                         |
|                    |                                         |
| user_overrides     | classes:                                |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces:                 |
|                    |   - default                             |
|                    |   - kube-public                         |
|                    |   - new-app                             |
|                    |   - new-app2                            |
|                    |   - new-app3                            |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                        |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset |
|                    |   name: general                         |
|                    |   pool_name: kube-rbd                   |
|                    |   replication: 1                        |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd            |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd    |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces:                 |
|                    |   - new-sc-app                          |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                        |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset |
|                    |   name: special-storage-class           |
|                    |   pool_name: new-sc-app-pool            |
|                    |   replication: 1                        |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-new-sc-app          |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-new-sc-app  |
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+

6. Apply the overrides.

a. Run the application-apply command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply platform-integ-apps
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 1.0-5                            |
| created_at    | 2019-05-26T06:22:20.711732+00:00 |
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| manifest_file | manifest.yaml                    |
| manifest_name | platform-integration-manifest    |
| name          | platform-integ-apps              |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2019-05-26T22:50:54.168114+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

b. Monitor progress using the application-list command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-list
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+
| application | version | manifest name | manifest file | status  | progress  |
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+
| platform-   | 1.0-8   | platform-     | manifest.yaml | applied | completed |
| integ-apps  |         | integration-  |               |         |           |
|             |         | manifest      |               |         |           |
+-------------+---------+------ --------+---------------+---------+-----------+

You can now create and mount persistent volumes from the new RBD provisioner’s special storage class from within
the new-sc-app application-specific namespace.

2.6. Install Additional RBD Provisioners

You can launch additional dedicated RBD provisioners to support specific applications using dedicated pools, storage classes, and
namespaces.

About this task

This can be useful if, for example, to allow an application to have control over its own persistent volume provisioner, that is, managing
the Ceph pool, storage tier, allowed namespaces, and so on, without requiring the kubernetes admin to modify the default RBD
provisioner service in the kube-system namespace.

This procedure uses standard Helm mechanisms to install a second RBD provisioner.

Procedure

1. Capture a list of monitors.
This will be stored in the environment variable <MON_LIST> and used in the following step.

~(keystone_admin)$ MON_LIST=$(ceph mon dump 2>&1 | awk /^[0-2]:/'{print $2}' | awk -F'/' '{prin
t "  - "$1}')

2. Create an overrides yaml file defining the new provisioner.
In this example we will create the file /home/sysadmin/my-second-provisioner-overrides.yaml.

~(keystone_admin)$ cat <<EOF > /home/sysadmin/my-second-provisioner-overrides.yaml
global:
  adminId: admin
  adminSecretName: ceph-admin
  name: 2nd-provisioner
  provisioner_name: "ceph.com/2nd-rbd"
classdefaults:
  monitors:
${MON_LIST}
classes:
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- name: 2nd-storage
  pool_name: another-pool
  chunk_size: 64
  crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset
  replication: 1
  userId: 2nd-user-secret
  userSecretName: 2nd-user-secret
rbac:
  clusterRole: 2nd-provisioner
  clusterRoleBinding: 2nd-provisioner
  role: 2nd-provisioner
  roleBinding: 2nd-provisioner
  serviceAccount: 2nd-provisioner
EOF

3. Install the chart.

~(keystone_admin)$ helm upgrade --install my-2nd-provisioner stx-platform/rbd-provisioner --nam
espace=isolated-app --values=/home/sysadmin/my-second-provisioner-overrides.yaml
Release "my-2nd-provisioner" does not exist. Installing it now.
NAME:   my-2nd-provisioner
LAST DEPLOYED: Mon May 27 05:04:51 2019
NAMESPACE: isolated-app
STATUS: DEPLOYED
...

Note
Helm automatically created the namespace isolated-app while installing the chart.

4. Confirm that my-2nd-provisioner has been deployed.

~(keystone_admin)$ helm list -a
NAME                    REVISION   UPDATED                     STATUS      CHAR
T                   APP VERSION     NAMESPACE
my-2nd-provisioner      1          Mon May 27 05:04:51 2019    DEPLOYED    rbd-provisioner-0.1.
0                   isolated-app
my-app3                 1          Sun May 26 22:52:16 2019    DEPLOYED    mysql-1.1.
1             5.7.14          new-app3
my-new-sc-app           1          Sun May 26 23:11:37 2019    DEPLOYED    mysql-1.1.
1             5.7.14          new-sc-app
my-release              1          Sun May 26 22:31:08 2019    DEPLOYED    mysql-1.1.
1             5.7.14          default
...

5. Confirm that the 2nd-storage storage class was created.

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl get sc --all-namespaces
NAME                    PROVISIONER        AGE
2nd-storage             ceph.com/2nd-rbd   61s
general (default)       ceph.com/rbd       6h39m
special-storage-class   ceph.com/rbd       5h58m

You can now create and mount PVCs from the new RBD provisioner’s 2nd-storage storage class, from within the
isolated-app namespace.
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3. Ceph File System Provisioner
3.1. Default Behavior of the CephFS Provisioner

The default Ceph Cluster configuration set up during Cloud Platform installation contains a single storage tier, storage, containing all
the OSDs.

The default CephFS provisioner service runs within the kube-system namespace and has a single storage class, ‘cephfs’, which is
configured to:

• use the default ‘storage’ Ceph storage tier•

• use a kube-cephfs-data and kube-cephfs-metadata Ceph pool, and•

• only support PVC requests from the following namespaces: kube-system, default and kube-public.•

The full details of the cephfs-provisioner configuration can be viewed using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-list platform-integ-apps

The following command provides the chart names and the overrides namespaces.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps cephfs-provisioner kube-system

See Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims on page 78 and Mount ReadWriteMany Persistent Volumes in Containers on
page 79 for an example of how to create and mount a ReadWriteMany PVC from the cephfs storage class.

3.2. Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims

Container images have an ephemeral file system by default. For data to survive beyond the lifetime of a container, it can read and
write files to a persistent volume obtained with a Persistent Volume Claim (PVC) created to provide persistent storage.

About this task

For multiple containers to mount the same PVC, create a PVC with accessMode of ReadWriteMany (RWX).

The following steps show an example of creating a 1GB PVC with ReadWriteMany accessMode.

Procedure

Create the rwx-test-claim Persistent Volume Claim.

1. Create a yaml file defining the claim and its attributes.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$
cat <<EOF > rwx-claim.yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: rwx-test-claim
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteMany
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 1Gi
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  storageClassName: cephfs
EOF

2. Apply the settings created above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f rwx-claim.yaml
persistentvolumeclaim/rwx-test-claim created

This results in 1GB PVC being created. You can view the PVC using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolumeclaims

NAME              STATUS   VOLUME       CAPACITY   ACCESS MODES   STORAGECLASS
rwx-test-claim    Bound    pvc-df9f..   1Gi        RWX            cephfs

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolume
NAME       CAPACITY ACCESS.. RECLAIM.. STATUS CLAIM                   STORAGECLASS
pvc-df9f.. 1Gi      RWX       Delete    Bound  default/rwx-test-claim  cephfs

3.3. Mount ReadWriteMany Persistent Volumes in Containers

You can attach a ReadWriteMany PVC to multiple containers, and that PVC can be written to, by all containers.

About this task

This example shows how a volume is claimed and mounted by each container replica of a deployment with 2 replicas, and each
container replica can read and write to the PVC. It is the responsibility of an individual micro-service within an application to make a
volume claim, mount it, and use it.

Prerequisites

You must have created the PVCs. This procedure uses PVCs with names and configurations created in Cloud Platform Cloud Platform
Storage Configuration and Management: Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims on page 78 .

Procedure

1. Create the busybox container with the persistent volumes created from the PVCs mounted. This deployment will
create two replicas mounting the same persistent volume.

a. Create a yaml file definition for the busybox container.

% cat <<EOF > wrx-busybox.yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: wrx-busybox
  namespace: default
spec:
  progressDeadlineSeconds: 600
  replicas: 2
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      run: busybox
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
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        run: busybox
    spec:
      containers:
      - args:
        - sh
        image: busybox
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        name: busybox
        stdin: true
        tty: true
        volumeMounts:
        - name: pvc1
          mountPath: "/mnt1"
      restartPolicy: Always
      volumes:
      - name: pvc1
        persistentVolumeClaim:
          claimName: rwx-test-claim
EOF

b. Apply the busybox configuration.

% kubectl apply -f wrx-busybox.yaml
deployment.apps/wrx-busybox created

2. Attach to the busybox and create files on the Persistent Volumes.

a. List the available pods.

% kubectl get pods
NAME                           READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v   1/1     Running   0          108s
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6   1/1     Running   0          108s

b. Connect to the pod shell for CLI access.

% kubectl attach wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v -c busybox -i -t

c. From the container’s console, list the disks to verify that the Persistent Volume is attached.

% df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   1783748  29658172   6% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                  5033188         0   5033188   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
ceph-fuse            516542464    643072 515899392   0% /mnt1

The PVC is mounted as /mnt1.

3. Create files in the mount.

# cd /mnt1
# touch i-was-here-${HOSTNAME}
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8vi

4. End the container session.
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% exit
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v -c busybox -i -t' command when the pod is running

5. Connect to the other busybox container

% kubectl attach wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6 -c busybox -i -t

6. Optional: From the container’s console list the disks to verify that the PVC is attached.

% df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   1783888  29658032   6% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                  5033188         0   5033188   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
ceph-fuse            516542464    643072 515899392   0% /mnt1

7. Verify that the file created from the other container exists and that this container can also write to the Persistent
Volume.

# cd /mnt1
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v
# echo ${HOSTNAME}
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6
# touch i-was-here-${HOSTNAME}
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6

8. End the container session.

% exit
Session ended, resume using 'kubectl attach wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6 -c busybox -i -t' comm
and when the pod is running

9. Terminate the busybox container.

% kubectl delete -f wrx-busybox.yaml

For more information on Persistent Volume Support, see, About Persistent Volume Support on page 65.

3.4. Enable ReadWriteMany PVC Support in Additional Namespaces

The default general cephfs-provisioner storage class is enabled for the default, kube-system, and kube-public namespaces. To
enable an additional namespace, for example for an application-specific namespace, a modification to the configuration (Helm
overrides) of the cephfs-provisioner service is required.

About this task

The following example illustrates the configuration of three additional application-specific namespaces to access the cephfs-
provisioner cephfs storage class.

Note
Due to limitations with templating and merging of overrides, the entire storage class must be redefined in the override
when updating specific values.

Procedure
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1. List installed Helm chart overrides for the platform-integ-apps.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-list platform-integ-apps
+--------------------+----------------------+
| chart name         | overrides namespaces |
+--------------------+----------------------+
| ceph-pools-audit   | [u'kube-system']     |
| cephfs-provisioner | [u'kube-system']     |
| helm-toolkit       | []                   |
| rbd-provisioner    | [u'kube-system']     |
+--------------------+----------------------+

2. Review existing overrides for the cephfs-provisioner chart. You will refer to this information in the following step.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps cephfs-provisioner kube-syste
m

+--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                                    |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| attributes         | enabled: true                                            |
|                    |                                                          |
| combined_overrides | classdefaults:                                           |
|                    |   adminId: admin                                         |
|                    |   adminSecretName: ceph-secret-admin                     |
|                    |   monitors:                                              |
|                    |   - 192.168.204.3:6789                                   |
|                    |   - 192.168.204.1:6789                                   |
|                    |   - 192.168.204.2:6789                                   |
|                    | classes:                                                 |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces:                                  |
|                    |   - default                                              |
|                    |   - kube-public                                          |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                                         |
|                    |   claim_root: /pvc-volumes                               |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset                  |
|                    |   data_pool_name: kube-cephfs-data                       |
|                    |   fs_name: kube-cephfs                                   |
|                    |   metadata_pool_name: kube-cephfs-metadata               |
|                    |   name: cephfs                                           |
|                    |   replication: 2                                         |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data                     |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data             |
|                    | global:                                                  |
|                    |   replicas: 2                                            |
|                    |                                                          |
| name               | cephfs-provisioner                                       |
| namespace          | kube-system                                              |
| system_overrides   | classdefaults:                                           |
|                    |   adminId: admin                                         |
|                    |   adminSecretName: ceph-secret-admin                     |
|                    |   monitors: ['192.168.204.3:6789', '192.168.204.1:6789', |
|                    | '192.168.204.2:6789']                                    |
|                    | classes:                                                 |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces: [default, kube-public]           |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                                         |
|                    |   claim_root: /pvc-volumes                               |
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|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset                  |
|                    |   data_pool_name: kube-cephfs-data                       |
|                    |   fs_name: kube-cephfs                                   |
|                    |   metadata_pool_name: kube-cephfs-metadata               |
|                    |   name: cephfs                                           |
|                    |   replication: 2                                         |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data                     |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data             |
|                    | global: {replicas: 2}                                    |
|                    |                                                          |
| user_overrides     | None                                                     |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

3. Create an overrides yaml file defining the new namespaces.
In this example, create the file /home/sysadmin/update-namespaces.yaml with the following content:

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > ~/update-namespaces.yaml
classes:
- additionalNamespaces: [default, kube-public, new-app, new-app2, new-app3]
  chunk_size: 64
  claim_root: /pvc-volumes
  crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset
  data_pool_name: kube-cephfs-data
  fs_name: kube-cephfs
  metadata_pool_name: kube-cephfs-metadata
  name: cephfs
  replication: 2
  userId: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data
  userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data
EOF

4. Apply the overrides file to the chart.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update  --values /home/sysadmin/update-namespaces.yam
l platform-integ-apps cephfs-provisioner kube-system
+----------------+----------------------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                                        |
+----------------+----------------------------------------------+
| name           | cephfs-provisioner                           |
| namespace      | kube-system                                  |
| user_overrides | classes:                                     |
|                | - additionalNamespaces:                      |
|                |   - default                                  |
|                |   - kube-public                              |
|                |   - new-app                                  |
|                |   - new-app2                                 |
|                |   - new-app3                                 |
|                |   chunk_size: 64                             |
|                |   claim_root: /pvc-volumes                   |
|                |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset      |
|                |   data_pool_name: kube-cephfs-data           |
|                |   fs_name: kube-cephfs                       |
|                |   metadata_pool_name: kube-cephfs-metadata   |
|                |   name: cephfs                               |
|                |   replication: 2                             |
|                |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data         |
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|                |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data |
+----------------+----------------------------------------------+

5. Confirm that the new overrides have been applied to the chart.
The following output has been edited for brevity.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show platform-integ-apps cephfs-provisioner kube-syste
m
+--------------------+---------------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                       |
+--------------------+---------------------------------------------+
| user_overrides     | classes:                                    |
|                    | - additionalNamespaces:                     |
|                    |   - default                                 |
|                    |   - kube-public                             |
|                    |   - new-app                                 |
|                    |   - new-app2                                |
|                    |   - new-app3                                |
|                    |   chunk_size: 64                            |
|                    |   claim_root: /pvc-volumes                  |
|                    |   crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset     |
|                    |   data_pool_name: kube-cephfs-data          |
|                    |   fs_name: kube-cephfs                      |
|                    |   metadata_pool_name: kube-cephfs-metadata  |
|                    |   name: cephfs                              |
|                    |   replication: 2                            |
|                    |   userId: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data        |
|                    |   userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-cephfs-data|
+--------------------+---------------------------------------------+

6. Apply the overrides.

a. Run the application-apply command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply platform-integ-apps
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 1.0-24                           |
| created_at    | 2019-05-26T06:22:20.711732+00:00 |
| manifest_file | manifest.yaml                    |
| manifest_name | platform-integration-manifest    |
| name          | platform-integ-apps              |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2019-05-26T22:27:26.547181+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

b. Monitor progress using the application-list command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+
| application | version | manifest name | manifest file | status  | progress  |
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+
| platform-   | 1.0-24  | platform      | manifest.yaml | applied | completed |
| integ-apps  |         | -integration  |               |         |           |
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|             |         | -manifest     |               |         |           |
+-------------+---------+---------------+---------------+---------+-----------+

You can now create and mount PVCs from the default RBD provisioner’s general storage class, from within these
application-specific namespaces.
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10. STORAGE-RELATED CLI COMMANDS

1. Storage-Related CLI Commands

You can use CLI commands when working with storage.

Modify Ceph Monitor Volume Size

You can change the space allotted for the Ceph monitor, if required.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ceph-mon-modify <controller> ceph_mon_gib=<size>

where <partition_size> is the size in GiB to use for the Ceph monitor. The value must be between 21 and 40 GiB.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system ceph-mon-modify controller-0 ceph_mon_gib=21

+--------------------------------+-------+--------------+------------+------+
| uuid                           | ceph_ | hostname     | state      | task |
|                                | mon_g |              |            |      |
|                                | ib    |              |            |      |
+--------------------------------+-------+--------------+------------+------+
| 069f106-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb | 21    | compute-0    | configured | None |
| 4763139-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb | 21    | controller-1 | configured | None |
| e39970e-4f4d-8665-681f73d13dfb | 21    | controller-0 | configured | None |
+--------------------------------+-------+--------------+------------+------+

NOTE: ceph_mon_gib for both controllers are changed.

System configuration has changed.
please follow the System Configuration guide to complete configuring system.

The configuration is out of date after running this command. To update it, you must lock and then unlock the host.

Add, Modify, or Display Storage Backends

To list the storage backend types installed on a system:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system storage-backend-list

+-------------------------------+------------+----------+-------+--------------+---------+--------
---------+
| uuid                          | name       | backend  | state | task         | services| capabil
ities    |
+-------------------------------+------------+----------+-------+--------------+---------+--------
---------+
| 248a106-4r54-3324-681f73d13dfb| ceph-store | ceph     | config| resize-ceph..| None    |min_repl
ication:1|
|                               |            |          |       |              |         |replicat
ion: 2   |
| 76dd106-6yth-4356-681f73d13dfb| shared_serv| external | config| None         | glance  
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|                 |
|                               | ices       |          |       |              |         
|                 |
+-------------------------------+------------+----------+-------+--------------+---------+--------
---------+

To show details for a storage backend:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system storage-backend-show <name>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system storage-backend-show ceph-store
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| backend              | ceph                                 |
| name                 | ceph-store                           |
| state                | configured                           |
| task                 | provision-storage                    |
| services             | None                                 |
| capabilities         | min_replication: 1                   |
|                      | replication: 2                       |
| object_gateway       | False                                |
| ceph_total_space_gib | 0                                    |
| object_pool_gib      | None                                 |
| cinder_pool_gib      | None                                 |
| kube_pool_gib        | None                                 |
| glance_pool_gib      | None                                 |
| ephemeral_pool_gib   | None                                 |
| tier_name            | storage                              |
| tier_uuid            | 249bb348-f1a0-446c-9dd1-256721f043da |
| created_at           | 2019-10-07T18:33:19.839445+00:00     |
| updated_at           | None                                 |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+

To add a backend:

~(keystone_admin)]$  system storage-backend-add   \
[-s <services>] [-n <name>] [-t <tier_uuid>] \
[-c <ceph_conf>] [--confirmed] [--ceph-mon-gib <ceph-mon-gib>] \
<backend> [<parameter>=<value> [<parameter>=<value> ...]]

The following are positional arguments:

backend

The storage backend to add. This argument is required.

<parameter>

Required backend/service parameters to apply.

The following are optional arguments:
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-s, --services

A comma-delimited list of storage services to include.

For a Ceph backend, this is an optional parameter. Valid values are cinder, glance, and swift.

-n, --name

For a Ceph backend, this is a user-assigned name for the backend. The default is ceph-store for a Ceph backend.

-t, --tier_uuid

For a Ceph backend, is the UUID of a storage tier to back.

-c, --ceph_conf

Location of the Ceph configuration file used for provisioning an external backend.

--confirmed

Provide acknowledgment that the operation should continue as it is not reversible.

--ceph-mon-gib

For a Ceph backend, this is the space in GB allotted for the Ceph monitor.

Note
A Ceph backend is configured by default.

To modify a backend:

~(keystone_admin)]$  system storage-backend-modify [-s <services>] [-c <ceph_conf>] \
<backend_name_or_uuid> [<parameter>=<value> [<parameter>=<value> ...]]

To delete a failed backend configuration:

~(keystone_admin)]$  system storage-backend-delete <backend>

Note
If a backend installation fails before completion, you can use this command to remove the partial installation so that you
can try again. You cannot delete a successfully installed backend.

Add, Modify, or Display Storage Tiers

To list storage tiers:

~(keystone)admin)]$ system storage-tier-list ceph_cluster

+--------------------------------+---------+--------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid                           | name    | status | backend_using                        |
+--------------------------------+---------+--------+--------------------------------------+
| acc8706-6yth-4356-681f73d13dfb | storage | in-use | 649830bf-b628-4170-b275-1f0b01cfc859 |
+--------------------------------+---------+--------+--------------------------------------+

To display information for a storage tier:

~(keystone)admin)]$ system storage-tier-show ceph_cluster <tier_name>
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For example:

~(keystone)admin)]$ system storage-tier-show ceph_cluster <storage>

+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 2a50cb4a-659d-4586-a5a2-30a5e01172aa |
| name         | storage                              |
| type         | ceph                                 |
| status       | in-use                               |
| backend_uuid | 248a90e4-9447-449f-a87a-5195af46d29e |
| cluster_uuid | 4dda5c01-6ea8-4bab-956c-c95eda4be99c |
| OSDs         | [0, 1]                               |
| created_at   | 2019-09-25T16:02:19.901343+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2019-09-25T16:04:25.884053+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

To add a storage tier:

~(keystone)admin)]$ system storage-tier-add ceph_cluster <tier_name>

To delete a tier that is not in use by a storage backend and does not have OSDs assigned to it:

~(keystone)admin)]$ system storage-tier-delete <tier_name>

Display File System

You can use the system controllerfs list command to list the storage space allotments on a host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system controllerfs-list

+--------------------------------+------------+-----+-----------------------+-------+-----------+
| UUID                           | FS Name    | Size| Logical Volume        | Rep.. | State     |
|                                |            | in  |                       |       |           |
|                                |            | GiB |                       |       |           |
+--------------------------------+------------+-----+-----------------------+-------+-----------+
| d0e8706-6yth-4356-681f73d13dfb | database   | 10  | pgsql-lv              | True  | available |
| 40d8706-ssf4-4356-6814356145tf | docker-dist| 16  | dockerdistribution-lv | True  | available |
| 20e8706-87gf-4356-681f73d13dfb | etcd       | 5   | etcd-lv               | True  | available |
| 9e58706-sd42-4356-435673d1sd3b | extension  | 1   | extension-lv          | True  | available |
| 55b8706-sd13-4356-681f73d16yth | platform   | 10  | platform-lv           | True  | available |
+--------------------------------+------------+-----+-----------------------+-------+-----------+

For a system with dedicated storage:

~(keystone_admin)]$  system storage-backend-show ceph-store

+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| backend              | ceph                                 |
| name                 | ceph-store                           |
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| state                | configured                           |
| task                 | resize-ceph-mon-lv                   |
| services             | None                                 |
| capabilities         | min_replication: 1                   |
|                      | replication: 2                       |
| object_gateway       | False                                |
| ceph_total_space_gib | 0                                    |
| object_pool_gib      | None                                 |
| cinder_pool_gib      | None                                 |
| kube_pool_gib        | None                                 |
| glance_pool_gib      | None                                 |
| ephemeral_pool_gib   | None                                 |
| tier_name            | storage                              |
| tier_uuid            | 2a50cb4a-659d-4586-a5a2-30a5e01172aa |
| created_at           | 2019-09-25T16:04:25.854193+00:00     |
| updated_at           | 2019-09-26T18:47:56.563783+00:00     |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
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11. STORAGE USAGE DETAILS

1. Storage Utilization Display

Cloud Platform provides enhanced backend storage usage details through the Horizon Web interface.

Upstream storage utilization display is limited to the hypervisor statistics which include only local storage utilization on the worker
nodes. Cloud Platform provides enhanced storage utilization statistics for the ceph, and controller-fs backends. The statistics are
available using the CLI and Horizon.

In Horizon, the Storage Overview panel includes storage Services and Usage with storage details.

2. View Storage Utilization Using Horizon

You can view storage utilization in the Horizon Web interface.

About this task

The storage utilization shows the free, used and total capacity for the system, as well as storage I/O throughput.

For more information on per-host storage, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Storage Tab.

Procedure

1. Navigate to Admin > Platform > Storage Overview in Horizon.
In the following example screen, two controllers on an AIO-Duplex system are configured with storage with Ceph
OSDs osd.0 through osd.5.

Rank is evaluated and assigned when a monitor is added to the cluster. It is based on the IP address and port
assigned.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM DATA NETWORKS, 22.06
Wind River Cloud Platform data network management allows you to model the L2 networks that are attached to node data, pci-sriov
and pci-passthrough interfaces.

• Data Networks in Kubernetes on page 1

Display data network information

• Display Data Network Information Using Horizon on page 3
• Display Data Network Information Using the CLI on page 3
• Data Network Topology View on page 3

Add, assign, and remove data networks

• Add Data Networks Using the CLI on page 6
• Assign a Data Network to an Interface on page 7
• Remove a Data Network Using the CLI on page 7

1. Data Networks in Kubernetes

Wind River Cloud Platform data network management allows you to model the L2 networks that are attached to node data, pci-sriov
and pci-passthrough interfaces.

A data network represents a Layer 2 physical or virtual network, or set of virtual networks, used to provide the underlying network
connectivity needed to support the application networks. Multiple data networks may be configured as required, and realized over
the same or different physical networks. Access to external networks is typically (although not necessarily) granted to worker nodes
using a data network. The extent of this connectivity, including access to the open internet, is application dependent.

Data networks are required for Wind River OpenStack deployments and for the base Wind River Cloud Platform if you wish to deploy
container applications with SR-IOV devices.

Data networks are created by the administrator to make use of an underlying set of resources on a physical network. The following
types of data networks can be created:

flat

A data network mapped entirely over the physical network.

VLAN

A data network implemented on a physical network using a VLAN identifier. This allows multiple data networks over the same
physical network.

VXLAN

Note
This data interface is ONLY applicable to the Wind River OpenStack application.

A data network implemented across non-contiguous physical networks connected by Layer 3 routers, using a VNI identifier. This
allows multiple data networks over physically separated Layer 2 networks.

There are no specific requirements for network services to be available on the data network. However, you must ensure that all
network services required by the guests running on the worker nodes are available. For configuration purposes, the worker nodes
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themselves are entirely served by the services provided by the controller nodes over the internal management and cluster-host
networks.
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2. DISPLAY DATA NETWORK INFORMATION

1. Display Data Network Information Using Horizon

About this task

Using Horizon, you can obtain information about data networks using the following:

Procedure

1. From the left pane menu, select Admin > Platform > Data Networks.

2. Click the name of the data network to open the Data Network Overview page.
Details for the data network are displayed and, in the case of Wind River OpenStack, the project networks.

Note
You can view data network topologies from Horizon, see Data Network Topology View on page 3.

2. Display Data Network Information Using the CLI

You can display information about data networks from the CLI.

Procedure

1. Retrieve the names of the data networks.

~(keystone_admin)$ system datanetwork-list
+--------------------------------------+--------------+----------+------+
| uuid                                 | name         | network_ | mtu  |
|                                      |              | type     |      |
+--------------------------------------+--------------+----------+------+
| 3a575af8-01a7-44ca-9519-edaa2f06c74b | group0-data0 | vlan     | 1500 |
+--------------------------------------+--------------+----------+------+

2. Review information for a data network from the CLI.

~(keystone_admin)$ system datanetwork-show <datanet>

Where <datanet> is the name or UUID of the data network.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system datanetwork-show group0-data0

3. Data Network Topology View

The Data Network Topology view shows data networks and compute host data interface connections for the system using a color-
coded graphical display. Active alarm information is also shown in real time. You can select individual hosts or networks to highlight
their connections and obtain more details.
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To display this view, select Admin > Platform > Data Network Topology.

Selection and Navigation

The Data Network Topology view shows all worker hosts and data networks graphically in a framed topology window, and lists them
by name in the Worker Hosts and Data Networks lists to the left of the window. You can select an entity using the window or the
lists. The selected entity is highlighted in both places.

If the topology of the system is too large to fit in the window, you can drag inside the window to see other areas. You can also bring
an entity into view by selecting it from the lists. The view is panned automatically to show the entity.

Additional Details for Entities

When you select an entity, associated entities are highlighted in the Worker Hosts list or the Data Networks list. For example, if you
select the group0-data0 data network, all hosts attached to it are highlighted in the Worker Hosts list.

Additional information for the selected entity is available in tabbed pages below the topology window.

• For a worker host, the additional information includes the Overview, Interfaces, and LLDP tabs from the Host Detail, as well as•
a Related Alarms tab that lists any active alarms associated with the host.

• For a data network, the additional information includes the Data Network Detail tab from the Data Network Overview, and a•
Related Alarms tab that lists any active alarms associated with the data network.

Alarm Reporting

Active alarms for entities are displayed in real time in the topology window, using icons superimposed on the entities. The alarms are
color-coded for severity using the same colors as the Global Alarm Banner. Details for the alarms are listed in the Related Alarms tab
for the entity.
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Labels for Network Connections

Network connections in the topology window may be labeled with the data interface name (displayed above the connection line) and
LLDP neighbor information (displayed below the connection line). You can show or hide the labels using a button above the lists
(Show Labels or Hide Labels).
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3. ADD, ASSIGN, AND REMOVE DATA NETWORKS

1. Add Data Networks Using the CLI

You can add data networks using the CLI. You can set up flat, VLAN and VXLAN data networks over physical networks using the
command-line interface. The data networks model the L2 networks that are attached to node data, pci-sriov and pci-passthrough
interface.

Procedure

• To create a data network using the CLI, use the following command.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system datanetwork-add -d <description> -m <mtu> -p <port> -g <group> -t <t
tl> -M <mode> <name> <type>

where

<description>

A description of the data network.

<mtu>

The MTU of the data network.

Note
To attach to the data network, data interfaces must be configured with an equal or larger MTU.

This is not used by the Kubernetes SR-IOV plugin. In order to address the MTU in Kubernetes, the network
attached definiition needs to use the tuning plugin. For more details, see the examples in Create Network
Attachment Definitions.

<port>

The port of the data network.

<group>

The multicast group of the data network.

<ttl>

The time-to-live of the data network.

<mode>

For networks of <type> vxlan only, mode can be either dynamic or static.

If set to dynamic, <group> must also be specified.

<name>

The name assigned to the data network.

<type>

The type of data network to be created (flat, vlan, or vxlan)

Note
vxlan is only applicable to Wind River OpenStack.

For example, to add a VLAN data network named datanet-a:

~(keystone_admin)$ system datanetwork-add datanet-a vlan
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
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| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| id           | 2                                    |
| uuid         | 104071a4-1c26-4383-ba07-72e05316d540 |
| name         | datanet-a                            |
| network_type | vlan                                 |
| mtu          | 1500                                 |
| description  | None                                 |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

Postrequisites

For the Wind River OpenStack application, after creating a data network of the VLAN or VXLAN type, you can assign one or more
segmentation ranges consisting of a set of consecutive VLAN IDs (for VLANs) or VNIs (for VXLANs) using the openstack network
segment range create command. Segmentation ranges are required in order to set up project networks.

Note
Segmentation ranges are not required in order to attach interfaces and unlock openstack-compute labeled worker nodes.

2. Assign a Data Network to an Interface

In order to associate the L2 Network definition of a Data Network with a physical network, the Data Network must be mapped to an
interface on a host.

The command for performing the mapping has the format:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface‐datanetwork‐assign <host\_name> <interface\_uuid> <datanetwork
\_uuid>

3. Remove a Data Network Using the CLI

Before you can delete a data network, you must remove any interface associations.

About this task

Complete the following steps to delete a data network.

Prerequisites

The following procedure requires that the host be locked.

Procedure

1. Remove the data network from the interface.

a. Identify the interface to be removed from the data network.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-list controller-1
+--------------+--------------------------------------+--------+------------------+
| hostname     | uuid                                 | ifname | datanetwork_name |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+--------+------------------+
| controller-1 | 212d5afc-e417-49fe-919a-d94e9b46c236 | sriov0 | group0-data0     |
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| controller-1 | 6c2f7066-3889-4291-8928-5fb4b2bccfee | data0  | group0-data0     |
| controller-1 | c4ac3c62-283e-491f-a08b-2e4a5ece205c | pthru0 | group0-data0     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+--------+------------------+

b. Remove the interface from the network.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-remove c4ac3c62-283e-491f-a08b-2e4a5ece205c
Deleted Interface DataNetwork: c4ac3c62-283e-491f-a08b-2e4a5ece205c

2. Delete the data network from the system.

~[keystone_admin]$ system datanetwork-delete <datanetworkUUID>

where <datanetworkUUID> is the UUID of the data network.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM NODE MANAGEMENT,
22.06
You can perform Wind River Cloud Platform node management of worker hosts that comprise resource pools for hosting guest
applications.

You can change the resource pool in several ways:

• You can add or remove hosts to increase or decrease the size of the pool.•

• You can replace a host with another that has different resources; for example, memory, or number of CPU cores.•

• You can adjust the resources on an existing host.•

• You can replace a failed worker node host with an equivalent.•

• You can add or remove standard and low-latency worker hosts to adjust the mix of performance profiles on a system.•

Caution

When replacing or adjusting a host, ensure that the overall resource pool still meets the requirements for your system.

Complete instructions for adding a worker node are provided in the StarlingX Installation and Deployment Guide.

Introduction

• Display Worker Host Information on page 6

The life cycle of a host

• The Life Cycle of a Host on page 7
• Host Status and Alarms During System Configuration Changes on page 8

Host inventory

• Hosts Tab on page 10
• Host Details Page on page 13
• Overview Tab on page 14
• Processor Tab on page 15
• Memory Tab on page 15
• Storage Tab on page 16
• Filesystems Tab on page 20
• Ports Tab on page 20
• Interfaces Tab on page 21
• LLDP Tab on page 23
• Sensors Tab on page 25
• Devices Tab on page 27
• Labels Tab on page 28
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Common host tasks

Common host tasks using Horizon

• Lock a Host Using Horizon on page 29
• Force Lock a Host Using Horizon on page 29
• Swact Controllers Using Horizon on page 30
• Unlock a Host Using Horizon on page 31
• Reboot a Host Using Horizon on page 32
• Power off a Host Using Horizon on page 32
• Power on a Host Using Horizon on page 32
• Reinstall a Host Using Horizon on page 33
• Reset a Host Using Horizon on page 34
• Delete a Host Using Horizon on page 34

Common host tasks using the CLI

• Lock a Host Using the CLI on page 34
• Force Lock a Host Using the CLI on page 35
• Swact Controllers Using the CLI on page 35
• Unlock a Host Using the CLI on page 36
• Reboot a Host Using the CLI on page 36
• Power off a Host Using the CLI on page 36
• Power on a Host Using the CLI on page 37
• Reset a Host Using the CLI on page 37
• Delete a Host Using the CLI on page 37

Common host tasks using Deployment Manager

• Add Two Storage Nodes to a Dedicated Storage Configuration using Deployment Manager on page 38
• Replace a Controller Using Deployment Manager on page 42
• Replace a Node Using Deployment Manager on page 44

Configuring CPU core behaviour

• Configure CPU Core Assignments on page 46
• Change the Hyper-threading Status on page 47
• Host CPU MHz Parameters Configuration on page 48

Host memory provisioning

• About Host Memory Provisioning on page 50
• Allocate Host Memory Using Horizon on page 50
• Allocate Host Memory Using the CLI on page 51

Node interfaces

Provision interfaces

• Interface Provisioning on page 55
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• Interface Settings on page 56
• Edit Interface Settings on page 58

Create interfaces

• Create interfaces on page 60

Delete interfaces

• Delete or Disable Interfaces using Horizon on page 60
• Delete or Disable Interfaces Using the CLI on page 61

Configure Ethernet interfaces

• Configure Ethernet Interfaces Using Horizon on page 62
• Attach Ethernet Interfaces to Networks Using the CLI on page 64

Aggregated Ethernet interfaces

• Configure Aggregated Ethernet Interfaces Using Horizon on page 67
• Configure Aggregated Ethernet Interfaces Using the CLI on page 68
• Change a Management Interface to Aggregated Using the CLI on page 70
• Link Aggregation Settings on page 72

Configure VLAN interfaces

• Configure VLAN Interfaces Using Horizon on page 74
• Configure VLAN Interfaces Using the CLI on page 75

PCI-SRIOV interface support

• Provision SR-IOV Interfaces using the CLI on page 78
• Provision SR-IOV VF Interfaces using the CLI on page 80
• SRIOV Port Sharing on page 82
• Configure Ethernet Interfaces on SR-IOV Interface Using Horizon on page 83
• Configure Ethernet Interfaces on SR-IOV interface Using the CLI on page 84
• Configure VF Interfaces Rate Limiting Using the CLI on page 87
• Configure VLAN Type Interfaces Using the SR-IOV Interface From the CLI on page 88

Interface IP address provisioning

• Interface IP Address Provisioning Using the CLI on page 91

NIC replacement

• Replace a NIC with a different vendor or device-id on page 92
• Replace a NIC with the same vendor and device-id on page 97

LLDP

• LLDP Overview on page 99
• View LLDP Information Using Horizon on page 99
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• View LLDP Neighbor Information Using the CLI on page 100

Host hardware sensors

• Relearn Sensor Models on page 103
• Adjust Sensor Actions and Audit Intervals on page 103
• Suppress Sensor Actions on page 104
• CLI Commands for Managing Sensors on page 105

Configure node labels

• Configure Node Labels Using Horizon on page 107
• List Node Labels from the CLI on page 107
• Assign Node Labels from the CLI on page 108
• Remove Node Labels from the CLI on page 109

Change a worker host performance profile

• Change a Worker Host Performance Profile on page 110

Resize filesystems on a host

• Resize Filesystems on a Host on page 111

Customize host life cycles

• Adjust the Boot Timeout Interval on page 113
• Reboot Limits for Host Unlock on page 114
• Adjust the Host Heartbeat Interval and Heartbeat Response Thresholds on page 114
• Configure Heartbeat Failure Action on page 116
• Configure Multi-Node Failure Avoidance on page 118
• Handle Maintenance Heartbeat Failure for Active Controller Service Activation on page 119

Node inventory tasks

• Start the System on page 121
• Shut Down the System on page 122

Hardware acceleration devices

Intel N3000 FPGA support

• N3000 FPGA Overview on page 124
• Update an N3000 FPGA Image on page 124
• N3000 FPGA Forward Error Correction on page 127
• Show Details for a Device on page 129
• Upload a Device Image on page 129
• Common Device Management Tasks on page 130
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Common device management tasks

• List Uploaded Device Images on page 131
• List Device Labels on page 131
• Remove a Device Image on page 132
• Remove a Device Label on page 132
• Initiate a Device Image Update for a Host on page 132
• Display the Status of Device Images on page 133
• CLI Commands for Managing PCI Devices on page 133

vRAN Accelerator ACC100 Adapter (Mount Bryce)

• Enable Mount Bryce HW Accelerator for Hosted vRAN Containerized Workloads on page 134
• Set Up Pods to Use SRIOV to Access Mount Bryce HW Accelerator on page 136

N3000 and ACC100 replacement

• Replace N3000 and ACC100 with a different vendor and device-id on page 138
• Replace N3000 and ACC100 with the same vendor and device-id on page 140

NVIDIA GPU Operator

• Configure NVIDIA GPU Operator for PCI Passthrough on page 141
• Delete the GPU Operator on page 144

Host hardware management

• Change Hardware Components for a Controller Host on page 145
• Change Hardware Components for a Storage Host on page 147
• Change Hardware Components for a Worker Host on page 148
• Configuration Changes Requiring Re-installation on page 149

Run the node feature discovery helm chart

• Run the Node Feature Discovery Helm Chart on page 151

Provision BMC

Provision BMC using Horizon

• Provision Board Management Control from Horizon on page 153
• Deprovision Board Management Control from Horizon on page 154

Provision BMC using the CLI

• Provision Board Management Control Using the CLI on page 154
• Provision BMC when Adding a Host on page 155
• Provision BMC after Adding a Host on page 155
• Deprovision Board Management Control from the CLI on page 155
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2. INTRODUCTION

1. Display Worker Host Information

You can view worker host resources from the Horizon Web interface.

Procedure

• Using Horizon, navigate to the Hosts tab on the Host Inventory page.•

This contains a list of all hosts on the system, showing their current status. You can select an individual worker host to obtain
more information or to edit its resources and connection details. For more information, see Host Details Page on page 13.
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3. THE LIFE CYCLE OF A HOST

1. The Life Cycle of a Host

Each host goes through a series of state transitions as it is brought online, tested, and deployed. The set of possible state transitions
comprises the life cycle of a host.

The Life Cycle of a Host

The host states in Cloud Platform are based on the ITU X.731 State Management Function Specification for Open Systems.

As shown in the diagram above, there are two possible administrative states for a host (Locked and Unlocked) and two operational
states (Disabled and Enabled). Within this functional matrix, the host can be in several availability states. All of these states are
reported in the host inventory (see Hosts Tab on page 10.)

A new host is reported as Offline when it is first added to the host inventory. As an exception, the first controller, controller-0, is
automatically set to Available.

For a host added to the host inventory, the following transitions are possible. They are numbered in the text and accompanying
figure for reference.

1. Offline to Online
This transition takes place when a host establishes maintenance connectivity with the controller over the
management network (for example, after it is powered up and initialized with Cloud Platform software)
If the controller fails to establish maintenance and inventory connectivity within a boot timeout interval, the node is
moved to the Failed state. You can adjust the boot timeout interval to allow for hardware with longer or shorter boot
times. For more information, see Adjust the Boot Timeout Interval on page 113.

2. Online to Offline
This transition takes place when maintenance connectivity over the management network is lost, for example due to
the host rebooting or powering down. This transition also takes place immediately after a host is unlocked, as the
unlock process initiates a reboot to apply any outstanding configuration changes.
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3. Offline to Online and In-Test
This transition takes place when an unlocked host attempts to transition into an Available state. The host enters a
transient InTest state, in which a set of hardware and software tests is executed to ensure the integrity of the host,
and services for the host are enabled

4. InTest to Available, Degraded, or Failed
Depending on the outcome of the InTest state, the host goes into the Available, Degraded, or Failed state.

5. Failed to InTest
This is a value-added maintenance transition that the high-availability framework executes automatically to recover
failed hosts.

6. Available to/from Degraded, Available to Failed, and Degraded to Failed
These transitions can occur at any time due to changes in the operational state or faults on unlocked hosts. A
transition from Available to Degraded triggers the migration of active instances to another worker node.
The Cloud Platform maintenance system monitors the health of all nodes in the cloud, updates the node state based
on this monitoring, and reports state changes to upper layers for impact analysis and recovery. Monitored indicators
include host heartbeats over all network interfaces, platform resource usage (CPU, memory and disk), and platform
critical processes, as well as BMC hardware sensors if enabled.
Some of the maintenance monitoring parameters are configurable. For information about configuring host heartbeat
monitoring, see Adjust the Host Heartbeat Interval and Heartbeat Response Thresholds on page 114. For
information about configuring sensor monitoring, see Adjust Sensor Actions and Audit Intervals on page 103.

7. Available, Degraded, or Failed, to Offline
These are maintenance transitions that take place automatically to reflect the operational state of a host. The
transition triggers the recovery of a container to another worker node. These transitions apply where a container is an
application container, or when running the Wind River OpenStack application.

See also

Host Status and Alarms During System Configuration Changes on page 8

2. Host Status and Alarms During System Configuration Changes

For all types of configuration changes, alarms and status messages appear while the system is in transition. You can use the
information provided by these messages to help guide the transition successfully.

Configuration changes may require multiple hosts to be reconfigured, during which the settings across the cluster are not consistent.
This causes alarms to be raised for the system.

• Changes to the DNS server configuration cause transitory alarms. These alarms are cleared automatically when the•
configuration change is applied.

• Changes to the External OAM network IP addresses or NTP server addresses, and in particular to the controller storage•
allotments, cause persistent alarms. These alarms must be cleared manually, by locking and unlocking the affected hosts or
performing other administrative actions.

Alarms appear on the Fault Management page of the Horizon web interface, and related status messages appear on the Hosts tab on
the Host Inventory page. A variety of alarms can be reported on the Fault Management page, depending on the configuration
change.

Caution

To help identify alarms raised during a configuration change, ensure that any existing system alarms are cleared before you
begin.
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On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, the status Config out-of-date is shown for hosts affected by a configuration change.
Each host with this status must be locked and then unlocked to update its configuration and clear the alarm.
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4. HOST INVENTORY

1. Hosts Tab

The Hosts tab on the Host Inventory page provides an overview of the current state of all hosts in the Cloud Platform. From this tab
you can obtain detailed information about the hosts, and execute maintenance operations.

A sample Hosts tab is illustrated below:

Host Name

The name assigned to the host. This is an active link pointing to the detailed inventory page for the host. For more information,
see Host Details Page on page 13.

Personality

The personality of the host; one of controller, worker, or storage.

Replication Group

For a storage host, the group to which the host belongs. Data is replicated on each host in the group.

Admin State

The administrative state of the host:

Locked

The host is administratively prohibited from performing services. This is the initial state for hosts auto-discovered in the
cluster.

A controller node in this state is not functioning in HA mode, and it is not running any active controller services.

Worker and storage nodes in this state do not provide any service. In particular, a locked worker node is not running any
containers, and no new ones will be scheduled to run on it.
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Unlocked

The host is administratively in service.

A controller node in this state, and not in the failed state, is active in its HA role, and is running the assigned controller
services.

A worker node in this state, and not in the failed state, is eligible for regular scheduling and maintenance operations on
containers (hosted applications).

• If the node’s vSwitch type is set to none, the number of vSwitch CPUs must be 0 before unlocking the host.•

• If the node’s vSwitch type is set to ovs-dpdk, the number of vSwitch CPUs must be at lease 1 before unlocking the•
host.

You can set the number of vSwitch CPU using the host-cpu-modify CPU command or the Horizon Web interface.

A storage node in this state, and not in the failed state, provides storage services.

Operational State

The operational state of the host:

Disabled

Indicates that the host is not providing the expected services. This can be because it is in the process of being unlocked, a
failure has occurred, or it is being automatically recovered from a failure.

Enabled

Indicates that the host is providing the expected services, even if its operational environment is compromised. In the latter
case, the host is reported to be in the Degraded availability state, in which case, state maintenance is constantly trying to
recover the host to the fully Available state through in-service testing.

Availability State

The availability state of the host. It can be in one of the following states:

Offline

The host is known to Cloud Platform, but is not reachable for maintenance purposes.

Online

The host is reachable and ready to be unlocked.

InTest

A transient state that occurs when transitioning from locked, or from a Failed operational state, to unlocked states. While
in this state, the host is executing a series of tests to validate its hardware and software integrity.

Available

The host is fully operational and providing services.

Degraded

The host is experiencing compromised operational conditions, such as low memory, but is still providing the expected
services. Details about the compromised conditions are available through the alarms subsystem.

Uptime

The uptime of the host, as reported by the system maintenance service.
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Status

An indicator of the immediate activity occurring on the host. It reports transitory steps such as booting, initializing, configuration
out of date, and in-test, which a host goes through as it transitions from one administrative or availability state to another.

Actions

The actions column presents an Edit Host button and a drop-down menu.

The Edit Host button displays the Edit Host window, as illustrated below for a worker node:

This is the same window you use to assign the host’s personality when installing the Cloud Platform software on the host.

• The Host Info tab provides access for adding and modifying the Personality, Location, Host Name (controller, worker and•
storage nodes only), Clock Synchronization (NTP/PTP), and applying profiles.

- Personality: Select the personality or type of host.-

- Host Name: Hostname of the host.-

- CPU Frequency Configuration: Configure a host’s CPU cores maximum frequency. If you select the Custom option,-
a dropbox to edit the host’s Max CPU Frequency will be opened or selecting the Default option, the host’s Max CPU
Frequency will be restored to the max_cpu_mhz_allowed value.

- Location: Type a physical location for the host to help identify the host.-

- Clock Synchronization: Clock synchronization, NTP or PTP. The default is NTP.-

- Serial Console Data Carrier Detect: Select this option to have any active console session automatically logged out-
when the serial console cable is disconnected. The server must support data carrier detect on the serial console port.

• The Installation Parameters tab provides access to installation settings. Changes take effect if the host is re-installed. For•
more information, see the document that pertains to your Cloud Platform configuration.

Next to the Edit Host button is a drop-down menu used for maintenance operations. The available operations depend on the
host type and state.

Lock Host

Attempts to bring an unlocked host out of service. For more information, see Lock a Host Using Horizon.
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Forced Lock Host

Forces an unlocked host to be out of service. For more information, see Force Locking a Host Using Horizon.

Swact Host

This operation is available on controller nodes only. It initiates a switch of the active/standby roles between two
controllers. For more information, see Swact Controllers Using Horizon.

Unlock Host

Brings a locked host into service. For more information, see Unlock a Host Using Horizon.

Reboot Host

Gracefully restart a locked host, ensuring that all system processes are properly shut off first. For more information, see
Reboot a Host Using Horizon.

Reinstall Host

Forces a full re-installation of the Cloud Platform software on a locked host. The host’s hard drive is erased, and the
installation process is started afresh.

For more information, see Reinstall a Host Using Horizon.

Power Off Host

Gracefully powers off the host, ensuring that all system processes are properly shut off first. For more information, see
Power off a Host Using Horizon.

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, this function is not available.

Power On Host

Powers on the host. For more information, see Power on a Host Using Horizon.

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, this function is not available.

Reset Host

Performs an out-of-band reset, stopping and restarting the host without ensuring that all system processes are shut off
first. For more information, see Reset a Host Using Horizon.

Use this selection only if Reboot Host fails.

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, this function is not available.

Delete Host

Removes the host from the inventory database, and erases its hard drive. For more information, see Delete a Host Using
Horizon.

Install Patches

Initiates any pending software update operations. Once successfully executed, the host returns back to the locked state.

2. Host Details Page

From the Host Detail page you can see and edit detailed information about a host.
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To access the Host Detail page for a host, select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, and then on the Hosts tab, click the name of
the host.

The Host Detail for a host consists of multiple tabs, each addressing a different aspect of the host. They include:

• Overview Tab on page 14•

• Processor Tab on page 15•

• Memory Tab on page 15•

• Storage Tab on page 16•

• Filesystems Tab on page 20•

• Ports Tab on page 20•

• Interfaces Tab on page 21•

• LLDP Tab on page 23•

• Sensors Tab on page 25•

• Devices Tab on page 27•

• Labels Tab on page 28•

3. Overview Tab

The Overview tab on the Host Detail page summarizes essential information about a host object.

The following items are included in the summary:

• host name, personality, and the internal UUID and host ID reference numbers•

• MAC and IP addresses on the internal management network•

• serial ID, if known. Use the following command to update it:•

$ system host-update <hostname> serialid=<xxx>

• location, as entered by the operator using the Edit Host window (see Hosts Tab on page 10).•
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• time stamps of when the host was created and last updated•

• the host’s state•

• board management information, including controller type, MAC address, and IP address•

4. Processor Tab

The Processor tab on the Host Detail page presents processor details for a host.

The Processor tab includes the following items:

• Processor Model•

• Processors•

• Physical Cores Per Processor•

• Hyper-Threading status (enabled or disabled)•

For more information, see Configure CPU Core Assignments.

5. Memory Tab

The Memory tab on the Host Detail page displays host memory details.
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The information is presented in three columns, as follows:

Memory

Overall memory on the host.

For a controller node it displays the total and available memory figures.

For a worker node, as in the example above, it displays the amount of memory reserved for the platform (system software), and
the usable total available for use by applications. The usable total includes memory reserved for vSwitch huge pages.

Application Pages

This column is relevant on worker nodes only.

It displays the size of the pages, and the total and available page figures. If changes to the huge page allocations are requested
for a locked host, they are shown as Pending.

vSwitch Pages

This column is relevant on OpenStack compute-labeled worker nodes only.

The size of the huge pages, and the total and available huge page figures.

Note
vSwitch Huge Pages are not allocated if vswitch_type is set to None.

For more about host memory allocations, see About Host Memory Provisioning.

6. Storage Tab

The Storage tab on the Host Detail page presents storage details for a host.

The information is presented in one or more lists, as determined by the host type.
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Disks

This list is presented for all host types. It lists all available hardware devices used for storage.

For each device, the following information is included:

UUID

The unique identifier for the device.

Disk Info

The Linux device path.

Type

The type of storage device (HDD or SSD).

Size

The capacity of the device in MiB.

Available Size

The space available for partitioning.

RPM

The rotational speed of the device.

Serial ID

The device’s serial ID number.

Model

The manufacturer’s model for the device.

Partitions

For all host types, this list shows user-created disk partitions.
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UUID

The unique identifier for the device.

Partition Device Path

The Linux device path.

Size

The capacity of the partition in MiB.

Partition Type

The storage backing and the partition type, such as physical or logical.

Status

The usage status, such as Creating, Ready, Deleting, or In-use.

Actions

Controls for editing or deleting a partition, if it is not currently in use.

Physical Volumes

On controller and worker hosts, this list shows physical volumes (disk or partitions) assigned to local volume groups.

Name

The Linux device name associated with the physical volume.

State

The availability of the physical volume.

Type

The device type used for the physical volume.
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Disk or Partition UUID

The unique identifier for the disk or partition used to implement the physical volume.

Disk or Partition Device Path

The device used to implement the physical volume, identified by path.

LVM Volume Group name

The name of the local volume group to which the physical volume belongs.

Actions

Available actions that can be performed on the physical volume.

Storage Functions

This list is presented for storage hosts. It shows a list of logical storage functions (OSDs and Ceph journal functions) defined on
available disks.

For each volume, the following information is included:

UUID

The unique identifier for the storage volume.

Function

The type of function (osd for object storage, or journal for Ceph journal storage).

OSD ID

For an OSD function, the identity of the associated Ceph object storage daemon.

Disk UUID

The unique identifier for the disk associated with the storage volume.

Journal Path

For an OSD function, the path to the device where the associated Ceph journal is maintained.
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Journal GiB

For an OSD function, the size of the associated Ceph journal.

Journal Location

For an OSD function, the unique identifier for the associated journal function, if applicable.

7. Filesystems Tab

The Filesystems tab on the Host Detail page presents file system details for a host.

The Filesystems tab includes the following items:

Name

The name of the file system.

Size (GiB)

The size of the file system, in gigabytes.

Note
The set of file systems listed differs depending on the type of host.

8. Ports Tab

The Ports tab on the Host Detail page presents information about the physical ports on a host.
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Currently none of the port attributes is configurable; they are all read directly from the hardware. Port information is presented in
several columns, as follows:

Name

The name of the physical port, as identified by the host’s Linux kernel.

MAC Address

The port’s unique MAC address.

PCI Address

The port’s unique address on the PCI bus. Together with the MAC address, this field can be used to uniquely identify a port on
the host’s hardware platform.

Processor

The processor node that the port’s I/O controller is connected to.

Auto Negotiation

The status of the Ethernet auto-negotiation flag. Currently, auto-negotiation is always enabled.

Boot Interface

The boot flag, whether or not PXE booting is enabled.

Device Type

Hardware information about the port type, manufacturer, and model.

9. Interfaces Tab

The Interfaces tab on the Host Detail page presents details about the logical L2 network interfaces on a node.

The following example is for an unlocked controller node:
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On a configured worker node, the Interfaces tab may include additional logical interfaces, for example, if the cluster host network is
internal and additional ports are configured for connecting to external networks.

Note
When running the Wind River OpenStack application, you can optimize vSwitch processing of packets to and from
physical ports for data interfaces by using only ports that are connected to processors with vSwitch cores attached to data
networks.

Information about interfaces is presented in several columns, as follows:

Name

The name given to the logical L2 interface.

Interface Class

The class of the interface. The interface class that the logical network interface is connected to. The valid classes are, platform,
data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough.

• platform, can be mgmt, cluster-host, oam, pxeboot, or storage.•

- mgmt, for the internal management network-

- cluster-host, for the Kubernetes cluster network-

- oam, for the OAM network-

- pxeboot, for the pxeboot platform network-

- storage, for the optional Netapp Plugin-

• data, for a worker node data interface•

• pci-sriov, for a PCI SR-IOV interface•

• pci-passthrough, for a PCI passthrough interface•

• pci-passthrough, pci-sriov, for an interface that can be used in either configuration (dual use)•

Type

Ethernet, or aggregated Ethernet (LAG).
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Vlan ID

If the network uses a shared interface, the VLAN ID of the network is listed in the Interface Class column.

Port(s)

The physical ports on top of which the logical interface is built. Multiple ports are displayed when the logical interface uses
LAG.

Uses

If the network uses a shared interface, the interface used by the network is listed in the Interface Class column. The VLAN ID of
the network is shown in the Vlan ID field.

Used By

The networks that share the interface using VLAN tagging, if the interface is shared.

Data Networks

This option is relevant for the Wind River OpenStack application only, and specifically for the openstack-compute labeled
worker nodes only, and for interfaces of the data interface class. It lists the data networks associated with the data interface.

Attributes

Details including the current MTU size for the interface and whether the interface is DPDK-accelerated.

Actions

On a locked node, you can modify a logical interface, and execute management operations on it. This is implemented using the
Edit Interface and More buttons. These buttons are not available when the node is unlocked.

10. LLDP Tab

The LLDP tab on the Host Detail page presents learned details about neighbors’ ports though the Link Layer Discovery Protocol.

The LLDP tab provides the following information about each LLDP-enabled neighbor device:
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LLDP Details

Name

The name of the local port connected to the LLDP neighbor.

Neighbor

The port identifier of the LLDP neighbor port.

Port Description

The port description of the LLDP neighbor port.

Time to Live

The time until the neighbor is timed out (if no further LLDP frames are received from it).

System Name

The system name of the neighbor.

Max Frame Size

The maximum frame size supported by the neighbor port.

Any additional information sent by the neighbor is shown when you click on the port to which the neighbor is connected. The extra
information can include zero or more of the following items:

LLDP Port Details

Chassis

The chassis identifier of the neighbor. Usually a MAC address, IP address, or locally assigned name identifying the neighbor.

MAC Service Access Point

A concatenation of the chassis identifier and port identifier, uniquely identifying the particular neighbor device/port.

System Capabilities

The system capabilities of the neighbor. For example, bridging, routing enabled.

Management Address

The management address of the neighbor device.

Dot1 Link Aggregation

The 802.1 link aggregation status of the neighbor.

Dot1 Proto Ids

The 802.1 protocol identifiers supported by the neighbor.

Dot1 Proto Vids

The 802.1 port and protocol VLAN identifiers supported by the neighbor.

Dot1 Vid Digest

The 802.1 VLAN identifier digest of the neighbor.
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Dot1 Management Vid

The 802.1 management VLAN identifier of the neighbor.

Dot1 Vlan Names

The 802.1 VLAN names of the neighbor port.

Dot3 Power MDI

The 802.3 power MDI status of the neighbor.

Dot3 MAC status

The 802.3 MAC status of the neighbor port.

11. Sensors Tab

The Sensors tab on the Host Detail page presents details for sensors used to monitor host hardware health.

This tab lists the available BMC sensors and shows their status. It also lists sensor groups that have been defined for the sensors.

Sensor Groups

Sensors that perform the same type of monitoring are collected into sensor groups. You can configure audit intervals and alarm
actions for each group. The configured values apply to all sensors in the group. For more information, see Adjust Sensor Actions and
Audit Intervals.

The available sensor groups and their membership are based on the sensor model of the installed BMC. The sensor model is learned
by Cloud Platform when the BMC is initially provisioned, and can be relearned if necessary (for example, if the model changes due to
a BMC firmware upgrade). For more information, see Relearn Sensor Models.

Typical sensor groups can include:

server fans

Sensors that monitor the speed and health of CPU cooling fans.

power supply fans

Sensors that monitor the speed and health of power supply cooling fans.

server voltage

Sensors that monitor DC voltage levels supplied to components.

server temperature

Sensors that monitor component or ambient temperatures.

server power

Sensors that monitor the operational status of power supplies.
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Status

Each of the individual sensors in the Sensors list can report the following status conditions:

• OK•

• Minor•

• Major•

• Critical•

The status of each sensor is audited periodically to refresh the system monitoring data. You can configure the refresh period, or audit
interval, for sensor groups.

Actions

You can configure different actions for each status level using sensor groups. The configured action applies to all sensors in the sensor
group. The following actions are supported:

alarm

This generates a Cloud Platform alarm with a severity level corresponding to the sensor status level.

ignore

The status is reported in the Sensors list, but no action is taken.

power cycle

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, this function is not available.

This action applies to critical faults only.

If this action is selected for a group that has a sensor reporting a critical fault, then the Hardware Monitor Service sends a
power cycle notification to the Maintenance Service for action handling. While the fault remains, the Maintenance Service
powers-down the host, waits for a five minute cool down period, and then powers it up. When it comes online, it waits for
another five minute recovery period. If a critical fault still exists, then the cycle is repeated, up to three times. If the fault goes
away, the host recovers in its current admin state. An extra reboot may be required if this fault is detected while the host is
unlocked. If after three tries the fault still remains, then the server is powered down and left that way, requiring manual action to
recover.

If the server was locked, its state shows as locked-disabled-power-off and requires a power-on action followed by an unlock
action to enable the server. If the server was unlocked, its state shows as unlocked-disabled-power-off and requires a lock and
then a power-on to manually power the server back on. When the server’s availability status shows online, it can be unlocked
to enable again.

reset

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, this function is not available.

This action applies to critical faults only.

If this action is selected for a group that has a sensor reporting a critical fault, then the Hardware Monitor Service sends a reset
notification to the Maintenance Service for action handling. If the server is locked, then the Maintenance Service forces a reset
of the server. If the server is unlocked, then the Maintenance Service fails the server and runs the full enable finite state machine
(FSM) in an attempt to recover it to the ENABLED state. In both cases, there is a 10 minute wait period before another reset/
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enable is issued if the Hardware Monitor Service continues to report the fault. This hold-off period gives the host time to boot
and re-enable. If the fault persists, so does this behavior. If the fault goes away, then the host recovers in its current admin state.

log

When the log action is selected for any severity level, the Hardware Monitor Service generates a severity-specific customer log
instead of an alarm. Configuration change logs are also generated for action, audit interval, and sensor suppression state
changes.

You can suppress the configured action for individual sensors or groups of sensors. Suppressed sensors are still audited, and their
status is reported in the Sensors list. For more information, see Suppress Sensor Actions.

12. Devices Tab

The Devices tab on the Host Detail page presents details for non-NIC PCI devices that you can make available for use with
applications such as containers.

All non-NIC PCI devices that can be exposed to a guest application are listed. They are automatically detected by the system, and
cannot be manually added or deleted.

Note
PCI passthrough and SR-IOV Ethernet interfaces are listed separately.

The following information is presented:

Name

The name of the device, as identified by the system inventory.

Address

The PCI address of the device.

Device Id

The ID of the device, assigned by the vendor.
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Device Name

The name of the device, as identified by the host’s Linux kernel.

NUMA Node

The NUMA node of the device.

Enabled

Whether exposure to applications is enabled for the device.

13. Labels Tab

The Labels tab on the Host Detail page allows you to configure and review the labels attached to a host.

The Labels tab displays the list of Kubernetes labels and their values assigned to the current host.

Use the Assign Kube Label button to select additional host labels.
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5. COMMON HOST TASKS

1. Common host tasks using Horizon
1.1. Lock a Host Using Horizon

Locking an unlocked host takes it out of service for configuration and maintenance purposes.

On a controller node, the state transition only succeeds if there are no services running in active mode on the host.

On a worker node (or AIO Controller), the state transition only succeeds if all currently running containers (hosted applications) on the
host can be re-located on alternative worker nodes or AIO Controller. Re-location of containers is initiated automatically by Cloud
Platform as soon as the state transition is requested. For containers, a live re-location of the container to another host is attempted. A
NoExecute taint, as shown below, is applied to the host, causing any containers on that host to be evicted.

services=disabled:NoExecute

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, where re-location of containers is not possible, all running containers are stopped
when a host is locked. Other services continue to run.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Lock Host.

1.2. Force Lock a Host Using Horizon

Force locking an unlocked host takes it out of service immediately for configuration and maintenance purposes.

Note
A force lock operation on a worker host causes an immediate service outage on all containers and causes the host to
reboot.
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Procedure

1. Try to lock the host normally using Lock Host.
For more information, see Lock a Host Using Horizon on page 29.

2. If the Lock Host attempt fails for a worker host, manually relocate containers running on the host, and then try using
Lock Host again.

3. Use a force lock only if the above steps fail to lock the host.

a. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

b. From the Edit menu for the host, select Force Lock Host.

The system displays a warning message appropriate to the personality of the host.

1.3. Swact Controllers Using Horizon

Swacting initiates a switch of the active/standby roles between two controllers.

Swact is an abbreviated form of the term Switch Active (host). When selected, this option forces the other controller to become the
active one in the HA cluster. This means that all active system services on this controller move to standby operation, and that the
corresponding services on the other controller become active.

Complete this procedure when you need to lock the currently active controller, or undertake any kind of maintenance procedures; for
example, when updating hardware or replacing faulty components.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the standby controller, select Swact Host.
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1.4. Unlock a Host Using Horizon

Unlocking a host brings a locked host into service.

About this task

Unlocking first resets the target host to ensure that it starts from a well-known state. The host is then automatically configured, and
any required software patches are applied.

The state transition only succeeds if all the necessary configuration components for the host are already in place.

During the unlock operation, the host is rebooted. If the boot process fails, a second reboot is attempted. For some types of boot
failure, the number of successive reboot attempts is limited; for more information, see Reboot Limits for Host Unlock.

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, any containers (hosted applications) that were stopped by the preceding Lock Host
operation are started automatically.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Unlock Host.
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1.5. Reboot a Host Using Horizon

Rebooting gracefully restarts a locked host, ensuring that all system processes are properly shut off first.

The host then reboots automatically.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Reboot Host.

1.6. Power off a Host Using Horizon

A host can be gracefully powered off using the Horizon Web interface, ensuring that all system processes are properly shut off first.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Prerequisites

Board management must be configured on the system. For more information, see Provision Board Management Control from
Horizon.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Power Off Host.

1.7. Power on a Host Using Horizon

A host can be powered on from the Horizon Web interface.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Prerequisites
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Board management must be configured on the system. For more information, see Provision Board Management Control from
Horizon.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Power On Host.

1.8. Reinstall a Host Using Horizon

Reinstalling forces a full re-installation of the Cloud Platform software on a locked host.

The host’s hard drive is erased, and the installation process is started afresh.

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, this function is not available.

Prerequisites

Performing a host reinstall successfully is dependent on your BIOS boot order. Observe the following tips:

• Prior to installation, configure the BIOS to allow booting from disk and the network.•

• During the host re-installation, Wind River recommends that you have a console serial cable attached to the host to observe the•
boot progress.

• The BIOS boot order should be:•
• The boot partition.

Typically, this is the disk associated with /dev/sda and is as defined in /proc/cmdline when the load is booted.

• The NIC on the boot interface (such as management or PXE network).

• Set the BIOS boot options to ensure a failsafe boot, if available. For example, rotating through available boot interfaces,•
watchdog timer on boot, retry boot interfaces, and so forth.

If the BIOS boot still fails to progress, you may need to force a boot using the network interfaces through the BIOS boot option.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. Lock the host as described in Lock a Host Using Horizon on page 29.

3. From the Edit menu for the host, select Reinstall Host.
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1.9. Reset a Host Using Horizon

A host can be reset out-of-band, stopping and restarting the host without ensuring that all system processes are shut off first.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Use this selection only if Reboot Host fails.

Prerequisites

Board management must be configured on the system. For more information, see Provision Board Management Control from
Horizon.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Reset Host.

1.10. Delete a Host Using Horizon

Deleting removes the host from the inventory database, and erases its hard drive.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Procedure

1. From Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, select the Hosts tab.

2. From the Edit menu for the host, select Delete Host.

2. Common host tasks using the CLI
2.1. Lock a Host Using the CLI

Locking an unlocked host takes it out of service for configuration and maintenance purposes.

About this task
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On a controller node, the state transition only succeeds if there are no services running in active mode on the host.

On a worker node (or AIO), the state transition only succeeds if all currently running containers (hosted applications) on the host can
be re-located on alternative worker nodes or AIO Controller. Re-location of containers is initiated automatically by Cloud Platform as
soon as the state transition is requested. For containers, a live re-location of the container to another host is attempted. A
NoExecute taint, as shown below, is applied to the host, causing any containers on that host to be evicted.

services=disabled:NoExecute

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, where re-location of containers is not possible, all running containers are stopped
when a host is locked. Other services continue to run.

Procedure

• You can lock a host from the controller’s command line as follows:•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock <hostname>

2.2. Force Lock a Host Using the CLI

Force locking an unlocked host takes it out of service immediately for configuration and maintenance purposes.

Note
A force lock operation on a worker host causes an immediate service outage on all containers and causes the host to
reboot.

Procedure

1. Try to lock the host normally.
For more information, see Lock a Host Using the CLI on page 34.

2. If the host-lock attempt fails for a worker host, manually relocate containers running on the host, and then try locking
the host again.

3. Use a force lock only if the above steps fail to lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock --force <hostname>

2.3. Swact Controllers Using the CLI

Swacting initiates a switch of the active/standby roles between two controllers.

About this task

Swact is an abbreviated form of the term Switch Active (host). When selected, this option forces the other controller to become the
active one in the HA cluster. This means that all active system services on this controller move to standby operation, and that the
corresponding services on the other controller become active.

Complete this procedure when you need to lock the currently active controller, or undertake any kind of maintenance procedures; for
example, when updating hardware or replacing faulty components.

Procedure

• Run the following command from the controller’s command line.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-swact <hostname>
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If necessary, you can use the --force option to force a swact.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-swact --force <hostname>

Caution

The --force option bypasses semantic checks and may cause service failures.

2.4. Unlock a Host Using the CLI

Unlocking a host brings a locked host into service.

About this task

Unlocking first resets the target host to ensure that it starts from a well-known state. The host is then automatically configured, and
any required software patches are applied.

The state transition only succeeds if all the necessary configuration components for the host are already in place.

During the unlock operation, the host is rebooted. If the boot process fails, a second reboot is attempted. For some types of boot
failure, the number of successive reboot attempts is limited; for more information, see Reboot Limits for Host Unlock.

Note
On a Cloud Platform Simplex system, any containers (hosted applications) that were stopped by the preceding host-lock
operation are started automatically.

Procedure

• Run the following command from the controller’s command line.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock <hostname>

2.5. Reboot a Host Using the CLI

Rebooting gracefully restarts a locked host, ensuring that all system processes are properly shut off first.

The host then reboots automatically.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Procedure

• Run the following command from the controller’s command line.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-reboot <hostname>

2.6. Power off a Host Using the CLI

A host can be gracefully powered off using the controller’s command line, ensuring that all system processes are properly shut off
first.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Prerequisites
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Board management must be configured on the system. For more information, see Provision Board Management Control Using the
CLI.

Procedure

• Run the following command to power off a host from the command line.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-power-off <hostname>

2.7. Power on a Host Using the CLI

A host can be powered on from the controller’s command line.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Prerequisites

Board management must be configured on the system. For more information, see Provision Board Management Control Using the
CLI.

Procedure

• Run the following command to power on a host from the command line.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-power-on <hostname>

2.8. Reset a Host Using the CLI

A host can be reset out-of-band, stopping and restarting the host without ensuring that all system processes are shut off first.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Use this selection only if the host-reboot command fails.

Prerequisites

Board management must be configured on the system. For more information, see Provision Board Management Control Using the
CLI.

Procedure

• Run the following command to power on a host from the controller’s command line.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-reset <hostname>

2.9. Delete a Host Using the CLI

Deleting removes the host from the inventory database, and erases its hard drive.

Note
This function is not available on a Cloud Platform Simplex system.

Procedure

• Run the following command from the controller’s command line.•
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-delete <hostname>

3. Common host tasks using Deployment Manager
3.1. Add Two Storage Nodes to a Dedicated Storage Configuration using
Deployment Manager

About this task

It is currently not possible to use Deployment Manager to initially configure more than two storage hosts when using a replication
factor of 2.

The following procedure allows you to use Deployment Manager add additional storage hosts to a 2 controller, 2 worker and 2
storage host (2x2x2) system previously deployed using Deployment Manager.

Prerequisites

The procedure assumes that you have a dedicated storage deployment with two storage hosts.

Procedure

1. Review the current state of your deployment.

a. List all nodes.

$ kubectl get node

NAME STATUS ROLES AGE VERSION
compute-0 Ready <none> 15h v1.18.1
compute-1 Ready <none> 15h v1.18.1
controller-0 Ready master 16h v1.18.1
controller-1 Ready master 15h v1.18.1

b. Review the status of all applications.

(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list

+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+----------
--------+----------+-----------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest 
file    | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+----------
--------+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-ma
nifests | applied  | completed |
| metrics-server           | 1.0-17  | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-ma
nifests | uploaded | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-ma
nifests | applied  | completed |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-ma
nifests | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-ma
nifests | applied  | completed |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.
yaml    | uploaded | completed |
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| wr-analytics             | 22.06-0 | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-ma
nifests | applied  | completed |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+----------
--------+----------+-----------+

c. Confirm that you are running a 2x2x2 deployment.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-list

+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3  | storage-0    | storage     | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 4  | storage-1    | storage     | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 5  | compute-0    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 6  | compute-1    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

2. Add two storage hosts.
Create the file ~/config/dm-config/new_storages.yaml.

Copy the content from the file ~/config/dm-config/storages.yaml used to initially deploy the system. This file
contains the configuration related to the first two storage nodes.
Change the lines related to storage-0 and storage-1 to storage-2 and storage-3, as follows:

---
apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: HostProfile
metadata:
    labels:
        controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
    name: storage-profile
    namespace: deployment
spec:
    administrativeState: locked
    boardManagement:
        type: none
    bootDevice: /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0
    console: tty0
    installOutput: graphical
    interfaces:
        ethernet:
        - class: platform
          name: mgmt0
          platformNetworks:
          - mgmt
          - cluster-host
          port:
              name: enp0s8
    personality: storage
    powerOn: true
    provisioningMode: dynamic
    rootDevice: /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0
    storage:
        osds:
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        - cluster: ceph_cluster
          function: osd
          path: /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-2.0
    subfunctions:
    - storage
---
apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: Host
metadata:
    labels:
        controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
    name: storage-2
    namespace: deployment
spec:
    match:
        bootMAC: "00:00:00:00:00:00"
    profile: storage-profile
---
apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: Host
metadata:
    labels:
        controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
    name: storage-3
    namespace: deployment
spec:
    match:
        bootMAC: "00:00:00:00:00:00"
    profile: storage-profile
---

3. Apply the storage configuration to the new hosts:

$ kubectl apply -f config/dm-config/new_storages.yaml

hostprofile.starlingx.windriver.com/storage-profile unchanged
host.starlingx.windriver.com/storage-2 created
host.starlingx.windriver.com/storage-3 created

4. Boot the storage nodes through PXE.
You can do this remotely using a management tool such as ipmitool or redfish, or by manually interrupting the boot
process and selecting PXE.
The following example uses IPMI to communicate with a BMC interface on a storage node:

$ ipmitool -I lanplus -H <bmc_ip_address> -U <user> -P <password> chassis power off
$ ipmitool -I lanplus -H <bmc_ip_address> -U <user> -P <password> chassis bootdev pxe
$ ipmitool -I lanplus -H <bmc_ip_address> -U <user> -P <password> chassis power on

Once booted, Deployment Manager will complete the installation process and unlock the nodes.

5. Confirm that the new storage hosts are running.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-list

+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
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| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3  | storage-0    | storage     | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 4  | storage-1    | storage     | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 5  | compute-0    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 6  | compute-1    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 7  | storage-2    | storage     | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 8  | storage-3    | storage     | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

storage-2 and storage-3 are listed as unlocked, operational, and available.

6. Verify the status of Ceph.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s
cluster:
id: 5faf900b-1787-4987-994c-732604b0dd26
health: HEALTH_OK
services:
mon: 3 daemons, quorum controller-0,controller-1,storage-0
mgr: controller-0(active), standbys: controller-1
mds: kube-cephfs-1/1/1 up
osd: 4 osds: 4 up, 4 in
data:
pools: 3 pools, 192 pgs
objects: 22 objects, 2.2 KiB
usage: 432 MiB used, 35 GiB / 35 GiB avail
pgs: 192 active+clean

7. Verify that the new storage hosts are included in replication groups.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system cluster-show ceph_cluster

+--------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----+
| Property           | Valu
e                                                                        |
+--------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----+
| uuid               | b44722aa-6141-45bf-b1e3-b08ee24002e
1                                         |
| cluster_uuid       | 5faf900b-1787-4987-994c-732604b0dd2
6                                         |
| type               | cep
h                                                                         |
| name               | ceph_cluste
r                                                                 |
| replication_groups | ["group-0:['storage-0', 'storage-1']", "group-1:['storage-3', 'storage-2
']"] |
| storage_tiers      | ['storage (in-use)'
]                                                         |
| deployment_model   | storage-node
s                                                                |
+--------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----+

8. Review the position of OSDs in the CRUSH map.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph osd tree

ID CLASS WEIGHT TYPE NAME STATUS REWEIGHT PRI-AFF
-1 0.03458 root storage-tier
-3 0.01700 chassis group-0
-4 0.00850 host storage-0
0 hdd 0.00850 osd.0 up 1.00000 1.00000
-5 0.00850 host storage-1
1 hdd 0.00850 osd.1 up 1.00000 1.00000
-10 0.01758 chassis group-1
-9 0.00879 host storage-2
2 hdd 0.00879 osd.2 up 1.00000 1.00000
-13 0.00879 host storage-3
3 hdd 0.00879 osd.3 up 1.00000 1.00000

3.2. Replace a Controller Using Deployment Manager

You can trigger a controller to be replaced using .

Prerequisites

You must have the as-delivered with Wind River Cloud Platform version 20.06 Patch 0005 or later installed.

Configure the new controller’s BIOS to boot from network.

Procedure

1. Lock the controller to be replaced.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0

2. Monitor the system until the pod has migrated to the other controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n platform-deployment-manager -o wide
NAME                                   READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE   IP               NOD
E           NOMINATED NODE   READINESS GATES
platform-deployment-manager-<suffix>   2/2     Running   0          11m   172.16.166.145   cont
roller-1   <none>           <none>

3. Delete the controller from .

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment delete host controller-0

This will trigger the locking and deleting of the host via Cloud Platform and can take approximately one minute.

4. (Controller-0 only) Remove or comment out the “lo” interface from the deployment configuration yaml file.

Note
If the deployment-config.yaml file has been moved off-box for security reasons, upload the file back to the system to
be updated.

Warning
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The deployment-config.yaml file includes sensitive information (including system credentials and passwords). For increased
security, it is recommended to store the deployment-config.yaml in a safe location off-box. Upload the file to the system only
when it is required (during initial configuration, and when reapplying an updated configuration).

interfaces:
    ethernet:
    - class: none
    name: lo
    platformNetworks: []
    port:
        name: lo

The new host may require that other configuration changes be made in the yaml file to override the default profile.

5. Make dynamic or static provisioningMode adjustments.
Unlike the initial installation and configuration of controller-0, which requires dynamic provisioning, reinstallation can
be performed using “static” provisioning like any other host; however, you need to use the static provisioning mode
if you’re using BMC power-on in order to pre-provision the host and have it powered on via the BMC. If the node is
being powered on manually, either dynamic or static mode can be used.

• Dynamic Provisioning Mode:
looks for a host entry with a management MAC address that matches the “match: bootMAC: MACADDR” value in
the deployment configuration file. If one cannot be found will continue to monitor until it exists. It will then
provision the host, setting the personality, and so on.

• Static Provisioning Mode:
Will inventory the host with the management MAC address specified in the overrides for the host in the
deployment configuration file. This is typically done before powering on the host, but if the host is already
powered on and trying to net-boot, will update the existing entry for the discovered but unconfigured host.
Re-applying the configuration model and pre-configure controller-0 in Cloud Platform before triggering the
network boot.
You must move the bootMAC in the configuration from the “match” section for controller-0 to the overrides.

apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: Host
metadata:
  labels:
    controller-tools.k8s.io: "1.0"
  name: controller-0
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  overrides:
#    interfaces:
#      ethernet:
#      - class: none
#        name: lo
#        platformNetworks: []
#        port:
#          name: lo
    bootMAC: <CONTROLLER0MAC>
    provisioningMode: static
  profile: controller-profile

6. Apply the configuration change.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f deployment-config.yaml
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The new controller is added and configured.

7. (Optional) For security reasons, copy the updated deployment-config.yaml file off-box and delete it from the
system.

3.3. Replace a Node Using Deployment Manager

You can trigger a node to be replaced using Deployment Manager.

Prerequisites

Configure the new host’s BIOS to boot from network.

Procedure

1. List the hosts from Cloud Platform.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-list
+-----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id  | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+-----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1   | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2   | compute-0    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3   | compute-1    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 4   | compute-2    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 5   | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
+-----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

2. Confirm that the system and host status of the node to be replaced are in sync within.

a. Review the host status.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get hosts
NAME         ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY PROFILE               INSYNC
RECONCILED
compute-0    unlocked       enabled     available    compute-0-profile     true    true
compute-1    unlocked       enabled     available    compute-1-profile     true    true
compute-2    unlocked       enabled     available    compute-1-profile     true    true
controller-0 unlocked       enabled     available    controller-0-profile  true    true
controller-1 unlocked       enabled     available    controller-0-profile  true    true

b. Review the system status.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get system
NAME           MODE       TYPE       VERSION   INSYNC   RECONCILED
controller-0   standard   standard   21.05     true     true
controller-1   standard   standard   21.05     true     true
compute-0      standard   standard   21.05     true     true
compute-1      standard   standard   21.05     true     true
compute-2      standard   standard   21.05     true     true

3. Delete the host from Deployment Manager and Cloud Platform.

• Cloud Platform:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock compute-2
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-delete compute-2

• Cloud Platform:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete host compute-2 -n deployment

This will trigger the locking and deleting of the host via Cloud Platform, and can take approximately one minute.

4. Update the deployment configuration yaml file.

Note
If the deployment-config.yaml file has been moved off-box for security reasons, upload the file back to the system to
be updated.

Warning

The deployment-config.yaml file includes sensitive information (including system credentials and passwords). For increased
security, it is recommended to store the deployment-config.yaml in a safe location off-box. Upload the file to the system only
when it is required (during initial configuration, and when reapplying an updated configuration).

At a minimum, you must provide the management interface MAC address for the new node being used to replace
the old node. This will have already been defined in the existing deployment model, and needs to be updated for
the new node.
The new host may require that other configuration changes be made in the yaml file to override the default profile.
For example:

spec:
  overrides:
    bootMAC: 90:e2:ba:b0:e9:f4
  profile: controller-0-profile

It is also recommended that worker nodes be uniquely renamed if practical. This may not be feasible in lab
environments.

5. Apply the configuration change.
The new node can be powered on and waiting to net-boot before applying the configuration, or you can apply the
configuration and will detect the new node and begin provisioning when it is powered on.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f deployment-config.yaml
namespace/deployment unchanged
secret/system-endpoint configured
secret/system-license unchanged
system.starlingx.windriver.com/yow-cgcs-wildcat-92-96 unchanged
datanetwork.starlingx.windriver.com/group0-data0 unchanged
hostprofile.starlingx.windriver.com/controller-0-profile unchanged
hostprofile.starlingx.windriver.com/compute-1-profile unchanged
hostprofile.starlingx.windriver.com/compute-0-profile unchanged
host.starlingx.windriver.com/controller-0 unchanged
host.starlingx.windriver.com/controller-1 unchanged
host.starlingx.windriver.com/compute-1 unchanged
host.starlingx.windriver.com/compute-2 created
host.starlingx.windriver.com/compute-0 unchanged

The new host is added, configured, and unlocked.

6. (Optional) For security reasons, copy the updated deployment-config.yaml file off-box and delete it from the
system.
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6. CONFIGURING CPU CORE BEHAVIOUR

1. Configure CPU Core Assignments

You can improve the performance and capacity of specific functions by assigning them more CPU cores from the Horizon Web
interface.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to make changes.

a. Select Admin > System > Inventory.

b. Select the Hosts tab.

c. In the Actions column, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.

d. Wait for the host to be reported as Locked.

2. Access the Host Detail page for a host.
Select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory, and then on the Hosts tab, click the host name.

3. Switch to the Processor tab.

4. Click Edit CPU Assignments.
The Edit CPU Assignments dialog appears.

5. Make CPU allocation changes.
The options available for worker nodes differ from those for controller and storage nodes.

On a worker node or AIO node

You can assign cores to specific functions, as
illustrated above. Unassigned cores are available for
allocation to hosted applications; for example
containers or, in the case of the Wind River
OpenStack application, virtual machines.

On a controller or storage node Only the Platform function is shown, and all available
cores are automatically assigned as platform cores.
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The functions that can be assigned to cores are:

Platform

You can reserve one or more cores per NUMA node for platform use. One core on each host is required to run the operating
system and associated services. For a combined controller and worker node in a Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex
configuration, two cores are required.

The ability to assign platform cores to specific NUMA nodes offers increased flexibility for high-performance configurations.
For example, you can dedicate certain NUMA nodes for platform use such that other NUMA nodes that service IRQ requests
are left available for the containers (hosted applications) that require high-performance IRQ servicing.

Note
On an AIO-SX or AIO-DX deployment, if you plan on running the wr-openstack application, then for adequate
Horizon Web Interface and CLI performance, at least 4 platform cores are required; 6 platform cores are
recommended.

Isolated

You can isolate a core from the host process scheduler by specifying the Isolated function. This allows you to customize
Kubernetes CPU management to allow high-performance, low-latency applications to run with optimal efficiency.

2. Change the Hyper-threading Status

The hyper-threading status is controlled by the BIOS settings of the host.

Warning

Some applications may benefit from hyperthreading. For applications that require deterministic performance, it is recommended to
run with hyperthreading disabled. If hyperthreading is enabled, the application (either running on bare metal or in a container) must
check the CPU topology for the CPUs and affine tasks appropriately to HT siblings. For example, “/proc/cpuinfo” and “/sys/devices/
system/cpu/cpuX/topology/thread_siblings*” can be used to identify HT siblings of the same core.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to prepare it for configuration changes.
In the Hosts list, click More for the host, and then select Lock Host.
The host is locked and reported as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

2. Edit the host BIOS settings to enable or disable hyper-threading.
For more about editing the BIOS, refer to the documentation provided by the maker of the host computer.

Note
Changes to the host’s BIOS must be made while it is locked and it must not be subsequently unlocked until it comes
back online (locked-disabled-online) and the updated Hyperthreading settings are available in the inventory.

a. Boot the host in BIOS mode.

b. Update the host BIOS settings to enable or disable hyper-threading.

c. To apply the changes, allow the host to boot to a locked state with the updated hyper-threading settings.
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3. Unlock the host to make it available for use.
In the Hosts list, on the row associated with the node, open the drop-down menu and select Unlock Host.
The host is rebooted, and its Availability State is reported as In-Test. After a few minutes, it is reported as
Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

4. Confirm the hyper-threading status in Cloud Platform.
The hyper-threading status is reported on the Processor tab for the host. For more information, see Processor Tab.

3. Host CPU MHz Parameters Configuration

Some hosts support setting a maximum frequency for their CPU cores (application cores and platform cores) and the support for this
configuration can be verified by looking at the is_max_cpu_configurable capability with the system host-show <host>
command, that can assume two values: configurable or not-configurable. You may need to configure a maximum scaled frequency
to avoid variability due to power and thermal issues when configured for maximum performance. For these hosts, the following
parameters control the maximum frequency of their CPU cores:

• cpu_max_freq_min_percentage defines a system-wide minimum percentage of the maximum frequency allowed to be•
configured for CPUs. By default this parameter is set to 80, meaning that you can reduce the frequency only to a maximum of
80% of the max_cpu_mhz_allowed. There is no need to apply the platform service parameters after changing it.

Note
Run the Linux command sudo cpupower info on the host, to determine if the host has support for this
configuration.

~(keystone_admin)] $ system service-parameter-modify platform config cpu_max_freq_min_percenta
ge=<value-between-60-100>

Note
This parameter can be set between 60% and 100%.

• Configure max_cpu_mhz_configured to specify a maximum frequency for a particular host’s CPU cores.•

~(keystone_admin)] $ system host-update <worker> max_cpu_mhz_configured=<frequency-in-MHz>

• To restore a host’s CPU cores’ max_cpu_mhz_configured value to it’s default value, the max_cpu_mhz_allowed label can•
be passed to the host-update command.

~(keystone_admin)] $ system host-update <worker> max_cpu_mhz_configured=max_cpu_mhz_allowed

Configure Parameters using the GUI

The Host CPU MHz parameters configuration can also be made using the GUI.

In Host Inventory > Edit Host modal, there is a CPU Frequency Configuration dropbox field to configure the Max CPU Frequency
of the host.

If CPU Frequency Configuration is set to Default, then the hosts’ max_cpu_mhz_allowed value is used as the Max CPU Frequency
of the host.

If CPU Frequency Configuration is set to Custom, then a Max CPU Frequency (MHz) field appears, allowing you to explicitly
configure the Max CPU Frequency of the host. Note that the configured value can NOT be less than the value allowed by the service
parameter cpu_max_freq_min_percentage.
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7. HOST MEMORY PROVISIONING

1. About Host Memory Provisioning

For each NUMA node on a host, you can adjust the amount of memory reserved for platform use, and the size and number of
memory pages allocated for use by applications and the virtual switch (vSwitch). vSwitch is only applicable on an openstack-compute
labeled worker node or AIO controller, when running the Wind River OpenStack OpenStack application.

Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host.

The amount of platform memory reserved differs between AIO and standard configurations.

Note
For Cloud Platform Simplex deployments implemented on an Intel Xeon D-based platform, the default platform memory
is reduced automatically to limit the number of worker threads, reducing the platform resource usage. You can increase
the allotment if required to restore the default maximum number of worker threads.

Memory not reserved for platform and vSwitch use is made available as application memory. You can provision individual NUMA
nodes to use either 2 MiB or 1 GiB hugepages. Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host.
Using larger pages can reduce page management overhead and improve system performance for systems with large amounts of
virtual memory and many running instances. ..

You can use the system host-memory-list and system host-memory-show commands to see how much memory is available for
applications. This information is also shown on the Memory tab of the Host Inventory page (see Memory Tab).

For individual containers (or hosted applications if you are running OpenStack), you can specify which page size is required.

When the vSwitch type is set to AVS, the application huge pages size must match the vSwitch huge pages size. For example, if
vSwitch uses 1GiB huge pages, only 1GiB huge pages can be allocated for the application. You must also provision one 1GiB huge
page per NUMA node prior to unlocking a worker or an AIO controller if vswitch_type is set to AVS.

2. Allocate Host Memory Using Horizon
Note

vSwitch supports AVS and is only applicable on an openstack-compute labeled worker node when running the Wind River
OpenStack OpenStack application.

Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host.

You must also provision one 1GiB huge page per NUMA node prior to unlocking a worker or an AIO controller.

Prerequisites

Before requesting huge pages on a host, ensure that the host has enough available memory. For details, see About Host Memory
Provisioning on page 50. If a huge page request cannot be allocated from the available memory, an informative message is displayed.

Procedure

1. On the Inventory pane, lock the host you want to edit.

2. Click Host Name to open the settings for the host.

3. On the Memory tab, click Update Memory.
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4. Use the Update Memory Allocation dialog box to set the memory allocations for each NUMA node.
For each available NUMA node, five fields are available, as illustrated in the following example screen for two NUMA
nodes. Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host, across Application
memory and vSwitch memory

Platform Memory for Node n

The amount of memory to reserve for platform use on the NUMA Node, in MiB. To see the minimum requirement, hover
over the information icon next to the field.

# of Application 2M Hugepages Node n
The number of 2 MiB huge pages to reserve for application use on the NUMA Node. If no 2 MiB pages are required,
type 0. Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host, across Application
memory and vSwitch memory.
# of Application 1G Hugepages Node n
The number of 1 GiB huge pages to reserve for application use on the NUMA Node. If no 1 GiB pages are required,
type 0. Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host, across Application
memory and vSwitch memory.

# of vSwitch 1G Hugepages Node n

Only applicable to openstack-compute labeled worker node or AIO controller, the number of 1 GiB huge pages to reserve
for vS2witch use on the NUMA Node. If no 1 GiB pages are required, type 0.

vSwitch Hugepage Size Node n

Only applicable to openstack-compute labeled worker node or AIO controller. Select the hugepage size to use for the node.
Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host, across Application memory and vSwitch
memory.

To see how many huge pages of a given size you can successfully request on a node (assuming that pages of another
size are not also requested), hover over the information icon next to the field.

Any unused memory is automatically allocated as 4 KiB pages of regular memory for Applications.

5. Click Save.

6. Unlock the host and wait for it to be reported as Available.

Note
vSwitch supports AVS and is only applicable on an openstack-compute labeled worker node when running the Wind River
OpenStack OpenStack application.

3. Allocate Host Memory Using the CLI
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You can edit the platform, vSwitch and huge page memory allocations for a NUMA node from the CLI.

Due to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host.

A node may only allocate huge pages for a single size, either 2MiB or 1GiB. Since the vSwitch uses 1GiB huge page by default, the
application will typically also use 1GiB huge pages. However, the vSwitch page size can be changed to 2MiB, in which case the
application would also use 2MiB huge pages.

You must also provision one 1GiB huge page per NUMA node prior to unlocking a worker or an AIO controller.

Procedure

1. Examine current memory allocation.
Two system commands, host-memory-list and host-memory-show, allow you to examine the current memory
allocation on a host.

a. Use host-memory-list to list memory nodes on a host.
The syntax is

system host-memory-list [--nowrap] <hostname_or_id>

For example:

(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-list controller-0
+-----------+---------+------------+---------+----------------+--------+--------+--------+--
-----+----------+--------+--------+----------+--------+--------+----------+---------------+
| processor | mem_tot | mem_platfo | mem_ava | hugepages(hp)_ | vs_hp_ | vs_hp_ | vs_hp_ | v
s_hp | app_tota | app_hp | app_hp | app_hp_p | app_hp | app_hp | app_hp_p | app_hp_use_1G |
|           | al(MiB) | rm(MiB)    | il(MiB) | configured     | size(M | total  | avail  | _
reqd | l_4K     | _total | _avail | ending_2 | _total | _avail | ending_1 |               |
|           |         |            |         |                | iB)    |        |        
|       |          | _2M    | _2M    | M        | _1G    | _1G    | G        
|               |
+-----------+---------+------------+---------+----------------+--------+--------+--------+--
-----+----------+--------+--------+----------+--------+--------+----------+---------------+
| 0         | 13831   | 4600       | 13831   | True           | 2      | 0      | 0      | N
one  | 3540736  | 0      | 0      | None     | 0      | None   | None     | False         |
+-----------+---------+------------+---------+----------------+--------+--------+--------+--
-----+----------+--------+--------+----------+--------+--------+----------+---------------+

The sample tabular output above has been split for display purposes. Columns from vs_hp_total on appear to
the right of vs_hp_size (MiB) and columns from app_hp_total appear to the right of app_hp_pending_2M in
terminal output.
For definitions of these columns, see the Properties column in the output from step 1.b on page 52 below.
The column app_hp_use_1G, not shown below, indicates if apps are using 1GiB huge pages. If the value is false,
they are using 2MiB pages.

b. Use host-memory-show to show additional details for a given processor.
For example:

(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-show controller-0 0

+-------------------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property                            | Value                                |
+-------------------------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Memory: Usable Total (MiB)          | 13831                                |
|         Platform     (MiB)          | 4600                                 |
|         Available    (MiB)          | 13831                                |
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| Huge Pages Configured               | True                                 |
| vSwitch Huge Pages: Size (MiB)      | 2                                    |
|                     Total           | 0                                    |
|                     Available       | 0                                    |
|                     Required        | None                                 |
| Application  Pages (4K): Total      | 3540736                              |
| Application  Huge Pages (2M): Total | 0                                    |
|                 Available           | 0                                    |
| Application  Huge Pages (1G): Total | 0                                    |
|                 Available           | None                                 |
| uuid                                | 94ec6057-0a65-48fa-a16b-081832de7072 |
| ihost_uuid                          | e2e8a2f9-90bc-4ef5-b4e8-504fe4e68848 |
| inode_uuid                          | 1af3baa4-b9e2-4e8e-bfdc-a1bb98e684e4 |
| created_at                          | 2019-12-05T23:26:18.441077+00:00     |
| updated_at                          | 2020-01-14T18:49:26.388919+00:00     |
+-------------------------------------+--------------------------------------+

..

2. Lock the affected host.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock <hostname>

3. Use the following command to set the memory allocations.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-modify <hostname> <processor>
[-m <reserved>] [-f <function>] [-2M <2Mpages>] [-1G <1Gpages>]

The following options are available:

hostname

This is the host name or ID of the worker node.

processor

This is the NUMA node of the worker node, either 0 or 1.

reserved

Use with the optional -m argument. This option sets the amount of memory reserved for platform use, in MiB.

function
Use with the optional -f argument. This option specifies the intended function for hugepage allocation, either
vswitch or application. vSwitch is only applicable on an openstack-compute labeled worker node AIO controller,
when running the Wind River OpenStack application.
The default function is application.
2Mpages
Use with the optional -2M argument. This option specifies the number of 2 MiB huge pages to make available. Due
to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host, across Application memory and
vSwitch memory.
1Gpages
Use with the optional -1G argument. This option specifies the number of 1 GiB huge pages to make available. Due
to limitations in Kubernetes, only a single huge page size can be used per host, across Application memory and
vSwitch memory.
For example, to allocate four 2 MiB huge pages for use by hosted applications on NUMA node 1 of worker node
worker-0:
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(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-modify worker-0 1 -2M 4

For openstack-compute labeled worker node or AIO controller, since Kubernetes only supports a single huge page
size per worker node, it is recommended to use 1G huge pages for vSwitch. ‘application’ huge pages must also be
1G. The following example shows configuring 10 1G huge pages for application usage.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-modify -f application -1G 10 worker-<n> 0
(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-modify -f application -1G 10 worker-<n> 1

4. Unlock the host.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock <hostname>

5. Wait for the host to be reported as available.

(keystone_admin)$ system host-list <hostname>
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3  | worker-0     | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

Note
vSwitch supports AVS and is only applicable on an openstack-compute labeled worker node when running the Wind River
OpenStack OpenStack application.
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8. NODE INTERFACES

1. Provision interfaces
1.1. Interface Provisioning

Before you can unlock and use the additional controller, worker, or storage nodes, you must configure their interfaces to attach them
to networks.

Some interfaces require manual provisioning before the nodes can be unlocked.

• For the second controller node, you must attach an interface to the OAM network, and to the cluster-host network if used,•
before you can unlock the node.

• For a storage node, you must attach an interface to the cluster-host network before you can unlock the node.•

• For a worker node, you must attach an interface to the cluster-host network before you can unlock the node.•

Note
For the Wind River OpenStack application and an openstack-compute labeled worker node, you must also attach at
least one ‘data’ class data networks before you can unlock the node. The data networks must be set up beforehand.
For more information, see Interface Settings on page 56.

• On a network that uses static addressing, you must assign an IP address to the interface. For more information, see Interface IP•
Address Provisioning Using the CLI on page 91.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-addr-add <node> <ifname> <ip_address> <prefix>

where the following options can be used:

node

The name or UUID of the worker node.

ifname

The name of the interface.

ip_address

An IPv4 or IPv6 address.

prefix

The netmask length for the address.

Cloud Platform supports three types of interfaces:

Ethernet interfaces

These are created automatically for each port on the host. You must configure Ethernet interfaces by specifying the interface
class.

Aggregated Ethernet interfaces

For link protection, you can create an aggregated Ethernet interface with two or more ports, and configure it with the interface
class.

VLAN interfaces

To support multiple interfaces on the same physical Ethernet or aggregated Ethernet interface, you can create VLAN interfaces
and configure them with the interface class.
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The procedure for attaching an interface depends on the interface type.

Logical interfaces of network types oam and mgmt cannot be deleted. They can only be modified to use different physical ports
when required.

Note
On all nodes, except for the initial controller, the Ethernet interface for the internal management network is attached
automatically to support installation using PXE booting. On the initial controller node, the interface for the internal
management network is attached according to the settings specified during the Ansible bootstrapping of the system.

1.2. Interface Settings

The settings for creating or editing an interface on a node depend on the type of interface class to which the interface is connected
(for example, platform, pci-sriov, pci-passthrough or data), as well as the type of interface (for example, aggregated ethernet or
vlan).

These settings are available on the Edit Interface and Create Interface dialogs for a host, accessible from the Interfaces tab of the
Host Inventory page of the Horizon Web interface.

Interface Name

A name used to identify the interface.

Caution

To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

Interface Class

The class of the interface. The valid classes are platform, data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough.

mgmt

Attaches the interface to the internal management network.

When a worker or storage node is added to Cloud Platform, the interface used for PXE boot is assigned automatically to the
internal management network. In the settings for this interface, mgmt is already selected. For other interfaces, this selection is
not used.

pxeboot

pxeboot platform network type

cluster-host

Attaches the interface to the Kubernetes cluster network.

oam

Attaches the interface to the OAM network.

The OAM network is used by controller nodes for administrator remote access. It is not applicable to worker or storage nodes.

Platform

A platform network that can be associated with a ‘platform’ class, including:

• Mgmt•

• Pxeboot•

• Cluster-host•
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• Oam•

• Storage (optional)•

Note
A platform class interface can also be used as an interface to an external network. In this case, no platform network
would be associated with the platform class interface.

data

This interface class is only applicable when running the Wind River OpenStack OpenStack application. In general, it attaches the
interface to an additional network for external connectivity.

A data interface class attaches the interface to a data network providing the underlying network for OpenStack Neutron Tenant
Networks.

pci-passthrough

Provides for a direct connection to physical interface hardware connected to a data network(s). A single application (i.e. a
container or in the case of the Managed OpenStack application, a hosted application) can directly access the physical interface.

pci-sriov

Allows a direct connection to a virtual unit of physical interface hardware connected to a data network(s). Multiple applications
(containers, or in the case of Managed OpenStack application, hosted applications) can directly access and share the same
physical interface. For more information, see Provision SR-IOV Interfaces using the CLI on page 78.

none

Clears the Interface Class setting.

Interface Type

The type of interface (Ethernet, aggregated Ethernet, or VLAN).

Aggregated Ethernet - Mode

(Shown only when the Interface Type is set to aggregated ethernet). The operational mode for link aggregation.

Aggregated Ethernet - Tx Policy

(Shown only when the Aggregated Ethernet - Mode is set to balanced or 802.3ad). The transmit policy for link aggregation.

Vlan ID

(Shown only when the Interface Type is set to vlan) A unique VLAN identifier for the network.

Port(s)

The physical port or ports used for the interface.

Data Networks

(Shown only when the Interface Class is set to data, pci-passthrough, or pci-sriov). To attach the interface to a data network,
select the desired data network.

MTU

The maximum transmission unit for the interface.

For a Wind River OpenStack application data interface attached to a data network, this must be equal to or larger than the MTU
of the data network to which the interface is attached.

IPv4 Addressing Mode

(Shown only when the Interface Class is set to data). The method for assigning an IP address to the interface.
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Disabled

Do not assign an IPv4 address.

Static

Use a static IPv4 address.

Pool

Use an address from a pool of IPv4 addresses that has been defined and associated with the data interface.

IPv4 Addressing Pool

(Shown only when the IPv4 Addressing Mode is set to pool). The pool from which to assign an IPv4 address.

IPv6 Addressing Mode

(Shown only when the Interface Class is set to data). The method for assigning an IP address to the interface for use with
VXLAN networks.

Note
For the Wind River OpenStack application this is used for the IPv6 Address of VXLAN tunnel endpoints for use with
VXLAN data networks.

Disabled

Do not assign an IPv6 address.

Static

Use a static IPv6 address.

Pool

Use an address from a pool of IPv6 addresses that has been defined and associated with the data interface.

Automatic Assignment

Use an automatically assigned IPv6 address.

Link Local

Use a link local IPv6 address.

IPv6 Address Pool

(Shown only when the IPv6 Addressing Mode is set to pool) The pool from which to assign an IPv6 address.

Virtual Functions

(Shown only when the Interface Class is set to pci-sriov) The number of virtual interfaces to use.

Maximum Virtual Functions

(Shown only when the Interface Class is set to pci-sriov)

The maximum number of virtual interfaces available.

1.3. Edit Interface Settings

You can change the settings for a host interface.

About this task
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The ability to change the interface settings is especially useful for updating the management interface. When a worker node is first
created, its internal management interface is automatically set up using the default Interface Type (ethernet). If you are using LAG
on the internal management network, you must update this manually to aggregated ethernet.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to make changes.

a. In the left-hand pane, select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory.

b. Select the Hosts tab.

c. Open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.

d. Wait for the host to be reported as Locked.

2. Open the Host Detail page for the locked host.
In the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

3. Select the Interfaces tab to display the existing interfaces.

4. Click Edit Interface for the interface you want to change.
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5. Make the required changes and then click Save.

6. Unlock the host.

2. Create interfaces
2.1. Create interfaces

You can create logical interfaces for use in aggregated Ethernet or VLAN-tagged configurations.

Ethernet network interfaces on hosts are created automatically in Cloud Platform based on detected hardware. You do not need to
create them manually.

However, you can create new ethernet type logical interfaces on top of SR-IOV interfaces, which does require manual configuration as
described in SR-IOV Port Sharing on page 82.

For aggregated Ethernet, where multiple physical interfaces are used to form a logical interface, or VLAN tagging, where a single
physical interface is used for multiple logical interfaces, you can create and assign the logical interfaces.

To create aggregated Ethernet interfaces, see Configure Aggregated Ethernet Interfaces Using Horizon on page 67.

To create VLAN interfaces, see Configure VLAN Interfaces Using Horizon on page 74.

3. Delete interfaces
3.1. Delete or Disable Interfaces using Horizon

You can delete an interface using the Horizon Web interface.

Note
You cannot delete an interface of type Ethernet. You can only designate it as unused by setting its Interface Class to
none.

Procedure
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1. Navigate to the Interface tab of the Host Inventory page.

2. Do one of the following:

To delete a non-Ethernet Interface

Select Delete Interface from the Actions menu for
the interface.

To disable an Ethernet Interface

a. Select Edit Interface from the Actions
menu for the interface.

b. In the Edit Interface pop-up, set Interface
Class to None and select Save.

3.2. Delete or Disable Interfaces Using the CLI

You can delete an interface using the CLI.

Note
You cannot delete an interface of type Ethernet. You can designate it as unused by setting its Interface Class to none.

Procedure

• Depending on the type of interface, do one of the following:•

- Use the system host-if-delete command.-
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~(keystone_admin)system host-if-delete <host> <interface>

where the following options are available:

<host>

The hostname or ID of the host.

<interface>

The name or UUID of the interface.

For example, to delete an aggregated Ethernet interface named eth1a on worker-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-delete worker-0 eth1a
Deleted interface: host worker-0 if eth1a

- Use the system host-if-modify command.-

For example, to designate the eth1 Ethernet interface on worker-0 as unused:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -c none worker-0 eth1
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                 |
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+
| ifname            | eth1                                  |
| ifclass           | none                                  |
| iftype            | ethernet                              |
| ports             | [u'eth1']                             |
| providernetworks  | None                                  |
| imac              | 08:00:27:91:f9:b6                     |
| imtu              | 1500                                  |
| aemode            | None                                  |
| schedpolicy       | None                                  |
| txhashpolicy      | None                                  |
| uuid              | 87dd1d4b-1e38-4f6c-a692-4c4199a3ef0e  |
| ihost_uuid        | 3b659824-eac3-4446-af73-f4a519e8ab30  |
| vlan_id           | None                                  |
| uses              | []                                    |
| used_by           | []                                    |
| created_at        | 2016-09-22T18:24:08.092296+00:00      |
| updated_at        | 2016-09-22T18:36:46.333354+00:00      |
| sriov_numvfs      | 0                                     |
| ipv4_mode         | disabled                              |
| ipv6_mode         | disabled                              |
| accelerated       | [u'True']                             |
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+

4. Configure Ethernet interfaces
4.1. Configure Ethernet Interfaces Using Horizon

You can attach an Ethernet interface to a network by editing the interface.

When a worker or storage node is added to Cloud Platform and initialized, Ethernet interfaces are created automatically for each
physical port detected. To support installation using PXE booting, one interface is attached automatically to the internal management
network. You must attach additional interfaces manually before you can unlock the node.
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For a network that uses Ethernet interfaces, you can edit an existing Ethernet interface on the node to attach it, as described in this
topic. You can also do this from the CLI. For more information, see Attach Ethernet Interfaces to Networks Using the CLI on
page 64.

For a network that uses aggregated Ethernet or VLAN interfaces, you must create an interface in order to attach it, see Configure
Aggregated Ethernet Interfaces Using Horizon on page 67 or Configure VLAN Interfaces Using Horizon on page 74.

For general information about interface provisioning, see Interface Provisioning on page 55. For more about the available settings for
different types of interface, see Interface Settings on page 56.

Procedure

1. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

2. Select the Interfaces tab.

3. Click Edit Interface for the interface you want to attach to a network.
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For an Ethernet interface, the Port is already selected.

4. Select the interface class for the interface.

5. Complete the required information for the type of interface.

Note
For a Wind River OpenStack application data interface attached to a data network, the MTU must be equal to or larger
than the MTU of the data network to which the interface is attached.

6. Click Save to save your changes and close the dialog box.

Results

The interface is attached to the network.

4.2. Attach Ethernet Interfaces to Networks Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to attach Ethernet interfaces to networks.

Ethernet interfaces are created automatically.

Procedure

1. List the attached interfaces.
For example, to list all the interfaces on the system, use the system host-if-list and include the -a flag:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list -a controller-1
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| uuid        | name      | class     | type     | vlan | ports          | uses i/f    | used b
y i/f                | attributes                |
|             |           |           |          | id   |                |             
|                            |                           |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| 0aa20d82-...| sriovvf2  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
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| 0e5f162d-...| mgmt0     | platform  | vlan     | 163  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 14f2ed53-...| sriov0    | pci-sriov | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f0'] | []          | [u'sri
ovnet1', u'oam0',    | MTU=9216                  |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vnet2', u'sriovvf2', |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vvf1', u'mgmt0',     |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'pxeb
oot0']               |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             
|                            |                           |
| 163592bd-...| data1     | data      | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500,accelerated=True |
| 1831571d-...| sriovnet2 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 5741318f-...| eno2      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno2']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 5bd79fbd-...| enp26s0f0 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f0'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 623d5494-...| oam0      | platform  | vlan     | 103  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 78b4080a-...| enp26s0f1 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| a6f1f901-...| eno1      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno1']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f37eac1b-...| pxeboot0  | platform  | ethernet | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f7c62216-...| sriovnet1 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| fcbe3aca-...| sriovvf1  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+

2. Modify the interface and attach it to a network.
Use a command sequence of the following form:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -n <ifname> -m <mtu> -c <ifclass> <hostname> <ethname
> [--ipv4-mode=ip4_mode [ipv4-pool addr_pool]] [--ipv6-mode=ip6_mode [ipv6-pool addr_pool]]
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign <hostname> <ifname> <network>

where the following options are available:

ifname

A name for the interface.

mtu

The MTU for the interface.

ifclass

The class of the interface. The valid classes are platform, data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough.

network

The name or ID of the network to assign the interface to.
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hostname

The name or UUID of the host.

ethname

The name or UUID of the Ethernet interface to use.

ip4_mode

The mode for assigning IPv4 addresses to a data interface (static or pool.)

ip6_mode

The mode for assigning IPv6 addresses to a data interface (static or pool.)

addr_pool

The name of an IPv4 or IPv6 address pool, for use with the pool mode of IP address assignment for data interfaces.

For valid values, see Interface Settings on page 56.
For example, to attach an interface named enp0s3 to the OAM network, using Ethernet interface enp0s3 on
controller-1:

a. Lock the host:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1

b. To modify the interface enp0s3 class type from none to platform, execute the following:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -n enp0s3 -c platform controller-1 enp0s3
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                 |
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+
| ifname            | enp0s3                                |
| ifclass           | platform                              |
| iftype            | ethernet                              |
| ports             | [u'enp0s3']                           |
| providernetworks  | None                                  |
| imac              | 08:00:27:58:0c:e5                     |
| imtu              | 1500                                  |
| aemode            | None                                  |
| schedpolicy       | None                                  |
| txhashpolicy      | None                                  |
| uuid              | 14300770-13bf-48fd-b9af-756ec7d8adc1  |
| ihost_uuid        | e1c47086-3230-4b92-91d0-208c55130a52  |
| vlan_id           | None                                  |
| uses              | []                                    |
| used_by           | []                                    |
| created_at        | 2015-12-10T14:24:25.967362+00:00      |
| updated_at        | 2015-12-10T17:01:08.761323+00:00      |
| sriov_numvfs      | 0                                     |
| accelerated       | [u'True']                             |
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+

c. To assign enp0s3 interface to OAM network, execute the following:

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign controller-1 enp0s3 oam

d. Unlock the host:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-1

5. Aggregated Ethernet interfaces
5.1. Configure Aggregated Ethernet Interfaces Using Horizon

You can increase throughput by adding interfaces to a LAG on a host using the Horizon web interface.

Cloud Platform supports up to four ports in a LAG.

For general information about interface provisioning, see Interface Provisioning on page 55. For more about the available settings for
different types of interface, see Interface Settings on page 56.

Procedure

1. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

2. Select the Interfaces tab.

3. Click Create Interface.
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4. Select the class of the interface, from the Interface Class drop-down menu.

5. If required, open the Interface Type drop-down menu, and select aggregated ethernet.

6. Set the Aggregated Ethernet - Mode.

7. From the Interfaces list, select the Ethernet interfaces used to attach this interface to the network.

8. Complete any other settings required for the Interface Class.

Note
For a Wind River OpenStack application data interface attached to a data network, the MTU must be equal to or larger
than the MTU of the data network to which the interface is attached.

Caution

To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

9. To save your changes and close the dialog box, click Create Interface.

Results

The interface is created and attached to the network.

Note
When running the Wind River OpenStack OpenStack application with Wind River AVS vSwitch, you must use AVS
accelerated data interfaces to use LACP or active/standby mode on a data interface attached to a data network. For non-
accelerated data interfaces, only load-balanced mode is supported.

5.2. Configure Aggregated Ethernet Interfaces Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to attach aggregated Ethernet interfaces to networks.

Cloud Platform supports up to four ports in a LAG.

/_includes/configuring-aggregated-ethernet-interfaces-using-the-cli.rest

For more about link aggregation modes and policies, see Link Aggregation Settings on page 72.
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Procedure

1. List the attached interfaces.
To list all interfaces, use the system host-if-list command and include the -a flag.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list -a controller-0
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| uuid        | name      | class     | type     | vlan | ports          | uses i/f    | used b
y i/f                | attributes                |
|             |           |           |          | id   |                |             
|                            |                           |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| 0aa20d82-...| sriovvf2  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 0e5f162d-...| mgmt0     | platform  | vlan     | 163  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 14f2ed53-...| sriov0    | pci-sriov | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f0'] | []          | [u'sri
ovnet1', u'oam0',    | MTU=9216                  |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vnet2', u'sriovvf2', |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vvf1', u'mgmt0',     |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'pxeb
oot0']               |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             
|                            |                           |
| 163592bd-...| data1     | data      | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500,accelerated=True |
| 1831571d-...| sriovnet2 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 5741318f-...| eno2      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno2']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 5bd79fbd-...| enp26s0f0 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f0'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 623d5494-...| oam0      | platform  | vlan     | 103  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 78b4080a-...| enp26s0f1 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| a6f1f901-...| eno1      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno1']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f37eac1b-...| pxeboot0  | platform  | ethernet | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f7c62216-...| sriovnet1 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| fcbe3aca-...| sriovvf1  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+

2. Create an aggregated Ethernet interface and attach it to a network.
Use a command of the following form:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add <hostname> -m <mtu>  -a <aemode> -x <txhashpolicy> --prim
ary-reselect <reselect_option> <ifname> ae <ethname1> <ethname2>
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where the following options are available:

ifname

A name for the interface.

Caution

To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

mtu

The MTU for the interface.

Note
For a data interface, the MTU must be equal to or larger than the MTU of the provider network to which the
interface is attached.

aemode

The link aggregation mode. For information on valid values, see Link Aggregation Settings on page 72.

policy

The balanced tx distribution hash policy. For information on valid values, see Link Aggregation Settings on page 72.

reselect_option

The parameter that specifies the reselection policy for the primary standby of an aggregated ethernet active standby
interface. For information on valid values, see Link Aggregation Settings on page 72.

hostname

The name or UUID of the host.

datanetworks

A list of data networks, delimited by quotes and separated by commas; for example, “net-a, net-b”. To specify a single data
network, omit the quotes. This parameter is required only if the networktype is set to data, pci-sriov or pci-passhtru.

Note
For networks other than data networks, the value none is required.

ethname1, ethname2

The names or UUIDs of the member interfaces.

For example, to attach an aggregated Ethernet interface named ae0 to data networks net-a and net-b, using
member interfaces enp0s9 and enp0s10 on controller-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add controller-0 -a balanced -x layer2 ae0 ae enp0s9 enp0s10
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign controller-0 ae0 providernet-net-a
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign controller-0 ae0 providernet-net-b

5.3. Change a Management Interface to Aggregated Using the CLI

When worker and storage nodes are provisioned, the Ethernet interface used for PXE booting is automatically assigned to the
internal management network.
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To configure a management LAG interface you first need to remove the internal management network type from the existing
management Ethernet interface and then add a new AE interface, specifying the mgmt network type, ae interface type, 802.3 AE
mode, transmit hash policy and the standby interfaces.

Prerequisites

The node must be locked to edit an interface.

Procedure

1. From the command line, delete and then recreate the management interface.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -c <node> <interface>

where the following options are available:

node

The name of the node from which to delete an interface.

interface

The Ethernet interface to delete.

2. Create the new interface.

a. Add the interface to the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c platform -a 802.3ad -x layer2 <node> <interface> a
e <ports>

b. Assign the interface to a network.

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign <node> <interface> <network>

where the following options are available:

node

The name of the node.

interface

The name to be assigned to the interface.

Caution

To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

ports

The Ethernet ports to assign.

network

The network to assign the interface to.

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c platform -a 802.3ad -x layer2 worker-0 bond0 ae enp0s
8 enp0s9
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign worker-0 enp0s8  enp0s9 mgmt

5.4. Link Aggregation Settings

Cloud Platform supports several link aggregation (LAG) operational modes.

If you select link aggregation (also known as aggregated Ethernet) when configuring the management, cluster-host, or OAM
networks, you can choose from the following operational modes. For more information, refer to the Linux kernel Ethernet Bonding
Driver documentation available online (https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/networking/bonding.txt).

Note
Ensure that the LAG mode on the corresponding ToR switch ports is configured to match your selection.

Table 1. Supported Link Aggregation Operational Modes

Mode Description Supported Interface Types

Active-backup
(default value)

Provides fault tolerance. Only one standby interface
at a time is available. The backup standby interface
becomes active only when the active standby
interface fails.
For platform interfaces (such as, OAM, cluster-host,
and management interfaces), the system will select
the interface with the lowest MAC address as the
primary interface when all standby interfaces are
enabled.

Management, OAM, cluster-host,
and data interface

Balanced XOR

Provides aggregated bandwidth and fault tolerance.
The same standby interface is used for each
destination MAC address.
This mode uses the default transmit policy, where the
target standby interface is determined by calculating
the source MAC address XOR’d with the destination
MAC address, modulo 2.
You can modify the transmit policy using the xmit-
hash-policy option. For details, see Table 2 on
page 73.

OAM, cluster-host, and data
interfaces

802.3ad

Provides aggregated bandwidth and fault tolerance.
Implements dynamic link aggregation as per the IEEE
802.3ad LACP specification.
You can modify the transmit policy using the xmit-
hash-policy option. For details, see Table 2 on
page 73.
In order to support PXE booting over an aggregated
management interface, the far-end switch ports must
be configured in passive LACP mode. This is required
because the BIOS on the host does not support LACP
and cannot establish a LAG, and therefore can use
only one of the aggregated interfaces during PXE
boot. If the far-end switch is configured to use active
LACP, it can establish a LAG and use either interface,

Management, OAM, cluster-host,
and data interface
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Mode Description Supported Interface Types

potentially resulting in a communication failure during
the boot process.

Table 2. xmit-hash-policy Options

Options Description Supported Interface Types

Layer 2
(default value)

Hashes on source and destination
MAC addresses.

OAM, internal management,
cluster-host, and data interfaces
(worker nodes).

Layer 2 + 3
Hashes on source and destination
MAC addresses, and on source
and destination IP addresses.

OAM, internal management, and
cluster-host

Layer 3 + 4
Hashes on source and destination
IP addresses, and on source and
destination ports.

OAM, internal management, and
cluster-host

Table 3. primary_reselect Options

Options Description Supported Interface Types

Always
(default value)

The primary standby becomes an
active standby whenever it comes
back up.

OAM, internal management, and
cluster-host

Better

The primary standby becomes
active standby whenever it comes
back up, if the speed and the
duplex of the primary standby is
better than the speed duplex of
the current active standby.

OAM, internal management, and
cluster-host

Failure

The primary standby becomes the
active standby only if the current
active standby fails and the primary
standby is up.

OAM, internal management, and
cluster-host

LAG Configurations for AIO Duplex Systems

For a duplex-direct system set-up, use a LAG mode with active-backup for the management interface when attaching cables between
the active and standby controller nodes. When both interfaces are enabled, the system automatically selects the primary interface
within the LAG with the lowest MAC address on the active controller to connect to the primary interface within the LAG with the
lowest MAC address on the standby controller.

The controllers act independently of each other when selecting the primary interface. Therefore, it is critical that the inter-node
cabling is completed to ensure that both nodes select a primary interface that is attached to the primary interface of the opposite
node. The inter-node management cabling attachments must be from the lowest MAC address to the lowest MAC address for the
first cable, and the next lowest MAC address to the next lowest MAC address for the second cable. Failure to follow these cabling
requirements will result in a loss of communication between the two nodes.
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In addition to the special cabling requirements, the node BIOS settings may need to be configured to ensure that the node attempts
to network boot from the lowest MAC address interface within the LAG. This may be required only on systems that enable all
hardware interfaces during network booting rather than only enabling the interface that is currently selected for booting.

Configure the cables associated with the management LAG so that the primary interface within the LAG with the lowest MAC
address on the active controller connects to the primary interface within the LAG with the lowest MAC address on standby controller.

6. Configure VLAN interfaces
6.1. Configure VLAN Interfaces Using Horizon

You can attach an interface to multiple networks using VLAN tagging.

If the cluster is configured with VLAN-tagged networks, you can share an Ethernet interface by attaching it to one or more VLAN-
tagged networks. You can do this using the Horizon Web interface or the CLI.

Note
When attaching a Wind River OpenStack application to a data network using a VLAN interface, you cannot select a VLAN
data network (stacked VLANs are not supported).

Procedure

1. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

2. Select the Interfaces tab.

3. Click Create Interface.
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4. Select the type of network for the interface.

5. Open the Interface Type drop-down menu, and select vlan.

6. In the Vlan ID field, type a unique VLAN identifier for the network.

7. From the Interfaces(s) list, select the Ethernet interfaces used to attach this interface to the network.

8. Complete any other settings required for the Interface Class.

Note
For a Wind River OpenStack application data interface attached to a data network, the MTU must be equal to or larger
than the MTU of the provider data network to which the interface is attached.

Caution

To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

9. To save your changes and close the dialog box, click Create Interface.

Results

The interface is created and attached to the network.

6.2. Configure VLAN Interfaces Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to attach VLAN interfaces to networks.

Procedure

1. List the attached interfaces.
To list all interfaces, use the system host-if-list command and include the -a flag.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list -a controller-0
 +-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+------
----------------------+---------------------------+
| uuid        | name      | class     | type     | vlan | ports          | uses i/f    | used b
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y i/f                | attributes                |
|             |           |           |          | id   |                |             
|                            |                           |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| 0aa20d82-...| sriovvf2  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 0e5f162d-...| mgmt0     | platform  | vlan     | 163  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 14f2ed53-...| sriov0    | pci-sriov | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f0'] | []          | [u'sri
ovnet1', u'oam0',    | MTU=9216                  |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vnet2', u'sriovvf2', |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vvf1', u'mgmt0',     |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'pxeb
oot0']               |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             
|                            |                           |
| 163592bd-...| data1     | data      | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500,accelerated=True |
| 1831571d-...| sriovnet2 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 5741318f-...| eno2      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno2']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 5bd79fbd-...| enp26s0f0 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f0'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 623d5494-...| oam0      | platform  | vlan     | 103  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 78b4080a-...| enp26s0f1 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| a6f1f901-...| eno1      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno1']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f37eac1b-...| pxeboot0  | platform  | ethernet | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f7c62216-...| sriovnet1 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| fcbe3aca-...| sriovvf1  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+

2. Create a VLAN interface.
Use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add <hostname> -V <vlan_id> -c <ifclass> <interface name> <et
hname> [<datanetwork>]

where the following options are available:

interface name

A name or UUID for the interface (Required).

Caution
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To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

vlan_id

The VLAN identifier for the network.

hostname

The name or UUID of the host.

ifclass

The class of the interface. The valid classes are platform, data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough.

ethname

The name or UUID of the Ethernet interface to use.

datanetworks

A list of data networks, delimited by quotes and separated by commas; for example, “net-a, net-b”. To specify a single data
network, omit the quotes. This parameter is required only if the <networktype> is set to data,pci-sriov or pci-passthru.

network

The name or ID of the network to assign the interface to

For example, to attach a VLAN interface named clusterhost0 with VLAN ID 22 to the cluster-host network using
Ethernet interface enp0s8 on storage-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add storage-0 -V 22 -c platform clusterhost0 vlan enp0s8
+------------------+----------------------------------------+
| Property         | Value                                  |
+------------------+----------------------------------------+
| ifname           | clusterhost0                           |
| ifclass          | platform                               |
| iftype           | vlan                                   |
| ports            | []                                     |
| providernetworks | None                                   |
| imac             | 08:00:27:f2:0d:68                      |
| imtu             | 1500                                   |
| aemode           | None                                   |
| schedpolicy      | None                                   |
| txhashpolicy     | None                                   |
| uuid             | 8ca9854e-a18e-4a3c-8afe-f050da702fdf   |
| ihost_uuid       | 3d207384-7d30-4bc0-affe-d68ab6a00a5b   |
| vlan_id          | 22                                     |
| uses             | [u'enp0s8']                            |
| used_by          | []                                     |
| created_at       | 2015-02-04T16:23:28.917084+00:00       |
| updated_at       | None                                   |
+------------------+----------------------------------------+

3. Attach the newly created VLAN interface to a network.
Use a command of the following format:

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign <hostname> <interface name> <network>

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign storage-0 clusterhost0 cluster-host

7. PCI-SRIOV interface support
7.1. Provision SR-IOV Interfaces using the CLI

SR-IOV interfaces must be provisioned on at least one host before using SR-IOV network attachments in a container.

By default, a Kubernetes container is started with a default network virtual interface for cluster networking. For accelerated
networking between containers or external networks, additional SR-IOV backed interfaces (network attachments) can be added to
the container.

You can use the CLI to provision SR-IOV interfaces on a Cloud Platform system.

The SR-IOV device plugin discovers and advertises SR-IOV network virtual functions (VFs) in a Kubernetes host. To enable the device
plugin, all hosts on which accelerated networking pods will be enabled should have the sriovdp label applied.

For information about creating and using network attachments, see Cloud Platform User Tasks: Create Network Attachment
Definitions and Cloud Platform User Tasks: Use Network Attachment Definitions in a Container.

Prerequisites

You must create data networks before you can provision the SR-IOV interfaces. See Cloud Platform Data Networks: Add Data
Networks using the CLI.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to which you will assign the label.

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock compute-0

2. Use the host-label-assign command to assign the sriovdp label to the node.
For example, to set sriovdp on worker-0 you would do the following:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-label-assign compute-0 sriovdp=enabled
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | a2c5d21b-f91a-4b8b-8dbc-d40b2f3bdaa9 |
| host_uuid   | 772df330-6a42-4b8e-9a18-ae9a9f3f2336 |
| label_key   | sriovdp                              |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

3. Identify the interfaces to be configured.
To list all interfaces, use the system host-if-list command and include the -a flag.

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list -a compute-0
+---...+----------+----------+...+---------------+...+-------------------+
| uuid | name     | class    |   | ports         |   | data networks     |
+---...+----------+----------+...+---------------+...+-------------------+
| 68...| ens787f3 | None     |   | [u'ens787f3'] |   | []                |
| 79...| data0    | data     |   | [u'ens787f0'] |   | [u'group0-data0'] |
| 78...| cluster0 | platform |   | []            |   | []                |
| 89...| ens513f3 | None     |   | [u'ens513f3'] |   | []                |
| 97...| ens803f1 | None     |   | [u'ens803f1'] |   | []                |
| d6...| pxeboot0 | platform |   | [u'eno2']     |   | []                |
| d6...| mgmt0    | platform |   | []            |   | []                |
+---...+----------+----------+...+---------------+...+-------------------+

4. Use the system host-if-modify and interface-datanetwork-assign commands to configure the SR-IOV interfaces.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov -N <numvfs> --vf-driver
=<drivername> compute-0 <ethname>
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign compute-0 <interface> <networks>

where the following options are available:

hostname

This is the host name or ID of the compute (worker) node.

numvfs

The number of virtual functions to enable on the device.

drivername

An optional virtual function driver to use. Valid choices are ‘vfio’ and ‘netdevice’. The default value is netdevice, which will
cause SR-IOV virtual function interfaces to appear as kernel network devices in the container. A value of ‘vfio’ will cause the
device to be bound to the vfio-pci driver. Vfio based devices will not appear as kernel network interfaces, but may be used
by DPDK based applications.

Note • Applications backed by Mellanox NICs should use the netdevice VF driver.
• If a mix of netdevice and vfio based containers is required, a separate data network should be

created for each type.

ethname

The name or UUID of the Ethernet interface to use.

networks

A list of data networks that are attached to the interface, delimited by quotes and separated by commas; for example,
“data-net-a,data-net-b”. To specify a single data network, omit the quotes.

For example, to attach Ethernet interface ens787f3 to data network datanet-a configured with 16 virtual functions,
do the following:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify -m 1500 -n sriov1 -c pci-sriov -N 16 compute-0 ens787f
3
+----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property        | Value                                |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| ifname          | sriov1                               |
| iftype          | ethernet                             |
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| ports           | [u'ens787f3']                        |
| imac            | 68:05:ca:3a:18:4b                    |
| imtu            | 1500                                 |
| ifclass         | pci-sriov                            |
| networks        |                                      |
| aemode          | None                                 |
| schedpolicy     | None                                 |
| txhashpolicy    | None                                 |
| uuid            | 68544dbc-244c-4d24-a629-ca8e4543c6f8 |
| ihost_uuid      | 54c28c7c-5b53-4191-97b5-9ddde3cbec81 |
| vlan_id         | None                                 |
| uses            | []                                   |
| used_by         | []                                   |
| created_at      | 2019-05-14T00:12:56.673418+00:00     |
| updated_at      | 2019-05-14T00:16:56.864997+00:00     |
| sriov_numvfs    | 16                                   |
| sriov_vf_driver | None                                 |
| accelerated     | [True]                               |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign compute-0 sriov1 datanet-a

5. Unlock the host.

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock compute-0

Postrequisites

When launching an SR-IOV-enabled Kubernetes deployment, pods will only be scheduled on hosts with the sriovdp label enabled.

7.2. Provision SR-IOV VF Interfaces using the CLI

An SR-IOV VF interface can be provisioned for a single SR-IOV interface to support multiple VF drivers.

For example, you can provision a single SR-IOV interface to support both netdevice, and vfio based containers. In this case, a VF
interface can be created to provision a subset of virtual functions from the parent SR-IOV interface that can be bound to a different
driver.

For information about creating and using network attachments, see Cloud Platform User Tasks: Create Network Attachment
Definitions Cloud Platform User Tasks: Use Network Attachment Definitions in a Container.

Prerequisites

You must create data networks before you can provision the SR-IOV interfaces.

You must create an SR-IOV interface before you can provision a VF interface. For more information, see Provision SR-IOV Interfaces
using the CLI on page 78.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to which you will assign a VF interface.
For example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock compute-0

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

2. Identify the parent SR-IOV interface to be configured.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list compute-0

+---...+----------+----------+...+---------------+...+-------------------+
| uuid | name     | class    |   | ports         |   | datanetworks      |
+---...+----------+----------+...+---------------+...+-------------------+
| 68...| ens787f3 | None     |   | [u'ens787f3'] |   | []                |
| 79...| data0    | data     |   | [u'ens787f0'] |   | [u'group0-data0'] |
| 78...| cluster0 | platform |   | []            |   | []                |
| 89...| ens513f3 | None     |   | [u'ens513f3'] |   | []                |
| 97...| ens803f1 | None     |   | [u'ens803f1'] |   | []                |
| d6...| pxeboot0 | platform |   | [u'eno2']     |   | []                |
| d6...| mgmt0    | platform |   | []            |   | []                |
| d7...| sriov1   | pci-sriov|   | [u'ens787f3'] |   | [u'group0-data0'] |
+---...+----------+----------+...+---------------+...+-------------------+

3. Use the system host-if-add, and interface-datanetwork-assign commands to configure the SR-IOV VF interface.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c pci-sriov <hostname> <interfacename> vf <parentinterfa
cename> -N <numvfs> --vf-driver=<drivername>

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign <hostname> <interfacename> <networks>

where the following options are available:

hostname

This is the host name or ID of the compute (worker) node.

interfacename

The name for the VF interface.

parentinterfacename

The name of the parent SR-IOV interface.

numvfs

The number of virtual functions to enable on the device. This must be less than the number of VFs configured on the parent
SR-IOV interface.

drivername

An optional virtual function driver to use. Valid choices are abbr:VFIO (Virtual Function I/O) and ‘netdevice’. The default
value is netdevice, which will cause SR-IOV virtual function interfaces to appear as kernel network devices’ in the container. A
value of ‘vfio’ will cause the device to be bound to the vfio-pci driver. abbr:VFIO (Virtual Function I/O) based devices will not
appear as kernel network interfaces, but may be used by DPDK based applications.
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Note • If the driver for the VF interface and parent SR-IOV interface differ, a separate data network should
be created for each interface.

• Applications backed by Mellanox AVS should use the netdevice VF driver

networks

A list of data networks that are attached to the interface, delimited by quotes and separated by commas; for example,
“data-net-a,data-net-b”. To specify a single data network, omit the quotes.

For example, to create VF interface sriov2 as a subinterface of pci-sriov interface sriov1 with 8 virtual functions bound
to vfio and attached data network datanet-b, do the following:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c pci-sriov compute-0 sriov2 vf sriov1 -N 8 --vf-driver=
vfio
+----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property        | Value                                |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| ifname          | sriov2                               |
| iftype          | vf                                   |
| ports           | []                                   |
| imac            | 68:05:ca:3a:2d:88                    |
| imtu            | 1500                                 |
| ifclass         | pci-sriov                            |
| aemode          | None                                 |
| schedpolicy     | None                                 |
| txhashpolicy    | None                                 |
| uuid            | 8b65ff1a-3472-43ed-bfd4-c9a499c23093 |
| ihost_uuid      | 9491c54a-903d-4765-8b9b-bdfd754b796a |
| vlan_id         | None                                 |
| uses            | [u'sriov1']                          |
| used_by         | []                                   |
| created_at      | 2019-12-03T18:27:27.152940+00:00     |
| updated_at      | None                                 |
| sriov_numvfs    | 8                                    |
| sriov_vf_driver | vfio                                 |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign compute-0 sriov2 datanet-b

4. Unlock the host.

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock compute-0

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

7.3. SRIOV Port Sharing

With SR-IOV port sharing, you can:

• Create an SR-IOV interface on a VF capable port.•

• Create VF type sub-interfaces using the SR-IOV interface, and attach these sub-interfaces to data networks..•
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• Create VLAN type interfaces using the SR-IOV interface, and attach them to OAM, internal management and cluster-host•
platform networks respectively.

• Create ethernet type of sub-interfaces using an SR-IOV interface, and attach this interface to pxeboot network, which has to be•
untagged network.

By doing so, all of the network planes can be carried by only one VF-capable physical port according to following resource allocation:

• Platform type networks: PF•

- pxeboot-

- oam-

- cluster-host-

- mgmt-

• Data type networks: VFs•

- pci-sriov class, vf type-

• Configuring Ethernet Interfaces on SR-IOV interface Using from Horizon on page 83•

• Configuring Ethernet Interfaces on SR-IOV interface Using the CLI on page 84•

7.4. Configure Ethernet Interfaces on SR-IOV Interface Using Horizon

You can use the Horizon web interface to configure Ethernet interfaces on SR-IOV.

Prerequisites

You must create an SR-IOV interface before you can provision an Ethernet interface. For more information, see Provisioning SR-IOV
Interfaces using the CLI on page 78.

Procedure

1. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand panel, under
Actions click on the down arrow button on “Edit Host” and select “Lock Host”.

2. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.
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3. Select the Interfaces tab.

4. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand panel, under
Actions click on the down arrow button on “Edit Host” and select “Unlock Host”.

5. Click Create Interface.

6. Open the Interface Class drop-down menu and select platform.

7. Open the Interface Type drop-down menu and select ethernet.

8. Select the SR-IOV Ethernet interface used to attach this interface to the network from the Interfaces(s) list.

9. From the Platform Network(s) list, select pxeboot to which this interface is attached.

10. Click Create Interface to save your changes and close the dialog box.

7.5. Configure Ethernet Interfaces on SR-IOV interface Using the CLI

You can create new ethernet interfaces on an SR-IOV interface and attach them to platform networks using the CLI.

Procedure

1. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

To list all interfaces, use the system host-if-list command and include the -a flag.
For example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list controller-0
+-----------+----------+-----------+----------+------+---------------+-------------+-----------
---------------------+------------+
| uuid      | name     | class     | type     | vlan | ports         | uses i/f    | used by i/
f                    | attributes |
|           |          |           |          | id   |               |             
|                                |            |
+-----------+----------+-----------+----------+------+---------------+-------------+-----------
---------------------+------------+
| 0c4b1cc...| sriov00  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                             | MTU=1500   |
| 3a191c4...| oam0     | platform  | vlan     | 200  | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                             | MTU=1500   |
| b295ee9...| sriov01  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                             | MTU=1500   |
| c178445...| mgmt0    | platform  | vlan     | 157  | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                             | MTU=1500   |
| d71ed2f...| sriov0   | pci-sriov | ethernet | None | [u'enp3s0f0'] | []          | [u'cluster
0', u'sriov00',      | MTU=1500   |
|           |          |           |          |      |               |             | u'sriov01'
, u'mgmt0', u'oam0'] |            |
|           |          |           |          |      |               |             
|                                |            |
| e7bd04f...| cluster0 | platform  | vlan     | 158  | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                             | MTU=1500   |
+-----------+----------+-----------+----------+------+---------------+-------------+-----------
---------------------+------------+

2. Create an Ethernet interface.
Use the host-if-add command with the following options:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add <hostname> -c platform <interfacename> ethernet <ethname>

Where:

interfacename

is the name or UUID for the interface (Required).

hostname

is the name or UUID of the host.

ethname

is the name of the SR-IOV interface.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add controller-0 -c platform pxeboot0 ethernet sriov0
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property        | Value                                |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| ifname          | pxeboot0                             |
| iftype          | ethernet                             |
| ports           | []                                   |
| imac            | 00:1e:67:e6:c0:92                    |
| imtu            | 1500                                 |
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| ifclass         | platform                             |
| ptp_role        | none                                 |
| aemode          | None                                 |
| schedpolicy     | None                                 |
| txhashpolicy    | None                                 |
| uuid            | 1a511695-3514-49fb-8f1d-4f9d88e26949 |
| ihost_uuid      | bfaa02c2-61e8-4da8-beac-d5f3a93decef |
| vlan_id         | None                                 |
| uses            | [u'sriov0']                          |
| used_by         | []                                   |
| created_at      | 2021-02-18T11:17:21.482023+00:00     |
| updated_at      | None                                 |
| sriov_numvfs    | 0                                    |
| sriov_vf_driver | None                                 |
| max_tx_rate     | None                                 |
| ipv4_mode       | None                                 |
| ipv6_mode       | None                                 |
| accelerated     | []                                   |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list controller-0
+------------+----------+-----------+----------+------+---------------+-------------+----------
-----------------------+------------+
| uuid     | name     | class     | type     | vlan | ports         | uses i/f    | used by i/
f                     | attributes |
|          |          |           |          | id   |               |             
|                                 |            |
+------------+----------+-----------+----------+------+---------------+-------------+----------
-----------------------+------------+
| 0c4b1cc  | sriov00  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                              | MTU=1500   |
| 1a51169  | pxeboot0 | platform  | ethernet | None | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                              | MTU=1500   |
| 3a191c4  | oam0     | platform  | vlan     | 200  | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                              | MTU=1500   |
| b295ee9  | sriov01  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                              | MTU=1500   |
| c178445  | mgmt0    | platform  | vlan     | 157  | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                              | MTU=1500   |
| d71ed2f  | sriov0   | pci-sriov | ethernet | None | [u'enp3s0f0'] | []          | [u'cluster0
', u'pxeboot0',      | MTU=1500   |
|          |          |           |          |      |               |             | u'sriov00'
, u'sriov01', u'oam0' |            |
|          |          |           |          |      |               |             | , u'mgmt0'
]                     |            |
|          |          |           |          |      |               |             
|                                 |            |
| e7bd04f  | cluster0 | platform  | vlan     | 158  | []            | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                              | MTU=1500   |
+------------+----------+-----------+----------+------+---------------+-------------+----------
-----------------------+------------+

3. Attach the ethernet interface to a platform network.

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign <hostname> <interface> <name> <network>

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign controller-0 pxeboot0 pxeboot

4. Unlock the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

7.6. Configure VF Interfaces Rate Limiting Using the CLI

You can apply rate-limiting on VFs used for Data networks.

About this task

This feature is available on the Intel X710/XL710 (Fortville) 10G and Intel E810-CQDA2 (Columbiaville). It can be used on sub-
interfaces of vf type interfaces.

Be aware of the following guidance when using this feature:

• Rate limiting is applicable to the maximum transmission rate.•

• Rate limiting is disabled by default.•

• If all VFs are in contention then each will get an equal share of the bandwidth.•

• The total sum of the maximum transmission rates of all rate limited VFs cannot exceed 90% of the port link speed.•

• The units are Mbps, and value of 0 means turn off the rate limiting.•

• VFs with different limited rate are supposed to be attached to separate data networks and managed by Kubernetes SR-IOV•
device plugin as different ResourcePools. You can then use the VFs by specifying the corresponding <resourceName>.

This task must be performed from the CLI.

Prerequisites

You must create an SR-IOV interface before you can provision VF interface. For more information, see Provisioning SR-IOV Interfaces
using the CLI on page 78.

Data networks should be created for VF sub-interfaces attachment.

PHYSNET1='physnet_kernel_400m'
PHYSNET2='physnet_dpdk_600m'
system datanetwork-add ${PHYSNET1} vlan
system datanetwork-add ${PHYSNET2} vlan

Procedure

1. Lock the host.

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

2. Create a sub-interface with rate limiting configuration.
The parameters are all the same as shown in the procedure for Cloud Platform Node Configuration and
Management: Provisioning SR-IOV VF Interfaces using the CLI on page 80, plus one newly added rate limiting related
parameter: --max-tx-rate.
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Note
The units for max-tx-rate are Mbps. The configured sriov_numvfs with max_tx_rate(max_tx_rate*sriov_numvfs)
should not exceed 90% of the link bandwidth.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c pci-sriov controller-0 sriov00 vf sriov0 -N 2 --vf-dri
ver=netdevice --max-tx-rate=400
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c pci-sriov controller-0 sriov01 vf sriov0 -N 2 --vf-dri
ver=vfio --max-tx-rate=600

3. The rate limit configuration can be modified by specifying other values.

Note
The units for max-tx-rate are Mbps.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify controller-0 sriov00 --max-tx-rate=200

4. The rate limit configuration can be modified by specifying a value of zero.

Note
Setting max-tx-rate to 0 disables any rate limiting.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify controller-0 sriov00 --max-tx-rate=0

5. Attach the vf interfaces to the data.

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign controller-0 sriov00 $PHYSNET1
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-datanetwork-assign controller-0 sriov01 $PHYSNET2

6. Unlock the host.

Note
AIO-SX hosts do not need to be locked to provision an SR-IOV interface and assign it to a data network.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

7.7. Configure VLAN Type Interfaces Using the SR-IOV Interface From the CLI

You can use the CLI to attach VLAN interfaces to networks.

About this task

Prerequisites

You must create an SR-IOV interface before you can provision a vlan interface. For more information, see Provisioning SR-IOV VF
Interfaces using the CLI on page 80.

Procedure

1. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ host-lock controller-0

2. List the attached interfaces.
To list all interfaces, use the system host-if-list command and include the -a flag.
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-list -a controller-0
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| uuid        | name      | class     | type     | vlan | ports          | uses i/f    | used b
y i/f                | attributes                |
|             |           |           |          | id   |                |             
|                            |                           |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+
| 0aa20d82-...| sriovvf2  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 0e5f162d-...| mgmt0     | platform  | vlan     | 163  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 14f2ed53-...| sriov0    | pci-sriov | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f0'] | []          | [u'sri
ovnet1', u'oam0',    | MTU=9216                  |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vnet2', u'sriovvf2', |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'srio
vvf1', u'mgmt0',     |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             | u'pxeb
oot0']               |                           |
|             |           |           |          |      |                |             
|                            |                           |
| 163592bd-...| data1     | data      | ethernet | None | [u'enp24s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500,accelerated=True |
| 1831571d-...| sriovnet2 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
| 5741318f-...| eno2      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno2']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 5bd79fbd-...| enp26s0f0 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f0'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 623d5494-...| oam0      | platform  | vlan     | 103  | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| 78b4080a-...| enp26s0f1 | None      | ethernet | None | [u'enp26s0f1'] | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| a6f1f901-...| eno1      | None      | ethernet | None | [u'eno1']      | []          | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f37eac1b-...| pxeboot0  | platform  | ethernet | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500                  |
| f7c62216-...| sriovnet1 | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1500,max_tx_rate=100  |
| fcbe3aca-...| sriovvf1  | pci-sriov | vf       | None | []             | [u'sriov0'] | [
]                         | MTU=1956,max_tx_rate=100  |
+-------------+-----------+-----------+----------+------+----------------+-------------+-------
---------------------+---------------------------+

3. Create a VLAN interface.
Use a command of the following form:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add <hostname> -V <vlan_id> \
-c <--ifclass> <interface name> <sriov_intf_name> [<datanetwork>]

where the following options are available:

interface name

A name or UUID for the interface (Required).
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Caution

To avoid potential internal inconsistencies, do not use upper case characters when creating interface names. Some
components normalize all interface names to lower case.

vlan_id

The VLAN identifier for the network.

hostname

The name or UUID of the host.

ifclass

The class of the interface. The valid classes are platform, data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough.

sriov_intf_name

The name of the SR-IOV interface.

datanetworks

A list of data networks, delimited by quotes and separated by commas; for example, “net-a, net-b”. To specify a single data
network, omit the quotes. This parameter is required only if the <networktype> is set to data,pci-sriov or pci-passthru.

network

The name or ID of the network to assign the interface to

For example, to attach a VLAN interface named cluster0 with VLAN ID 164 to the cluster-host network using SR-IOV
interface sriov0 on controller-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add controller-0 -V 164 -c platform cluster0 vlan sriov0
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property        | Value                                |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| ifname          | cluster0                             |
| iftype          | vlan                                 |
| ports           | []                                   |
| imac            | 3c:fd:fe:ac:60:44                    |
| imtu            | 1500                                 |
| ifclass         | platform                             |
| ptp_role        | none                                 |
| aemode          | None                                 |
| schedpolicy     | None                                 |
| txhashpolicy    | None                                 |
| uuid            | 6fa5015f-bcd3-4059-8fc1-9cdbbbe31d39 |
| ihost_uuid      | 1b67fe83-5010-4eac-bcca-6a6e6f2bd197 |
| vlan_id         | 164                                  |
| uses            | [u'sriov0']                          |
| used_by         | []                                   |
| created_at      | 2021-02-24T15:04:48.116079+00:00     |
| updated_at      | None                                 |
| sriov_numvfs    | 0                                    |
| sriov_vf_driver | None                                 |
| max_tx_rate     | None                                 |
| ipv4_mode       | None                                 |
| ipv6_mode       | None                                 |
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| accelerated     | [True]                               |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+

4. Attach the newly created VLAN interface to a network.
Use a command of the following format:

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign <hostname> <interface name> <network>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign controller-0 cluster0 cluster-host

5. Unlock the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ host-unlock controller-0

8. Interface IP address provisioning
8.1. Interface IP Address Provisioning Using the CLI

On a network that uses static addressing, you must assign an IP address to the interface using the system host-addr-add command.

The procedure for adding an IP address depends on the interface type.

Cloud Platform supports the following types of interfaces:

Ethernet interfaces

These are created automatically for each port on the host. You must configure Ethernet interfaces by specifying the interface
class.

Aggregated Ethernet interfaces

For link protection, you can create an aggregated Ethernet interface with two or more ports, and configure it with the interface
class.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add <hostname> -m mtu -a aemode -x txhashpolicy ifname ae <e
thname1> <ethname2>

VLAN interfaces

To support multiple interfaces on the same physical Ethernet or aggregated Ethernet interface, you can create VLAN interfaces
and configure them with the interface class.

~(keystone_admin)$ systemhost-if-add <hostname> -V --vlan_id -c --ifclass <interfacename> <eth
name>

Virtual Function interfaces

You can create an SR-IOV VF interface on top of an existing SR-IOV VF interface in order to configure a subset of virtual
functions with different drivers. For example, if the ethernet SR-IOV interface is configured with the kernel VF driver, you can
create a VF interface to configure a subset of virtual functions with the vfio driver that can be used with userspace libraries such
as DPDK.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-add -c pci-sriov <hostname> <interfacename> vf <parentinterf
acename> -N numvfs --vf-driver=drivername
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Logical interfaces of network types oam and mgmt cannot be deleted. They can only be modified to use different physical ports
when required.

Note
On the second worker and storage nodes, the Ethernet interface for the internal management network is attached
automatically to support installation using PXE booting.

On the initial controller node, the interface for the internal management network is attached according to the settings
specified during the Ansible bootstrapping of the system.

Procedure

1. Lock the node.

2. Add the IP address to the interface using the system host-addr-add command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-addr-add <node> <ifname> <ip_address> <prefix>

where the following options are available:

node

The name or UUID of the worker node.

ifname

The name of the interface.

ip_address

An IPv4 or IPv6 address.

prefix

The netmask length for the address.

3. Unlock the node and wait for it to become available.

9. NIC replacement
9.1. Replace a NIC with a different vendor or device-id

About this task

The following procedure allows the replacement of a NIC on a host, without requiring a host or system (in case of AIO-SX) re-install
and re-configuration, in the case of the replaced NIC having the different vendor or device ID information.

The normal approach to making such a change would be to do a system host-delete, a system host-add (re-install) and a re-
configure of the host. In the case of an AIO-SX deployment, with only one host, this would result in a full system re-install and full
system re-configuration.

This procedure can be used either for a replacement on the same PCI slot or to a different one. You will first record the current
configuration and then reapply it after replacing the NIC card.

• To replace a NIC with a different vendor or device-id, you must first remove the current configuration (if it exists) associated with•
the physical interface.

• If a backup was available prior to this operation, it is necessary to regenerate the backup after changing the NIC card as the PCI•
addresses will no longer match the saved database files.
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• If the replacement affects the OAM interface, plan to have an alternative access path or keep the serial console access available.•

• If the affected interface configuration was not removed prior to the NIC replacement, an alarm will be raised asking for the host•
locking, removal of dependent configuration, and host unlocking for the port database correction to take effect. After doing so,
you must lock the host again to reconfigure the interface with the desired or previous configuration.

• If the affected interfaces are unconfigured (class is none and the used by i/f column of host-if-list output is empty), then the•
procedure described in Replace a NIC with the same vendor and device-id on page 97 can be followed.

Procedure

Note
UUID values in the output shown below have been truncated for display purposes. When using a UUID value as input to a
command, use the entire 36 character string.

1. If the host in question is the single host of an AIO-SX subcloud deployment, set the subcloud as unmanaged.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud unmanage <subcloud-name>

2. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

3. Identify the port(s) to be replaced.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-port-list <hostname>

+--------------+----------+----------+--------------+--------+-----------+-------------+-------
------------------------------------------------+
| uuid         | name     | type     | pci address  | device | processor | accelerated | devic
e type                                           |
+--------------+----------+----------+--------------+--------+-----------+-------------+-------
------------------------------------------------+
| f8c45520-... | eno1     | ethernet | 0000:03:00.0 | 0      | 0         | True        | Ethern
et Controller 10-Gigabit X540-AT2 [1528]        |
| c0532da6-... | eno2     | ethernet | 0000:03:00.1 | 0      | 0         | True        | Ethern
et Controller 10-Gigabit X540-AT2 [1528]        |
| a12a5046-... | ens787f0 | ethernet | 0000:81:00.0 | 0      | 1         | True        | Ethern
et Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+ [1572]        |
| 54877560-... | ens787f1 | ethernet | 0000:81:00.1 | 0      | 1         | True        | Ethern
et Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+ [1572]        |
| cc702aad-... | ens787f2 | ethernet | 0000:81:00.2 | 0      | 1         | True        | Ethern
et Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+ [1572]        |
| b27d53ba-... | ens787f3 | ethernet | 0000:81:00.3 | 0      | 1         | True        | Ethern
et Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+ [1572]        |
| 68e94c5c-... | ens802f0 | ethernet | 0000:83:00.0 | 0      | 1         | True        | 82599E
S 10-Gigabit SFI/SFP+ Network Connection [10fb] |
| 38d28361-... | ens802f1 | ethernet | 0000:83:00.1 | 0      | 1         | True        | 82599E
S 10-Gigabit SFI/SFP+ Network Connection [10fb] |
| c82dc9d0-... | ens803f0 | ethernet | 0000:86:00.0 | 0      | 1         | True        | 82599E
S 10-Gigabit SFI/SFP+ Network Connection [10fb] |
| c6188d09-... | ens803f1 | ethernet | 0000:86:00.1 | 0      | 1         | True        | 82599E
S 10-Gigabit SFI/SFP+ Network Connection [10fb] |
+--------------+----------+----------+--------------+--------+-----------+-------------+-------
------------------------------------------------+

a. Record the current port configuration.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-port-show <hostname> <affected-port-name>

4. Identify the interfaces that are using the port.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-list <hostname>

+--------------+----------+-----------------+----------+---------+---------------+-------------
--+-------------------------+------------+
| uuid         | name     | class           | type     | vlan id | ports         | uses i/
f      | used by i/f             | attributes |
+--------------+----------+-----------------+----------+---------+---------------+-------------
--+-------------------------+------------+
| 0eb262fa-... | pthru0   | pci-passthrough | ethernet | None    | [u'ens787f1'] | [
]            | []                      | MTU=1500   |
| 1f7fb5bb-... | oam0     | platform        | ethernet | None    | [u'eno1']     | [
]            | []                      | MTU=1500   |
| 2d08c554-... | sriov0   | pci-sriov       | ethernet | None    | [u'ens787f2'] | [
]            | [u'sriov1']             | MTU=1500   |
| 39abaab8-... | pxeboot0 | platform        | ethernet | None    | [u'ens802f1'] | [
]            | [u'cluster0', u'mgmt0'] | MTU=1500   |
| accadbd9-... | sriov1   | pci-sriov       | vf       | None    | []            | [u'sriov0'
]   | []                      | MTU=1500   |
| b0129323-... | mgmt0    | platform        | vlan     | 39      | []            | [u'pxeboot0'
] | []                      | MTU=1500   |
| b27d72e2-... | cluster0 | platform        | vlan     | 44      | []            | [u'pxeboot0'
] | []                      | MTU=1500   |
+--------------+----------+-----------------+----------+---------+---------------+-------------
--+-------------------------+------------+

a. Select the interface associated with the port to be replaced.

a. Check the column used by i/f to get the list of dependent interfaces (sub-interfaces) on the port.

b. Record the current configuration for the affected interfaces and sub-interfaces.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-show <hostname> <ifname-for-port>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-show <hostname> <ifname-for-subinterface>

5. Record the list of addresses and routes on the controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-addr-list <hostname>

+--------------+----------+------------------------+--------+
| uuid         | ifname   | address                | prefix |
+--------------+----------+------------------------+--------+
| 02367673-... | cluster0 | aefd::2                | 64     |
| b5589563-... | mgmt0    | fd01:8a::3             | 64     |
| f5d42be7-... | oam0     | 2620:10a:a001:a103::41 | 64     |
| 553b8c78-... | pxeboot0 | 192.168.202.2          | 24     |
+--------------+----------+------------------------+--------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-route-list <hostname>

+--------------+--------+-----------+--------+------------+--------+
| uuid         | ifname | network   | prefix | gateway    | metric |
+--------------+--------+-----------+--------+------------+--------+
| 548dfd96-... | mgmt0  | fd01:81:: | 64     | fd01:8a::1 | 1      |
+--------------+--------+-----------+--------+------------+--------+
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6. Remove any affected sub-interfaces.

• If the sub-interface is of the class platform, then remove the affected sub-interfaces from the associated
interface-network.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-network-list <hostname>

+--------------+--------------+----------+--------------+
| hostname     | uuid         | ifname   | network_name |
+--------------+--------------+----------+--------------+
| controller-0 | 6456a935-... | oam0     | oam          |
| controller-0 | 805d7f2c-... | cluster0 | cluster-host |
| controller-0 | a86890d0-... | pxeboot0 | pxeboot      |
| controller-0 | b54bfac0-... | mgmt0    | mgmt         |
+--------------+--------------+----------+--------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-network-remove <uuid>

• If the interface is of the class data, pci-sriov or pci-passthrough, then remove the interface-datanetwork(s)
associated with the affected sub-interface(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-datanetwork-list <hostname>

+--------------+--------------+--------+------------------+
| hostname     | uuid         | ifname | datanetwork_name |
+--------------+--------------+--------+------------------+
| controller-0 | 4fc6d3d4-... | sriov0 | group0-data0     |
| controller-0 | 6712d006-... | pthru0 | group0-data0     |
| controller-0 | b2d8f970-... | sriov1 | group0-data1     |
+--------------+--------------+--------+------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-datanetwork-remove <uuid>

Remove the sub-interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-delete <hostname> <uuid-or-name>

7. If the interface is configured, re-configure the interface class to none.

a. If the interface is of the class platform, then remove the interface-network(s) associated with the affected sub-
interface(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-network-list <hostname>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-network-remove <uuid>

b. If the interface is of the class data, pci-sriov or pci-passthrough, then remove the interface-
datanetwork(s) associated with the affected sub-interface(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-datanetwork-list <hostname>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-datanetwork-remove <uuid>

c. Modify the interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-modify <hostname> <ifname> -c none

d. Confirm that the interface does not have sub-interfaces referenced in the used by i/f column.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-list <hostname>

8. Power down the host manually and make the NIC card replacement.

9. Power up the host.

10. After rebooting, check the new port’s inventoried data:

~(keystone_admin)]$  system host-port-list <hostname>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-list <hostname> –a

The old interface will no longer be available, replaced by a new one with the same name assigned to the new port.

11. Reconfigure the base interface associated with the port.

Note
It is recommended that you reuse the previous interface names.

If the old interface was of class pci-sriov, do the following:

a. Check the port capabilities, particularly that it has the required value for sriov_totalvfs. If not, plan the
interface and sub-interface reconfiguration accordingly.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-port-show <hostname> <port-name>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-modify <hostname> <ifname> -c pci-sriov -n <previous-conf
igured-name> <previous-interface-parameters>

b. If the old interface was of class data, platform, or pci-passthrough, modify the new interface back to the
previous configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-modify <hostname> <ifname> -c <class> -n <previous-config
ured-name> <previous-interface-parameters>

12. Reconnect the interface to any previously connected network.

a. For a platform class interface, select the respective network that supports the desired new interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system network-list
~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-network-assign <hostname> <ifname-or-uuid> <>network-na
me-or-uuid>

b. For data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough class interfaces, select the respective datanetwork that supports
the desired new interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system datanetwork-list
~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-datanetwork-assign <hostname> <ifname-or-uuid> <datanet
work-name-or-uuid>

13. Add the necessary sub-interfaces.

a. Recreate all necessary sub-interfaces that existed prior to the NIC replacement.
It is recommended to use the previous sub-interface names.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-if-add <hostname> <previous-sub-interface-name> <iftype [ae,
vlan,vf,ethernet]> <interface-name> <previous-parameters>

14. Reconnect the sub-interface with the desired network (if it was previously connected).

a. For a platform class interface, select the respective network that supports the desired new sub-interface.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system network-list
~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-network-assign <hostname> <sub-interface-name-or-uuid> 
<>network-name-or-uuid>

b. For data, pci-sriov, and pci-passthrough class interfaces, select the respective datanetwork that supports
the desired new sub-interface.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system datanetwork-list
~(keystone_admin)]$ system interface-datanetwork-assign <hostname> <sub-interface or uuid> <
network-name-or-uuid>

15. Check addresses and routes on the affected interfaces.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-addr-list <hostname>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-route-list <hostname>

16. Recreate static addresses and routes using the affected interfaces or sub-interfaces.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-addr-add <hostname> <interface-name> <address> <prefix-length>
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-route-add <hostname> <interface-name> <network-address> <prefix
-length> <gateway-address> <metric>

17. Unlock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock <hostname>

18. If the host in question is the single host of an AIO-SX subcloud deployment, set the subcloud as managed.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud-name>

9.2. Replace a NIC with the same vendor and device-id

The following procedure allows the replacement of a NIC on a host, without requiring a host or system (in case of AIO-SX) re-install
and re-configuration, in the case of the replaced NIC having the same vendor or device ID information.

The normal approach to doing such a change would be to do a system host-delete, a system host-add (re-install) and a re-
configure of the host. In the case of an AIO-SX deployment, with only one host, this would result in a full system re-install and full
system re-configuration.

Since this procedure reuses same vendor and device ID information and capabilities, the interface’s new MAC will be updated
internally and no reconfiguration is required. Assuming that the replacement will occur on the same PCI slot of the previous card, the
procedure can be executed for all types of NIC classes (pci-sriov, data, pci-passthrough, and platform).

Procedure

1. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

a. Wait for the host to be reported as locked.

2. Power down the host manually and make the NIC card replacement.

3. Power up the host.

4. Unlock the host.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock <hostname>

Results

The host is rebooted, and its Availability State is reported as In-Test. After a few minutes, it is reported as Unlocked, Enabled,
and Available.
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9. LLDP

1. LLDP Overview

Cloud Platform supports the sending and receiving of LLDP messages on all physical interfaces.

The LLDP, defined in the IEEE 802.1AB Station and Media Access Control Connectivity Discovery specification, enables devices
attached to the network to advertise their properties to other devices on the same network.

LLDP neighbor information is displayed in the LLDP tab of the Host Detail window, or through system CLI commands.

LLDP information can be used to verify cabling to the next hop device (typically the Top-of-Rack switch).

Note
The neighboring device must be capable of, and enabled for, transmitting LLDP frames.

Devices differ in the level of information sent in an LLDP PDU. This can often be configured on the neighboring device.
Refer to the device documentation for specific information.

2. View LLDP Information Using Horizon

You can view LLDP information on the LLDP tab in the Host Details window.

Procedure

1. Select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory.

2. Select the Hosts tab.

3. Click the name of the host for which you want to view LLDP information in the Host Name column.
The Host Details screen appears.

4. Select the LLDP tab to view the LLDP information for this host.
The LLDP tab provides the following information about each LLDP-enabled neighbor device:

Table 1. LLDP Details

Field Description

Name
The name of the local port connected to the LLDP
neighbor.

Neighbor The port identifier of the LLDP neighbor port.

Port Description The port description of the LLDP neighbor port.

Time To Live
The time until the neighbor is timed out (if no further
LLDP frames are received from it).

System Name The system name of the neighbor.

Max Frame Size
The maximum frame size supported by the neighbor
port.
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If the neighbor is sending additional information, the information is shown when you click on the port to which the
neighbor is connected. The extra information can include zero or more of the following items:

Table 2. LLDP Port Details

Field Description

Chassis
The chassis identifier of the neighbor. Usually a MAC
address, IP address, or locally assigned name
identifying the neighbor.

MAC Service Access Point
A concatenation of the chassis identifier and port
identifier, uniquely identifying the particular
neighbor device/port.

System Capabilities
The system capabilities of the neighbor. For
example, bridging, routing enabled.

Management Address The management address of the neighbor device.

Dot1 Link Aggregation The 802.1 link aggregation status of the neighbor.

Dot1 Proto Ids
The 802.1 protocol identifiers supported by the
neighbor.

Dot1 Proto Vids
The 802.1 port and protocol VLAN identifiers
supported by the neighbor.

Dot1 Vid Digest The 802.1 VLAN identifier digest of the neighbor.

Dot1 Management Vid
The 802.1 management VLAN identifier of the
neighbor.

Dot1 Vlan Names The 802.1 VLAN names of the neighbor port.

Dot3 Power MDI The 802.3 power MDI status of the neighbor.

Dot3 MAC status The 802.3 MAC status of the neighbor port.

3. View LLDP Neighbor Information Using the CLI

You can use CLI commands to view information about LLDP neighbors.

The following commands are available for viewing LLDP neighbors:

• To see the LLDP neighbors of a host:•

$ system host-lldp-neighbor-list <host name|id>

• To view LLDP neighbor information:•

$ system lldp-neighbor-show <neighbor uuid>
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Example

The following example show the usage for these commands.

1. Use system host-lldp-neighbor-list to get the neighbor IDs.

$ system host-lldp-neighbor-list controller-0
+------------+------------+----------+----------+-------------------+--------------------------
------------+--------------------+
| uuid       | local_port | remote_p | chassis_ | system_name       | system_descriptio
n                   | management_address |
|            |            | ort      | id       |                   
|                                      |                    |
+------------+------------+----------+----------+-------------------+--------------------------
------------+--------------------+
| d74d9648.. | enp11s0f0  | Gi1/0/18 | 18:33:9d | yow-cisco-c5u44.  | Cisco IOS Software, C2960
S Software  | 128.224.148.226    |
|            |            |          | :b1:91:  | wrs.com           | (C2960S-UNIVERSALK9-M), V
ersion 15.  |                    |
|            |            |          | 80       |                   | 0(2)SE10a, RELEASE SOFTWA
RE (fc3).   |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   | Technical Support: http:/
/www.cisco. |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   | com/techsupport. Copyrigh
t (c)       |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   | 1986-2016 by Cisco System
s, Inc..    |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   | Compiled Thu 03-Nov-16 13
:52 by      |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   | prod_rel_tea
m                        |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   
|                                      |                    |
| 472500a0.. | ens4f0     | xe7      | 00:08:a2 | yow-cgcs-quanta-1 | yow-cgcs-quanta-
1                    | 10.1.1.1           |
|            |            |          | :08:fc:  |                   | ..
.                                  | ...                |
|            |            |          | 5b       |                   
|                                      |                    |
|            |            |          |          |                   
|                                      |                    |
+------------+------------+----------+----------+-------------------+--------------------------
------------+--------------------+

2. Use the IDs with the system lldp-neighbor-show command to get details for a specific LLDP neighbor.

$ system lldp-neighbor-show d74d9648-e878-47e7-918e-80f5f6ec6146

+---------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
| Property            | Value                                                |
+---------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid                | d74d9648-e878-47e7-918e-80f5f6ec6146                 |
| host_uuid           | 60748903-9b35-4424-abad-89d0a1acb8ed                 |
| created_at          | 2019-10-21T19:22:34.812462+00:00                     |
| updated_at          | None                                                 |
| uuid                | d74d9648-e878-47e7-918e-80f5f6ec6146                 |
| local_port          | enp11s0f0                                            |
| chassis_id          | 18:33:9d:b1:91:80                                    |
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| port_identifier     | Gi1/0/18                                             |
| ttl                 | 120                                                  |
| msap                | 18:33:9d:b1:91:80,Gi1/0/18                           |
| system_description  | Cisco IOS Software, C2960S Software                  |
|                     |(C2960S-UNIVERSALK9-M), Version 15.0(2)SE10a,         |
|                     | RELEASE SOFTWARE (fc3)                               |
|                     | Technical Support: http://www.cisco.com/techsupport  |
|                     | Copyright (c) 1986-2016 by Cisco Systems, Inc.       |
|                     | Compiled Thu 03-Nov-16 13:52 by prod_rel_team        |
| system_name         | yow-cisco-c5u44.wrs.com                              |
| system_capabilities | bridge                                               |
| management_address  | 128.224.148.226                                      |
| port_description    | GigabitEthernet1/0/18                                |
| dot1_lag            | capable=y,enabled=n                                  |
| dot1_port_vid       | 103                                                  |
| dot1_vlan_names     |                                                      |
| dot1_proto_vids     | None                                                 |
| dot1_proto_ids      | None                                                 |
| dot3_mac_status     | auto-negotiation-capable=y,auto-negotiation-enabled=y|
|                     | ,10base-tfd, 100base-txfd, 1000base-tfd              |
| dot3_max_frame      | None                                                 |
+---------------------+------------------------------------------------------+
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10. HOST HARDWARE SENSORS

1. Relearn Sensor Models

You can relearn the sensor models used to monitor board health. This is advisable after upgrading BMC firmware or making other
BMC-related changes on a host.

The sensor model used on a host is defined by the installed BMC module. It is read initially by Cloud Platform when the BMC is
provisioned, and used to populate the Sensors tab for the host. At initial provisioning, this can take about five minutes.

You may need to update the information on the Sensors tab manually if the sensor model changes for any reason (for example,
because the BMC firmware is upgraded). An out-of-date sensor model can cause false alarms or errors.

You can update sensor information from the Horizon Web interface using the Relearn Sensor Model button. To use the command-
line interface, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: CLI Commands for Managing Sensors on page 105.

The relearn operation clears any existing sensor alarms, and updates the list of sensor groups and sensors for the host. Existing
sensor groups retain the same action and audit interval. If any new sensor groups are added, they are assigned a default action, and
inherit the audit interval in effect for all sensor groups. For more about these settings, see Adjust Sensor Actions and Audit Intervals
on page 103.

For more information about sensor monitoring, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Sensors Tab. For more
about BMCs, see the Cloud Platform installation guide for your system.

Procedure

1. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

2. Select the Sensors tab.

3. On the Sensors page, click Relearn Sensor Model.

Allow about two minutes for the sensor information to be updated.
When the update is completed, the State for all sensor groups and sensors is shown as enabled. Any existing sensor
alarms are cleared.

2. Adjust Sensor Actions and Audit Intervals

You can configure audit intervals and actions for groups of sensors.

For more information about sensors and sensor groups, see Sensors Tab.

To use the command-line interface, see CLI Commands for Managing Sensors on page 105.

Procedure

1. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

2. Select the Sensors tab.
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3. In the Sensor Groups list, click Edit SensorGroup for the group you want to configure.

In the Edit SensorGroup dialog box, change the settings as required.

Audit Interval

The time, in seconds, to wait between sensor audits. At each audit, the sensor status reading is refreshed. Changes to the
audit interval do not take effect until the current interval expires.

Note
A change to the audit interval for any one sensor group is also applied to all other sensor groups. This is because
IPMI is used as the underlying communications protocol for improved standardization support.

Sensor Group Critical Actions

The action to take if the sensor status is Critical. If this is set to Alarm, then when this status is reported, a corresponding
Cloud Platform alarm is generated, and the host availability is set to Degraded.

Sensor Group Major Actions

The action to take if the sensor status is Major. If this is set to Alarm, then when this status is reported, a corresponding
Cloud Platform alarm is generated, and the host availability is set to Degraded.

Sensor Group Minor Actions

The action to take if the sensor status is Minor. If this is set to Alarm, then when this status is reported, a corresponding
Cloud Platform alarm is generated.

3. Suppress Sensor Actions

You can suppress the configured Action for individual sensors or groups of sensors

If a sensor is faulty, or is generating frequent minor alarms for a known condition that cannot be addressed immediately, you can
prevent it from generating further alarms. Suppressed sensors are still audited, and their status is reported in the Sensors list.

For more information about sensors and sensor groups, see Sensors Tab.

To use the command-line interface, see CLI Commands for Managing Sensors on page 105.

Procedure

1. Open the Host Detail page for the host.

a. Open the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand pane.

b. Select the Hosts tab, and then in the Host Name column, click the name of the host.

2. Select the Sensors tab.

3. Use the controls on the Sensors tab to suppress actions for individual sensors or sensor groups.

For a group of sensors

To suppress actions for a group of sensors, open the
Actions menu for the group, and then select
Suppress SensorGroup.

For an individual sensor
To suppress actions for an individual sensor, locate
the sensor in the Sensors list, and click Suppress
Sensor.
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Results

The Suppression field in the list is updated to show that actions are suppressed for the sensor.

4. CLI Commands for Managing Sensors

You can use the command-line interface to list sensor information, change sensor settings, and relearn sensors.

The following CLI commands are available for working with sensors. For complete syntax information, use the help command.

system host-sensorgroup-relearn

Include the name or ID of the host as a parameter.

system host-sensor-list

List all the sensors.

system host-sensor-modify

You can modify sensors using the suppress parameter (True or False).

system host-sensor-show

system host-sensorgroup-list

system host-sensorgroup-modify

You can modify sensor groups using the following parameters:

actions_critical_group

Valid values are alarm or ignore.

actions_major_group

Valid values are alarm or ignore.

actions_minor_group

Valid values are alarm or ignore.

audit interval_group

The time in seconds.

suppress

Valid values are True or False.

system host-sensorgroup-show

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-sensor-modify controller-0 d9af9433-44dd-4526-b0fd-8d7a0cdb877
b suppress=True

See also
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Sensors Tab.
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11. CONFIGURE NODE LABELS

1. Configure Node Labels Using Horizon

You can assign and remove labels to modify node functionality using Horizon.

Procedure

1. List the configured hosts on the system.
Navigate to the Admin > Platform > Host Inventory page.

2. Select the Host Name for the node you wish to modify.
The Host Detail page appears.

3. Select the Labels tab.

4. To delete a label, select the Delete Label button for the label key you wish to remove.

5. To add a label, select the Assign Kube Label button and make additional selections.

2. List Node Labels from the CLI

You can list assigned labels to review and manage the scheduling of Kubernetes objects, such as pods.

Labels are key/value pairs that are attached to nodes and are used to specify identifying attributes of nodes. Labels can be used to
identify physical attributes of a node such as special purpose hardware or labels can be used to identify logical attributes of a node,
for example the role of a node.

For more information on labels that are used to assign pods to nodes, refer to https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/configuration/
assign-pod-node/.

Procedure

• To list labels currently assigned to a host, use the host-label-list command.•

The command format is:
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system host-label-list (<hostName> | <hostID>)

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-label-list controller-0
+--------------+-------------------------+-------------+
| hostname     | label key               | label value |
+--------------+-------------------------+-------------+
| controller-0 | openstack-compute-node  | enabled     |
| controller-0 | openstack-control-plane | enabled     |
| controller-0 | openvswitch             | enabled     |
| controller-0 | SRIOV                   | enabled     |
+--------------+-------------------------+-------------+

3. Assign Node Labels from the CLI

You can assign labels to affect the scheduling of Kubernetes objects, such as pods.

Prerequisites

Hosts must be locked before labels can be assigned.

Labels are key/value pairs that are attached to nodes and are used to specify identifying attributes of nodes. Labels can be used to
identify physical attributes of a node such as special purpose hardware or labels can be used to identify logical attributes of a node,
for example the role of a node.

To change the value of a label, you must remove and reapply it. For more information, see Remove Node Labels from the CLI on
page 109.

For more information on labels that are used to assign pods to nodes, refer to https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/configuration/
assign-pod-node/.

Procedure

• To assign a label to a host, use the host-label-assign command.•

This command accepts a list of labels to assign. There can be one or many key-value pairs. Each added label will be returned.

The command format is:

system host-label-assign (<hostName> | <hostID>) <key>=<value> [<key>=<value> ...]

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-label-assign controller-0 openstack-compute-node=enabled openvs
witch=enabled sriov=enabled
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 2909d775-cd6c-4bc1-8268-27499fe38d5e |
| host_uuid   | 1f00d8a4-f520-41ee-b608-1b50054b1cd8 |
| label_key   | openstack-compute-node               |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
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| uuid        | 8dafcfcf-e417-4fd0-8829-8baadb3a3981 |
| host_uuid   | 1f00d8a4-f520-41ee-b608-1b50054b1cd8 |
| label_key   | openvswitch                          |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | d8e29e62-4173-4445-886c-9a95b0d6fee1 |
| host_uuid   | 1f00d8a4-f520-41ee-b608-1b50054b1cd8 |
| label_key   | SRIOV                                |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

Note
You can look up host names and IDs using the host-list command.

4. Remove Node Labels from the CLI

You can remove labels to affect the scheduling of Kubernetes objects, such as pods.

Prerequisites

Hosts must be locked before labels can be removed.

Labels are key/value pairs that are attached to nodes and are used to specify identifying attributes of nodes. Labels can be used to
identify physical attributes of a node such as special purpose hardware or labels can be used to identify logical attributes of a node,
for example the role of a node.

To change the value of a label, you must remove and reapply it. For more information, see Assign Node Labels from the CLI on
page 108.

For more information on labels that are used to assign pods to nodes, refer to https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/configuration/
assign-pod-node/.

Procedure

• To remove a label from a host, use the host-label-remove command.•

One or more labels can be removed.

The command format is:

system host-label-remove (<hostName> | <hostID>) <key> [<key> ...]

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-label-remove worker-0 openstack-compute-node openvswitch sriov
Deleted host label openstack-compute-node for host worker-0
Deleted host label openvswitch for host worker-0
Deleted host label SRIOV for host worker-0
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12. CHANGE A WORKER HOST PERFORMANCE PROFILE

1. Change a Worker Host Performance Profile

Changing the performance profile assigned to a worker host is useful for adjusting low-latency resources on a Cloud Platform system.

Procedure

1. Lock the host.
Open the Hosts tab on the Host Inventory page, available from Admin > Platform > Host Inventory in the left-hand
pane.
Select Lock Host from the Edit Host drop-down menu in the Actions column.
Wait until the host is reported as locked.

2. Delete the host from the inventory.

Note
Ensure that the host is Online so that its disk is erased when it is deleted from the inventory. This ensures that the host
boots from the network when it is powered up for re-installation. If the host is not online when it is deleted from the
inventory, you may need to force a network boot during re-installation.

Select Delete Host from the Edit Host drop-down menu in the Actions column.

3. Reinstall the host and select the desired performance profile.

4. Assign a node label to the host to enable host selection during Application scheduling.
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13. RESIZE FILESYSTEMS ON A HOST

1. Resize Filesystems on a Host

You can resize a filesystem on a host using the system host-fs-modify command.

The following combinations of filesystem and host types are supported.

Filesystem Host Type Folder Logical Volume Default Size

backup controller /opt/backups backup-lv 25 GiB

docker All node types /var/lib/docker docker-lv 30 GiB

kubelet All node types /var/lib/kubelet kubelet-lv 10 GiB

log All node types /var/log log-lv 7.5 GiB

scratch All node types /scratch scratch-lv variable

The following example changes the docker and kubelet filesystem sizes on a controller.

Procedure

1. List the filesystems on the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-list controller-1
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| UUID                                 | FS Name | Size in GiB | Logical Volume |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| a4d83571-a555-4ba5-999f-af709206ae35 | backup  | 25          | backup-lv      |
| d57652a1-af17-47b8-b941-9ebfeee4a56f | docker  | 30          | docker-lv      |
| a84374c6-8917-4db5-bd34-2a8d244f2bf6 | kubelet | 10          | kubelet-lv     |
| f0c5a8a9-57c7-4072-932d-8f7aac519f8c | log     | 8           | log-lv         |
| 2c026d6f-5c03-4135-abca-c0047aa7f5a6 | scratch | 8           | scratch-lv     |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+

Note that the docker and kubelet filesystems are 30 GiB and 10 GiB respectively.
The syntax of the host-fs-list command is:

host-fs-list <hostname_or_id>

<hostname_or_id> is the host name or UUID of the host.

2. Optionally, list details about a filesystem.
The syntax of the host-fs-show command is:

host-fs-show <hostname_or_id> <fs_name_or_uuid>

<hostname_or_id>

The host name or UUID of the host.
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<fs_name_or_uuid>

The name or UUID of the file system.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-show controller-1 d57652a1-af17-47b8-b941-9ebfeee4a56f
+----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                                |
+----------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid           | d57652a1-af17-47b8-b941-9ebfeee4a56f |
| name           | docker                               |
| size           | 30                                   |
| logical_volume | docker-lv                            |
| created_at     | 2019-08-08T03:05:25.341669+00:00     |
| updated_at     | None                                 |
+----------------+--------------------------------------+

3. Modify the sizes of the docker and kubelet filesystems.
The syntax of the host-fs-modify command is:

host-fs-modify <hostname_or_id> <fs_name>=<size> [<fs_name>=<size>]

<hostname_or_id>

The host name or UUID of the node.

<fs_name>

The name of the filesystem.

<size>

The new size of the filesystem, in GiB.

The following command changes the size of the docker filesystem to 31 GiB and that of the kubelet filesystem to 11
GiB.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-fs-modify controller-1 docker=31 kubelet=11
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| UUID                                 | FS Name | Size in GiB | Logical Volume |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
| a4d83571-a555-4ba5-999f-af709206ae35 | backup  | 25          | backup-lv      |
| d57652a1-af17-47b8-b941-9ebfeee4a56f | docker  | 31          | docker-lv      |
| a84374c6-8917-4db5-bd34-2a8d244f2bf6 | kubelet | 11          | kubelet-lv     |
| 2c026d6f-5c03-4135-abca-c0047aa7f5a6 | scratch | 8           | scratch-lv     |
+--------------------------------------+---------+-------------+----------------+
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14. CUSTOMIZE HOST LIFE CYCLES

1. Adjust the Boot Timeout Interval

You can adjust how long the controller waits for a host to boot before it moves the host into the Failed state.

For more information about host states, see The Life Cycle of a Host.

Procedure

1. To view the current settings, use the system service-parameter-list command.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-list --service platform
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+
| uuid    | service  | section       | name                        | value |
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+
| 6d60... | platform | maintenance   | worker_boot_timeout         | 720   |
| bd04... | platform | maintenance   | controller_boot_timeout     | 1200  |
| c3a9... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_degrade_threshold | 6     |
| 9089... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_failure_action    | fail  |
| 8df8... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_failure_threshold | 10    |
| 16b5... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_period            | 100   |
| 4712... | platform | maintenance   | mnfa_threshold              | 2     |
| 4ba7... | platform | maintenance   | mnfa_timeout                | 0     |
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+

2. Use the system service-parameter-modify command to specify the new timeout value.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance \timeout_parm=<timeout_
value>

The following service parameters control the boot timeout interval.

worker_boot_timeout

The time in seconds to allow for a worker or storage host to boot (720–1800 seconds). The default value is 720 seconds (12
minutes).

Note
This parameter also applies to storage nodes.

controller_boot_timeout

The time in seconds to allow for a controller host to boot (1200-1800 seconds). The default value is 1200 seconds (20
minutes).

For example, to change the boot timeout for the worker and storage hosts to 840 seconds:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance \worker_boot_timeout=84
0
+----------+--------------------------------------+
| Property | Value                                |
+----------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid     | ca82767b-4575-407a-8fc5-ea5ac20f3c21 |
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| service  | platform                             |
| section  | maintenance                          |
| name     | worker _boot_timeout                 |
| value    | 840                                  |
+----------+--------------------------------------+

3. Apply the service parameter change.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-apply platform
Applying platform service parameters

2. Reboot Limits for Host Unlock

During a host unlock, the host is rebooted. If the host fails to boot, Cloud Platform waits for a predetermined interval and then
attempts to reboot the host again. For certain types of failure, the number of reboot attempts is limited to prevent the host from
being rebooted indefinitely.

The following types of failure use reboot limitations. The failures are reported on the Host Inventory page of the Horizon Web
interface, in the Status field for the host.

Reboot Failure Wait Interval Additional Reboot
Attempts Remarks

Enable Heartbeat Failure 10 minutes One

A 10-minute wait time is
provided to allow for
user-initiated collect and
debug operations.

Configuration Failure 30 seconds One

In-Test Failed 30 seconds One

Start Services Failed 30 seconds One

After the designated number of reboots, Cloud Platform leaves the host in an Unlocked, Disabled, and Failed state to allow
troubleshooting. You can lock the host manually and then unlock it to attempt recovery.

3. Adjust the Host Heartbeat Interval and Heartbeat Response Thresholds

You can adjust the heartbeat interval, as well as the thresholds for missed heartbeat challenges that cause a host to be moved to the
Degraded or Failed state.

The settings apply to all hosts (controller, worker, and storage). For more information about host states, see The Life Cycle of a Host.

Note
The heartbeat_degrade threshold must not exceed the heartbeat_failure_threshold.

Procedure

1. To view the current settings, use the system service-parameter-list command.
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~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-list --service platform
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+
| uuid    | service  | section       | name                        | value |
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+
| 6d60... | platform | maintenance   | worker_boot_timeout         | 720   |
| bd04... | platform | maintenance   | controller_boot_timeout     | 1200  |
| c3a9... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_degrade_threshold | 6     |
| 9089... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_failure_action    | fail  |
| 8df8... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_failure_threshold | 10    |
| 16b5... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_period            | 100   |
| 4712... | platform | maintenance   | mnfa_threshold              | 2     |
| 4ba7... | platform | maintenance   | mnfa_timeout                | 0     |
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+

2. Use the system service-parameter-modify command to specify the new heartbeat setting.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance heartbeat_parm=<heartbe
at_value>

The following service parameters control the heartbeat interval and the response thresholds for moving a host to the
Degraded or Failed state.

heartbeat_period

The time in milliseconds between heartbeat challenges from the controller to the other hosts (100–1000 ms). The default is
100 ms.

heartbeat_degrade_threshold

The number of consecutive missing responses to heartbeat challenges before a host is moved into the Degraded state (4–
100). The default is six consecutive missing responses.

heartbeat_failure_threshold

The number of consecutive missing responses to heartbeat challenges before a host is moved into the Failed state (10–100).
The default is 10 consecutive missing responses.

For example, to change the heartbeat failure threshold for all hosts to 20 consecutive missing heartbeat responses:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance heartbeat_failure_thres
hold=20
+----------+--------------------------------------+
| Property | Value                                |
+----------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid     | d3202d28-acad-4b6f-8e44-cbeeb396eaff |
| service  | platform                             |
| section  | maintenance                          |
| name     | heartbeat_failure_threshold          |
| value    | 20                                   |
+----------+--------------------------------------+

3. Apply the service parameter change.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-apply platform
Applying platform service parameters
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4. Configure Heartbeat Failure Action

You can configure heartbeat_failure_action while performing network related maintenance activities that may interrupt inter-host
communications.

You can configure service parameters to change the heartbeat failure behavior from fail, degrade, alarm, or none actions, for
example, while replacing a networking cable.

The default action is fail, that is, fail and auto-recover hosts immediately in the event of a persistent loss of maintenance heartbeat.

Procedure

1. To view the current settings, use the system service-parameter-list command.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-list --service platform
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+
| uuid    | service  | section       | name                        | value |
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+
| 6d60... | platform | maintenance   | worker _boot_timeout        | 720   |
| bd04... | platform | maintenance   | controller_boot_timeout     | 1200  |
| c3a9... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_degrade_threshold | 6     |
| 9089... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_failure_action    | fail  |
| 8df8... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_failure_threshold | 10    |
| 16b5... | platform | maintenance   | heartbeat_period            | 100   |
| 4712... | platform | maintenance   | mnfa_threshold              | 2     |
| 4ba7... | platform | maintenance   | mnfa_timeout                | 0     |
+---------+----------+---------------+-----------------------------+-------+

2. Use the system service-parameter-modify command to specify the new heartbeat setting. Changing this action to
an invalid value results in the following semantic check error. For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify <platform maintenance heartbeat_failure_acti
on>=ignore Action must be one of 'fail', 'degrade', 'alarm' or 'none'

The following service parameters control the heartbeat_failure_action and accepts one of the four possible actions.

fail

The host is failed and gracefully recovered. The current network-specific alarms continue to be raised/cleared.

degrade

The host is degraded while it is failing a heartbeat. The current network-specific alarms continue to be raised/cleared. The
heartbeat degrade reason and the alarms are cleared when the heartbeat responses resume.

alarm

The only indication of a heartbeat failure is raised by an alarm. The same set of alarms as fail or degrade, are raised. When
an alarm is raised, no degrade, or failure, or reboot/reset occurs.

none

The heartbeat is disabled. No multicast heartbeat message is sent and all existing heartbeat alarms are cleared. The
heartbeat is by passed as part of the enable sequence.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance heartbeat_failure_actio
n=degrade
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+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 90896606-7ed4-43a5-9d96-59ea657184e6 |
| service     | platform                             |
| section     | maintenance                          |
| name        | heartbeat_failure_action             |
| value       | degrade                              |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

3. Apply the service parameter change.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-apply platform
Applying platform service parameters

Results

Customer logs are created. The customer can change from one action to any other action at any time and the log reflects the from
<action> to <action> change in the log text. For example,

The heartbeat alarms, such as Management Network can be viewed. For example:

+-------+--------------------------------+---------------+----------+-------------+
| Alarm | Reason Text                    | Entity ID     | Severity | Time Stamp  |
| ID    |                                |               |          |             |
+-------+--------------------------------+---------------+----------+-------------+
| 200.  | compute-1 experienced a        | host=         | critical | 2019-06-13T |
| 005   | persistent critical            | compute-2.=   |          | 14:31:13.   |
|       | management network             | network.      |          | 464590      |
|       | communication failure          | Management    |          |             |
+-------+--------------------------------+---------------+----------+-------------+
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Note
In the event of a single host heartbeat failure, maintenance will attempt to reboot, and if unreachable, will also attempt to
reset the host in order to expedite failed host recovery (if LAG Network is provisioned).

Warning

To maintain a system with High Fault Detection and Availability the heartbeat_failure_action should always be reverted back to fail
once network maintenance activities are completed. This action applies to all hosts and if a heartbeat failure occurs while any action
other than fail is selected, maintenance will not take action to recover the host by rebooting or resetting it. To change this action in
order to implement a network maintenance action, select the degrade or alarm action. Contact Customer Support, if you want to
select the none action as a last resort, and if the other actions do not meet the needs of the maintenance activity being performed.

Warning

Maintenance heartbeat is a Primary Fault Detection method of a Carrier Grade HA system. Selecting the none action disables the
maintenance heartbeat, and exposes the system to undetectable host failures, therefore, reduces the overall reliability of the system.

Postrequisites

Always revert the heartbeat_failure_action to fail once network maintenance activities are complete.

5. Configure Multi-Node Failure Avoidance

Multi-Node Failure Avoidance detects simultaneous in-service maintenance heartbeat failures of more than one host, and gracefully
recovers the hosts once the heartbeat is re-established.

You can configure multi-node failure avoidance for recovery of failing hosts, mnfa_threshold (default is 2, range is specified from 2 to
100), and the number of seconds the heartbeat can fail in this group of hosts, mnfa_timeout (default is no-timeout, value of 0, or
from 100 to 86400 secs=1 day), before the hosts are declared failed, or are required to be forced to reboot/reset. If the value is set
outside the range, a warning is displayed.

Multi-Node Failure Avoidance is based on four or more back to back heartbeat pulse misses for a mnfa_threshold or higher number
of hosts within a full heartbeat loss window. For example, given the default heartbeat period of 100 msec and the
heartbeat_failure_threshold of 10; if maintenance sees mnfa_threshold or more hosts missing four or more back to back heartbeat
responses within one second ( 100 msec times 10 ), then Multi-Node Failure Avoidance is activated for those hosts. Any additional
hosts failing heartbeat while MNFA is active are added to the MNFA pool.

In Horizon, MNFA displays heartbeat failing hosts in the unlocked-enabled-degraded state, and displays a status of “Graceful
Recovery Wait” while maintenance waits for heartbeat to that host to recover. This degraded state and host status is true only for the
fail and degrade heartbeat_failure_action selections. For information on viewing heartbeat-failing hosts from Horizon, see Hosts
Tab.

Hosts whose heartbeat recovers, after ten back to back heartbeat responses, are removed from the MNFA pool with state and status
returned to what it was prior to the event. Once the MNFA pool size drops below mnfa_threshold, then the remaining hosts have 6
seconds (100 msec times 10 plus 5 second grace period) to recover before the selected heartbeat_failure_action is taken against the
hosts. With the mnfa_threshold of two that would only be one host (or for 3 that could be 2). If late recovering hosts recover, and if
their uptime shows that they had rebooted, then they are tested and brought back into service like the others. Otherwise they are
fully re-enabled through reboot/reset.

In MNFA recovery, where the heartbeat_failure_action is fail and the hosts do not reboot during the loss of heartbeat. It is possible
that maintenance will force a reboot of the mnfa_threshold-1 late recovering hosts upon eventual recovery, as at that point they are
treated as individual heartbeat failures.

Procedure
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1. Use the system service-parameter-modify command to specify the new mnfa_threshold and mnfa_timeout setting.
Changing this to an invalid value, results in a semantic check error similar to the following:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance mnfa_threshold=<1>
Parameter 'mnfa_threshold' must be between 2 and 100

The mnfa_timeout accepts a value of 0 indicating no-timeout or from 100 to 86400 secs (1 day). For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-modify platform maintenance mnfa_timeout=<20>
Parameter 'mnfa_timeout' must be zero or between 100 and 86400

Customer logs are created. The customer logs record from and to changes in the log text. For example:

2. Apply the service parameter change.

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-apply platform
Applying platform service parameters

Note
Multi-Node Failure Avoidance is never activated as it does not apply if the heartbeat_failure_action is set to alarm or
none.

For more information, see Configure Heartbeat Failure Action on page 116.

6. Handle Maintenance Heartbeat Failure for Active Controller Service
Activation

Maintenance is started by Service Management (along with other active controller services) based on one of the following 3 events:

• on initial controller activity startup, or•

• on a controlled or uncontrolled controller SWACT, or•

• on active controller selection following a double controller reboot/power outage; i.e. DOR•

In such events, Maintenance process startup queries System Inventory for a list of provisioned hosts along with their configuration
and state information.

Hosts that are found to be in the unlocked/enabled state are expected to service Maintenance heartbeat.

However, the uptime on the active controller can impact how quickly Maintenance reacts to unlocked-enabled hosts that fail
heartbeat following controller services activation.
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If the active controller reboots or loses power, then the standby controller takes over by way of an uncontrolled SWACT.

Greater than 15 minute uptime: When maintenance starts on a controller whose uptime is greater than 15 minutes, any host found
to be in the unlocked/enabled state and not servicing heartbeat will be given a 5 second grace period before Maintenance declares
the node failed and puts it into Graceful Recovery.

Graceful Recovery is a maintenance heartbeat failure state capable of avoiding a second reboot if the host was found to have
already rebooted upon heartbeat loss recovery.

If both controllers reboot or lose power, then Service Management will start services on the first healthy controller following the
outage.

Less than 15 minute uptime: When maintenance starts on a controller whose uptime is less than 15 minutes, it assumes the system is
in DOR mode. Maintenance is more tolerant of unlocked/enabled hosts that are not immediately servicing heartbeat following
maintenance process startup in DOR mode. Instead of failing a node after 5 seconds, it waits up to 10 minutes to give servers a
longer grace period to recover, knowing that power outage recovery time can vary from server to server.
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15. NODE INVENTORY TASKS

1. Start the System

Restarting an entire Cloud Platform system may become necessary, for instance, after the underlying hardware has been shut down
and physically moved.

This may be necessary, for instance, after the underlying hardware has been shut down and physically moved.

Procedure

1. Boot up controller-0.

a. Apply power to the system.

b. Log in using a local console or BMC console.

c. Use the system host-list command to ensure that the host is fully booted before proceeding.

2. Boot on and unlock controller-1.

a. Apply power to the system.

b. Log in using a local console or BMC console.

c. Unlock the system.

d. Use the system host-list command to ensure that the host is fully booted before proceeding.

3. Power on storage-0.

Note
This step applies to Ceph-backed systems (systems with storage nodes) only.

a. Apply power to the system.

b. Log in using a local console or BMC console.

c. Use the system host-list command to ensure that the host is fully booted before proceeding.

4. Power on and unlock storage-1.

Note
This step applies to Ceph-backed systems (systems with storage nodes) only.

a. Apply power to the system.

b. Log in using a local console or BMC console.

c. Unlock the system.

d. Use the system host-list command to ensure that the host is fully booted before proceeding.

5. Power on and unlock each worker node.

a. Follow the instructions for the node’s hardware to power it up.

b. On the Hosts tab of the Admin > Platform > Host Inventory page, select Edit Host > Unlock Host.
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2. Shut Down the System

Performing a controlled shutdown of an entire Cloud Platform system may become necessary if, for instance, you need to physically
move the underlying hardware.

For information on restarting the cluster, see Start the System on page 121.

Prerequisites

On a system that contains storage nodes, a local console or a BMC console connected to storage-0 is required so that you can issue
a shutdown command in the final step of this procedure.

Procedure

1. Swact to controller-0.
From the Admin > Platform > Host Inventory page, on the Hosts tab, select Edit Host > Swact Host for
controller-0.

2. Lock and shut down each worker node.

a. From the Admin > Platform > Host Inventory page, on the Hosts tab, select Edit Host > Lock Host.

b. From the terminal of the worker node, issue a shutdown command.

# sudo shutdown -hP now

Wait until the node is completely shut down before proceeding to the next step.

3. Lock and shut down each storage node except for storage-0.
Storage-0 is required as part of the Ceph monitor quorum. Do not shut it down until the controllers have been shut
down.

Note
This step applies to Ceph-backed systems (systems with storage nodes) only.

a. From the Admin > Platform > Host Inventory page, on the Hosts tab, select Edit Host > Lock Host.

b. From the terminal of storage-1, issue a shutdown command.

# sudo shutdown -hP now

Wait for several minutes to ensure Ceph has detected and reacted to the missing storage node. You can use ceph -s
to verify that the OSDs on storage-1 are down.
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4. Lock and shut down controller-1.

a. From the Admin > Platform > Host Inventory page, on the Hosts tab, select Edit Host > Lock Host.

b. From the terminal of controller-1, issue a shutdown command.

# sudo shutdown -hP now

Wait until the node is completely shut down before proceeding to the next step.

5. Shut down controller-0.
You cannot lock this controller node, as it is the last remaining controller node.

# sudo shutdown -hP now

Wait until the node is completely shut down before proceeding to the next step.

6. Shut down storage-0.

Note
This step applies to Ceph-backed systems (systems with storage nodes) only.

You must use a local console or a BMC console to issue the shutdown command.

# sudo shutdown -hP now
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16. HARDWARE ACCELERATION DEVICES

1. Intel N3000 FPGA support
1.1. N3000 FPGA Overview

The N3000 FPGA PAC has two Intel XL710 NICs, memory and an Intel FPGA.

Wind River Cloud Platform discovers and inventories the device as a NIC, with the XL710 ports available in the host port list and host
interface list. Containers wanting to leverage the FPGA bind to an SR-IOV VF interface of the N3000 NIC port by creating and
requesting an SR-IOV NetworkAttachmentDefinition resource for a Data Network attached to the N3000 NIC. See the post-
requisites at the end of this procedure for more information.

The NICs on-board the N3000 PAC will have PCI device ID 0x0d58 for 25G configurations or 0x0cf8 for 10G configurations.

Use the Intel N3000 PAC to take advantage of the hardware acceleration provided by FPGA hardware from within containers to
improve container performance across a cluster.

The Intel N3000 FPGA also supports FEC capabilities that are exposed as a PCI device that may be used by a DPDK enabled
container application to perform accelerated 5G LDPC encoding and decoding operations.

The pf-bb-config package is used to statically configure the baseband device within N3000 devices. The baseband configuration file
for N3000 devices is taken from https://github.com/intel/pf-bb-config/blob/v21.6/fpga_5gnr/fpga_5gnr_config_vf.cfg, and
customized to assign the UL and DL queues to VF0 only. It is then applied to the enabled N3000 device, if required.

Note
The N3000 device configuration using pf-bb-config package is based only on the contents of the
_fpga_5gnr_config_vf.cfg_ file regardless of the actual number of VFs configured via the system host-device-modify
command.

See also

N3000 FPGA Forward Error Correction on page 127

1.2. Update an N3000 FPGA Image

The N3000 FPGA as shipped from the factory is expected to have production BMC and factory images. The following procedure
describes how to update the N3000 FPGA user image on a Cloud Platform host.

Note
Cloud Platform does not support the FPGA prestart CRI-O hook. FPGA programming must be performed manually.

Note
For BMC images on N3000 FPGA hardware, it is recommended that the admin user uses the md5sum of the device image
file as the bitstream ID. This will ensure that different files get unique IDs, and the same file gets the same ID.

Device Image Types

There are three types of device images, root-key, functional, and key-revocation.

root-key

The root-key image sets the main authentication key on the hardware.
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functional

The functional device image performs the desired work on behalf of the application. If a root-key device image has been written
to the hardware, then the functional image will only be accepted if it has been signed by a CSK generated from the root key
which has not been revoked.

key-revocation

The key-revocation device image will revoke a CSK. If a root-key device image has been written to the hardware, then the key-
revocation device image will only be accepted if it has been signed by the root key.

Specifically for the N3000, the root-key image can only be set once, CSKs are revoked by specifying an integer CSK ID, and there are
128 CSK ID cancellation slots. In the Intel literature the root-key device image is known as the “root entry hash bitstream”, the
functional device image is known as the “user image”, and the key-revocation device image is known as the “CSK ID cancellation
bitstream”. For the N3000, a CSK is revoked by specifying an integer ID, and all CSKs with that ID will be revoked. Writing the root-
key device image or a key-revocation device image is essentially permanent. Reverting to factory status requires physical access to
the card and specialized equipment.

Prerequisites

• Before adding or updating FPGA support, read•

https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/programmable/us/en/pdfs/literature/ug/ug-ias-n3000.pdf

and particularly Chapter 8, Node Interfaces, Configuring Ethernet Interfaces, to understand how to configure the N3000
NICs.

• If you are using your own load, you must have it compiled for the N3000 FPGA.•

• Familiarize yourself with setting the MTU on a NIC.•

See Cloud Platform Data Networks: Add Data Networks Using the CLI and Attach Ethernet Interfaces to Networks Using
the CLI.

• The host should be unlocked.•

Procedure

1. Upload the device image.

• To upload a root-key device image:

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-upload <imagefile> root-key <pci_vendor> <pci_device> 
--key-signature <key_signature> --name <imagename> --description <description> --image-versio
n <version>

• To upload a revocation key device image:

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-upload <imagefile> key-revocation <pci_vendor> <pci_de
vice> --revoke-key-id <revoke_key_id> --name <imagename> --description <description> --image-
version <version>

• To upload a functional device image:

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-upload <imagefile> functional <pci_vendor> <pci_device
> --bitstream-id <bitstream_id> --name <imagename> --description <description> --image-versio
n <version> --bmc <true/false> --retimer-included <true/false>

In the above device-image-upload commands, the following substitutions apply:

<imagefile>

The filepath of the binary device image file.
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<pci_vendor>

The hexadecimal string identifying the PCI vendor ID of the device this image applies to.

<pci_device>

The hexadecimal string identifying the PCI device ID of the device this image applies to.

<key_signature>

A hexadecimal string identifying the root key device image.

<revoke_key_id>

A decimal key ID for the key revocation device image.

<bitstream_id>

A hexadecimal string of the functional device image.

<name>

The name of the device image (optional).

<description>

Is the description of the device image (optional).

<image-version>

The version of the device image (optional).

--bmc <true/false>

A boolean indicating whether it is a BMC functional image (optional).

--retimer-included <true/false>

A boolean indicates whether the BMC firmware includes a retimer firmware (optional).

2. Assign a device label to the device.
Labels are key-value pairs that are assigned to host PCI devices and are used to specify attributes of the devices.
Labels can be used to identify certain properties of the PCI devices where the same device image can be used.
The command syntax is:

system host-device-label-assign [--overwrite] <hostname_or_id> <pci_name_or_address> <name>=<va
lue> [<name>=<value> ...]

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-label-assign controller-0 0000:b3:00.0 key1=value1
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 789be75d-7ac3-472e-bbbc-6d62878aad4a |
| label_key   | key1                                 |
| label_value | value1                               |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

The label can be overwritten using the --overwrite option. This option is not allowed while the image update is in
progress after running host-device-image-update.
Once assigned, a device label can be referenced by multiple device-image-apply commands.
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3. Apply the device image on one or all supported devices.

Note
A device firmware update in progress alarm is raised once the first device image is applied.

The system device-image-state-list will show the status of the device as pending.

• Apply a device image to all supported devices:

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-apply <image_uuid>

• Alternatively, apply a device image to devices with a specified label:

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-apply image_uuid <key1>=<value1>

When applying functional device images device-image-apply will remove any existing pending or completed
functional device image state entries for that device. Additionally, any in-progress device image updates will block
the apply operation.
For root-key device images, device-image-apply will be blocked if a root-key device image has already been applied.

4. Write pending device images on the host to hardware.

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-device-image-update <hostname>

Note
This operation currently supports one pending device image at a time.

Any previously-attempted device image writes for this host that are in a failed state will be reset to pending and
retried.
Root and revocation key updates can be expected to take 1-2 minutes. Functional image updates can take
approximately 40 minutes for the N3000 FPGA.

• Once a device update is complete, system device-image-state-list will show the status as completed for that
device/image.

• Once all pending device updates for the host are complete, system host-show <hostname> will again display an
empty string for device_image_update.

5. Lock and unlock the host.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

6. Upload, apply, and update any additional key-revocation device images or functional device images as needed.
New device images can be uploaded as needed, and already-uploaded images can be applied with new labels.
Devices can also have new labels applied to them and any device images with matching labels will be automatically
applied.

Note
The N3000 supports a maximum of 128 code-signing key IDs.

1.3. N3000 FPGA Forward Error Correction

The Intel N3000 FPGA also supports FEC capabilities.

The Intel N3000 FPGA FEC capabilities are exposed as a PCI device that may be used by a DPDK enabled container application to
perform accelerated 5G LDPC encoding, and decoding operations.
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Once the FPGA device is programmed, the FEC with device ID 0xd8f is displayed in the list of host devices by running the following
command:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-list worker-0
+-------+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+-------------+----------------------+-
----------+---------+
| name  | address  | class  | vendor | device | class name | vendor name | device name          | 
numa_node | enabled |
|       |          | id     | id     | id     |            |             |                      
|           |         |
+-------+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+-------------+----------------------+-
----------+---------+
| pci_0 | 0000:0c: | 030000 | 102b   | 0522   | VGA        | Matrox      | MGA G200e [Pilot]    | 
0         | True    |
| 000_0 | 00.0     |        |        |        | compatible | Electronics | ServerEngines (SEP1) 
|           |         |
| c_00_ |          |        |        |        | controller | Systems Ltd |                      
|           |         |
| 0     |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
|           |         |
|       |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
|           |         |
|pci_0  | 0000:b7: | 120000 | 8086   | 0d8f   | Processing |Intel        | Device 0d8f          | 
1         | True    |
|000_b7 | 00.0     |        |        |        |accelerators|Corporation  |                      
|           |         |
|_00_0  |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
|           |         |
+-------+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+-------------+----------------------+-
----------+---------|

To enable the FEC device for SR-IOV interfaces, it must be modified in order to set the number of virtual functions (VF), and the
appropriate userspace drivers for the physical function (PF), and VFs.

The following PF and VF drivers are supported:

• PF driver: igb_uio•

• VF driver: igb_uio, vfio•

For example, run the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock worker-0
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-modify <worker> <name> --driver <vf driver> --vf-driver <vf 
driver> -N <number_of_vfs>
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock worker-0

To pass the FEC device to a container, the following requests/limits must be entered into the pod specification:

intel.com/intel_fpga_fec: <number_of_vfs>

For example:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
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  name: 5gnr
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "sriov1" }
    ]'
spec:
  restartPolicy: Never
  containers:
  - name: 5gnr
    image: "5gnr-image"
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /mnt/huge-1048576kB
      name: hugepage
    stdin: true
    tty: true
    resources:
      requests:
        memory: 4Gi
        intel.com/intel_fpga_fec: '1'
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanetwork_a: '1'
      limits:
        hugepages-1Gi: 4Gi
        memory: 4Gi
        intel.com/intel_fpga_fec: '1'
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanetwork_a: '1'
  volumes:
  - name: hugepage
    emptyDir:
      medium: HugePages

1.4. Show Details for a Device

Additional details are available when running the host-device-show command in the context of an FPGA device.

Example

~(keystone_user)$ system host-device-show 2 0000:b2:00.0

+-----------------------+---------------------------+
| Property              | Value                     |
+-----------------------+---------------------------+
| name                  | pci_0000_b2_00_0          |
| ...                   | ...                       |
| root_key              | 0x2973c55fc739e8181b...   |
| revoked_key_ids       | 1,50-51                   |
| boot_page             | user                      |
| bitstream_id          | 0x2383a62a010504          |
| bmc_build_version     | D.2.0.6                   |
| bmc_fw_version        | D.2.0.21                  |
+-----------------------+---------------------------+

In the above example, the properties below the ellipse (…) are specific to FPGA devices.

1.5. Upload a Device Image

Prerequisites
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The device image must exist where the system command is executed, such as a remote CLI, before proceeding.

Note
For BMC images on N3000 FPGA hardware, it is recommended that the admin user uses the md5sum of the device image
file as the bitstream ID. This will ensure that different files get unique IDs, and the same file gets the same ID.

Procedure

• Upload the device image.•

- To upload a root-key device image:-

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-upload <imagefile> root-key <pci_vendor> <pci_devi
ce> --key-signature <key_signature> --name <imagename> --description <description> --imag
e-version <version>

- To upload a revocation key device image:-

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-upload <imagefile> key-revocation <pci_vendor> <pc
i_device> --revoke-key-id <revoke_key_id> --name <imagename> --description <description> 
--image-version <version>

- To upload a functional device image:-

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-upload <imagefile> functional <pci_vendor> <pci_de
vice> --functional <bitstream_id> --name <imagename> --description <description> --image-
version <version>

In the above device-image-upload commands, the following substitutions apply:

<imagefile>

The filepath of the binary device image file.

<pci_vendor>

The hexadecimal string identifying the PCI vendor ID of the device this image applies to.

<pci_device>

The hexadecimal string identifying the PCI device ID of the device this image applies to.

<key_signature>

A hexadecimal string identifying the root key device image.

<revoke_key_id>

A decimal key ID for the key revocation device image.

<bitstream_id>

A hexadecimal string of the functional device image.

<name>

The name of the device image (optional).

<description>

Is the description of the device image (optional).

<image-version>

The version of the device image (optional).

1.6. Common Device Management Tasks

Some common device management tasks are listed in this section.
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For a list of tasks see:

• Listing Uploaded Device Images on page 131•

• Listing Device Labels on page 131•

• Removing a Device Image on page 132•

• Removing a Device Label on page 132•

• Initiating a Device Image Update for a Host on page 132•

• Displaying the Status of Device Images on page 133•

• Listing Uploaded Device Images on page 131•

• Listing Device Labels on page 131•

• Removing a Device Image on page 132•

• Removing a Device Label on page 132•

• Initiating a Device Image Update for a Host on page 132•

• Displaying the Status of Device Images on page 133•

1.7. Common device management tasks

List Uploaded Device Images

Use the device-image-list command to review currently uploaded images.

Procedure

• Run the command as shown:•

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-list
+------------+----------------+------------+------------+--------------+---------------+------
---------+------+-------------+---------------+----------------+
| uuid       | bitstream_type | pci_vendor | pci_device | bitstream_id | key_signature | revok
e_key_id | name | description | image_version | applied_labels |
+------------+----------------+------------+------------+--------------+---------------+------
---------+------+-------------+---------------+----------------+
| 12032cbe...| functional     | 8086       | 0b30       | abcd         | None          | Non
e          | None | None        | None          | None           |
| 14bd033c...| key-revocation | 8086       | 0b30       | None         | None          | 12
3           | None | None        | None          | None           |
| 04ab84e3...| key-revocation | 8086       | 0b30       | None         | None          | 55
5           | None | None        | None          | None           |
| 0b15ad7b...| root-key       | 8086       | 0b30       | None         | a123          | Non
e          | None | None        | None          | None           |
+------------+----------------+------------+------------+--------------+---------------+------
---------+------+-------------+---------------+----------------+

List Device Labels

Use the host-device-label-list command to review device labels used on a host.

The command format is:

system host-device-label-list <hostname_or_id> <devicename_or_address>

Example
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• To list device labels on controller-0, do the following.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-label-list controller-0
+--------------+------------------+-----------+-------------+
| hostname     | PCI device name  | label key | label value |
+--------------+------------------+-----------+-------------+
| controller-0 | pci_0000_b3_00_0 | key1      | value1      |
+--------------+------------------+-----------+-------------+

Remove a Device Image

You can remove a device image, either from all devices in the system or only from those matching a specified label.

Procedure

• Use one of the following options to remove a device image with a specific label or all device images.•

- The command syntax to remove a device image from all devices is:-

system device-image-remove <image_uuid>

- The command syntax to remove the device image from all devices with a matching label is:-

system device-image-remove <image_uuid> <key1>=<value1>

Remove a Device Label

Device labels can be removed from a device by specifying the label key.

The command format is:

system host-device-label-remove <hostname_or_id> <pci_name_or_address> <name> [<name> ...]

Example

• Remove key1 associated with a PCI device from controller-0.•

~(keystone_user)$ system host-device-label-remove controller-0 0000:b3:00.0 key1

Initiate a Device Image Update for a Host

To initiate device image updates on a host, use the host-device-image-update command.

Note
Modifying or deleting device labels for devices on the host (if any) is not allowed while the update is in progress.

The command syntax is:

system host-device-image-update <hostname_or_host_ID>

Example

• To update a host image on controller-0, do the following:•

~(keystone_user)$ system host-device-image-update controller-0
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Display the Status of Device Images

Use the device-image-state-list command to review the state of applied device images

Procedure

• Run the following command.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system device-image-state-list

This will produce output similar to:

+--------------+--------------------+--------------------------------------+---------+--------
-----------+------------+
| hostname     | PCI device address | Device image uuid                    | status  | Update 
start time | updated_at |
+--------------+--------------------+--------------------------------------+---------+--------
-----------+------------+
| controller-0 | 0000:b3:00.0       | 12032cbe-1d78-4813-847a-649e3bb1fb4d | pending | Non
e              | None       |
+--------------+--------------------+--------------------------------------+---------+--------
-----------+------------+

CLI Commands for Managing PCI Devices

Several commands are available for managing PCI devices from the CLI.

The following commands are available for managing PCI devices on a host:

system host-device-list <hostname>

Lists the devices for a host.

system host-device-show <hostname> <pciaddress>

Lists the device at a specific PCI address on a host.

system host-device-modify [options] <hostname> <pciaddress>

Exposes a device to applications.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-list worker-0
+-------+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+-------------+----------------------+-
----------+---------+
| name  | address  | class  | vendor | device | class name | vendor name | device name          | 
numa_node | enabled |
|       |          | id     | id     | id     |            |             |                      
|           |         |
+-------+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+-------------+----------------------+-
----------+---------+
| pci_0 | 0000:0c: | 030000 | 102b   | 0522   | VGA        | Matrox      | MGA G200e [Pilot]    | 
0         | True    |
| 000_0 | 00.0     |        |        |        | compatible | Electronics | ServerEngines (SEP1) 
|           |         |
| c_00_ |          |        |        |        | controller | Systems Ltd |                      
|           |         |
| 0     |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
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|           |         |
|       |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
|           |         |
|pci_0  | 0000:b7: | 120000 | 8086   | 0d8f   | Processing |Intel        | Device 0d8f          | 
1         | True    |
|000_b7 | 00.0     |        |        |        |accelerators|Corporation  |                      
|           |         |
|_00_0  |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
|           |         |
|       |          |        |        |        |            |             |                      
|           |         |
+-------+----------+--------+--------+--------+------------+-------------+----------------------+-
----------+---------+

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-show worker-0 0000:0c::00.0
+-----------------------+----------------------------------------+
| Property              | Value                                  |
+-----------------------+----------------------------------------+
| name                  | pci_0000_0c_00_0                       |
| address               | 0000:0c:00.0                           |
| class id              | 030000                                 |
| vendor id             | 102b                                   |
| device id             | 0522                                   |
| class name            | VGA compatible controller              |
| vendor name           | Matrox Electronics Systems Ltd.        |
| device name           | MGA G200e [Pilot] ServerEngines (SEP1) |
| numa_node             | 0                                      |
| enabled               | True                                   |
| sriov_totalvfs        | None                                   |
| sriov_numvfs          | 0                                      |
| sriov_vfs_pci_address |                                        |
| extra_info            |                                        |
| created_at            | 2020-01-02T15:47:00.900816+00:00       |
| updated_at            | None                                   |
+-----------------------+----------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-modify --name="Encryption1" --enable=True worker-0 0000:09:0
0.0

2. vRAN Accelerator ACC100 Adapter (Mount Bryce)
2.1. Enable Mount Bryce HW Accelerator for Hosted vRAN Containerized
Workloads

You can enable and access Mount Bryce ACC100 eASIC card from Intel® such that it can be used as a HW accelerator by hosted
vRAN containerized workloads on Wind River Cloud Platform.

About this task

The following procedure shows an example of configuring an AIO-SX system such that it can support hosting a DPDK FlexRAN-
reference-architecture container image that uses the Mount Bryce HW accelerator. The procedure enables the required SR-IOV
drivers, CPU policies and memory of controller-0, and then enables the Mount Bryce device.

Prerequisites
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• The system has been provisioned and unlocked.•

Procedure

1. Source the platform environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)$

2. Lock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

3. Assign labels to controller-0 to enable SR-IOV device plugin, static Kubernetes CPU manager and restricted
Kubernetes topology manager policy.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-label-assign controller-0 sriovdp=enabled
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-label-assign controller-0 kube-cpu-mgr-policy=static
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-label-assign controller-0 kube-topology-mgr-policy=restricted

4. Modify the CPU core assignments for controller-0 to have 12 application-isolated physical cores (24 virtual cores if
hyper-threading is supported and enabled on the processor) on processor 0. Your specific application(s) may need
more or less cores.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-cpu-modify -f application-isolated -p0 12 controller-0

5. Modify the memory configuration for controller-0 numa-node 0 to have 12 1G Huge Pages. Your specific
application(s) may need more or less, or different sized Huge Pages.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-memory-modify controller-0 0 -1G 12

6. List all devices on controller-0 and identify the name of the Mount Bryce Hardware Accelerator (i.e. device id = 0d5c).

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-list -a controller-0
+------------------+--------------+----------+-----------+..
| name             | address      | class id | vendor id |
+------------------+--------------+----------+-----------+
| pci_0000_00_16_0 | 0000:00:16.0 | 78000    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_00_16_1 | 0000:00:16.1 | 78000    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_00_1a_0 | 0000:00:1a.0 | c0300    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_00_1d_0 | 0000:00:1d.0 | c0300    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_00_1f_2 | 0000:00:1f.2 | 10600    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_00_1f_3 | 0000:00:1f.3 | c0500    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_04_00_0 | 0000:04:00.0 | 10700    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_04_00_3 | 0000:04:00.3 | c0500    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_04_00_4 | 0000:04:00.4 | c0500    | 8086      |
| pci_0000_05_00_0 | 0000:05:00.0 | 30200    | 10de      |
| pci_0000_0a_00_0 | 0000:0a:00.0 | 30000    | 102b      |
| pci_0000_85_00_0 | 0000:85:00.0 | 120001   | 8086      |
+------------------+--------------+----------+-----------+..
+-----------+---------------------------------+---------------------+..
| device id | class name                      | vendor name         |
+-----------+-----------+---------------------+---------------------+
| 1d3a      | Communication controller        | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d3b      | Communication controller        | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d2d      | USB controller                  | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d26      | USB controller                  | Intel Corporation   |
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| 1d02      | SATA controller                 | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d22      | SMBus                           | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d68      | Serial Attached SCSI controller | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d70      | SMBus                           | Intel Corporation   |
| 1d71      | SMBus                           | Intel Corporation   |
| 1eb8      | 3D controller                   | NVIDIA Corporation  |
| 0522      | VGA compatible controller       | Matrox Electronics..|
| 0d5c      | Processing accelerators         | Intel Corporation   |
+-----------+---------------------------------+---------------------+..
+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------+---------+
| device name                                              | numa_node | enabled |
+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------+---------+
| C600/X79 series chipset MEI Controller #1                | 0         | False   |
| C600/X79 series chipset MEI Controller #2                | 0         | False   |
| C600/X79 series chipset USB2 Enhanced Host Controller #2 | 0         | False   |
| C600/X79 series chipset USB2 Enhanced Host Controller #1 | 0         | False   |
| C600/X79 series chipset 6-Port SATA AHCI Controller      | 0         | False   |
| C600/X79 series chipset SMBus Host Controller            | 0         | False   |
| C606 chipset Dual 4-Port  SATA/SAS Storage Control uni.. | 0         | False   |
| C600/X79 series chipset SMBus Controller 0               | 0         | False   |
| C608/C606/X79 series chipset SMBus Controller 1          | 0         | False   |
| Device 1eb8                                              | 0         | False   |
| MGA G200e [Pilot] ServerEngines (SEP1)                   | 0         | False   |
| Device 0d5c                                              | 1         | True    |
+----------------------------------------------------------+-----------+---------+

7. Modify the Mount Bryce device to enable it, specify the base driver and vf driver, and configure it for 16 VFs.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-device-modify controller-0 pci_0000_85_00_0 --driver igb_uio --v
f-driver vfio -N 16

8. Unlock the host.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

Results

To set up pods using SR-IOV, see Setting Up Pods to Use SRIOV to Access Mount Bryce HW Accelerator on page 136.

2.2. Set Up Pods to Use SRIOV to Access Mount Bryce HW Accelerator

You can configure pods with SR-IOV access to a Mount Bryce device by adding the appropriate ‘resources’ request in the pod
specification.

About this task

The following procedure shows an example of launching a container image with ‘resources’ request for a VF to the Mount Bryce
device.

Procedure

1. Source the platform environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc ~(keystone_admin)$

2. Create a pod.yml file that requests 16 Mount Bryce VFs (i.e. intel.com/intel_acc100_fec: ‘16’)
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~(keystone_admin)$ cat >> pod0.yml << EOF
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: pod0
  annotations:
  labels:
    app: pod0
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: pod0
  template:
    metadata:
      name: pod0
      labels:
        app: pod0
    spec:
      restartPolicy: Always
      containers:
      - name: pod0
        image: "windse/pktgen-testpmd-bbdev:d1911r4p1912"
        volumeMounts:
        - mountPath: /mnt/huge-1048576kB
          name: hugepage
        - mountPath: /sys/devices
          name: uio
        command: ["/bin/bash", "-ec", "sleep infinity"]
        securityContext:
          privileged: false
          capabilities:
            add:
              ["IPC_LOCK", "SYS_ADMIN"]
        resources:
          requests:
            memory: 4Gi
            intel.com/intel_acc100_fec: '16'
            windriver.com/isolcpus: 24
          limits:
            hugepages-1Gi: 2Gi
            memory: 4Gi
            intel.com/intel_acc100_fec: '16'
            windriver.com/isolcpus: 24
      volumes:
      - name: hugepage
        emptyDir:
          medium: HugePages
      - name: uio
        hostPath:
          path: /sys/devices
EOF

3. Start the pod.

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl create -f pod0.yml
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4. Wait for the pod to start and execute the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl exec -it pod0 -- bash echo
$PCIDEVICE_INTEL_COM_INTEL_ACC100_FEC

The following PCI addresses corresponding to the SR-IOVs are displayed:

0000:86:01.1,0000:86:01.0,0000:86:01.7,0000:86:01.4,0000:86:00.3,0000:86:00.1,0000:86:00.5,0000
:86:00.7,0000:86:00.2,0000:86:00.4,0000:86:01.5,0000:86:01.6,0000:86:01.2,0000:86:00.0,0000:86:
00.6,0000:86:01.3

3. N3000 and ACC100 replacement
3.1. Replace N3000 and ACC100 with a different vendor and device-id

About this task

The following procedure allows the replacement of an N3000 or ACC100 device on a host, without requiring a host or system (in case
of AIO-SX) re-install and re-configuration, in the case of the replaced device having different vendor or device ID information.

The normal approach to doing such a change would be to do a system host-delete, a system host-add (re-install) and a re-
configure of the host. In the case of an AIO-SX deployment, with only one host, this would result in a full system re-install and full
system re-configuration.

In this procedure, to allow the system to update the PCI device database, you must remove the current device configuration before
replacing the PCI card and adding in configuration for the new device.

Note
The N3000 card comes with both NIC and FEC functionality and requires the procedure to be done for both types.

Prerequisites

Obtain the vendor and device-id of currently installed card with:

(keystone_admin)]# system host-port-show <hostname> port-name
(keystone_admin)]# system host-device-list <hostname>

For information on replacing an N3000 or ACC100 with the same model, see Replace N3000 and ACC100 with the same vendor and
device-id on page 140

Procedure

1. If the host in question is the single host of an AIO-SX subcloud deployment, set the subcloud as unmanaged.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud unmanage <subcloud-name>

2. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

3. Identify the current N3000 or ACC100 module.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-list <hostname>
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+------------------+--------------+----------+-----------+-----------+-------------------------
--+-------------------------+-------------------------------------+-----------+---------+
| name             | address      | class id | vendor id | device id | class nam
e                | vendor name             | device name                         | numa_node | 
enabled |
+------------------+--------------+----------+-----------+-----------+-------------------------
--+-------------------------+-------------------------------------+-----------+---------+
| pci_0000_02_00_0 | 0000:02:00.0 | 030000   | 1a03      | 2000      | VGA compatible controlle
r | ASPEED Technology, Inc. | ASPEED Graphics Family              | 0         | True    |
| pci_0000_3d_00_0 | 0000:3d:00.0 | 0b4000   | 8086      | 37c8      | Co-processo
r              | Intel Corporation       | C62x Chipset QuickAssist Technology | 0         | Tr
ue    |
| pci_0000_3f_00_0 | 0000:3f:00.0 | 0b4000   | 8086      | 37c8      | Co-processo
r              | Intel Corporation       | C62x Chipset QuickAssist Technology | 0         | Tr
ue    |
| pci_0000_b2_00_0 | 0000:b2:00.0 | 120000   | 8086      | 0b30      | Processing accelerator
s   | Intel Corporation       | Device 0b30                         | 1         | True    |
| pci_0000_b4_00_0 | 0000:b4:00.0 | 120000   | 8086      | 0d8f      | Processing accelerator
s   | Intel Corporation       | Device 0d8f                         | 1         | True    |
| pci_0000_da_00_0 | 0000:da:00.0 | 0b4000   | 8086      | 37c8      | Co-processo
r              | Intel Corporation       | C62x Chipset QuickAssist Technology | 1         | Tr
ue    |
+------------------+--------------+----------+-----------+-----------+-------------------------
--+-------------------------+-------------------------------------+-----------+---------+

N3000 has vendor ID 8086 and device IDs 0b30 and 0d8f. ACC100 has vendor ID 8086 and device ID 0d5c.

4. Record the current device configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-show <hostname> <device-name>

+-----------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------+
| Property              | Valu
e                                                                                                   
|
+-----------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------+
| name                  | pci_0000_b4_00_
0                                                                                        |
| address               | 0000:b4:00.
0                                                                                            |
| class id              | 12000
0                                                                                                  
|
| vendor id             | 808
6                                                                                                    
|
| device id             | 0d8
f                                                                                                    
|
...
| sriov_totalvfs        | 
8                                                                                                       
|
| sriov_numvfs          | 
8                                                                                                       
|
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| sriov_vfs_pci_address | 0000:b4:00.1,0000:b4:00.2,0000:b4:00.3,0000:b4:00.4,0000:b4:00.5,0000
:b4:00.6,0000:b4:00.7,0000:b4:01.0 |
| sriov_vf_pdevice_id   | 0d9
0                                                                                                    
|
...
| driver                | igb_ui
o                                                                                                 
|
| sriov_vf_driver       | vfio-pc
i                                                                                                
|
+-----------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------+

5. Remove the VF configuration, if any, for device 0d8f (N3000) or 0d5c (ACC100).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-modify <hostname> <device-name-or-address> --vf-driver n
one -N 0

6. Remove the driver configuration, if any, for device 0d8f (N3000) or 0d5c (ACC100).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-modify <hostname> <device-name-or-address> --driver non
e --enable false

7. Power down the host manually and replace the N3000 or ACC100 PCI card.

8. Power up the host.

9. Check the new device.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-list <hostname>

10. Reconfigure the device 0d8f (N3000) or 0d5c (ACC100).
The new device’s number of VFs is limited by the parameter sriov_totalvfs.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-modify <hostname> <name-or-address> --driver <vf-driver
> --vf-driver <vf driver> -N <number-of-vfs> --enable true

11. If the replaced PCI card is an N3000 and its FPGA was not pre-loaded with an updated image, follow the steps
described in Intel N3000 FPGA support.

12. Unlock the host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock <hostname>

13. If the host in question is the single host of an AIO-SX subcloud deployment, set the subcloud as managed.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud-name>

3.2. Replace N3000 and ACC100 with the same vendor and device-id

The following procedure allows the replacement of an N3000 or ACC100 device on a host, without requiring a host or system (in case
of AIO-SX) re-install and re-configuration, in the case of the replaced device having the same vendor and device ID information.
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The normal approach to doing such a change would be to do a system host-delete, a system host-add (re-install) and a re-
configure of the host. In the case of an AIO-SX deployment, with only one host, this would result in a full system re-install and full
system re-configuration.

Note
The N3000 card comes with both NIC and FEC functionality and requires the procedure to be done for both types.

Prerequisites

The vendor and device-id of currently installed PCI card can be obtained with:

(keystone_admin)]# system host-port-show <hostname> port-name
(keystone_admin)]# system host-device-list <hostname>

For information on replacing an N3000 or ACC100 with a different model, see Replace N3000 and ACC100 with a different vendor
and device-id on page 138.

Procedure

1. Lock the host.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

2. Power down the host manually and make the N3000 or ACC100 card replacement.

3. Power up the host.

4. After rebooting, if the replaced PCI card is an N3000 and its FPGA was not pre-loaded with an updated image,
follow the steps described in Hardware acceleration devices.

5. Unlock the host to make it available for use.

system host-unlock <hostname>

4. NVIDIA GPU Operator
4.1. Configure NVIDIA GPU Operator for PCI Passthrough

This section provides instructions for configuring NVIDIA GPU Operator.

About this task

Note
NVIDIA GPU Operator is only supported for standard performance kernel profile. There is no support provided for low-
latency performance kernel profile.

NVIDIA GPU Operator automates the installation, maintenance, and management of NVIDIA software needed to provision NVIDIA
GPU and provisioning of pods that require nvidia.com/gpu resources.

NVIDIA GPU Operator is delivered as a Helm chart to install a number of services and pods to automate the provisioning of NVIDIA
GPUs with the needed NVIDIA software components. These components include:

• NVIDIA drivers (to enable CUDA which is a parallel computing platform)•

• Kubernetes device plugin for GPUs•

• NVIDIA Container Runtime•

• Automatic Node labelling•
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• DCGM (NVIDIA Data Center GPU Manager) based monitoring•

Prerequisites

Download the gpu-operator-v3-1.8.1.4.tgz file at http://mirror.starlingx.cengn.ca/mirror/starlingx/release/latest_release/centos/
containers/inputs/downloads/.

Use the following steps to configure the GPU Operator container:

Procedure

1. Lock the hosts(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$  system host-lock <hostname>

2. Configure the Container Runtime host path to the NVIDIA runtime which will be installed by the GPU Operator Helm
deployment.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add platform container_runtime custom_container_ru
ntime=nvidia:/usr/local/nvidia/toolkit/nvidia-container-runtime

3. Unlock the hosts(s). Once the system is unlocked, the system will reboot automatically.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock <hostname>

4. Install the GPU Operator Helm charts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm install gpu-operator /path/to/gpu-operator-v3-1.8.1.4.tgz

5. Check if the GPU Operator is deployed using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods –A
NAMESPACE                NAME                                                          READY   
STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE
..............
default                  gpu-operator-5dddfcbb58-xpwbh                                 1/1     
Running     0          3m13s
default                  gpu-operator-node-feature-discovery-master-58d884d5cc-56qch   1/1     
Running     0          3m13s
default                  gpu-operator-node-feature-discovery-worker-p495j              1/1     
Running     0          3m13s
gpu-operator-resources   gpu-feature-discovery-swmj8                                   1/1     
Running     0          2m52s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-cuda-validator-zcfp9                                   0/1     
Completed   0          2m31s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-dcgm-9447k                                             1/1     
Running     0          2m52s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-dcgm-exporter-9c82q                                    1/1     
Running     0          2m52s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-device-plugin-daemonset-ljm4q                          1/1     
Running     0          2m52s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-device-plugin-validator-j9kjz                          0/1     
Completed   0          2m25s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-driver-daemonset-qph2s                                 1/1     
Running     0          2m52s
gpu-operator-resources   nvidia-operator-validator-dw6sc                               1/1     
Running     0          2m52s
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..........
kube-system              toolkit-installer-xzrt8                                       1/1     
Running     0          3m13s

The plugin validation pod is marked completed.

6. Check if the nvidia.com/gpu resources are available using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl describe nodes <hostname> | grep nvidia

7. Create a pod that uses the NVIDIA RuntimeClass and requests a nvidia.com/gpu resource. Update the nvidia-usage-
example-pod.yml file to launch a pod NVIDIA GPU. For example:

cat <<EOF > nvidia-usage-example-pod.yml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nvidia-usage-example-pod
spec:
  runtimeClassName: nvidia
  containers:
   - name: nvidia-usage-example-pod
     image: nvidia/samples:cuda10.2-vectorAdd
     imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
     command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
     args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
     resources:
       requests:
         nvidia.com/gpu: 1
       limits:
         nvidia.com/gpu: 1
EOF

8. Create a pod using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create -f nvidia-usage-example-pod.yml

9. Check that the pod has been set up correctly. The status of the NVIDIA device is displayed in the table.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl exec -it nvidia-usage-example-pod -- nvidia-smi
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| NVIDIA-SMI 460.32.03    Driver Version: 460.32.03    CUDA Version: 11.2     |
|-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+
| GPU  Name        Persistence-M| Bus-Id        Disp.A | Volatile Uncorr. ECC |
| Fan  Temp  Perf  Pwr:Usage/Cap|         Memory-Usage | GPU-Util  Compute M. |
|                               |                      |               MIG M. |
|===============================+======================+======================|
|   0  Tesla T4            On   | 00000000:AF:00.0 Off |                    0 |
| N/A   28C    P8    14W /  70W |      0MiB / 15109MiB |      0%      Default |
|                               |                      |                  N/A |
+-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Processes:                                                                  |
|  GPU   GI   CI        PID   Type   Process name                  GPU Memory |
|        ID   ID                                                   Usage      |
|=============================================================================|
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|  No running processes found                                                 |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

For information on deleting the GPU Operator, see Delete the GPU Operator on page 144.

4.2. Delete the GPU Operator

Use the commands in this section to delete the GPU Operator, if required.

Prerequisites

Ensure that all user generated pods with access to nvidia.com/gpu resources are deleted first.

Procedure

1. Remove the GPU Operator pods from the system using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm delete gpu-operator

2. Remove the GPU Operator, and remove the service parameter platform container_runtime
custom_container_runtime from the system, using the following commands:

a. Lock the host(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

b. List the service parameter using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list

c. Remove the service parameter platform container_runtime custom_container_runtime from the system, using the
following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-delete <service param ID>

where <service param ID> is the ID of the service parameter, for example, 3c509c97-92a6-4882-
a365-98f1599a8f56.

d. Unlock the hosts(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock <hostname>

For information on configuring the GPU Operator, see Configure NVIDIA GPU Operator for PCI Passthrough
Operator on page 141.
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17. HOST HARDWARE MANAGEMENT

1. Change Hardware Components for a Controller Host

You can replace controller hosts or hardware components while the system is running, in a two controller (AIO-DX) system.

With the exception of Cloud Platform Simplex, all Cloud Platform systems require two controllers. You can lock and remove one
controller temporarily to replace or upgrade hardware, including primary or secondary disks.

Depending on the type of operation, you may need to delete the host from the Host Inventory. For more information, see
Configuration Changes Requiring Re-installation on page 149. If you are performing an operation that requires the host to be deleted
and re-added, record the current partitioning and volume group assignments for all disks so that you can reproduce them later.

Note
All your data should be preserved across this procedure.

Procedure

1. Lock the standby controller.

a. On the Admin menu of the Horizon Web interface, in the System section, select Inventory.

b. Select the Hosts tab.

c. In the Actions column, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.

d. Wait for the host to be reported as Locked.

The standby controller is shown as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

2. Power down the host manually and make any required hardware changes.
Cloud Platform does not provide controls for powering down a host. Use the BMC or other control unit.

3. For an operation that affects the Host Inventory record, delete the host from the inventory.
The Host Inventory contains database information associated with an existing host, such as the MAC address of the
management interface NIC, or the presence of Cloud Platform software on the primary disk. To update this
information, you must delete the host using host-delete and then reconfigure and re-add it to the system.
You must delete the host and then re-add it to the system if a NIC is replaced or moved on a host.

Note
Ensure that the host is Online so that its disk is erased when it is deleted from the inventory. This ensures that the host
boots from the network when it is powered up for re-installation. If the host is not online when it is deleted from the
inventory, you may need to force a network boot during re-installation.

In the Actions column, open the drop-down list for the host, and select Delete Host.
The standby controller is removed from the Hosts list, and the Cloud Platform software is removed from its hard
drive.

4. Reinstall the host.

5. Power up the host.
If the host has been deleted from the Host Inventory, the host software is reinstalled.
Wait for the host to be reported as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

6. If required, configure the Ceph monitor location.
Before attempting to unlock the controller, be sure to specify the correct disk for the Ceph monitor, if required.

Caution
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You must do this before unlocking the reinstalled controller for the first time. Otherwise, the controller reboots
continuously on unlock, and must be installed again.

To specify the correct disk, use a command of the following form:

~(keystone_admin)$ system ceph-mon-modify <controller_name> device_node=<diskUUID>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ system ceph-mon-show controller-1
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     |                                Value |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | ce4a1913-ce1f-4fda-90c0-c49f313d0adc |
| device_path  | None                                 |
| device_node  | None                                 |
| ceph_mon_gib | 30                                   |
| created_at   | 2016-10-15T00:16:56.423442+00:00     |
| updated_at   | None                                 |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
~(keystone_admin)$ system ceph-mon-modify controller-1 device_node=cbc483ad-d7cb-47a8-8622-8846
d9444f27
+--------------+--------------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                      |
+--------------+--------------------------------------------+
| uuid         | ce4a1913-ce1f-4fda-90c0-c49f313d0adc       |
| device_path  | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-3.0 |
| device_node  | /dev/sdc                                   |
| ceph_mon_gib | 30                                         |
| created_at   | 2016-10-15T00:16:56.423442+00:00           |
| updated_at   | None                                       |
+--------------+--------------------------------------------+

System configuration has changed.
please follow the administrator guide to complete configuring system.
~(keystone_admin)$ system ceph-mon-show controller-1

+--------------+--------------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                      |
+--------------+--------------------------------------------+
| uuid         | ce4a1913-ce1f-4fda-90c0-c49f313d0adc       |
| device_path  | /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-3.0 |
| device_node  | /dev/sdc                                   |
| ceph_mon_gib | 30                                         |
| created_at   | 2016-10-15T00:16:56.423442+00:00           |
| updated_at   | 2016-10-15T00:35:44.181413+00:00           |
+--------------+--------------------------------------------+

7. Unlock the host to make it available for use.
On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Unlock Host.
The host is rebooted, and its Availability State is reported as In-Test. After a few minutes, it is reported as
Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

8. If the same hardware change is required on both controllers, make the change to the other controller.

a. Open the drop-down menu for the active controller and then select Swact Host.
Up to 20 minutes can be required to complete the swact.
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Note
During the swact, access to Horizon is temporarily interrupted, and the login screen is displayed. Wait for a few
minutes, and then log in. The new active controller is shown as Degraded, and then changed to Available.

The Controller-Active and Controller-Standby personalities are updated in the Hosts List.

b. Return to Step 1 and repeat the procedure for the new standby controller.

Results

The updated controllers are now in service.

2. Change Hardware Components for a Storage Host

You can add or replace storage disks or swap a storage node while the system is running, even if the storage resources are in active
use.

About this task

You can add disks to a storage node to increase capacity, and you can replace a faulty host.

Note
The storage nodes in a Cloud Platform system are grouped to provide redundancy for High Availability. Wind River
recommends a balanced storage capacity in which each host has sufficient independent resources to meet the operational
requirements of the system.

Depending on the type of operation, you may need to delete the host from the Host Inventory. For more information, see
Configuration Changes Requiring Re-installation on page 149. If you are performing an operation that requires the host to be deleted
and re-added, record the current OSD and journal disk assignments so that you can reproduce them later.

Note
Due to a limitation in udev, the device path of a disk connected through a SAS controller changes when the disk is
replaced. You must lock, delete, and re-install the node. Once this is done, avoid using storage profiles containing
information about the replaced disk as it is no longer accurate.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to make changes.

a. In the left-hand pane, select Admin > Platform > Host Inventory.

b. Select the Hosts tab.

c. Open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.

d. Wait for the host to be reported as Locked.

2. Power down the host and make any required hardware changes.
Cloud Platform does not provide controls for powering down a host. Use the BMC or other control unit.
This can involve replacing or adding disks, or replacing the host completely.

3. For an operation that affects the Host Inventory record, delete the host from the inventory.
The Host Inventory contains database information associated with an existing host, such as the MAC address of the
management interface NIC, or the presence of Cloud Platform software on the primary disk. To update this
information, you must delete the host and then re-add it to the system.

Note
Ensure that the host is Online, so that its disk is erased when it is deleted from the inventory. This ensures that the host
boots from the network when it is powered up again. If the host is not online when it is deleted from the inventory,
then you may need to force a network boot when it is powered up.
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4. Reinstall the host.

5. Power up the host.
If the host has been deleted from the Host Inventory, the host software is reinstalled.
Wait for the host to be reported as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

6. If required, allocate the OSD and journal disk storage.
If you have deleted and re-added the host, you must re-create the storage disk allocations.

7. Unlock the host to make it available for use.
Open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Unlock Host.
The host is rebooted, and the progress of the unlock operation is reported in the Status field.
When the unlock is complete, the host is shown as Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

3. Change Hardware Components for a Worker Host

You can replace worker hosts or their hardware components, adjust worker host resources, or remove a worker host from the pool of
available resources.

Note
On Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems, worker storage is provided using resources on the combined host.

Depending on the type of operation, you may need to delete the host from the Host Inventory. For more information, see
Configuration Changes Requiring Re-installation on page 149. If you are performing an operation that requires the host to be deleted
and re-added, record the current partitioning and nova-local volume group assignments for the secondary disks so that you can
reproduce them later.

If the host is active, you must migrate any instances on it by locking the host.

Note
Any dynamic pods on a worker node, including an AIO-SX or AIO-DX host, will be evicted when the host is locked.

Prerequisites

Caution

Before locking a host, ensure that sufficient resources are available on other hosts to migrate any running instances.

Procedure

1. Lock the host to make changes.

a. On the Admin menu of the Horizon Web interface, in the System section, select Inventory.

b. Select the Hosts tab.

c. In the Actions column, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Lock Host.

d. Wait for the host to be reported as Locked.

2. Power down the host manually and make any required hardware changes.
Cloud Platform does not provide controls for powering down a host. Use the BMC or other control unit.

3. For an operation that affects the Host Inventory record, delete the host from the inventory.
The Host Inventory contains database information associated with an existing host, such as the MAC address of the
management interface NIC, or the presence of Cloud Platform software on the primary disk. To update this
information, you must delete the host and then re-add it to the system.
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Note
Ensure that the host is Online, so that its disk is erased when it is deleted from the inventory. This ensures that the host
boots from the network when it is powered up again. If the host is not online when it is deleted from the inventory,
then you may need to force a network boot when it is powered up.

4. Reinstall the host.

5. Power up the host.
If the host has been deleted from the Host Inventory, the host software is reinstalled.
Wait for the host to be reported as Locked, Disabled, and Online.

6. Unlock the host to make it available for use.
On the Hosts tab of the Host Inventory page, open the drop-down list for the host, and then select Unlock Host.
The host is rebooted, and its Availability State is reported as In-Test. After a few minutes, it is reported as
Unlocked, Enabled, and Available.

4. Configuration Changes Requiring Re-installation

Some configuration changes require a system or host re-installation.

Table 1. Configuration Changes Requiring Reinstallation

Change Reinstall Comments

Product type change System
To change between Standard and
All-in-one, you must perform a
system reinstallation.

PXE boot network addition or
removal

System

Management network subnet or
range changes

System

Cluster-host subnet or range
changes

System

Legacy BIOS to UEFI change System

Security profile change System

Controller filesystem size decrease System
To decrease the controller
filesystem size, you must perform a
system reinstallation.

Root disk replacement Host (re-add)

To install the OpenStack
application on a new disk, the host
must be deleted and re-added (not
merely reinstalled).
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Change Reinstall Comments

Management NIC MAC address
change

Host (re-add)

Note
To register the new MAC
address for Host
Inventory management,
the host must be deleted
and re-added (not merely
reinstalled).

Replacement of storage disk on
SAS controller

Host (re-add)

Due to a limitation in udev, the
device path of a disk connected
through a SAS controller changes
when the disk is replaced. You
must lock, delete, and re-install the
node. Once this is done, it is
advisable to replace any storage
profiles associated with the host,
since the old storage profile is no
longer accurate.

Aborted upgrade after controller-1
and controller-0 upgraded

System

Subcloud delete and re-add System
The subcloud system must be
reinstalled.

Configuration commands run from
SSH

System

An error occurs if any of the sw-
patch install-local command is run
from an SSH session.
To recover, you must reinstall the
system.

Developer certificate or update
removal

System Required to correct Alarm 500.100

Management network netmask
correction on a Duplex system

System
On a Duplex system, the minimum
management netmask is /28.

Host version mismatch Host (re-add)

Required to correct Alarm 900.003

Note
To register the new
software version for Host
Inventory management,
the host must be deleted
and re-added (not merely
reinstalled)
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18. RUN THE NODE FEATURE DISCOVERY HELM CHART

1. Run the Node Feature Discovery Helm Chart

Node feature discovery detects hardware features available on each node in a Kubernetes cluster, and advertises those features using
Kubernetes node labels.

An stx-platform helm repository containing platform related charts, including the node-feature-discovery helm chart, is created
automatically once the system has been installed.

Procedure

1. Confirm that the stx-platform is available.

~(keystone_admin)$ helm repo list
NAME            URL
stable          https://kubernetes-charts.storage.googleapis.com
local           http://127.0.0.1:8879/charts
starlingx       http://127.0.0.1:8080/helm_charts/starlingx
stx-platform    http://127.0.0.1:8080/helm_charts/stx-platform

The repository is created automatically after system installation has completed. There may be a delay of a few
minutes after a new install before it is available.

2. Create a helm override file to specify custom values for any of the following:

Override Name Description Default

image: repository:
The docker image to use for the
pods.

k8s.gcr.io/nfd/node-feature-
discovery

worker: nodeSelector: {}

The Kubernetes nodeSelector to
use for the worker pods. This is a
key/value pair to matchagainst
node labels and selectwhich
nodes should run the node
feature discovery.

All nodes. Changing the {} to {foo:
bar} will result in the worker pods
only running on Kubernetes nodes
labelled with foo:bar.

fullnameOverride:
The base name to use for the
Kubernetes resources (pods,
daemonsets, etc.).

A blank entry here will result in
the base name being “node-
feature-discovery”.

For example, to set the base name to “nfd” and to run the worker pod only on nodes with the “foo: bar” label:

~(keystone_admin)$ cat <<EOF > /home/sysadmin/my-discovery-overrides.yaml
fullnameOverride: nfd
worker:
nodeSelector:
foo: bar
EOF

3. Run the node feature discover helm chart. It is recommended to run it in the “kube-system” namespace so the pods
run on the platform CPUs.

• To accept the default values, run helm without specifying an overrides file:
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~(keystone_admin)$ helm -n kube-system upgrade -i node-feature-discovery stx-platform/node-fe
ature-discovery

• If you have defined default overrides in a yaml file, specify the file when running helm.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ helm -n kube-system upgrade -i node-feature-discovery stx-platform/node-fe
ature-discovery --values=/home/sysadmin/my-discovery-overrides.yaml

One worker pod is created per node, which runs once per minute to update the node features.  One master pod
gathers up all the data and reports it to Kubernetes.
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19. PROVISION BMC

1. Provision BMC using Horizon
1.1. Provision Board Management Control from Horizon

You can provision BMC for a host from Horizon.

BMC can be provisioned to use either Redfish or IPMI. You can also have the selection made dynamically, in which case Redfish will
be used if available, and otherwise IPMI will be attempted.

For more information about Redfish, see https://www.dmtf.org/standards/redfish.

For more information about IPMI, see: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/servers/ipmi/ipmi-home.html?
wapkw=ipmi.

For information about deprovisioning BMC, see Deprovision Board Management Control from Horizon on page 154.

Procedure

1. In Horizon, navigate to Admin > Host Inventory and select Edit Host for the host you wish to edit.
The Edit Host dialog appears.

2. Switch to the Board Management tab.

3. From the Board Management Controller Type drop-down list, select a mode.

Dynamic

This option attempts to use Redfish followed by IPMI if Redfish is not available.

IPMI

Board management operations will use the IPMI protocol.
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Redfish

Board management operations will use the Redfish protocol.

1.2. Deprovision Board Management Control from Horizon

You can deprovision BMC for a host from Horizon.

BMC can be decommissioned by selecting the none option.

For more information about Redfish, see https://www.dmtf.org/standards/redfish.

For more information about IPMI, see: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/servers/ipmi/ipmi-home.html?
wapkw=ipmi.

Procedure

1. In Horizon, navigate to Admin > Host Inventory and select Edit Host for the host you wish to edit.
The Edit Host dialog appears.

2. Switch to the Board Management tab.

3. From the Board Management Controller Type drop-down list, select the No Board Management mode.

2. Provision BMC using the CLI
2.1. Provision Board Management Control Using the CLI

You can provision BMC either when adding a host or at a later time.

BMC can be provisioned to use either Redfish or IPMI. You can allow the selection made dynamically based on the capabilities of the
host, in which case Redfish will be used if available, and otherwise IPMI.

For more information about Redfish, see https://www.dmtf.org/standards/redfish.
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For more information about IPMI, see: https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/servers/ipmi/ipmi-home.html?
wapkw=ipmi.

For information about deprovisioning BMC, see Deprovision Board Management Control from the CLI on page 155.

2.2. Provision BMC when Adding a Host

BMC can be provisioned when adding a host by using the host-add command.

Procedure

• To provision the host, use the following syntax.•

system host-add -n <name> -p <personality> -m <mgmtMacAddress> -I <bm_IP> -U <bm_UserName> -P 
<bm_Password> -T [redfish|ipmi|dynamic]

2.3. Provision BMC after Adding a Host

BMC can be provisioned after adding a host by using the host-update command.

Procedure

• To provision the host, use the following syntax.•

system host-update <name> bm_ip=<bm_IP> bm_username=<bm_UserName> bm_password=<bm_Password> bm
_type=[redfish|ipmi|dynamic]

2.4. Deprovision Board Management Control from the CLI

BMC can be deprovisioned on a host by setting the bm_type option to none.

Procedure

• Use the system host-update command to set bm_type.•

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-update worker-0 bm_type=none
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Troubleshooting log collection

• Troubleshoot Log Collection on page 37

Alarm messages

• 100 Series Alarm Messages on page 39
• 200 Series Alarm Messages on page 44
• 300 Series Alarm Messages on page 50
• 400 Series Alarm Messages on page 51
• 500 Series Alarm Messages on page 52
• 750 Series Alarm Messages on page 53
• 800 Series Alarm Messages on page 55
• 900 Series Alarm Messages on page 57

Log messages

• 200 Series Maintenance Customer Log Messages on page 64
• 400 Series Customer Log Messages on page 66
• 900 Series Orchestration Customer Log Messages on page 67

1. Fault Management Overview

An admin user can view Wind River Cloud Platform fault management alarms and logs in order to monitor and respond to fault
conditions.

See Alarm Messages on page 39 for the list of alarms and Customer Log Messages on page 64 for the list of customer logs
reported by Cloud Platform.

You can access active and historical alarms, and customer logs using the CLI, GUI, REST APIs and SNMP.

To use the CLI, see Viewing Active Alarms Using the CLI on page 5 and Viewing the Event Log Using the CLI on page 11.

Using the GUI, you can obtain fault management information in a number of places.

• The Fault Management pages, available from Admin > Fault Management in the left-hand pane, provide access to the•
following:

- The Global Alarm Banner in the page header of all screens provides the active alarm counts for all alarm severities, see-
The Global Alarm Banner on page 4.

- Admin > Fault Management > Active Alarms—Alarms that are currently set, and require user action to clear them. For-
more information about active alarms, see Viewing Active Alarms Using the CLI on page 5 and Deleting an Alarm
Using the CLI on page 14.

- Admin > Fault Management > Events—The event log consolidates historical alarms that have occurred in the past, that-
is, both set and clear events of active alarms, as well as customer logs.

For more about the event log, which includes historical alarms and customer logs, see Viewing the Event Log Using
Horizon on page 10.

- Admin > Fault Management > Events Suppression—Individual events can be put into a suppressed state or an-
unsuppressed state. A suppressed alarm is excluded from the Active Alarm and Events displays. All alarms are
unsuppressed by default. An event can be suppressed or unsuppressed using the Horizon Web interface, the CLI, or REST
APIs.
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• The Data Network Topology view provides real-time alarm information for data networks and associated worker hosts and data/•
pci-passthru/pci-sriov interfaces.

To use SNMP, see SNMP Overview on page 20.
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2. THE GLOBAL BANNER

1. The Global Alarm Banner

The Cloud Platform Horizon Web interface provides an active alarm counts banner in the page header of all screens.

The global alarm banner provides a high-level indicator of faults on the system, that is always visible, regardless of what page you are
on in the GUI. The banner provides a color-coded snapshot of current active alarm counts for each alarm severity.

Note
Suppressed alarms are not shown. For more about suppressed alarms, see Events Suppression Overview on page 15.

Clicking on the alarm banner opens the Fault Management page, where more detailed information about the alarms is provided.
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3. VIEWING ACTIVE ALARMS

1. View Active Alarms Using Horizon

The Cloud Platform Horizon Web interface provides a page for viewing active alarms.

Alarms are fault conditions that have a state; they are set and cleared by the system as a result of monitoring and detecting a change
in a fault condition. Active alarms are alarms that are in the set condition. Active alarms typically require user action to be cleared, for
example, replacing a faulty cable, or removing files from a nearly full filesystem, etc.

Note
For data networks and worker host data interfaces, you can also use the Data Network Topology view to monitor active
alarms.

Procedure

1. Select Admin > Fault Management > Active Alarms in the left pane.
The currently Active Alarms are displayed in a table, by default sorted by severity with the most critical alarms at the
top. A color-coded summary count of active alarms is shown at the top of the active alarm tab as well.
You can change the sorting of entries by clicking on the column titles. For example, to sort the table by timestamp
severity, click Timestamp. The entries are re-sorted by timestamp.
Suppressed alarms are excluded by default from the table. Suppressed alarms can be included or excluded in the
table with the Show Suppressed and Hide Suppressed filter buttons at the top right of the table. The suppression
filter buttons are only shown when one or more alarms are suppressed.
The Suppression Status column is only shown in the table when the Show Suppressed filter button is selected.

2. Click the Alarm ID of an alarm entry in the table to display the details of the alarm.

2. View Active Alarms Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to find information about currently active system alarms.

About this task

Note
You can also use the command fm alarm-summary to view the count of alarms and warnings for the system.

To review detailed information about a specific alarm instance, see Viewing Alarm Details Using the CLI on page 8.

Procedure

1. Log in with administrative privileges.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Run the fm alarm-list command to view alarms.
The command syntax is:

fm alarm-list [--nowrap] [-q <QUERY>] [--uuid] [--include_suppress] [--mgmt_affecting] [--degra
de_affecting]
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–nowrap

Prevent word-wrapping of output. This option is useful when output will be piped to another process.

-q

<QUERY> is a query string to filter the list output. The typical OpenStack CLI syntax for this query string is used. The syntax
is a combination of attribute, operator and value. For example: severity=warning would filter alarms with a severity of
warning. More complex queries can be built. See the upstream OpenStack CLI syntax for more details on <QUERY> string
syntax. Also see additional query examples below.

You can use one of the following --query command filters to view specific subsets of alarms, or a particular alarm:

Query Filter Comment

uuid=<uuid>

Query alarms by UUID, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --q
uery uuid=4ab5698a-19cb...

alarm_id=<alarm id>

Query alarms by alarm ID, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --q
uery alarm_id=100.104

alarm_type=<type>

Query alarms by type, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --q
uery \
alarm_type=operational-violation

entity_type_id=<type id>

Query alarms by entity type ID, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --q
uery \
entity_type_id=system.host

entity_instance_id=<instance id>

Query alarms by entity instance id, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --q
uery \
entity_instance_id=host=worker-0

severity=<severity>

Query alarms by severity type, for example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --q
uery severity=warning

The valid severity types are critical, major, minor,
and warning.

Query command filters can be combined into a single expression separated by semicolons, as illustrated in the following
example:
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~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list -q 'alarm_id=400.002;entity_instance_id=service_domain=con
troller.service_group=directory-services'

This option indicates that all active alarms should be displayed, including suppressed alarms. Suppressed alarms are
displayed with their Alarm ID set to S<(alarm-id)>.

–uuid

The --uuid option on the fm alarm-list command lists the active alarm list with unique UUIDs for each alarm such that this
UUID can be used in display alarm details with the fm alarm-show <UUID> command.

–include_suppress

Use this option to include suppressed alarms in the list.

–mgmt_affecting

Management affecting alarms prevent some critical administrative actions from being performed. For example, software
upgrades. Using the --mgmt_affecting option will list an additional column in the output, ‘Management Affecting’, which
indicates whether the alarm is management affecting or not.

–degrade_affecting

Include degrade affecting status in output.

The following example shows alarm UUIDs.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list ``--uuid``
+--------------+-------+------------------+---------------+----------+-----------+
| UUID         | Alarm | Reason Text      | Entity ID     | Severity | Time      |
|              | ID    |                  |               |          | Stamp     |
+--------------+-------+------------------+---------------+----------+-----------+
| 6056e290-    | 200.  | compute-0 was    | host=         | warning  | 2019      |
| 2e56-        | 001   | administratively | compute-0     |          | -08-29T   |
| 4e22-b07a-   |       | locked to take   |               |          | 17:00:16. |
| ff9cf4fbd81a |       | it out-of        |               |          | 363072    |
|              |       | -service.        |               |          |           |
|              |       |                  |               |          |           |
|              |       |                  |               |          |           |
| 0a8a4aec-    | 100.  | NTP address      | host=         | minor    | 2019      |
| a2cb-        | 114   | 2607:5300:201:3  | controller-1. |          | -08-29T   |
| 46aa-8498-   |       | is not a valid   | ntp=          |          | 15:44:44. |
| 9ed9b6448e0c |       | or a reachable   | 2607:5300:    |          | 773704    |
|              |       | NTP server.      | 201:3         |          |           |
|              |       |                  |               |          |           |
|              |       |                  |               |          |           |
+--------------+-------+------------------+---------------+----------+-----------+

This command shows a column to track the management affecting severity of each alarm type.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting
+-------+-------------------+---------------+----------+------------+-------------+
| Alarm | Reason Text       | Entity ID     | Severity | Management | Time Stamp  |
| ID    |                   |               |          | Affecting  |             |
+-------+-------------------+---------------+----------+------------+-------------+
| 100.  | Platform Memory   | host=         | major    | False      | 2019-05-21T |
| 103   | threshold         | controller-0. |          |            | 13:15:26.   |
|       | exceeded ;        | numa=node0    |          |            | 464231      |
|       | threshold 80%,    |               |          |            |             |
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|       | actual 80%        |               |          |            |             |
|       |                   |               |          |            |             |
| 100.  | Platform Memory   | host=         | major    | False      | 2019-05-21T |
| 103   | threshold         | controller-0  |          |            | 13:15:26.   |
|       | exceeded ;        |               |          |            | 456738      |
|       | threshold 80%,    |               |          |            |             |
|       | actual 80%        |               |          |            |             |
|       |                   |               |          |            |             |
| 200.  | controller-0 is   | host=         | major    | True       | 2019-05-20T |
| 006   | degraded due to   | controller-0. |          |            | 23:56:51.   |
|       | the failure of    | process=ceph  |          |            | 557509      |
|       | its 'ceph (osd.0, | (osd.0, )     |          |            |             |
|       | )' process. Auto  |               |          |            |             |
|       | recovery of this  |               |          |            |             |
|       | major process is  |               |          |            |             |
|       | in progress.      |               |          |            |             |
|       |                   |               |          |            |             |
| 200.  | controller-0 was  | host=         | warning  | True       | 2019-05-17T |
| 001   | administratively  | controller-0  |          |            | 14:17:32.   |
|       | locked to take it |               |          |            | 794640      |
|       | out-of-service.   |               |          |            |             |
|       |                   |               |          |            |             |
+-------+-------------------+---------------+----------+------------+-------------+

3. View Alarm Details Using the CLI

You can view detailed information to help troubleshoot an alarm.

Procedure

• Use the following command to view details about an alarm.•

fm alarm-show <uuid>

<uuid> is the ID of the alarm to query. Use the fm alarm-list to obtain UUIDs as described in Viewing Active Alarms Using the
CLI on page 5.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-show 4ab5698a-19cb-4c17-bd63-302173fef62c
+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------+
| Property               | Value                                           |
+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------+
| alarm_id               | 100.104                                         |
| alarm_state            | set                                             |
| alarm_type             | operational-violation                           |
| entity_instance_id     | system=hp380-1_4.host=controller-0              |
| entity_type_id         | system.host                                     |
| probable_cause         | threshold-crossed                               |
| proposed_repair_action | /dev/sda3 check usage                           |
| reason_text            | /dev/sda3 critical threshold set (0.00 MB left) |
| service_affecting      | False                                           |
| severity               | critical                                        |
| suppression            | True                                            |
| timestamp              | 2014-06-25T16:58:57.324613                      |
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| uuid                   | 4ab5698a-19cb-4c17-bd63-302173fef62c            |
+------------------------+-------------------------------------------------+

The pair of attributes (alarm_id, entity_instance_id) uniquely identifies an active alarm:

alarm_id

An ID identifying the particular alarm condition. Note that there are some alarm conditions, such as administratively
locked, that can be raised by more than one entity-instance-id.

entity_instance_id

Type and instance information of the object raising the alarm. A period-separated list of (key, value) pairs, representing the
containment structure of the overall entity instance. This structure is used for processing hierarchical clearing of alarms.
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4. VIEWING THE EVENT LOG

1. View the Event Log Using Horizon

The Cloud Platform Horizon Web interface provides a convenient way to work with historical alarms, and customer logs.

About this task

The event log consolidates historical alarms events, that is, the sets and clears of alarms that have occurred in the past, and customer
logs.

Customer logs capture important system events and provide useful information to the administrator for the purposes of overall fault
management. Customer log events do not have a state and do not typically require administrator actions, for example, they may be
reporting a failed login attempt or the fact that a container was evacuated to another host.

Customer logs and historical alarms’ set and clear actions are held in a buffer, with older entries discarded as needed to release
logging space.

Procedure

1. Select Admin > Fault Management > Events in the left pane.
The Events window appears. By default, the Events screen shows all events, including both historical set/clear alarms
and logs, with the most recent events at the top.

2. Use the filter selections from the search field to select the information you want to view.
Use the All Events, Alarm Events and Log Events filter buttons to select all events, only historical alarms set/clear
events or only customer log events to be displayed. By default, all events are displayed. Suppressed events are by
default excluded from the table. Suppressed events can be included or excluded in the table with the Show
Suppressed and Hide Suppressed filter buttons at the top right of table. The suppression filter buttons are only
shown when one or more events are suppressed.
The Suppression Status column is only shown in the table when Show Suppressed filter button is selected.

You can sort the entries by clicking on the column titles. For example, to sort the view of the entries by severity, click
Severity; the entries are resorted and grouped by severity.
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3. Click the arrow to the left of an event entry in the table for an expanded view of event details.

2. View the Event Log Using the CLI

You can use CLI commands to work with historical alarms and logs in the event log.

Procedure

1. Log in with administrative privileges.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Use the fm event-list command to view historical alarms’ sets/clears and logs. By default, only unsuppressed events
are shown.
For more about event suppression, see Events Suppression Overview on page 15.
The syntax of the command is:

fm event-list [-q <QUERY>] [-l <NUMBER>] [--alarms] [--logs] [--include_suppress]

Optional arguments:

-q QUERY, --query QUERY

- key[op]data_type::value; list. data_type is optional, but if supplied must be string, integer, float, or boolean.

-l NUMBER, --limit NUMBER

Maximum number of event logs to return.

--alarms

Show historical alarms set/clears only.

--logs

Show customer logs only.

--include\_suppress

Show suppressed alarms as well as unsuppressed alarms.

--uuid

Include the unique event UUID in the listing such that it can be used in displaying event details with fm event-show <uuid>.

-nopaging

Disable output paging.

For details on CLI paging, see CLI Commands and Paged Output on page 1.

For example:

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ fm event-list -l 5
+-----------+-----+-----+--------------------+-----------------+---------+
|Time Stamp |State|Event|Reason Text         |Entity Instance  |Severity |
|           |     |Log  |                    |ID               |         |
|           |     |ID   |                    |                 |         |
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+-----------+-----+-----+--------------------+-----------------+---------+
|2019-05-21T| set |100. |Platform Memory     |host=controller-0|major    |
| 13:15:26. |     |103  |threshold exceeded ;|numa=node0       |         |
| 464231    |     |     |threshold 80%,actual|                 |         |
|           |     |     |80%                 |                 |         |
|           |     |     |                    |                 |         |
|2019-05-21T| set | 100.|Platform Memory     |host=controller-0|major    |
| 13:15:26. |     | 103 |threshold exceeded; |                 |         |
| 456738    |     |     |threshold 80%,actual|                 |         |
|           |     |     |80%                 |                 |         |
|           |     |     |                    |                 |         |
|2019-05-21T|clear| 100.|Platform Memory     |host=controller-0|major    |
| 13:07:26. |     | 103 |threshold exceeded; |numa=node0       |         |
| 658374    |     |     |threshold 80%,actual|                 |         |
|           |     |     |79%                 |                 |         |
|           |     |     |                    |                 |         |
|2019-05-21T|clear| 100.|Platform Memory     |host=controller-0|major    |
| 13:07:26. |     | 103 |threshold exceeded; |                 |         |
| 656608    |     |     |threshold 80%,actual|                 |         |
|           |     |     |79%                 |                 |         |
|           |     |     |                    |                 |         |
|2019-05-21T| set | 100 |Platform Memory     |host=controller-0|major    |
| 13:05:26. |     | 103 |threshold exceeded; |numa=node0       |         |
| 481240    |     |     |threshold 80%,actual|                 |         |
|           |     |     |79%                 |                 |         |
|           |     |     |                    |                 |         |
+-----------+-----+-----+--------------------+-----------------+---------+

Note
You can also use the --nopaging option to avoid paging long event lists.

In the following example, the fm event-list command shows alarms only; the State column indicates either set or
clear.

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ fm event-list -l 5 --alarms
+-------------+-------+-------+--------------------+---------------+----------+
| Time Stamp  | State | Event | Reason Text        | Entity        | Severity |
|             |       | Log   |                    | Instance ID   |          |
|             |       | ID    |                    |               |          |
+-------------+-------+-------+--------------------+---------------+----------+
| 2019-05-21T | set   | 100.  | Platform Memory    | host=         | major    |
| 13:15:26.   |       | 103   | threshold exceeded | controller-0. |          |
| 464231      |       |       | ; threshold 80%,   | numa=node0    |          |
|             |       |       | actual 80%         |               |          |
|             |       |       |                    |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | set   | 100.  | Platform Memory    | host=         |          |
| 13:15:26.   |       | 103   | threshold exceeded | controller-0  | major    |
| 456738      |       |       | ; threshold 80%,   |               |          |
|             |       |       | actual 80%         |               |          |
|             |       |       |                    |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | clear | 100.  | Platform Memory    | host=         |          |
| 13:07:26.   |       | 103   | threshold exceeded | controller-0. | major    |
| 658374      |       |       | ; threshold 80%,   | numa=node0    |          |
|             |       |       | actual 79%         |               |          |
|             |       |       |                    |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | clear | 100.  | Platform Memory    | host=         |          |
| 13:07:26.   |       | 103   | threshold exceeded | controller-0  | major    |
| 656608      |       |       | ; threshold 80%,   |               |          |
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|             |       |       | actual 79%         |               |          |
|             |       |       |                    |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | set   | 100.  | Platform Memory    | host=         |          |
| 13:05:26.   |       | 103   | threshold exceeded | controller-0. | major    |
| 481240      |       |       | ; threshold 80%,   | numa=node0    |          |
|             |       |       | actual 79%         |               |          |
|             |       |       |                    |               |          |
+-------------+-------+-------+--------------------+---------------+----------+

In the following example, the fm event-list command shows logs only; the State column indicates log.

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ fm event-list -l 5 --logs
+-------------+-------+-------+---------------------+---------------+----------+
| Time Stamp  | State | Event | Reason Text         | Entity        | Severity |
|             |       | Log   |                     | Instance ID   |          |
|             |       | ID    |                     |               |          |
+-------------+-------+-------+---------------------+---------------+----------+
| 2019-05-21T | log   | 700.  | Exited Multi-Node   | subsystem=vim | critical |
| 00:50:29.   |       | 217   | Recovery Mode       |               |          |
| 525068      |       |       |                     |               |          |
|             |       |       |                     |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | log   | 700.  | Entered Multi-Node  | subsystem=vim | critical |
| 00:49:49.   |       | 216   | Recovery Mode       |               |          |
| 979021      |       |       |                     |               |          |
|             |       |       |                     |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | log   | 401.  | Service group vim-  | service       |          |
| 00:49:31.   |       | 002   | services redundancy | _domain=      | critical |
| 205116      |       |       | restored            | controller.   |          |
|             |       |       |                     | service_group |          |
|             |       |       |                     | =vim-         |          |
|             |       |       |                     | services      |          |
|             |       |       |                     |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | log   | 401.  | Service group vim-  | service       |          |
| 00:49:30.   |       | 001   | services state      | _domain=      | critical |
| 003221      |       |       | change from go-     | controller.   |          |
|             |       |       | active to active on | service_group |          |
|             |       |       | host controller-0   | =vim-services |          |
|             |       |       |                     | .host=        |          |
|             |       |       |                     | controller-0  |          |
|             |       |       |                     |               |          |
| 2019-05-21T | log   | 401.  | Service group       | service       |          |
| 00:49:29.   |       | 002   | controller-services | _domain=      | critical |
| 950524      |       |       | redundancy restored | controller.   |          |
|             |       |       |                     | service       |          |
|             |       |       |                     | _group=       |          |
|             |       |       |                     | controller    |          |
|             |       |       |                     | -services     |          |
|             |       |       |                     |               |          |
+-------------+-------+-------+---------------------+---------------+----------+
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5. DELETING AN ALARM

1. Delete an Alarm Using the CLI

You can manually delete an alarm that is not automatically cleared by the system.

About this task

Warning

Manually deleting an alarm should not be done unless it is absolutely clear that there is no reason for the alarm to be active.

You can use the command fm alarm-delete to manually delete an alarm that remains active/set for no apparent reason, which may
happen in rare conditions. Alarms usually clear automatically when the related trigger or fault condition is corrected.

Procedure

• To delete an alarm, use the fm alarm-delete command.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-delete 4ab5698a-19cb-4c17-bd63-302173fef62c

Substitute the UUID of the alarm you wish to delete.
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6. EVENT SUPPRESSION

1. Events Suppression Overview

All alarms are unsuppressed by default. A suppressed alarm is excluded from the Active Alarm and Events displays by setting the
Suppression Status filter, on the Horizon Web interface, the CLI, or REST APIs, and will not be included in the Active Alarm Counts.

Warning

Suppressing an alarm will result in the system NOT notifying the operator of this particular fault.

The Events Suppression page, available from Admin > Fault Management > Events Suppression in the left-hand pane, provides the
suppression status of each event type and functionality for suppressing or unsuppressing each event type.

As shown below, the Events Suppression page lists each event type by ID, and provides a description of the event and a current
status indicator. Each event can be suppressed using the Suppress Event button.

You can sort events by clicking the Event ID, Description, and Status column headers. You can also use these as filtering criteria from
the Search field.

2. Suppress and Unsuppress Events

You can set events to a suppressed state and toggle them back to unsuppressed.

Procedure
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1. Open the Events Suppression page, available from Admin > Fault Management > Events Suppression in the left-
hand pane.
The Events Suppression page appears. It provides the suppression status of each event type and functionality for
suppressing or unsuppressing each event, depending on the current status of the event.

2. Locate the event ID that you want to suppress.

3. Click the Suppress Event button for that event.
You are prompted to confirm that you want to suppress the event.

Caution

Suppressing an Alarm will result in the system not notifying the operator of this particular fault.

4. Click Suppress Event in the Confirm Suppress Event dialog box.
The Events Suppression tab is refreshed to show the selected event ID with a status of Suppressed, as shown below.
The Suppress Event button is replaced by Unsuppress Event, providing a way to toggle the event back to
unsuppressed.

3. View Suppressed Alarms Using the CLI

Alarms may be suppressed. List them to determine if any need to be unsuppressed or otherwise managed.

Procedure

• Use the fm event-suppress-list CLI command to view a list of all currently suppressed alarms.•

This command shows all alarm IDs along with their suppression status.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-suppress-list [--nopaging] [--uuid] [--include-unsuppressed]

where

–nopaging

disables paged output, see CLI Commands and Paged Output on page 1

–uuid

includes the alarm type UUIDs in the output

–include-unsuppressed

includes unsuppressed alarm types in the output. By default only suppressed alarm types are shown.

For example:

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)] fm event-suppress-list
+----------+-------------+
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| Event ID | Status      |
+----------+-------------+
| 100.101  | suppressed  |
| 100.103  | suppressed  |
| 100.105  | suppressed  |
| ...      | ...         |
+----------+-------------+

4. Suppress an Alarm Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to prevent a monitored system parameter from generating unnecessary alarms.

Procedure

1. Use the fm event-suppress to suppress a single alarm or multiple alarms by ID.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-suppress [--nowrap] --alarm id <alarm_ id>[,<alarm-id>] \
[--nopaging] [--uuid]

where

<alarm-id>

is a comma separated list of alarm UUIDs.

–nowrap

disables output wrapping

–nopaging

disables paged output

–uuid

includes the alarm type UUIDs in the output

An error message is generated in the case of an invalid <alarm-id>: Alarm ID not found: <alarm-id>.
If the specified number of Alarm IDs is greater than 1, and at least 1 is wrong, then the suppress command is not
applied (none of the specified Alarm IDs are suppressed).

Note
Suppressing an Alarm will result in the system NOT notifying the operator of this particular fault.

5. Unsuppress an Alarm Using the CLI

If you need to reactivate a suppressed alarm, you can do so using the CLI.

Procedure

• Use the fm event-unsuppress CLI command to unsuppress a currently suppressed alarm.•

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-unsuppress [--nowrap] --alarm_id <alarm-id>[,<alarm-id>] \
[--nopaging] [--uuid]
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where

<alarm-id>
is a comma separated Alarm ID list of alarms to unsuppress.

--nowrap
disables output wrapping.

--nopaging
disables paged output

--uuid
includes the alarm type UUIDs in the output.

Alarm type(s) with the specified <alarm-id(s)> will be unsuppressed.

You can unsuppress all currently suppressed alarms using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-unsuppress -all [--nopaging] [--uuid]
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7. CLI COMMANDS AND PAGED OUTPUT

1. CLI Commands and Paged Output

There are some CLI commands that perform paging, and you can use options to limit the paging or to disable it, which is useful for
scripts.

CLI fault management commands that perform paging include:

• fm event-list•

• fm event-suppress•

• fm event-suppress-list•

• fm event-unsuppress•

• fm event-unsuppress-all•

To turn paging off, use the --nopaging option for the above commands. The --nopaging option is useful for bash script writers.

Examples

The following examples demonstrate the resulting behavior from the use and non-use of the paging options.

This produces a paged list of events.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-list

This produces a list of events without paging.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-list --nopaging

This produces a paged list of 50 events.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-list --limit 50

This will produce a list of 50 events without paging.

~(keystone_admin)$ fm event-list --limit 50 --nopaging
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8. SNMP

1. SNMP Overview

Cloud Platform provides a containerized SNMP solution using Net-SNMP, supporting both SNMPv2c and SNMPv3.

Cloud Platform can generate SNMP traps for Alarm Events and Customer Log Events.

Cloud Platform also supports SNMP GETs and WALKs of an Active Alarm table and a historical Event (alarm SET/CLEAR and log)
table.

SNMP functionality is integrated into Cloud Platform as an optionally configurable system application.

About SNMP Support

Support for Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is implemented as follows:

• available using the controller’s node floating OAM IP address, over the standard SNMP UDP port 161, by default•

• SNMPv2c and SNMPv3 are supported versions•

• read-only access for all SNMP communities or all SNMPv3 users•

• supported SNMP operations are GET, GETNEXT, GETBULK, SNMPv2C-TRAP2, SNMPv3-TRAP•

Note
SNMPv3 INFORM, and SNMP SET operations are not supported.

• the SNMPv3 security levels that are supported are: NoAuthNoPriv, authNoPriv, authPriv•

• support for MD5 for auth, and DES for priv, see http://www.net-snmp.org/•

For information on enabling SNMP support, see Enabling SNMP Support on page 21.

SNMPv2-MIB (RFC 3418)

Support for the basic standard MIB for SNMP entities is limited to the System and SNMP groups, as follows:

• System Group: .iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.system•

• SNMP Group: .iso.org.dod.internet.mgmt.mib-2.snmp•

• coldStart and warmStart Traps•

• support for Enterprise Registration and Alarm MIBs, see https://opendev.org/starlingx/snmp-armada-app/src/branch/master/•
stx-snmp-helm/centos/docker/stx-snmp/mibs

Wind River Enterprise MIBs

Note
There are no product specific MIBs for wrsEnterpriseReg.mib and it will be supported in a future release.

Cloud Platform supports the Wind River Enterprise Registration and Alarm MIBs.
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Enterprise Registration MIB, wrsEnterpriseReg.mib

Defines the Wind River Systems (WRS) hierarchy underneath the iso(1).org(3).dod(6).internet(1).private(4).enterprise(1). This
hierarchy is administered as follows:

• .wrs(731), the IANA-registered enterprise code for Wind River Systems•

• .wrs(731).wrsCommon(1).wrs<Module>(1-…), defined in wrsCommon<Module>.mib.•

• .wrs(731).wrsProduct(2-…), defined in wrs<Product>.mib.•

Alarm MIB, wrsAlarmMib.mib

Defines the common TRAP and ALARM MIBs for Wind River products. The definition includes textual conventions, an active
alarm table, a historical alarm table, a customer log table, and traps.

Textual Conventions

Semantic statements used to simplify definitions in the active alarm table and traps components of the MIB.

Tables

See SNMP Event Table on page 32 for detailed descriptions.

Traps

See Traps on page 30 for detailed descriptions.

2. Enable SNMP Support

SNMP support must be enabled and configured before you can begin using it to monitor Cloud Platform.

About this task

In order to enable and configure SNMP, complete the following steps.

Procedure

1. On the active controller, acquire Keystone administrative privileges.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

2. Use the following command to list the system applications and check whether SNMP is uploaded or applied. If SNMP
is already “uploaded”, go to Step 5 to configure and enable SNMP. If SNMP is already “applied”, SNMP is already
configured and enabled, see, Change Configuration of the SNMP application on page 26 to make configuration
changes.

~(keystone)admin)$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+-----------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
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ests | applied  | completed |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+-----------+

3. In order to load the SNMP application definitions (FluxCD manifest and Helm charts), where [snmp-
<Major>.<Minor>-<Build>.tgz], for example, snmp-1.0-2.tgz is the app filename, with version 1.0-2, available at
the following path “/usr/local/share/applications/helm”, use the following command.

~(keystone)admin)$ system application-upload <path>/snmp-1.0-36.tgz
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-36                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:42.733267+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | snmp-fluxcd-manifests            |
| name          | snmp                             |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | uploading                        |
| updated_at    | None                             |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

4. List the SNMP application using the following command to see the status of the upload and wait for the upload to
complete.

~(keystone)admin)$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+-----------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed |
| snmp                     | 1.0-36  | snmp-fluxcd-manifests                     | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+-----------+
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5. Create a Helm chart values file (for example, user_conf.yaml) with the definition of the configmap:user_conf
attribute, defining your SNMP configuration of V2 communities, V2 trap sinks, V3 users and/or V3 trap sessions, as
shown in the example below. The configmap:user_conf variable in the SNMP Helm chart is a multi-line variable
that follows the syntax of Net-SNMP’s snmpd.conf file for configuring the SNMP agent, see http://www.net-
snmp.org/docs/man/snmpd.conf.html, for a detailed description of the commands.

Warning

Since this file may contain sensitive security information, this file should be removed from the system after executing the
command and stored off-box, or regenerated, if required.

cat <<EOF > user_conf.yaml
configmap:
  user_conf: |-
    # Configure V2 Community
    # rocommunity COMMUNITY [SOURCE [OID | -V VIEW [CONTEXT]]]
    rocommunity testcommunity  default    -V all

    # Configure V2 Trap Sink / Destination
    # trap2sink HOST [COMMUNITY [PORT]]
    trap2sink 10.10.10.1:162 testcommunity

    # Configure V3 User
    # createUser [-e ENGINEID] username (MD5|SHA) authpassphrase [DES|AES] [privpassphrase]
    createUser testuser MD5 testpassword DES

    # Configure RW access for V3 User
    # rouser [-s SECMODEL] USER [noauth|auth|priv [OID | -V VIEW [CONTEXT]]]
    rouser testuser priv

    # Configure V3 Trap Session / Destination
    # trapsess -v 3 -u USER -a [MD5|SHA] -A authpassphrase -l [noauth|auth|priv] -x [DES|AES] -
X privpassphrase [<transport-specifier>:]<transport-address>
    trapsess -v 3 -u testuser -a MD5 -A testpassword -l authPriv -x DES -X testpassword udp:10.
10.10.1:162
EOF

(Optional) You can add your own EngineID value, instead of having it auto-created. This keeps the EngineID value
the same, even when the SNMP application restarts. The EngineID is required if you are using an SNMP trap viewer
or SNMP monitoring tool. Add the ‘engineID [STRING]’ value in the configmap:user_conf variable, as shown
below.

cat <<EOF > user_conf.yaml
configmap:
  user_conf: |-
...
    engineID [STRING]
...
EOF

6. Update the values of the configmap:user_conf attribute on the Helm chart using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values user_conf.yaml snmp snm
p kube-system
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------+
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| Property       | Valu
e                                                                                                      
|
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------+
| name           | snm
p                                                                                                       
|
| namespace      | kube-syste
m                                                                                                
|
| user_overrides | configmap
:                                                                                                 
|
|                |   user_conf: |
-                                                                                            |
|                |     createUser testuser MD5 testpassword DE
S                                                               |
|                |     rouser testuser pri
v                                                                                   |
|                |     rocommunity testcommunity  default    -V al
l                                                           |
|                |     trapsess -v 3 -u testuser -a MD5 -A testpassword -l authPriv -x DES -X t
estpassword udp:10.10.10.1:162 |
|                |     trap2sink 10.10.10.1:162 testcommunit
y                                                                 |
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------+

7. Run the following command to apply the changes and start the SNMP application.

~(keystone)admin)$ system application-apply snmp
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-36                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:42.733267+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | snmp-fluxcd-manifests            |
| name          | snmp                             |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:51.253949+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

8. List the SNMP application and check the status. Wait for the SNMP application to have fully started and is in the
“applied” state.

~(keystone)admin)$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress             |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
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ests | applied  | completed            |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed            |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed            |
| snmp                     | 1.0-36  | snmp-fluxcd-manifests                     | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+

9. Create a Helm chart values file (for example, snmp_port.yaml) with UDP and TCP port mapping rules, for the
nginx-ingress-controller application, to expose the SNMP services on the required ports. Use external ports 161/UDP
and 162/TCP.
kube-system/snmpd-service:161 is the standard SNMP Agent’s UDP port for receiving SNMP requests. It should be
configured as mapped to external UDP port 161, the default for SNMP Agents. This port can be modified, see,
Modifying 161/UDP port on page 28 procedure for details on modifying this port.
kube-system/snmpd-service:162 is used internally by the SNMP application to receive trap info from Cloud
Platform. It should be configured as mapped to external TCP port 162. This port can be modified, see Modifying
162/TCP port on page 29 procedure below for details on modifying this port.

cat <<EOF > snmp_port.yaml
udp:
  161: "kube-system/snmpd-service:161"
tcp:
  162: "kube-system/snmpd-service:162"
EOF

10. Update the values of the SNMP port mappings in the Helm Chart for the nginx-ingress-controller application.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values snmp_port.yaml nginx-ing
ress-controller ingress-nginx kube-system
+----------------+------------------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                                    |
+----------------+------------------------------------------+
| name           | nginx-ingress                            |
| namespace      | kube-system                              |
| user_overrides | tcp:                                     |
|                |   "162": kube-system/snmpd-service:162   |
|                | udp:                                     |
|                |   "161": kube-system/snmpd-service:161   |
|                |                                          |
+----------------+------------------------------------------+

11. Apply the changes to the nginx-ingress-controller application.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply nginx-ingress-controller
+---------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                                |
+---------------+--------------------------------------+
| active        | True                                 |
| app_version   | 1.0-52                               |
| created_at    | 2022-06-26T21:21:47.428225+00:00     |
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| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                     |
| manifest_name | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests |
| name          | platform-integ-apps                  |
| progress      | none                                 |
| status        | applying                             |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-26T21:30:06.767995+00:00     |
+---------------+--------------------------------------+

12. Redirect the SNMP UDP traffic to port 161 by creating the next policies.yml file and apply it as below.

Change the ipVersion parameter value from 4 to 6 if you are using IPV6.

~(keystone_admin)$
cat <<EOF > policies.yml
apiVersion: crd.projectcalico.org/v1
kind: GlobalNetworkPolicy
metadata:
  name: snmp
spec:
  applyOnForward: false
  ingress:
  - action: Allow
    destination:
      ports:
      - 161
    ipVersion: 4
    protocol: UDP
  order: 200
  selector: has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  types:
  - Ingress
EOF

Then, run the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl apply -f policies.yml

Change configuration of the SNMP application

If the SNMP application is already applied, use the following procedures to update its configuration.

Procedure

1. Create a Helm chart values file (for example, user_conf.yaml) with the definition of the configmap:user_conf
attribute defining your SNMP configuration of V2 communities, V2 trap sinks, V3 users and/or V3 trap sessions, as
shown in the example below. The configmap:user_conf variable in the SNMP Helm chart is a multi-line variable that
follows the syntax of Net-SNMP’s snmpd.conf file for configuring the SNMP agent, see http://www.net-snmp.org/
docs/man/snmpd.conf.html, for a detailed description of the commands.

Warning

Since this file may contain sensitive security information, this file should be removed from the system after executing the
command and stored off-box, or regenerated, if required.
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cat <<EOF > user_conf.yaml
configmap:
  user_conf: |-
    # Configure V2 Community
    # rocommunity COMMUNITY [SOURCE [OID | -V VIEW [CONTEXT]]]
    rocommunity testcommunity  default    -V all

    # Configure V2 Trap Sink / Destination
    # trap2sink HOST [COMMUNITY [PORT]]
    trap2sink 10.10.10.1:162 testcommunity

    # Configure V3 User
    # createUser [-e ENGINEID] username (MD5|SHA) authpassphrase [DES|AES] [privpassphrase]
    createUser testuser MD5 testpassword DES

    # Configure RW access for V3 User
    # rouser [-s SECMODEL] USER [noauth|auth|priv [OID | -V VIEW [CONTEXT]]]
    rouser testuser priv

    # Configure V3 Trap Session / Destination
    # trapsess -v 3 -u USER -a [MD5|SHA] -A authpassphrase -l [noauth|auth|priv] -x [DES|AES] -
X privpassphrase [<transport-specifier>:]<transport-address>
    trapsess -v 3 -u testuser -a MD5 -A testpassword -l authPriv -x DES -X testpassword udp:10.
10.10.1:162
EOF

(Optional) You can add your own EngineID value, instead of having it auto-created. This keeps the EngineID value
the same, even when the SNMP application restarts. The EngineID is required if you are using an SNMP trap viewer
or SNMP monitoring tool. Add the ‘engineID [STRING]’ value in the`` configmap:user_conf`` variable, as shown below.

cat <<EOF > user_conf.yaml
configmap:
  user_conf: |-
...
    engineID [STRING]
...
EOF

2. Update the values of the configmap:user_conf attribute on the Helm chart using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values user_conf.yaml snmp snm
p kube-system
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------+
| Property       | Valu
e                                                                                                      
|
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------+
| name           | snm
p                                                                                                       
|
| namespace      | kube-syste
m                                                                                                
|
| user_overrides | configmap
:                                                                                                 
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|
|                |   user_conf: |
-                                                                                            |
|                |     createUser testuser MD5 testpassword DE
S                                                               |
|                |     rouser testuser pri
v                                                                                   |
|                |     rocommunity testcommunity  default    -V al
l                                                           |
|                |     trapsess -v 3 -u testuser -a MD5 -A testpassword -l authPriv -x DES -X t
estpassword udp:10.10.10.1:162 |
|                |     trap2sink 10.10.10.1:162 testcommunit
y                                                                 |
+----------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------+

3. Apply the changes.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply snmp
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-36                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:42.733267+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | snmp-fluxcd-manifests            |
| name          | snmp                             |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:51.253949+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

Modifying 161/UDP port on page 64

Modify the external UDP port used for receiving SNMP requests.

Note
After changing this external UDP port, any external SNMP managers being used must be updated to send their SNMP
requests to Cloud Platform using this UDP port, instead of the default UDP port 161.

Procedure

1. Create a Helm chart values file (for example, snmp_port.yaml) with external ports 161/UDP and 162/TCP port
mapping definitions, for the SNMP services for the nginx-ingress-controller’s Helm chart, as shown in the example
below.
Update the external port in the UDP port mapping for internal port kube-system/snmpd-service:161. The example
below shows the external port updated to 1061.

cat <<EOF > snmp_port.yaml
udp:
  1061: "kube-system/snmpd-service:161"
tcp:
  162: "kube-system/snmpd-service:162"
EOF
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2. Update the values of the SNMP ports on the Helm chart for the nginx-ingress-controller application.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values snmp_port.yaml nginx-ing
ress-controller nginx-ingress kube-system
+----------------+------------------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                                    |
+----------------+------------------------------------------+
| name           | nginx-ingress                            |
| namespace      | kube-system                              |
| user_overrides | tcp:                                     |
|                |   "162": kube-system/snmpd-service:162   |
|                | udp:                                     |
|                |   "1061": kube-system/snmpd-service:161  |
|                |                                          |
+----------------+------------------------------------------+

3. Apply the changes in the nginx-ingress-controller application.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply nginx-ingress-controller
+---------------+-------------------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                                     |
+---------------+-------------------------------------------+
| active        | True                                      |
| app_version   | 1.1-35                                    |
| created_at    | 2022-06-26T20:49:02.437688+00:00          |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                          |
| manifest_name | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests |
| name          | nginx-ingress-controller                  |
| progress      | None                                      |
| status        | applying                                  |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-26T20:50:10.730709+00:00          |
+---------------+-------------------------------------------+

Modifying 162/TCP port on page 

Modify the external port used by the SNMP application to receive trap information from Cloud Platform.

To change the port 162/TCP, you need to modify both the SNMP application Helm chart, and the nginx-ingress-controller Helm chart.
The new port must be set to the same port number in the two Helm charts, otherwise SNMP traps will not be generated.

Procedure

1. Modify your SNMP Helm chart values file (for example, user_conf.yaml) by adding the line “trap-server-port: [new
port]” as shown in the example below (“30162” is the new port in this example).

cat <<EOF > user_conf.yaml
configmap:
  user_conf: |-
    createUser testuser MD5 testpassword DES
    rouser testuser priv
    rocommunity testcommunity  default    -V all
    trapsess -v 3 -u testuser -a MD5 -A testpassword -l authPriv -x DES -X testpassword udp:10.
10.10.1:162
    trap2sink 10.10.10.1:162 testcommunity
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  trap-server-port: 30162
EOF

2. Run the following commands to apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values user_conf.yaml snmp snm
p kube-system
~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply snmp

3. Modify your nginx ingress controller Helm chart values file (for example, snmp_port.yaml). Update the external port
in the TCP port mapping for internal port kube-system/snmpd-service:162. The example below shows the
external port updated to 30162.

• The new port number must match the port number specified in your SNMP Helm chart values file (for example,
user_conf.yaml).

• Do not modify port number “162” in kube-system/snmpd-service:162.

cat <<EOF > snmp_port.yaml
udp:
  161: "kube-system/snmpd-service:161"
tcp:
  30162: "kube-system/snmpd-service:162"
EOF

4. Run the following commands to apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values snmp_port.yaml nginx-ing
ress-controller nginx-ingress kube-system
~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply nginx-ingress-controller

3. Traps

Cloud Platform supports SNMP traps. Traps send unsolicited information to monitoring software when significant events occur.

The following traps are defined.

• wrsAlarmCritical•

• wrsAlarmMajor•

• wrsAlarmMinor•

• wrsAlarmWarning•

• wrsAlarmMessage•

• wrsAlarmClear•

• wrsAlarmHierarchicalClear•

Cloud Platform alarms are mapped into one of the above traps based on severity, and customer logs are mapped into the ‘Message’
trap.

Note
Cloud Platform uses Wind River Systems (wrs) Enterprise Registration and Alarm MIBs. See SNMP Overview on page 20
for details.

For Critical, Major, Minor, Warning, and Message traps, all variables in the active alarm table are included as varbinds (variable
bindings), where each varbind is a pair of fields consisting of an object identifier and a value for the object.
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For the Clear trap, varbinds include only the following variables:

• wrsAlarmActiveAlarmID•

• wrsAlarmActiveEntityInstanceID•

• wrsAlarmActiveDateAndTime•

• wrsAlarmActiveReasonText•

For the HierarchicalClear trap, varbinds include only the following variables:

• wrsAlarmActiveEntityInstanceID•

• wrsAlarmActiveDateAndTime•

• wrsAlarmActiveReasonText•

For all alarms, the Notification Type is based on the severity of the trap or alarm. This is done to facilitate the interaction with most
SNMP trap viewers which use the Notification Type to drive the coloring of traps, that is, red for critical, yellow for minor, and so on.

See https://opendev.org/starlingx/snmp-armada-app/src/branch/master/stx-snmp-helm/centos/docker/stx-snmp/mibs/
wrsAlarmMib.mib.txt for alarm details.

4. SNMP Active Alarms Table

Cloud Platform supports the SNMP Active alarm table from the Wind River Alarm MIB via SNMP.

The active alarm table contains a list of all active or set alarms in the system. Each entry in the table includes the following variables:

• wrsAlarmActiveUuid•

• wrsAlarmActiveAlarmId•

• wrsAlarmActiveEntityInstanceId•

• wrsAlarmActiveDateAndTime•

• wrsAlarmActiveAlarmSeverity•

• wrsAlarmActiveReasonText•

• wrsAlarmActiveEventType•

• wrsAlarmActiveProbableCause•

• wrsAlarmActiveProposedRepairAction•

• wrsAlarmActiveServiceAffecting•

• wrsAlarmActiveSuppressionAllowed•

See https://opendev.org/starlingx/snmp-armada-app/src/branch/master/stx-snmp-helm/centos/docker/stx-snmp/mibs/
wrsAlarmMib.mib.txt for alarm details.

An external SNMP Manager can examine the Active Alarm table contents by doing an SNMP Walk of the table.

For example, below is the output for a simple snmpwalk CLI tool showing a table with three rows (i.e. three active alarms).

$ snmpwalk -v2c -c public udp:10.10.10.2:161 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveTable

WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveIndex.1 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 1
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveIndex.2 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 2
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveIndex.3 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 3
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveUuid.1 = STRING: 742c2d64-df2e-4feb-8607-1ae6de11f15
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WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveUuid.2 = STRING: 742c2d64-df2e-4feb-8607-1ae6de11f15
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveUuid.3 = STRING: 742c2d64-df2e-4feb-8607-1ae6de11f15
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveAlarmId.1 = STRING: "100.114"
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveAlarmId.2 = STRING: "100.114"
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveAlarmId.3 = STRING: "100.114"
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveEntityInstanceId.1 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89
fa3.host=controller-0.ntp
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveEntityInstanceId.2 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89
fa3.host=controller-0.ntp=162.159.200.123
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveEntityInstanceId.3 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89
fa3.host=controller-0.ntp=213.199.225.40
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveDateAndTime.1 = STRING: 2020-11-11,13:8:4.0,+0:0
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveDateAndTime.2 = STRING: 2020-11-13,13:13:53.0,+0:0
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveDateAndTime.3 = STRING: 2020-11-13,13:13:53.0,+0:0
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveAlarmSeverity.1 = INTEGER: major(3)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveAlarmSeverity.2 = INTEGER: minor(2)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveAlarmSeverity.3 = INTEGER: minor(2)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveReasonText.1 = STRING: NTP configuration does not contain any valid o
r reachable NTP servers.
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveReasonText.2 = STRING: NTP address 162.159.200.123 is not a valid or 
a reachable NTP server.
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveReasonText.3 = STRING: NTP address 213.199.225.40 is not a valid or 
a reachable NTP server.
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveEventType.1 = INTEGER: operationalViolation(7)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveEventType.2 = INTEGER: operationalViolation(7)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveEventType.3 = INTEGER: operationalViolation(7)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveProbableCause.1 = INTEGER: threshold-crossed(50)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveProbableCause.2 = INTEGER: threshold-crossed(50)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveProbableCause.3 = INTEGER: threshold-crossed(50)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveProposedRepairAction.1 = STRING: Monitor and if condition persists, c
ontact next level of support.
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveProposedRepairAction.2 = STRING: Monitor and if condition persists, c
ontact next level of support.
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveProposedRepairAction.3 = STRING: Monitor and if condition persists, c
ontact next level of support.
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveServiceAffecting.1 = INTEGER: false(0)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveServiceAffecting.2 = INTEGER: false(0)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveServiceAffecting.3 = INTEGER: false(0)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveSuppressionAllowed.1 = INTEGER: true(1)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveSuppressionAllowed.2 = INTEGER: true(1)
WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsAlarmActiveSuppressionAllowed.3 = INTEGER: true(1)

5. SNMP Event Table

Cloud Platform supports the Event table from the Wind River Alarm MIB via SNMP.

The Event table contains a historic list of all alarm events (SETs and CLEARs) and customer log events.

Each entry in the table includes the following variables:

• wrsEventUuid•

• wrsEventEventId•

• wrsEventState•

• wrsEventEntityInstanceId•
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• wrsEventDateAndTime•

• wrsEventSeverity•

• wrsEventReasonText•

• wrsEventEventType•

• wrsEventProbableCause•

• wrsEventProposedRepairAction•

• wrsEventServiceAffecting•

• wrsEventSuppressionAllowed•

See https://opendev.org/starlingx/snmp-armada-app/src/branch/master/stx-snmp-helm/centos/docker/stx-snmp/mibs/
wrsAlarmMib.mib.txt for alarm details.

An external SNMP manager can examine the Event table contents by doing an SNMP Walk of the table.

For example, below is the output for a simple snmpwalk CLI tool.

$ snmpwalk -v2c -c public udp:10.10.10.2:161 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventTable

 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventIndex.1 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 1
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventIndex.2 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 2
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventIndex.3 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 3
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventIndex.4 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 4
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventIndex.5 = Wrong Type (should be Gauge32 or Unsigned32): INTEGER: 5
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventUuid.1 = STRING:
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventUuid.2 = STRING: a8711827-ca55-420e-bac5-d5ad6598275
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventUuid.3 = STRING: a8711827-ca55-420e-bac5-d5ad6598275
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventUuid.4 = STRING: a8711827-ca55-420e-bac5-d5ad6598275
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventUuid.5 = STRING: a8711827-ca55-420e-bac5-d5ad6598275
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventId.1 = STRING: "200.022"
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventId.2 = STRING: "750.004"
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventId.3 = STRING: "750.004"
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventId.4 = STRING: "750.004"
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventId.5 = STRING: "750.004"
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventState.1 = INTEGER: log(3)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventState.2 = INTEGER: set(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventState.3 = INTEGER: clear(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventState.4 = INTEGER: set(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventState.5 = INTEGER: clear(0)
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEntityInstanceId.1 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89fa3.h
ost=controller-0.status=online
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEntityInstanceId.2 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89fa3.k
8s_application=nginx-ingress-controller
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEntityInstanceId.3 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89fa3.k
8s_application=nginx-ingress-controller
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEntityInstanceId.4 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89fa3.k
8s_application=cert-manager
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEntityInstanceId.5 = STRING: system=7dd633ba-96f9-47ef-8531-983e4ca89fa3.k
8s_application=cert-manager
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventDateAndTime.1 = STRING: 2020-11-7,21:31:32.0,+0:0
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventDateAndTime.2 = STRING: 2020-11-7,21:34:33.0,+0:0
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 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventDateAndTime.3 = STRING: 2020-11-7,21:41:24.0,+0:0
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventDateAndTime.4 = STRING: 2020-11-7,21:41:45.0,+0:0
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventDateAndTime.5 = STRING: 2020-11-7,21:43:4.0,+0:0
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSeverity.1 = INTEGER: not-applicable(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSeverity.2 = INTEGER: warning(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSeverity.3 = INTEGER: warning(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSeverity.4 = INTEGER: warning(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSeverity.5 = INTEGER: warning(1)
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventReasonText.1 = STRING: controller-0 is now 'online'
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventReasonText.2 = STRING: Application Apply In Progress
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventReasonText.3 = STRING: Application Apply In Progress
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventReasonText.4 = STRING: Application Apply In Progress
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventReasonText.5 = STRING: Application Apply In Progress
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventType.1 = INTEGER: other(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventType.2 = INTEGER: other(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventType.3 = INTEGER: other(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventType.4 = INTEGER: other(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventEventType.5 = INTEGER: other(0)
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProbableCause.1 = INTEGER: not-applicable(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProbableCause.2 = INTEGER: not-applicable(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProbableCause.3 = INTEGER: not-applicable(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProbableCause.4 = INTEGER: not-applicable(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProbableCause.5 = INTEGER: not-applicable(0)
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProposedRepairAction.1 = STRING:
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProposedRepairAction.2 = STRING: No action required.
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProposedRepairAction.3 = STRING: No action required.
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProposedRepairAction.4 = STRING: No action required.
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventProposedRepairAction.5 = STRING: No action required.
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventServiceAffecting.1 = INTEGER: false(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventServiceAffecting.2 = INTEGER: true(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventServiceAffecting.3 = INTEGER: true(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventServiceAffecting.4 = INTEGER: true(1)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventServiceAffecting.5 = INTEGER: true(1)
 ...
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSuppressionAllowed.1 = INTEGER: false(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSuppressionAllowed.2 = INTEGER: false(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSuppressionAllowed.3 = INTEGER: false(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSuppressionAllowed.4 = INTEGER: false(0)
 WRS-ALARM-MIB::wrsEventSuppressionAllowed.5 = INTEGER: false(0)

6. Set SNMP Identifying Information

You can set SNMP system information including name, location and contact details.

Procedure

• Use the following command syntax to set the sysContact attribute.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system modify --contact <site-contact>
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• Use the following command syntax to set the sysLocation attribute.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system modify --location <location>

• Use the following command syntax to set the sysName attribute.•

~(keystone_admin)$ system modify --location <system-name>

7. Uninstall SNMP

Use the following procedure to uninstall SNMP:

Procedure

1. Run the following command to check if the SNMP application is installed (status “applied”).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress             |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed            |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed            |
| snmp                     | 1.0-36  | snmp-fluxcd-manifests                     | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+

2. Uninstall SNMP.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove snmp
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-36                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:42.733267+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | snmp-fluxcd-manifests            |
| name          | snmp                             |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | removing                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-27T10:45:51.253949+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
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The SNMP application is removed, but still shows as “Uploaded”.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress             |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed            |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed            |
| snmp                     | 1.0-36  | snmp-fluxcd-manifests                     | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed            |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+

3. Delete the uninstalled SNMP application definitions from the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete snmp

The following message is displayed when the SNMP application is deleted “Application SNMP deleted”.

4. Run the following command to check if the SNMP application is deleted.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fil
e    | status   | progress             |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-manif
ests | uploaded | completed            |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-manif
ests | applied  | completed            |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.yam
l    | uploaded | completed            |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+-------------
-----+----------+----------------------+
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9. TROUBLESHOOTING LOG COLLECTION

1. Troubleshoot Log Collection

The Cloud Platform log collection tool gathers detailed information.

Collect Tool Caveats and Usage

• Log in as sysadmin, NOT as root, on the active controller and use the collect command.•

• All usage options can be found by using the following command:•

(keystone_admin)$ collect --help

• For Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems, use the following command:•

(keystone_admin)$ collect --all

• For Cloud Platform Standard systems, use the following commands:•

- For a small deployment (less than two worker nodes):-

(keystone_admin)$ collect --all

You can also use the short form -a for this option.

Note
Hosts or subclouds explicitly added with the --all option will be ignored.

- For large deployments:-

(keystone_admin)$ collect host1 host2 host3

Or you can use the --list option. This syntax is deprecated.

(keystone_admin)$ collect --list host1 host2 host3

You can also use the short form -l for this option.

Note
Systems and subclouds are collected in parallel to reduce the overall collection time. Use the --inline (or
-in) option to collect serially. --inline can be combined with the --all option.

- For subcloud deployments:-

(keystone_admin)$ collect --subcloud subcloud1 subcloud2 subcloud3

You can also use the short form -sc for this option. The --subcloud and --all options can be combined.

(keystone_admin)$ collect --all --subcloud

Note
The --all (-a) option is not recommended with large subcloud deployments due to disk storage
requirements.

• For systems with an up-time of more than 2 months, use the date range options. The default behavior is to collect one month of•
logs.
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Use --start-date for the collection of logs on and after a given date:

(keystone_admin)$ collect [--start-date | -s] <YYYYMMDD>

Use --end-date for the collection of logs on and before a given date:

(keystone_admin)$ collect [--end-date | -s] <YYYYMMDD>

• To prefix the collect tar ball name and easily identify the collect when several are present, use the following command.•

(keystone_admin)$ collect [--name | -n] <prefix>

For example, the following prepends TEST1 to the name of the tarball:

(keystone_admin)$ collect --name TEST1
[sudo] password for sysadmin:
collecting data from 1 host(s): controller-0
collecting controller-0_20200316.155805 ... done (00:01:39   56M)
creating user-named tarball /scratch/TEST1_20200316.155805.tar ... done (00:01:39   56M)

• Prior to using the collect command, the nodes need to be unlocked-enabled or disabled online and are required to be•
unlocked at least once.

• Lock the node and wait for the node to reach the disabled-online state before collecting logs for a node that is rebooting•
indefinitely.

• You may be required to run the local collect command if the collect tool running from the active controller node fails to collect•
logs from one of the system nodes. Execute the collect command using the console or BMC connection on the node that
displays the failure.

Detailed information gathered with the Cloud Platform log tool enables the Wind River Support team to further investigate the issue
and provide a solution.

Creating a Salesforce Case

Depending on the issue, additional information may be required from the customer, such as, heat templates, core dump files,
network diagrams, or switch configuration information.

Uploading the Logs

• Upload the collected file found at, /scratch/ALL-NODES_timeStamp.tar.gz (or use any other name by using the –name option).•

• Collect tar balls smaller than 2 GB can be uploaded directly when creating the Salesforce case, using the Support Request tool•
at https://windriver.force.com/support.

• Upload files larger than 2 GB to the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.•
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10. ALARM MESSAGES

1. 100 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
100.101

Platform CPU threshold exceeded; threshold x%, actual y%. CRITICAL @ 95%
MAJOR @ 90%

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Critical

Severity: C/M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Monitor and if condition persists, contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
100.103

Memory threshold exceeded; threshold x%, actual y% .
CRITICAL @ 90%
MAJOR @ 80%

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Critical

Severity: C/M
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Proposed Repair
Action

Monitor and if condition persists, contact next level of support; may require additional
memory on Host.

Alarm ID:
100.104

host=<hostname>.filesystem=<mount-dir> File System threshold exceeded; threshold
x%, actual y%.
CRITICAL @ 90%
MAJOR @ 80%
OR
host=<hostname>.volumegroup=<volumegroup-name> Monitor and if condition
persists, consider adding additional physical volumes to the volume group.

Entity Instance
host=<hostname>.filesystem=<mount-dir>
OR
host=<hostname>.volumegroup=<volumegroup-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Critical

Severity: C*/M

Proposed Repair
Action

Reduce usage or resize filesystem.

Alarm ID:
100.105

<fs_name> filesystem is not added on both controllers and/or does not have the same
size: <hostname>.

Entity Instance fs_name=<image-conversion>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C/M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Add image-conversion filesystem on both controllers.
Consult the System Administration Manual for more details.
If problem persists, contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
100.106 ‘OAM’ Port failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.port=<port-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.
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Alarm ID:
100.107

‘OAM’ Interface degraded.
or
‘OAM’ Interface failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.interface=<if-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C or M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.108 ‘MGMT’ Port failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.port=<port-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.109

‘MGMT’ Interface degraded.
or
‘MGMT’ Interface failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.interface=<if-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C or M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.110 ‘CLUSTER-HOST’ Port failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.port=<port-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C or M*
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Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.111

‘CLUSTER-HOST’ Interface degraded.
OR
‘CLUSTER-HOST’ Interface failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.interface=<if-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C or M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.112 ‘DATA-VRS’ Port down.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.port=<port-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: M

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.113

‘DATA-VRS’ Interface degraded.
or
‘DATA-VRS’ Interface down.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.interface=<if-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C or M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
100.114

NTP configuration does not contain any valid or reachable NTP servers. The alarm is
raised regardless of NTP enabled/disabled status.
NTP address <IP address> is not a valid or a reachable NTP server.
Connectivity to external PTP Clock Synchronization is lost.

Entity Instance
host=<hostname>.ntp
host=<hostname>.ntp=<IP address>
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Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M or m

Proposed Repair
Action

Monitor and if condition persists, contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
100.118 Controller cannot establish connection with remote logging server.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m

Proposed Repair
Action

Ensure Remote Log Server IP is reachable from Controller through OAM interface;
otherwise contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
100.119

<hostname> does not support the provisioned PTP mode
OR
<hostname> PTP clocking is out-of-tolerance
OR
<hostname> is not locked to remote PTP Grand Master (PTS)
OR
<hostname> GNSS signal loss state:<state>
OR
<hostname> 1PPS signal loss state:<state>

Entity Instance

host=<hostname>.ptp OR host=<hostname>.ptp=no-lock
OR
host=<hostname>.ptp=<interface>.unsupported=hardware-timestamping
OR
host=<hostname>.ptp=<interface>.unsupported=software-timestamping
OR
host=<hostname>.ptp=<interface>.unsupported=legacy-timestamping
OR
host=<hostname>.ptp=out-of-tolerance
OR
host=<hostname>.instance=<instance>.ptp=out-of-tolerance
OR
host=<hostname>.interface=<interface>.ptp=signal-loss

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M or m
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Proposed Repair
Action

Monitor and, if condition persists, contact next level of support.

2. 200 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
200.001 <hostname> was administratively locked to take it out-of-service.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W*

Proposed Repair
Action

Administratively unlock Host to bring it back in-service.

Alarm ID:
200.004

<hostname> experienced a service-affecting failure.
Host is being auto recovered by Reboot.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*
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Proposed Repair
Action

If auto-recovery is consistently unable to recover host to the unlocked-enabled state
contact next level of support or lock and replace failing host.

Alarm ID:
200.005

Degrade:
<hostname> is experiencing an intermittent ‘Management Network’ communication
failures that have exceeded its lower alarming threshold.
Failure:
<hostname> is experiencing a persistent Critical ‘Management Network’ communication
failure.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M* (Degrade) or C* (Failure)

Proposed Repair
Action

Check ‘Management Network’ connectivity and support for multicast messaging. If
problem consistently occurs after that and Host is reset, then contact next level of
support or lock and replace failing host.

Alarm ID:
200.006

Main Process Monitor Daemon Failure (Major)
<hostname> ‘Process Monitor’ (pmond) process is not running or functioning properly.
The system is trying to recover this process.
Monitored Process Failure (Critical/Major/Minor)
Critical: <hostname> Critical ‘<processname>’ process has failed and could not be auto-
recovered gracefully. Auto-recovery progression by host reboot is required and in
progress.
Major: <hostname> is degraded due to the failure of its ‘<processname>’ process. Auto
recovery of this Major process is in progress.
Minor:
<hostname> ‘<processname>’ process has failed. Auto recovery of this Minor process is
in progress.
<hostname> ‘<processname>’ process has failed. Manual recovery is required.
tp4l/phc2sys process failure. Manual recovery is required.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.process=<processname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C/M/m*

Proposed Repair
Action

If this alarm does not automatically clear after some time and continues to be asserted
after Host is locked and unlocked then contact next level of support for root cause
analysis and recovery.
If problem consistently occurs after Host is locked and unlocked then contact next level
of support for root cause analysis and recovery.

Alarm ID:
200.007

Critical: (with host degrade):
Host is degraded due to a ‘Critical’ out-of-tolerance reading from the ‘<sensorname>’
sensor
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Major: (with host degrade)
Host is degraded due to a ‘Major’ out-of-tolerance reading from the ‘<sensorname>’
sensor
Minor:
Host is reporting a ‘Minor’ out-of-tolerance reading from the ‘<sensorname>’ sensor

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.sensor=<sensorname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Critical

Severity: C/M/m

Proposed Repair
Action

If problem consistently occurs after Host is power cycled and or reset, contact next level
of support or lock and replace failing host.

Alarm ID:
200.009

Degrade:
<hostname> is experiencing an intermittent ‘Cluster-host Network’ communication
failures that have exceeded its lower alarming threshold.
Failure:
<hostname> is experiencing a persistent Critical ‘Cluster-host Network’ communication
failure.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M* (Degrade) or C* (Critical)

Proposed Repair
Action

Check ‘Cluster-host Network’ connectivity and support for multicast messaging. If
problem consistently occurs after that and Host is reset, then contact next level of
support or lock and replace failing host.

Alarm ID:
200.010 <hostname> access to board management module has failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W

Proposed Repair
Action

Check Host’s board management configuration and connectivity.

Alarm ID:
200.011

<hostname> experienced a configuration failure during initialization. Host is being re-
configured by Reboot.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>
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Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

If auto-recovery is consistently unable to recover host to the unlocked-enabled state
contact next level of support or lock and replace failing host.

Alarm ID:
200.012

<hostname> controller function has in-service failure while compute services remain
healthy.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Lock and then Unlock host to recover. Avoid using ‘Force Lock’ action as that will impact
compute services running on this host. If lock action fails then contact next level of
support to investigate and recover.

Alarm ID:
200.013

<hostname> compute service of the only available controller is not operational. Auto-
recovery is disabled. Degrading host instead.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Major

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Enable second controller and Switch Activity (Swact) over to it as soon as possible. Then
Lock and Unlock host to recover its local compute service.

Alarm ID:
200.014

The Hardware Monitor was unable to load, configure and monitor one or more hardware
sensors.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m

Proposed Repair
Action

Check Board Management Controller provisioning. Try reprovisioning the BMC. If
problem persists try power cycling the host and then the entire server including the BMC
power. If problem persists then contact next level of support.
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Alarm ID:
200.015 Unable to read one or more sensor groups from this host’s board management controller.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M

Proposed Repair
Action

Check board management connectivity and try rebooting the board management
controller. If problem persists contact next level of support or lock and replace failing
host.

Alarm ID:
210.001 System Backup in progress.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m*

Proposed Repair
Action

No action required.

Alarm ID:
250.001 <hostname> Configuration is out-of-date.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Administratively lock and unlock <hostname> to update config.

Alarm ID:
250.003 Kubernetes certificates rotation failed on host <hostname>[, reason = <reason_text>].

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M/w

Proposed Repair
Action

Lock and unlock the host to update services with new certificates (Manually renew
kubernetes certificates first if renewal failed).
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Alarm ID:
260.001 Deployment Manager resource not reconciled: <name>

Entity Instance resource=<crd-resource>,name=<resource-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M/w

Proposed Repair
Action

Monitor and if condition persists, validate deployment configuration.

Service affecting: True

Probable cause: Configuration out of date

Alarm ID:
270.001 Host <host_name> compute services failure[, reason = <reason_text>]

Entity Instance host=<host_name>.services=compute

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for host services recovery to complete; if problem persists contact next level of
support.

Alarm ID:
280.001 <subcloud> is offline.

Entity Instance subcloud=<subcloud>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for subcloud to become online; if problem persists contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
280.002 <subcloud><resource> sync status is out-of-sync.

Entity Instance [subcloud=<subcloud>.resource=<compute> | <network> | <platform> | <volumev2>]

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None
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Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

If problem persists contact next level of support.

3. 300 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
300.001 ‘Data’ Port failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.port=<port-uuid>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

Alarm ID:
300.002

‘Data’ Interface degraded.
or
‘Data’ Interface failed.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>.interface=<if-uuid>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

Critical
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Severity: C/M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

4. 400 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
400.003

License key is not installed; a valid license key is required for operation.
or
License key has expired or is invalid; a valid license key is required for operation.
or
Evaluation license key will expire on <date>; there are <num_days> days remaining in
this evaluation.
or
Evaluation license key will expire on <date>; there is only 1 day remaining in this
evaluation.

Entity Instance: host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Contact next level of support to obtain a new license key.
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Alarm ID:
400.005

Communication failure detected with peer over port <linux-ifname>.
or
Communication failure detected with peer over port <linux-ifname> within the last 30
seconds.

Entity Instance: host=<hostname>.network=<mgmt | oam | cluster-host>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Check cabling and far-end port configuration and status on adjacent equipment.

5. 500 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
500.101 Developer patch certificate enabled.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C

Proposed Repair
Action

Reinstall system to disable developer certificate and remove untrusted patches.
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Alarm ID:
500.200

Certificate ‘system certificate-show <uuid>’ (mode=<ssl/ssl_ca/docker_registry/
openstack/openstack_ca>) expiring soon on <date>. OR Certificate ‘<Namespace>/
<Certificate/Secret>’ expiring soon on <date>. OR Certificate ‘<k8sRootCA/EtcdCA>’
expiring soon on <date>. system.certificate.k8sRootCA

Entity Instance
system.certificate.mode=<mode>.uuid=<uuid> OR namespace=<namespace-
name>.certificate=<certificate-name> OR namespace=<namespace-
name>.secret=<secret-name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M

Proposed Repair
Action

Renew certificate for the entity identified.

Management_Affe
cting_Severity:

none

Alarm ID:
500.210

Certificate ‘system certificate-show <uuid>’ (mode=<ssl/ssl_ca/docker_registry/
openstack/openstack_ca>) expired. OR Certificate ‘<Namespace>/<Certificate/Secret>’
expired. OR Certificate ‘<k8sRootCA/EtcdRootCA>’ expired.

Entity Instance
system.certificate.mode=<mode>.uuid=<uuid> OR namespace=<namespace-
name>.certificate=<certificate-name> OR namespace=<namespace-
name>.secret=<secret-name> OR system.certificate.k8sRootCA

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C

Proposed Repair
Action

Renew certificate for the entity identified.

Management_Affe
cting_Severity:

none

6. 750 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•
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• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
750.001 Application upload failure.

Entity Instance k8s_application=<appname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W

Proposed Repair
Action

Check the system inventory log for the cause.

Alarm ID:
750.002 Application apply failure.

Entity Instance k8s_application=<appname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M

Proposed Repair
Action

Retry applying the application. If the issue persists, please check the system inventory log
for cause.

Alarm ID:
750.003 Application remove failure.

Entity Instance k8s_application=<appname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M

Proposed Repair
Action

Retry removing the application. If the issue persists, please the check system inventory
log for cause.
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Alarm ID:
750.004 Application apply in progress.

Entity Instance k8s_application=<appname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W

Proposed Repair
Action

No action is required.

Alarm ID:
750.005 Application update in progress.

Entity Instance k8s_application=<appname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W

Proposed Repair
Action

No action is required.

Alarm ID:
750.006 Automatic application re-apply is pending.

Entity Instance k8s_application=<appname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W

Proposed Repair
Action

Ensure all hosts are either locked or unlocked. When the system is stable the application
will automatically be reapplied.

7. 800 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•
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• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
800.001

Storage Alarm Condition:
1 mons down, quorum 1,2 controller-1,storage-0

Entity Instance cluster=<dist-fs-uuid>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C/M*

Proposed Repair
Action

If problem persists, contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
800.010 Potential data loss. No available OSDs in storage replication group.

Entity Instance cluster=<dist-fs-uuid>.peergroup=<group-x>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Ensure storage hosts from replication group are unlocked and available. Check if OSDs of
each storage host are up and running. If problem persists contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
800.011 Loss of replication in peergroup.

Entity Instance cluster=<dist-fs-uuid>.peergroup=<group-x>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Ensure storage hosts from replication group are unlocked and available. Check if OSDs of
each storage host are up and running. If problem persists contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
800.102 Storage Alarm Condition:
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PV configuration <error/failed to apply> on <hostname>. Reason: <detailed reason>.

Entity Instance pv=<pv_uuid>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C/M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Remove failed PV and associated Storage Device then recreate them.

Alarm ID:
800.103

Storage Alarm Condition:
[ Metadata usage for LVM thin pool <VG name>/<Pool name> exceeded threshold and
automatic extension failed.
Metadata usage for LVM thin pool <VG name>/<Pool name> exceeded threshold ];
threshold x%, actual y%.

Entity Instance <hostname>.lvmthinpool=<VG name>/<Pool name>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Increase Storage Space Allotment for Cinder on the ‘lvm’ backend. Consult the user
documentation for more details. If problem persists, contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
800.104

Storage Alarm Condition:
<storage-backend-name> configuration failed to apply on host: <host-uuid>.

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C*

Proposed Repair
Action

Update backend setting to reapply configuration. Consult the user documentation for
more details. If problem persists, contact next level of support.

8. 900 Series Alarm Messages

The system inventory and maintenance service reports system changes with different degrees of severity. Use the reported alarms to
monitor the overall health of the system.

Alarm messages are numerically coded by the type of alarm.

For more information, see Fault Management Overview on page 2.

In the alarm description tables, the severity of the alarms is represented by one or more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•
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• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

A slash-separated list of letters is used when the alarm can be triggered with one of several severity levels.

An asterisk (*) indicates the management-affecting severity, if any. A management-affecting alarm is one that cannot be ignored at
the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated patch or upgrade operation.

Note
Degrade Affecting Severity: Critical indicates a node will be degraded if the alarm reaches a Critical level.

Alarm ID:
900.001 Patching operation in progress.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m*

Proposed Repair
Action

Complete reboots of affected hosts.

Alarm ID:
900.002 Patch host install failure.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Undo patching operation.

Alarm ID:
900.003 Obsolete patch in system.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: W*

Proposed Repair
Action

Remove and delete obsolete patches.
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Alarm ID:
900.004 Host version mismatch.

Entity Instance host=<hostname>

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Reinstall host to update applied load.

Alarm ID:
900.005 System Upgrade in progress.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m*

Proposed Repair
Action

No action required.

Alarm ID:
900.008 Kubernetes rootca update in progress.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for kubernetes rootca procedure to complete.

Alarm ID:
900.009 Kubernetes root CA update aborted, certificates may not be fully updated.

Entity Instance host=controller

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: m

Management
Affecting Severity:

w
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Proposed Repair
Action

Fully update certificates by a new root CA update.

Alarm ID:
900.101 Software patch auto-apply in progress.

Entity Instance orchestration=sw-patch

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for software patch auto-apply to complete; if problem persists contact next level of
support.

Alarm ID:
900.102 Software patch auto-apply aborting.

Entity Instance orchestration=sw-patch

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for software patch auto-apply abort to complete; if problem persists contact next
level of support.

Alarm ID:
900.103 Software patch auto-apply failed.

Entity Instance orchestration=sw-patch

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Attempt to apply software patches manually; if problem persists contact next level of
support.

Alarm ID:
900.201 Software upgrade auto-apply in progress.

Entity Instance orchestration=sw-upgrade

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*
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Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for software upgrade auto-apply to complete; if problem persists contact next level
of support.

Alarm ID:
900.202 Software upgrade auto-apply aborting.

Entity Instance orchestration=sw-upgrade

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for software upgrade auto-apply abort to complete; if problem persists contact next
level of support.

Alarm ID:
900.203 Software update auto-apply failed.

Entity Instance orchestration=sw-upgrade

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Attempt to apply software upgrade manually; if problem persists contact next level of
support.

Alarm ID:
900.301 Firmware Update auto-apply in progress.

Entity Instance orchestration=fw-upgrade

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for firmware update auto-apply to complete; if problem persists contact next level
of support.

Alarm ID:
900.302 Firmware Update auto-apply aborting.

Entity Instance orchestration=fw-upgrade

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*
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Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for firmware update auto-apply abort to complete; if problem persists contact next
level of support.

Alarm ID:
900.303 Firmware Update auto-apply failed.

Entity Instance orchestration=fw-upgrade

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M*

Proposed Repair
Action

Attempt to apply firmware update manually; if problem persists contact next level of
support.

Alarm ID:
900.501 Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply in progress

Entity Instance orchestration=kube-rootca-update

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M

Management
Affecting Severity:

w

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for kubernetes rootca update auto-apply to complete; if problem persists contact
next level of support.

Alarm ID:
900.502 Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply aborting.

Entity Instance orchestration=kube-rootca-update

Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: M

Management
Affecting Severity:

w

Proposed Repair
Action

Wait for kubernetes rootca update auto-apply abort to complete; if problem persists
contact next level of support.

Alarm ID:
900.503 Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply failed.

Entity Instance orchestration=kube-rootca-update
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Degrade Affecting
Severity:

None

Severity: C

Management
Affecting Severity:

w

Proposed Repair
Action

Attempt to apply kubernetes rootca update manually; if problem persists contact next
level of support.
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11. LOG MESSAGES

1. 200 Series Maintenance Customer Log Messages

The Customer Logs include events that do not require immediate user action.

The following types of events are included in the Customer Logs. The severity of the events is represented in the table by one or
more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

• NA: Not applicable•

Table 1. Customer Log Messages

Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

200.020

<hostname> has been ‘discovered’
on the network
host=<hostname>.event=discover
ed

NA

200.020
<hostname> has been ‘added’ to
the system
host=<hostname>.event=add

NA

200.020

<hostname> has ‘entered’ multi-
node failure avoidance
host=<hostname>.event=mnfa_en
ter

NA

200.020

<hostname> has ‘exited’ multi-
node failure avoidance
host=<hostname>.event=mnfa_exi
t

NA

200.021

<hostname> board management
controller has been ‘provisioned’
host=<hostname>.command=prov
ision

NA

200.021

<hostname> board management
controller has been ‘re-
provisioned’
host=<hostname>.command=repr
ovision

NA
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Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

200.021

<hostname> board management
controller has been ‘de-
provisioned’
host=<hostname>.command=depr
ovision

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘unlock’
request
host=<hostname>.command=unlo
ck

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘reboot’
request
host=<hostname>.command=rebo
ot

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘reset’
request
host=<hostname>.command=rese
t

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘power-off’
request
host=<hostname>.command=pow
er-off

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘power-on’
request
host=<hostname>.command=pow
er-on

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘reinstall’
request
host=<hostname>.command=reins
tall

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘force-lock’
request
host=<hostname>.command=forc
e-lock

NA

200.021

<hostname> manual ‘delete’
request
host=<hostname>.command=dele
te

NA

200.021 <hostname> manual ‘controller
switchover’ request

NA
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Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

host=<hostname>.command=swa
ct

200.022
<hostname> is now ‘disabled’
host=<hostname>.state=disabled

NA

200.022
<hostname> is now ‘enabled’
host=<hostname>.state=enabled

NA

200.022
<hostname> is now ‘online’
host=<hostname>.status=online

NA

200.022
<hostname> is now ‘offline’
host=<hostname>.status=offline

NA

200.022
<hostname> is ‘disabled-failed’ to
the system
host=<hostname>.status=failed

NA

2. 400 Series Customer Log Messages

The Customer Logs include events that do not require immediate user action.

The following types of events are included in the Customer Logs. The severity of the events is represented in the table by one or
more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

• NA: Not applicable•

Alarm ID: 400.003

License key has expired or is invalid
or
Evaluation license key will expire on <date>
or
License key is valid

Entity Instance host=<host_name>

Severity: C

Alarm ID: 400.005 Communication failure detected with peer over port <port> on host <host
name>
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or
Communication failure detected with peer over port <port> on host <host
name> within the last <X> seconds
or
Communication established with peer over port <port> on host <host name>

Entity Instance host=<host_name>.network=<network>

Severity: C

Alarm ID: 400.007 Swact or swact-force

Entity Instance host=<host_name>

Severity: C

3. 900 Series Orchestration Customer Log Messages

The Customer Logs include events that do not require immediate user action.

The following types of events are included in the Customer Logs. The severity of the events is represented in the table by one or
more letters, as follows:

• C: Critical•

• M: Major•

• m: Minor•

• W: Warning•

• NA: Not applicable•

Table 1. Customer Log Messages

Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

900.111
Software update auto-apply start
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.112
Software update auto-apply in progress
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.113
Software update auto-apply rejected
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.114
Software update auto-apply canceled
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.115
Software update auto-apply failed
orchestration=sw-update

C
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Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

900.116
Software update auto-apply completed
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.117
Software update auto-apply abort
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.118
Software update auto-apply aborting
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.119
Software update auto-apply abort rejected
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.120
Software update auto-apply abort failed
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.121
Software update auto-apply aborted
orchestration=sw-update

C

900.211
Software upgrade auto-apply start
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.212
Software upgrade auto-apply in progress
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.213
Software upgrade auto-apply rejected
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.214
Software upgrade auto-apply canceled
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.215
Software upgrade auto-apply failed
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.216
Software upgrade auto-apply completed
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.217
Software upgrade auto-apply abort
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.218
Software upgrade auto-apply aborting
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.219
Software upgrade auto-apply abort rejected
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C
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Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

900.220
Software upgrade auto-apply abort failed
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.221
Software upgrade auto-apply aborted
orchestration=sw-upgrade

C

900.311
Firmware update auto-apply
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.312
Firmware update auto-apply in progress
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.313
Firmware update auto-apply rejected
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.314
Firmware update auto-apply canceled
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.315
Firmware update auto-apply failed
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.316
Firmware update auto-apply completed
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.317
Firmware update auto-apply aborted
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.318
Firmware update auto-apply aborting
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.319
Firmware update auto-apply abort rejected
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.320
Firmware update auto-apply abort failed
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.321
Firmware update auto-apply aborted
orchestration=fw-update

C

900.511
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply start
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.512
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply in progress
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C
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Log ID
Description Severity

Entity Instance ID

900.513
Firmware Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply
rejected
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.514
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply cancelled
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.515
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply failed
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.516
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply completed
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.517
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply abort
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.518
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply aborting
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.519
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply abort rejected
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.520
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply abort failed
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C

900.521
Kubernetes rootca update auto-apply aborted
orchestration=kube-rootca-update

C
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM SECURITY, 22.06
Wind River Cloud Platform security encompasses a broad number of features.

• TLS support on all external interfaces•

• Kubernetes service accounts and RBAC policies for authentication and authorization of Kubernetes API / CLI / GUI•

• Encryption of Kubernetes Secret Data at Rest•

• Keystone authentication and authorization of StarlingX API / CLI / GUI•

• Barbican is used to securely store secrets such as BMC user passwords•

• Networking policies / Firewalls on external APIs•

• UEFI secureboot•

• Signed software updates•

System Accounts

• Types of System Accounts on page 5
• Linux User Accounts on page 5

- The sysadmin Account on page 6
- Local LDAP Linux User Accounts on page 7
- Create LDAP Linux Accounts on page 8
- Remote Access for Linux Accounts on page 9
- Password Recovery for Linux User Accounts on page 10
- Establish Credentials for Linux User Accounts on page 10
- For StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 11
- For StarlingX, Platform OpenStack and Kubernetes CLIs from the ‘sysadmin’ Linux Account Login on page 12
- For Kubernetes CLI from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 12
- Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale on page 22

• Kubernetes Service Accounts on page 15
- Create an Admin Type Service Account on page 15

• Keystone Accounts on page 16
- Keystone Accounts on page 16
- Keystone Account Authentication on page 17
- Manage Keystone Accounts on page 17
- Configure the Keystone Token Expiration Time on page 17
- Keystone Password Recovery on page 18
- Updating Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password Change on page 18
- Keystone Security Compliance Configuration on page 19

• Remote Windows Active Directory Accounts on page 22
• System Account Password Rules on page 22
• Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale on page 22

- Create inventory file using Ansible-Vault on page 14
- Run the playbook on page 14

Access the System

• Configure Local CLI Access on page 25
• Remote CLI Access on page 27

- Configure Remote CLI Access on page 27
- Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 27
- Use Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32
- Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 34
- Configure Remote Helm v2 Client on page 36
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• Access the GUI on page 40
- Configure HTTP and HTTPS Ports for Horizon Using the CLI on page 40
- Configure Horizon User Lockout on Failed Logins on page 41
- Install the Kubernetes Dashboard on page 42

• REST API Access on page 44
- Kubernetes on page 44

• Connect to Container Registries through a Firewall or Proxy on page 44

Manage Non-Admin Type Users

• Private Namespace and Restricted RBAC on page 46
• Pod Security Policies on page 49
• Enable Pod Security Policy Checking on page 50
• Disable Pod Security Policy Checking on page 50
• Assign Pod Security Policies on page 51
• Resource Management on page 52
• Technology Preview - Pod Security Admission Controller on page 54

User Authentication Using Windows Active Directory

• Overview of Windows Active Directory on page 60
• Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation while Bootstrapping the System on page 60
• Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation after Bootstrapping the System on page 61
• Set up OIDC Auth Applications on page 62
• Centralized OIDC Authentication Setup for Distributed Cloud on page 69
• Configure Users, Groups, and Authorization on page 71
• Configure Kubectl with a Context for the User on page 72

Obtain the Authentication Token

• Obtain the Authentication Token Using the oidc-auth Shell Script on page 72
• Obtain the Authentication Token Using the Browser on page 73

Deprovision Windows Active Directory

• Deprovision Windows Active Directory Authentication on page 74

Firewall Options

• Default Firewall Rules on page 76
• Modify Firewall Options on page 78

HTTPS Certificate Management

• HTTPS and Certificates Management Overview on page 80
• Display Certificates Installed on a System on page 82
• Create a local CA Issuer on page 83

- Create the ClusterIssuer on page 83
• Kubernetes Certificates on page 85

- Update/Renew Kubernetes Certificates on page 87
- Manual Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update on page 87
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- Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update Cloud Orchestration on page 94
• Etcd Certificates on page 96

- Install custom etcd Root CA certificate on page 97
- Update/Renew etcd certificates on page 98

• Install Custom Kubernetes Root CA Certificate on page 98
• Configure REST API Applications and Web Administration Server certificate on page 99
• Configure Platform Certificates during Installation with Deployment Manager on page 101
• Configure Docker Registry Certificate on page 102
• OIDC Client Dex Server Certificates on page 104

- Install OIDC certificates on page 105
- Update/Renew OIDC certificates on page 105

• Migrate/Update Platform Certificates to use Cert Manager on page 105
• Portieris Server Certificate on page 109

- Install Portieris certificates on page 109
- Update/Renew Portieris certificates on page 109

• Vault Server Certificate on page 109
- Install Vault server certificate on page 110
- Update/Renew Vault certificates on page 110

• Distributed Cloud Admin Endpoint Certificates on page 112
- Certificate management for admin REST API endpoints on page 112
- Certificates on the System Controller on page 112
- Certificates on the subcloud on page 112

• System Trusted CA Certificates on page 112
- Install/Uninstall Trusted CA certificates on page 113
- Ansible Bootstrap Playbook on page 113
- System CLI – Trusted CA certificate install on page 113
- System CLI – Trusted CA certificate uninstall on page 114
- Update/Renew trusted CA certficates on page 114

• Certificate Management Guidelines on page 115
• Expiring-Soon and Expired Certificate Alarms on page 116

- Overriding Default Certificate Alarming Behavior on page 117
- Corrective action on page 118

Cert Manager

• Cert Manager on page 119
• Configure cert-manager at Bootstrap on page 119
• Cert-Manager Post Installation Setup on page 120

Portieris Admission Controller

• Portieris Overview on page 123
• Install Portieris on page 123
• Portieris ClusterImagePolicy and ImagePolicy Configuration on page 124
• Remove Portieris on page 125

Vault Secret and Data Management

• Vault Overview on page 127
• Install Vault on page 127
• Configure Vault Using the Vault REST API on page 128
• Configure Vault Using the Vault CLI on page 130
• Remove Vault on page 133
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Encrypt Kubernetes Secret Data at Rest

• Encrypt Kubernetes Secret Data at Rest on page 134

Linux Auditing System

• Linux Auditing System on page 135

Operator Login/Authentication Logging

• Operator Login/Authentication Logging on page 140

Operator Command Logging

• StarlingX Operator Command Logging on page 141
• Kubernetes Operator Command Logging on page 142

UEFI Secure Boot

• Overview of UEFI Secure Boot on page 145
• Use UEFI Secure Boot on page 145

Authentication of Software Delivery

• Authentication of Software Delivery on page 146

Security Feature Configuration for Spectre and Meltdown

• Security Feature Configuration for Spectre and Meltdown on page 147

Deprecated Functionality

• StarlingX REST API Applications and the Web Administration Server Certificate on page 149
• Local Registry Server Certificates on page 151

Appendix: Locally creating certificates

• Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153
• Create Certificates Locally using cert-manager on the Controller on page 153
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2. SYSTEM ACCOUNTS

1. Types of System Accounts

This Chapter describes the system accounts available in a Cloud Platform system.

• Linux User Accounts on page 5•

• Kubernetes Service Accounts on page 15•

• Keystone Accounts on page 16•

• Remote Windows Active Directory Accounts on page 22•

2. Linux User Accounts

A brief description of the system accounts available in a Cloud Platform system.

Sysadmin Local Linux Account

This is a local, per-host, sudo-enabled account created automatically when a new host is provisioned. It is used by the primary
system administrator for Cloud Platform, as it has extended privileges.

See The sysadmin Account on page 6 for more details.

Local Linux User Accounts

Local Linux User Accounts should NOT be created since they are used for internal system purposes.

Local LDAP Linux User Accounts

These are local LDAP accounts that are centrally managed across all hosts in the cluster. These accounts are intended to provide
additional admin level user accounts (in addition to sysadmin) that can SSH to the nodes of the Cloud Platform.

See Local LDAP Linux User Accounts on page 7 and Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale on page 13 for more
details.

Note
For security reasons, it is recommended that ONLY admin level users be allowed to SSH to the nodes of the Cloud
Platform. Non-admin level users should strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

For more information, refer to the following:

• The sysadmin Account on page 6
• Local LDAP Linux User Accounts on page 7
• Create LDAP Linux Accounts on page 8
• Remote Access for Linux Accounts on page 9
• Password Recovery for Linux User Accounts on page 10
• Establish Credentials for Linux User Accounts on page 10
• For StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 11
• For StarlingX, Platform OpenStack and Kubernetes CLIs from the ‘sysadmin’ Linux Account Login on page 12
• For Kubernetes CLI from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 12
• Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale on page 22
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2.1. The sysadmin Account

This is a local, per-host, sudo-enabled account created automatically when a new host is provisioned.

This Linux user account is used by the primary system administrator as it has extended privileges.

On controller nodes, this account is available even before ansible bootstrap playbook is executed.

The default initial password is sysadmin.

• The initial password must be changed immediately when you log in to each host for the first time. For details, see Installation•
guide.

• After each unsuccessful login attempt, a 15 second delay is imposed before making another attempt. If you attempt to login•
before 15 seconds the system will display a message such as:

Account temporary locked (10 seconds left)

Note
On Debian-based Cloud Platform systems, this delay is 3 seconds.

• After five consecutive unsuccessful login attempts, further attempts are blocked for about five minutes. On further attemps•
within 5 minutes, the system will display a message such as:

Account locked due to 6 failed logins

Note
On Debian-based Cloud Platform systems, you are alerted on the 6th and subsequent attempts:

Account locked due to 6 failed logins and an error message is displayed on subsequent attempts:

Maximum number of tries exceeded (5)

To clarify, on CentOS-based Cloud Platform systems, the 5 minute block is not an absolute window, but a sliding one. That is, if
you keep attempting to log in within those 5 minutes, the window keeps sliding and the you remain blocked. Therefore, you
should not attempt any further login attempts for 5 minutes after 5 unsuccessful login attempts.

On Debian-based Cloud Platform systems, 5 mins after the account is locked, the failed attempts will be reset and failed
attempts re-counted.

Subsequent password changes must be executed on the active controller in an unlocked, enabled, and available state to ensure that
they propagate to all other unlocked-active hosts in the cluster. Otherwise, they remain local to the host where they were executed,
and are overwritten on the next reboot or host unlock to match the password on the active controller.

From the sysadmin account, you can execute commands requiring different privileges.

• You can execute non-root level commands as a regular Linux user directly.•

If you do not have sufficient privileges to execute a command as a regular Linux user, you may receive a permissions error, or in
some cases, the command may be reported as not found.

• You can execute root-level commands as the root user.•

To become the root user, use the sudo command to elevate your privileges, followed by the command to be executed. For
example, to run the license-install command as the root user:

$ sudo /usr/sbin/license-install license_file

If a password is requested, provide the password for the sysadmin account.

• You can execute StarlingX administrative commands as the Keystone admin user and Kubernetes kubectl and helm•
administrative commands as the Kubernetes admin user.

To become the admin user from the Linux sysadmin account, source the script /etc/platform/openrc:
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$ source /etc/platform/openrc
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$

The system prompt changes to indicate the newly acquired privileges.

Note
The default Keystone prompt includes the host name and the current working path. For simplicity, this guide uses
the following generic prompt instead:

~(keystone_admin)]$

2.2. Local LDAP Linux User Accounts

You can create regular Linux user accounts using the Cloud Platform LDAP service.

Local LDAP accounts are centrally managed on the active controller; all hosts in the cloud/cluster use the Local LDAP server on the
active controller for SSH and Console authentication.

The intended use of these accounts is to provide additional admin level user accounts (in addition to sysadmin) that can SSH to the
nodes of the Cloud Platform.

Note
For security reasons, it is recommended that ONLY admin level users be allowed to SSH to the nodes of the Cloud
Platform. Non-admin level users should strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

Apart from being centrally managed, Local LDAP user accounts behave as any local user account. They can be added to the sudoers
list, and can acquire Keystone administration credentials, Kubernetes kubectl, and helm administrative commands as the Kubernetes
admin user, when executing on the active controller.

Local LDAP user accounts share the following set of attributes:

• The initial password is the name of the account.•

• The initial password must be changed immediately upon first login.•

• For complete details on password rules, see System Account Password Rules on page 22.•

• Login sessions are logged out automatically after about 15 minutes of inactivity.•

• After each unsuccessful login attemt, a 15 second delay is imposed before making another attempt. If you attempt to login•
before 15 seconds the system will display a message such as:

Account temporary locked (10 seconds left)

Note
On Debian-based Cloud Platform systems, this delay is 3 seconds.

- After five consecutive unsuccessful login attempts, further attempts are blocked for about five minutes. On further-
attemps within 5 minutes, the system will display a message such as:

Account locked due to 6 failed logins

Note
On Debian-based Cloud Platform systems, you are alerted on the 6th and subsequent attempts:

Account locked due to 6 failed logins and an error message is displayed on subsequent attempts:

Maximum number of tries exceeded (5)

To clarify, on CentOS-based Cloud Platform systems, the 5 minute block is not an absolute window, but a sliding one. That
is, if you keep attempting to log in within those 5 minutes, the window keeps sliding and the you remain blocked.
Therefore, you should not attempt any further login attempts for 5 minutes after 5 unsuccessful login attempts.
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On Debian-based Cloud Platform systems, 5 mins after the account is locked, the failed attempts will be reset and failed
attempts re-counted.

• All authentication attempts are recorded on the file /var/log/auth.log of the target host.•

• Home directories and passwords are backed up and restored by the system backup utilities. Note that only passwords are•
synced across hosts (both LDAP users and sysadmin). Home directories are not automatically synced and are local to that host.

Default LDAP User Accounts

The following Local LDAP user accounts are available by default on newly deployed hosts, regardless of their personality:

operator

A cloud administrative account, comparable to the default admin account used in the web management interface.

This user account has access to all native Linux commands not requiring root or sudo privileges, and it’s shell is preconfigured to
have administrative access to StarlingX commands.

admin

A host administrative account. It has access to all native Linux commands and is included in the sudoers list.

For increased security, the admin and operator accounts must be used from the console ports of the hosts; no SSH access is allowed.

• These accounts serve as system access redundancies in the event that SSH access is unavailable. In the event of any issues with•
connectivity, user lockout, or sysadmin passwords being forgotten or not getting propagated properly, the presence of these
accounts can be essential in gaining access to the deployment and rectifying things. This is why these accounts are restricted to
the console port only, as a form of “manual over-ride.” The operator account enables access to the cloud deployment only,
without giving unabated sudo access to the entire system.

See also

Create LDAP Linux Accounts on page 8

2.3. Create LDAP Linux Accounts

Cloud Platform includes a script for creating LDAP Linux accounts.

About this task

Note
For security reasons, it is recommended that ONLY admin level users be allowed to SSH to the nodes of the Cloud
Platform. Non-admin level users should strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

The ldapusersetup command provides an interactive method for setting up LDAP Linux user accounts.

Centralized management is implemented using two LDAP servers, one running on each controller node. LDAP server synchronization
is automatic using the native LDAP content synchronization protocol.

A set of LDAP commands is available to operate on LDAP user accounts. The commands are installed in the directory /usr/local/sbin,
and are available to any user account in the sudoers list. Included commands are lsldap, ldapadduser, ldapdeleteuser, and several
others starting with the prefix ldap.

Use the command option –help on any command to display a brief help message, as illustrated below.

$ ldapadduser --help
Usage : /usr/local/sbin/ldapadduser <username> <groupname | gid> [uid]
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$ ldapdeleteuser --help
Usage : /usr/local/sbin/ldapdeleteuser <username | uid>

Prerequisites

For convenience, identify the user’s Keystone account user name in Wind River Cloud Platform.

Procedure

1. Log in as sysadmin, and start the ldapusersetup script.

controller-0: ~$ sudo ldapusersetup

2. Follow the interactive steps in the script.

a. Provide a user name.

Enter username to add to LDAP:

Successfully added user user1 to LDAP
Successfully set password for user user1

b. Specify a secondary user group for this LDAP user.

Add user1 to secondary user group (yes/No):

c. Change the password duration.

Enter days after which user password must be changed [90]:

Successfully modified user entry uid=ldapuser1, ou=People, dc=cgcs, dc=local in LDAP
Updating password expiry to 90 days

d. Change the warning period before the password expires.

Enter days before password is to expire that user is warned [2]:

Updating password expiry to 2 days

On completion of the script, the command prompt is displayed.

controller-0: ~$

Results

The Local LDAP account is created. For information about the user login process, see For StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs
from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 11.

For managing composite Local LDAP Accounts (i.e. with associated Keystone and Kubernetes accounts) for a standalone cloud or a
distributed cloud, see Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale on page 13.

2.4. Remote Access for Linux Accounts

You can log in remotely as a Linux user(either sysadmin or a local LDAP user) using ssh.
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Note
For security reasons, it is recommended that ONLY admin level users be allowed to SSH to the nodes of the Cloud
Platform. Non-admin level users should strictly use remote CLIs or remote web GUIs.

Specifying the OAM floating IP address as the target establishes a connection to the currently active controller; however, if the OAM
floating IP address moves from one controller node to another, the ssh session is blocked. To ensure access to a particular controller
regardless of its current role, specify the controller physical address instead.

Note
Password-based access to the root account is not permitted over remote connections.

2.5. Password Recovery for Linux User Accounts

You can reset the password for a Linux user if required. The procedure depends on the class of user.

Linux System Users

This class includes the sysadmin account, and optionally other Linux system user accounts created to support a multi-admin scenario.
If another Linux system account is available, you can use it to reset the password for this type of account as follows:

$ sudo passwd <user>
$ sudo chage -d 0 <user>

where <user> is the user name of the account to be reset (for, example, sysadmin) and sudo passwd <user> will prompt for the new
password. The chage command forces immediate expiration, so that the user must change the password at first login.

If no other Linux system user accounts have been created, you can recover using the default LDAP operator or admin accounts. For
more information, see Local LDAP Linux User Accounts on page 7.

LDAP System Users

This class includes users created using LDAP utilities.

You can reset the password for an LDAP account as follows:

$ sudo ldapmodifyuser <user> replace userPassword <temp_password>
$ sudo ldapmodifyuser <user> replace shadowLastChange 0

where <user> is the username, and <temp_password> is a temporary password. The second command forces a password change on
first login.

2.6. Establish Credentials for Linux User Accounts

You can establish credentials for StarlingX, Platform OpenStack CLIs, and Kubernetes CLIs (kubectl and helm) for Linux user accounts.

For more information, see:

• For StarlingX, Platform OpenStack and Kubernetes CLIs from the ‘sysadmin’ Linux Account Login on page 12•

• For StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 11•

• For Kubernetes CLI from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login on page 12•
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2.7. For StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs from a Local LDAP Linux Account
Login

You can establish Keystone credentials for executing StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs for a local LDAP user, if required; this is
not setup by default.

About this task

For more information about ldapusersetup, see Create LDAP Linux Accounts on page 8.

User accounts created using ldapusersetup have access to the StarlingX CLIs (system, fm, sw-patch, dcmanager, etc.) and the
platform ‘OpenStack’ CLI as part of the shell.

Prerequisites

• You must have a platform Keystone user account. For more information about creating Keystone users, managing keystone•
projects, users and roles, see https://docs.openstack.org/keystone/pike/admin/cli-manage-projects-users-and-roles.html.

• It is recommended to use the same username for both your local LDAP user and your Keystone user.•

About this task

You can establish Keystone credentials, in order to use the StarlingX and Platform OpenStack CLIs, using one of the following
methods:

Procedure

1. (Method 1) When you have logged into the Horizon Web interface with your Keystone user credentials, download an
OpenStack RC file (openrc.sh), and use it to source the required environment within your local LDAP user shell . For
more information on downloading your OpenStack RC file from Horizon, see, http://docs.openstack.org.

2. (Method 2) Add the required environment variables manually into a wrcprc.sh file and use this to source the required
environment within your local LDAP user shell.
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Note
For security and reliability, add all the variables.

OS_USERNAME

the Keystone user name

OS_USER_DOMAIN_NAME

the default domain for the user

OS_PROJECT_NAME

the tenant name

OS_PROJECT_DOMAIN_NAME

the default domain for the project

OS_PASSWORD

a clear text representation of the Keystone password

OS_AUTH_URL

the Keystone Authentication URL

OS_IDENTITY_API_VERSION

the identity API version

OS_INTERFACE

the interface

OS_REGION_NAME

the Keystone Region Name

2.8. For StarlingX, Platform OpenStack and Kubernetes CLIs from the ‘sysadmin’
Linux Account Login

You can establish credentials for Cloud Platform, Platform OpenStack and Kubernetes CLIs from the ‘sysadmin’ Linux account login.

About this task

For the ‘sysadmin’ account, you can acquire both Keystone admin credentials for StarlingX and Platform CLIs, and Kubernetes admin
credentials for Kubernetes CLIs by executing the following command:

user1@controller-0:~$ source /etc/platform/openrc

2.9. For Kubernetes CLI from a Local LDAP Linux Account Login

You can establish credentials for executing Kubernetes CLIs (kubectl and helm) for a Local LDAP user, if required; this is not setup by
default.

About this task

For more information about ldapusersetup, see Creating LDAP Linux Accounts on page 8.
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Prerequisites

• You must have a Kubernetes Service Account.•

• See Creating an Admin Type Service Account on page 15 for details on how to create an admin level service account. For•
more clarifications, ask your ‘sysadmin’.

About this task

It is recommended to use the same username for both your Local LDAP user and your Kubernetes Service Account.

Procedure

1. Add your Local LDAP user account to the ‘root’ group in order to get access to execute kubectl.
If you have sudo permissions, run the following command first, and then re-ssh to your local LDAP user account,
otherwise the ‘sysadmin’ will have to execute this step.

$sudo usermod -a -G root <ldapusername>

2. Configure kubectl access.

Note
Your ‘sysadmin’ should have given you a TOKEN while setting up your Kubernetes Service Account.

Execute the following commands:

$ kubectl config set-cluster mycluster --server=https://192.168.206.1:6443 --insecure-skip-tls-
verify
$ kubectl config set-credentials joe-admin@mycluster --token=$TOKEN
$ kubectl config set-context joe-admin@mycluster --cluster=mycluster  --user joe-admin@mycluste
r
$ kubectl config use-context joe-admin@mycluster

You now have admin access to Cloud Platform Kubernetes cluster.

2.10. Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale

About this task

The purpose of this playbook is to simplify and automate the management of composite Local LDAP accounts across multiple DC
systems or standalone systems. A composite Local LDAP account is defined as a Local LDAP account that also has a unique keystone
account with admin role credentials and access to a K8S serviceAccount with cluster-admin role credentials.

A user with such a composite Local LDAP account can SSH to systems’ controllers and subclouds and:

• execute Linux commands (with local LDAP account credentials; with or without sudo capabilities),•

• execute Cloud Platform CLI commands (with its keystone account (admin role) credentials) and•

• execute K8S CLI commands (with credentials of a cluster-admin K8S serviceAccount).•

A unique Local LDAP account and unique keystone account enables user-specific command audit logging for security and tracking
purposes.

Besides creating the required Local LDAP, Keystone and K8S accounts, the playbook also fully sets up Keystone and K8S credentials
in the Local LDAP user’s home directory on all controllers of all systems (i.e. standalone systems, DC SystemControllers and DC
Subclouds).

The playbook can be used to create or delete such composite Local LDAP Accounts, manage access to sudo capabilities and manage
password change parameters.
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Create inventory file using Ansible-Vault

Users are required to create an inventory file to specify playbook parameters. Using ansible-vault is highly recommended for
improved security. An ansible-vault password needs to be created during this step, which is required for subsequent access to
the ansible-vault and ansible-playbook commands.

Create a secure inventory file:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-vault create secure-inventory

This will open a text editor where you can fill the inventory parameters as shown on the example below:

[all:vars]

ansible_user=sysadmin

ansible_password=<sysadmin-password>

ansible_become_pass=<sysadmin-password>

[systemcontroller]

systemcontroller-0 ansible_host=127.0.0.1

The inventory parameters are:

ansible_user

Specify the sysadmin user for ansible to use.

ansible_password

The sysadmin password.

ansible_become_pass

The sysadmin password for using sudo.

systemcontroller-0 ansible_host

The target DC/Standalone system controller IP Address or FQDN to create/delete the composite Local LDAP account. Use
127.0.0.1, loopback address, if running the ansible playbook locally on the target DC/Standalone system controller.

Run the playbook

After the inventory file is created, the ansible playbook can be run to perform the user creation or removal process. The previously
created ansible-vault password will be prompted during runtime.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook --inventory secure-inventory --ask-vault-pass --extra-vars='u
ser_id=na-admin mode=create' \ /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/ playbooks/manage_local_ldap_account
.yml

• Extra-vars parameter options:•
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user_id
Username that will be used for both the Local LDAP account and the Keystone account on the target DC/Standalone
system and associated DC Subclouds.

• mode:•

create
Creates users within Local LDAP and Keystone. This is the default value when not specified.

delete
Removes existing users from Local LDAP and Keystone.

• sudo_permission (optional):•

yes
The created Local LDAP user will have sudo capabilities to execute commands with root privileges on the DC/Standalone
system and associated DC Subclouds.

no
The created Local LDAP user will NOT have sudo capabilities to execute commands with root privileges on the DC/
Standalone system and associated DC Subclouds.

• password_change_period:•

<int>
Related to the /etc/shadow file, this attribute specifies the maximum number of days that the Local LDAP account’s is
valid.

• password_warning_period:•

<int>
Related to the /etc/shadow file, this attribute specifies the number of days before password expiration that the Local
LDAP user is warned.

3. Kubernetes Service Accounts

Cloud Platform uses Kubernetes service accounts and RBAC policies for authentication and authorization of users of the Kubernetes
API, CLI, and Dashboard.

• Create an Admin Type Service Account on page 15

3.1. Create an Admin Type Service Account

An admin type user typically has full permissions to cluster-scoped resources as well as full permissions to all resources scoped to any
namespaces.

About this task

A cluster-admin ClusterRole is defined by default for such a user. To create an admin service account with cluster-admin role, use the
following procedure:

Note
It is recommended that you create and manage service accounts within the kube-system namespace.
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Procedure

1. Create the user definition.
For example:

% cat <<EOF > admin-user.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: admin-user
  namespace: kube-system
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: admin-user
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: cluster-admin
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: admin-user
  namespace: kube-system
EOF

2. Apply the configuration.

% kubectl apply -f admin-user.yaml

Note
Cloud Platform can also use user accounts defined in an external Windows Active Directory to authenticate Kubernetes
API, kubectl CLI or the Kubernetes Dashboard. For more information, see Configure OIDC Auth Applications on
page 62.

4. Keystone Accounts

Wind River Cloud Platform uses Keystone for authentication and authorization of users of the StarlingX REST APIs, the CLI, the
Horizon Web interface and the Local Docker Registry. Cloud Platform’s Keystone uses the default local SQL Backend.

See Keystone Accounts on page 16 for more details.

• Keystone Accounts on page 16
• Keystone Account Authentication on page 17
• Manage Keystone Accounts on page 17
• Configure the Keystone Token Expiration Time on page 17
• Keystone Password Recovery on page 18
• Updating Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password Change on page 18
• Keystone Security Compliance Configuration on page 19

4.1. Keystone Accounts

Cloud Platform uses tenant accounts and user accounts to identify and manage access to Cloud Platform resources, and images in
the Local Docker Registry.
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You can create and manage Keystone projects and users from the web management interface, the CLI, or the Cloud Platform’s
Keystone REST API.

In Cloud Platform, the default authentication backend for Keystone users is the local SQL Database Identity Service.

Note
All Kubernetes accounts are subject to system password rules. For complete details on password rules, see System
Account Password Rules on page 22.

4.2. Keystone Account Authentication

Cloud Platform tenants and users are authenticated by the Keystone identity service.

For tenant and user authentication, Cloud Platform’s Keystone identity service supports the local SQL Database authentication
backend.

4.3. Manage Keystone Accounts

You can create and manage Keystone projects and users from the web management interface, the CLI, or the Cloud Platform’s
Keystone REST API.

See:

https://docs.openstack.org/keystone/pike/admin/cli-manage-projects-users-and-roles.html for details on managing Keystone
projects, users, and roles.

Password Recovery on page 18 for details on how to change or reset a Keystone user password.

System Account Password Rules on page 22 for details on password rules, as all Kubernetes accounts are subject to system
password rules.

Change the Admin Password on Distributed Cloud for details on changing the keystone admin user password across the entire
Distributed Cloud system.

If you are using Deployment Manager on a system where the admin credentials have been changed, you must update the password
in the ‘system-endpoint’ secret with the new keystone ‘admin’ user password for additional hosts or subcloud installs. See Updating
Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password Change on page 18

4.4. Configure the Keystone Token Expiration Time

You can change the default Keystone token expiration setting. This may be required to provide sustained access for operations that
take more than an hour.

About this task

By default, the Keystone token expiration time is set to 3600 seconds (1 hour). This is the amount of time a token remains valid. The
new setting must be between 3600 seconds and 14400 seconds.

Procedure

1. On the active controller, become the Keystone admin user.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc

2. Ensure that the token_expiration parameter is defined for the identity service.
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$ system service-parameter-list | grep token_expiration

| 712e4a45-777c-4e83-9d56-5042cde482f7 | identity | config | token_expiration | 3600

3. Modify the service parameter using the following command:

$ system service-parameter-modify identity config token_expiration=7200

4. Apply the configuration change.

$ system service-parameter-apply identity

Applying identity service parameters

Allow a few minutes for the change to take an effect.

4.5. Keystone Password Recovery

About this task

This section describes how to change or reset a Keystone user password.

Procedure

• Do one of the following to change a Keystone admin user password at any time.•

- Use the Identity panel in the Horizon Web interface.-

- Use the following command from the controller CLI.-

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user password set

• Use the following command to reset a Keystone non-admin user (tenant user) account.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user set --password <temp_password> <user>

where <user> is the username and <temp_password> is a temporary password.

If you are using Deployment Manager on a system where the admin credentials have been changed, you must update the password
in the ‘system-endpoint’ secret with the new keystone ‘admin’ user password for additional hosts or subcloud installs. See Updating
Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password Change on page 18

4.6. Updating Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password
Change

If you are using Deployment Manager on a system where the admin credentials have been changed, you must update the password
in the ‘system-endpoint’ secret with the new keystone ‘admin’ user password for additional hosts or subcloud installs.

1. If the deployment-config.yaml file has been moved off-box for security reasons, upload the file back to the system
to be updated.

Warning

The deployment-config.yaml file includes sensitive information (including system credentials and passwords). For increased
security, it is recommended to store the deployment-config.yaml in a safe location off-box. Upload the file to the system only
when it is required (during initial configuration, and when reapplying an updated configuration).
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2. Update the password in the ‘system-endpoint’ secret in the deployment-config.yaml file, with the new keystone
‘admin’ user password. Make this change to the OS_PASSWORD value. It must be base64 encoded. For example:

OS_PASSWORD: U3Q4cmxpbmdYKg==

3. Apply the updated deployment configuration.

kubectl apply -f deployment-config.yaml

4. (Optional) For security reasons, copy the updated deployment-config.yaml file off-box and delete it from the
system.

4.7. Keystone Security Compliance Configuration

About this task

You can configure custom password rules for keystone security compliance.

Procedure

1. Use the following parameters to set the rules for keystone security compliance.

system service-parameter-add identity security_compliance unique_last_password_count
system service-parameter-add identity security_compliance password_regex
system service-parameter-add identity security_compliance password_regex_description

2. In order for the changes to take effect, apply the new configuration with the command:

system service-parameter-apply identity

For security reasons these parameters are validated:

• unique_last_password_count must be an integer equal or greater than zero.

• password_regex must be a valid regex conforming to the Python Regular Expression (RE) syntax: https://
docs.python.org/3/library/re.html.

• password_regex_description must be a non empty string.

Note
The password_regex_description will be used by keystone as part of the error message when the user tries a
password that does not conform to the rules. Make sure to have an explanatory description.

For example:

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add identity security_compl
iance unique_last_password_count=7
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 27e18c80-e8be-47ce-9b24-f21136682de6 |
| service     | identity                             |
| section     | security_compliance                  |
| name        | unique_last_password_count           |
| value       | 7                                    |
| personality | None                                 |
| resource    | None                                 |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add identity security_compl
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iance password_regex='^(?=.*\d)(?=.*[a-z])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[!@#$%^&*()<>{}+=_\\\[\]\-?|~`,.;:]).
{20,}$'
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-+
| Property    | Valu
e                                                                           |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-+
| uuid        | bab59259-4463-4bce-a6ed-e7b2dcfeb2a
c                                            |
| service     | identit
y                                                                        |
| section     | security_complianc
e                                                             |
| name        | password_rege
x                                                                  |
| value       | ^(?=.*\d)(?=.*[a-z])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[!@#$%^&*()<>{}+=_\\\[\]\-?|~`,.;:]).{20,}
$ |
| personality | Non
e                                                                            |
| resource    | Non
e                                                                            |
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-+
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify identity security_co
mpliance password_regex_description='Password must have a minimum length of 20 characters, and 
must contain at least 1 upper case, 1 lower case, 1 digit, and 1 special character'
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Valu
e                                                                                                                                        
|
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 83ae409e-d5b5-4465-b71b-f29b81bdcb6
7                                                                                                         
|
| service     | identit
y                                                                                                                                     
|
| section     | security_complianc
e                                                                                                                          
|
| name        | password_regex_descriptio
n                                                                                                                   
|
| value       | Password must have a minimum length of 20 characters, and must contain at leas
t 1 upper case, 1 lower case, 1 digit, and 1 special character |
| personality | Non
e                                                                                                                                         
|
| resource    | Non
e                                                                                                                                         
|
+-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------+
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$
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[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply identity
Applying platform service parameters

3. The system service-parameter-apply command will apply the configuration to /etc/keystone/keystone.conf
and restart the keystone service.
To see the exact moment keystone is restarted, check the sm-customer.log:

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ date
Wed Oct 20 02:03:12 UTC 2021
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ # let's check that keystone is being restarted
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ tailf -n 5 /var/log/sm-customer.log
| 2021-10-20T02:02:42.109 |        398 | service-scn          | vi
m                              | enabling-throttle                | enablin
g                         | throttle open to enable service
| 2021-10-20T02:02:42.110 |        399 | service-scn          | cert-mo
n                         | enabling                         | enabled-activ
e                   | enable success
| 2021-10-20T02:02:42.141 |        400 | service-scn          | hw-mo
n                           | enabling-throttle                | enablin
g                         | throttle open to enable service
| 2021-10-20T02:02:42.480 |        401 | service-scn          | vi
m                              | enabling                         | enabled-activ
e                   | enable success
| 2021-10-20T02:02:43.584 |        402 | service-scn          | hw-mo
n                           | enabling                         | enabled-activ
e                   | enable success
| 2021-10-20T02:04:19.289 |        403 | service-scn          | keyston
e                         | enabled-active                   | disablin
g                        | restart safe requested
| 2021-10-20T02:04:20.512 |        404 | service-scn          | keyston
e                         | disabling                        | disable
d                         | disable success
| 2021-10-20T02:04:20.980 |        405 | service-scn          | keyston
e                         | disabled                         | enabling-throttl
e                | enabled-active state requested
| 2021-10-20T02:04:21.007 |        406 | service-scn          | keyston
e                         | enabling-throttle                | enablin
g                         | throttle open to enable service
| 2021-10-20T02:04:22.431 |        407 | service-scn          | keyston
e                         | enabling                         | enabled-activ
e                   | enable success

4. Search for keystone.conf to see the new rules being persisted.

[sysadmin@controller-1 ~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo grep "unique_last_password_count\|password_rege
x" /etc/keystone/keystone.conf
#unique_last_password_count = 0
unique_last_password_count = 7
#password_regex = <None>
password_regex = ^(?=.*\d)(?=.*[a-z])(?=.*[A-Z])(?=.*[!@#$%^&*()<>{}+=_\\\[\]\-?|~`,.;:]).{20,}
$
#password_regex_description = <None>
password_regex_description = 20 characters minimum, must have numbers and special characters

5. After that, the new rules are already in place, and they can be used.
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[sysadmin@controller-1 ~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user password set
Current Password:
New Password:
Repeat New Password:
The password does not match the requirements: 20 characters minimum, must have numbers and spec
ial characters. (HTTP 400) (Request-ID: req-3aa0f2f9-eef8-4f28-8e3c-ae4a7eaf1d29)

5. Remote Windows Active Directory Accounts

Cloud Platform can optionally be configured to use remote Windows Active Directory Accounts and native Kubernetes RBAC policies
for authentication and authorization of users of the Kubernetes API, CLI, and Dashboard.

See Overview of Windows Active Directory on page 60 for more details.

6. System Account Password Rules

Cloud Platform enforces a set of strength requirements for new or changed passwords.

The following rules apply to all System Accounts (Local LDAP, sysadmin, other Linux Accounts, and Keystone accounts):

• The password must be at least seven characters long.•

• You cannot reuse the last 2 passwords in history.•

• The password must contain:•

- at least one lower-case character-

- at least one upper-case character-

- at least one numeric character-

- at least one special character-

The following additional rules apply to Local Linux accounts only (Local LDAP, sysadmin, and other Linux accounts):

• A changed password must differ from the previous password by at least three characters.•

Note
This rule does not apply when the root user changes the password for other users, including sudo to root, to change
other account’s password.

• A changed password using only character case differences is not allowed. For example, if nEtw!rk5 is the current password,•
Netw!RK5 is not allowed as the new password.

Note
This rule does not apply when the root user changes the password for other users, including sudo to root, to change
other account’s password.

• After five consecutive incorrect password attempts, the user is locked out for 5 minutes.•

Note
This rule does not apply to the root user.

7. Manage Composite Local LDAP Accounts at Scale
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About this task

The purpose of this playbook is to simplify and automate the management of composite Local LDAP accounts across multiple DC
systems or standalone systems. A composite Local LDAP account is defined as a Local LDAP account that also has a unique keystone
account with admin role credentials and access to a K8S serviceAccount with cluster-admin role credentials.

A user with such a composite Local LDAP account can SSH to systems’ controllers and subclouds and:

• execute Linux commands (with local LDAP account credentials; with or without sudo capabilities),•

• execute Cloud Platform CLI commands (with its keystone account (admin role) credentials) and•

• execute K8S CLI commands (with credentials of a cluster-admin K8S serviceAccount).•

A unique Local LDAP account and unique keystone account enables user-specific command audit logging for security and tracking
purposes.

Besides creating the required Local LDAP, Keystone and K8S accounts, the playbook also fully sets up Keystone and K8S credentials
in the Local LDAP user’s home directory on all controllers of all systems (i.e. standalone systems, DC SystemControllers and DC
Subclouds).

The playbook can be used to create or delete such composite Local LDAP Accounts, manage access to sudo capabilities and manage
password change parameters.

Create inventory file using Ansible-Vault

Users are required to create an inventory file to specify playbook parameters. Using ansible-vault is highly recommended for
improved security. An ansible-vault password needs to be created during this step, which is required for subsequent access to
the ansible-vault and ansible-playbook commands.

Create a secure inventory file:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-vault create secure-inventory

This will open a text editor where you can fill the inventory parameters as shown on the example below:

[all:vars]

ansible_user=sysadmin

ansible_password=<sysadmin-password>

ansible_become_pass=<sysadmin-password>

[systemcontroller]

systemcontroller-0 ansible_host=127.0.0.1

The inventory parameters are:

ansible_user

Specify the sysadmin user for ansible to use.

ansible_password

The sysadmin password.
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ansible_become_pass

The sysadmin password for using sudo.

systemcontroller-0 ansible_host

The target DC/Standalone system controller IP Address or FQDN to create/delete the composite Local LDAP account. Use
127.0.0.1, loopback address, if running the ansible playbook locally on the target DC/Standalone system controller.

Run the playbook

After the inventory file is created, the ansible playbook can be run to perform the user creation or removal process. The previously
created ansible-vault password will be prompted during runtime.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook --inventory secure-inventory --ask-vault-pass --extra-vars='u
ser_id=na-admin mode=create' \ /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/ playbooks/manage_local_ldap_account
.yml

• Extra-vars parameter options:•

user_id
Username that will be used for both the Local LDAP account and the Keystone account on the target DC/Standalone
system and associated DC Subclouds.

• mode:•

create
Creates users within Local LDAP and Keystone. This is the default value when not specified.

delete
Removes existing users from Local LDAP and Keystone.

• sudo_permission (optional):•

yes
The created Local LDAP user will have sudo capabilities to execute commands with root privileges on the DC/Standalone
system and associated DC Subclouds.

no
The created Local LDAP user will NOT have sudo capabilities to execute commands with root privileges on the DC/
Standalone system and associated DC Subclouds.

• password_change_period:•

<int>
Related to the /etc/shadow file, this attribute specifies the maximum number of days that the Local LDAP account’s is
valid.

• password_warning_period:•

<int>
Related to the /etc/shadow file, this attribute specifies the number of days before password expiration that the Local
LDAP user is warned.
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3. ACCESS THE SYSTEM

1. Configure Local CLI Access

You can access the system via a local CLI from the active controller node’s local console or by SSH-ing to the OAM floating IP
Address.

About this task

It is highly recommended that only ‘sysadmin’ and a small number of admin level user accounts be allowed to SSH to the system. This
procedure will assume that only such an admin user is using the local CLI.

Using the sysadmin account and the Local CLI, you can perform all required system maintenance, administration and troubleshooting
tasks.

Procedure

1. Log in to controller-0 via the console or using SSH.
Use the user name sysadmin and your <sysadmin-password>.

2. Acquire Keystone Admin and Kubernetes Admin credentials.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$

3. If you plan on customizing the sysadmin’s kubectl configuration on the Wind River Cloud Platform Controller, (for
example, kubectl config set-... or or oidc-auth), you should use a private KUBECONFIG file and NOT the system-
managed KUBECONFIG file /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf, which can be changed and overwritten by the system.

a. Copy /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf to a private file under /home/sysadmin such as /home/sysadmin/.kube/config,
and update /home/sysadmin/.profile to have the <KUBECONFIG> environment variable point to the private file.

For example, the following commands set up a private KUBECONFIG file.

# ssh sysadmin@<oamFloatingIpAddress>
Password:
% mkdir .kube
% cp /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf .kube/config
% echo "export KUBECONFIG=~/.kube/config" >> ~/.profile
% exit

Note
The command

echo "export KUBECONFIG=~/.kube/config" >> ~/.profile

shown above is specific to CentOS. Substitute the correct syntax for your operating system. The following
alternative is for Ubuntu:

echo "export KUBECONFIG=~/.kube/config" >> ~/.bashrc

b. Confirm that the <KUBECONFIG> environment variable is set correctly and that kubectl commands are
functioning properly.
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# ssh sysadmin@<oamFloatingIpAddress>
Password:
% env | fgrep KUBE
KUBECONFIG=/home/sysadmin/.kube/config
% kubectl get pods

Results

You can now access all Cloud Platform commands.

system commands

StarlingX system and host management commands are executed with the system command.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+

Use system help for a full list of system subcommands.

fm commands

StarlingX fault management commands are executed with the fm command.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list

+-------+---------------+---------------------+----------+---------------+
| Alarm | Reason Text   | Entity ID           | Severity | Time Stamp    |
| ID    |               |                     |          |               |
+-------+---------------+---------------------+----------+---------------+
| 750.  | Application   | k8s_application=    | major    | 2019-08-08T20 |
| 002   | Apply Failure | platform-integ-apps |          | :17:58.223926 |
|       |               |                     |          |               |
+-------+---------------+---------------------+----------+---------------+

Use fm help for a full list of fm subcommands.

kubectl commands

Kubernetes commands are executed with the kubectl command

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get nodes
NAME           STATUS   ROLES    AGE     VERSION
controller-0   Ready    master   5d19h   v1.13.5
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods
NAME                                              READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
dashboard-kubernetes-dashboard-7749d97f95-bzp5w   1/1     Running   0          3d18h
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Helm commands

Helm commands are executed with the helm command

For example:

% helm repo add bitnami https://charts.bitnami.com/bitnami
% helm repo update
% helm repo list
% helm search repo
% helm install wordpress bitnami/wordpress

2. Remote CLI Access

• Configure Remote CLI Access on page 27
• Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 27
• Use Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32
• Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 34
• Configure Remote Helm v2 Client on page 36

2.1. Configure Remote CLI Access

You can access the system from a remote workstation using one of two methods.

• The first method involves using the remote CLI tarball from the Cloud Platform CENGEN build servers to install a set of•
container-backed remote CLIs and clients for accessing a remote Wind River Cloud Platform. This provides access to the system
and dcmanager Cloud Platform CLIs, the OpenStack CLI for Keystone and Barbican in the platform, and Kubernetes-related
CLIs (kubectl, helm). This approach is simple to install, portable across Linux, macOS, and Windows, and provides access to all
Wind River Cloud Platform CLIs. However, commands such as those that reference local files or require a shell are awkward to
run in this environment.

• The second method involves installing the kubectl and helm clients directly on the remote host. This method only provides the•
Kubernetes-related CLIs and requires OS-specific installation instructions.

The helm client has additional installation requirements applicable to either of the above two methods.

See also

Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 27

Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32

Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 34

Configure Remote Helm v2 Client on page 36

2.2. Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients

The Cloud Platform command lines can be accessed from remote computers running Linux, MacOS, and Windows.

About this task

This functionality is made available using a docker container with pre-installed CLIs and clients. The container’s image is pulled as
required by the remote CLI/client configuration scripts.

Prerequisites
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You must have Docker installed on the remote systems you connect from. For more information on installing Docker, see https://
docs.docker.com/install/. For Windows remote clients, Docker is only supported on Windows 10.

Note
You must be able to run docker commands using one of the following options:

• Running the scripts using sudo
• Adding the Linux user to the docker group

For more information, see, https://docs.docker.com/engine/install/linux-postinstall/

For Windows remote clients, you must run the following commands from a Cygwin terminal. See https://www.cygwin.com/ for more
information about the Cygwin project.

For Windows remote clients, you must also have winpty installed. Download the latest release tarball for Cygwin from https://
github.com/rprichard/winpty/releases. After downloading the tarball, extract it to any location and change the Windows <PATH>
variable to include its bin folder from the extracted winpty folder.

The following procedure shows how to configure the Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients for an admin user with cluster-admin
clusterrole. If using a non-admin user such as one with privileges only within a private namespace, additional configuration is required
in order to use helm. The following procedure shows how to configure the Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients for an admin
user with cluster-admin clusterrole.

Procedure

1. On the Controller, configure a Kubernetes service account for users on the remote client.
You must configure a Kubernetes service account on the target system and generate a configuration file based on
that service account.
Run the following commands logged in as sysadmin on the local console of the controller.

a. Source the platform environment

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

b. Set environment variables.
You can customize the service account name and the output configuration file by changing the <USER> and
<OUTPUT_FILE> variables shown in the following examples.

~(keystone_admin)]$ USER="admin-user"
~(keystone_admin)]$ OUTPUT_FILE="temp-kubeconfig"

c. Create an account definition file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > admin-login.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: ${USER}
  namespace: kube-system
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: admin-user
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
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  kind: ClusterRole
  name: cluster-admin
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: ${USER}
  namespace: kube-system
EOF

d. Apply the definition.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f admin-login.yaml

e. Store the token value.

~(keystone_admin)]$ TOKEN_DATA=$(kubectl -n kube-system describe secret $(kubectl -n kube-sy
stem get secret | grep ${USER} | awk '{print $1}') | grep "token:" | awk '{print $2}')

f. Store the OAM IP address.

a.

~(keystone_admin)]$ OAM_IP=$(system oam-show |grep oam_floating_ip| awk '{print $4}')

b. AIO-SX uses <oam_ip> instead of <oam_floating_ip>. The following shell code ensures that <OAM_IP> is
assigned the correct IP address.

~(keystone_admin)]$ if [ -z "$OAM_IP" ]; then
    OAM_IP=$(system oam-show |grep oam_ip| awk '{print $4}')
fi

c. IPv6 addresses must be enclosed in square brackets. The following shell code does this for you.

~(keystone_admin)]$ if [[ $OAM_IP =~ .*:.* ]]; then
    OAM_IP="[${OAM_IP}]"
fi

g. Change the permission to be readable.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo chown sysadmin:sys_protected ${OUTPUT_FILE}
    sudo chmod 644 ${OUTPUT_FILE}

h. Generate the admin-kubeconfig file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo kubectl config --kubeconfig ${OUTPUT_FILE} set-cluster wrcp-cluste
r --server=https://${OAM_IP}:6443 --insecure-skip-tls-verify
~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo kubectl config --kubeconfig ${OUTPUT_FILE} set-credentials ${USER} 
--token=$TOKEN_DATA
~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo kubectl config --kubeconfig ${OUTPUT_FILE} set-context ${USER}@wrcp
-cluster --cluster=wrcp-cluster --user ${USER} --namespace=default
~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo kubectl config --kubeconfig ${OUTPUT_FILE} use-context ${USER}@wrcp
-cluster

2. Copy the remote client tarball file from the Cloud Platform build servers to the remote workstation, and extract its
content.

• The tarball is available from the Cloud Platform area on the Cloud Platform CENGEN build servers.

• You can extract the tarball’s contents anywhere on your client system.
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$ cd $HOME
$ tar xvf wr-remote-clients-<version>.tgz

3. Download the user/tenant openrc file from the Horizon Web interface to the remote workstation.

a. Log in to Horizon as the user and tenant that you want to configure remote access for.
In this example, the ‘admin’ user in the ‘admin’ tenant.

b. Navigate to Project > API Access > Download Openstack RC file.

c. Select Openstack RC file.
The file admin-openrc.sh downloads.

Note
For a Distributed Cloud system, navigate to Project > Central Cloud Regions > RegionOne > and download the
Openstack RC file.

4. If HTTPS has been enabled for the Cloud Platform RESTAPI Endpoints on your Cloud Platform system, add the
following line to the bottom of admin-openrc.sh:

OS_CACERT=<path_to_ca_>

where <path_to_ca> is the full filename of the PEM file for the CA Certificate that signed the Cloud Platform REST
APIs Endpoint Certificate.

5. Copy the admin-kubeconfig file to the remote workstation.
You can copy the file to any location on the remote workstation. For convenience, this example assumes that it is
copied to the location of the extracted tarball.

6. On the remote workstation, configure remote CLI/client access.
This step will also generate a remote CLI/client RC file.

a. Change to the location of the extracted tarball.

$ cd $HOME/wr-remote-clients-<version>/

b. Create a working directory that will be mounted by the container implementing the remote CLIs.
See the description of the configure_client.sh -w option below on page 27 for more details.

$ mkdir -p $HOME/remote_cli_wd

c. Run the configure_client.sh script.

$ ./configure_client.sh -t platform -r admin_openrc.sh -k admin-kubeconfig -w HOME/remote_cl
i_wd -p <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients:stx.5.0-v1.4.3

If you specify repositories that require authentication, as shown above, you must first perform a docker login to
that repository before using remote CLIs. WRS AWS ECR credentials or a CA certificate is required.
The options for configure_client.sh are:

-t

The type of client configuration. The options are platform (for Wind River Cloud Platform CLI and clients) and openstack (for
Wind River OpenStack application CLI and clients).

The default value is platform.

-r

The user/tenant RC file to use for openstack CLI commands.
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The default value is admin-openrc.sh.

-k

The kubernetes configuration file to use for kubectl and helm CLI commands.

The default value is temp-kubeconfig.

-o

The remote CLI/client RC file generated by this script.

This RC file needs to be sourced in the shell, to setup required environment variables and aliases, before running any remote
CLI commands.

For the platform client setup, the default is remote_client_platform.sh. For the openstack application client setup, the
default is remote_client_app.sh.

-w

The working directory that will be mounted by the container implementing the remote CLIs. When using the remote CLIs,
any files passed as arguments to the remote CLI commands need to be in this directory in order for the container to access
the files. The default value is the directory from which the configure_client.sh command was run.

-p

Override the container image for the platform CLI and clients.

By default, the platform CLIs and clients container image is pulled from docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients.

For example, to use the container images from the WRS AWS ECR:

$ ./configure_client.sh -t platform -r admin-openrc.sh -k admin-kubeconfig -w $HOME/remote_
cli_wd -p <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients:stx.5.0-v1.4.3

If you specify repositories that require authentication, you must first perform a docker login to that repository before using
remote CLIs.

-a

Override the OpenStack application image.

By default, the OpenStack CLIs and clients container image is pulled from docker.io/starlingx/stx-openstackclients.

The configure-client.sh command will generate a remote_client_platform.sh RC file. This RC file needs to be sourced
in the shell to set up required environment variables and aliases before any remote CLI commands can be run.

7. Copy the file remote_client_platform.sh to $HOME/remote_cli_wd

Postrequisites

After configuring the platform’s container-backed remote CLIs/clients, the remote platform CLIs can be used in any shell after
sourcing the generated remote CLI/client RC file. This RC file sets up the required environment variables and aliases for the remote
CLI commands.

Note
Consider adding this command to your .login or shell rc file, such that your shells will automatically be initialized with the
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

See Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32 for details.

Related information
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See also

Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32

Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 34

Configure Remote Helm v2 Client on page 36

2.3. Use Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients

Remote platform CLIs can be used in any shell after sourcing the generated remote CLI/client RC file. This RC file sets up the required
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

Prerequisites

• Consider adding the following command to your .login or shell rc file, such that your shells will automatically be initialized with•
the environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

Otherwise, execute it before proceeding:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# source remote_client_platform.sh

• You must have completed the configuration steps described in Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on•
page 27 before proceeding.

• If you specified repositories that require authentication when configuring the container-backed remote CLIs, you must perform a•
docker login to that repository before using remote CLIs for the first time

Procedure

• For simple StarlingX system CLI and Kubernetes kubectl CLI commands:•

Note
The first usage of a remote CLI command will be slow as it requires that the docker image supporting the remote
CLIs/clients be pulled from the remote registry.

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# system host-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| id | hostname     | personality | administrative | operational | availability |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 3  | compute-0    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
| 4  | compute-1    | worker      | unlocked       | enabled     | available    |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-------------+--------------+
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system get pods
NAME                                       READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE
calico-kube-controllers-767467f9cf-wtvmr   1/1     Running     1          3d2h
calico-node-j544l                          1/1     Running     1          3d
calico-node-ngmxt                          1/1     Running     1          3d1h
calico-node-qtc99                          1/1     Running     1          3d
calico-node-x7btl                          1/1     Running     4          3d2h
ceph-pools-audit-1569848400-rrpjq          0/1     Completed   0          12m
ceph-pools-audit-1569848700-jhv5n          0/1     Completed   0          7m26s
ceph-pools-audit-1569849000-cb988          0/1     Completed   0          2m25s
coredns-7cf476b5c8-5x724                   1/1     Running     1          3d2h
...
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd#
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Note
See the procedure for configuring the SSL platform certificate at Install/Update the StarlingX Rest and Web
Server Certificate on page 150.

If HTTPS is enabled for the StarlingX REST API Server on the Cloud Platform system, copy the certificate of the CA
that issued/signed the StarlingX REST API Server’s SSL certificate to the folder $HOME/remote_wd_cli on the
remote machine and execute commands as follows:

- For system commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --ca-file ca.pem host-list

- For dcmanager commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ OS_CACERT=ca.pem
~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list

Note
Some CLI commands are designed to leave you in a shell prompt, for example:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# openstack

or

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl exec -ti <pod_name> -- /bin/bash

In most cases, the remote CLI will detect and handle these commands correctly. If you encounter cases that are not
handled correctly, you can force-enable or disable the shell options using the <FORCE_SHELL=true> or
<FORCE_NO_SHELL=true> variables before the command.

For example:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# FORCE_SHELL=true kubectl exec -ti <pod_name> 
-- /bin/bash
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# FORCE_NO_SHELL=true kubectl exec <pod_name> -
- ls

You cannot use both variables at the same time.

• If you need to run a remote CLI command that references a local file, then that file must be copied to or created in the working•
directory specified in the -w option on the ./config_client.sh command.

For example:

root@myclient:/home/user# cp /<someDir>/test.yml $HOME/remote_cli_wd/test.yml
root@myclient:/home/user# cd $HOME/remote_cli_wd
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system  create -f test.yml
pod/test-pod created
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system  delete -f test.yml
pod/test-pod deleted

• For Helm commands:•

% cd $HOME/remote_cli_wd
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Note
When using helm, any command that requires access to a helm repository (managed locally) will require that you be
in the $HOME/remote_cli_wd directory and use the –home ./.helm option. For the host local installation, it requires
the users $HOME and ends up in $HOME/.config and $HOME/.cache/helm.

% helm --home ./.helm repo add bitnami https://charts.bitnami.com/bitnami
% helm --home ./.helm repo update
% helm --home ./.helm repo list
% helm --home ./.helm search repo
% helm --home ./.helm install wordpress bitnami/wordpress

Related information

See also

Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 27

Installing Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 34

Configure Remote Helm v2 Client on page 36

2.4. Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host

You can use kubectl and helm to interact with a controller from a remote system.

About this task

Commands such as those that reference local files or commands that require a shell are more easily used from clients running directly
on a remote workstation.

Complete the following steps to install kubectl and helm on a remote system.

The following procedure shows how to configure the kubectl and helm clients directly on remote host, for an admin user with cluster-
admin cluster role. If using a non-admin user such as one with only role privileges within a private namespace, the procedure is the
same, however, additional configuration is required in order to use helm.

Procedure

1. On the controller, if an admin-user service account is not already available, create one.

a. Create the admin-user service account in kube-system namespace and bind the cluster-admin
ClusterRoleBinding to this user.

% cat <<EOF > admin-login.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: kubernetes-admin
  namespace: kube-system
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: kubernetes-admin
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: cluster-admin
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subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: kubernetes-admin
  namespace: kube-system
EOF
% kubectl apply -f admin-login.yaml

b. Retrieve the secret token.

~(keystone_admin)]$ TOKEN_DATA=$(kubectl -n kube-system describe secret $(kubectl -n kube-sy
stem get secret | grep kubernetes-admin | awk '{print $1}') | grep "token:" | awk '{print $2
}')

2. On a remote workstation, install the kubectl client. Go to the following link: https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/tools/
install-kubectl-linux/.

a. Install the kubectl client CLI (for example, an Ubuntu host).

% sudo apt-get update
% sudo apt-get install -y apt-transport-https
% curl -s https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg | \
sudo apt-key add
% echo "deb https://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main" | \
sudo tee -a /etc/apt/sources.list.d/kubernetes.list
% sudo apt-get update
% sudo apt-get install -y kubectl

b. Set up the local configuration and context.

Note
In order for your remote host to trust the certificate used by the Wind River Cloud Platform K8S API, you must
ensure that the k8s_root_ca_cert specified at install time is a trusted CA certificate by your host. Follow the
instructions for adding a trusted CA certificate for the operating system distribution of your particular host.

If you did not specify a k8s_root_ca_cert at install time, then specify --insecure-skip-tls-verify, as
shown below.

The following example configures the default ~/.kube/config. See the following reference: https://kubernetes.io/
docs/tasks/access-application-cluster/configure-access-multiple-clusters/. You need to obtain a floating OAM IP.

% kubectl config set-cluster mycluster --server=https://${OAM_IP}:6443 \
--insecure-skip-tls-verify
% kubectl config set-credentials kubernetes-admin@mycluster --token=$TOKEN_DATA
% kubectl config set-context kubernetes-admin@mycluster --cluster=mycluster \
--user kubernetes-admin@mycluster --namespace=default
% kubectl config use-context kubernetes-admin@mycluster

$TOKEN_DATA is the token retrieved in step 1.

c. Test remote kubectl access.

% kubectl get nodes -o wide
NAME           STATUS   ROLES    AGE    VERSION   INTERNAL-IP       EXTERNAL-IP   OS-IMAGE .
..
controller-0   Ready    master   15h    v1.12.3   192.168.204.3     <none>        CentOS L .
..
controller-1   Ready    master   129m   v1.12.3   192.168.204.4     <none>        CentOS L .
..
worker-0       Ready    <none>   99m    v1.12.3   192.168.204.201   <none>        CentOS L .
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..
worker-1       Ready    <none>   99m    v1.12.3   192.168.204.202   <none>        CentOS L .
..
%

3. On the workstation, install the helm client on an Ubuntu host by taking the following actions on the remote Ubuntu
system.

a. Install helm. See the following reference: https://helm.sh/docs/intro/install/. Helm accesses the Kubernetes
cluster as configured in the previous step, using the default ~/.kube/config.

% wget https://get.helm.sh/helm-v3.2.1-linux-amd64.tar.gz
% tar xvf helm-v3.2.1-linux-amd64.tar.gz
% sudo cp linux-amd64/helm /usr/local/bin

b. Verify that helm installed correctly.

% helm version
version.BuildInfo{Version:"v3.2.1", GitCommit:"fe51cd1e31e6a202cba7dead9552a6d418ded79a", Gi
tTreeState:"clean", GoVersion:"go1.13.10"}

c. Run the following commands:

% helm repo add bitnami https://charts.bitnami.com/bitnami
% helm repo update
% helm repo list
% helm search repo
% helm install wordpress bitnami/wordpress

See also

Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 27

Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32

Configure Remote Helm v2 Client on page 36

2.5. Configure Remote Helm v2 Client

Helm v3 is recommended for users to install and manage their containerized applications. However, Helm v2 may be required, for
example, if the containerized application supports only a Helm v2 chart.

About this task

Helm v2 is only supported remotely. Also, it is only supported with kubectl and Helm v2 clients configured directly on the remote host
workstation. In addition to installing the Helm v2 clients, users must also create their own Tiller server, in a namespace that the user
has access, with the required RBAC capabilities and optionally TLS protection.

Complete the following steps to configure Helm v2 for managing containerized applications with a Helm v2 chart.

Procedure

1. On the controller, create an admin-user service account if this is not already available.

a. Create the admin-user service account in kube-system namespace and bind the cluster-admin
ClusterRoleBinding to this user.
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% cat <<EOF > admin-login.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: admin-user
  namespace: kube-system
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: admin-user
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: cluster-admin
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: admin-user
  namespace: kube-system
EOF
% kubectl apply -f admin-login.yaml

b. Retrieve the secret token.

% kubectl -n kube-system describe secret $(kubectl -n kube-system get secret | grep admin-us
er | awk '{print $1}')

2. On the workstation, if it is not available, install the kubectl client on an Ubuntu host by taking the following actions
on the remote Ubuntu system.

a. Install the kubectl client CLI.

% sudo apt-get update
% sudo apt-get install -y apt-transport-https
% curl -s https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg | \
sudo apt-key add
% echo "deb https://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main" | \
sudo tee -a /etc/apt/sources.list.d/kubernetes.list
% sudo apt-get update
% sudo apt-get install -y kubectl

b. Set up the local configuration and context.

Note
In order for your remote host to trust the certificate used by the Wind River Cloud Platform K8S API, you must
ensure that the k8s_root_ca_cert specified at install time is a trusted CA certificate by your host. Follow the
instructions for adding a trusted CA certificate for the operating system distribution of your particular host.

If you did not specify a k8s_root_ca_cert at install time, then specify --insecure-skip-tls-verify, as shown
below.

% kubectl config set-cluster mycluster --server=https://<oam-floating-IP>:6443 \
--insecure-skip-tls-verify
% kubectl config set-credentials admin-user@mycluster --token=$TOKEN_DATA
% kubectl config set-context admin-user@mycluster --cluster=mycluster \
--user admin-user@mycluster --namespace=default
% kubectl config use-context admin-user@mycluster
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$TOKEN_DATA is the token retrieved in step 1.

c. Test remote kubectl access.

% kubectl get nodes -o wide
NAME           STATUS   ROLES    AGE    VERSION   INTERNAL-IP       EXTERNAL-IP   OS-IMAGE .
..
controller-0   Ready    master   15h    v1.12.3   192.168.204.3     <none>        CentOS L .
..
controller-1   Ready    master   129m   v1.12.3   192.168.204.4     <none>        CentOS L .
..
worker-0       Ready    <none>   99m    v1.12.3   192.168.204.201   <none>        CentOS L .
..
worker-1       Ready    <none>   99m    v1.12.3   192.168.204.202   <none>        CentOS L .
..
%

3. Install the Helm v2 client on remote workstation.

% wget https://get.helm.sh/helm-v2.13.1-linux-amd64.tar.gz
% tar xvf helm-v2.13.1-linux-amd64.tar.gz
% sudo cp linux-amd64/helm /usr/local/bin

Verify that helm is installed correctly.

% helm version
Client: &version.Version{SemVer:"v2.13.1", GitCommit:"618447cbf203d147601b4b9bd7f8c37a5d39fbb4"
, GitTreeState:"clean"}

Server: &version.Version{SemVer:"v2.13.1", GitCommit:"618447cbf203d147601b4b9bd7f8c37a5d39fbb4"
, GitTreeState:"clean"}

4. On the workstation, set the namespace for which you want Helm v2 access to.

~(keystone_admin)]$ NAMESPACE=default

5. On the workstation, set up accounts, roles and bindings for Tiller (Helm v2 cluster access).

a. Execute the following commands.

Note
These commands could be run remotely by the non-admin user who has access to the default namespace.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > default-tiller-sa.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: tiller
  namespace: default
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: Role
metadata:
  name: tiller
  namespace: default
rules:
- apiGroups: ["*"]
  resources: ["*"]
  verbs: ["*"]
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---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: RoleBinding
metadata:
  name: tiller
  namespace: default
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Role
  name: tiller
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: tiller
  namespace: default
EOF
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f default-tiller-sa.yaml

b. Execute the following commands as an admin-level user.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create clusterrole tiller --verb get --resource namespaces
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create clusterrolebinding tiller --clusterrole tiller --servicea
ccount ${NAMESPACE}:tiller

6. On the workstation, initialize Helm v2 access with helm init command to start Tiller in the specified NAMESPACE
with the specified RBAC credentials.

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm init --service-account=tiller --tiller-namespace=$NAMESPACE --output y
aml | sed 's@apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1@apiVersion: apps/v1@' | sed 's@ replicas: 1@ replic
as: 1\n \ selector: {"matchLabels": {"app": "helm", "name": "tiller"}}@' > helm-init.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f helm-init.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ helm init --client-only --stable-repo-url https://charts.helm.sh/stable

Note
Ensure that each of the patterns between single quotes in the above sed commands are on single lines when run from
your command-line interface.

Note
Add the following options if you are enabling TLS for this Tiller:

--tiller-tls

Enable TLS on Tiller.

--tiller-tls-cert <certificate_file>

The public key/certificate for Tiller (signed by --tls-ca-cert).

--tiller-tls-key <key_file>

The private key for Tiller.

--tiller-tls-verify

Enable authentication of client certificates (i.e. validate they are signed by --tls-ca-cert).

--tls-ca-cert <certificate_file>

The public certificate of the CA used for signing Tiller server and helm client certificates.
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Results

You can now use the private Tiller server remotely by specifying the --tiller-namespace default option on all helm CLI
commands. For example:

helm version --tiller-namespace default
helm install --name wordpress stable/wordpress --tiller-namespace default

See also

Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 27

Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 32

Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 34

3. Access the GUI

You can access either the Horizon Web interface or the Kubernetes Dashboard from a browser.

Procedure

• Do one of the following:•

- For the StarlingX Horizon Web interface-

Access the Horizon in your browser at the address:

http://<oam-floating-ip-address>:8080

Use the username admin and the sysadmin password to log in.

- For the Kubernetes Dashboard-

Access the Kubernetes Dashboard GUI in your browser at the address:

http://<oam-floating-ip-address>:<kube-dashboard-port>

Where <kube-dashboard-port> is the port that the dashboard was installed on.

Login using credentials in kubectl config on your remote workstation running the browser; see Install Kubectl and Helm
Clients Directly on a Host on page 34 as an example for setting up kubectl config credentials for an admin user.

Note
The Kubernetes Dashboard is not installed by default. See Cloud Platform System Configuration: Install the
Kubernetes Dashboard on page 42 for information on how to install the Kubernetes Dashboard and create a
Kubernetes service account for the admin user to use the dashboard.

For more information, refer to the following:

• Configure HTTP and HTTPS Ports for Horizon Using the CLI on page 40
• Configure Horizon User Lockout on Failed Logins on page 41
• Install the Kubernetes Dashboard on page 42

3.1. Configure HTTP and HTTPS Ports for Horizon Using the CLI

You can configure the HTTP / HTTPS ports for accessing the Horizon Web interface using the CLI.

To access Horizon, use http://<external OAM IP>:8080. By default, the ports are HTTP=8080, and HTTPS=8443.

Prerequisites
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You can configure HTTP / HTTPS ports only when all hosts are unlocked and enabled.

About this task

Use the system service-parameter-list --service=http command to list the configured HTTP, and HTTPS ports.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list --service http
+---------+----------+---------+------------+-------+------------+--------+
| uuid    | service  | section | name       | value |personality |Resource|
+---------+----------+---------+------------+-------+------------+--------+
| 4fc7... | http     | config  | http_port  | 8080  | None       |None    |
| 9618... | http     | config  | https_port | 8443  | None       |None    |
+---------+----------+---------+------------+-------+-------------+-------+

Procedure

1. Use the system service-parameter-modify command to configure a different port for HTTP, and HTTPS. For
example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify http config http_port=8090

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify http config https_port=9443

2. Apply the service parameter change.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply http
Applying http service parameters

Note
Do not use ports used by other services on the platform, OAM and management interfaces on the controllers, or in
custom applications. For more information, see, Cloud Platform Security: Default Firewall Rules on page 76.

If you plan to run Wind River OpenStack, do not reset the ports to 80/443, as these ports may be used by
containerized OpenStack, by default.

Postrequisites

A configuration out-of-date alarm is generated for each host. Wait for the configuration to be automatically applied to all nodes and
the alarms to be cleared on all hosts before performing maintenance operations, such as rebooting or locking/unlocking a host.

3.2. Configure Horizon User Lockout on Failed Logins

For security, login to the Web administration interface can be disabled for a user after several consecutive failed attempts. You can
configure how many failed attempts are allowed before the user is locked out, and how long the user must wait before the lockout is
reset.

About this task

Caution

This procedure requires the Web service to be restarted, which causes all current user sessions to be lost. To avoid
interrupting user sessions, perform this procedure during a scheduled maintenance period only.
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By default, after five consecutive failed login attempts, a user must wait thirty minutes (1800 seconds) before attempting another
login. During this period, all Web administration interface login attempts by the user are refused, including those using the correct
password.

This behavior is controlled by the lockout_retries parameter and the lockout_seconds service parameter. To review their current
values, use the system service-parameter-list command.

You can change the duration of the lockout using the following CLI command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify identity security_compliance lockout_seconds=<
duration>

where <duration> is the time in seconds.

You can change the number of allowed retries before a lockout is imposed using the following CLI command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify identity security_compliance lockout_retries=<
attempts>

where <attempts> is the number of allowed retries.

For the changes to take effect, you must apply them:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply identity

Allow about 30 seconds after applying the changes for the Web service to restart.

3.3. Install the Kubernetes Dashboard

You can optionally use the Kubernetes Dashboard web interface to perform cluster management tasks.

About this task

Kubernetes Dashboard allows you to perform common cluster management tasks such as deployment, resource allocation, real-time
and historic status review, and troubleshooting.

Prerequisites

You must have cluster-admin RBAC privileges to install Kubernetes Dashboard.

Procedure

1. Create a namespace for the Kubernetes Dashboard.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create namespace kubernetes-dashboard

2. Create a certificate for use by the Kubernetes Dashboard.

Note
This example uses a self-signed certificate. In a production deployment, the use of a using a certificate signed by a
trusted Certificate Authority is strongly recommended.

a. Create a location to store the certificate.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ cd /home/sysadmin
~(keystone_admin)]$ mkdir -p /home/sysadmin/kube/dashboard/certs

b. Create the certificate.

~(keystone_admin)]$ openssl req -x509 -nodes -days 365 -newkey rsa:2048 -keyout /home/sysadm
in/kube/dashboard/certs/dashboard.key -out /home/sysadmin/kube/dashboard/certs/dashboard.cr
t -subj "/CN=<FQDN>"

where: <FQDN>
The fully qualified domain name for the Cloud Platform cluster’s OAM floating IP.

c. Create a kubernetes secret for holding the certificate and private key.

~(keystone)admin)]$ kubectl -n kubernetes-dashboard create secret generic kubernetes-dashboa
rd-certs --from-file=tls.crt=/home/sysadmin/kube/dashboard/certs/dashboard.crt --from-file=t
ls.key=/home/sysadmin/kube/dashboard/certs/dashboard.key

3. Configure the kubernetes-dashboard manifest:

a. Download the recommended.yaml file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kubernetes/dashboard/v2.0.0/aio/d
eploy/recommended.yaml

b. Edit the file.
Comment out the auto-generate-certificates argument and add the tls-cert-file and tls-key-file arguments.
The updates should look like:

...
args:
    # - --auto-generate-certificates
    - --namespace=kubernetes-dashboard
    - --tls-cert-file=/tls.crt
    - --tls-key-file=/tls.key
...

4. Apply the kubernetes dashboard recommended.yaml manifest.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f recommended.yaml

5. Patch the kubernetes dashboard service to type=NodePort and port=32000.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl patch service kubernetes-dashboard -n kubernetes-dashboard -p '{"sp
ec":{"type":"NodePort","ports":[{"port":443, "nodePort":32000}]}}'

6. Test the Kubernetes Dashboard deployment.
The Kubernetes Dashboard is listening at port 32000 on the machine defined above for Cloud Platform cluster’s
OAM floating IP.

a. Access the dashboard at https://<fqdn>:32000
Because the certificate created earlier in this procedure was not signed by a trusted CA, you will need to
acknowledge an insecure connection from the browser.

b. Select the Kubeconfig option for signing in to the Kubernetes Dashboard. Note that typically your kubeconfig
file on a remote host is located at $HOME/.kube/config . You may have to copy it to somewhere more
accessible.
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You are presented with the Kubernetes Dashboard for the current context (cluster, user and credentials) specified in
the kubeconfig file.

4. REST API Access

The REST APIs provide programmatic access to the Cloud Platform.

The StarlingX Platform related public REST API Endpoints can be listed by running the following command:

$ openstack endpoint list | grep public

Use these URLs as the prefix for the URL target of StarlingX Platform services REST API messages documented here:

• Starlingx – https://docs.starlingx.io/api-ref/index.html•

• Keystone – https://docs.openstack.org/api-ref/identity/v3/•

• Barbican – https://docs.openstack.org/barbican/stein/api/•

Kubernetes

Access the Kubernetes REST API with the URL prefix of https://<oam-floating-ip-address>:6443 and using the API syntax described
at the following site: https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/kubernetes-api/.

5. Connect to Container Registries through a Firewall or Proxy

You can use service parameters to connect to container registries that are otherwise inaccessible behind a firewall or proxy.

Procedure

1. Do one of the following to allow access to a specified URL.

• To allow access over HTTP:

~(keystone_user)$ system service-parameter-modify platform docker http_proxy http://<my.proxy
.com>:1080
~(keystone_user)$ system service-parameter-apply platform

• To allow access over HTTPS:

~(keystone_user)$ system service-parameter-modify platform docker https_proxy https://<my.pro
xy.com>:1443
~(keystone_user)$ system service-parameter-apply platform

Substitute the correct value for <my.proxy.com>.

2. If you access registries that are not on the other side of the firewall/proxy, you can specify their IP addresses in the
no_proxy service parameter as a comma separated list.

Note
Addresses must not be in subnet format and cannot contain wildcards.

For example:
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~(keystone_user)$ system service-parameter-modify platform docker no_proxy: 1.2.3.4, 5.6.7.8
~(keystone_user)$ system service-parameter-apply platform
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4. MANAGE NON-ADMIN TYPE USERS

1. Private Namespace and Restricted RBAC

A non-admin type user typically does not have permissions for any cluster-scoped resources and only has read and/or write
permissions to resources in one or more namespaces.

About this task

Note
All of the RBAC resources for managing non-admin type users, although they may apply to private namespaces, are
created in kube-system such that only admin level users can manager non-admin type users, roles, and rolebindings.

The following example creates a non-admin service account called dave-user with read/write type access to a single private
namespace (billing-dept-ns).

Note
The following example creates and uses ServiceAccounts as the user mechanism and subject for the rolebindings, however
the procedure equally applies to user accounts defined in an external Windows Active Directory as the subject of the
rolebindings.

Procedure

1. If it does not already exist, create a general user role defining restricted permissions for general users.
This is of the type ClusterRole so that it can be used in the context of any namespace when binding to a user.

a. Create the user role definition file.

% cat <<EOF > general-user-clusterrole.yaml
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  # "namespace" omitted since ClusterRoles are not namespaced
  name: general-user

rules:

# For the core API group (""), allow full access to all resource types
# EXCEPT for resource policies (limitranges and resourcequotas) only allow read access
- apiGroups: [""]
  resources: ["bindings", "configmaps", "endpoints", "events", "persistentvolumeclaims", "po
ds", "podtemplates", "replicationcontrollers", "secrets", "serviceaccounts", "services"]
  verbs: ["get", "list", "watch", "create", "update", "patch", "delete"]
- apiGroups: [""]
  resources: [ "limitranges", "resourcequotas" ]
  verbs: ["get", "list"]

# Allow full access to all resource types of the following explicit list of apiGroups.
# Notable exceptions here are:
#     ApiGroup                      ResourceTypes
#     -------                       -------------
#     policy                        podsecuritypolicies, poddisruptionbudgets
#     networking.k8s.io             networkpolicies
#     admissionregistration.k8s.io  mutatingwebhookconfigurations, validatingwebhookconfigur
ations
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#
- apiGroups: ["apps", "batch", "extensions", "autoscaling", "apiextensions.k8s.io", "rbac.au
thorization.k8s.io"]
  resources: ["*"]
  verbs: ["get", "list", "watch", "create", "update", "patch", "delete"]

# Cert Manager API access
- apiGroups: ["cert-manager.io", "acme.cert-manager.io"]
  resources: ["*"]
  verbs: ["get", "list", "watch", "create", "update", "patch", "delete"]

EOF

b. Apply the definition.

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl apply -f general-user-cluster-role.yaml

2. Create the billing-dept-ns namespace, if it does not already exist.

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl create namespace billing-dept-ns

3. Create both the dave-user service account and the namespace-scoped RoleBinding.
The RoleBinding binds the general-user role to the dave-user ServiceAccount for the billing-dept-ns namespace.

a. Create the account definition file.

% cat <<EOF > dave-user.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: dave-user
  namespace: kube-system
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: RoleBinding
metadata:
  name: dave-user
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: general-user
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: dave-user
  namespace: kube-system
EOF

b. Apply the definition.

% kubectl apply -f dave-user.yaml

4. If the user requires use of the local docker registry, create an openstack user account for authenticating with the local
docker registry.

a. If a project does not already exist for this user, create one.
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% openstack project create billing-dept-ns

b. Create an openstack user in this project.

% openstack user create --password P@ssw0rd \
--project billing-dept-ns dave-user

Note
Substitute a password conforming to your password formatting rules for P@ssw0rd.

c. Create a secret containing these userid/password credentials for use as an ImagePullSecret

% kubectl create secret docker-registry registry-local-dave-user --docker-server=registry.lo
cal:9001 --docker-username=dave-user  --docker-password=P@ssw0rd --docker-email=noreply@wind
river.com -n billing-dept-ns

dave-user can now push images to registry.local:9001/dave-user/ and use these images for pods by adding the secret
above as an ImagePullSecret in the pod spec.

5. If the user requires the ability to create persistentVolumeClaims in his namespace, then execute the following
commands to enable the rbd-provisioner in the user’s namespace.

a. Create an RBD namespaces configuration file.

% cat <<EOF > rbd-namespaces.yaml
classes:
- additionalNamespaces: [default, kube-public, billing-dept-ns]
  chunk_size: 64
  crush_rule_name: storage_tier_ruleset
  name: general
  pool_name: kube-rbdkube-system
  replication: 1
  userId: ceph-pool-kube-rbd
  userSecretName: ceph-pool-kube-rbd
EOF

b. Update the helm overrides.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values rbd-namespaces.yaml \
platform-integ-apps rbd-provisioner kube-system

c. Apply the application.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply platform-integ-apps

d. Monitor the system for the application-apply to finish

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-list

e. Apply the secret to the new rbd-provisioner namespace.

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl get secret ceph-pool-kube-rbd -n default -o yaml | grep -v '^\s*n
amespace:\s' | kubectl apply -n <namespace> -f -

6. If this user requires the ability to use helm, do the following.

a. Create a ClusterRole for reading namespaces, if one does not already exist.
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% cat <<EOF > namespace-reader-clusterrole.yaml
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  name: namespace-reader
rules:
- apiGroups: [""]
  resources: ["namespaces"]
  verbs: ["get", "watch", "list"]
EOF

Apply the configuration.

% kubectl apply -f namespace-reader-clusterrole.yaml

b. Create a RoleBinding for the tiller account of the user’s namespace.

Note
The tiller account of the user’s namespace must be named ‘tiller’. See Cloud Platform System Configuration:
Configure Remote Helm Client for Non-Admin Users on page 36.

% cat <<EOF > read-namespaces-billing-dept-ns-tiller.yaml
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: read-namespaces-billing-dept-ns-tiller
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: tiller
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
roleRef:
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: namespace-reader
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
EOF

Apply the configuration.

% kubectl apply -f read-namespaces-billing-dept-ns-tiller.yaml

2. Pod Security Policies

PSPs enable fine-grained authorization of pod creation and updates.

PSPs control access to security sensitive aspects of Pod specifications such as running of privileged containers, use of host filesystem,
running as root, etc. PSPs define a set of conditions that a pod must run with, in order to be accepted into the system, as well as
defaults for the related fields. PSPs are assigned to users through Kubernetes RBAC RoleBindings. See https://kubernetes.io/docs/
concepts/policy/pod-security-policy/ for details.

When enabled, Pod security policy checking will authorize all Kubernetes API commands against the PSPs which the issuer of the
command has access to. If there are no PSPs defined in the system or the issuer does not have access to any PSPs, the Pod security
policy checking will fail to authorize the command.

Wind River Cloud Platform provides a system service-parameter to enable Pod security policy checking. Setting this parameter also
creates:
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• Two PSPs (privileged and restricted) such that users with cluster-admin role (which has access to all resources) has PSPs to•
authorize against.

• Two corresponding roles for specifying access to these PSPs (privileged-psp-user and restricted-psp-user), for binding to other•
non-admin type subjects.

• A RoleBinding for the kube-system namespace of the privileged-psp-user Role to serviceAccounts in kubesystem, such that•
privileged Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc. can be created by any user with access to Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc. in the kube-
system namespace (e.g. user with cluster-admin role).

• A ClusterRoleBinding of the restricted-psp-user Role to any authenticated user, such that at least restricted Pods can be created•
by any authenticated user in any namespaces that user has access to based on other [Cluster]RoleBindings.

• A ClusterRoleBinding of the restricted-psp-user Role to serviceAccounts in kube-system, such that at least restricted•
Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc. can be created by any authenticated user in any namespaces that user has access to based on
other [Cluster]RoleBindings.

PodSecurityPolicy (PSP) is deprecated as of Kubernetes v1.21 and will be removed in v1.25. PSP will continue to be fully functional
until being removed in v1.25.

Since first introduced PSP has shown some serious usability problems.

The way PSPs are applied to Pods has proven confusing especially when trying to use them. It is easy to accidentally grant broader
permissions than intended, and difficult to inspect which PSPs apply in a certain situation.

As a beta feature, Kubernetes offers a built-in Pod Security Admission (PSA) controller, the successor to PSP. See Technology Preview
- Pod Security Admission Controller on page 54.

3. Enable Pod Security Policy Checking

Procedure

1. Set the kubernetes kube_apiserver admission_plugins system parameter to include PodSecurityPolicy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add kubernetes kube_apiserver admission_plugins=Po
dSecurityPolicy

2. Apply the Kubernetes system parameters.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply kubernetes

3. View the automatically added pod security policies.

$ kubectl get psp
$ kubectl describe <psp> privileged
$ kubectl describe <psp> restricted

4. Disable Pod Security Policy Checking

You can delete the previously added PodSecurityPolicy service parameter to disable pod security policy checking.

Procedure

1. Remove the kubernetes kube_apiserver admission_plugins system parameter to exclude PodSecurityPolicy.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-delete <uuid>

2. Apply the Kubernetes system parameters.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply kubernetes

5. Assign Pod Security Policies

This section describes Pod security policies for cluster-admin users, and non-cluster-admin users.

Cluster-admin users

After enabling PSP checking, all users with cluster-admin roles can directly create pods since they have access to the privileged PSP.
Also, based on the ClusterRoleBindings and RoleBindings automatically added by Cloud Platform, all users with cluster-admin roles
can also create privileged Deployment/ReplicaSets/etc. in the kube-system namespace and restricted Deployment/ReplicaSets/etc. in
any other namespace.

In order to enable privileged Deployment/ReplicaSets/etc. to be created in another namespace, a role binding of a PSP role to
system:serviceaccounts:kube-system for the target namespace, is required. However, this will enable ANY user with access to
Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc in this namespace to create privileged Deployments/ReplicaSets. The following example describes the
required RoleBinding to allow “creates” of privileged Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc in the ‘default’ namespace for any user with
access to Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc. in the ‘default’ namespace.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: RoleBinding
metadata:
  name: default-privileged-psp-users
  namespace: default
roleRef:
   apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
   kind: ClusterRole
   name: privileged-psp-user
subjects:
- kind: Group
  name: system:serviceaccounts:kube-system
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

Non-cluster-admin users

Based on the ClusterRoleBindings and RoleBindings automatically added by Cloud Platform, non-cluster-admin users have at least
restricted PSP privileges, for both Pods and Deployment/ReplicaSets/etc., for any namespaces they have access to based on other
[Cluster]RoleBindings. If a non-cluster-admin user requires privileged capabilities for the namespaces they have access to, they
require a new RoleBinding to the privileged-psp-user role to create pods directly. For creating privileged pods through
deployments/ReplicaSets/etc., the target namespace being used will also require a RoleBinding for the corresponding controller
serviceAccounts in kube-system (or generally system:serviceaccounts:kube-system).

Procedure
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1. Define the required RoleBinding for the user in the target namespace.
For example, the following RoleBinding assigns the ‘privileged’ PSP role to dave-user in the billing-dept-ns
namespace, from the examples in Enable Pod Security Policy Checking on page 50.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: RoleBinding
metadata:
  name: dave-privileged-psp-users
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: dave-user
  namespace: kube-system
roleRef:
   apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
   kind: ClusterRole
   name: privileged-psp-user

This will enable dave-user to create Pods in billing-dept-ns namespace subject to the privileged PSP policy.

2. Define the required RoleBinding for system:serviceaccounts:kube-system in the target namespace.
For example, the following RoleBinding assigns the ‘privileged’ PSP to all kube-system ServiceAccounts operating in
billing-dept-ns namespace.

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: RoleBinding
metadata:
  name: billing-dept-ns-privileged-psp-users
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
roleRef:
   apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
   kind: ClusterRole
   name: privileged-psp-user
subjects:
- kind: Group
  name: system:serviceaccounts:kube-system
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io

This will enable dave-user to create Deployments/ReplicaSets/etc. in billing-dept-ns namespace subject to the
privileged PSP policy.

6. Resource Management

Kubernetes supports two types of resource policies, LimitRange and ResourceQuota.

LimitRange

By default, containers run with unbounded resources on a Kubernetes cluster. Obviously this is bad as a single Pod could monopolize
all available resources on a worker node. A LimitRange is a policy to constrain resource allocations (for Pods or Containers) in a
particular namespace.

Specifically a LimitRange policy provides constraints that can:

• Enforce minimum and maximum compute resources usage per Pod or Container in a namespace.•
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• Enforce minimum and maximum storage request per PersistentVolumeClaim in a namespace.•

• Enforce a ratio between request and limit for a resource in a namespace.•

• Set default request/limit for compute resources in a namespace and automatically inject them to Containers at runtime.•

See https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/policy/limit-range/ for more details.

An example of LimitRange policies for the billing-dept-ns namespace of the example in Assign Pod Security Policies on page 51 is
shown below:

apiVersion: v1
kind: LimitRange
metadata:
  name: mem-cpu-per-container-limit
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
spec:
  limits:
  - max:
      cpu: "800m"
      memory: "1Gi"
    min:
      cpu: "100m"
      memory: "99Mi"
    default:
      cpu: "700m"
      memory: "700Mi"
    defaultRequest:
      cpu: "110m"
      memory: "111Mi"
    type: Container
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: LimitRange
metadata:
  name: mem-cpu-per-pod-limit
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
spec:
  limits:
  - max:
      cpu: "2"
      memory: "2Gi"
    type: Pod
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: LimitRange
metadata:
  name: pvc-limit
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
spec:
  limits:
  - type: PersistentVolumeClaim
    max:
      storage: 3Gi
    min:
      storage: 1Gi
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: LimitRange
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metadata:
  name: memory-ratio-pod-limit
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
spec:
  limits:
  - maxLimitRequestRatio:
      memory: 10
    type: Pod

ResourceQuota

A ResourceQuota policy object provides constraints that limit aggregate resource consumption per namespace. It can limit the
quantity of objects that can be created in a namespace by type, as well as the total amount of compute resources that may be
consumed by resources in that project. ResourceQuota limits can be created for cpu, memory, storage and resource counts for all
standard namespaced resource types such as secrets, configmaps, etc.

See https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/policy/resource-quotas/ for more details.

An example of ResourceQuota policies for the billing-dept-ns namespace of Assign Pod Security Policies on page 51 is shown
below:

apiVersion: v1
kind: ResourceQuota
metadata:
  name: resource-quotas
  namespace: billing-dept-ns
spec:
  hard:
    persistentvolumeclaims: "1"
    services.loadbalancers: "2"
    services.nodeports: "0"

7. Technology Preview - Pod Security Admission Controller

Pod Security Admission (PSA) Controller is the PSP replacement, and this document describes the technical preview of PSA
functionality which is ‘beta’ quality in K8S v1.23 .

The PSA admission controller acts on creation and modification of the pod and determines if it should be admitted based on the
requested security context and the policies defined by Pod Security Standards.

Pod Security levels

Pod Security Admission levels refer to the 3 policies defined by the Pod Security Standards: privileged, baseline, and restricted.

Privileged

Unrestricted policy, providing the widest possible level of permissions. This policy allows for known privilege escalations. It aims
at system- and infrastructure-level workloads managed by privileged, trusted users.
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Baseline

Minimally restrictive policy which prevents known privilege escalations. It aims at ease of adoption for common containerized
workloads for non-critical applications.

Restricted

Heavily restricted policy, following current Pod hardening best practices. It is targeted at operators and developers of security-
critical applications, as well as lower-trust users.

Pod Security Admission labels for namespaces

Pod security restrictions are applied at the namespace level.

With PSA feature enabled, namespaces can be configured to define the admission control mode to be used for pod security in each
namespace. Kubernetes defines a set of labels to set predefined Pod Security levels for a namespace. The label will define what
action the controller control plane takes if a potential violation is detected.

A namespace can configure any or all modes, or set different levels for different modes. The modes are:

enforce

Policy violations will cause the pod to be rejected.

audit

Policy violations will trigger the addition of an audit annotation to the event recorded in the K8S audit log but are otherwise
allowed.

warn

Policy violations will trigger a user-facing warning but are otherwise allowed.

For each mode, there are two labels that determine the policy used.

This is a generic namespace configuration using labels.

# label indicates which policy level to apply for the mode.
#
# MODE must be one of `enforce`, `audit`, or `warn`.
# LEVEL must be one of `privileged`, `baseline`, or `restricted`.
pod-security.kubernetes.io/<MODE>: <LEVEL>

# Optional: per-mode version label can be used to pin the policy to the
# version that shipped with a given Kubernetes minor version (e.g. v1.23).
#
# MODE must be one of `enforce`, `audit`, or `warn`.
# VERSION must be a valid Kubernetes minor version, or `latest`.
pod-security.kubernetes.io/<MODE>-version: <VERSION>

For more information refer to https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/security/pod-security-admission/.

Enable Pod Security Admission

To enable PSA, PodSecurity feature gate must be enabled.

Starting with Kubernetes 1.23 version, PodSecurity feature gate is enabled by default.
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For Kubernetes version 1.22, PodSecurity feature gate can be enabled using option feature-gates in bootstrap overrides file,
localhost.yml. As the example shown below:

apiserver_extra_args:
 feature-gates: "TTLAfterFinished=true,HugePageStorageMediumSize=true,RemoveSelfLink=false,MemoryM
anager=true,PodSecurity=true"

See Kubernetes Custom Configuration for more details on kubernetes configuration, apiserver_extra_args and
apiserver_extra_volumes.

Configure defaults for the Pod Security Admission Controller

For the technology preview of the PSA controller, the PSA controller can be configured with default security polices and exemptions
at bootstrap time.

The Default PSA controller configuration will apply to namespaces that are not configured with the pod-
security.kubernetes.io labels to specify a security level and mode. For example if you display the namespace description using
kubectl describe namespace <namespace> and the pod-security.kubernetes.io labels are not displayed, then the
behavior of the namespace will follow the default PSA labels’ level, mode and version configuration set with PodSecurity plugin of
the AdmissionConfiguration resource.

To configure cluster-wide default policies and/or exemptions, the PodSecurity plugin of the AdmissionConfiguration resource can
be used. The AdmissionConfiguration resource is configurable at bootstrap time with the api-server_extra_args and
apiserver_extra_volumes overrides in the localhost.yml file.

Any policy that is applied via namespace labels will take precedence.

Example of configuration added to localhost.yml:

apiserver_extra_args:
  admission-control-config-file: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yaml"

apiserver_extra_volumes:
  - name: admission-control-config-file
    mountPath: "/etc/kubernetes/admission-control-config-file.yaml"
    pathType: "File"
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      apiVersion: apiserver.config.k8s.io/v1
      kind: AdmissionConfiguration
      plugins:
      - name: PodSecurity
        configuration:
          apiVersion: pod-security.admission.config.k8s.io/v1beta1
          kind: PodSecurityConfiguration
          defaults:
            enforce: "privileged"
            enforce-version: "latest"
            audit: "privileged"
            audit-version: "latest"
            warn: "privileged"
            warn-version: "latest"

See Kubernetes Custom Configuration for more details on kubernetes configuration, apiserver_extra_args and
apiserver_extra_volumes.
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The generic definition of the AdmissionConfiguration resource can be found at https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-
container/enforce-standards-admission-controller/.

Platform namespaces configuration

In preparation for PSA controller full support, namespace labels have been added to all the namespaces used by the platform.
System namespaces, such as kube-system, deployment, as well as application namespaces such as, cert-manager have been
created by default with privileged label levels.

The following labels configuration is applied by default to Platform namespaces:

controller-0:~$ kubectl describe namespace kube-system
Name:         kube-system
Labels:       kubernetes.io/metadata.name=kube-system
              pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit=privileged
              pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit-version=latest
              pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce=privileged
              pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce-version=latest
              pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn=privileged
              pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn-version=latest

Annotations:  <none>
Status:       Active

No resource quota.

No LimitRange resource

Pod Security Admission Controller - Usage Example

This page walks thru a usage example of PSA where you will:

• Create a namespace for each of the 3 security policies levels: privileged, baseline and restricted.•

• Create a yaml file with a privileged pod configuration.•

• Create a privileged pod in all 3 namespaces.•

• The pod creation will only be successful in the privileged namespace.•

controller-0:~$ vi baseline-ns.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
 name: baseline-ns
 labels:
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce: baseline
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce-version: v1.23
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn: baseline
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn-version: v1.23
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit: baseline
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit-version: v1.23

controller-0:~$ kubectl apply -f baseline-ns.yaml

controller-0:~$ vi privileged-ns.yaml
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apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
 name: privileged-ns
 labels:
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce: privileged
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce-version: v1.23
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn: privileged
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn-version: v1.23
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit: privileged
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit-version: v1.23

controller-0:~$ kubectl apply -f privileged-ns.yaml

controller-0:~$ vi restricted-ns.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
 name: restricted-ns
 labels:
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce: restricted
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/enforce-version: v1.23
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn: restricted
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/warn-version: v1.23
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit: restricted
  pod-security.kubernetes.io/audit-version: v1.23

controller-0:~$ kubectl apply -f restricted-ns.yaml

controller-0:~$ vi privileged-pod.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
 name: privileged
spec:
 containers:
  - name: pause
    image: k8s.gcr.io/pause
    securityContext:
     privileged: true

controller-0:~$ kubectl -n privileged-ns apply -f privileged-pod.yaml
pod/privileged created

controller-0:~$ kubectl -n baseline-ns apply -f privileged-pod.yaml
Error from server (Failure): error when creating "privileged-pod.yaml": privileged (container "pau
se" must not set securityContext.privileged=true)

controller-0:~$ kubectl -n restricted-ns apply -f privileged-pod.yaml
Error from server (Failure): error when creating "privileged-pod.yaml": privileged (container "pau
se" must not set securityContext.privileged=true), allowPrivilegeEscalation != false (container "p
ause" must set securityContext.allowPrivilegeEscalation=false), unrestricted capabilities (contain
er "pause" must set securityContext.capabilities.drop=["ALL"]), runAsNonRoot != true (pod or conta
iner "pause" must set securityContext.runAsNonRoot=true), seccompProfile (pod or container "pause
" must set securityContext.seccompProfile.type to "RuntimeDefault" or "Localhost")
controller-0:~$
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For more information refer to https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/security/pod-security-admission/.
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5. USER AUTHENTICATION USING WINDOWS ACTIVE
DIRECTORY

1. Overview of Windows Active Directory

Wind River Cloud Platform can be configured to use a remote Windows Active Directory server to authenticate users of the
Kubernetes API, using the oidc-auth-apps application.

The oidc-auth-apps application installs a proxy OIDC identity provider that can be configured to proxy authentication requests to an
LDAP (s) identity provider, such as Windows Active Directory. For more information, see, https://github.com/dexidp/dex. The oidc-
auth-apps application also provides an OIDC client for accessing the username and password OIDC login page for user
authentication and retrieval of tokens. An oidc-auth CLI script can also be used for OIDC user authentication and retrieval of tokens.

In addition to installing and configuring the oidc-auth-apps application, the admin must also configure Kubernetes cluster’s kube-
apiserver to use the oidc-auth-apps OIDC identity provider for validation of tokens in Kubernetes API requests.

2. Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation while Bootstrapping
the System

You must configure the Kubernetes cluster’s kube-apiserver to use the oidc-auth-apps OIDC identity provider for validation of
tokens in Kubernetes API requests, which use OIDC authentication.

About this task

Complete these steps to configure Kubernetes for OIDC token validation during bootstrapping and deployment.

The values set in this procedure can be changed at any time using service parameters as described in Configure Kubernetes for OIDC
Token Validation after Bootstrapping the System on page 61.

Procedure

• Configure the Kubernetes cluster kube-apiserver by adding the following parameters to the localhost.yml file, during•
bootstrap:

# cd ~
# cat <<EOF > /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml
apiserver_oidc:
  client_id: <stx-oidc-client-app>
  issuer_url: https://<oam-floating-ip>:<oidc-auth-apps-dex-service-NodePort>/dex
  username_claim: <email>
  groups_claim: <groups>
EOF

where:

<oidc-auth-apps-dex-service-NodePort>

is the port to be configured for the NodePort service for dex in oidc-auth-apps. The default is 30556.

The values of the username_claim, and groups_claim parameters could vary for different user and groups configurations in
your Windows Active Directory server.
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Note
For IPv6 deployments, ensure that the IPv6 OAM floating address in the issuer_url is, https://[<oam-floating-
ip>]:30556/dex (that is, in lower case, and wrapped in square brackets).

Results

For more information on OIDC Authentication for subclouds, see Centralized OIDC Authentication Setup for Distributed Cloud on
page 69.

3. Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation after Bootstrapping the
System

You must configure the Kubernetes cluster’s kube-apiserver to use the oidc-auth-apps OIDC identity provider for validation of
tokens in Kubernetes API requests, which use OIDC authentication.

About this task

As an alternative to performing this configuration at bootstrap time as described in Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation
while Bootstrapping the System on page 60, you can do so at any time using service parameters.

Procedure

1. Set the following service parameters using the system service-parameter-add kubernetes kube_apiserver
command.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-add kubernetes kube_apiserver oidc_client_id=stx-o
idc-client-app

• oidc_client_id=<client>
The value of this parameter may vary for different group configurations in your Windows Active Directory server.

• oidc_groups_claim=<groups>

• oidc_issuer_url=https://<oam-floating-ip>:<oidc-auth-apps-dex-service-NodePort>/dex

Note
For IPv6 deployments, ensure that the IPv6 OAM floating address is, https://[<oam-floating-ip>]:30556/dex (that is,
in lower case, and wrapped in square brackets).

• oidc_username_claim=<email>
The values of this parameter may vary for different user configurations in your Windows Active Directory server.

The valid combinations of these service parameters are:

• none of the parameters

• oidc_issuer_url, oidc_client_id, and oidc_username_claim

• oidc_issuer_url, oidc_client_id, oidc_username_claim, and oidc_groups_claim

2. Apply the service parameters.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply kubernetes

For more information on OIDC Authentication for subclouds, see Centralized OIDC Authentication Setup for
Distributed Cloud on page 69.
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4. Set up OIDC Auth Applications

The oidc-auth-apps application is a system application that needs to be configured to use a remote Windows Active Directory server
to authenticate users of the Kubernetes API. The oidc-auth-apps is packaged in the ISO and uploaded by default.

Configure OIDC Auth Applications

Prerequisites

• You must have configured the Kubernetes kube-apiserver to use the oidc-auth-apps OIDC identity provider for validation of•
tokens in Kubernetes API requests, which use OIDC authentication. For more information on configuring the Kubernetes kube-
apiserver, see Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation while Bootstrapping the System on page 60 or
Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation after Bootstrapping the System on page 61.

Procedure

1. Create certificates using one of the following options.

a. Create certificates using cert-manager (recommended):
Certificates used by oidc-auth-apps can be managed by Cert-Manager. Doing so will automatically renew the
certificates before they expire. The system-local-ca ClusterIssuer (see Create a local CA Issuer on page 83)
will be used to issue this certificate.

Important

The namespace for oidc-auth-apps must be kube-system.

a. Create the OIDC client and identity provider server certificate and private key pair.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > oidc-auth-apps-certificate.yaml
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: oidc-auth-apps-certificate
  namespace: kube-system
spec:
  secretName: oidc-auth-apps-certificate
  duration: 2160h # 90 days
  renewBefore: 360h # 15 days
  issuerRef:
    name: system-local-ca
    kind: ClusterIssuer
  commonName: <OAM_floating_IP_address>
  organizations:
    - ABC-Company
  organizationalUnits:
    - StarlingX-system-oidc-auth-apps
  ipAddresses:
  - <OAM_floating_IP_address>
EOF

b. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f oidc-auth-apps-certificate.yaml
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c. Verify the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get certificate oidc-auth-apps-certificate –n kube-system

d. Configure the OIDC-client with both the OIDC Client and Identity Server Certificate and the OIDC Client
and Identity Trusted CA certificate.

Create a secret with the certificate of the root CA that signed the OIDC client and identity provider’s server
certificate. In this example, it will be the ca.crt of the system-local-ca ClusterIssuer).

~(keystone_admin)]$ mkdir /home/sysadmin/ssl
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get secret system-local-ca -n cert-manager -o=jsonpath='{.da
ta.ca\.crt}' | base64 --decode > /home/sysadmin/ssl/dex-ca-cert.crt

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret generic dex-ca-cert --from-file=/home/sysadmin
/ssl/dex-ca-cert.crt  -n kube-system

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > stx-oidc-client.yaml
tlsName: oidc-auth-apps-certificate
config:
   # The OIDC-client container mounts the dex-ca-cert secret at /home, therefore
   # issuer_root_ca: /home/<filename-only-of-generic-secret>
   issuer_root_ca: /home/dex-ca-cert.crt
   issuer_root_ca_secret: dex-ca-cert
EOF

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps oidc-client kube-system -
-values stx-oidc-client.yaml

e. Create a secret with the certificate of the CA that signed the certificate of the remote Windows Active
Directory server that you will be using.

Create the secret wad-ca-cert with the CA’s certificate that signed the Active Directory’s certificate using
the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret generic wad-ca-cert --from-file=ssl/wad-ca-cer
t.crt -n kube-system

Add the following sections to your dex helm overrides to configure the OIDC Client and Identity Server
Certificate and the Windows Active Directory server CA Certificate for the OIDC Identity Server:

volumeMounts:
- mountPath: /etc/ssl/certs/adcert
  name: certdir
- mountPath: /etc/dex/tls
  name: https-tls
volumes:
- name: certdir
  secret:
    secretName: wad-ca-cert
- name: https-tls
  secret:
    defaultMode: 420
    secretName: oidc-auth-apps-certificate

f. Apply the overrides configuration.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system --values 
dex-overrides.yaml

g. Configure the secret observer to track changes.
Change the cronSchedule according to your needs. The cronSchedule controls how often the application
checks to see if the certificate mounted on the dex and oidc-client pods had changed.
Create a YAML configuration to modify the cronSchedule according to your needs.
The cronSchedule controls how often the application checks to see if the certificate mounted on the dex and
oidc-client pods changed. The following example sets the schedule to every 15 minutes.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > secret-observer-overrides.yaml
cronSchedule: "*/15 * * * *"
observedSecrets:
  - secretName: "dex-ca-cert"
    filename: "dex-ca-cert.crt"
    deploymentToRestart: "stx-oidc-client"
  - secretName: "oidc-auth-apps-certificate"
    filename: "tls.crt"
    deploymentToRestart: "stx-oidc-client"
  - secretName: "oidc-auth-apps-certificate"
    filename: "tls.crt"
    deploymentToRestart: "oidc-dex"
EOF

Execute the following command to update the overrides:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps secret-observer kube-system -
-values secret-observer-overrides.yaml

b. Use certificates generated and signed by an external CA.
Although it is recommended to use cert-manager to manage certificates, as described above in item “Create
certificates using cert-manager (recommended)”, one can instead use certificates generated by an external CA.
For backwards compatibility reasons, the default helm chart overrides of dex, oidc-client and secret-observer in
oidc-auth-apps application are set for this example of using externally generated certificates. The default
override values of helm charts in oidc-auth-apps application include the use of kubernetes secrets named
local-dex.tls, and dex-client-secret for declaring the dex server certificate and the CA which signed it,
respectively. These secrets are created in this example.
In addition, one can indicate the WAD certificate for an ldap server that has https enabled by using the secret
wad-ca-cert as in this example.

Prerequisites

• You must have a CA signed certificate (dex-cert.pem file), and private key (dex-key.pem file) for the
dex OIDC Identity Provider of oidc-auth-apps.

This certificate must have the Cloud Platform’s floating OAM IP Address in the SAN list. If you are planning on
defining and using a DNS name for the Cloud Platform’s floating OAM IP Address, then this DNS name must
also be in the SAN list. Refer to the documentation for the external CA that you are using, in order to create a
signed certificate and key.
If you are using an intermediate CA to sign the dex certificate, include both the dex certificate (signed by the
intermediate CA), and the intermediate CA’s certificate (signed by the Root CA) in that order, in dex-
cert.pem.
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• You must have the certificate of the CA (dex-ca.pem file) that signed the above certificate for the dex OIDC
Identity Provider of oidc-auth-apps.

If an intermediate CA was used to sign the dex certificate and both the dex certificate and the intermediate
CA certificate was included in dex-cert.pem, then the dex-ca.pem file should contain the root CA’s
certificate.
If the signing CA (dex-ca.pem) is not a well-known trusted CA, you must ensure the system trusts the CA by
specifying it either during the bootstrap phase of system installation, by specifying ssl_ca_cert: dex-
ca.pem in the ansible bootstrap overrides localhost.yml file, or by using the system certificate-install -m
ssl_ca dex-ca.pem command.

a. Create the secret, local-dex.tls, with the certificate and key, to be used by the oidc-auth-apps, as well
as the secret, dex-client-secret, with the CA’s certificate that signed the local-dex.tls certificate.

For example, assuming the cert and key pem files for creating these secrets are in /home/sysadmin/ssl/,
run the following commands to create the secrets:

Note
oidc-auth-apps looks specifically for secrets of these names in the kube-system namespace.

For the generic secret dex-client-secret, the filename must be dex-ca.pem.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret tls local-dex.tls --cert=ssl/dex-cert.pem --ke
y=ssl/dex-key.pem -n kube-system

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret generic dex-client-secret --from-file=/home/sy
sadmin/ssl/dex-ca.pem -n kube-system

Create the secret wad-ca-cert with the CA’s certificate that signed the Active Directory’s certificate using
the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret generic wad-ca-cert --from-file=ssl/wad-ca-cer
t.crt -n kube-system

2. Specify user overrides for oidc-auth-apps application, by using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system --values /home/s
ysadmin/dex-overrides.yaml --reuse-values

The dex-overrides.yaml file contains the desired dex helm chart overrides (that is, the LDAP connector configuration
for the Active Directory service, optional token expiry, and so on), and volume mounts for providing access to the
wad-ca-cert secret, described in this section.

For the complete list of dex helm chart values supported, see Dex Helm Chart Values. For the complete list of
parameters of the dex LDAP connector configuration, see Authentication Through LDAP.
The overall Dex documentation is available on dexidp.io. The configuration of dex server version v2.31.1 is described
on github (https://github.com/dexidp/dex/blob/v2.31.1/config.yaml.dist) with example config.dev.yaml (https://
github.com/dexidp/dex/blob/v2.31.1/config.dev.yaml).
The example below configures a token expiry of ten hours, a single LDAP connector to an Active Directory service
using HTTPS (LDAPS) using the wad-ca-cert secret configured in this section, the required Active Directory service
login information (that is, bindDN, and bindPW), and example userSearch, and groupSearch clauses.
(Optional) There is a default secret in the dex configuration for staticClients. You can change this using helm
overrides. For example, to change the secret, first run the following command to see the default settings. In this
example, 10.10.10.2 is the Wind River Cloud Platform OAM floating IP address.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system

config:
  staticClients:
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  - id: stx-oidc-client-app
    name: STX OIDC Client app
    redirectURIs: ['https://10.10.10.2:30555/callback']
    secret: St8rlingX

Change the secret from the output and copy the entire configuration section shown above in to your dex overrides
file shown in the example below.

Warning

Do not forget to include the id, name, and redirectURIs parameters.

Note
There is an internal client_secret that is used between the oidc-client container and the dex container. It is
recommended that you configure a unique, more secure client_secret by specifying the value in the dex overrides
file, as shown in the example below.

config:
  staticClients:
  - id: stx-oidc-client-app
    name: STX OIDC Client app
    redirectURIs: ['<OAM floating IP address>/callback']
    secret: BetterSecret
  client_secret: BetterSecret
  expiry:
    idTokens: "10h"
  connectors:
  - type: ldap
    name: OpenLDAP
    id: ldap
    config:
      host: pv-windows-acti.windows-activedir.example.com:636
      rootCA: /etc/ssl/certs/adcert/wad-ca-cert.crt
      insecureNoSSL: false
      insecureSkipVerify: false
      bindDN: cn=Administrator,cn=Users,dc=windows-activedir,dc=example,dc=com
      bindPW: [<password>]
      usernamePrompt: Username
      userSearch:
        baseDN: ou=Users,ou=Titanium,dc=windows-activedir,dc=example,dc=com
        filter: "(objectClass=user)"
        username: sAMAccountName
        idAttr: sAMAccountName
        emailAttr: sAMAccountName
        nameAttr: displayName
      groupSearch:
        baseDN: ou=Groups,ou=Titanium,dc=windows-activedir,dc=example,dc=com
        filter: "(objectClass=group)"
        userAttr: DN
        groupAttr: member
        nameAttr: cn
volumeMounts:
- mountPath: /etc/ssl/certs/adcert
  name: certdir
- mountPath: /etc/dex/tls
  name: https-tls
volumes:
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- name: certdir
  secret:
    secretName: wad-ca-cert
- name: https-tls
  secret:
    defaultMode: 420
    secretName: oidc-auth-apps-certificate

If more than one Windows Active Directory service is required for authenticating the different users of the Cloud
Platform, multiple ldap type connectors can be configured; one for each Windows Active Directory service.

If more than one userSearch plus groupSearch clauses are required for the same Windows Active Directory
service, multiple ldap type connectors, with the same host information but different userSearch plus
groupSearch clauses, should be used.

Whenever you use multiple ldap type connectors, ensure you use unique name: and id: parameters for each
connector.

3. An override in the secrets in the dex helm chart must be accompanied by an override in the oidc-client helm chart.
The following override is sufficient for changing the secret in the /home/sysadmin/oidc-client-
overrides.yaml file.

config:
  client_secret: BetterSecret

Apply the oidc-client overrides using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps oidc-client kube-system --value
s /home/sysadmin/oidc-client-overrides.yaml --reuse-values

Note
If you need to manually override the secrets, the client_secret in the oidc-client overrides must match the staticClients
secret and client_secret in the dex overrides, otherwise the oidc-auth CLI client will not function.

4. Use the system application-apply command to apply the configuration:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply oidc-auth-apps

Default helm overrides for oidc-auth-apps application

For backwards compatibility reasons, the default helm overrides for dex helm are:

Note
It is NOT recommended to use these; it is recommended to create certificates using cert-manager and explicitly refer to
the resulting certificate secrets in user-specified helm overrides, as described on the procedure above.

image:
  repository: ghcr.io/dexidp/dex
  pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
  tag: v2.31.1
imagePullSecrets:
  - name: default-registry-key
env:
  name: KUBERNETES_POD_NAMESPACE
  value: kube-system
config:
  issuer: https://<OAM_IP>:30556/dex
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  staticClients:
  - id: stx-oidc-client-app
    name: STX OIDC Client app
    secret: St8rlingX
    redirectURIs:
    - https://<OAM_IP>:30555/callback
  enablePasswordDB: false
  web:
    tlsCert: /etc/dex/tls/tls.crt
    tlsKey: /etc/dex/tls/tls.key
  storage:
    type: kubernetes
    config:
      inCluster: true
  oauth2:
    skipApprovalScreen: true
  logger:
    level: debug
service:
  type: NodePort
  ports:
    https:
      nodePort: 30556
https:
  enabled: true
grpc:
  enabled: false
nodeSelector:
  node-role.kubernetes.io/master: ""
volumeMounts:
- mountPath: /etc/dex/tls/
  name: https-tls
volumes:
- name: https-tls
  secret:
    defaultMode: 420
    secretName: local-dex.tls
tolerations:
- key: "node-role.kubernetes.io/master"
  operator: "Exists"
  effect: "NoSchedule"
affinity:
  podAntiAffinity:
    requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
    - labelSelector:
        matchExpressions:
        - key: app
          operator: In
          values:
          - dex
      topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname

The default helm overrides for oidc-client are:

config:
  client_id: stx-oidc-client-app
  client_secret: St8rlingX
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  issuer: https://<OAM_IP>:30556/dex
  issuer_root_ca: /home/dex-ca.pem
  listen: https://0.0.0.0:5555
  redirect_uri: https://<OAM_IP>:30555/callback
  tlsCert: /etc/dex/tls/https/server/tls.crt
  tlsKey: /etc/dex/tls/https/server/tls.key
nodeSelector:
  node-role.kubernetes.io/master: ""
service:
  type: NodePort
  port: 5555
  nodePort: 30555
replicas: <replicate count>
tolerations:
- key: "node-role.kubernetes.io/master"
  operator: "Exists"
  effect: "NoSchedule"
affinity:
  podAntiAffinity:
    requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution:
    - labelSelector:
        matchExpressions:
        - key: app
          operator: In
          values:
          - stx-oidc-client
      topologyKey: kubernetes.io/hostname
helmv3Compatible: true

The default helm overrides for secret-observer are:

namespace: "kube-system"
observedSecrets:
  - secretName: "dex-client-secret"
    filename: "dex-ca.pem"
    deploymentToRestart: "stx-oidc-client"
  - secretName: "local-dex.tls"
    filename: "tls.crt"
    deploymentToRestart: "stx-oidc-client"
  - secretName: "local-dex.tls"
    filename: "tls.crt"
    deploymentToRestart: "oidc-dex"
tolerations:
  - key: "node-role.kubernetes.io/master"
    operator: "Exists"
    effect: "NoSchedule"

5. Centralized OIDC Authentication Setup for Distributed Cloud

In a Distributed Cloud configuration, you can configure OIDC authentication in a distributed or centralized setup.
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Distributed Setup

For a distributed setup, configure the kube-apiserver, and oidc-auth-apps independently for each cloud, System Controller, and all
subclouds. For more information, see:

• Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation•

- Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation while Bootstrapping the System on page 60-

or

- Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation after Bootstrapping the System on page 61-

• Configure OIDC Auth Applications on page 62•

All clouds oidc-auth-apps can be configured to communicate to the same or different remote Windows Active Directory servers,
however, each cloud manages OIDC tokens individually. A user must login, authenticate, and get an OIDC token for each cloud
independently.

Centralized Setup

For a centralized setup, the oidc-auth-apps is configured ‘only’ on the System Controller. The kube-apiserver must be configured on
all clouds, System Controller, and all subclouds, to point to the centralized oidc-auth-apps running on the System Controller. In the
centralized setup, a user logs in, authenticates, and gets an OIDC token from the Central System Controller’s OIDC identity provider,
and uses the OIDC token with ‘any’ of the subclouds as well as the System Controller cloud.

For a centralized OIDC authentication setup, use the following procedure:

Procedure

1. Configure the kube-apiserver parameters on the System Controller and each subcloud during bootstrapping, or by
using the system service-parameter-add kubernetes kube_apiserver command after bootstrapping the system,
using the System Controller’s floating OAM IP address as the oidc_issuer_url for all clouds. address as the
oidc_issuer_url for all clouds.
For example, oidc_issuer_url=https://<central-cloud-floating-ip>:<oidc-auth-apps-dex -service-NodePort>/dex on
the subcloud.
For more information, see:

• Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation while Bootstrapping the System on page 60
or

• Configure Kubernetes for OIDC Token Validation after Bootstrapping the System on page 61

2. On the System Controller only configure the oidc-auth-apps. For more information, see:
Configure OIDC Auth Applications on page 62

Note
For IPv6 deployments, ensure that the IPv6 OAM floating address is, https://[<central-cloud-floating-ip>]:30556/dex
(that is, in lower case, and wrapped in square brackets).

Postrequisites

For more information on configuring Users, Groups, Authorization, and kubectl for the user and retrieving the token on subclouds,
see:

• Configure Users, Groups, and Authorization on page 71•

• Configure Kubectl with a Context for the User on page 72•

For more information on Obtaining the Authentication Token, see:
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• Obtain the Authentication Token Using the oidc-auth Shell Script on page 72•

• Obtain the Authentication Token Using the Browser on page 73•

6. Configure Users, Groups, and Authorization

You can create a user, and optionally one or more groups that the user is a member of, in your Windows Active Directory server.

About this task

The example below is for a testuser user who is a member of the, billingDeptGroup, and managerGroup groups. See Microsoft
documentation on Windows Active Directory for additional information on adding users and groups to Windows Active Directory.

Use the following procedure to configure the desired authorization on Wind River Cloud Platform for the user or the user’s group(s):

Procedure

1. In Wind River Cloud Platform, bind Kubernetes RBAC role(s) for the testuser.
For example, give testuser admin privileges, by creating the following deployment file, and deploy the file with
kubectl apply -f <filename>.

kind: ClusterRoleBinding
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
metadata:
 name: testuser-rolebinding
roleRef:
 apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
 kind: ClusterRole
 name: cluster-admin
subjects:
- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: User
  name: testuser

Alternatively, you can bind Kubernetes RBAC role(s) for the group(s) of the testuser.
For example, give all members of the billingDeptGroup admin privileges, by creating the following deployment file,
and deploy the file with kubectl apply -f <filename>.

kind: ClusterRoleBinding
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
metadata:
 name: testuser-rolebinding
roleRef:
 apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
 kind: ClusterRole
 name: cluster-admin
subjects:
- apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Group
  name: billingDeptGroup
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7. Configure Kubectl with a Context for the User

You can set up the kubectl context for the Windows Active Directory testuser to authenticate through the oidc-auth-apps OIDC
Identity Provider (dex).

About this task

The steps below show this procedure completed on controller-0. You can also do so from a remote workstation.

Procedure

1. Set up a cluster in kubectl if you have not done so already.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl config set-cluster mywrcpcluster --server=https://<oam-floating-ip>
:6443

2. Set up a context for testuser in this cluster in kubectl.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl config set-context testuser@mywrcpcluster --cluster=mywrcpcluster -
-user=testuser

8. Obtain the Authentication Token
8.1. Obtain the Authentication Token Using the oidc-auth Shell Script

You can obtain the authentication token using the oidc-auth shell script.

About this task

You can use the oidc-auth script both locally on the active controller, as well as on a remote workstation where you are running
kubectl and helm commands.

The oidc-auth script retrieves the ID token from Windows Active Directory using the OIDC client, and dex, and updates the
Kubernetes credential for the user in the kubectl config file.

• On controller-0, oidc-auth is installed as part of the base Cloud Platform installation, and ready to use.•

• On remote hosts, oidc-auth must be installed from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.•

• On a remote host, when using directly installed kubectl and helm, the following setup is required:•

- Install “Python Mechanize” module using the following command:-

sudo pip2 install mechanize

Note
oidc-auth script supports authenticating with a Cloud Platform oidc-auth-apps configured with single, or multiple ldap
connectors.

Procedure

1. Run oidc-auth script in order to authenticate and update user credentials in kubectl config file with the retrieved
token.

• If oidc-auth-apps is deployed with a single backend ldap connector, run the following command:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ oidc-auth -c <ip> -u <username>

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ oidc-auth -c <OAM_ip_address> -u testuser
Password:
Login succeeded.
Updating kubectl config ...
User testuser set.

• If oidc-auth-apps is deployed with multiple backend ldap connectors, run the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ oidc-auth -b <connector-id> -c <ip> -u <username>

Note
If you are running oidc-auth within the Cloud Platform containerized remote CLI, you must use the -p <password>
option to run the command non-interactively.

8.2. Obtain the Authentication Token Using the Browser

You can obtain the authentication token using the oidc-auth-apps OIDC client web interface.

About this task

Use the following steps to obtain the authentication token for id-token and refresh-token using the oidc-auth-apps OIDC client web
interface.

Procedure

1. Use the following URL to login into oidc-auth-apps OIDC client:
https://<oam-floating-ip-address>:30555

2. If the Cloud Platform oidc-auth-apps has been configured for multiple ‘ldap’ connectors, select the Windows Active
Directory server for authentication.

3. Enter your Username and Password.

4. Click Login. The ID token and Refresh token are displayed as follows:

ID Token:

eyJhbGciOiJSUzI1NiIsImtpZCI6IjQ4ZjZkYjcxNGI4ODQ5ZjZlNmExM2Y2ZTQzODVhMWE1MjM0YzE1NTQifQ.eyJpc3Mi
OiJodHRwczovLzEyOC4yMjQuMTUxLjE3MDozMDU1Ni9kZXgiLCJzdWIiOiJDZ2R3ZG5SbGMzUXhFZ1JzWkdGdyIsImF1ZCI
6InN0eC1vaWRjLWNsaWVudC1hcHAiLCJleHAiOjE1ODI1NzczMTksImlhdCI6MTU4MjU3NzMwOSwiYXRfaGFzaCI6ImhzRG
1kdTFIWGFCcXFNLXBpYWoyaXciLCJlbWFpbCI6InB2dGVzdDEiLCJlbWFpbF92ZXJpZmllZCI6dHJ1ZSwibmFtZSI6InB2d
GVzdDEifQ.TEZ-YMd8kavTGCw_FUR4iGQWf16DWsmqxW89ZlKHxaqPzAJUjGnW5NRdRytiDtf1d9iNIxOT6cGSOJI694qiM
Vcb-nD856OgCvU58o-e3ZkLaLGDbTP2mmoaqqBYW2FDIJNcV0jt-yq5rc9cNQopGtFXbGr6ZV2idysHooa7rA1543EUpg2F
NE4qZ297_WXU7x0Qk2yDNRq-ngNQRWkwsERM3INBktwQpRUg2na3eK_jHpC6AMiUxyyMu3o3FurTfvOp3F0eyjSVgLqhC2R
h4xMbK4LgbBTN35pvnMRwOpL7gJPgaZDd0ttC9L5dBnRs9uT-s2g4j2hjV9rh3KciHQ

Access Token:

wcgw4mhddrk7jd24whofclgmj

Claims:

{
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  "iss": "https://128.224.151.170:30556/dex",
  "sub": "CgdwdnRlc3QxEgRsZGFw",
  "aud": "stx-oidc-client-app",
  "exp": 1582577319,
  "iat": 1582577319,
  "at_hash": "hsDmdu1HXaBqqM-piaj2iw",
  "email": "testuser",
  "email_verified": true,
  "groups": [
    "billingDeptGroup",
    "managerGroup"
   ],
  "name": "testuser"
}

Refresh Token:

ChljdmoybDZ0Y3BiYnR0cmp6N2xlejNmd3F5Ehlid290enR5enR1NWw1dWM2Y2V4dnVlcHli

5. Use the token ID to set the Kubernetes credentials in kubectl configs:

~(keystone_admin)]$ TOKEN=<ID_token_string>
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl config set-credentials testuser --token $TOKEN

6. Switch to the Kubernetes context for the user, by using the following command, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl config use-context testuser@mywrcpcluster

7. Run the following command to test that the authentication token validates correctly:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods --all-namespaces

9. Deprovision Windows Active Directory
9.1. Deprovision Windows Active Directory Authentication

You can remove Windows Active Directory authentication from Wind River Cloud Platform.

Procedure

1. Remove the configuration of kube-apiserver to use oidc-auth-apps for authentication.

a. Determine the UUIDs of parameters used in the kubernetes kube-apiserver group.
These include oidc_client_id, oidc_groups_claim, oidc_issuer_url and oidc_username_claim.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-list

b. Delete each parameter.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-delete <UUID>

c. Apply the changes.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply kubernetes
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2. Uninstall oidc-auth-apps.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove oidc-auth-apps

3. Clear the helm-override configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system --reset-values
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps oidc-client kube-system --reset-
values
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show oidc-auth-apps oidc-client kube-system

4. Remove secrets that contain certificate data.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete secret local-dex.tls -n kube-system
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete secret dex-client-secret -n kube-system
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete secret wadcert -n kube-system

5. Remove any RBAC RoleBindings added for OIDC users and/or groups.
For example:

$ kubectl delete clusterrolebinding testuser-rolebinding
$ kubectl delete clusterrolebinding billingdeptgroup-rolebinding
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6. FIREWALL OPTIONS

1. Default Firewall Rules

Cloud Platform applies default firewall rules on the OAM network. The default rules are recommended for most applications.

Traffic is permitted for the following protocols and ports to allow access for platform services. By default, all other traffic is blocked.

You can view the configured firewall rules with the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl describe globalnetworkpolicy
Name:         controller-oam-if-gnp
Namespace:
Labels:       <none>
Annotations:  kubectl.kubernetes.io/last-applied-configuration:
                {"apiVersion":"crd.projectcalico.org/v1","kind":"GlobalNetworkPolicy","metadata":{
"annotations":{},"name":"controller-oam-if-gnp"},"spec":...
API Version:  crd.projectcalico.org/v1
Kind:         GlobalNetworkPolicy
Metadata:
  Creation Timestamp:  2019-08-08T20:18:34Z
  Generation:          1
  Resource Version:    1395
  Self Link:           /apis/crd.projectcalico.org/v1/globalnetworkpolicies/controller-oam-if-gnp
  UID:                 b28b74fe-ba19-11e9-9176-ac1f6b0eef28
Spec:
  Apply On Forward:  false
  Egress:
    Action:      Allow
    Ip Version:  4
    Protocol:    TCP
    Action:      Allow
    Ip Version:  4
    Protocol:    UDP
    Action:      Allow
    Protocol:    ICMP
  Ingress:
    Action:  Allow
    Destination:
      Ports:
        22
        18002
        4545
        15491
        6385
        7777
        6443
        9001
        9002
        7480
        9311
        5000
        8080
    Ip Version:  4
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    Protocol:    TCP
    Action:      Allow
    Destination:
      Ports:
        2222
        2223
        123
        161
        162
        319
        320
    Ip Version:  4
    Protocol:    UDP
    Action:      Allow
    Protocol:    ICMP
  Order:         100
  Selector:      has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  Types:
    Ingress
    Egress
Events:  <none>

Where:

Protocol Port Service Name

tcp 22 ssh

tcp 8080 horizon (http only)

tcp 8443 horizon (https only)

tcp 5000 keystone-api

tcp 6385
stx-metal
stx-config

tcp 8119 stx-distcloud

tcp 18002 stx-fault

tcp 7777 stx-ha

tcp 4545 stx-nfv

tcp 6443 Kubernetes api server

tcp 9001 Docker registry

tcp 9002 Registry token server

tcp 15491 stx-update
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Protocol Port Service Name

icmp icmp

udp 123 ntp

udp 161 snmp

udp 2222 service manager

udp 2223 service manager

Note
Custom rules may be added for other requirements. For more information, see Cloud Platform Security: Firewall Options
on page 78.

Note
UDP ports 2222 and 2223 are used by the service manager for state synchronization and heart beating between the
controllers. All messages are authenticated with a SHA512 HMAC. Only packets originating from the peer controller are
permitted; all other packets are dropped.

2. Modify Firewall Options

Cloud Platform incorporates a default firewall for the OAM network. You can configure additional Kubernetes Network Policies in
order to augment or override the default rules.

The Cloud Platform firewall uses the Kubernetes Network Policies (using the Calico CNI) to implement a firewall on the OAM
network.

A minimal set of rules is always applied before any custom rules, as follows:

• Non-OAM traffic is always accepted.•

• Egress traffic is always accepted.•

• SM traffic is always accepted.•

• SSH traffic is always accepted.•

You can introduce custom rules by creating and installing custom Kubernetes Network Policies.

The following example opens up default HTTPS port 443.

% cat <<EOF > gnp-oam-overrides.yaml
apiVersion: crd.projectcalico.org/v1
kind: GlobalNetworkPolicy
metadata:
  name: gnp-oam-overrides
spec:
  ingress:
  - action: Allow
    destination:
      ports:
      - 443
    protocol: TCP
  order: 500
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  selector: has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  types:
  - Ingress
EOF

It can be applied using the kubectl apply command. For example:

$ kubectl apply -f gnp-oam-overrides.yaml

You can confirm the policy was applied properly using the kubectl describe command. For example:

$ kubectl describe globalnetworkpolicy gnp-oam-overrides
Name:         gnp-oam-overrides
Namespace:
Labels:       <none>
Annotations:  kubectl.kubernetes.io/last-applied-configuration:
                {"apiVersion":"crd.projectcalico.org/v1","kind":"GlobalNetworkPolicy","metadata":{
"annotations":{},"name":"gnp-openstack-oam"},"spec...
API Version:  crd.projectcalico.org/v1
Kind:         GlobalNetworkPolicy
Metadata:
  Creation Timestamp:  2019-05-16T13:07:45Z
  Generation:          1
  Resource Version:    296298
  Self Link:           /apis/crd.projectcalico.org/v1/globalnetworkpolicies/gnp-openstack-oam
  UID:                 98a324ab-77db-11e9-9f9f-a4bf010007e9
Spec:
  Ingress:
    Action:  Allow
    Destination:
      Ports:
        443
    Protocol:  TCP
  Order:       500
  Selector:    has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  Types:
    Ingress
Events:  <none>

For the default rules used by Cloud Platform see Cloud Platform Security: Default Firewall Rules on page 76.

For a full description of GNP syntax, see https://docs.projectcalico.org/v3.6/reference/calicoctl/resources/globalnetwo rkpolicy.
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7. HTTPS CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT

1. HTTPS and Certificates Management Overview

Certificates are heavily used for secure HTTPS access and authentication on Cloud Platform platform. This table lists the major
certificates being used in the system, and indicates which certificates are automatically created/renewed by the system versus which
certificates must be manually created/renewed by the system administrator. Details on manual management of certificates can be
found in the following sections.

Certificate Auto Created Renewal Status

Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Yes
NOT AUTO-RENEWED; Default
expiry is set at 10 years; MUST be
renewed via CLI.

Cluster Admin client certificate
used by kubectl

Yes auto-renewed by cron job

kube-controller-manager client
certificate

Yes auto-renewed by cron job

kube-scheduler client certificate Yes auto-renewed by cron job

kube-apiserver server certificate Yes auto-renewed by cron job

kube-apiserver’s kubelet client
certificate

Yes auto-renewed by cron job

kubelet client certificate Yes
auto-renewed by kubelet feature
enabled by default

etcd Root CA certificate Yes
NOT AUTO-RENEWED; Default
expiry is set at 10 years

etcd server certificate Yes auto-renewed by cron job

etcd client certificate Yes auto-renewed by cron job

kube-apiserver’s etcd client
certificate

Yes auto-renewed by cron job

StarlingX REST API & HORIZON
Server Certificate

Yes (But the auto-created
certificate is self-signed and should
be changed)

auto-renewed if configured with
cert-manager; NOT AUTO-
RENEWED if configured with
system certificate-install .., must
be renewed via CLI
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Certificate Auto Created Renewal Status

Local Registry Server Certificate
Yes (But the auto-created
certificate is self-signed and should
be changed)

auto-renewed if configured with
cert-manager; NOT AUTO-
RENEWED if configured with
system certificate-install .., must
be renewed via CLI

OIDC Client and Dex Server Server
Certificate

No

auto-renewed if configured with
cert-manager; NOT AUTO-
RENEWED if configured with an
externally generated certificate,
CUSTOMER MUST renew via CLI.

OIDC Client and Dex Server CA
certificate

No
NOT AUTO-RENEWED.
CUSTOMER MUST renew via CLIs

OIDC Remote WAD CA Certificate No
NOT AUTO-RENEWED.
CUSTOMER MUST renew via CLIs

Vault Server Certificate Yes
NOT AUTO-RENEWED;
CUSTOMER MUST renew via CLIs

Vault Root CA certificate Yes
NOT AUTO-RENEWED;
CUSTOMER MUST renew via CLIs

Portieris Server Certificate Yes

Auto renewed by cert-manager;
BUT CUSTOMER MUST restart
Portieris after the certificate is
renewed

Portieris remote registry and
notary server CA Certificate

No
NOT AUTO-RENEWED;
CUSTOMER MUST renew via CLIs

Root CA DC Admin Endpoint CA
Certificate

Yes auto-renewed

Intermediate CA DC Admin
Endpoint CA Certificate

Yes auto-renewed

DC Admin Endpoint Server
Certificate

Yes auto-renewed

System trusted CA Certificates No
NOT AUTO-RENEWED as these
are certificates that are not
necessarily owned by the platform

Where:
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• Auto created: the certificate is generated during system deployment or triggered by certain operations.•

• Renewal Status: whether the certificate is renewed automatically by the system when expiry date approaches.•

The following sections provide details on managing these certificates.

• StarlingX REST API Applications and the Web Administration Server Certificate on page 149•

• Kubernetes Certificates on page 85•

• Local Registry Server Certificates on page 151•

• System Trusted CA Certificates on page 112•

For further information about certificates expiration date or other certificates information, see Display Certificates Installed on a
System on page 82. In addition, Cloud Platform monitors the installed certificates on the system by raising alarms for expire-soon
certificates and for expired certificates on the system, see Expiring-Soon and Expired Certificate Alarms on page 116.

2. Display Certificates Installed on a System

The utility script show-certs.sh can be used to display an overview of the various certificates that exist in the system along with their
expiry date.

The show-certs.sh command has the following options:

sudo show-certs.sh [-k] [-e <number-of-days>] [-h]

where:

By default, show-certs.sh command displays the platform-managed system certificates, and (highlighted in red) certificates requiring
manual renewal, and certificates expiring within 90 days.

options:

-k

displays certificates found in any Kubernetes SECRETS; this may include platform certificates and end-users’ certificates

-e

<number-of-days> changes to highlight (in red) certificates within <number-of-days> of expiry

-h

displays help

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo show-certs.sh

registry.local  CERTIFICATE:
-----------------------------------------------------
Renewal         :  Manual
Filename        :  /etc/ssl/private/registry-cert.crt
Subject         :  /CN=registry.local
Issuer          :  /CN=registry.local
Issue Date      :  Aug 31 01:43:09 2021 GMT
Expiry Date     :  Aug 31 01:43:09 2022 GMT
Residual Time   :  341d
-----------------------------------------------------
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For scalability in a Distributed cloud system, the Subcloud ICA certificates are redirected to a file. The script displays the path to the
file with a note at the end of the displayed output.

Subcloud ICA certificates (*-adminep-ca-certificate) are saved to
/tmp/subcloud-icas-tls-secrets.HqZSBQoUUJ.txt in order to limit the
size of the output.

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat /tmp/subcloud-icas-tls-secrets.HqZSBQoUUJ.txt

Renewal                              Namespace  Secret                           Residual Time
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Automatic [Managed by Cert-Manager]   dc-cert   subcloud1-adminep-ca-certificate   364d
Automatic [Managed by Cert-Manager]   dc-cert   subcloud10-adminep-ca-certificate  364d
Automatic [Managed by Cert-Manager]   dc-cert   subcloud100-adminep-ca-certificate 364d
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Create a local CA Issuer

Wind River recommends that a single local CA Issuer be created on the platform to create, sign, and anchor all of your platform
certificates. This CA can be either a stand-alone local Root CA or a local Intermediate CA (whose certificate is signed by an external
Root CA). This simplifies your overall platform certificate configuration, and means that external clients interfacing with the platform’s
HTTPS endpoints, need only be given a single Root CA certificate to add to their trusted CAs.

Create the ClusterIssuer

Create a local Root CA

The following sample procedure illustrates how to create a unique standalone local Root CA (system-local-ca) that can be used
to create, sign, and anchor all of your platform certificates.

Update the subject fields to identify your particular system.

It is recommended that a 3-5 year duration be used for operational simplicity since, although the certificate will automatically renew
locally, when it does renew, you will need to re-distribute the CA’s new public certificate to all external clients using the platform’s
HTTPS endpoints.

The created system-local-ca Root CA is cluster-wide, so it can be used to create all platform certificates and can also be used for
hosted applications’ certificates.

Procedure

1. Create a cluster issuer yaml configuration file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > cluster-issuer.yaml
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: ClusterIssuer
metadata:
  name: system-selfsigning
spec:
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  selfSigned: {}
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: system-local-ca
  namespace: cert-manager
spec:
  subject:
    organizationalUnits:
      - StarlingX-system-local-ca
  secretName: system-local-ca
  commonName: system-local-ca
  isCA: true
  duration: 43800h # 5 year
  renewBefore: 720h # 30 days
  issuerRef:
    name: system-selfsigning
    kind: ClusterIssuer
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: ClusterIssuer
metadata:
  name: system-local-ca
spec:
  ca:
    secretName: system-local-ca
EOF

For more information on supported parameters, see https://cert-manager.io/docs/reference/api-docs/#cert-
manager.io/v1.

2. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply –f cluster-issuer.yaml

3. Verify the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get clusterissuer

4. Write the public certificate of this CA to a .pem file that can be distributed to external clients using the platform’s
HTTPS endpoints.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get secret <secretname> -n <namespacename> -o=jsonpath='{.data.ca\.
crt}' | base64 --decode > <pemfilename>

Create a local Intermediate CA

Alternatively, if you are using an external RootCA, the following procedure is an example of how to create a local Intermediate CA
(whose certificate is signed by an external Intermediate or Root CA) that can be used to create, sign, and anchor all of your platform
certificates. Refer to the documentation for your external Intermediate or Root CA for information on how to create a public
certificate and private key for an intermediate CA. It is recommended that a 3-5 year duration be used for operational simplicity since
this certificate will need to be manually renewed with the externally generated certificate and key, and then referenced via the
ClusterIssuer’s spec.ca.secretName. The TLS secret must be created in the Cluster Resource Namespace, which defaults to cert-
manager on the platform.
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The system-local-ca Root CA is cluster-wide, so it can be used to create all platform certificates and can also be used for hosted
applications’ certificates.

1. Copy the PEM encoded certificate and key from the externally generated CA to the controller host.

2. Create a TLS secret in cert-manager namespace with the certificate/Key files:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n cert-manager create secret tls system-local-ca --cert=./cert.pe
m  --key=./key.pem

3. Create ClusterIssuer and the CA certificate.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > cluster-issuer.yaml
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: ClusterIssuer
metadata:
  name: system-local-ca
spec:
  ca:
    secretName: system-local-ca
EOF

4. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply –f cluster-issuer.yaml

5. Verify the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get clusterissuer

If the configuration is successful, the clusterissuer for system-local-ca will have Ready status of True.

The clusterissuer is now ready to issue certificates on the platform.

4. Kubernetes Certificates

For Kubernetes, HTTPS is always enabled for both internal and external endpoints.

Kubernetes automatically creates all of its client and server certificates, and signs them with a Kubernetes Root CA. This includes the
server certificate for the external kube-apiserver API endpoint. By default, the Kubernetes Root CA is automatically generated at
install time.

If desired, you can externally generate a Root CA certificate and key, and configure it as the Kubernetes Root CA during installation.
Upstream Kubernetes (v1.18) only supports a Root CA for the Kubernetes Root CA; NOT an Intermediate CA.

The public certificate of the Kubernetes Root CA, whether auto-generated or specified, needs to be configured as a trusted CA by
external servers connecting to Cloud Platform’s Kubernetes API endpoint (e.g. via a remotely installed kubectl client).

Note
Some platform services (sysinv, cert-mon and VIM for example) also use X509 certificates to access Kubernetes by HTTPS.

It is optional that you update the Kubernetes Root CA with a custom Root CA certificate and key, generated by yourself, and trusted
by your external servers connecting to Cloud Platform’s Kubernetes API endpoint. The Cloud Platform’s Kubernetes Root CA
certificate and key are configured as part of the bootstrap during installation.
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Note
You must use a Root CA certificate; Intermediate CA certificates are not supported by upstream Kubernetes.

Kubernetes certificates include:

• Kubernetes Root CA Certificate•

• Cluster admin client certificate used by kubectl•

• kube-controller-manager client certificate•

• kube-scheduler client certificate•

• kube-apiserver server certificate•

• kube-apiserver’s kubelet client certificate•

• kubelet client certificate•

Kubernetes Root CA Certificate

The Kubernetes Root CA certificate signs all the other Kubernetes certificates. This is also the CA certificate various components use
to verify server and client certificates signed by the Kubernetes Root CA certificate. For example, applications running in pods use
Kubernetes Root CA certificate embedded in service account token to verify the kube-apiserver’s server certificate when it makes
calls to the kube-apiserver.

Kubernetes Root CA certificate and corresponding private key are stored in file system:

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/ca.crt•

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/ca.key•

Note
Kubernetes Root CA certificate is also embedded in various configuration files and service account token.

Cluster admin client certificate used by kubectl

This is the client certificate signed by Kubernetes Root CA and embedded in /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf. It is used by kubectl
command to identify itself to the kube-apiserver.

kube-controller-manager client certificate

This is the client certificate signed by Kubernetes Root CA and embedded in /etc/kubernetes/controller-manager.conf. It
is used by kube-controller-manager pod to identify itself to kube-apiserver.

kube-scheduler client certificate

This is the client certificate signed by Kubernetes Root CA and embedded in /etc/kubernetes/scheduler.conf. It is used by
kube-scheduler pod to identify itself to the kube-apiserver.

kube-apiserver server certificate

This is the kube-apiserver’s serving certificate. Clients connecting to the kube-apiserver will verify this certificate using Kubernetes
Root CA certificate. The certificate and the corresponding private key are stored in file system:

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/apiserver.crt•

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/apiserver.key•

kube-apiserver’s kubelet client certificate

kube-apiserver’s client certificate for communications with kubelet. kube-apiserver identifies itself with this certificate when
it connects to kubelet. The certificate and the corresponding private keys are stored in file system:
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• /etc/kubernetes/pki/apiserver-kubelet-client.crt•

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/apiserver-kubelet-client.key•

kubelet client certificate

This is the kubelet’s client certificate (with private key in it). kubelet identifies itself with this certificate when it connects to kube-
apiserver. kubelet has Kubernetes Root CA certificate in /etc/kubernetes/kubelet.conf to verify peer certificates.

The certificate and its corresponding private key are store in file system as one file:

• /var/lib/kubelet/pki/kubelet-client-current.pem•

This certificate is configured to auto renew.

• Update/Renew Kubernetes Certificates on page 87
• Manual Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update on page 87
• Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update Cloud Orchestration on page 94

4.1. Update/Renew Kubernetes Certificates

Updating Kubernetes Root CA certificate is a complex process, because it is not only the Root CA certificate that needs to be
updated, but also all the other Kubernetes certificates signed by it need to be regenerated and updated.

See Manual Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update on page 87 or Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update Cloud Orchestration on
page 94 for how to update the Kubernetes Root CA certificate.

The other leaf certificates generated from the Kubernetes Root CA are monitored by a cronjob, which runs every day at midnight to
check if any of these certificates’ expiry date is approaching, and renew them if the expiry date is within 15 days.

If the renewal fails, a 250.003 alarm will be raised:

• Kubernetes certificates have been renewed but not all services have been updated.•

For this alarm, controller nodes need to lock/unlock for the services to take the new certificates.

• Kubernetes certificates renewal failed.•

For this alarm, the Kubernetes certificates need to be renewed manually, during which services need to restart.

If this alarm is raised, the administrator should follow the recommended action for the specific alarm.

4.2. Manual Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update

About this task

You can update Kubernetes Root CA certificate on a running system, with either an uploaded certificate or an auto generated
certificate.

A set of ‘system’ CLI subcommands, prefixed by kube-rootca-update-, are provided to accomplish this task. These CLI
commands need to be executed in certain order and phases, with most of the commands to be executed host by host.

Warning

Do not let the Kubernetes Root CA certificate expire on your system and ensure that certificates with valid/adequate expiry dates
are used during renewal as there is no easy way to recover a system if the Kubernetes Root CA certificate expires.

Special care should be taken when updating the Root CA certificate.
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Warning

During the Kubernetes Root CA update, deployments, daemonsets, and statefulsets present in the cluster are rolling
restarted. This impacts services provided by the application. It is highly recommended to schedule a Kubernetes Root CA update
during planned maintenance windows.

Prerequisites

• The system must be clear of alarms (with the exception of alarms for locked hosts, stopped instances, certificate expiring soon,•
certificate expired, and Kubernetes root ca update in progress).

• All hosts must be unlocked, enabled and available.•

• All Kubernetes pods must be ready.•

• Cert-manager app is applied.•

• A file containing a self-signed certificate and corresponding private key if choose to upload a new Root CA certificate.•

Procedure

Before starting the update, it is highly recommended to backup the existing kubernetes Root CA certificate and key, i.e. /etc/
kubernetes/pki/ca.crt and /etc/kubernetes/pki/ca.key.

1. Start the update.

system kube-rootca-update-start

The command supports --force option to force the update to start if there are non mgmt_affecting alarms.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-start

+-------------------+---------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                 |
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+
| uuid              | 95afbd19-d159-407b-abe0-9ecb6ba4eb56  |
| state             | update-started                        |
| from_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379 |
| to_rootca_cert    | None                                  |
| created_at        | 2021-08-26T14:37:31.710407+00:00      |
| updated_at        | None                                  |
+-------------------+---------------------------------------+

2. Upload or generate a new Kubernetes Root CA certificate.
To generate a new Kubernetes Root CA certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-generate-cert --expiry-date="2031-08-25" --subjec
t="C=CA ST=ON L=Ottawa O=company OU=sale CN=kubernetes"
Generated new rootca certificate: 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-248389040031382177497040389244094812254

The value returned is the ID of the new Root CA certificate.
--expiry-date
Optional argment to specify the expiry date of the new certificate. It has to be in the “YYYY-MM-DD” format. If not
specified, the new certificate will have the same valid period as the existing one (normally 10 years).
--subject
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Optional argment to specify the distinguished name of the new certificate. It has to be in the format C=<Country>
ST=<State/Province> L=<Locality> O=<Organization> OU=<OrganizationUnit> CN=<commonName>.
If not specified, the new certificate will have “Kubernetes” as default.
Alternatively, to upload a self-signed certificate as the new Root CA certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-upload-cert ca_with_key.crt
Uploaded new rootca certificate: 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379

The value returned is the ID of the uploaded Root CA certificate. The ca_with_key.crt file contains both the new
certifcate and the corresponding private key.

3. Show the cluster overall update status using the kube-rootca-update-show command.
This command can be run anytime during the update.
For example, run the command after new certificate generated.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-show

+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
-------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+--------
----------------------------+------------------------------------+
| uuid                                   | state                              | from_rootca_cer
t                        | to_rootca_cert                                             | created
_at                         | updated_at                         |
+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
-------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+--------
----------------------------+------------------------------------+
| 95afbd19-d159-407b-abe0-9ecb6ba4eb56   | update-new-rootca-cert-generated   | 8503e172a63b23e
6-12808492498813125379   | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-248389040031382177497040389244094812254   | 2021-08
-26T14:37:31.710407+00:00   | 2021-08-26T14:47:50.728284+00:00   |
+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
-------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+--------
----------------------------+------------------------------------+

4. Update Kubernetes components of each host to trust both the old and new Root CA certificates using the system
kube-rootca-host-update <hostname> --phase=trust-both-cas command.
The command needs to be executed sequentially on each of the nodes in the cluster (except dedicated storage
nodes if there are any).
For example, update controller-1 to trust both old and new Root CA certificates.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-host-update controller-1 --phase=trust-both-cas

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property               | Value                                                    |
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid                   | 513d626c-559e-4df7-8e15-f92481dc190f                     |
| state                  | updating-host-trust-both-cas                             |
| effective_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379                    |
| target_rootca_cert     | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| created_at             | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.903793+00:00                         |
| updated_at             | 2021-08-26T15:50:14.299276+00:00                         |
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

5. List the update status of all the hosts in the cluster system kube-rootca-host-update-list.

The kube-rootca-host-update-list command can be run anytime during the update.
For example, list the status of hosts after controller-0, controller-1 have been updated to trust both old and new CAs.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-host-update-list

+--------------+-------------+------------------------------+----------------------------------
------+-----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------
-------+-----------------------------------+
| hostname     | personality | state                        | effective_rootca_cer
t                  | target_rootca_cert                                        | created_a
t                        | updated_at                        |
+--------------+-------------+------------------------------+----------------------------------
------+-----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------
-------+-----------------------------------+
| controller-0 | controller  | updated-host-trust-both-cas  | 8503e172a63b23e6-1280849249881312
5379  | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610  | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.888935+
00:00  | 2021-08-26T15:51:47.343297+00:00  |
| controller-1 | controller  | updated-host-trust-both-cas  | 8503e172a63b23e6-1280849249881312
5379  | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610  | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.903793+
00:00  | 2021-08-26T15:50:30.716854+00:00  |
| worker-0     | worker      | None                         | 8503e172a63b23e6-1280849249881312
5379  | None                                                      | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.915956+
00:0   | None                              |
+--------------+-------------+------------------------------+----------------------------------
------+-----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------
-------+-----------------------------------+

6. Update pods deployed by Deployments and Daemonsets to trust both old and new Root CA certificates.
Run this command only once on active controller. It takes a few minutes for all the pods to restart after updated.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-pods-update --phase=trust-both-cas

+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                                    |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid              | 6bc2ff57-e82c-4da1-af69-4d52c67917f7                     |
| state             | updating-pods-trust-both-cas                             |
| from_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379                    |
| to_rootca_cert    | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| created_at        | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.860160+00:00                         |
| updated_at        | 2021-08-26T15:59:53.851646+00:00                         |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

7. Update client and server certificates for Kubernetes components of each host using the new Root CA certificate.
The command needs to be executed sequentially on each of the nodes in the cluster (except dedicated storage
nodes if there are any).
For example, update Kubernetes client and server certificates on controller-0 using the new Root CA certificate.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-host-update controller-0 --phase=update-certs

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property               | Value                                                    |
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid                   | 18c5b474-8d7a-4b15-bee8-06d4feb704dd                     |
| state                  | updating-host-update-certs                               |
| effective_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379                    |
| target_rootca_cert     | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| created_at             | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.888935+00:00                         |
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| updated_at             | 2021-08-26T16:13:22.064894+00:00                         |
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

8. Update Kubernetes components of each host to trust only the new Root CA certificate.
The command needs to be executed sequentially on each of the nodes in the cluster (except dedicated storage
nodes if there are any).
For example, update controller-0 to trust only the new Root CA certificate.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-host-update controller-0 --phase=trust-new-ca

+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property               | Value                                                    |
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid                   | 18c5b474-8d7a-4b15-bee8-06d4feb704dd                     |
| state                  | updating-host-trust-new-ca                               |
| effective_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379                    |
| target_rootca_cert     | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| created_at             | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.888935+00:00                         |
| updated_at             | 2021-08-26T19:19:19.366338+00:00                         |
+------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

9. Update pods deployed by Deployments and Daemonsets to trust only the new Root CA certificate.
Run this command only once on active controller. It takes a few minutes for all the pods to restart after updated.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-pods-update --phase=trust-new-ca

+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                                    |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid              | 6bc2ff57-e82c-4da1-af69-4d52c67917f7                     |
| state             | updating-pods-trust-new-ca                               |
| from_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379                    |
| to_rootca_cert    | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| created_at        | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.860160+00:00                         |
| updated_at        | 2021-08-26T19:26:34.347519+00:00                         |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

10. Complete the update.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-complete

+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                                    |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| uuid              | 6bc2ff57-e82c-4da1-af69-4d52c67917f7                     |
| state             | update-completed                                         |
| from_rootca_cert  | 8503e172a63b23e6-12808492498813125379                    |
| to_rootca_cert    | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| created_at        | 2021-08-26T15:48:39.860160+00:00                         |
| updated_at        | 2021-08-26T20:19:36.579505+00:00                         |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

11. Abort an on-going update.
This command aborts the on-going update at any step. When an update is aborted, alarm 900.009 will be raised and
the overall update status will be in update-aborted. A new update should be started, and run to complete to fully
update kubernetes certificates.
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system kube-rootca-update-abort

For example, the update is aborted when:

• controller-0, controller-1 and worker-0 have been updated to trust both CA certificates,

• client and server certificates have been updated on controller-0 (a step further than controller-1, worker-0),

• overall update is in updating-host-update-certs state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-show

+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
--------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------
----------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------+
| uuid                                   | state                              | from_rootca_cer
t                                           | to_rootca_cer
t                                             | created_at                         | updated_a
t                         |
+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
--------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------
----------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------+
| 04863d56-2f36-404b-ad9d-a0b1d967939e   | updating-host-update-certs         | 66b4daf7bb4ca6d
d-131908807141787487410130398776303207610   | d70efa2daaee06f8-18974112351299353303834821971390
931938    | 2021-08-26T20:28:09.383461+00:00   | 2021-08-26T20:42:40.673674+00:00   |
+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
--------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------
----------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-host-update-list

+--------------+-------------+------------------------------+----------------------------------
-------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+----------
-------------------------+-----------------------------------+
| hostname     | personality | state                        | effective_rootca_cer
t                                     | target_rootca_cer
t                                       | created_at                        | updated_a
t                        |
+--------------+-------------+------------------------------+----------------------------------
-------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+----------
-------------------------+-----------------------------------+
| controller-0 | controller  | updated-host-update-certs    | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-1319088071417874
87410130398776303207610  | d70efa2daaee06f8-18974112351299353303834821971390931938  | 2021-08-2
6T20:28:09.404809+00:00  | 2021-08-26T20:43:49.577920+00:00  |
| controller-1 | controller  | updated-host-trust-both-cas  | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-1319088071417874
87410130398776303207610  | d70efa2daaee06f8-18974112351299353303834821971390931938  | 2021-08-2
6T20:28:09.417891+00:00  | 2021-08-26T20:33:03.754760+00:00  |
| worker-0     | worker      | updated-host-trust-both-cas  | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-1319088071417874
87410130398776303207610  | d70efa2daaee06f8-18974112351299353303834821971390931938  | 2021-08-2
6T20:28:09.430753+00:00  | 2021-08-26T20:34:13.390571+00:00  |
+--------------+-------------+------------------------------+----------------------------------
-------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+----------
-------------------------+-----------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-abort

+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
| Property          | Value                                                    |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+
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| uuid              | 04863d56-2f36-404b-ad9d-a0b1d967939e                     |
| state             | update-aborted                                           |
| from_rootca_cert  | 66b4daf7bb4ca6dd-131908807141787487410130398776303207610 |
| to_rootca_cert    | d70efa2daaee06f8-18974112351299353303834821971390931938  |
| created_at        | 2021-08-26T20:28:09.383461+00:00                         |
| updated_at        | 2021-08-26T20:53:04.493889+00:00                         |
+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list

+-----------+------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------
--+---------+---------------+
| Alarm ID  | Reason Text                                                      | Entity I
D      | Severity | Time Stamp    |
+-----------+------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------
--+---------+---------------+
| 900.009   | Kubernetes root CA update aborted, certificates may not be fully | host=controlle
r | minor   | 2021-08-26T20 |
+-----------+------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------
--+---------+---------------+
|           | updated                                                          
|                 |         | :53:04.577578 |
+-----------+------------------------------------------------------------------+---------------
--+---------+---------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-rootca-update-show

+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
--------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------
----------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------+
| uuid                                   | state                              | from_rootca_cer
t                                           | to_rootca_cer
t                                             | created_at                         | updated_a
t                         |
+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
--------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------
----------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------+
| 04863d56-2f36-404b-ad9d-a0b1d967939e   | update-aborted                     | 66b4daf7bb4ca6d
d-131908807141787487410130398776303207610   | d70efa2daaee06f8-18974112351299353303834821971390
931938    | 2021-08-26T20:28:09.383461+00:00   | 2021-08-26T20:53:04.493889+00:00   |
+----------------------------------------+------------------------------------+----------------
--------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------
----------+------------------------------------+------------------------------------+

States of the update procedure

update-started: semantic checks passed, health check passed, update started.

update-new-rootca-cert-uploaded: the new Root CA certificate is uploaded.

update-new-rootca-cert-generated: the new Root CA certificate is generated.

updating-host-trust-both-cas: new Root CA certificate is being added to Kubernetes components’ trusted CAs.

updated-host-trust-both-cas: new Root CA certificate has been added to Kubernetes components’ trusted CAs.
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updating-host-trust-both-cas-failed: new Root CA certificate failed to be added to Kubernetes components’ trusted CAs.

updating-pods-trust-both-cas: new Root CA certificate is being added to pods’ trusted CA list.

updated-pods-trust-both-cas: new Root CA certificate has been added to pods’ trusted CA list.

updating-pods-trust-both-cas-failed: new Root CA certificate failed to be added to pods’ trusted CA list.

updating-host-update-certs: server and client certificates is being updated for Kubernetes components.

updated-host-update-certs: server and client certificates have been updated for Kubernetes components.

updating-host-update-certs-failed: server and client certificates failed to be updated for Kubernetes components.

updating-host-trust-new-ca: old Root CA certificate is being removed, only new cert will be trusted for Kubernetes
components.

updated-host-trust-new-ca: old Root CA certificate has been removed, only new cert is trusted for Kubernetes components.

updating-host-trust-new-ca-failed: old Root CA certificate failed to be removed, both old and new certs are trusted for
Kubernetes components.

updating-pods-trust-new-ca: old Root CA certificate is being removed from pods’ trusted CA list.

updated-pods-trust-new-ca: old Root CA certificate has been removed from pods’ trusted CA list.

updating-pods-trust-new-ca-failed: old Root CA certificate failed to be removed from pods’ trusted CA list.

update-compete: Kubernetes components and pods are healthy, update completed.

update-aborted: a Kubernetes Root CA update is aborted.

4.3. Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update Cloud Orchestration

About this task

You can update Kubernetes Root CA certificate on a running system, with either an uploaded certificate or an auto generated
certificate.

Warning

Do not let the Kubernetes Root CA certificate expire on your system and ensure that certificates with valid/adequate expiry dates
are used during renewal as there is no easy way to recover a system if the Kubernetes Root CA certificate expires.

Special care should be taken when updating the Root CA certificate.

Warning

During the Kubernetes Root CA update, deployments, daemonsets, and statefulsets present in the cluster are rolling
restarted. This impacts services provided by the application. It is highly recommended to schedule a Kubernetes Root CA update
during planned maintenance windows.

Prerequisites
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• The system is clear of alarms (with the exception of alarms for locked hosts, stopped instances, certificate expiring soon,•
certificate expired, and Kubernetes root ca update in progress).

• All hosts must be unlocked, enabled and available.•

• All Kubernetes pods must be ready.•

• Cert-manager app is applied.•

• A file containing a self-signed certificate and corresponding private key if choose to upload a new Root CA certificate.•

Procedure

Before starting the update, it is highly recommended to backup the existing Kubernetes Root CA certficiate and key, i.e. /etc/
kubernetes/pki/ca.crt and /etc/kubernetes/pki/ca.key.

1. Create the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-rootca-update-strategy create --subject "C=CA ST=ON L=OTT O=
WR OU=STX CN=STX" --expiry-date YYYY-MM-DD

Strategy Kubernetes RootCA Update Strategy:
strategy-uuid: 47163c5b-44ac-432a-bd25-6e5c353046e9
controller-apply-type: serial
storage-apply-type: serial
worker-apply-type: serial
default-instance-action: stop-start
alarm-restrictions: strict
current-phase: build
current-phase-completion: 0%
state: building
inprogress: true

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-rootca-update-strategy create --cert-file some_cert.pem

strategy-uuid: 9575f1ea-4d66-4f13-8013-b04c2f420eff
controller-apply-type: serial
storage-apply-type: serial
worker-apply-type: serial
default-instance-action: stop-start
alarm-restrictions: strict
current-phase: build
current-phase-completion: 0%
state: building
inprogress: true

--expiry-date
Optional argument to specify the expiry date of the new certificate. It has to be in the “YYYY-MM-DD” format. If not
specified, the new certificate will have the same valid period as the existing one (normally 10 years).
--subject
Optional argument to specify the distinguished name of the new certificate. It has to be in the format C=<Country>
ST=<State/Province> L=<Locality> O=<Organization> OU=<OrganizationUnit> CN=<commonName>.
If not specified, the new certificate will have “Kubernetes” as default.
--cert-file
Optional argument to upload a self-signed certificate as the new Root CA certificate.

Note
Passing --cert-file uses an existing certificate, but --expiry-date and --subject generate a certificate. Using
an existing certificate will ignore any arguments to generate a certificate.
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2. Apply the strategy.

sw-manager kube-rootca-update-strategy apply

3. Show the status of the update strategy.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-rootca-update-strategy show

Strategy Kubernetes RootCA Update Strategy:
strategy-uuid: 47163c5b-44ac-432a-bd25-6e5c353046e9
controller-apply-type: serial
storage-apply-type: serial
worker-apply-type: serial
default-instance-action: stop-start
alarm-restrictions: strict
current-phase: build
current-phase-completion: 100%
state: ready-to-apply
build-result: success
build-reason:

Note
Passing --details will show all the internal steps and stages for the orchestration strategy.

Passing --active will show which step is currently running for the orchestration strategy.

4. If you want to delete the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-rootca-update-strategy delete

Strategy deleted

5. Etcd Certificates

Etcd is the consistent and highly-available key value store used as Kubernetes backing store for all cluster data. Interaction with etcd
service is by secure HTTPs where x509 certificates are required.

Etcd certificates in Cloud Platform includes:

• Etcd Root CA certificiate•

• Etcd server certificate•

• Etcd client certificate•

• kube-apiserver’s etcd client certificate•

etcd Root CA certificate

This is the etcd Root CA certificate. It signs etcd server and client certificates, and kube-apiserver etcd client certificate. This is
also the CA certificate used to verify various server and client certificates signed by etcd Root CA certificate.

Etcd Root CA certificate and corresponding private keys are stored in file systems:

• /etc/etcd/ca.crt•

• /etc/etcd/ca.key•
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etcd server certificate

This is the etcd server’s serving certificate. Services such as kube-apiserver that access etcd verify this serving certificate with etcd
Root CA certificate.

Etcd server certificate and corresponding private keys are stored in file systems:

• /etc/etcd/etcd-server.crt•

• /etc/etcd/etcd-server.key•

etcd client certificate

This is a client certificate generated from etcd Root CA. It can be used by clients to identify itself when connecting to etcd by HTTPS.

Etcd client certificate and corresponding private key are stored in file system:

• /etc/etcd/etcd-client.crt•

• /etc/etcd/etcd-client.key•

kube-apiserver’s etcd client certificate

This is the kube-apiserver client certificate generated from etcd Root CA. It is used by kube-apiserver to identify itself when
connecting to etcd by HTTPS.

Kube-apiserver’s etcd client certificate and corresponding private keys are stored in file systems:

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/apiserver-etcd-client.crt•

• /etc/kubernetes/pki/apiserver-etcd-client.key•

Install custom etcd Root CA certificate

By default, etcd Root CA certificate and corresponding private key are generated during system bootstrap and have 10 years
validation.

The other etcd certificates are generated from the Root CA certificate during system bootstrap once the Root CA certificate is
generated and available. The following generated certificates have 1 year validation:

• etcd-client•

• etcd-server•

• kube-apiserver-etcd-client•

To provide a Root CA for etcd, add the etcd_root_ca_key and etcd_root_ca_cert overrides to localhost.yml before
bootstrap.

For example:

etcd_root_ca_key: /home/sysadmin/<my-root-ca-key.pem>
etcd_root_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/<my-root-ca-cert.pem>

Note
The values must be absolute file paths. Both key and cert must be provided (or omitted).

The certificate should be valid for 5-10 years as currently there is no mechanism to update this certificate.
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Update/Renew etcd certificates

Updating etcd Root CA certificate is a complex process, because it is not only the Root CA certificate need to be updated, but also
all the other etcd certificates signed by it need to be regenerated and updated. The update of the etcd Root CA is currently not
supported.

The other child certificates generated from the etcd Root CA are monitored by a cronjob, which runs every day at midnight to check
if any of these certificates’ expiry date is approaching and renew them if the expiry date is within 15 days.

If the renewal fails, a 250.003 alarm will be raised:

• Kubernetes certificates have been renewed but not all services have been updated.•

For this alarm, controller nodes need to lock/unlock for the services to take the new certificates.

• Kubernetes certificates renewal failed.•

For this alarm, the Kubernetes certificates need to be renewed manually, during which services need to restart.

If this alarm is raised, the administrator should follow the recommended action for the specific alarm.

6. Install Custom Kubernetes Root CA Certificate

By default, the K8S Root CA certificate and key are auto-generated and result in the other Kubernetes certificates being signed by an
internal not well-known CA; for example, for the Kubernetes API server certificate.

It is optional that you update the Kubernetes Root CA with a custom Root CA certificate and key, generated by yourself, and trusted
by external servers connecting to the Cloud Platform’s Kubernetes API endpoint

The installation of the custom Kubernetes Root CA certificate can only be done during system deployment by using bootstrap
overrides.

See Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 for how to create a private Root CA certificate and key.

Caution

The default duration for the generated Kubernetes Root CA certificate is 10 years. Replacing the Root CA certificate is a
complex process, so the custom certificate expiry should be set for a long period, if possible. Wind River recommends setting
the Root CA certificate with an expiry of at least 5-10 years.

The administrator can also provide values to add to the Kubernetes API server certificate Subject Alternative Name list using
the apiserver_cert_sans override parameter.

Use the bootstrap override values <k8s_root_ca_cert> and <k8s_root_ca_key>, as part of the installation procedure to specify the
certificate and key for the Kubernetes Root CA.

<k8s_root_ca_cert>

Specifies the certificate for the Kubernetes Root CA. The <k8s_root_ca_cert> value is the absolute path of the certificate file. The
certificate must be in PEM format and the value must be provided as part of a pair with <k8s_root_ca_key>.

<k8s_root_ca_key>

Specifies the key for the Kubernetes Root CA. The <k8s_root_ca_key> value is the absolute path of the certificate file. The certificate
must be in PEM format and the value must be provided as part of a pair with <k8s_root_ca_cert>.
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For example:

k8s_root_ca_cert: /home/sysadmin/mystarlingx-k8s-rootca-certificate.pem
k8s_root_ca_key: /home/sysadmin/mystarlingx-k8s-rootca-certificate-key.pem

The playbook will not proceed if only one value is provided.

Caution

The default duration for the generated Kubernetes Root CA certificate is 10 years. Replacing the Root CA certificate is an
involved process so the custom certificate expiry should be as long as possible. We recommend ensuring Root CA certificate
has an expiry of at least 5-10 years.

The administrator can also provide values to add to the Kubernetes API server certificate Subject Alternative Name list using
the <apiserver_cert_sans> override parameter.

apiserver_cert_sans

Specifies a list of Subject Alternative Name entries that will be added to the Kubernetes API server certificate. Each entry in the list
must be an IP address or domain name. For example:

apiserver_cert_sans:
  - hostname.domain
  - 198.51.100.75

Cloud Platform automatically updates this parameter to include IP records for the OAM floating IP and both OAM unit IP addresses.
Any DNS names associated with the OAM floating IP address should be added.

Postrequisites

Make the K8S Root CA certificate available to any remote server wanting to connect remotely to the Cloud Platform’s Kubernetes
API, e.g. through kubectl or Helm. This Kubernetes Root CA certificate should be configured as a trusted CA on the remote server.

See the step 2.b on page 34 in Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host.

7. Configure REST API Applications and Web Administration Server
certificate

About this task

Cloud Platform provides support for secure HTTPS external connections used for StarlingX REST API application endpoints
(Keystone, Barbican and StarlingX) and the Cloud Platform web administration server. By default, HTTPS access to StarlingX REST
and Web Server endpoints is disabled. They are accessible via HTTP only. To enable secure HTTPS access, an x509 certificate and key
must be configured.

You can update the certificate used for HTTPS access at any time.

To configure or update the HTTPS certificate for the StarlingX REST API and Web Server endpoints, create a certificate named
system-restapi-gui-certificate in the deployment namespace. The secretName attribute of this certificate’s spec must
also be named system-restapi-gui-certificate.
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See the example procedure below for creating the certificate for the StarlingX REST API and Web Server endpoints. This example
assumes you have configured a system-local-ca ClusterIssuer as described in Create a local CA Issuer on page 83.

Update the following fields:

• The duration and renewBefore dates for the expiry and renewal times you desire. The system will automatically renew and•
re-install the certificate.

• The subject fields to identify your particular system.•

• The ipAddresses with the OAM Floating IP Address for this system.•

• The dnsNames with any FQDN names configured for this system in an external DNS server.•

Note
If you plan to use the container-based remote CLIs, due to a limitation in the Python2 SSL certificate validation, the
certificate used for the ‘system-restapi-gui-certificate’ certificate must either have:

1.
CN=IPADDRESS and SANs=IPADDRESS

or

1.
CN=FQDN and SANs=FQDN

where IPADDRESS and FQDN are for the OAM Floating IP Address.

Procedure

1. Create the REST API certificate yaml configuration file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > restapi-certificate.yaml
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: system-restapi-gui-certificate
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  secretName: system-restapi-gui-certificate
  issuerRef:
    name: system-local-ca
    kind: ClusterIssuer
  duration: 2160h    # 90 days
  renewBefore: 360h  # 15 days
  commonName:  < oam floating IP Address or FQDN >
  subject:
    organizations:
      - ABC-Company
    organizationalUnits:
      - StarlingX-system-restapi-gui
  ipAddresses:
    -  < oam floating IP address >
  dnsNames:
    - < oam floating FQDN >
EOF

2. Apply the configuration.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f restapi-certificate.yaml

3. Verify the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get certificate system-restapi-gui-certificate –n deployment

If configuration was successful, the certificate’s Ready status will be True.

Results

The REST and Web Server certificate installation is now complete, and Cert-Manager will handle the lifecycle management of the
certificate.

8. Configure Platform Certificates during Installation with Deployment
Manager

About this task

The Deployment Manager can be used to install both the StarlingX REST API and Web Server certificate, and the local Docker
registry certificate during initial bootstrap stage of deployment. Example deployment-config.yaml files are included in the
Deployment Manager examples directory (see *-https-with-cert-manager.yaml files):

https://github.com/Wind-River/cloud-platform-deployment-manager/tree/master/examples

The sections related to the two certificates are listed below. Run the Deployment Manager playbook with this configuration in the
deployment-config.yaml file to install the certificates on the platform.

Refer to the detailed sections on the Create a local CA Issuer on page 83 and Configure Docker Registry Certificate on page 102 for
a discussion of considerations when creating these certificates.

# If using External RootCA, use Certificate/Key here
apiVersion: v1
data:
  ca.crt: ""   # base64 encoded  ca.crt
  tls.crt: ""  # base64 encoded  tls.crt
  tls.key: ""  # base64 encoded  tls.key
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: system-local-ca
  namespace: cert-manager
type: kubernetes.io/tls
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: ClusterIssuer
metadata:
  name: system-local-ca
spec:
  ca:
    secretName: system-local-ca
---
# StarlingX REST & GUI Certificate
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
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  name: system-restapi-gui-certificate
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  secretName: system-restapi-gui-certificate
  issuerRef:
    name: system-local-ca
    kind: ClusterIssuer
  duration: 2160h    # 90d
  renewBefore: 360h  # 15d
  commonName:  < oam floating IP Address or FQDN >
  subject:
    organizations:
      - ABC-Company
    organizationalUnits:
      - StarlingX-system-restapi-gui
  ipAddresses:
  - <OAM_FLOATING_IP>
  dnsNames:
  - <oam_floating_FQDN>
---
# StarlingX Docker Registry Certificate
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: system-registry-local-certificate
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  secretName: system-registry-local-certificate
  issuerRef:
    name: system-local-ca
    kind: ClusterIssuer
  duration: 2160h    # 90d
  renewBefore: 360h  # 15d
  subject:
    organizations:
      - ABC-Company
    organizationalUnits:
      - StarlingX-system-registry-local
  ipAddresses:
  - <OAM_FLOATING_IP>
       - <MGMT_FLOATING_IP>
  dnsNames:
  - registry.local
  - registry.central
---
apiVersion: starlingx.windriver.com/v1
kind: System
spec:
  certificates:
  - secret: system-restapi-gui-certificate
    type: ssl
  - secret: system-registry-local-certificate
    type: docker_registry

9. Configure Docker Registry Certificate
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About this task

The local Docker registry provides secure HTTPS access using the registry API.

About this task

By default, a self-signed server certificate is generated at installation time for the registry API. For more secure access, an
intermediate or Root CA-signed server certificate is strongly recommended.

To configure or update the HTTPS certificate for the local Docker registry, create a certificate named system-registry-local-
certificate in the deployment namespace. The secretName attribute of this certificate’s spec must also be named system-
registry-local-certificate.

See the example procedure below for creating the certificate for the local Docker registry. This example assumes you have configured
a system-local-ca ClusterIssuer as described in Create a local CA Issuer on page 83.

Update the following fields:

• The duration and renewBefore dates for the expiry and renewal times you desire. The system will automatically renew and•
re-install the certificate.

• The subject fields to identify your particular system.•

• The ipAddresses with the OAM Floating IP Address and the MGMT Floating IP address for this system. Use the system•
addrpool-list command to get the OAM floating IP Address and management floating IP Address for your system.

• The dnsNames with registry.local, registry.central and any FQDN names configured for this system’s OAM Floating•
IP Address in an external DNS server.

Procedure

1. Create the Docker certificate yaml configuration file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > docker-certificate.yaml
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: system-registry-local-certificate
  namespace: deployment
spec:
  secretName: system-registry-local-certificate
  issuerRef:
    name: system-local-ca
    kind: ClusterIssuer
  duration: 2160h    # 90d
  renewBefore: 360h  # 15d
  subject:
    organizations:
      - ABC-Company
    organizationalUnits:
      - StarlingX-system-registry-local
  ipAddresses:
    - <OAM_FLOATING_IP>
    - <MGMT_FLOATING_IP>
  dnsNames:
    - registry.local
    - registry.central
    - <external-FQDN-for-OAM-Floating-IP-Address, if applicable>
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2. Apply the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f docker-certificate.yaml

3. Verify the configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get certificate system-registry-local-certificate –n deployment

If configuration was successful, the certificate’s Ready status will be True.

Results

The Docker registry certificate installation is now complete, and Cert-Manager will handle the lifecycle management of the certificate.

10. OIDC Client Dex Server Certificates

The oidc-auth-apps application installs a proxy OIDC identity provider (dex server) that can be configured to proxy authentication
requests to an LDAP (s) identity provider, such as Windows Active Directory.

The oidc-auth-apps application also provides an OIDC client for accessing the username and password OIDC login page for user
authentication and retrieval of tokens.

Note
For details on installing, configuring, and using oidc-auth-apps, refer to User Authentication Using Windows Active
Directory on page 2.

This section is specifically about OIDC certificates management.

Oidc-auth-apps needs three certificates to work:

• OIDC client and identity provider server certificate (secret local-dex.tls)•

• OIDC trusted CA certificate (secret dex-client-secret)•

• Windows Active Directory CA certificate (secret wadcert)•

OIDC client and identity provider server certificate

OIDC client and Identity provider server certificate is used to secure the connection between OIDC client and identity provider by
HTTPS.

This certificate is stored in Kubernetes TLS secret local-dex.tls.

OIDC client and identity provider trusted CA certificate

The OIDC trusted CA certificate is the CA certificate that signs the OIDC client and identity server certificate.

It has to be installed for OIDC client to verify identity server’s certificate for HTTPS connection.

OIDC trusted CA certificate is stored in Kubernetes secret dex-client-secret.

Windows Active Directory CA certificate (WAD CA certificate)

WAD certificate is the CA certificate that signed the Windows Active Directory that OIDC is configured to proxy authentication
requests to.

In order for OIDC identity provider (as the authentication proxy) to securely connect and authenticate users to the Windows Active
Directory by HTTPS, the WAD’s CA certificate needs to installed and configured for OIDC to trust the Windows Active Directory.
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Install OIDC certificates

OIDC certificates are not auto generated.

They need to be installed as Kubernetes secrets as part of the OIDC app configuration.

Refer to Configure OIDC Auth Applications on page 62, on how to install OIDC certificates into Kubernetes secrets.

Update/Renew OIDC certificates

The OIDC client and identity provider certificate, if configured via cert-manager (as described in Configure OIDC Auth Applications
on page 62), is auto-renewed.

However, the OIDC client and identity provider trusted CA certificate and the Windows Active Directory CA certificate are not auto
renewed. They have to be renewed manually by updating the secrets from the new certificate files and restarting the oidc-auth
application.

Procedure

1. Update/renew OIDC client and identity provider server certificate:

Note
This step is only required if you are not using cert-manager for your certificate as described in Configure OIDC Auth
Applications on page 62.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret tls local-dex.tls --cert=/home/sysadmin/new_ssl/dex-c
ert.pem --key=/home/sysadmin/new_ssl/dex-key.pem --save-config --dry-run=client -n kube-system 
-o yaml | kubectl apply -f -

2. Update/renew OIDC trusted CA certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret generic dex-client-secret --from-file=/home/sysadmin/
new_ssl/dex-ca.pem --save-config --dry-run=client -n kube-system -o yaml | kubectl apply -f -

3. Update/renew WAD CA certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret generic wadcert --from-file=/home/sysadmin/new_ssl/AD
_CA.cer –save-config –dry-run=client -n kube-system -o yaml | kubectl apply -f -

4. Restart OIDC client and identity provider proxy (dex-server):

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl rollout restart deployment oidc-dex -n kube-system
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl rollout restart deployment stx-oidc-client -n kube-system

11. Migrate/Update Platform Certificates to use Cert Manager

Platform Certificates from the legacy certificate management APIs/CLIs, which will be deprecated in a future release, to the new
method of configuring Platform Certificates using Cert-Manager which enables auto-renewals of Platform Certificates.

About this task
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This migration script can be configured to execute on any deployment configuration supported by Cloud Platform (AIO, standard,
and distributed cloud configurations), allowing you to migrate the certificates at scale. The script will replace old certificates and a
backup of the original certificates will be retained for reference. The certificates that will be migrated/updated with this playbook are:

• REST API & Web Server certificate•

• Docker Registry certificate•

• OIDC-Auth-Apps certificate•

The CA against which the server certificates will be validated can be generated on-platform (self-signed) or use an external Root CA
and ICA. Using an external Root CA and ICA is recommended. Note that this ansible-playbook will use the same ICA cert & key to
create the Issuers and/or ClusterIssuers for all controllers/subclouds.

Note
This playbook can also be used to update certificates, which is useful for situations such as ICA approaching expiry.

Procedure

1. Create an inventory file using Ansible-Vault.
You must create an inventory file to specify the playbook parameters. Using ansible-vault is highly recommended for
enhanced security. Ansible vault will ask for a password in this step, which is used for subsequent ansible-vault access
and ansible-playbook commands.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-vault create migration-inventory.yml

This will open up an editor in which you need to manually add or paste your inventory parameters, as specified in the
example below.
An example migration-inventory.yaml file is shown below:

all:
  vars:
    system_local_ca_cert: <base64_cert>
    system_local_ca_key: <base64_key>
    root_ca_cert: <base64_cert>
  children:
    target_group:
      vars:
        dns_domain: xyz.com
        duration: 2160h # 90d
        renewBefore: 360h # 15d
        subject_C: Canada
        subject_ST: Ontario
        subject_L: Ottawa
        subject_O: myorganization
        subject_OU: engineering
        subject_CN: myorganization.com
        subject_prefix: starlingx2`
        # SSH password to connect to all subclouds
        ansible_ssh_user: sysadmin
        ansible_ssh_pass: <sysadmin-passwd>
        # Sudo password
        ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin-passwd>

The inventory parameters have the following meanings:
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system_local_ca_cert and system_local_ca_key

You may choose to generate a certificate & key on the platform (self-signed, internal Root CA) or use an external Root CA
that would make this an Intermediate CA.

root_ca_cert

The Root CA that signed system_local_ca_cert. If system_local_ca_cert is a self-signed, internal Root CA
certificate, duplicate the value of system_local_ca_cert in this field.

ca_duration

ICA duration validation parameter. This will be used against system_local_ca_cert and root_ca_cert to ensure that
they have sufficient duration remaining. It defaults to 3 years, as this is typical for CA certificates and this certificate must be
renewed manually. Only override if necessary.

dns_domain

The DNS domain that will be used to build the full dns name for the SANs List of the Platform Certificates. E.g. starlingx-
restapi-gui.<dns_domain> would appear in the SANs list of the REST API & Web Server certificate. in the server certificates.

duration

The duration of certificate validity to use in all Platform Certificates, in hours. The Platform Server Certificates will be auto-
renewed by Cert-Manager.

renewBefore

The number of hours before certificate expiry that the Platform Certificate should be auto-renewed by Cert-Manager.

subject_* fields

Subject related fields that will be added to all platform certificates:
• subject_C: country

• subject_ST: State or Province

• subject_L: Location

• subject_O: Organization

• subject_OU: Organization Unit

• subject_CN: Common Name

• subject_prefix: An optional field to add a prefix to further identify the certificate, such as ‘starlingx’ for
instance

ansible_ssh_user

The username to use to connect to the target system using ssh.

ansible_ssh_pass

The password to use to connect to the target system using ssh.

ansible_become_pass

The target system’s sudo password.

If a separate set of overrides are required for a group of hosts, children groups can be added under
target_group.

The following example illustrates using one set of ssh/sudo passwords for subcloud1 and subcloud2 and another set
of ssh/sudo passwords for subcloud3.
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all:
  vars:
    ...
  children:
    target_group:
      vars:
        ...
      children:
        different_password_group:
          vars:
            ansible_ssh_user: sysadmin
            ansible_ssh_pass: <sysadmin-passwd>
            ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin-passwd>
          hosts:
            subcloud1:
            subcloud2:
        different_password_group2:
          vars:
            ansible_ssh_user: sysadmin
            ansible_ssh_pass: <different-sysadmin-passwd>
            ansible_become_pass: <different-sysadmin-passwd>
          hosts:
            subcloud3:

2. Run the playbook.
Execute the Ansible playbook to start the migration process. You will be prompted for the vault password created in
the previous step.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/migrate_platform_
certificates_to_certmanager.yml -i migration-inventory.yml --extra-vars "target_list=subcloud1 
mode=update ignore_alarms=yes" --ask-vault-pass

The behavior of the migration can be customized using the following --extra-vars parameter options:

mode
• update: Creates or updates platform certificates. Also supports ongoing updates, which is useful for

operations such as such as replacing the ICA or changing other parameters.

• check: Gathers certificates from all subclouds and prints them on the system controller

target_list
• subcloud1, subcloud2: A comma separated list of hosts the playbook will target.

• localhost: Will target the localhost (standalone systems or system controller)

• all_online_subclouds: Will query dcmanager subcloud list and retrieve a list of online subclouds
to target.

ignore_alarms

yes/no: When not specified defaults to no.

Note
The ignore_alarms extra-var should be avoided as much as possible. Only use it after a careful analysis of the alarm
in question and for specific hosts.
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12. Portieris Server Certificate

Portieris allows you to configure trust policies for an individual namespace or cluster-wide, and checks the image against a signed
image list on a specified notary server to enforce the configured image policies.

Refer to Portieris Admission Controller on page 3 for details about Portieris installation and configuration.

The Cloud Platform implementation of Portieris is integrated with cert-manager.

Once Portieris application is applied, the server certificate is created in cert-manager and stored in a secret in the Portieris
namespace.

The server certificate has default 3 month validity.

• Certificate in cert-manager: portieris-certs•

• Certificate secret: portieris-certs•

This server certificate is used by Portieris webhook for secure communication with kube-apiserver.

In order for Portieris on the Cloud Platform to securely access registries or notary servers with certificates signed by a custom CA
certificate, the caCert: CERTIFICATE override must be added to the portieris-certs Helm chart so that Portieris trusts the custom CA
certificate.

This must be passed as the base-64 encoded (b64enc) format of the CA certificate and may contain one or more CA certificates.

Install Portieris certificates

The Portieris server certificate is automatically created and managed by cert-manager once Portieris application is applied.

One or more CA certificates can be installed for Portieris to trust registries and notary servers.

Refer to Install Portieris on page 123 for CA certificates installation.

Update/Renew Portieris certificates

Portieris server certificate is managed by cert-manager.

It will be automatically renewed when the certificate is within one month of expiration.

Note
Currently notification of the renewal is not supported.

It is recommended to re-configure the automatically configured Portieris Certificate to have a long duration since certificate renewal
is not fully supported for Portieris.

CA certificates can be updated the same way as installation.

Once CA certificates are updated, you must restart Portieris using the command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl rollout restart deployment portieris-portieris -n portieris

13. Vault Server Certificate
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Cloud Platform integrates open source Vault containerized security application (Optional) into the Cloud Platform solution.

Vault is a containerized secrets management application that provides encrypted storage with policy-based access control and
supports multiple secrets storage engines and auth methods.

Refer to Vault Secret and Data Management on page 3 for details about Vault installation and configuration.

Accessing Vault is secured by HTTPS. Vault server certificate and the Root CA certificate from which the server certificate is generated
are stored in Kubernetes secrets in Vault namespace.

• Vault-ca: the Vault Root CA certificate•

• Vault-server-tls: the Vault server certificate•

The client that accesses Vault server verifies Vault server certificate with vault-ca Root CA certificate. So the client needs to be
configured to trust vault-ca Root CA certificate.

In section Configure Vault Using the Vault REST API on page 128, there are examples using curl to access Vault services.

Install Vault server certificate

By default, the Root CA certificate and key are automatically created and the Vault server certificate is generated from the Root CA
certificate during the Vault app application.

The Root CA certificate has 10 years validity while the server certificate has 3 month validity.

Update/Renew Vault certificates

Warning

Vault certificates are not auto renewed. They have to be updated manually by updating the secrets from the new certificate files.

Refer to Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 on how to generate certificate using openssl in general.

Procedure

The following procedure is an example of the steps to generate new Vault server certificate from the existing Root CA certificate
using openssl and update corresponding secret for Vault to use the new certificate.

The existing Root CA has 10 years validity so the example below is to renew the Vault server certificate from it.

1. Retrieve Vault Root CA certificate and private key from secret to files:

~(keystone_admin)]$ mkdir /home/sysadmin/vault_ca_cert
~(keystone_admin)]$ echo $(kubectl get secrets -n vault vault-ca -o jsonpath='{.data.tls\.crt}'
) | base64 --decode > /home/sysadmin/vault_ca_cert/vault_ca_cert.pem
~(keystone_admin)]$ echo $(kubectl get secrets -n vault vault-ca -o jsonpath='{.data.tls\.key}'
) | base64 --decode > /home/sysadmin/vault_ca_cert/vault_ca_key.pem

2. Create and sign a server certificate and key:

• Create the Server private key.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ mkdir /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs
~(keystone_admin)]$ openssl genrsa -out /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/vault-server-tls-key.p
em 2048

• Create the server certificate signing request (csr).
Create a csr configuration file /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/extfile.cnf with the following content:

[req]
prompt = no
x509_extensions = v3_req
distinguished_name = dn
[dn]
O = stx
[v3_req]
basicConstraints = critical, CA:FALSE
extendedKeyUsage = TLS Web Server Authentication, TLS Web Client Authentication
subjectAltName = @alt_names
[alt_names]
DNS.1 = sva-vault
DNS.2 = *.sva-vault-internal
DNS.3 = *.vault.pod.cluster.local
DNS.4 = sva-vault.vault
DNS.5 = sva-vault.vault.svc
DNS.6 = sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local
DNS.7 = sva-vault-active.vault.svc.cluster.local
IP.1 = 127.0.0.1

~(keystone_admin)]$ openssl req -new -key /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/vault-server-tls-key
.pem -out /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/vault-server-tls.csr -config /home/sysadmin/vault_ne
w_certs/extfile.cnf

• Use the Root CA to sign the server certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ openssl x509 -req -in /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/vault-server-tls.cs
r -CA /home/sysadmin/vault_ca_cert/vault_ca_cert.pem -CAkey /home/sysadmin/vault_ca_cert/vaul
t_ca_key.pem -CAcreateserial -out /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/vault-server-tls-cert.pem -d
ays 365 -extensions v3_req -extfile /home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/extfile.cnf

3. Update vault-server-tls secret with the new vault server certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl create secret tls vault-server-tls --cert=/home/sysadmin/vault_new_
certs/vault-server-tls-cert.pem --key=/home/sysadmin/vault_new_certs/vault-server-tls-key.pem -
-save-config --dry-run=client -n vault -o yaml | kubectl apply -f -

4. Restart vault-manager, agent-injector and vault servers to use the new server certificate:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl rollout restart statefulset sva-vault-manager -n vault
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl rollout restart deployment sva-vault-agent-injector -n vault

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete pod sva-vault-0 -n vault
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete pod sva-vault-1 -n vault
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete pod sva-vault-2 -n vault
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14. Distributed Cloud Admin Endpoint Certificates

DC admin endpoint certificates are used to secure communication between System Controller and subclouds by HTTPs.

These certificates are generated, stored and auto renewed internally by the system.

Certificate management for admin REST API endpoints

All messaging between System Controllers and subclouds in the Distributed Cloud system uses the admin REST API service
endpoints, which are all configured for secure HTTPS.

Cloud Platform supports automated HTTPS certificate renewal for Distributed Cloud admin endpoints.

Certificates on the System Controller

In a Distributed Cloud system, the HTTPS certificates for admin endpoints are managed by Cloud Platform internally.

Note
All renewal operations are automatic, and no user operation is required.

For admin endpoints, the System Controllers in a Distributed Cloud system manages the following certificates:

• DC-AdminEp-Root-CA certificate: This certificate expires in 1825 days (approximately 5 years). Renewal of this certificate starts•
30 days prior to expiry.

The Root CA certificate is renewed on the System Controller. When the certificate is renewed, Cloud Platform renews the
Intermediate CA certificates for all subclouds.

• DC-AdminEp-Intermediate-CA certificate for ‘each’ subcloud: This certificate expires in 365 days. Renewal of this certificate•
starts 30 days prior to expiry. This certificate is used for all subclouds that are unmanaged.

• DC-AdminEp-endpoint: This certificate expires in 180 days. Renewal of this certificate starts 30 days prior to expiry.•

Certificates on the subcloud

For admin endpoints, the subcloud controllers manage the following certificates:

• DC-AdminEp-Intermediate-CA certificate: The Intermediate CA certificate for a subcloud is renewed on the System Controller.•
It is sent to the subcloud using a Rest API. Therefore, a subcloud needs to be online to receive the renewed certificate.

If the subcloud is offline at the time when the subcloud Intermediate CA certificate is renewed, the subcloud status dc-cert
displays “out-of-sync”. Certificate renewal continues once the subcloud is online. When renewal completes, the status changes
to “in-sync”. Subclouds start admin endpoint certificate renewal once subcloud Intermediate CA certificate renewal is complete.

• DC-AdminEp certificate for the Subcloud: This certificate expires in 180 days. Renewal of this certificate starts 30 days prior to•
expiry.

When the admin endpoint certificate is renewed, a new TLS certificate is generated. The new TLS certificate is used to provide
TLS termination.

The System Controller audits subcloud AdminEp certificates daily. It also audits subcloud admin endpoints when a subcloud becomes
online or managed. If the subcloud admin endpoint is “out-of-sync”, the System Controller initiates Intermediate CA certificate
renewal, to force subcloud renewal of the admin endpoint certificate.

15. System Trusted CA Certificates
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Cloud Platform also supports the ability to update the trusted CA certificate bundle on all nodes in the system. This is required, for
example, when container images are being pulled from an external Docker registry with a certificate signed by a non-well-known CA.

Generally a trusted CA certificate needs to be added if Cloud Platform clients on the hosts will be connecting to server(s) secured
with SSL and whose certificate is signed by an unknown CA.

For example, a trusted CA certificate is required if your Helm charts or yaml manifest files refer to images stored in a Docker registry
whose certificate has been signed by an unknown Certificate Authority.

Trusted CA certificates can be added as part of the Ansible Bootstrap Playbook or by using the StarlingX/system REST API or CLI
after installation.

Install/Uninstall Trusted CA certificates

Trusted CA certificates can be added as part of the Ansible Bootstrap Playbook or by using the StarlingX/system REST API or CLI
after installation.

Ansible Bootstrap Playbook

A trusted CA certificate may need to be specified as an override parameter for the Ansible Bootstrap Playbook. Specifically, if the
Docker registries, specified by the bootstrap overrides file, use a certificate signed by an unknown CA. If this is the case then the
ssl_ca_cert parameter needs to be specified in the ansible overrides file, /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml, as part of bootstrap in the
installation procedure.

For example:

ssl_ca_cert: /path/to/ssl_ca_cert_file

The ssl_ca_cert value is the absolute path of the file containing the CA certificate(s) to trust. The certificate(s) must be in PEM format
and the file may contain one or more CA certificates.

System CLI – Trusted CA certificate install

After installation, adding a trusted CA to the Cloud Platform system may be required. This is the case if images stored in a Docker
registry, whose certificate has been signed by a not-well-known Certificate Authority, are referred to by Helm charts and/or yaml
manifest files.

Multiple trusted CA certificates can be added with single install command by including multiple CA certificates in the specified PEM
file.

The certificate must be in PEM file format.

From the command line, run the certificate-install command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install -m ssl_ca <trusted-ca-bundle-pem-file>

where <trusted-ca-bundle-pem-file> contains 1 or more public certificates of CAs that should be trusted by Cloud Platform.

The system will print a list of the certificates that were successfully installed from the PEM file and a list of certificates that were not
installed from the PEM file due to a certificate error.

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install -m ssl_ca ext-registry-ca-certificates.pem

+-------------+------------------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                          |
+-------------+------------------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 5f677003-a08a-4725-9082-2b4ea81b33d5           |
| certtype    | ssl_ca                                         |
| signature   | ssl_ca_252107869940582877573916937829152170776 |
| start_date  | 2021-08-17 01:48:21+00:00                      |
| expiry_date | 2021-08-17 02:48:21+00:00                      |
+-------------+------------------------------------------------+
WARNING: Some certificates were not installed.
Error with cert number 2 in the file: certificate is not valid before 2021-08-13 14:00:21 nor afte
r 2021-08-13 15:00:21
Error with cert number 3 in the file: certificate is not valid before 2021-08-13 14:00:21 nor afte
r 2021-08-13 15:00:21
Error with cert number 4 in the file: certificate is not valid before 2018-08-16 20:28:20 nor afte
r 2021-06-05 20:28:20

Note
Installing a new ssl_ca with system certificate-install -m ssl_ca or deleting an old ssl_ca with system
certificate-uninstall must be followed by locking and unlocking all controller nodes for the change to take effect.

System CLI – Trusted CA certificate uninstall

To remove a Trusted CA Certificate, first list the trusted CAs by running the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-list

where, all entries with certtype = ssl_ca are trusted CA certificates.

Then remove a Trusted CA Certificate from the list of trusted CAs by running the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-uninstall -m ssl_ca <UUID>

where, <UUID> is the UUID of the ssl_ca certtype to be removed.

Note
Installing a new ssl_ca with system certificate-install -m ssl_ca or deleting an old ssl_ca with system
certificate-uninstall must be followed by locking and unlocking all controller nodes for the change to take effect.

Update/Renew trusted CA certficates

Warning

System trusted CA certificates can not be auto renewed, as they are not owned by Cloud Platform.

The administrator should update the trusted CA certificates following the install/uninstall procedure as requested, or when trusted
CA certificates in use are approaching expiration.

For example, when the CA certificate signing an external Docker registry’s server certificate needs to be renewed, either because an
external Docker registry has a new server certificate signed by a new CA, or the CA certificate signing an external Docker registry’s
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current server certificate approaching expiration, the administrator can update the CA certificate for the external Docker registry
access by uninstalling the old one, and installing the new one.

16. Certificate Management Guidelines

A recommended guideline is to use one single Root CA certificate to generate multiple server/client certificates for different uses in
the system.

This simplifies the overall configuration of your certificate chains, as well as it means you need only provide a single Root CA
certificate for clients to trust when interfacing to the system.

Procedure

The following is a use case for DC system where one single Root CA is used to generate REST API/Horizon server certificates, central/
subcloud registry server certificates, and how to install these certificates and update system’s trusted CA list.

1. Generate a Root CA certificate on System Controller or a Linux server with openssl installed.
Refer to Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 on how to generate a Root CA certificate, and save
the Root CA certificate and corresponding private key in a directory, for example:

../root_CA/root-ca-cert.pem

../root_CA/root-ca-key.pem

2. Generate REST API/Horizon server certificates for System Controller and subclouds.
Refer to Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 on how to generate server certificates from the Root
CA certificate.
Pay attention to the notes about the certificate’s SAN on section Install/Update the StarlingX Rest and Web Server
Certificate on page 150.
Optionally, set the subject fields uniquely for systemController and each of the subclouds.
Generate REST API/Horizon server certificate for the central cloud and each of the subclouds, and save them in a
directory, for example:

.. /REST_certificates/central-rest-server-cert.pem

.. /REST_certificates/subcloud1-rest-server-cert.pem

.. /REST_certificates/subcloud2-rest-server-cert.pem

...

3. Generate registry server certificates for central cloud and subclouds.
Refer to Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 on how to generate server certificates from the self-
signed Root CA certificate.
Refer to Install/Update the Local Docker Registry Certificate for the requirements on certificate’s SANs.
Optionally set the subject fields uniquely for System Controller and each of the subclouds.
Generate registry server certificate for central cloud and each of the subclouds, and save them is a directory, for
example:

.. /registry_certificates/central-registry-server-cert.pem

.. /registry_certificates/subcloud1-registry-server-cert.pem

.. /registry_certificates/subcloud2-registry-server-cert.pem

...

4. Install the Root CA certificate as trusted CA on System Controller.
The single Root CA certificate only need to be installed on System Controller.
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It will sync to all the subclouds.
Wait until subclouds are insync.

5. Install the REST API/Horizon server certificates to the central and subclouds.
Once all subclouds are insync, install the central cloud’s REST API/Horizon server certificate to the central cloud, and
the subcloud’s REST API/Horizon server certificate to each of the subclouds.
This can be done manually or by some auto tools such as ansible.

6. Install the registry server certificates to central and subclouds.
Similarly, once all subclouds are in-sync, install the central cloud’s registry certificate to the central cloud, and the
subcloud’s registry server certificate to each of the subclouds.
This can be done manually or by some auto tools such as ansible.

7. Provide the single Root CA public certificate, from step 1 (../root_CA/root-ca-cert.pem), to any remote user using
remote clients to interface with the Cloud Platform system.
These remote users/clients will need to be configured to trust this Root CA.

17. Expiring-Soon and Expired Certificate Alarms

Expired certificates may prevent the proper operation of platform and applications running on the platform. In order to avoid expired
certificates, Cloud Platform generates alarms for certificates that are within 30 days (default) of expiry or have already expired.

In this section:

• Overriding Default Certificate Alarming Behavior on page 117•

• Corrective action on page 118•

This functionality is enabled by default for all platform and user-installed certificates that are approaching their respective expiry
dates. User-override options are available for customizing the alarm behavior.

The two types of certificate alarms are:

• Expiring Soon (alarm ID: 500.200, severity: major); by default raised 30 days prior to expiry of the certificate.•

• Expired (alarm ID: 500.210, severity: critical).•

Note
Certificates are checked every 24 hours to raise an Expiring-Soon or Expired alarm and alarms may not occur at precise 24
hour multiples of the times they were set.

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----+--------------------------------------+----------+------------------+
| Alarm ID | Reason Tex
t                                                                              | Entity I
D                            | Severity | Time Stamp       |
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----+--------------------------------------+----------+------------------+
| 500.200  | Certificate 'system certificate-show 89b332d9-d590-4447-bf5a-6edc61c2d0e4' (mode=ssl_
ca) | system.certificate.mode=ssl_ca.uuid= | major    | 2021-10-08T15:34 |
|          | is expiring soon on 2021-10-15, 00:00:0
0                                                 | 89b332d9-d590-4447-bf5a-6edc61c2d0e4 
|          | :49.451107       |
|          
|                                                                                          
|                                      |          |                  |
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| 400.001  | Service group controller-services degraded; cert-alarm(enabled-active, 
)                 | service_domain=controller.           | major    | 2021-10-08T15:34 |
|          
|                                                                                          | servi
ce_group=controller-services.   |          | :27.494473       |
|          
|                                                                                          | host=
controller-0                    |          |                  |
|          
|                                                                                          
|                                      |          |                  |
| 100.103  | Memory threshold exceeded ; threshold 80.00%, actual 81.12
%                              | host=controller-0.memory=platform    | major    | 2021-10-08T00:2
1 |
|          
|                                                                                          
|                                      |          | :25.237489       |
|          
|                                                                                          
|                                      |          |                  |
+----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----+--------------------------------------+----------+------------------+

The platform monitors the following resources to track and audit certificate expiry dates:

• All TLS type secrets in all Kubernetes namespaces.•

This includes secrets that you create directly or secrets that are indirectly created by configuring a Cert-Manager certificate.

• All certificates installed on the platform via the system certificate-install command.•

• Other internal certificates required by the platform such as Kubernetes RootCA, Etcd RootCA etc.•

Note
For certificates managed by cert-manager, the expiring soon alarm is not generated unless the certificate’s
renewBefore date is past. In this way, alarms for certificates auto-renewed by cert-manager, will only occur if the
renew failed.

Overriding Default Certificate Alarming Behavior

For certificates that exist under the Kubernetes domain, Kube Annotations can be used to override the default certificate alarming
behavior. All other certificate types only support default certificate alarming behavior and cannot be overridden.

Note
If you added a certificate by directly creating a Kubernetes TLS Secret, the annotation should be added to that
Kubernetes Secret resource. If the Secret was indirectly created by configuring a Cert-Manager certificate resource, the
annotation should be added to the certificate resource.

The supported annotations are:

• starlingx.io/alarm: <enabled | disabled> (default=enabled)•

• starlingx.io/alarm-before: <days> (default=30d)•

• starlingx.io/alarm-severity: <critical/major/minor>•

• starlingx.io/alarm-text: <pre-text in alarm description>•

Example
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If the system-restapi-gui-certificate has been configured to install the StarlingX RESTAPI / Webserver certificate to be
managed by Cert-Manager, the default annotations can be edited:

1. Open the current configuration:

$ kubectl edit certificate system-restapi-gui-certificate -n deployment

2. Make the following configuration changes:

metadata:

  annotations:

    starlingx.io/alarm: enabled

    starlingx.io/alarm-before: 15d

    starlingx.io/alarm-severity: minor

    starlingx.io/alarm-text: “webserverAPI certificate”

These override settings cause the system-restapi-gui-certificate resource to be monitored via the alarm: enabled
annotation. An alarm will be raised 15 days before the certificate expiry if the certificate is soon-to-expire or has expired with a minor
severity. The alarm text will be prefixed with the string webserverAPI certificate, resulting in webserverAPI certificate
namespace=deployment.certificate=system-restapi-gui-certificate is expiring soon on <date>.

Corrective action

When a certificate alarm occurs, the resource should be updated in order to clear the alarm. If the certificate was installed via the
system certificate-install command, a new certificate needs to be obtained and re-installed. For certificates that are managed by
Cert-Manager, the certificates will auto-renew provided there are no configuration errors; list issues with cert-manager auto-renewal
of a certificate with kubectl -n <namespace> describe certificate <certname>.

Note
It may take up to one hour for an active alarm to clear after corrective action has been taken.

See also

500 Series Alarm Messages
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8. CERT MANAGER

1. Cert Manager

Cloud Platform integrates the open source project cert-manager (cert-manager.io). Cert-manager is a native Kubernetes certificate
management controller, that supports certificate management with external CAs.

Cloud Platform installs cert-manager and an nginx-ingress-controller in support of http-01 challenges from CAs, at bootstrap time, so
that cert-manager services are available for hosted containerized applications by default.

For more information on the cert-manager project, see http://cert-manager.io.

Related Information

• The cert-manager Bootstrap Process on page 119•

2. Configure cert-manager at Bootstrap

Both nginx-ingress-controller and cert-manager are packaged as Cloud Platform system applications. They are uploaded
and applied, by default at bootstrap time with defaults appropriate to most use cases, but their configuration can be modified at
bootstrap.

To override the default configuration add an applications section in $HOME/localhost.yml, as shown below:

applications:
  - usr/local/share/applications/helm/nginx-ingress-controller-{version}.tgz:
      overrides:
        - chart: appOne-ChartOne
          namespace: kube-system
          values-path: /home/sysinv/appOne-ChartOne-overrides.yaml
        - chart: appOne-ChartTwo
          namespace: kube-system
          values-path: /home/sysinv/appOne-ChartTwo-overrides.yaml
  - /usr/local/share/applications/helm/cert-manager-{version}.tgz:
      overrides:
        - chart: appTwo-ChartOne
          namespace: kube-system
          values-path: /home/sysinv/appTwo-ChartOne-overrides.yaml

Note
Semantically, nginx-ingress-controller and cert-manager are mandatory and must be in this order, otherwise
bootstrap fails.

At a high-level, the default configuration for the two mandatory applications is:

• nginx-ingress-controller•

- Runs as a DaemonSet only on controllers.-

- Uses host networking, which means it can use any port numbers.-

- Does not change the nginx default ports of 80 and 443.-

- Has a default backend.-

• cert-manager•
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- Runs as a Deployment only on controllers.-

- Runs with a podAntiAffinity rule to prevent multiple pods of deployment from running on the same node.-

- The deployment replicaCount is set to 1 for bootstrap.-

Note
replicaCount can NOT be changed at bootstrap time. The second controller must be configured and unlocked before
replicaCount can be set to 2.

The Helm Chart Values that you can override are described on the following web pages:

• nginx-ingress-controller•

https://github.com/kubernetes/ingress-nginx/blob/controller-v1.1.1/charts/ingress-nginx/values.yaml

• cert-manager•

https://github.com/cert-manager/cert-manager/blob/release-1.7/deploy/charts/cert-manager/values.yaml

3. Cert-Manager Post Installation Setup

• Firewall Port Overrides on page 120
• Enable Public Use of the cert-manager-acmesolver Image on page 121
• Enable Use of cert-manager-acmesolver Image in a Particular Namespace on page 121
• Enable the Use of cert-manager APIs by an Arbitrary User on page 122

3.1. Firewall Port Overrides

Although nginx-ingress-controller is configured by default to listen on ports 80 and 443, for security reasons the opening of these
ports is left to be explicitly done by the system installer/administrator.

Procedure

• To open these ports you need to edit the existing globalnetworkpolicy controller-oam-if-gnp, or create another•
globalnetworkpolicy with your user overrides. Wind River recommends creating a new globalnetworkpolicy.

For example:

apiVersion: crd.projectcalico.org/v1
kind: GlobalNetworkPolicy
metadata:
  name: gnp-oam-overrides
spec:
  ingress:
  - action: Allow
    destination:
      ports:
      - 80
      - 443
    protocol: TCP
  order: 500
  selector: has(iftype) && iftype == 'oam'
  types:
  - Ingress
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3.2. Enable Public Use of the cert-manager-acmesolver Image

When an arbitrary non-admin user creates a certificate with an external CA, cert-manager dynamically creates a pod (image=cert-
manager-acmesolver) and an ingress in the user-specified namespace in order to handle the http01 challenge from the external CA.

About this task

As part of the application-apply of cert-manager at bootstrap time, the cert-manager-acmesolver image has been pulled from an
external registry and pushed to registry.local:9001:/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver:<tag>. However, this repository within
registry.local is secured such that only admin can access these images.

The registry.local:9001:/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver:<tag> image needs to be copied by admin into a public
repository, registry.local:9001:/public. If you have not yet set up a public repository, see Cloud Platform Administrator Tasks: Set up a
Public Repository in Local Docker Registry.

Procedure

1. Determine the image tag of cert-manager-acmesolver image.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-image-tags quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver

2. Copy the cert-manager-acmesolver image, and replace <TAG> with the tag you want to copy from previous step.

$ sudo docker login registry.local:9001
username: admin
password: <admin-password>
$
$ sudo docker pull registry.local:9001/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver:<TAG>
$ sudo docker tag registry.local:9001/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver:<TAG>  registry.
local:9001/public/cert-manager-acmesolver:<TAG>
$ sudo docker push registry.local:9001/public/cert-manager-acmesolver:<TAG>

3. Update the cert-manager application to use this public image.

a. Create an overrides file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > cm-override-values.yaml
acmesolver:
  image:
    repository: registry.local:9001/public/cert-manager-acmesolver
EOF

b. Apply the overrides.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update --reuse-values --values cm-override-values.y
aml cert-manager cert-manager cert-manager

c. Reapply cert-manager.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply cert-manager

3.3. Enable Use of cert-manager-acmesolver Image in a Particular Namespace

When an arbitrary user creates a certificate with an external CA, cert-manager dynamically creates the cert-manager-acmesolver pod
and an ingress in the user-specified namespace in order to handle the http01 challenge from the external CA.

About this task
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In order to pull the registry.local:9001:/public/cert-manager-acmesolver:<tag> image from the local registry, the credentials for the
public repository must be in a secret and referenced in an ImagePullSecret in the default serviceAccount of that user-specified
namespace.

Procedure

1. Execute the following commands, substituting your deployment-specific value for <USERNAMESPACE>.

% kubectl get secret registry-local-public-key -n kube-system -o yaml | grep -v '^\s*namespace:
\s'  | kubectl apply --namespace=<USERNAMESPACE> -f -

% kubectl patch serviceaccount default  -p "{\"imagePullSecrets\": [{\"name\": \"registry-local
-public-key\"}]}" -n <USERNAMESPACE>

3.4. Enable the Use of cert-manager APIs by an Arbitrary User

If you are currently binding fairly restrictive RBAC rules to non-admin users, for these users to use cert-manager, you need to ensure
they have access to the cert-manager apiGroups, cert-manager.io and acme.cert-manager.io.

For more information, see Private Namespace and Restricted RBAC on page 46.
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9. PORTIERIS ADMISSION CONTROLLER

1. Portieris Overview

Warning

The Portieris application is not supported with k8s 1.22 and 1.23. If you apply Portieris on a system running k8s 1.22 or 1.23 this will
result in failure of the Apply operation.

Workaround: It is recommended to only apply the Portieris application on systems running k8s 1.21.8.

You can enforce Cloud Platform image security policies using the Portieris admission controller.

Portieris allows you to configure trust policies for an individual namespace or cluster-wide, and checks the image against a signed
image list on a specified notary server to enforce the configured image policies. Portieris first checks that the image’s registry/
repository is trusted according to the image policies, and, if trust enforcement is enabled for that registry/repository, Portieris verifies
that a signed version of the image exists in the specified registry / notary server.

When a workload is deployed, the Cloud Platform kube-apiserver sends a workload admission request to Portieris, which attempts to
find matching security policies for each image in the workload. If any image in your workload does not satisfy the policy, then the
workload is blocked from being deployed.

The Cloud Platform implementation of Portieris is integrated with cert-manager and can use custom registries.

Configuring a trust server (for an image or cluster-wide) requires network access upon pod creation. Therefore, if a cluster has no
external network connectivity, pod creation will be blocked.

It is required to pull from a registry using a docker-registry secret. Enforcing trust for anonymous image pulls is not supported.

Cloud Platform integration with Portieris has been verified against the Harbor registry and notary server (https://goharbor.io/).

2. Install Portieris

You can install Portieris on Cloud Platform from the command line.

Procedure

1. Locate the Portieris tarball in /usr/local/share/applications/helm.
For example:
/usr/local/share/applications/helm/portieris-<version>.tgz

2. Upload the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload /usr/local/share/applications/helm/portieris-<ver
sion>.tgz

3. Set caCert helm overrides if applicable.
In order to specify registries or notary servers signed by a custom CA certificate, the caCert: CERTIFICATE override
must be added to the portieris-certs helm chart. This must be passed as the b64enc of the CA certificate and may
contain 1 or more CA Certificates.
For example:
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a. Create the caCert.yaml override file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ echo 'caCert: LS0tLS1CRUdJTiBDRVJUSUZJQ0FURS0tLS0tCk1JSURYVENDQWtXZ0F3SU
JBZ0lKQUpjVHBXcTk4SWNSTUEwR0NTcUdTSWIzRFFFQkN3VUFNRVV4Q3pBSkJnTlYKQkFZVEFrRlZNUk13RVFZRFZRUU
lEQXBUYjIxbExWTjBZWFJsTVNFd0h3WURWUVFLREJoSmJuUmxjbTVsZENCWAphV1JuYVhSeklGQjBlU0JNZEdRd0hoY0
5NVGd3T0RFMk1qQXlPREl3V2hjTk1qRXdOakExTWpBeU9ESXdXakJGCk1Rc3dDUVlEVlFRR0V3SkJWVEVUTUJFR0ExVU
VDQXdLVTI5dFpTMVRkRYwWlRFaE1COEdBMVVFQ2d3WVNXNTAKWlhKdVpYUWdWMmxrWjJsMGN5QlFkSGtnVEhSa01JSUJ
JakFOQmdrcWhraUc5dzBCQVFFRkFBT0NBUThBTUlJQgpDZ0tDQVFFQXV4YXJMaVdwMDVnbG5kTWRsL1o3QmhySDFPTFN
TVTcwcm9mV3duTmNQS3hsOURmVVNWVTZMTDJnClppUTFVZnA4TzFlVTJ4NitPYUxxekRuc2xpWjIxdzNXaHRiOGp2NmR
FakdPdTg3eGlWWDBuSDBmSjF3cHFBR0UKRkVXekxVR2dJM29aUDBzME1Sbm1xVDA4VWZ6S0hCaFgvekNvNHMyVm9NcWx
RNyt0Qjc2dTA3V3NKYQ0RFlQVwprR2tFVmRMSk4rWWcwK0pLaisvVU9kbE5WNDB2OE1ocEhkbWhzY1QyakI3WSszT0Qz
eUNxZ1RjRzVDSDQvK3J6CmR4Qjk3dEpMM2NWSkRQWTVNQi9XNFdId2NKRkwzN1p1M0dVdmhmVGF3NVE0dS85cTFkczgr
VGFYajdLbWUxSzcKQnYyMTZ5dTZiN3M1ckpHU2lEZ0p1TWFNcm5YajFRSURBUUFCbzFBd1RqQWRCZ05WSFE0RUZnUVVy
QndhbTAreApydUMvY3Vpbkp1RlM4Y1ZibjBBd0h3WURWUjBqQkJnd0ZvQVVyQndhbTAreHJ1Qy9jdWluSnVGUzhjVmJu
MEF3CkRBWURWUjBUQFVd0F3RUIvekFOQmdrcWhraUc5dzBCQVFzRkFBT0NBUUVBZzJ5aEFNazVJUlRvOWZLc1IvMXkKM
XJ5NzdSWU5KN1R2dTB0clltRElBMVRaanFtanlncFFiSmlGb0FPa255eHYveURLU0x6TXFNU2JIb0I1K1BhSQpnTERub
0F6SnYxbzg3OEpkVllURjIyS2RUTU5wNWtITXVGMnpSTFFxc2lvenJQSUpWMDlVb2VHeHpPQ1pkYzZBCnpUblpCSy9DV
TlRcnhVdzhIeDV6SEFVcHdVcGxONUE4MVROUmlMYVFVTXB5dzQ4Y08wNFcyOWY1aFA2aGMwVDMKSDJpU212OWY2K3Q5T
jBvTTFuWVh1blgwWNJZll1aERmQy83c3N3eDhWcW5uTlNMN0lkQkhodGxhRHJGRXBzdQpGZzZOODBCbGlDclJiN2FPcU
k4TWNjdzlCZW9UUk9uVGxVUU5RQkEzTjAyajJvTlhYL2loVHQvZkhNYlZGUFRQCi9nPT0KLS0tLS1FTkQgQ0VSVElGSU
NBVEUtLS0tLQo=' > caCert.yaml

b. Apply the override file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update portieris portieris-certs portieris --value
s caCert.yaml

4. Apply the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply portieris

3. Portieris ClusterImagePolicy and ImagePolicy Configuration

Portieris supports cluster-wide and namespace-specific image policies.

ImagePolicy

You can define Portieris’ behavior in a namespace using an ImagePolicy. In namespaces where ImagePolicies exist, they are used
exclusively. If they do not contain a match for the workload image being launched, then ClusterImagePolicies are not referenced. For
deployed workloads, images are wildcard-matched against defined policies. If a policy matching the workload image is not found
then deployment is denied. If there are multiple matches the most specific match is used.

ClusterImagePolicy

You configure a ClusterImagePolicies at the cluster level. It will be used if no ImagePolicy resource is defined in the namespace in
which the workload will be deployed. These resources have the same structure as namespace ImagePolicies. Again, for deployed
workloads, images are wildcard-matched against defined policies and deployment will be denied if no matching policy is found for an
image. If there are multiple matches the most specific match is used.
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Trust Policies

You can specify a [Cluster]ImagePolicy to allow any image from a trusted repository(s) or only allow images with trust data from a
repository in a registry+notary server

• This example allows any image from a trusted icr.io registry; i.e. an empty policy:•

apiVersion: securityenforcement.admission.cloud.ibm.com/v1beta1
kind: ImagePolicy
metadata:
  name: allow-all-icrio
spec:
   repositories:
    - name: "icr.io/*"
      policy:

• This example allows only images with valid trust data (policy.trust.enabled=true) from the icr.io registry + notary•
(policy.trust.trustServer) server.

apiVersion: securityenforcement.admission.cloud.ibm.com/v1beta1
kind: ImagePolicy
metadata:
  name: allow-custom
spec:
   repositories:
    - name: "icr.io/*"
      policy:
        trust:
          enabled: true
          trustServer: "https://icr.io:4443"

For additional details about policies, see https://github.com/IBM/portieris/blob/master/POLICIES.md.

4. Remove Portieris

You can remove the Portieris admission controller completely from a Cloud Platform system.

Procedure

1. Remove the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove portieris

2. Delete kubernetes resources not automatically removed in the previous step.
This is required if you plan to reapply the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete clusterroles.rbac.authorization.k8s.io portieris
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete clusterrolebindings.rbac.authorization.k8s.io admission-port
ieris-webhook
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete -n portieris cm/image-policy-crds
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete -n portieris serviceaccounts/portieris
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Note
If this step is done before removing the application in step 1, the removal will fail, leaving the application in the
remove-failed state. In such cases you will need to issue the following commands to recover:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete MutatingWebhookConfiguration image-admission-config 
--ignore-not-found=true
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete ValidatingWebhookConfiguration image-admission-confi
g --ignore-not-found=true
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete crd clusterimagepolicies.securityenforcement.admissi
on.cloud.ibm.com imagepolicies.securityenforcement.admission.cloud.ibm.com --ignore-not
-found=true
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete clusterroles.rbac.authorization.k8s.io portieris --i
gnore-not-found=true
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete clusterrolebindings.rbac.authorization.k8s.io admiss
ion-portieris-webhook   --ignore-not-found=true
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete ns/portieris --ignore-not-found=true
~(keystone_admin)]$ helm delete portieris-portieris --purge --no-hooks
~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove portieris

3. Delete the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete portieris
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10. VAULT SECRET AND DATA MANAGEMENT

1. Vault Overview

Cloud Platform integrates open source Vault containerized security application (Optional) into the Cloud Platform solution, that
requires PVCs as a storage backend to be enabled.

Vault is a containerized secrets management application that provides encrypted storage with policy-based access control and
supports multiple secrets storage engines and auth methods.

Cloud Platform includes a Vault-manager container to handle initialization of the Vault servers. Vault-manager also provides the ability
to automatically unseal Vault servers in deployments where an external autounseal method cannot be used. For more information,
see, https://www.vaultproject.io/.

There are two methods for using Vault secrets with hosted applications:

• The first method is to have the application be Vault Aware and retrieve secrets using the Vault REST API. This method is used to•
allow an application to write secrets to Vault, provided the applicable policy gives write permission at the specified Vault path.

• The second method is to have the application be Vault Unaware and use the Vault Agent Injector to make secrets available on•
the container filesystem.

2. Install Vault

Vault is packaged as a system application and is managed using system application, and system helm-override commands.

About this task

Note
Vault requires a storage backend with PVC enabled (for example, Ceph).

To install Vault, use the following procedure:

Procedure

1. Locate the Vault tarball in /usr/local/share/applications/helm.

For example, /usr/local/share/applications/helm/vault-1.0-30.tgz.

2. Upload Vault, using the following command:

$ system application-upload ``/usr/local/share/applications/helm/vault-1.0-30.tgz``

3. Verify the Vault tarball has been uploaded.

$ system application-list

4. Apply the Vault application.

$ system application-apply vault

5. Monitor the status.

$ watch -n 5 system application-list
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or

$ watch kubectl get pods -n vault

It takes a few minutes for all the pods to start and for Vault-manager to initialize the cluster.
The default configuration for the installed Vault application is:

Vault-manager

Runs as a statefulset, replica count of 1

Vault-agent-injector

Runs as a deployment, replica count of 1

Vault

Runs as statefulset, replica count is 1 on systems with fewer than 3 nodes, replica count is 3 on systems with 3 or more nodes

For more information, see Configure Vault on page 128.

3. Configure Vault Using the Vault REST API

After Vault has been installed, you can configure Vault for use by hosted Kubernetes applications on Cloud Platform. This section
describes the minimum configuration requirements for secret management for hosted Kubernetes applications.

About this task

You can configure Vault using Vault’s REST API. Configuration can also be done by logging into a Vault server pod and using the Vault
CLI directly. For more information, see Configure Vault Using the CLI on page 130.

The following steps use Vault’s REST API and is run from controller-0.

Procedure

1. Set environment variables.

$ ROOT_TOKEN=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-manager-0 -- cat /mnt/data/cluster_keys.json | g
rep -oP --color=never '(?<="root_token":")[^"]*')

$ SA_CA_CERT=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-0 -- awk 'NF {sub(/\r/, ""); printf "%s\\n",$0;}
' /var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount/ca.crt)

$ TOKEN_JWT=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-0 -- cat /var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceac
count/token)

$ KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-0 -- sh -c 'echo $KUBERNETES_P
ORT_443_TCP_ADDR')

$ echo $(kubectl get secrets -n vault vault-ca -o jsonpath='{.data.tls\.crt}') | base64 --decod
e > /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem

2. Enable the Kubernetes Auth method.
This allows Vault to use Kubernetes service accounts for authentication of Vault commands.
For more information, see:
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• https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/auth

• https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/auth/kubernetes

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" --request POS
T --data '{"type":"kubernetes","description":"kubernetes auth"}' https://sva-vault.vault.svc.cl
uster.local:8200/v1/sys/auth/kubernetes

a. Configure the Kubernetes Auth method.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" --request P
OST --data '{"kubernetes_host": "'"https://$KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR:443"'", "kubernetes
_ca_cert":"'"$SA_CA_CERT"'", "token_reviewer_jwt":"'"$TOKEN_JWT"'"}' https://sva-vault.vault
.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/auth/kubernetes/config

b. Verify the Kubernetes Auth method.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" https://sva
-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/auth/kubernetes/config

3. Enable a secrets engine.
Vault supports a variety of secret engines, as an example, create a kv-v2 secrets engine. The kv-v2 secrets engine
allows for storing arbitrary key-value pairs. Secrets engines are enabled at a “path” in Vault. When a request comes
to Vault, the router automatically routes anything with the route prefix to the secrets engine. In this way, each secrets
engine defines its own paths and properties. To the user, secrets engines behave similar to a virtual filesystem,
supporting operations like read, write, and delete.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" --request POS
T --data '{"type": "kv","version":"2"}' https://sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/sys/m
ounts/secret

For more information, see:

• https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/secrets

• https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/secrets/kv/kv-v2

4. Create a sample policy and role for allowing access to the configured kv-v2 secrets engine.

a. Create a policy.
A Vault policy specifies read and/or write capabilities for a particular secret engine path, and the Vault role binds
a specific Kubernetes service account to a policy.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" -H "Content
-Type: application/json" --request PUT -d '{"policy":"path \"secret/basic-secret/*\" {capabi
lities = [\"read\"]}"}' https://sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/sys/policy/basic-s
ecret-policy

For more information, see, https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/concepts/policies.

b. Create the role mapped to the policy.

Note
The service account and namespace used for the values below must exist on the kubernetes cluster.

• bound_service_account_names
• bound_service_account_namespaces

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" --request P
OST --data '{ "bound_service_account_names": "basic-secret",  "bound_service_account_namespa
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ces": "pvtest",  "policies": "basic-secret-policy",  "max_ttl": "1800000"}' https://sva-vaul
t.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/auth/kubernetes/role/basic-secret-role

c. Verify the role configuration.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" https://sva
-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/auth/kubernetes/role/basic-secret-role

5. Create an initial example secret in the configured kv-v2 secrets engine.

a. Create a secret.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" -H "Content
-Type: application/json" -X POST -d '{"username":"pvtest","password":"<password>"}' https://
sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/secret/basic-secret/helloworld

b. Verify the secret.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" https://sva
-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/secret/basic-secret/helloworld

6. (Optional) To enable and configure logging, use the steps below:

a. Enable Vault logging to file for persistent log storage.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --request POST --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOK
EN" --data '{"type": "file", "description": "ctest", "options": {"file_path": "/vault/audit/
vault_audit.log"}}' https://sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/sys/audit/vaultfile

b. Enable Vault logging to stdout for easy log reading from the Vault container.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --request POST --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOK
EN" --data '{"type": "file", "description": "stdout", "options": {"file_path": "stdout"}}' h
ttps://sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/sys/audit/stdout

c. Verify the configuration.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" https://sva
-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/sys/audit

See also

Configure Vault Using the CLI on page 130

4. Configure Vault Using the Vault CLI

After Vault has been installed, you can configure Vault for use with Cloud Platform using the CLI. This section describes the minimum
configuration requirements for server secrets for hosted Kubernetes applications.

About this task

You can configure Vault by logging into a Vault server pod and using Vault CLI.

Procedure
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1. Get the root token for logging into Vault.

$ kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-manager-0 -- cat /mnt/data/cluster_keys.json | grep -oP --col
or=never '(?<="root_token":")[^"]*'

2. Log in to the Vault server container.

$ kubectl exec -it -n vault sva-vault-0 -- sh

a. Log into Vault, and provide the root token when prompted. Refer to step 1 for the root token.

$ vault login

b. Enable the Kubernetes Auth method.

$ vault auth enable kubernetes

c. Configure the Kubernetes Auth method.

$ vault write auth/kubernetes/config token_reviewer_jwt="$(cat /var/run/secrets/kubernetes.i
o/serviceaccount/token)" kubernetes_host="https://$KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR:443" kuberne
tes_ca_cert=@/var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount/ca.crt

d. Verify the Kubernetes Auth method.

$ vault auth list

and

$ vault read auth/kubernetes/config

3. Enable a secrets engine at the path “secret”.
Vault supports a variety of secret engines, as an example, create a kv-v2 secrets engine. The kv-v2 secrets engine
allows for storing arbitrary key-value pairs. Secrets engines are enabled at a “path” in Vault. When a request comes
to Vault, the router automatically routes anything with the route prefix to the secrets engine. In this way, each secrets
engine defines its own paths and properties. To the user, secrets engines behave similar to a virtual filesystem,
supporting operations like read, write, and delete.

$ vault secrets enable -path=secret kv-v2

For more information, see:

• https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/secrets

• https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/secrets/kv/kv-v2

4. Create a sample policy and role for allowing access to the configured kv-v2 secrets engine.
A Vault policy specifies read and/or write capabilities for a particular secret engine path, and the Vault role binds a
specific Kubernetes service account to a policy.

a. Create a policy.

$ vault policy write basic-secret-policy - <<EOF
path "secret/basic-secret/*" {
  capabilities = ["read"]
}
EOF

For more information, see https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/concepts/policies.
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b. Create the role mapped to the policy.

Note
The service account and namespace used for the values below must exist on the kubernetes cluster.

• bound_service_account_names
• bound_service_account_namespaces

$ vault write auth/kubernetes/role/basic-secret-role bound_service_account_names=basic-secre
t bound_service_account_namespaces=default policies=basic-secret-policy ttl=24h

c. Verify the policy.

$ vault policy read basic-secret-policy

d. Verify the role.

$ vault read auth/kubernetes/role/basic-secret-role

5. Create an initial example secret in the configured kv-v2 secrets engine.

a. Create a secret.

$ vault kv put secret/basic-secret/helloworld username="test" password="supersecret"

b. Verify the secret.

$ vault kv get secret/basic-secret/helloworld

6. (Optional) To enable audit logging, use the steps below:

Note
It is recommended to enable file logging and stdout.

a. Enable Vault logging to file for persistent log storage.

$ vault audit enable -path="/vault/audit/vault_audit.log" file file_path=/vault/audit/vault_
audit.log

b. Enable Vault logging to stdout for easy log reading from the Vault container.

$ vault audit enable -path="stdout" file file_path=stdout

c. Verify the configuration.

$ vault audit list

7. Delete the cached credentials to log out of Vault.

$ rm ~/.vault-token

8. Exit the Vault container.

$ exit
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5. Remove Vault

You can remove Vault from your Wind River Cloud Platform, if required, by using the procedure described in this section.

About this task

Run the following commands to remove Vault. This will remove pods and other resources created by the application installation. For
more information, see Install Vault on page 127.

Procedure

1. Remove pods and other resources using the following command:

$ system application-remove vault

2. Reinstall Vault, if required using the following command:

$ system application-apply vault

Note
It is recommended to do a complete remove of all resources if you want to reinstall Vault.

$ kubectl delete ns vault

3. To completely remove Vault, including PVCs (PVCs are intended to persist after system application-remove vault in
order to preserve Vault data), use the following command.

$ kubectl delete ns vault
$ system application-delete vault
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11. ENCRYPT KUBERNETES SECRET DATA AT REST

1. Encrypt Kubernetes Secret Data at Rest

By default, Cloud Platform configures the kube-apiserver to encrypt or decrypt the data in the Kubernetes ‘Secret’ resources in / from
the etcd database.

This protects sensitive information in the event of access to the etcd database being compromised. The encryption and decryption
operations are transparent to the Kubernetes API user.
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12. LINUX AUDITING SYSTEM

1. Linux Auditing System

This section describes the Linux Auditing System containerized solution for Wind River Cloud Platform. The container-based solution
aligns with the modular architecture approach of the Wind River Cloud Platform product.

The Linux Auditing System helps system administrators track security violation events based on preconfigured audit rules. The events
are recorded in a log file and the information in the log entries helps to detect misuse or unauthorized activities. Some examples of
auditable events are:

• file or directory access (Such as files/directories that were accessed, modified, executed, or attributes changed)•

• system calls (For example, useradd, time-related system calls)•

• commands run by a user (For example, a rule can be defined for every executable in the /bin directory and tracked per user.)•

• security events, such as failed login attempts•

• network access (The iptables and ebtables utilities can be configured to trigger audit events.)•

The Linux Audit daemon, auditd, is the main component of the Linux Auditing System, and is responsible for writing the audit logs.
For more information on auditd daemon configuration, see https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/auditd.8.html.

To run auditd on Wind River Cloud Platform, you must enable auditd in the kernel of Wind River Cloud Platform hosts and then
upload and apply the auditd system application.

Enable Auditd in the Kernel

The Linux Auditing System is disabled in the Cloud Platform kernel by default.

To enable auditd in the kernel of all hosts in the system, set the system service parameter audit to ‘1’ and apply the service-
parameter change, using the following commands, executed on the active controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify platform kernel audit=1
~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply platform

To persist the service parameter change, all hosts need to be locked and unlocked, using the following commands for each host
depending on the deployed configuration:

For AIO-SX deployments:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

For AIO-DX and Standards deployments, after controller-1 is locked/unlocked swact controller-0 to make controller-1 the active node.
The next set of commands are executed on controller-0 node:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-1
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-swact controller-0

On controller-1, after controller-0 is locked/unlocked swact controller-1 to go back to controller-0 as the active node. The next set of
commands are executed on controller-1 node:
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~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-swact controller-1

For each worker node in the configuration execute the commands from controller-0:

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock worker-0
~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock worker-0

To verify if the grub kernel parameter audit was updated to ‘1’, for a particular host, ssh to the host, and check the cmdline
parameters, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat /proc/cmdline BOOT_IMAGE=/vmlinuz-5.10.57-200.185.tis.el7.x86_64 root=UUID
=e11d78a2-7e1c-4613-84c7-002647b1cf8d ro security_profile=standard module_blacklist=integrity,ima 
tboot=false crashkernel=512M biosdevname=0 console=ttyS0,115200 iommu=pt usbcore.autosuspend=-1 se
linux=0 enforcing=0 nmi_watchdog=panic,1 softlockup_panic=1 softdog.soft_panic=1 intel_iommu=on us
er_namespace.enable=1 nopti nospectre_v2 nospectre_v1 hugepagesz=2M hugepages=0 default_hugepagesz
=2M irqaffinity=2-3 rcu_nocbs=2-3 kthread_cpus=0-1 audit=1 audit_backlog_limit=8192

Note
Enabling auditd should only be done if the purpose is to start auditd in the container/pod using the process described in
Start Auditd System Application on page 136. Otherwise, there will be unnecessary performance impact and the backlog
events queue limit will eventually exceed, causing audit: kauditd hold queue overflow messages to be
displayed.

Start Auditd System Application

Prerequisites

• Set the audit grub kernel parameter to ‘1’.•

• The auditd container that runs the auditd daemon must be started by uploading and applying the audit-armada-app.•

The auditd system application is installed as part of the software install or upgrade.

The auditd system application tarball can be found after installation in the /usr/local/share/applications/helm directory.
The name of the tarball is auditd-<version>.tgz, for example, auditd-1.0-2.tgz.

Use the following commands to upload and apply the auditd system application:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload /usr/local/share/applications/helm/auditd-1.0-2.tgz
# check the app was uploaded

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show auditd
# if status is "uploaded" proceed with app apply

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply auditd
# check the app was applied

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show auditd
# if successful, status will be "applied"

To check that auditd container/pod is created and running on each master and worker node, use the following command:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n kube-system -o wide | grep auditd

ns-auditd-9hgq5   1/1  Running 0 2m46s face::e95d:7b0:368d:55f8   compute-0     <none> <none>
ns-auditd-btww5   1/1  Running 1 2m46s face::2d8f:b75d:d511:81ef  compute-1     <none> <none>
ns-auditd-czsdf   1/1  Running 1 2m46s face::977:4894:111d:5bf0   compute-2     <none> <none>
ns-auditd-hs62t   1/1  Running 0 2m46s face::3                    controller-1  <none> <none>
ns-auditd-nn8jw   1/1  Running 0 2m46s face::2                    controller-0  <none> <none>

Auditd Configuration Overrides

The Auditd daemon specific configuration is available in the /etc/audit/auditd.conf file. For more information, see, https://
man7.org/linux/man-pages/man5/auditd.conf.5.html.

Besides the auditd main configuration file auditd.conf, auditd uses audit rules configuration that is available in the /etc/audit/
audit.rules file which defines what audit events are logged. For more information on how audit rules are configured, see https://
linux.die.net/man/7/audit.rules.

In the Wind River Cloud Platform containerized auditd solution, both configuration files have default settings that can be overwritten
using Helm chart overrides.

The Helm chart overrides are applied using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update auditd auditd kube-system --reuse-values --values 
/home/sysadmin/<user_specific_config>.yaml

The <user_specific_config>.yaml defines the overrides that will apply either to the auditd.conf and/or to the
audit.rules files.

Note
The default values for auditd.conf should be sufficient and you do not need to update them.

In rare cases, the following example describes how to update the default value with the desired value.

Example of user defined overrides file for auditd.conf:

auditdconf: |-
  ##########################################################################
  #
  # auditd.conf
  #
  ##########################################################################
  local_events = yes
  write_logs = yes
  log_file = /var/log/audit/audit.log
  log_group = root
  log_format = RAW
  flush = INCREMENTAL_ASYNC
  freq = 50
  max_log_file = 8
  num_logs = **8**
  priority_boost = 4
  disp_qos = lossy
  dispatcher = /sbin/audispd
  name_format = NONE
  ##name = mydomain
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  max_log_file_action = IGNORE
  space_left = 75
  space_left_action = SYSLOG
  ##verify_email = yes
  ##action_mail_acct = root
  admin_space_left = 50
  admin_space_left_action = SYSLOG
  disk_full_action = SYSLOG
  disk_error_action = SYSLOG
  use_libwrap = yes
  ##tcp_listen_port = 60
  ##tcp_listen_queue = 5
  ##tcp_max_per_addr = 1
  ##tcp_client_ports = 1024-65535
  ##tcp_client_max_idle = 0
  enable_krb5 = no
  krb5_principal = auditd
  distribute_network = no

Example of user defined overrides file for audit.rules:

auditdrules: |-
  ## First rule - delete all
  -D

  ## Increase the buffers to survive stress events.
  ## Make this bigger for busy systems
  -b 8192

  ## Set failure mode to syslog
  -f 1

  -a always,exit -F arch=b32 -S init_module,finit_module,delete_module -F key=modules
  -a always,exit -F arch=b64 -S init_module,finit_module,delete_module -F key=modules

Note
The log rotation configuration in auditd.conf file must not be updated, and must use the default value,
max_log_file_action = IGNORE, since the logrotate linux utility is used to manage auditd log rotation.

Apply the audit rules overrides using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply auditd

Check that application apply has completed successfully:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show auditd

The Helm chart overrides system helm-override-update command, automatically applies the additional rules from the user provided
yaml file to the audit.rules in the auditd container.

Similarly, configuration overrides can be applied to update the default configuration of auditd.conf using the system helm-
override-update command.
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Auditd logs

auditd logs can be viewed on the host in the /var/log/audit directory. Logs are generated by the auditd daemon running in the
container and the logs record auditable events configured using the audit.rules file. Log rotation is automatically configured by
the system.

Disable Auditd

You may decide to disable auditd for performance reasons. First, you must remove the auditd application. Then, you must set the
kernel service parameter audit to ‘0’. These steps removes the auditd containers on all hosts and the auditd application.

Use the following system commands to disable auditd:

To remove the auditd application:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove auditd
~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete auditd

To verify that the application does not exist in the system:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list |grep auditd

To set the kernel service parameter audit to ‘0’:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-modify platform kernel audit=0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system service-parameter-apply platform

To persist the kernel parameter change, all hosts need to be locked and unlocked:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

See also

Linux Auditing System Engineering Impacts
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13. OPERATOR LOGIN/AUTHENTICATION LOGGING

1. Operator Login/Authentication Logging

Cloud Platform logs all operator login and authentication attempts.

For security purposes, all login attempts (success and failure) are logged. This includes the Horizon Web Interface logins, SSH logins,
Local Console Logins and internal database login attempts.

The logs include the timestamp, user name, remote IP Address, and number of failed login attempts (if applicable). They are located
under the /var/log directory, and include the following:

• /var/log/auth.log•

• /var/log/horizon.log•

• /var/log/pmond.log•

• /var/log/hostwd.log•

• /var/log/sysinv.log•

• /var/log/user.log•

• /var/log/ima.log•

You can examine the log files locally on the controllers. If Wind River Analytics is configured the operator command logs will be sent
to a remote log server.
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14. OPERATOR COMMAND LOGGING

1. StarlingX Operator Command Logging

Cloud Platform logs all StarlingX REST API operator commands, except commands that use only GET requests. Cloud Platform also
logs all SNMP commands, including GET requests.

StarlingX REST API Operator Command Logging

The logs include the timestamp, tenant name (if applicable), user name, command executed, and command status (success or failure).

The files are located under the /var/log directory and are named using the convention *api.log. The list of log files is presented
below.

• /var/log/sysinv-api.log•

• /var/log/fm-api.log•

• /var/log/dcmanager/dcmanager-api.log•

• /var/log/nfv-vim-api.log•

• /var/log/patching-api.log•

• /var/log/mtcAgent_api.log•

• /var/log/hwmond_api.log•

• /var/log/barbican/barbican-api.log•

You can examine the log files locally on the controllers. If Wind River Analytics is configured the operator command logs will be sent
to a remote log server.

For example, if the following command is issued:

system modify --description="TEST01 DESCRIPTION"

The following log is generated in /var/log/sysinv-api.log:

sysinv 2022-03-09 11:03:46.238 108478 INFO sysinv.api.hooks.auditor [req-be0eb23d-c815-4bb7-938a-
bfb8adba496b 76752e1b78b54f7b8409e2c54a6b6082 1ba4a349b9f941e0a5bd658df4e4d4f7] 192.168.204.2
"PATCH /v1/isystems/7b64c984-8b6e-42da-88e5-d9ee17c5178e HTTP/1.0" status: 200 len: 1151 time:
0.0395379066467 POST: [{u'path': u'/description', u'value': u'TEST01 DESCRIPTION', u'op':
u'replace'}] host:192.168.204.1:6385 agent:Python-httplib2/0.9.2 (gzip) user: admin tenant: admin
domain: Default

REST API request methods that will be logged include:

PATCH

The resource is being partially updated.

POST

The resource is being created or fully updated.

DELETE

The resource is being deleted.
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PUT

Similar to POST with the difference that PUT requests are idempotent, that is, multiple PUT calls produce the same result.

SNMP Request Logging

As the SNMP application is containerized, the logs of its commands are found inside the container at file /var/log/snmpd.log.
Only basic information is present in this log file, like command type, SNMP version and request status. All SNMP requests are logged,
including GET requests.

For example, if the following command is issued:

SNMP GET OID .iso.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0

It will return the value:

iso.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 = STRING: "22.02 5.10.74-200.1807.tis.el7.x86_64"

And the following log is generated in /var/log/snmpd.log inside the SNMP container:

snmp-auditor transport:udp remote:10.20.3.3 reqid:1367258771 msg-type:GET version:v3
snmp-auditor    reqid:1367258771 oid:SNMPv2-MIB::sysDescr.0
snmp-auditor    reqid:1367258771 oid:SNMPv2-MIB::sysDescr.0 status:pass

2. Kubernetes Operator Command Logging

The Kubernetes auditing provides a set of records that document the sequence of actions in a cluster. For more details, see https://
kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/debug/debug-cluster/audit/.

You can configure which events should be logged through a set of rules written in a YAML file, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/
debug/debug-cluster/audit/#audit-policy. A default policy file is provided in Cloud Platform at /etc/kubernetes/default-
audit-policy.yaml. This default policy file is a version of the audit profile for Google Container-Optimized OS.

Kubernetes API Logging can be enabled and configured in Cloud Platform, and can be fully configured and enabled at bootstrap
time. Post-bootstrap, Kubernetes API Logging can only be enabled or disabled.

The default policy file provided, present at /etc/kubernetes/default-audit-policy.yaml, is a version of the audit profile for
Google Container-Optimized OS extracted from https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/
75e49ec824b183288e1dbaccfd7dbe77d89db381/cluster/gce/gci/configure-helper.sh#L1129. Different log levels are used for
different Kubernetes components.

The reference for the kube-apiserver parameters associated with Kubernetes API Logging can be found at https://kubernetes.io/
docs/reference/command-line-tools-reference/kube-apiserver/.

audit-policy-file

This parameter contains the full path of the audit policy configuration file to be used (e.g. /etc/kubernetes/default-
audit-policy.yaml). When this parameter is present, the feature is enabled. In Cloud Platform 21.12, by default, this
parameter is absent and the feature is disabled.

audit-log-path

This parameter points to the log file where the logs will be written. In Cloud Platform 21.12, by default, this parameter is
present with the value /var/log/kubernetes/audit/audit.log. It is recommended to use the default value.
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audit-log-maxsize

This parameter indicates the maximum size in megabytes of the audit log file before it gets rotated. In Cloud Platform 21.12, by
default, this parameter is present with the value “100”, that means 100MB.

audit-log-maxage

This parameter indicates the maximum number of days to retain old audit log files. In Cloud Platform 21.12, by default, this
parameter is present with the value “3”, that means 3 days.

audit-log-maxbackup

This parameter indicates the maximum number of old audit log files to retain. In Cloud Platform 21.12, by default, this
parameter is present with the value “10”, that means that 10 old files are kept.

Bootstrap configuration of audit parameters

At bootstrap, all five parameters are configurable. When the value of these parameters are not overridden, the deployed
environment will have the feature disabled, as the parameter audit-policy-file will be absent, and the other parameters will be
present with the default values.

You can see below a YAML example that configures, at bootstrap in /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml, all parameters and defines
the contents of a custom policy file to be used with the apiserver_extra_volumes: {name: my-audit-policy-file ...}
parameter. By configuring the parameter audit-policy-file the feature will be enabled.

apiserver_extra_args:
  audit-log-maxage: '2'
  audit-log-maxbackup: '3'
  audit-log-maxsize: '40'
  audit-log-path: '/var/log/kubernetes/audit/audit.log'
  audit-policy-file: '/etc/kubernetes/my-audit-policy-file.yml'
apiserver_extra_volumes:
  - name: my-audit-policy-file
    mountPath: '/etc/kubernetes/my-audit-policy-file.yml'
    pathType: File
    readOnly: true
    content: |
      # Log all requests at the Metadata level.
      apiVersion: audit.k8s.io/v1
      kind: Policy
      rules:
      - level: Metadata

Runtime Configuration of audit parameters

After deploy, only the parameter audit-policy-file is configurable as a system service parameter, allowing the user to enable/
disable the feature.

You can find below an example of how to add this parameter. The feature is disabled when the parameter is removed (i.e. system
service-parameter-delete).

~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-add kubernetes kube_apiserver audit-policy-file=/etc/k
ubernetes/default-audit-policy.yaml
~(keystone_admin)$ system service-parameter-apply kubernetes
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Limitations

In Cloud Platform 21.12, a custom policy file can only be created at bootstrap time in apiserver_extra_volumes section. If a
custom policy file was configured at bootstrap, then after bootstrap the user has the option to configure the parameter audit-
policy-file to either this custom policy file (/etc/kubernetes/my-audit-policy-file.yml in the example above) or the
default policy file /etc/kubernetes/default-audit-policy.yaml. If no custom policy file was configured at bootstrap, then
the user can only configure the parameter audit-policy-file to the default policy file.

Only the parameter audit-policy-file is configurable after bootstrap, so the others (audit-log-path, audit-log-maxsize,
audit-log-maxage and audit-log-maxbackup) cannot be changed at runtime.
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15. UEFI SECURE BOOT

1. Overview of UEFI Secure Boot

Secure Boot is an optional capability of UEFI firmware.

Secure Boot is a technology where the system firmware checks that the system boot loader is signed with a cryptographic key
authorized by a database contained in the firmware or a security device.

Cloud Platform’s implementation of Secure Boot also validates the signature of the second-stage boot loader, the kernel, and kernel
modules.

Cloud Platform’s public key, for programming in the hardware’s Secure Boot database, can be found in the Cloud Platform ISO.

2. Use UEFI Secure Boot

Secure Boot is supported in UEFI installations only. It is not used when booting Cloud Platform as a legacy boot target.

Cloud Platform currently does not support switching from legacy to UEFI mode after a system has been installed. Doing so requires a
reinstall of the system. This also means that upgrading from a legacy install to a secure boot install (UEFI) is not supported.

When upgrading a Cloud Platform system from a version which does not support secure boot to a version that does, do not enable
secure boot in UEFI firmware until the upgrade is complete.

For each node that is going to use secure boot, you must populate the Cloud Platform public certificate/key in the UEFI Secure Boot
authorized database in accordance with the board manufacturer’s process. This must be done for each node before starting
installation.

You may need to work with your hardware vendor to have the certificate installed.

There is often an option in the UEFI setup utility which allows a user to browse to a file containing a certificate to be loaded in the
authorized database. This option may be hidden in the UEFI setup utility unless UEFI mode is enabled, and secure boot is enabled.

Many motherboards ship with Microsoft secure boot certificates pre-programmed in the UEFI certificate database. These certificates
may be required to boot UEFI drivers for video cards, RAID controllers, or NICs (for example, the PXE boot software for a NIC may
have been signed by a Microsoft certificate). While certificates can usually be removed from the certificate database (again, this is
UEFI implementation specific) it may be required that you keep the Microsoft certificates to allow for complete system operation.

Mixed combinations of secure boot and non-secure boot nodes are supported. For example, a controller node may secure boot,
while a worker node may not. Secure boot must be enabled in the UEFI firmware of each node for that node to be protected by
secure boot.
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16. AUTHENTICATION OF SOFTWARE DELIVERY

1. Authentication of Software Delivery

Wind River signs and authenticates software updates to the Cloud Platform software.

This is done for:

• Software patches – incremental updates to system for software fixes or security vulnerabilities.•

• Software loads – full software loads to upgrade the system to a new major release of software.•

Both software patches and loads are cryptographically signed as part of Wind River builds and are authenticated before they are
loaded on a system via Cloud Platform REST APIs, CLIs or GUI.
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17. SECURITY FEATURE CONFIGURATION FOR SPECTRE
AND MELTDOWN

1. Security Feature Configuration for Spectre and Meltdown

The system allows for the security features of the Linux kernel to be configured to mitigate the variants of Meltdown and Spectre
side-channel vulnerabilities (CVE-2017-5754, CVE-2017-5753, CVE-2017-5715).

Overview

By default, mitigation is provided against Spectre v1 type attacks. Additional mitigation can be enabled to cover Spectre v2 attacks
and Meltdown attacks. Enabling this mitigation may affect system performance. The spectre_v2 may also require firmware or BIOS
updates from your motherboard manufacturer to be effective.

Option name Description

spectre_meltdown_v1 (default)
Protect against Spectre v1 attacks, highest
performance

spectre_meltdown_all Protect against Spectre v1, v2 and Meltdown attacks

Note
Applying these mitigations may result in some performance degradation for certain workloads. As the actual performance
impacts are expected to vary considerably based on the customer workload, Wind River recommends all our customers to
test the performance impact of CVE mitigations on their actual workload in a sandbox environment before rolling out the
mitigations to production.

Procedure

1. To view the existing kernel security configuration, use the following command to check the current value of
security_feature:

$ system show
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                |
--------------------------------------------------------------+
| contact              | None                                 |
| created_at           | 2020-02-27T15:47:23.102735+00:00     |
| description          | None                                 |
| https_enabled        | False                                |
| location             | None                                 |
| name                 | 468f57ef-34c1-4e00-bba0-fa1b3f134b2b |
| region_name          | RegionOne                            |
| sdn_enabled          | False                                |
| security_feature     | spectre_meltdown_v1                  |
| service_project_name | services                             |
| software_version     | 20.06                                |
| system_mode          | duplex                               |
| system_type          | Standard                             |
| timezone             | Canada/Eastern                       |
| updated_at           | 2020-02-28T10:56:24.297774+00:00     |
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| uuid                 | c0e35924-e139-4dfc-945d-47f9a663d710 |
| vswitch_type         | none                                 |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+

2. To change the kernel security feature, use the following command syntax:

system modify --security_feature [either spectre_meltdown_v1 or spectre_meltdown_all]

After this command is executed, the kernel arguments will be updated on all hosts and on subsequently installed
hosts. Rebooting the hosts by locking and unlocking each host is required to have the new kernel arguments take
effect.

3. Analysis of a system may be performed by using the open source spectre-meltdown-checker.sh script, which ships
as /usr/sbin/spectre-meltdown-checker.sh. This tool requires root access to run. The tool will attempt to analyze your
system to see if it is susceptible to Spectre or Meltdown attacks. Documentation for the tool can be found at https://
github.com/speed47/spectre-meltdown-checker.
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18. DEPRECATED FUNCTIONALITY

1. StarlingX REST API Applications and the Web Administration Server
Certificate
Note

This procedure is deprecated. For up-to-date information, refer to: Create a local CA Issuer on page 83.

By default, Cloud Platform provides HTTP access to REST API application endpoints (Keystone, Barbican and Cloud Platform) and the
web administration server. For improved security, you can enable HTTPS access. When HTTPS access is enabled, HTTP access is
disabled.

When HTTPS is enabled for the first time on a Cloud Platform system, a self-signed server certificate and key are automatically
generated and installed for REST and Web Server endpoints. In order to connect, remote clients must be configured to accept the
self-signed server certificate without verifying it. This is called insecure mode.

For secure-mode connections, an Intermediate or Root CA-signed server certificate and key are required. The use of an Intermediate
or Root CA-signed server certificate is strongly recommended. Refer to the documentation for the external Intermediate or Root CA
that you are using, on how to create public certificate and private key pairs, signed by an Intermediate or Root CA, for HTTPS.

Note
Refer to the documentation for the external Intermediate or Root CA that you are using, on how to create public
certificate and private key pairs, signed by an Intermediate or Root CA, for HTTPS.

You can update the certificate and key used by Cloud Platform for the REST and Web Server endpoints at any time after installation.

For additional security, Cloud Platform optionally supports storing the private key of the Cloud Platform REST and Web Server
certificate in a TPM hardware device. TPM 2.0-compliant hardware must be available on the controller hosts.

For more details, refer to:

• Enable HTTPS Access for StarlingX REST and Web Server Endpoints on page 149
• Install/Update the StarlingX Rest and Web Server Certificate on page 150

1.1. Enable HTTPS Access for StarlingX REST and Web Server Endpoints

When secure HTTPS connectivity is enabled, HTTP is disabled.

About this task

Note
When you change from HTTP to HTTPS, or from HTTPS to HTTP:

• Remote CLI users must re-source the Cloud Platform rc file.

• Public endpoints are changed to HTTP or HTTPS, depending on which is enabled.

• You must change the port portion of the Horizon Web interface URL.

For HTTP, use http:<oam-floating-ip-address>:8080 For HTTPS, use https:<oam-floating-ip-address>:8443

• You must logout and re-login into Horizon for the HTTPS Access changes to be displayed accurately in Horizon.

Procedure
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• To enable HTTPS for StarlingX REST and Web Server endpoints:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system modify --https_enabled true

• To disable HTTPS for StarlingX REST and Web Server endpoints:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system modify --https_enabled false

• Use the following command to display HTTPS settings:•

[sysadmin@controller-0 ~(keystone_admin)]$ system show
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                |
--------------------------------------------------------------+
| contact              | None                                 |
| created_at           | 2020-02-27T15:47:23.102735+00:00     |
| description          | None                                 |
| https_enabled        | False                                |
| location             | None                                 |
| name                 | 468f57ef-34c1-4e00-bba0-fa1b3f134b2b |
| region_name          | RegionOne                            |
| sdn_enabled          | False                                |
| security_feature     | spectre_meltdown_v1                  |
| service_project_name | services                             |
| software_version     | nn.nn                                |
| system_mode          | duplex                               |
| system_type          | Standard                             |
| timezone             | Canada/Eastern                       |
| updated_at           | 2020-02-28T10:56:24.297774+00:00     |
| uuid                 | c0e35924-e139-4dfc-945d-47f9a663d710 |
| vswitch_type         | none                                 |
+----------------------+--------------------------------------+

1.2. Install/Update the StarlingX Rest and Web Server Certificate

Use the following procedure to install or update the certificate for the Cloud Platform REST API application endpoints (Keystone,
Barbican and Cloud Platform) and the Cloud Platform web administration server.

Prerequisites

Obtain an intermediate or Root CA-signed server certificate and key from a trusted Intermediate or Root CA. Refer to the
documentation for the external Intermediate or Root CA that you are using, on how to create public certificate and private key pairs,
signed by intermediate or a Root CA, for HTTPS.

For lab purposes, see Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 for how to create a test Intermediate or Root CA
certificate and key, and use it to sign test server certificates.

Put the PEM encoded versions of the server certificate and key in a single file, and copy the file to the controller host.
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Note
If you plan to use the container-based remote CLIs, due to a limitation in the Python2 SSL certificate validation, the
certificate used for the Cloud Platform REST API application endpoints and Cloud Platform Web Administration Server
(‘ssl’) certificate must either have:

1.
CN=IPADDRESS and SANs=IPADDRESS

or
2.

CN=FQDN and SANs=FQDN

where IPADDRESS and FQDN are for the OAM Floating IP Address.

Procedure

• Install/update the copied certificate.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install -m ssl <pathTocertificateAndKey>

where:

<pathTocertificateAndKey>

is the path to the file containing both the intermediate or Root CA-signed server certificate and private key to install.

Warning

The REST and Web Server certificate are not automatically renewed, user MUST renew the certificate prior to expiry, otherwise a
variety of system operations will fail.

2. Local Registry Server Certificates
Note

This procedure is deprecated. For up-to-date information, refer to: Configure Docker Registry Certificate on page 102.

For the Local Docker Registry, HTTPS is always enabled. By default, a self-signed server certificate and key is generated and installed
for this endpoint. However, it is strongly recommended that you update the server certificate used after installation with an
Intermediate or Root CA-signed server certificate and key. Refer to the documentation for the external Intermediate or Root CA that
you are using, on how to create public certificate and private key pairs, signed by a Root CA, for HTTPS.

The local Docker registry provides Docker image service that can be accessed using the registry API by secure HTTPS. Standalone
system, central cloud and every subcloud of DC system has their own Docker registry called registry.local.

The Docker registry on the central cloud of DC system has an alias of registry.central, which is used by subcloud to remotely login or
pull images from this central Docker registry.

About this task

By default a self-signed certificate is generated at installation time for the registry API. For more secure access, an Intermediate or
Root CA-signed certificate is strongly recommended.

The Intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate for the registry must have at least the following SANs: DNS:registry.local,
DNS:registry.central, IP Address:<oam-floating-ip-address>, IP Address:<mgmt-floating-ip-address>. Use the system
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addrpool-list command to get the OAM floating IP Address and management floating IP Address for your system. You can add any
additional DNS entry(s) that you have set up for your OAM floating IP Address.

Use the following procedure to install an intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate to either replace the default self-signed
certificate or to replace an expired or soon to expire certificate.

Prerequisites

Obtain an intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate and key from a trusted Intermediate or Root CA. Refer to the documentation
for the external Root CA that you are using, on how to create public certificate and private key pairs, signed by an Intermediate or
Root CA, for HTTPS.

For lab purposes, see Create Certificates Locally using openssl on page 153 for how to create a test Intermediate or Root CA
certificate and key, and use it to sign test certificates.

Put the PEM encoded versions of the certificate and key in a single file, and copy the file to the controller host.

Also, obtain the certificate of the Intermediate or Root CA that signed the above certificate.

Procedure

1. In order to enable internal use of the Docker registry certificate, update the trusted CA list for this system with the
Root CA associated with the Docker registry certificate.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install --mode ssl_ca
<pathTocertificate>

where:

<pathTocertificate>

is the path to the intermediate or Root CA certificate associated with the Docker registry’s Intermediate or Root CA-signed
certificate.

2. Update the Docker registry certificate using the certificate-install command.
Set the mode (-m or --mode) parameter to docker_registry.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install --mode docker_registry
<pathTocertificateAndKey>

where:

<pathTocertificateAndKey>

is the path to the file containing both the Docker registry’s Intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate and private key to
install.

Refer to Install/Update Local Registry Certificates on how to install/update and renew local registry certificates.
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19. APPENDIX: LOCALLY CREATING CERTIFICATES

1. Create Certificates Locally using openssl

You can use openssl to locally create certificates suitable for use in a lab environment.

Procedure

1. Create a Root CA Certificate and Key

a. Create the Root CA private key.

$ openssl genrsa -out my-root-ca-key.pem 2048

b. Generate the Root CA x509 certificate.

$ openssl req -x509 -new -nodes -key my-root-ca-key.pem \
-days 1024 -out my-root-ca-cert.pem -outform PEM

2. Create and Sign a Server Certificate and Key.

a. Create the Server private key.

$ openssl genrsa -out my-server-key.pem 2048

b. Create the Server certificate signing request (csr).
Specify CN=<WRCP-OAM-Floating-IP> and do not specify a challenge password.

$ openssl req -new -key my-server-key.pem -out my-server.csr

c. Create the SANs list.

$ echo subjectAltName = IP:<WRCP-OAM-Floating-IP>,DNS:registry.local,DNS:registry.central > 
extfile.cnf

d. Use the my-root-ca to sign the server certificate.

$ openssl x509 -req -in my-server.csr -CA my-root-ca-cert.pem \
-CAkey my-root-ca-key.pem -CAcreateserial -out my-server-cert.pem \
-days 365 -extfile extfile.cnf

e. Put the server certificate and key into a single file.

$ cat my-server-cert.pem my-server-key.pem > my-server.pem

2. Create Certificates Locally using cert-manager on the Controller

You can use cert-manager to locally create certificates suitable for use in a lab environment.

Procedure
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1. Create a Root CA Certificate and Key.

a. Create a self-signing issuer.

$ echo "
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Issuer
metadata:
  name: my-selfsigning-issuer
spec:
  selfSigned: {}
" | kubectl apply -f -

b. Create a Root CA certificate and key.

$ echo "
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: my-rootca-certificate
spec:
  secretName: my-rootca-certificate
  commonName: "my-rootca"
  isCA: true
  issuerRef:
    name: my-selfsigning-issuer
    kind: Issuer
" | kubectl apply -f -

c. Create a Root CA Issuer.

$ echo "
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Issuer
metadata:
  name: my-rootca-issuer
spec:
  ca:
    secretName: my-rootca-certificate
" | kubectl apply -f -

d. Create files for the Root CA certificate and key.

$ kubectl get secret my-rootca-certificate -o yaml | egrep "^  tls.crt:" | awk '{print $2}' 
| base64 --decode > my-rootca-cert.pem
$ kubectl get secret my-rootca-certificate -o yaml | egrep "^  tls.key:" | awk '{print $2}' 
| base64 --decode > my-rootca-key.pem

2. Create and sign a Server Certificate and Key.

a. Create the Server certificate and key.

$ echo "
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: my-server-certificate
spec:
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  secretName: my-server-certificate
  duration: 2160h # 90d
  renewBefore: 360h # 15d
  commonName: 1.1.1.1
  dnsNames:
  - myserver.wrs.com
  ipAddresses:
  - 1.1.1.1
  issuerRef:
    name: my-rootca-issuer
    kind: Issuer
" | kubectl apply -f -

b. Create the PEM files for Server certificate and key.

$ kubectl get secret my-server-certificate -o yaml | egrep "^  tls.crt:" | awk '{print $2}' 
| base64 --decode > my-server-cert.pem
$ kubectl get secret my-server-certificate -o yaml | egrep "^  tls.key:" | awk '{print $2}' 
| base64 --decode > my-server-key.pem

c. Combine the server certificate and key into a single file.

$ cat my-server-cert.pem my-server-key.pem > my-server.pem
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM DISTRIBUTED CLOUD,
22.06
Wind River Cloud Platform Distributed Cloud configuration supports an edge computing solution by providing central management
and orchestration for a geographically distributed network of Cloud Platform systems.

Introduction

• Overview of Distributed Cloud on page 4
• Distributed Cloud Architecture on page 4
• Shared Configurations on page 5
• RegionOne and SystemController Modes on page 6
• Alarms Management for Distributed Cloud on page 7

Installation

• Install and Provision the Central Cloud on page 8
• Install and Provision a Subcloud on page 8
• Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9
• Install a Subcloud Without Redfish Platform Management Service on page 17
• Reinstall a Subcloud with Redfish Platform Management Service on page 24
• Subcloud Deployment with Local Installation on page 26

Operation

• Monitor Subclouds Using Horizon on page 36
• Manage Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37
• Switch to a Subcloud from the System Controller on page 39
• Synchronization Monitoring and Control on page 40
• CLI Commands for Distributed Cloud Alarm Management on page 41
• Managing LDAP Linux User Accounts on the System Controller on page 42
• Change the Admin Password on Distributed Cloud on page 42
• Update Docker Registry Credentials on a Subcloud on page 43
• Migrate an AIO-SX to an AIO-DX Subcloud on page 43
• Restoring a Subcloud From Backup Data Using DCManager CLI on page 46
• Rehome a Subcloud on page 47
• Prestage a Subcloud on page 51
• Add a Horizon/Keystone User to Distributed Cloud on page 54

Prestage Orchestration for Distributed Cloud Subclouds using the CLI

• Prestage Subcloud Orchestration on page 57

Manage Subcloud Groups

• Manage Subcloud Groups on page 60
• Create Subcloud Groups on page 60
• Create Subcloud Groups Using the Horizon Web Interface on page 63
• Edit Subcloud Groups Using the Horizon Web Interface on page 63
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• Delete Subcloud Groups Using the Horizon Web Interface on page 64
• Orchestration Strategy Using Subcloud Groups on page 65

Update (Patch) management

• Update Management for Distributed Cloud on page 66
• Review Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using Horizon on page 66
• Review Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using the CLI on page 67
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2. INTRODUCTION

1. Overview of Distributed Cloud

Wind River Cloud Platform Distributed Cloud configuration supports an edge computing solution by providing central management
and orchestration for a geographically distributed network of Cloud Platform systems.

The Distributed Cloud system is designed to meet the needs of edge-based data centers in which NFC worker resources are
localized for maximum responsiveness, while management and control functions are centralized for efficient administration. The
system supports a scalable number of Cloud Platform edge systems, centrally managed and synchronized over L3 networks from a
Cloud Platform central region. Each edge system is also highly scalable, from a single Cloud Platform Simplex deployment to a full
Standard Cloud configuration with storage nodes.

The architecture features a synchronized distributed control plane for reduced latency, with an autonomous control plane such that all
subcloud local services are operational even during loss of Northbound connectivity to the Central Region.

2. Distributed Cloud Architecture

A Distributed Cloud system consists of a Central Cloud and one or more subclouds connected to the Central Cloud over L3
networks.

The Central Cloud has two regions: RegionOne, used to manage the nodes in the Central Cloud, and System Controller, used to
manage the subclouds in the Distributed Cloud system. You can select RegionOne or System Controller regions from the Horizon
Web interface or by setting the <OS_REGION_NAME> environment variable if using the CLI.

Central Cloud

The Central Cloud provides a RegionOne region for managing the physical platform of the Central Cloud and the System
Controller region for managing and orchestrating over the subclouds.

The Central Cloud does not support worker hosts. All worker functions are performed at the subcloud level.

RegionOne

RegionOne is the name of the access mode, or region, for managing the Central Cloud’s physical platform.

System Controller

The System Controller access mode, or region, for managing subclouds is System Controller.

You can use the System Controller to add subclouds, synchronize select configuration data across all subclouds and monitor
subcloud operations and alarms. You can also access the individual subclouds through the single central Horizon interface at the
Central Cloud to perform subcloud-specific operations such as configuring and managing the subclouds’ host nodes and
containers. System software updates for the subclouds are also centrally managed and applied from the System Controller.

DNS and other select configuration settings are centrally managed at the System Controller and pushed to the subclouds in
parallel to maintain synchronization across the Distributed Cloud.

Subclouds

The subclouds are Cloud Platform instances used to host containerized applications. Any type of Cloud Platform deployment
configuration, i.e. simplex, duplex or standard with or without storage nodes, can be used for a subcloud.

Alarms raised at the subclouds are sent to the System Controller for central reporting.
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Note
Services in a Subcloud authenticate against their local Identity Provider only (i.e. Keystone for StarlingX and
Kubernetes Service Accounts for Kubernetes). This allows the subcloud to not only be autonomous in the face of
disruptions with the Central Region, but also allows the subcloud to improve service performance since
authentication is localized within the subcloud.

Each subcloud can be in a Managed or Unmanaged state.

Managed

When a subcloud is in the Managed state, it is updated (synchronized) immediately with configuration changes made at
the System Controller. This is the normal operating state. Updates may be delayed slightly depending on network
conditions.

Unmanaged

When the subcloud is in an Unmanaged state, configuration changes are queued at the System Controller. They are sent
to the subcloud when the subcloud is returned to a Managed state. The Unmanaged state is used to disconnect the
subcloud from synchronization operations for local maintenance. Alarms generated by the subcloud are still sent to the
System Controller.

Networks

Subclouds are connected to the System Controller over L3 networks. Because each subcloud is on a separate L3 subnet, the
management and PXE boot L2 networks are local to the subclouds and not connected via L2 to the Central Cloud; they are only
connected via L3 routing.

The settings required to connect a subcloud to the System Controller are specified when a subcloud is defined. For more
information, see Installing a Subcloud Without Redfish Platform Management Service on page 17.

No additional platform configuration is required to establish network communications. However, third-party routers are required
to complete the L3 connections. The routers must be configured independently according to OEM instructions.

All messaging between System Controllers and Subclouds uses the admin REST API service endpoints which, in this distributed
cloud environment, are all configured for secure HTTPS. Certificates for these HTTPS connections are managed internally by
Cloud Platform.

3. Shared Configurations

Shared configurations are Wind River Cloud Platform system settings or services managed by the System Controller and synchronized
across all subclouds.

Synchronizations can be delayed slightly, depending on network traffic conditions and the amount of information to be synchronized.

Cloud Platform synchronizes configuration for selected attributes of system-wide configurations (see Table 1 on page 5) and
synchronizes configuration for resources of the Keystone Identity Service (see Table 2 on page 6).

Table 1. Shared System Configurations

Shared Configuration Remarks

DNS IP addresses
Subclouds use the DNS servers specified at the
System Controller.

sysadmin Password The sysadmin password may take up to 10 minutes to
sync with the controller. The sysadmin password is
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Shared Configuration Remarks

not modified via the system command. It is modified
using the regular Linux passwd command.

Certificates
Subclouds use the Trusted CA certificates installed on
the System Controller using the system certificate-
install -m ssl_ca command.

Table 2. Shared Platform Keystone Resource Configurations

Local Service Shared Configuration Remarks

Keystone

Users
Roles
Projects
Project Role Assignments
Passwords
Token revocation events

To facilitate Single Sign-On across
the entire Distributed Cloud, and
to enable centralized User
Management, the Platform’s
Keystone’s platform authentication
identity resources are synced to
the subclouds. If a new user,
project, role or assignment, or
changes to these resources are
detected on the System Controller
via Audit, they are automatically
synced to the subclouds. If a
subcloud is inaccessible or
unmanaged at that time, then
these resources and changes will
be queued and synchronized once
the subcloud becomes available.
The specific Keystone resources
synchronized are: users, roles,
projects, project roles,
assignments, passwords and token
revocation events.

4. RegionOne and SystemController Modes

You can operate the Central Cloud in RegionOne mode for local configuration, or SystemController mode for Distributed Cloud
management.

To change the mode, select it in the Horizon Web interface top panel.
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5. Alarms Management for Distributed Cloud

The System Controller collects alarm summaries from subclouds.

You can monitor and review a summary count of alarms from all systems by using either the CLI or the Horizon Web interface.

The System Controller polls all subclouds periodically for alarm summaries.

Alarm summaries are gathered provided a subcloud is online. However they are not gathered for a subcloud that has never been
moved to the Managed state. In this case, alarm counts are not available for the subcloud and dashes are shown instead.

You can access detailed alarm information for a subcloud from the System Controller page by clicking Alarm and Event Details for
the subcloud from Horizon. This action automatically switches from the interface from the System Controller page to the subcloud
page.
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3. INSTALLATION

1. Install and Provision the Central Cloud

Installing the Central Cloud is similar to installing a standalone Cloud Platform system.

About this task

The Central Cloud supports either:

• AIO-DX with 0 or more Worker Nodes deployment•

• Standard with dedicated internal Storage Nodes and 1 or more Worker Nodes•

• Standard with dedicated external Netapp Storage backend and 1 or more Worker Nodes•

• a Standard with Controller Storage•

Procedure

Complete the Cloud Platform procedure for your deployment scenario with the modifications noted above and below.

For detailed Cloud Platform deployment procedures, see Cloud Platform Installation: Installation Workflow.

You will also need to make the following modifications:

• when creating the user configuration overrides for the Ansible bootstrap playbook in /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml•

- Add the parameters shown in bold below to your /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml Ansible bootstrap override file to-
indicate that this cloud will play the role of the Central Cloud / System Controller.

• restrict the range of addresses for the management network (using management_start_address and management_end_address,•
as shown below) to exclude the IP addresses reserved for gateway routers that provide routing to the subclouds’ management
subnets.

• Also, include the container images shown in bold below in additional_local_registry_images, required for support of subcloud•
installs with the Redfish Platform Management Service, and subcloud installs using a Ceph storage backend.

For detailed Cloud Platform deployment procedures, see Cloud Platform Installation: Installation Workflow.

system_mode: duplex
distributed_cloud_role: systemcontroller

management_start_address: <X.Y.Z>.2
management_end_address: <X.Y.Z>.50

where <X.Y.Z> are replaced with the correct values for your environment.

2. Install and Provision a Subcloud

You can install and provision a subcloud with or without using the Redfish Platform Management Service.

For subclouds with servers that support Redfish Virtual Media Service (version 1.2 or higher), you can use the Central Cloud’s CLI to
install the ISO, bootstrap, and deploy subclouds from the Central Cloud. For more information, see Installing a Subcloud Using
Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9.
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For subclouds with servers that do not support Redfish Virtual Media Service, the ISO is installed locally at the subcloud. You can use
the Central Cloud’s CLI to bootstrap and fully configure subclouds from the Central Cloud. For more information, see Installing a
Subcloud Without Redfish Platform Management Service on page 17.

Note
Each subcloud must be on a separate management subnet (different from the System Controller and from any other
subclouds).

Bootstrapping a subcloud with a shared NIC configuration

In scenarios where a subcloud bootstraps using a shared NIC, you will need to use the updated Deployment Manager image version
for bootstrapping/bringing up these subclouds:

• Docker image: docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_21.12•

• Deployment Manager tarball: wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz tarball•

• Installing a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9•

• Installing a Subcloud Without Redfish Platform Management Service on page 17•

For more information on subcloud deployment with local installation see, Subcloud Deployment with Local Installation on page 26

3. Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service

For subclouds with servers that support Redfish Virtual Media Service (version 1.2 or higher), you can use the Central Cloud’s CLI to
install the ISO and bootstrap the subclouds from the Central Cloud.

About this task

After physically installing the hardware and network connectivity of a subcloud, the subcloud installation has these phases:

• Executing the dcmanager subcloud add command in the Central Cloud:•

- Uses Redfish Virtual Media Service to remote install the ISO on controller-0 in the subcloud-

- Uses Ansible to bootstrap Wind River Cloud Platform on controller-0 in the subcloud-

Note
After a successful remote installation of a subcloud in a Distributed Cloud system, a subsequent remote reinstallation fails
because of an existing ssh key entry in the /root/.ssh/known_hosts on the System Controller. In this case, delete the host
key entry, if present, from /root/.ssh/known_hosts on the System Controller before doing reinstallations.

Prerequisites

• The docker rvmc image needs to be added to the System Controller bootstrap override file, docker.io/starlingx/rvmc:stx.5.0-•
v1.0.0.

• A new system CLI option --active is added to the load-import command to allow the import into the System•
Controller /opt/dc-vault/loads. The purpose of this is to allow Redfish install of subclouds referencing a single full copy of the
bootimage.iso at /opt/dc-vault/loads. (Previously, the full bootimage.iso was duplicated for each subcloud add command).
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Note
This is required only once and does not have to be done for every subcloud install.

dcmanager recognizes bootimage names ending in <.iso> and <.sig> For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController load-import --active win
d-river-cloud-platform-host-installer-<version>.iso wind-river-cloud-platform-host-in
staller-<version>.sig

In order to be able to deploy subclouds from either controller, all local files that are referenced in the bootstrap.yml file must
exist on both controllers (for example, /home/sysadmin/docker-registry-ca-cert.pem).

Increase Subcloud Platform Backup Size using the CLI

By default, 30GB is allocated for /opt/platform-backup. If additional persistent disk space is required, the partition can be
increased in the next subcloud reinstall using the following commands:

• To increase /opt/platform-backup to 40GB, add the persistent_size: 40000 parameter to the subcloud install-values.yaml•
file.

• Use the dcmanager subcloud update command to save the configuration change for the next subcloud reinstall.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update --install-values <install-values-yaml-file><subc
loud-name>

For a new subcloud deployment, use the dcmanager subcloud add command with the install-values.yaml file containing the desired
persistent_size value.

Procedure

1. At the subcloud location, physically install the servers and network connectivity required for the subcloud.

Note
Do not power off the servers. The host portion of the server can be powered off, but the BMC portion of the server
must be powered and accessible from the System Controller.

There is no need to wipe the disks.

Note
The servers require connectivity to a gateway router that provides IP routing between the subcloud management
subnet and the System Controller management subnet, and between the subcloud OAM subnet and the System
Controller subnet.

See Cloud Platform Installation: Prepare Servers for Installation for more information.

2. Create the install-values.yaml file and use the content to pass the file into the dcmanager subcloud add command,
using the --install-values command option.

Note
If your controller is on a ZTSystems Triton server that requires a longer timeout value, you can now use the
rd.net.timeout.ipv6dad dracut parameter to specify an increased timeout value for dracut to wait for the
interface to have carrier, and complete IPv6 duplicate address detection DAD. For the ZTSystems server, this can take
more than four minutes. It is recommended to set this value to 300 seconds, by specifying the following in the
subcloud install-values.yaml file:

rd.net.timeout.ipv6dad: 300
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Note
The wait_for_timeout value must be chosen based on your network performance (bandwidth, latency, and quality)
and should be increased if the network does not meet the minimum or timeout requirements. The default value of
3600 seconds is based on a network bandwidth of 100 Mbps with a 50 ms delay.

For more information, see System Limits.

For example, --install-values /home/sysadmin/install-values.yaml.

# Specify the Cloud Platform software version, for example 'nn.nn' for the Cloud Platform nn.n
n release of software.
software_version: <software_version>
bootstrap_interface: <bootstrap_interface_name> # e.g. eno1
bootstrap_address: <bootstrap_interface_ip_address> # e.g.128.224.151.183
bootstrap_address_prefix: <bootstrap_netmask> # e.g. 23

# Board Management Controller
bmc_address: <BMCs_IPv4_or_IPv6_address> # e.g. 128.224.64.180
bmc_username: <bmc_username> # e.g. root

# If the subcloud's bootstrap IP interface and the system controller are not on the
# same network then the customer must configure a default route or static route
# so that the Central Cloud can login bootstrap the newly installed subcloud.

# If nexthop_gateway is specified and the network_address is not specified then a
# default route will be configured. Otherwise, if a network_address is specified then
# a static route will be configured.

nexthop_gateway: <default_route_address> for  # e.g. 128.224.150.1 (required)
network_address: <static_route_address>   # e.g. 128.224.144.0
network_mask: <static_route_mask>         # e.g. 255.255.254.0

# Installation type codes
#0 - Standard Controller, Serial Console
#1 - Standard Controller, Graphical Console
#2 - AIO, Serial Console
#3 - AIO, Graphical Console
#4 - AIO Low-latency, Serial Console
#5 - AIO Low-latency, Graphical Console
install_type: 3

# Optional parameters defaults can be modified by uncommenting the option with a modified value
.

# This option can be set to extend the installing stage timeout value
# wait_for_timeout: 3600

# Set this options for https
no_check_certificate: True

# If the bootstrap interface is a vlan interface then configure the vlan ID.
# bootstrap_vlan: <vlan_id>

# Override default filesystem device.
# rootfs_device: "/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:1f.2-ata-1.0"
# boot_device: "/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:1f.2-ata-1.0"

# Set the value for persistent file system (/opt/platform-backup).
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# The value must be whole number (in MB) that is greater than or equal
# to 30000.
persistent_size: 30000

3. At the System Controller, create a /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-bootstrap-values.yaml overrides file for the
subcloud.
For example:

system_mode: simplex
name: "subcloud1"

description: "test"
location: "loc"

management_subnet: 192.168.101.0/24
management_start_address: 192.168.101.2
management_end_address: 192.168.101.50
management_gateway_address: 192.168.101.1

external_oam_subnet: 10.10.10.0/24
external_oam_gateway_address: 10.10.10.1
external_oam_floating_address: 10.10.10.12

systemcontroller_gateway_address: 192.168.204.101

docker_registries:
  k8s.gcr.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/k8s.gcr.io
  gcr.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/ghcr.io
  quay.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/quay.io
  docker.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/docker.io
  docker.elastic.co:
    url: registry.central:9001/docker.elastic.co
  defaults:
    username: sysinv
    password: <sysinv_password>
    type: docker

Where <sysinv_password> can be found by running the following command as ‘sysadmin’ on the Central Cloud:

$ keyring get sysinv services

This configuration will install container images from the local registry on your central cloud. The Central Cloud’s local
registry’s HTTPS Certificate must have the Central Cloud’s OAM IP, registry.local and registry.central in the
certificate’s SAN list. For example, a valid certificate contains a SAN list:

"DNS.1: registry.local DNS.2: registry.central IP.1: floating_management IP.2: floating_OAM"

If required, run the following command on the Central Cloud prior to bootstrapping the subcloud to install the new
certificate for the Central Cloud with the updated SAN list:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install -m docker_registry path_to_cert
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If you prefer to install container images from the default external registries, make the following substitutions for the
docker_registries sections of the file.

docker_registries:
  defaults:
   username: <your_default_registry_username>
   password: <your_default_registry_password>

a. For the subclouds in a Distributed Cloud configuration, do the following:

a. The Deployment Manager files are included in the load and can be found at:

• /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-
manager-playbook.yaml

• /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-
manager-x.x.x.tgz

• /usr/local/share/applications/overrides (e.g. wind-river-cloud-platform-
deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud.yaml wind-river-cloud-platform-
deployment-manager-overrides.yaml)

Upload these files using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload
--deploy-playbook <deployment-manager-yaml-file> \
--deploy-chart <deployment-manager-chart-tarball> \
--deploy-overrides <deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud-yaml-file>

d. At the System Controller, prepare the files.

Note
If the deployment-config.yaml file has been moved off-box for security reasons, upload the file back to the
system to be updated.

a. Prepare the configuration file containing the resource definitions describing your desired configuration for
this subcloud, for example, /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-deploy-standard.yaml.

The deployed state you want the subcloud provisioned to must be described in a yaml file. For more
information on the correct syntax and contents of this file, and for examples that can be used as starting
points for various deployment scenarios, see Deployment Manager Examples. Alternatively, see : The
Deploy Tool for instructions on how to generate this file from an existing deployment as a starting point.

b. Prepare the Helm chart overrides file.
The contents of this file are the same for all subclouds.

cat <<EOF > /home/sysadmin/dm-helm-overrides.yaml
manager:
  image:
    repository: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manag
er
    tag: WRCP_20.06-wrs.2
    pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
rbacProxy:
  image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0
EOF

c. Upload the files using the dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload command.
This step only needs to be completed once, during the installation of the first subcloud.
The syntax of the command is:
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dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload \
--deploy-playbook <full_path_of_Deployment_Manager_Playbook> \
--deploy-chart <full_path_of_Deployment_Manager_Helm_Chart> \
--deploy-overrides <full_path_of_Deployment_Manager_Helm_Chart_Overrides_File>

The --deploy-playbook and --deploy-chart values must match the file names you used in previous
steps.
For example:

dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload --deploy-playbook /home/ sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-plat
form-deployment-manager.yaml --deploy-chart /home/sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform-dep
loyment-manager-2.0.5-2.tgz --deploy-overrides /home/sysadmin/dm-helm-overrides.yaml

d. List the files to confirm that they uploaded successfully.

dcmanager subcloud-deploy show
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field            | Value                                                       |
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------+
| deploy_playbook  | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml           |
| deploy_overrides | dm-helm-overrides.yaml                                      |
| deploy_chart     | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-2.0.5-02.tgz   |
+------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------+

e. Add the subcloud using dcmanager.
When calling the subcloud add command, specify the install values, the bootstrap values, the playbook and
values files, and the subcloud’s sysadmin password.

dcmanager subcloud add \
--bootstrap-address <oam_ip_address_of_subclouds_controller-0 >\
--bootstrap-values /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-bootstrap-values.yaml \
--deploy-config /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-deployment-config.yaml \
--sysadmin-password <sysadmin_password> \
--install-values /home/sysadmin/install-values.yaml \
--bmc-password <bmc_password>

--deploy-config must reference the deployment configuration file mentioned above as a prerequisite to this
procedure.
If the --sysadmin-password is not specified, the system administrator will be:
wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml
You are prompted to enter it once the full command is invoked. The password is masked when it is entered.

Enter the sysadmin password for the subcloud:

(Optional) The --bmc-password <password> is used for subcloud installation, and only required if the –install-
values parameter is specified.
If the --bmc-password <password> is omitted and the --install-values option is specified the system
administrator will be prompted to enter it, following the dcmanager subcloud add command. This option is
ignored if the –install-values option is not specified. The password is masked when it is entered.

Enter the bmc password for the subcloud:

You will be prompted for the BMC password of the subcloud. This command will take five to ten minutes to
complete.
The dcmanager subcloud add command can take up to ten minutes to complete.
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f. At the Central Cloud / System Controller, monitor the progress of the subcloud install, bootstrapping, and
deployment by using the deploy status field of the dcmanager subcloud list command.

dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
| id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | online       | installing    | unknown |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

The deploy status field has the following values:

Pre-Install

This status indicates that the ISO for the subcloud is being updated by the Central Cloud with the boot menu
parameters, and kickstart configuration as specified in the install-values.yaml file.

Installing

This status indicates that the subcloud’s ISO is being installed from the Central Cloud to the subcloud using the Redfish
Virtual Media service on the subcloud’s BMC.

Bootstrapping

This status indicates that the Ansible bootstrap of software on the subcloud’s controller-0 is in progress.

Deploying

This status indicates that the install, configure and unlock of the remaining subcloud’s nodes (for example, controller-1,
storage- *, compute-*) is in progress.

Complete

This status indicates that subcloud deployment is complete.

The subcloud install, bootstrapping and deployment can take up to 30 minutes.

Caution

If there is an installation failure, or a failure during bootstrapping, you must delete the subcloud before re-adding it,
using the dcmanager subcloud add command. For more information on deleting, managing or unmanaging a subcloud,
see Managing Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37.

If there is a deployment failure, do not delete the subcloud, use the subcloud reconfig command, to reconfigure the
subcloud. For more information, see Managing Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37.

g. You can also monitor detailed logging of the subcloud installation, bootstrapping and deployment by monitoring
the following log files on the active controller in the Central Cloud.

/var/log/dcmanager/<subcloud_name>_install_<date_stamp>.log
/var/log/dcmanager/<subcloud_name>_bootstrap_<date_stamp>.log
/var/log/dcmanager/<subcloud_name>_deploy_<date_stamp>.lo
For example:

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/subcloud1_install_2019-09-23-19-19-42.l
og
TASK [wait_for] ****************************************************************
ok: [subcloud1]

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/subcloud1_bootstrap_2019-09-23-19-03-44
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.log
k8s.gcr.io: {password: secret, url: null}
quay.io: {password: secret, url: null}
)

TASK [bootstrap/bringup-essential-services : Mark the bootstrap as completed] ***
changed: [subcloud1]

PLAY RECAP *********************************************************************
subcloud1                  : ok=230  changed=137  unreachable=0    failed=0
controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/subcloud1_deploy_2019-09-23-19-19-42.lo
g
TASK [wait_for] ****************************************************************
ok: [subcloud1]

TASK [Apply Deployment Configuration File] *************************************
changed: [subcloud1]

PLAY RECAP *********************************************************************
subcloud1                  : ok=7    changed=5    unreachable=0    failed=0

h. (Optional) For security reasons, copy the updated deployment-config.yaml file off-box and delete it from
the system.

4. At the Central Cloud / System Controller, monitor the progress of the subcloud install, bootstrapping, and
deployment by using the deploy status field of the dcmanager subcloud list command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
| id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | online       | installing    | unknown |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

The deploy status field has the following values:

Pre-Install

This status indicates that the ISO for the subcloud is being updated by the Central Cloud with the boot menu parameters,
and kickstart configuration as specified in the install-values.yaml file.

Installing

This status indicates that the subcloud’s ISO is being installed from the Central Cloud to the subcloud using the Redfish
Virtual Media service on the subcloud’s BMC.

Bootstrapping

This status indicates that the Ansible bootstrap of Wind River Cloud Platform software on the subcloud’s controller-0 is in
progress.

Complete

This status indicates that subcloud deployment is complete.

The subcloud install, bootstrapping and deployment can take up to 30 minutes.

Caution
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If there is an installation failure, or a failure during bootstrapping, you must delete the subcloud before re-adding it, using
the dcmanager subcloud add command. For more information on deleting, managing or unmanaging a subcloud, see
Managing Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37.

If there is a deployment failure, do not delete the subcloud, use the subcloud reconfig command, to reconfigure the
subcloud. For more information, see Managing Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37.

5. You can also monitor detailed logging of the subcloud installation, bootstrapping and deployment by monitoring the
following log files on the active controller in the Central Cloud.
/var/log/dcmanager/ansible/<subcloud_name>_install.log
/var/log/dcmanager/ansible/<subcloud_name>_bootstrap.log
For example:

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/ansible/subcloud1_install.log
TASK [wait_for] ****************************************************************
ok: [subcloud1]

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/ansible/subcloud1_bootstrap.log
k8s.gcr.io: {password: secret, url: null}
quay.io: {password: secret, url: null}
)

TASK [bootstrap/bringup-essential-services : Mark the bootstrap as completed] ***
changed: [subcloud1]

PLAY RECAP *********************************************************************
subcloud1                  : ok=230  changed=137  unreachable=0    failed=0

Postrequisites

• Provision the newly installed and bootstrapped subcloud. For detailed Cloud Platform deployment procedures for the desired•
deployment configuration of the subcloud, see the post-bootstrap steps of Cloud Platform Installation.

• Check and update docker registry credentials on the subcloud:•

REGISTRY="docker-registry"
SECRET_UUID='system service-parameter-list | fgrep
$REGISTRY | fgrep auth-secret | awk '{print $10}''
SECRET_REF='openstack secret list | fgrep $
{SECRET_UUID} | awk '{print $2}''
openstack secret get ${SECRET_REF} --payload -f value

The secret payload should be, “username: sysinv password:<password>”. If the secret payload is, “username: admin
password:<password>”, see, Updating Docker Registry Credentials on a Subcloud on page 43 for more information.

• For more information on bootstrapping and deploying, see the procedure Install a subcloud, step 4.•

4. Install a Subcloud Without Redfish Platform Management Service

For subclouds with servers that do not support Redfish Virtual Media Service, the ISO is installed locally at the subcloud. You can use
the Central Cloud’s CLI to bootstrap subclouds from the Central Cloud.

About this task

After physically installing the hardware and network connectivity of a subcloud, the subcloud installation process has two phases:
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• Installing the ISO on controller-0; this is done locally at the subcloud by using either, a bootable USB device, or a local PXE boot•
server

• Executing the dcmanager subcloud add command in the Central Cloud that uses Ansible to bootstrap Wind River Cloud•
Platform on controller-0 in the subcloud

Note
After a successful remote installation of a subcloud in a Distributed Cloud system, a subsequent remote reinstallation fails
because of an existing ssh key entry in the /root/.ssh/known_hosts on the System Controller. In this case, delete the host
key entry, if present, from /root/.ssh/known_hosts on the System Controller before doing reinstallations.

Prerequisites

• If the Distributed Cloud system is deployed using Cloud Platform Deployment Manager, ensure all nodes in the cluster have•
reconciled. Run the following command on the SystemController to verify:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get hosts -n deployment

Warning

Do not proceed to add the subcloud if the RECONCILED status of any host is FALSE.

• You must have the Deployment Manager Helm Chart and Playbook from Wind River Product Delivery Platform copied to•
controller-0 on the Central Cloud at:

- /home/sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz-

- /home/sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml-

• You must have downloaded update-iso.sh from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.•

• In order to be able to deploy subclouds from either controller, all local files that are referenced in the bootstrap.yml file must•
exist on both controllers (for example, /home/sysadmin/docker-registry-ca-cert.pem).

Procedure

1. At the subcloud location, physically install the servers and network connectivity required for the subcloud.

Note
The servers require connectivity to a gateway router that provides IP routing between the subcloud management
subnet and the System Controller management subnet, and between the subcloud OAM subnet and the System
Controller subnet.

See Cloud Platform Installation: Prepare Servers for Installation for more information.

2. Update the ISO image to modify installation boot parameters (if required), automatically select boot menu options
and add a kickstart file to automatically perform configurations such as configuring the initial IP Interface for
bootstrapping.
For subclouds, the initial IP Interface should be the planned OAM IP Interface for the subcloud.
Use the update-iso.sh script from Wind River Product Delivery Platform. The script is used as follows:

update-iso.sh -i <input bootimage.iso> -o <output bootimage.iso>
                [ -a <ks-addon.cfg> ] [ -p param=value ]
                [ -d <default menu option> ] [ -t <menu timeout> ]
     -i <file>: Specify input ISO file
     -o <file>: Specify output ISO file
     -a <file>: Specify ks-addon.cfg file

     -p <p=v>:  Specify boot parameter
                Examples:
                -p rootfs_device=nvme0n1
                -p boot_device=nvme0n1
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                -p rootfs_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0
                -p boot_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0

     -d <default menu option>:
                Specify default boot menu option:
                0 - Standard Controller, Serial Console
                1 - Standard Controller, Graphical Console
                2 - AIO, Serial Console
                3 - AIO, Graphical Console
                4 - AIO Low-latency, Serial Console
                5 - AIO Low-latency, Graphical Console
                NULL - Clear default selection
     -t <menu timeout>:
                Specify boot menu timeout, in seconds

The following example ks-addon.cfg, used with the -a option, sets up an initial IP interface at boot time by defining a
VLAN on an Ethernet interface and has it use DHCP to request an IP address:

#### start ks-addon.cfg
OAM_DEV=enp0s3
OAM_VLAN=1234

cat << EOF > /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-$OAM_DEV
DEVICE=$OAM_DEV
BOOTPROTO=none
ONBOOT=yes
LINKDELAY=20
EOF

cat << EOF > /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-$OAM_DEV.$OAM_VLAN
DEVICE=$OAM_DEV.$OAM_VLAN
BOOTPROTO=dhcp
ONBOOT=yes
VLAN=yes
LINKDELAY=20
EOF
#### end ks-addon.cfg

After updating the ISO image, create a bootable USB with the ISO or put the ISO on a PXEBOOT server.

3. At the subcloud location, install the Cloud Platform software from a USB device or a PXE Boot Server on the server
designated as controller-0.
See Cloud Platform Installation: Prepare Servers for Installation for more information.

4. At the subcloud location, verify that the OAM interface on the subcloud controller has been properly configured by
the kickstart file added to the ISO.

5. Log in to the subcloud’s controller-0 and ping the Central Cloud’s floating OAM IP Address.

6. At the System Controller, create a /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-bootstrap-values.yaml overrides file for the
subcloud.
For example:

system_mode: simplex
name: "subcloud1"

description: "test"
location: "loc"
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management_subnet: 192.168.101.0/24
management_start_address: 192.168.101.2
management_end_address: 192.168.101.50
management_gateway_address: 192.168.101.1

external_oam_subnet: 10.10.10.0/24
external_oam_gateway_address: 10.10.10.1
external_oam_floating_address: 10.10.10.12

systemcontroller_gateway_address: 192.168.204.101

docker_registries:
  k8s.gcr.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/k8s.gcr.io
  gcr.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/gcr.io
  ghcr.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/ghcr.io
  quay.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/quay.io
  docker.io:
    url: registry.central:9001/docker.io
  docker.elastic.co:
    url: registry.central:9001/docker.elastic.co
  defaults:
    username: sysinv
    password: <sysinv_password>
    type: docker

Where <sysinv_password> can be found by running the following command as ‘sysadmin’ on the Central Cloud:

$ keyring get sysinv services

This configuration uses the local registry on your central cloud. If you prefer to use the default external registries,
make the following substitutions for the docker_registries and additional_local_registry_images sections of the file.

docker_registries:
  defaults:
   username: <your_wrs-aws.io_username>
   password: <your_wrs-aws.io_password>

Note
If you have a reason not to use the Central Cloud’s local registry you can pull the images from another local private
docker registry.

7. You can use the Central Cloud’s local registry to pull images on subclouds. The Central Cloud’s local registry’s HTTPS
certificate must have the Central Cloud’s OAM IP, registry.local and registry.central in the certificate’s SAN list. For
example, a valid certificate contains a SAN list “DNS.1: registry.local DNS.2: registry.central IP.1: <floating
management> IP.2: <floating OAM>”.
If required, run the following command on the Central Cloud prior to bootstrapping the subcloud to install the new
certificate for the Central Cloud with the updated SAN list:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install -m docker_registry path_to_cert

8. At the System Controller, prepare the files.
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Note
If the deployment-config.yaml file has been moved off-box for security reasons, upload the file back to the system
to be updated.

a. Prepare the Deployment Manager configuration file containing the resource definitions describing your desired
configuration for this subcloud, for example, /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-deploy-standard.yaml.

The deployed state you want the subcloud provisioned to must be described in a yaml file. For more information
on the correct syntax and contents of this file, and for examples that can be used as starting points for various
deployment scenarios, see : Deployment Manager Examples. Alternatively, see The Deploy Tool for instructions
on how to generate this file from an existing deployment as a starting point.

b. Prepare the Helm chart overrides file.
The contents of this file are the same for all subclouds.

cat <<EOF > /home/sysadmin/dm-helm-overrides.yaml
manager:
  image:
    repository: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager
    tag: <dm_version>
    pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
rbacProxy:
  image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:v0.4.0
EOF

Where <dm_version> is a tag appropriate to the version of Cloud Platform that you are using. For example,
tag: WRCP_21.05.

c. Upload the files using the dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload command.
This step only needs to be completed once, during the installation of the first subcloud.
The syntax of the command is:

dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload \
--deploy-playbook <full_path_of_Deployment_Manager_Playbook> \
--deploy-chart <full_path_of_Deployment_Manager_Helm_Chart> \
--deploy-overrides <full_path_of_Deployment_Manager_Helm_Chart_Overrides_File>

For example:

dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload --deploy-playbook /home/ sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform
-deployment-manager.yaml --deploy-chart /home/sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-
manager-<version>.tgz --deploy-overrides /home/sysadmin/dm-helm-overrides.yaml

d. List the files to confirm that they uploaded successfully.

dcmanager subcloud-deploy show
+------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+
| Field            | Value                                                      |
+------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+
| deploy_playbook  | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml          |
| deploy_overrides | dm-helm-overrides.yaml                                     |
| deploy_chart     | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-2.0.5-2.tgz   |
+------------------+------------------------------------------------------------+

You may see a wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager tarball version number different from the one
shown.
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9. Add the subcloud using dcmanager.
When calling the subcloud add command, specify the bootstrap values, the playbook and values files, and the
subcloud’s sysadmin password.
For example:

dcmanager subcloud add --bootstrap-address <oam ip address of subcloud's controller-0> \
--bootstrap-values /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-bootstrap-values.yaml \
--deploy-config /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-deployment-config.yaml \
--sysadmin-password <sysadmin_password>

--deploy-config must reference the deployment configuration file mentioned above as a prerequisite to this
procedure.
You will be prompted for the Linux password of the subcloud. This command will take five to ten minutes to
complete.

10. At the Central Cloud / System Controller, monitor the progress of the subcloud bootstrapping and deployment by
using the deploy status field of the dcmanager subcloud list command.

dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
| id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | online       | complete      | unknown |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

The deploy status field has the following values:

Bootstrapping

This status indicates that the Ansible bootstrap of software on the subcloud’s controller-0 is in progress.

Deploying

This status indicates that the install, configure and unlock of the remaining subcloud’s nodes (for example, controller-1,
storage- *, compute-*) is in progress.

Complete

This status indicates that subcloud deployment is complete.

The subcloud bootstrapping and deployment can take up to 30 minutes.

Caution

If there is a failure during bootstrapping, you must delete the subcloud before re-adding it, using the dcmanager subcloud
add command. For more information on deleting, managing or unmanaging a subcloud, see Managing Subclouds Using the
CLI on page 37.

If there is a deployment failure, do not delete the subcloud, use the subcloud reconfig command, to reconfigure the
subcloud. For more information on reconfiguring, managing or unmanaging a subcloud, see Managing Subclouds Using the
CLI on page 37.

11. You can also monitor detailed logging of the subcloud bootstrapping and deployment by monitoring the following
log files on the active controller in the Central Cloud.
/var/log/dcmanager/<subcloud_name>_bootstrap_<date_stamp>.log
/var/log/dcmanager/<subcloud_name>_deploy_<date_stamp>.log
For example:
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controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/subcloud1_bootstrap_2019-09-23-19-03-44.lo
g
k8s.gcr.io: {password: secret, url: null}
quay.io: {password: secret, url: null}
)

TASK [bootstrap/bringup-essential-services : Mark the bootstrap as completed] ***
changed: [subcloud1]

PLAY RECAP *********************************************************************
subcloud1                  : ok=230  changed=137  unreachable=0    failed=0

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/subcloud1_deploy_2019-09-23-19-19-42.log
TASK [wait_for] ****************************************************************
ok: [subcloud1]

TASK [Apply Deployment Configuration File] *************************************
changed: [subcloud1]

PLAY RECAP *********************************************************************
subcloud1                  : ok=7    changed=5    unreachable=0    failed=0

12. (Optional) For security reasons, copy the updated deployment-config.yaml file off-box and delete it from the
system.

9. At the Central Cloud / System Controller, monitor the progress of the subcloud bootstrapping and deployment by
using the deploy status field of the dcmanager subcloud list command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
| id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | online       | complete      | unknown |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

The deploy status field has the following values:

Bootstrapping

This status indicates that the Ansible bootstrap of Wind River Cloud Platform Platform software on the subcloud’s
controller-0 is in progress.

Complete

This status indicates that subcloud deployment is complete.

The subcloud bootstrapping and deployment can take up to 30 minutes.

Caution

If there is a failure during bootstrapping, you must delete the subcloud before re-adding it, using the dcmanager subcloud
add command. For more information on deleting, managing or unmanaging a subcloud, see Managing Subclouds Using the
CLI on page 37.
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10. You can also monitor detailed logging of the subcloud bootstrapping and deployment by monitoring the following
log files on the active controller in the Central Cloud.
/var/log/dcmanager/ansible/<subcloud\_name>\_bootstrap.log
For example:

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# tail /var/log/dcmanager/ansible/subcloud1_bootstrap.log
k8s.gcr.io: {password: secret, url: null}
quay.io: {password: secret, url: null}
)

TASK [bootstrap/bringup-essential-services : Mark the bootstrap as completed] ***
changed: [subcloud1]

PLAY RECAP *********************************************************************
subcloud1                  : ok=230  changed=137  unreachable=0    failed=0

Postrequisites

• Provision the newly installed and bootstrapped subcloud. For detailed Cloud Platform deployment procedures for the desired•
deployment configuration of the subcloud, see the post-bootstrap steps of the Installation guide.

• Check and update docker registry credentials on the subcloud:•

REGISTRY="docker-registry"
SECRET_UUID='system service-parameter-list | fgrep
$REGISTRY | fgrep auth-secret | awk '{print $10}''
SECRET_REF='openstack secret list | fgrep $
{SECRET_UUID} | awk '{print $2}''
openstack secret get ${SECRET_REF} --payload -f value

The secret payload should be username: sysinv password:<password>. If the secret payload is username: admin
password:<password>, see, Updating Docker Registry Credentials on a Subcloud on page 43 for more information.

• For more information on bootstrapping and deploying, see the procedure Install a subcloud, step 4.•

5. Reinstall a Subcloud with Redfish Platform Management Service

For subclouds with servers that support Redfish Virtual Media Service (version 1.2 or higher), you can use the Central cloud’s CLI to
reinstall the ISO and bootstrap subclouds from the Central cloud.

Caution

All application and data on the subcloud will be lost after reinstallation.

Any records of FPGA device image updates on the subcloud will be lost. You will need to reapply the FPGA device image
update orchestration procedure. For more information, see Device Image Update Orchestration on page 83.

About this task

The subcloud reinstallation has these phases:

Executing the dcmanager subcloud reinstall command in the Central Cloud:

• Uses Redfish Virtual Media Service to remote install the ISO on controller-0 in the subcloud.•
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• Uses Ansible to bootstrap Cloud Platform on controller-0.•

• If the deploy configurations are provided, deploy the subcloud.•

Prerequisites

• The install values are required for subcloud reinstallation. By default, install values are stored in database after a subcloud•
installation or upgrade, and the reinstallation will re-use these values. You can use the following CLI command in the Central
cloud to update them if necessary:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update subcloud1 --install-values\ install-values.yml -
-bmc-password <password>

For more information on install-values.yml file, see Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on
page 9.

You can only reinstall the same software version with the Central cloud on the subcloud. If the software version of the subcloud
is not same as the System Controller, the reinstall command will update the software version of the subcloud and install the
correct version afterwards.

• Check the subcloud’s availability in the Central cloud.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list

 +----+----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
 | id | name     | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
 +----+----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
 | 1  | subcloud1| unmanaged  | offline      | complete      | unknown |
 +----+----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

As the reinstall will cause data and application loss, it is not necessary and not recommended to reinstall a healthy subcloud.
Reinstallation request of a managed or online subcloud will therefore be rejected.

Procedure

1. Create the subcloud bootstrap-values.yml file if it is not available already. This file contains the configuration
parameters used to bootstrap the controller-0 of the subcloud that differ from the default bootstrap values.
For more information on bootstrap-values.yml file, see Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management
Service on page 9.

a. (Optional) Create the deploy-config.yml if it does not exist, to use the content to pass into dcmanager subcloud
reinstall command, using the --deploy-config option. With this option, the Deployment Manager will deploy
the subcloud post bootstrap.

2. Execute the reinstall CLI.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud reinstall subcloud1 --bootstrap-values /home/sysadmin/su
bcloud1-bootstrap-values.yml –sysadmin-password <sysadmin_password>

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud reinstall subcloud1 --bootstrap-values /home/sysadmin/su
bcloud1-bootstrap-values.yaml –sysadmin-password <sysadmin_password> --deploy-config /home/sysa
dmin/subcloud1-deploy-config.yaml

3. Confirm the reinstall of the subcloud.
You are prompted to enter reinstall to confirm the reinstallation.

Warning
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This will reinstall the subcloud. All applications and data on the subcloud will be lost.

Any records of FPGA device image updates on the subcloud will be lost. You will need to reapply the FPGA device image update
orchestration procedure. For more information, see Device Image Update Orchestration on page 83.

Please type reinstall to confirm: reinstall

Any other input will abort the reinstallation.

4. In the Central cloud, monitor the progress of the subcloud installation and bootstrapping by viewing the deploy
status field of the dcmanager subcloud list command.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list

 +----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
 | id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
 +----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
 | 1  | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | offline      | installing    | unknown |
 +----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

For more information on the deploy status filed, see Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service
on page 9.
You can also monitor detailed logging of the subcloud installation and bootstrapping by monitoring the following log
file on the active controller in the Central cloud:

• /var/log/dcmanager/ansible/subcloud1_playbook_output.log

5. After the subcloud is successfully reinstalled and bootstrapped, run the subcloud reconfig command to complete the
process. The subcloud availability status will change from offline to online when the reconfiguration is complete. For
more information, see Manage Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37.

If the deploy config values are offered in the dcmanager subcloud reinstall command, the subcloud deployment will be finished
automatically. Otherwise, after the subcloud is successfully reinstalled and bootstrapped, an extra step is expected to reconfigure the
subcloud using the subcloud reconfig command. For more information, see Manage Subclouds Using the CLI on page 37.

Important

Limitation: When you perform a touchless subcloud install with Redfish using the dcmanager subcloud add command for all servers
with iDRAC 9 firmware installed, the subcloud install fails due to an ISO image insertion mount failure over an IPv6 network
Distributed Cloud system.

Workaround: For all Dell servers with iDRAC 9 firmware installed with version 5.10.00.00 or below, System administrators must
perform the following steps:

Procedure

1. Log in to the iDRAC 9 web interface and select, Configuration > Virtual Console from the drop-down menu.

2. Select HTML5 (or any other option except eHTML5) from the Plug-in Type drop-down menu.

3. Click Apply to apply the change.

6. Subcloud Deployment with Local Installation

About this task
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Subcloud install is enhanced to support a local install option for Redfish supported servers that are ‘Prestaged’ with a valid Install
Bundle. A prestaging ISO can be built and downloaded outside of the maintenance window, i.e. to reduce the subcloud install time
required during the maintenance window.

Prestaging can be done manually or it can be automated by building a self-installing Prestaging ISO image using gen-prestaged-
iso.sh.

The gen-prestaged-iso.sh accepts parameters that include Install Bundle components and produces a ‘Prestaging ISO’.

Procedure

1. Build the prestaging ISO image. See section Local Install Bundle on page 27.

2. Save the prestaging ISO image to the subcloud’s bootable device.

3. Reset the server and select either serial or graphical installation for the device. The prestaging ISO will be installed on
the server, and will ‘Prestage’ the the pre-packaged Install Bundle.

4. Run the dcmanger subcloud add command against a Prestaged subcloud. The add operation creates and injects a
small boot loader ISO into the subcloud’s BMC’s Redfish Virtual Media device and powers on the server.

Note
Refer to Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9 for more details on dcmanager.

This small bootloader, Miniboot, has been enhanced to detect and validate a Prestaged Install Bundle.

If the Install Bundle checks out then Miniboot will proceed to install the subcloud’s first system controller with the
locally found Install Bundle.
If there is no prestaging or the prestaged Install Bundle validity checks fail, then Miniboot proceeds to install the
subcloud using the existing Remote Install.

Local Install Bundle

The ‘Local Install Bundle’ consists of the following files stored in the /opt/platform-backup/<sw_version> release directory on
the subcloud server.

Install Image: (only one permitted)

bootimage.iso - the image to install locally on the subcloud.
bootimage.md5 - a text file containing output of the following command
                'md5sum bootimage.iso',
                e.g.
                fcaacda02ae4fdf1ead71850321ca89e  bootimage.iso

Container_image sets:

container-image1.tar.gz ... a set of container images. 2.5G max file size
container-image2.tar.gz ... another set of container images. 2.5G max file size
container-images.tar.gz.md5 ... text file containing the output of the following command
                              'md5sum container-image1.tar.gz container-image2.tar.gz'
                              e.g.
                              cb1b51f019c612178f14df6f03131a18  container-image1.tar.gz
                              db6c0ded6eb7bc2807edf8c345d4fe97  container-image2.tar.gz
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Creating the Prestaged ISO with gen-prestaged-iso.sh

You can prepare and manually prestage the Install Bundle or use the gen-prestaged-iso.sh tool to create a self-installing
prestaging ISO image.

gen-prestaged-iso.sh converts a traditional Cloud Platform Installation ISO into a Prestaged Subcloud Installation ISO
(Prestaged ISO). It also accepts archives of pre-downloaded Docker images to further reduce the need to transfer large quantities of
software over the network.

Prestaging will set up a disk partition with all the needed software in a pre-downloaded state, such that a Cloud Platform subcloud
can be installed without the need to transfer gigabytes of data over the network.

The gen-prestaged-iso.sh bash shell script is run on a customer build system with Linux installed (e.g. RedHat, CentOS or
Ubuntu).

This customer build system requires stx-iso-utils.sh for many utility functions. You will find it in the same software distribution
location as gen-prestaged-iso.sh.

Prerequisites

• The following tools need to be installed and available in your PATH on the customer build machine.•

- awk-

- cp-

- find-

- grep-

- md5sum-

- mktemp-

- rm-

- rmdir-

- rsync-

- sed-

- tar-

- which-

- losetup-

- mount-

- mountpoint-

- umount-

- mkisofs-

- isohybrid-

- implantisomd5-

- rpm2cpio-

- cpio-

• These additional tools are required if you choose to run gen-prestaged-iso.sh as a user other than root.•

- guestmount-

- guestunmount-

- udisksctl-

• For RedHat/CentOS, run the following command on the customer build machine to install dependencies:•
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$ sudo yum install coreutils cpio findutils gawk genisoimage grep \
         isomd5sum libguestfs-tools-c rpm rsync sed syslinux \
         tar udisks2 util-linux which

• On Ubuntu, run the following command on the customer build machine to install dependencies:•

$ sudo apt-get install coreutils cpio debianutils findutils gawk genisoimage \
             grep initscripts isomd5sum libguestfs-tools mount \
             rpm2cpio rsync sed syslinux tar udisks2

• You will also need approximately 30 GB of disk space on the customer build machine.•

Procedure

1. (Mandatory) Obtain a Cloud Platform installation ISO.

2. Obtain any other patches applicable to your ISO.

3. (Optional) Obtain archived Docker images.
Cloud Platform uses a large number of Docker images. You can embed Docker images within your Prestaged ISO.
You can choose the number of Docker images that are required to be embedded. The more images are embedded in
the Prestaged ISO, the fewer will need to be downloaded when installing Cloud Platform.
For Cloud Platform: http://windshare.windriver.com
Use docker pull to download all all the selected images, instead of downloading it every time a subcloud is installed.
Finally, archive all your Docker images using docker save. The archives should be in tar.gz format.

It is recommended that you use a single docker save command to archive multiple images at a time. The total size of
all images per archive should not exceed 8G which will yield an archive file under 2.5G in compressed format.
Docker images are built in layers, and often share common base layers. A multi-image archive avoids duplication,
reducing the size of your archive and ISO.
However, your archives must be less than 4GB in size to be included within the ISO. Approximately 3 or 4 archives are
required for all the images.

Example

The following example has the commands required for a Prestaging ISO containing a valid Install Bundle.

gen-prestaged-iso.sh \
--input /path/to/the/bootimage.iso \
--images /path/to/a/container/image/set/container-image1.tar.gz \
--images /path/to/another/container/image/set/container-image2.tar.gz \
--param boot_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:c3:00.0-nvme-1 \
--param rootfs_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:c3:00.0-nvme-1 \
--output /path/to/the/prestaged.iso
--timeout -1

This tool contains options that allows you to customize prestaging content and images for a specific subcloud’s hardware
configuration.

Use the --input parameter to specify the path/filename to the ISO image to be installed on the subcloud.

Use the --images option to specify the path/filename to a container image to be installed on the subcloud.

Use the --param option to specify the rootfs device and boot device to install the prestaging image. The tool defaults to /dev/sda
directory. Use this option to override the default storage device the prestaging image is to be installed.

Use the --output directive to specify the path/filename of the created ‘Prestaging ISO’ image.
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*_Detailed Tool Help:_*
{code:java}
 gen-prestaged-iso.sh --help
Usage:
   gen-prestaged-iso.sh --input <input bootimage.iso>
                        --output <output bootimage.iso>
                      [ --images <images.tar.gz> ]
                      [ --patch <patch-name.patch> ]
                      [ --kickstart-patch <kickstart-enabler.patch> ]
                      [ --addon <ks-addon.cfg> ]
                      [ --param <param>=<value> ]
                      [ --default-boot <default menu option> ]
                      [ --timeout <menu timeout> ]

        --input  <file>: Specify input ISO file
        --output <file>: Specify output ISO file

        --images <images.tar.gz>:
                      Specify a collection of docker images in 'docker save'
                      format.  This option can be specified more than once,
                      or a comma separated list can be used.
                      It is recommended to include all images listed in
                      wind-river-cloud-platform-container-images-list.
                      Multiple images can be captured in a single archive.
                      No single archive may exceed 4 GB.

        --patch <patch-name.patch>:
                      Specify WRCP software patch file(s).
                      Can be specified more than once,
                      or provide a comma separated list.

        --kickstart-patch <kickstart-enabler.patch>:
                      A patch to replace the prestaged installer kickstart.
                      Not to be included in the runtime patches.

        --addon  <file>: Specify ks-addon.cfg file.

        --param  <p=v>:  Specify boot parameter(s).
                         Can be specified more than once, or provide a comma separated list.
                         Examples:
                         --param rootfs_device=nvme0n1,boot_device=nvme0n1

                         --param rootfs_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0
                         --param boot_device=/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:00:0d.0-ata-1.0

        --default-boot <default menu option>:
                         Specify default boot menu option:
                         0 - Serial Console
                         1 - Graphical Console (default)
        --timeout <menu timeout>:
                         Specify boot menu timeout, in seconds.  (default 30)
                         A value of -1 will wait forever.

Prestage the subcloud

Prerequisites
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This feature is only supported for subcloud servers that support Redfish Virtual Media.

Procedure

Perform the following steps to prestage the subcloud with the generated Prestaging ISO.

1. Save the ISO image to a bootable device on the subcloud, so that the subcloud boots from the device.

2. The default is an Auto Graphical Install after 30 seconds.
You can modify the auto install method by specifying timeout <secs and/or --default-boot 0 for serial install.

You can disable auto install by specifying --timeout of -1 to manually start the install.

3. The Prestaging Install
The Prestaging image install automatically Prestages the subcloud with the Install Bundle contents based on the gen-
prestaged-iso.sh command.
A new post_prestaging.cfg kickstart implements the prestaging function. It is added to a new controller packaging
group to create prestaged_installer_ks.cfg kickstart bundle. The packaging group is sized to decrease
installation time.
The current version of the Prestaging ISO does not support network login but Graphical or Serial console login only.
You can verify if the Prestaged Install Bundle is present after the Prestaging Install is complete by logging in as
sysadmin/sysadmin and listing the contents of the /opt/platform-backup/<sw_release> directory.

Example

controller-0:~# ls -lrt /opt/platform-backup/<sw_release>/
total 7082736
-rw-r--r--. 1 root 751 2338324480 Nov  4 23:52 bootimage.iso
-rw-r--r--. 1 root 751         48 Nov  4 23:52 bootimage.md5
-rw-r--r--. 1 root 751 2489551974 Nov  4 23:52 container-image1.tar.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root 751 2424822040 Nov  4 23:52 container-image2.tar.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root 751        116 Nov  4 23:52 container-image.tar.gz.md5

4. Prestaging Algorithm
The prestaging kickstart implements the following algorithm:

• Verifies installation repo contains Prestaging Install Bundle

• Creates the Platform Backup partition on the rootfs device if it does not already exist.

• Mounts the Platform Backup partition.

• Creates the /opt/platform-backup/<sw_release> directory if it does not exist.

• Wipes the /opt/platform-backup/<sw_release> directory if it exists.

• Copies the Install Bundle from the installer repo to the subcloud’s Prestaging directory.

• Verifies the integrity of the Install Bundle on the subcloud.

- Runs md5sum --check against all files with the .md5 extension.

- Any md5sum --check failure results in a Prestaging Failure

Note
Failure to create/mount the Platform Backup Prestaging partition or validate the ISO image or any of the container
image sets will result in a Prestaging Installation Failure at the Anaconda Installer level.

Note
Use the wipedisk utility to wipe the bootloader and rootfs disk partitions. The --include-backup option will also
wipe the “platform-backup” partition.
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Subcloud Install

With a successful subcloud prestage completed, the subcloud is ready to be added and installed from the System Controller. See
Install a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9.

1. Subcloud Miniboot Installer

The Subcloud Local Install feature introduces a new kickstart post_miniboot_controller.cfg in a new controller
group’s miniboot_controller_ks.cfg kickstart bundle. This new kickstart bundle is passed to Miniboot on the
subcloud during the subcloud install.
If there is a valid Prestaged Install Bundle then Miniboot will use it to perform a Local Install.

If there is no valid Prestaged Install Bundle then Miniboot will default to the already supported Remote Install.

2. Miniboot Algorithm

Miniboot install algorithm is as follows:

• Mounts the Platform Backup partition.

• Navigates to the specified sw_version directory.

• Searches for a Prestaged Install Bundle.

• Verifies the integrity of the Prestaged Install Bundle.

- Runs md5sum --check against all files with the .md5 extension.

• If Install Bundle is present and valid then perform a Local Install.

• If Install Bundle is missing or invalid perform a Remote Install.

Local Install Log

After install, login as sysadmin/sysadmin and remove the prestaging logs.

Example of a successful Local install log stream

localhost:~$ sudo cat /var/log/anaconda/ks*.log | grep Prestaging | sort

2021-11-05 19:45:56.422 - Prestaging post: applying label to backup partition
2021-11-05 19:45:57.556 - Prestaging post: cmdLine: rootwait inst.text inst.gpt boot_device=/dev/s
da rootfs_device=/dev/sda biosdevname=0 usbcore.autosuspend=-1 security_profile=standard user_name
space.enable=1 inst.stage2=hd:LABEL=oe_prestaged_iso_boot inst.ks=hd:LABEL=oe_prestaged_iso_boot:/
prestaged_installer_ks.cfg console=ttyS0,115200 serial initrd=initrd.img BOOT_IMAGE=vmlinuz

2021-11-05 19:45:57.557 - Prestaging post: install source : /run/install/repo
2021-11-05 19:45:57.558 - Prestaging post: SW_VERSION           : nn.nn
2021-11-05 19:45:57.559 - Prestaging post: IMAGE_MOUNT          : /run/install/repo
2021-11-05 19:45:57.560 - Prestaging post: PRESTAGING_REPO_DIR  : /run/install/repo/opt/platform-b
ackup
2021-11-05 19:45:57.561 - Prestaging post: PRESTAGING_LOCAL_DIR : /mnt/platform-backup
2021-11-05 19:45:57.565 - Prestaging post: mounting /mnt/platform-backup
2021-11-05 19:45:59.598 - Prestaging post: copy prestaging files
2021-11-05 19:46:37.820 - Prestaging post: prestaging files copy done
2021-11-05 19:46:37.821 - Prestaging post: prestaged file : bootimage.iso
2021-11-05 19:46:37.822 - Prestaging post: prestaged file : bootimage.md5
2021-11-05 19:46:41.800 - Prestaging post: bootimage check passed
2021-11-05 19:46:41.801 - Prestaging post: prestaged file : container-image.tar.gz.md5
2021-11-05 19:46:49.876 - Prestaging post: container-image.tar.gz check passed
2021-11-05 19:46:49.878 - Prestaging post: prestaged file : container-image1.tar.gz
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2021-11-05 19:46:49.879 - Prestaging post: prestaged file : container-image2.tar.gz
2021-11-05 19:46:49.880 - Prestaging post: prestaging integrity checks passed
2021-11-05 19:46:49.881 - Prestaging post: prestaging complete

Debug options

When a failure occurs an installation failure message is printed to stdio.

There are 2 categories of failure:

• Installation Failure•

• Prestaging Failure•

When the Anaconda installer is running you will see the reverse video banner at the bottom of the screen:

[anaconda] 1:main- 2:shell* 3:log  4:storage-log  5:> Switch: Alt+Tab or Ctrl-o

First Ctrl-o gets you into Linux console shell as Anaconda root.

Subsequent Ctrl-o toggles through each of 4 additional less helpful views.

Log files are in /tmp. It is recommended to look at the program.log for a failure reason log.

If there are Prestaging logs they will also be in /tmp/program.log or be in one of the individual randomly named kickstart logs.

cat /tmp/ks*.log | grep Prestaging | sort

Anaconda reports “Installation Failed” – Reason: Specified boot device is invalid

Look for ‘device is invalid’ logs on the console, in the /tmp/program.log or in the individual kickstart logs (/tmp/ks*.log).

Example from the console:

There was an error running the kickstart script at line 611. This is a fatal error and installatio
n will be aborted.  The details of this error are:

2021-11-05 23:03:44.105 - Found rootfs /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:c3:00.0-nvme-1 on: ->.

2021-11-05 23:03:44.119 - Found boot /dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:c3:00.0-nvme-1 on: ->.

Installation failed.

ERROR: Specified installation (/dev/disk/by-path/pci-0000:c3:00.0-nvme-1) or boot (/dev/disk/by-pa
th/pci-0000:c3:00.0-nvme-1) device is invalid.

Prestaging Failure: Server Install Device Too Small

Look for ‘No space left on device’ logs on the console, in the /tmp/program.log or in the individual kickstart logs (/tmp/
ks*.log).

Debugging a Rejected Local Install

The followimg command is to query Local Install logs:
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$ sudo cat /var/log/anaconda/ks* | grep Miniboot | sort

Example of a typically successful Local Install log stream

2021-11-05 05:03:10.044 - Miniboot  pre: local install check

2021-11-05 05:03:12.059 - Miniboot  pre: prestaged file : bootimage.iso

2021-11-05 05:03:12.060 - Miniboot  pre: found prestaged iso image /mnt/platform-backup/nn.nn/boot
image.iso

2021-11-05 05:03:12.060 - Miniboot  pre: prestaged file : bootimage.md5

2021-11-05 05:03:17.339 - Miniboot  pre: bootimage check passed

2021-11-05 05:03:17.340 - Miniboot  pre: prestaged file : container-image.tar.gz.md5

2021-11-05 05:03:28.432 - Miniboot  pre: container-image.tar.gz check passed

2021-11-05 05:03:28.432 - Miniboot  pre: prestaged file : container-image1.tar.gz

2021-11-05 05:03:28.433 - Miniboot  pre: prestaged file : container-image2.tar.gz

2021-11-05 05:03:28.434 - Miniboot  pre: local iso found : /mnt/platform-backup/nn.nn/bootimage.is
o

2021-11-05 05:03:28.438 - Miniboot  pre: local iso mounted for local install

2021-11-05 05:10:25.372 - Miniboot post: mount for eject

2021-11-05 05:10:25.382 - Miniboot post: /mnt/sysimage files : total 82

2021-11-05 05:10:25.384 - Miniboot post: /mnt/sysimage/www/pages/feed/rel-nn.nn files : total 23

2021-11-05 05:10:25.385 - Miniboot post: /mnt/sysimage/www/pages/updates/rel-nn.nn does not exist

2021-11-05 05:10:25.386 - Miniboot post: /mnt/sysimage/opt/patching does not exist

2021-11-05 05:10:25.387 - Miniboot post: copying software repository /mnt/bootimage/Packages

2021-11-05 05:10:25.387 - Miniboot post: /mnt/sysimage/opt/patching/packages/nn.nn/ does not exist

2021-11-05 05:10:26.465 - Miniboot post: updating platform.conf with install uuid : e1beb1c8-db83-
4d0e-b2c5-8623b322a2a7

2021-11-05 05:10:26.467 - Miniboot post: Local Install

2021-11-05 05:10:26.472 - Miniboot post: downloading patch repository http://[2620:10a:a001:a103::1
67]:8080/iso/nn.nn/nodes/subcloud1/patches

2021-11-05 05:10:26.474 - Miniboot post: fetch packages

2021-11-05 05:10:26.478 - Miniboot post: fetch package repodata

2021-11-05 05:10:27.284 - Miniboot post: fetch patch metadata

2021-11-05 05:10:27.390 - Miniboot post: save a copy of all patch packages, preserve attributes
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Specifically look for the “Local Install” log.

• <date> - Miniboot post: Local Install•

Rejected Local Install

A rejected Local Install results in a Remote Install indicated by the following log:

• <date> - Miniboot post: Remote Install•

The reason for the reject local install should accompanied by one of the following reason logs:

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: <filename.md5> check failed•

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: No prestaging files•

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: Error /mnt/platform-backup not mounted•

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: Local iso file not found•

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: local install rejected due to validity check error•

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: mount of /dev/disk/by-partlabel/Platform\x20Backup to /mnt/platform-•
backup failed rc:#

• <date> - Miniboot  pre: backup device /dev/disk/by-partlabel/Platform\x20Backup does not exist•
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4. OPERATION

1. Monitor Subclouds Using Horizon

You can list subclouds, delete subclouds, and monitor or change the status of subclouds from the System Controller.

Procedure

• To list subclouds, select Distributed Cloud Admin > Cloud Overview.•

You can perform full-text searches or filter by column using the search-bar above the subcloud list.

• To perform operations on a subcloud, use the Actions menu.•
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• To change a Subcloud Group for a specific Subcloud, select the Subcloud Group name.•

• Confirm changes and check the new assignment in the Subcloud summary.•

Caution

If you delete a subcloud, then you must reinstall it before you can re-add it.

The Host Details menu selection for a subcloud switches to the Horizon Web interface for that subcloud. To switch back to the
System Controller, use the subcloud or region selection menu at the top left of the Horizon window.

2. Manage Subclouds Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to list subclouds, reconfigure subclouds if deployment fails, delete subclouds, and monitor or change the
managed status of subclouds.

Procedure

• To list subclouds, use the subcloud list command.•

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+
| id | name      | management   | availability       | sync        |
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | managed      | online             | in-sync     |
|  2 | subcloud2 | managed      | online             | in-sync     |
|  3 | subcloud3 | managed      | online             | out-of-sync |
|  4 | subcloud4 | managed      | offline            | unknown     |
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+

• To show information for a subcloud, use the subcloud show command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud show <subcloud-name>

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud show subcloud2
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                          | 2                          |
| name                        | subcloud2                  |
| description                 | subcloud2 description      |
| location                    | subcloud 2 location        |
| software_version            | nn.nn                      |
| management                  | managed                    |
| availability                | online                     |
| deploy_status               | complete                   |
| management_subnet           | 192.168.101.0/24           |
| management_start_ip         | 192.168.101.2              |
| management_end_ip           | 192.168.101.50             |
| management_gateway_ip       | 192.168.101.1              |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | 192.168.204.101            |
| created_at                  | 2020-03-05 21:43:46.525251 |
| updated_at                  | 2020-03-06 19:53:39.560771 |
| identity_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| patching_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| platform_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

• To show information about the oam-floating-ip field for a specific subcloud, use the subcloud show <subcloud-name> --detail•
command.

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud show subcloud2 --detail
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                          | 2                          |
| name                        | subcloud2                  |
| description                 | subcloud2 description      |
| location                    | subcloud 2 location        |
| software_version            | nn.nn                      |
| management                  | managed                    |
| availability                | online                     |
| deploy_status               | complete                   |
| management_subnet           | 192.168.101.0/24           |
| management_start_ip         | 192.168.101.2              |
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| management_end_ip           | 192.168.101.50             |
| management_gateway_ip       | 192.168.101.1              |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | 192.168.204.101            |
| created_at                  | 2020-03-05 21:43:46.525251 |
| updated_at                  | 2020-03-06 19:53:39.560771 |
| identity_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| patching_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| platform_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| oam_floating_ip             | 10.10.10.12                |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

• To edit the settings for a subcloud, use the subcloud update command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update \
[–- description] <description> \
[– location] <location> \
<subcloud-name>

• To toggle a subcloud between Unmanaged and Managed, pass these parameters to the subcloud command.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud unmanage <subcloud-name>

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud-name>

• To reconfigure a subcloud, if deployment fails, use the subcloud reconfig command.•

Note
You can enter the sysadmin password to avoid being prompted for the password.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud reconfig <subcloud-id/name> --deploy-config \
<<filepath>> --sysadmin-password <<password>>

where --deploy-config must reference the deployment configuration file.

See also

The Deployment Manager Deployment Manager Examples

Note
The subcloud can be managed only if the deploy status is ‘complete’.

Run the following command to manage the subcloud:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud-id/name>

• To delete a subcloud, use the subcloud delete command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud delete <subcloud-name>

Caution

You must reinstall a deleted subcloud before re-adding it.

3. Switch to a Subcloud from the System Controller

You can access the Horizon Web interface for individual subclouds from the System Controller.
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About this task

The System Controller page includes a menu for selecting subclouds or regions. When you select a subcloud from this menu, the
view changes to show the Horizon interface for the subcloud. You can use this to provision and manage the subcloud hosts and
networks, just as you would for any Cloud Platform system

Procedure

1. To switch to a subcloud, do one of the following.

• From the Horizon header, select a subcloud from the Admin menu.

• From the Cloud Overview page, select Alarm & Event Details > Host Details for the subcloud.

Postrequisites

To return to the System Controller page, use the subcloud selection menu.

4. Synchronization Monitoring and Control

Configuration changes made at the System Controller are synchronized automatically across the Distributed Cloud. You can monitor
synchronization and enable or disable it through the managed attribute of the subcloud.

Each subcloud is initially in the unmanaged state. Use the following command to change the subcloud to the managed state and
synchronize configuration data, and to collect alarms from the subcloud.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud>

The subcloud is synchronized when it is first connected to the Distributed Cloud and set to managed. A backup audit and
synchronization is run at regular intervals (every ten minutes) for subclouds in the Managed state, synchronizing them to the System
Controller. You can view the synchronization status for individual subclouds on the Cloud Overview page from Distributed Cloud
Admin > Cloud Overview.

If a subcloud is not synchronized, it may be in an Unmanaged state. The subcloud is synchronized immediately when it is changed to
the Managed state.

Configuration changes made from the System Controller, and i.e. by specifying the –os-region-name option as SystemController are
synchronized immediately. For example, to add an SNMP trap destination and immediately synchronize this configuration change to
all subclouds in the Managed state, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController snmp-trapdest-add -i 10.10.10.2 -c my
-community
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5. CLI Commands for Distributed Cloud Alarm Management

You can use the CLI to review alarm summaries for the Distributed Cloud.

• To show the status of all subclouds, as well as a summary count of alarms and warnings for each one, use the alarm summary•
command.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager alarm summary
+------------+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+----------+
| NAME       | CRITICAL_ALARMS | MAJOR_ALARMS | MINOR_ALARMS | WARNINGS | STATUS   |
+------------+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+----------+
| subcloud-5 |               0 |            2 |            0 |        0 | degraded |
| subcloud-1 |               0 |            0 |            0 |        0 | OK       |
+------------+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+----------+

System Controller alarms and warnings are not included.

The status is one of the following:

OK

There are no alarms or warnings, or only warnings.

degraded

There are minor or major alarms.

critical

There are critical alarms.

• To show the count of alarms and warnings for the System Controller, use the fm alarm-summary command.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-summary
+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+
| Critical Alarms | Major Alarms | Minor Alarms | Warnings |
+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+
| 0               | 0            | 0            | 0        |
+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+

The following command is equivalent to the fm alarm-summary, providing a count of alarms and warnings for the System
Controller:

fm --os-region-name RegionOne alarm-summary

• To show the alarm and warning count for a specific subcloud only, add the --os-region-name parameter and supply the•
region name:

For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm --os-region-name subcloud2 --os-auth-url http://192.168.121.2:5000/v3 al
arm-summary
+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+
| Critical Alarms | Major Alarms | Minor Alarms | Warnings |
+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+
| 0               | 0            | 0            | 0        |
+-----------------+--------------+--------------+----------+

• To list the alarms for a subcloud:•
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~(keystone_admin)$ fm --os-region-name subcloud2 --os-auth-url http://192.168.121.2:5000/v3 al
arm-list
+----------+--------------------------------------------+-------------------+----------+------
-------------+
| Alarm ID | Reason Text                                | Entity ID         | Severity | Time 
Stamp        |
+----------+--------------------------------------------+-------------------+----------+------
-------------+
| 250.001  | controller-0 Configuration is out-of-date. | host=controller-0 | major    | 2018-
02-06T21:37: |
|          |                                            |                   |          | 32.65
0217         |
|          |                                            |                   |          
|                   |
| 250.001  | controller-1 Configuration is out-of-date. | host=controller-1 | major    | 2018-
02-06T21:37: |
|          |                                            |                   |          | 29.12
1674         |
|          |                                            |                   |          
|                   |
+----------+--------------------------------------------+-------------------+----------+------
-------------+

6. Managing LDAP Linux User Accounts on the System Controller

In a Distributed Cloud system, LDAP Linux user accounts are managed centrally on the System Controller.

You can only add/modify/delete LDAP users on the System Controller. Any user account modifications done on the System Controller
will be available across all subclouds.

For more information, see Cloud Platform Security: Local LDAP Linux User Accounts.

7. Change the Admin Password on Distributed Cloud

You can change the keystone admin user password across the entire Distributed Cloud system.

Prerequisites

Ensure that all subclouds are managed and online.

Procedure

1. Change the password.

a. Do one of the following to change a keystone admin user password on System Controller.

• In the System Controller context, select Identity > Users. Select Change Password from the Edit menu for
the Admin user.

• From the CLI:

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack --os-region-name SystemController user password set

Respond to the prompts to complete the process.
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b. Source the script /etc/platform/openrc if you will continue to use the environment from the previous CLI
command.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

Note
In a subcloud, if the CLI command returns an authentication error after you source the script /etc/platform/openrc,
you can verify the password on the subcloud by using the env | grep OS_PASSWORD command . If it returns the
old password, you will need to run the keyring set CGCS admin command and provide the new admin password.

If you are using Deployment Manager on a system where the admin credentials have been changed, you must update the password
in the ‘system-endpoint’ secret with the new keystone ‘admin’ user password for additional hosts or subcloud installs. See Updating
Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password Change

8. Update Docker Registry Credentials on a Subcloud

On a subcloud that uses the System Controller’s Docker registry (registry.central) as its install registry, you should use the System
Controller’s sysinv service credentials for accessing registry.central. This makes access to registry.central independent of changes to
the Distributed Cloud’s Keystone admin user password.

Use the following procedure to update the install registry credentials on the subcloud to the sysinv service credentials of the System
Controller.

Procedure

1. On the System Controller, get the password for the sysinv services.

$ keyring get sysinv services

2. On each subcloud, run the following script to update the Docker registry credentials to sysinv:

$ update_docker_registry_auth.sh sysinv <sysinv_password>

9. Migrate an AIO-SX to an AIO-DX Subcloud

About this task

You can migrate an AIO-SX subcloud to an AIO-DX subcloud without reinstallation. This operation involves updating the system
mode, adding the OAM unit IP addresses of each controller, and installing the second controller.

Prerequisites

A distributed cloud system is setup with at least a system controller and an AIO-SX subcloud. The subcloud must be online and
managed by dcmanager. Both the management network and cluster-host network need to be configured and cannot be on the
loopback interface.
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Reconfigure the Cluster-Host Interface

If the cluster-host interface is on the loopback interface, use the following procedure to reconfigure the cluster-host interface on to a
physical interface.

Procedure

1. Lock the active controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

2. Change the class attribute to ‘none’ for the loopback interface.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-if-modify controller-0 lo -c none

3. Delete the current cluster-host interface-network configuration

~(keystone_admin)$ IFNET_UUID=$(system interface-network-list controller-0 | awk '{if ($8 =="cl
uster-host") print $4;}')
~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-remove $IFNET_UUID

4. Assign the cluster-host network to the new interface. This example assumes the interface name is mgmt0.

~(keystone_admin)$ system interface-network-assign controller-0 mgmt0 cluster-host

Postrequisites

Continue with the AIO-SX to AIO-DX subcloud migration, using one of the following procedures:

Use Ansible Playbook to Migrate a Subcloud from AIO-SX to AIO-DX, or Manually Migrate a Subcloud from AIO-SX to AIO-DX.

Use Ansible Playbook to Migrate a Subcloud from AIO-SX to AIO-DX

Use the following procedure to migrate a subcloud from AIO-SX to AIO-DX using the ansible playbook.

Prerequisites

• the subcloud must be online and managed from the System Controller•

• the subcloud’s controller-0 may be locked or unlocked; the ansible playbook will lock the subcloud controller-0 as part of•
migrating the subcloud

Procedure

1. Create a configuration file and specify the OAM unit IP addresses and the ansible ssh password in the migrate-
subcloud1-overrides-EXAMPLE.yml file. The existing OAM IP address of the AIO-SX system will be used as the
OAM floating IP address of the new AIO-DX system.
In the following example, 10.10.10.13 and 10.10.10.14 are the new OAM unit IP addresses for controller-0 and
controller-1 respectively.

{
 "ansible_ssh_pass": "St8rlingX*",
 "external_oam_node_0_address": "10.10.10.13",
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 "external_oam_node_1_address": "10.10.10.14",
 }

2. On the system controller, run the ansible playbook to migrate the AIO-SX subcloud to an AIO-DX.
For example, if the subcloud name is ‘subcloud1’, enter:

~(keystone_admin)$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/migrate_sx_to_dx.y
ml -e @migrate-subcloud1-overrides-EXAMPLE.yml -i subcloud1, -v

The ansible playbook will lock the subcloud’s controller-0, if it not already locked, apply the configuration changes to
convert the subcloud to an AIO-DX system with a single controller, and unlock controller-0. Wait for the controller to
reset and come back up to an operational state.

3. Software install and configure the second controller for the subcloud.
From the System Controller, reconfigure the subcloud, using dcmanager. Specify the sysadmin password and the
deployment configuration file, using the dcmanager subcloud reconfig command.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager subcloud reconfig --sysadmin-password <sysadmin_password> --deploy
-config deployment-config-subcloud1-duplex.yaml <subcloud1>

where <sysadmin_password> is assumed to be the login password and <subcloud1> is the name of the subcloud

Note
--deploy-config must reference a deployment configuration file for a AIO-DX subcloud.

For example, deployment-config-subcloud1-duplex.yaml should only include changes for controller-1 as changing
fields for other nodes/ resources may cause them to go out of sync.

4. To configure the second controller using Deployment Manager, run the following command from the system
controller. This example assumes that ‘St8rlingX*’ is the sysadmin login password and ‘subcloud1-duplex.yaml’ is the
deployment configuration file for an AIO-Duplex subcloud.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager subcloud reconfig --sysadmin-password 'St8rlingX*' --deploy-confi
g subcloud1-duplex.yaml subcloud1

Manually Migrate a Subcloud from AIO-SX to AIO-DX

As an alternative to using the Ansible playbook, use the following procedure to manually migrate a subcloud from AIO-SX to AIO-DX.
Perform the following commands on the AIO-SX subcloud.

Procedure

1. If not already locked, lock the active controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-lock controller-0

2. Change the system mode to ‘duplex’.

~(keystone_admin)$ system modify --system_mode=duplex

3. Add the OAM unit IP addresses of controller-0 and controller-1.
For example, the OAM subnet is 10.10.10.0/24 and uses 10.10.10.13 and 10.10.10.14 for the unit IP addresses of
controller-0 and controller-1 respectively. The existing OAM IP address of the AIO-SX system will be used as the
OAM floating IP address of the new AIO-DX system.
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Note
Only specifying oam_c0_ip and oam_c1_ip is necessary to configure the OAM unit IPs to transition to Duplex. However,
oam_c0_ip and oam_c1_ip cannot equal the current or specified value for oam_floating_ip.

~(keystone_admin)$ system oam-modify oam_subnet=10.10.10.0/24 oam_gateway_ip=10.10.10.1 oam_flo
ating_ip=10.10.10.12 oam_c0_ip=10.10.10.13 oam_c1_ip=10.10.10.14

4. Unlock the controller.

~(keystone_admin)$ system host-unlock controller-0

Wait for the controller to reset and come back up to an operational state.

5. Software install and configure the second controller for the subcloud.
For instructions on installing and configuring controller-1 in an AIO-DX setup to continue with the migration, see
Cloud Platform Installation.

10. Restoring a Subcloud From Backup Data Using DCManager CLI

For subclouds with servers that support Redfish Virtual Media Service (version 1.2 or higher), you can use the Central Cloud’s CLI to
restore the subcloud from data that was backed up previously.

Before you start an AIO-SX subcloud upgrade or reinstall for the purpose of restoring the subcloud, see Prestage a Subcloud on
page 51.

About this task

The CLI command dcmanager subcloud restore can be used to restore a subcloud from available system data and bring it back to
the operational state it was in when the backup procedure took place. The subcloud restore has three phases:

• Re-install the controller-0 of the subcloud with the current active load running in the SystemController. For subcloud servers that•
support Redfish Virtual Media Service, this phase can be carried out remotely as part of the CLI.

• Run Ansible Platform Restore to restore Cloud Platform, from a previous backup on the controller-0 of the subcloud. This phase•
is also carried out as part of the CLI.

• Unlock the controller-0 of the subcloud and continue with the steps to restore the remaining nodes of the subcloud where•
applicable. This phase is carried out by the system administrator, see Restoring Platform System Data and Storage.

Prerequisites

• The SystemController is healthy, and ready to accept dcmanager related commands.•

• The subcloud is unmanaged, and not in the process of installation, bootstrap or deployment.•

• The platform backup tar file is already on the subcloud in /opt/platform-backup directory or has been transferred to the•
SystemController.

• The subcloud install values have been saved in the dcmanager database i.e. the subcloud has been installed remotely as part of•
dcmanager subcloud add.

Procedure

1. Create the restore_values.yaml file which will be passed to the dcmanager subcloud restore command using the --
restore-values option. This file contains parameters that will be used during the platform restore phase.
Minimally, the backup_filename parameter, indicating the file containing a previous backup of the subcloud, must be
specified in the yaml file, see Run Ansible Restore Playbook Remotely, and, Run Restore Playbook Locally on the
Controller, for supported restore parameters.
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2. Restore the subcloud, using the dcmanager CLI command, subcloud restore and specify the restore values, with the
--with-install option and the subcloud’s sysadmin password.

~(keystone_admin) $ dcmanager subcloud restore --restore-values /home/sysadmin/subcloud1-restor
e.yaml --with-install --sysadmin-password <sysadmin_password> subcloud-name-or-id

Where:

• --restore-values must reference the restore values yaml file mentioned in Step 1 of this procedure.

• --with-install indicates that a re-install of controller-0 of the subcloud should be done remotely using Redfish
Virtual Media Service.

If the --sysadmin-password option is not specified, the system administrator will be prompted for the password.
The password is masked when it is entered. Enter the sysadmin password for the subcloud. The dcmanager
subcloud restore can take up to 30 minutes to reinstall and restore the platform on controller-0 of the subcloud.

3. On the Central Cloud (SystemController), monitor the progress of the subcloud reinstall and restore via the deploy
status field of the dcmanager subcloud list command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list

+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
| id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | online       | installing    | unknown |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

4. In case of a failure, check the Ansible log for the corresponding subcloud under /var/log/dcmanager/ansible
directory.

5. When the subcloud deploy status changes to “complete”, the controller-0 is ready to be unlocked. Log into the
controller-0 of the subcloud using its bootstrap IP and unlock the host using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

6. For AIO-DX and Standard subclouds, follow the procedure, see Restoring Platform System Data and Storage to
restore the rest of the subcloud nodes.

7. To resume subcloud audit, use the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage

11. Rehome a Subcloud

When the System Controller needs to be reinstalled, or when the subclouds from multiple System Controllers are being consolidated
into a single System Controller, you can add already deployed subclouds to a different System Controller using the rehoming
playbook.

Note
The rehoming playbook does not work with freshly installed/bootstrapped subclouds.

Use the following procedure to enable subcloud rehoming and to update the new subcloud configuration (networking parameters,
passwords, etc.) to be compatible with the new System Controller.

About this task

There are six phases for Rehoming a subcloud:
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1. Unmanage the subcloud from the previous System Controller.

Note
You can skip this phase if the previous System Controller is no longer running or is unable to connect to the subcloud.

2. Update the admin password on the subcloud to match the new System Controller, if required.

3. Run the subcloud add command with the --migrate option on the new System Controller. This will update the
System Controller and connect to the subcloud to update the appropriate configuration parameters.

4. On the subcloud, lock/unlock the subcloud controller(s) to enable the new configuration.

5. Use the dcmanager subcloud list command to check the status of the subcloud, ensure the subcloud is online and
complete before managing the subcloud.

6. On the new System Controller, set the subcloud to “managed” and wait for it to sync.

Prerequisites

• Ensure that the subcloud management subnet, oam_floating_address, oam_node_0_address and oam_node_1_address (if•
applicable) does not overlap addresses already being used by the new System Controller or any of its subclouds.

• Ensure that the subcloud has been backed up, in case something goes wrong and a subcloud system recovery is required.•

• Transfer the yaml file that was used to bootstrap the subcloud prior to rehoming, to the new System Controller. This data is•
required for rehoming.

• If the subcloud can be remotely installed via Redfish Virtual Media service, transfer the yaml file that contains the install data for•
this subcloud, and use this install data in the new System Controller, via the --install-values option, when running the
remote subcloud reinstall, upgrade or restore commands.

Note
These prerequisites apply if the old System Controller is still available.

Procedure

1. If the previous System Controller is running, use the following command to ensure that it does not try to change
subcloud configuration while you are modifying it to be compatible with the new System Controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud unmanage <subcloud_name>

2. Ensure that the subcloud’s bootstrap values file is available on the new System Controller. If required, in the
subcloud’s bootstrap values file update the systemcontroller_gateway_address entry to point to the appropriate
network gateway for the new System Controller to communicate with the subcloud.

3. If the admin password of the subcloud does not match the admin password of the new System Controller, use the
following command to change the subcloud admin password. This step is done on the subcloud that is being
migrated.

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user password set

Note
You will need to specify the old and the new password.

4. For an AIO-DX subcloud, ensure that the active controller is controller-0. Perform a host-swact of the active controller
(controller-1) to make controller-0 active.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

5. Lock controller-1 of the subcloud.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1
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6. On the new System Controller, use the following command to start the rehoming process.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud add --migrate --bootstrap-address <subcloud-controller-0
-oam-address> --bootstrap-values <bootstrap_values_file> [--install-values <install_values_file
>]

Note
You will need to update the systemcontroller_gateway_address variable in the bootstrap values file before you
perform the migration. This field is the gateway address to the new System Controller.

The subcloud deploy status will change to “pre-rehome” and if the preliminary steps complete successfully it will
change to “rehoming”. At this point an Ansible playbook will run and update the appropriate configuration data in
the subcloud. You can query the status by running dcmanager subcloud show command. Once the subcloud has
been updated, the subcloud deploy status will change to “complete”.

Note
The --install-values is optional. It is not mandatory for subcloud rehoming. However, you can opt to save these
values in the new System Controller as part of the rehoming process so that future operations that involve remote
reinstallation of the subcloud (e.g. reinstall, upgrade, restore) can be performed for a rehomed subcloud similar to
other existing Redfish capable subclouds in the Distributed Cloud.

Delete the “image:” line from the install-values file, if it exists, so that the image is correctly located based on
the new System Controller configuration.

7. If the previous System Controller is still running, delete the subcloud after it goes offline, using the following
command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud delete <subcloud-name>

8. For an AIO-SX subcloud, use the following commands to lock/unlock the controller (wait for the lock to complete
before unlocking the controller).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

For an AIO-DX subcloud, first, use the following command to unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

a. Wait until controller-1 is unlocked/online/available, then use the following command to switch activity to
controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

b. After the swact is complete, use the following commands to lock/unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

c. Wait until controller-0 is unlocked/online/available, then switch activity back to controller-0.

d. Perform a swact on controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

Wait until the swact is complete.

9. Use the dcmanager subcloud list command to display the status of the subcloud, and ensure the subcloud is online
and complete before managing the subcloud.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list

+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
| id | name      | management | availability | deploy status | sync    |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | unmanaged  | online       | complete      | unknown |
+----+-----------+------------+--------------+---------------+---------+

10. Use the following command to “manage” the subcloud. This is executed on the System Controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud-name>

11. The new System Controller will audit the subcloud and determine whether it is in-sync with the System Controller.

1. If Wind River Analytics is running on the subcloud, the application must be updated to point to the new System
Controller.

• First, for example, copy /opt/platform/config/21.05/analytics/elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml from the new
System Controller to the subcloud.

Note
You can use this file if no user overrides were applied on the System Controller to modify the values referenced in
the yaml file. If user overrides were applied on the System Controller, they should be updated in the yaml file before
being applied on the subclouds.

• Next, use the following commands to remove the application and reapply it.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove wr-analytics
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --value
s <path/to/file>/elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

Note
You need to remove the application because the application Helm chart does not recognize that the security
information has changed and does not re-initialize all the components that use it.

Note
If a different version of wr-analytics is running on the new System Controller where the subcloud is being rehomed,
then that version of wr-analytics should also be applied on the rehomed subcloud. This requires removing and
deleting the previous wr-analytics application, uploading and setting security overrides, and applying the new
version of wr-analytics on the rehomed subcloud.

Postrequisites

After rehoming, please perform the procedure to Update Docker Registry Credentials on a Subcloud on page 43 to update registry
credentials for the particular subcloud.

Error Recovery

If the subcloud rehoming process begins successfully, (status changes to “rehoming”) but there is a transient fault that prevents step
5 from completing successfully, then manual error recovery is required.

The first stage of error recovery is to delete the subcloud from the new System Controller and re-attempt rehoming using the
following commands:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud delete <subcloud-name>
~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud add --migrate --bootstrap-address <subcloud-controller-0-oa
m-address> --bootstrap-values <bootstrap_values_file> [--install-values <install_values_file>]

If the second attempt fails, it is recommended to contact Wind River Customer Support at https://www.windriver.com/support.

If all attempts fail, restore the subcloud from backups, that will revert the subcloud to the original state prior to rehoming.

If you are using Deployment Manager on a system where the admin credentials have been changed, you must update the password
in the ‘system-endpoint’ secret with the new keystone ‘admin’ user password for additional hosts or subcloud installs. See Updating
Deployment Manager Credentials on Keystone Admin Password Change

12. Prestage a Subcloud

Before you start an AIO-SX subcloud upgrade or reinstall for the purpose of restoring the subcloud; the subcloud can be prestaged
with software packages and container image archives outside the maintenance window using the dcmanager CLI. The prestaged data
is stored in the subcloud persistent file systems /opt/platform-backup/<sw_version>. This data will be used when the
subcloud is reinstalled next.

Where, the <sw_version> number is the active load of the System Controller.

Note
Only AIO-SX subclouds can be prestaged using the dcmanager CLI.

For information on prestaging a batch of subclouds, see, Prestage Subcloud Orchestration on page 57.

About this task

The main steps of this task are:

1. Ensure prestaging prerequisites are met, see Prestaging Requirements on page 51.

2. Upload the list of container images to prestage. This step is relevant to upgrade and must be performed after the
System Controller has been upgraded. See Upload Prestage Image List on page 52.

3. Use dcmanager commands to prestage the subcloud(s).

To increase Subcloud Platform Backup Size using dcmanager CLI, see Increase Subcloud Platform Backup Size using the CLI on
page 10.

Prestaging Requirements

Prerequisites

Prestaging can be done for a single subcloud or a batch of subclouds via orchestration. See Prestage Subcloud Orchestration on
page 57.

There are two types of subcloud prestage:

• Prestage for upgrade: when the subcloud is running a different (older) load than the System Controller at the time of•
prestaging.

• Prestage for reinstall: When the subcloud is running the same load as the System Controller at the time of prestaging.•

Note
Only AIO-SX subclouds can be prestaged using the dcmanager CLI.
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Pre-conditions common to both types of prestage:

• Subclouds to be prestaged must be AIO-SX, online, managed and free of any management affecting alarms.•

Note
You can force prestaging using --force option. However, it is not recommended unless it is certain that the
prestaging process will not exacerbate the alarm condition on the subcloud.

• Subcloud /opt/platform-backup must have enough available disk space for prestage data.•

• Subcloud /var/lib/docker must have enough space for all prestage image pulls and archive file generation. If the total size•
of prestage images is N GB, available Docker space should be N*2 GB.

Warning

If the available docker space is inadequate, some application pods can get evicted due to temporary disk pressure during the
prestaging process. The cert-manager application will fail subcloud upgrade if its evicted pods are not cleaned up.

Pre-conditions specific to prestage for upgrade:

• The total size of prestage images and custom images restored over upgrade must not exceed docker-distribution capacity.•

• Prestage images must already exist in the configured source(s) prior to subcloud prestaging. For example, if the subcloud is•
configured to download images from the central registry; the specified images must already exist in the registry on the System
Controller.

Upload Prestage Image List

The prestage image list specifies what container images are to be pulled from the configured sources and included in the image
archive files during prestaging. This list is only used if the prestage is intended for subcloud upgrade i.e. the System Controller and
subclouds are running different loads at the time of prestaging.

The prestage image list must contain:

• Images required for subcloud platform upgrade.•

• Images required for the restore and update or Wind River Cloud Platform applications, currently applied on the subcloud, for•
example, cert-manager, OIDC, and metrics-server.

• Images required for the restore of Wind River Analytics application and Cloud Platform Deployment Manager over platform•
upgrade if they are used.

Ideally, the prestage image list must also contain:

• Images required for the update of Wind River Analytics and Cloud Platform deployment postplatform upgrade.•

If the available docker and docker-distribution storage is ample, prestage image list should also contain:

• (Optional) Images required for Kubernetes version upgrades post subcloud upgrade.•

• (Optional) Images required for the update of end users’ Helm applications post subcloud upgrade.•

Note
It is required to determine the total size of all images to be prestaged in advance. Too many images can result in subcloud
upgrade failure due to docker-distribution (local registry) out of space error. See the Prerequisites section above for more
details.

Procedure
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1. To upload the prestage image list, use the following command after the System Controller has been upgraded.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload --prestage-images nn.nn_images.lst

+------------------+-----------------+
| Field            | Value           |
+------------------+-----------------+
|deploy_playbook   | None            |
|deploy_overrides  | None            |
|deploy_chart      | None            |
|prestage_images   | nn.nn_images.lst|
+------------------+-----------------+

Where, the name of the prestage image file can be user defined. However, it is recommended to use the following
format <software_version>_images.lst, for example, <21.12_images.lst>.

2. To confirm that the image list has been uploaded, use the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy show

+------------------+-------------------------+
| Field            | Value                   |
+------------------+-------------------------+
| deploy_playbook  | None                    |
| deploy_overrides | None                    |
| deploy_chart     | None                    |
| prestage_images  | nn.nn_images.lst        |
+------------------+-------------------------+

Warning

As prestage images will be pulled from Docker registries currently configured for the subcloud, images in the image list file must not
contain custom/private registry prefix.

For example:

k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver:v1.18.1 is a valid entry my.private.registry:9001/k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver:v1.18.1 is NOT a valid entry
625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com/k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver:v1.18.1 is NOT a valid entry

Single Subcloud Prestage

See Prestaging Requirements on page 51 for preconditions prior to prestaging the subcloud.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud prestage subcloud2

Enter the sysadmin password for the subcloud:
Re-enter sysadmin password to confirm:

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                          | 2                          |
| name                        | subcloud2                  |
| description                 | None                       |
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| location                    | None                       |
| software_version            | nn.nn                      |
| management                  | managed                    |
| availability                | online                     |
| deploy_status               | prestage-prepare           |
| management_subnet           | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::20/123 |
| management_start_ip         | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::22     |
| management_end_ip           | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::3e     |
| management_gateway_ip       | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::21     |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | 2620:10a:a001:a113::1      |
| group_id                    | 3                          |
| created_at                  | 2202-03-18 20:31:16.548903 |
| updated_at                  | 2202-03-22 18:55:56:251643 |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

Rerun Subcloud Prestage

A subcloud can be prestaged multiple times. However, only prestaging images will be repeated. Once packages prestaging is
successful, this step will be skipped in subsequent prestage reruns for the same software version.

Verify Subcloud Prestage

After a subcloud is successfully prestaged, the deploy_status will change to prestage-complete. Use the dcmanager subcloud
show command to verify the status. The packages directory, repodata directory, and container image bundles, and md5 file can be
found on the subcloud in /opt/platform-backup/<sw_version>.

Where, the <sw_version> number is the active load of the System Controller.

Troubleshoot Subcloud Prestage

If the subcloud prestage fails, check /var/log/dcmanager/dcmanager.log for the reason of failure. Once the issue has been
resolved, prestage can be retried using dcmanager subcloud prestage command.

Verifying Usage of Prestaged Data

To verify that the prestaged data is used over subcloud upgrade, subcloud reinstall, or subcloud remote restore:

• Search for the the subcloud name in the log file, for example, subcloud1 from /www/var/log/lighttpd-access.log. There•
should not be GET requests to download packages from /iso/<sw_version>/nodes/subcloud1/Packages/.

• Check subcloud ansible log in /var/log/dcmanager/ansible directory. Images are imported from local archives and no•
images in the prestage image list need to be downloaded from configured sources.

13. Add a Horizon/Keystone User to Distributed Cloud

You can add a new keystone user on the system controller, when you do that the new user is considered a shared identity resource
and will be synced to all online and managed subclouds, for more details see Shared Configurations on page 5. But, if you add a new
user on the subcloud, it will be local to that subcloud.

• To create a shared/synced user, do the following:•
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From the system controller, add a new user:

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack --os-region-name SystemController user create  test_shared_user 
--domain default --project admin --password Test#123
~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack --os-region-name SystemController role add --user test_shared_us
er --project admin admin

To verify the new user is created on the system controller and propagated to the subclouds, create a test rc file with the
following content:

unset OS_SERVICE_TOKEN

export OS_ENDPOINT_TYPE=internalURL
export CINDER_ENDPOINT_TYPE=internalURL

export OS_USERNAME=test_shared_user
export OS_PASSWORD=Test#123
export OS_AUTH_TYPE=password
export OS_AUTH_URL=http://192.168.221.2:5000/v3

export OS_PROJECT_NAME=admin
export OS_USER_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
export OS_PROJECT_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
export OS_IDENTITY_API_VERSION=3
export OS_REGION_NAME=RegionOne
export OS_INTERFACE=internal

if [ ! -z "${OS_PASSWORD}" ]; then
    export PS1='[\u@\h \W(keystone_$OS_USERNAME)]\$ '
else
    echo 'Openstack Admin credentials can only be loaded from the active controller.'
    export PS1='\h:\w\$ '
fi

Note
Replace the OS_AUTH_URL value with the URL corresponding to the RegionOne keystone identity endpoint.

Then, on both the system controller and any/all subclouds, source the test rc file (e.g. source ./test_rc), and run the
openstack command to get the list of users:

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user list

• To create a local user on a particular subcloud, do the following:•

From the subcloud, add a new user:

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user create  test_local_user --domain default --project admin --
password Test#123
~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack role add --user test_local_user --project admin admin

To verify the new user is created only on this subcloud, create a test rc file with the following content:

unset OS_SERVICE_TOKEN

export OS_ENDPOINT_TYPE=internalURL
export CINDER_ENDPOINT_TYPE=internalURL

export OS_USERNAME=test_shared_user
export OS_PASSWORD=Test#123
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export OS_AUTH_TYPE=password
export OS_AUTH_URL=http://192.168.220.2:5000/v3

export OS_PROJECT_NAME=admin
export OS_USER_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
export OS_PROJECT_DOMAIN_NAME=Default
export OS_IDENTITY_API_VERSION=3
export OS_REGION_NAME=dell0-subcloud
export OS_INTERFACE=internal

if [ ! -z "${OS_PASSWORD}" ]; then
    export PS1='[\u@\h \W(keystone_$OS_USERNAME)]\$ '
else
    echo 'Openstack Admin credentials can only be loaded from the active controller.'
    export PS1='\h:\w\$ '
fi

Note
Replace the OS_REGION_NAME value in this example (dell0-subcloud) with your subcloud name, and the
OS_AUTH_URL value with the URL corresponding to the subcloud endpoint.

Then, on both this subcloud and another subcloud, source the test rc file (e.g. source ./test_rc), and run the openstack
command to get the list of users:

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user list

The test_local_user should only exist on the subcloud where you locally added the user.
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5. PRESTAGE ORCHESTRATION FOR DISTRIBUTED CLOUD
SUBCLOUDS USING THE CLI

1. Prestage Subcloud Orchestration

This section describes the prestage strategy for a single subcloud, default subcloud group or a specific subcloud group.

Prerequisites

For more information on prerequisites for prestage upgrade and reinstall, see Prestage a Subcloud on page 51.

Note
Any existing strategy must be deleted first as only one type of strategy can exist at a time.

Up to 50 parallel subcloud prestaging can be done at a time.

Procedure

1. Create a prestage strategy.
Prestage strategy can be created for a single subcloud, the default subcloud group (all subclouds), or a specific
subcloud group.
To create a prestage strategy for a specific subcloud, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager prestage-strategy create subcloud1

Enter the sysadmin password for the subcloud:
Re-enter sysadmin password to confirm:

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                          | 1                          |
| name                        | subcloud1                  |
| description                 | None                       |
| location                    | False                      |
| software_version            | nn.nn                      |
| management                  | managed                    |
| availability                | online                     |
| deploy_status               | prestage-prepare           |
| management_subnet           | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::20/123 |
| management_start_ip         | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::22     |
| management_end_ip           | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::3e     |
| management_gateway_ip       | 2620:10a:a001:ac01::21     |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | 2620:10a:a001:a113::1      |
| group_id                    | 3                          |
| created_at                  | 2202-03-18 20:31:16.548903 |
| updated_at                  | 2202-03-22 18:55:56:251643 |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

To create a prestage strategy for the default subcloud group, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager prestage-strategy create
Enter the sysadmin password for the subcloud:
Re-enter sysadmin password to confirm:
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+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                       |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| strategy type          | prestage                    |
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                    |
| max parallel subclouds | 50                          |
| stop on failure        | False                       |
| state                  | initial                     |
| created_at             | 2202-03-22T18:54:45.037336  |
| updated_at             | None                        |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+

To create a prestage strategy for a specific subcloud group, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager prestage-strategy create –group First_10_Subclouds

Enter the sysadmin password for the subcloud:
Re-enter sysadmin password to confirm:

+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                       |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| strategy type          | prestage                    |
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                    |
| max parallel subclouds | 10                          |
| stop on failure        | False                       |
| state                  | initial                     |
| created_at             | 2202-03-22T18:54:45.037336  |
| updated_at             | None                        |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+

Note
Unlike other types of orchestration, prestage orchestration requires sysadmin password as all communications with the
subclouds are done using ansible over the oam network to avoid disruptions to management traffic.

2. Apply the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager prestage-strategy apply

+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                       |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| strategy type          | prestage                    |
| subcloud apply type    | None                        |
| max parallel subclouds | None                        |
| stop on failure        | False                       |
| state                  | applying                    |
| created_at             | 2202-03-22T18:33:20:100712  |
| updated_at             | 2202-03-22T18:36:03.895542  |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+

3. Monitor the progress of the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list

+-----------+-------+---------------------+---------+----------------------------+-------------
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+
| cloud     | stage | state               | details | started_at                 | finished_at 
|
+-----------+-------+---------------------+---------+----------------------------+-------------
+
| subcloud1 |   1   | prestaging-packages |         | 2202-03-22 18:55:11.523970 | None        
|
+-----------+-------+---------------------+---------+----------------------------+-------------
+

4. (Optional) Abort the strategy, if required.
The abort command can be used to abort the prestage orchestration strategy after the current step of the currently
applying state is completed.

5. Delete the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager prestage-strategy delete

+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                       |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+
| strategy type          | prestage                    |
| subcloud apply type    | None                        |
| max parallel subclouds | None                        |
| stop on failure        | False                       |
| state                  | deleting                    |
| created_at             | 2202-03-22T19:09:03.576053  |
| updated_at             | 2202-03-22T19:09:09.436732  |
+------------------------+-----------------------------+

Troubleshoot Subcloud Prestage Orchestration

If an orchestrated prestage fails for a subcloud, check the log specified in the error message for reasons of failure. After the issue has
been resolved, prestage can be retried using one of the following options:

Procedure

• Run dcmanager subcloud prestage command on the failed subcloud.•

• Create a subcloud group, for example, prestage-retry, add the failed subcloud(s) to group prestage-retry, and finally•
create and apply the prestage strategy for the group.

Warning

Do not retry orchestration with an existing group unless the subclouds that have been successfully prestaged are removed from
the group. Otherwise, prestage will be repeated for ALL subclouds in the group.

For more information on the following, see Prestage a Subcloud on page 51

• Upload Prestage Image List•

• Single Subcloud Prestage•

• Rerun Subcloud Prestage•

• Verify Subcloud Prestage•

• Verifying Usage of Prestaged Data•
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6. MANAGE SUBCLOUD GROUPS

1. Manage Subcloud Groups

Subclouds can be organized into subcloud groups. These subcloud groups can control how subclouds are updated.

When a subcloud is created it is automatically added to the ‘Default’ subcloud group, unless the group is specified. Subclouds can be
associated with a particular group when they are created, and that association can be changed to a different subcloud group, if
required. To create a subcloud group, see, Creating Subcloud Groups on page 60.

For example, while creating a strategy, if several subclouds can be upgraded or updated in parallel, they can be grouped together in
a subcloud group that supports parallel upgrades or updates. In this case, the max_parallel_subclouds, and subcloud_apply_type
are not specified when the strategy is created, so that the settings in the subcloud group are used.

Alternatively, if several subclouds should be upgraded or updated individually, they can be grouped together in a subcloud group
that supports serial updates. In this case, the max_parallel_subclouds, and:command:subcloud_apply_type are not specified when
creating the strategy, and the subcloud group settings for max_parallel_subclouds (not applicable), and the subcloud_apply_type
(serial) associated with that subcloud group are used.

For more information on creating a strategy for orchestration upgrades, updates or firmware updates, see:

• To create an upgrade orchestration strategy use the dcmanager upgrade-strategy create command.•

• To create an update (patch) orchestration strategy use the dcmanager patch-strategy create command.•

• To create a firmware update orchestration strategy use the dcmanager fw-update-strategy create command.•

See also

Creating Subcloud Groups on page 60

Orchestration Strategy Using Subcloud Groups on page 65

2. Create Subcloud Groups

All subclouds belong to a subcloud group. When a subcloud is created, it will be added to the ‘Default’ group, unless a different
subcloud group has been specified.

A subcloud can be moved to a different subcloud group using the ‘dcmanager subcloud update’ command for the group attribute. A
subcloud group cannot be deleted if it contains any subclouds. Removing a subcloud from a subcloud group is done by moving the
subcloud back to the ‘Default’ subcloud group.

About this task

You can use CLI commands to add new subcloud groups, list, update or delete subcloud groups. The CLI commands for managing
subcloud groups are:

dcmanager subcloud-group add: Adds a new subcloud group.

dcmanager subcloud-group delete: Deletes subcloud group details from the database.
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Note
The ‘Default’ subcloud group cannot be deleted dcmanager subcloud-group list: Lists subcloud groups.

dcmanager subcloud-group list-subclouds: List subclouds referencing a subcloud group.

dcmanager subcloud-group show: Shows the details of a subcloud group.

dcmanager subcloud-group update: Updates attributes of a subcloud group.

Note
The name of the ‘Default’ subcloud group cannot be changed

Procedure

• To create a subcloud group, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group add --name <<group>>
usage: dcmanager subcloud-group add [-h] [-f {json,shell,table,value,yaml}]
 [-c COLUMN] [--max-width <integer>]
 [--fit-width] [--print-empty] [--noindent]
 [--prefix PREFIX] --name NAME
 [--description DESCRIPTION]
 [--update_apply_type UPDATE_APPLY_TYPE]
 [--max_parallel_subclouds MAX_PARALLEL_SUBCLOUDS]

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group add --name <Group1>
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                     | 1                          |
| name                   | Group1                     |
| description            | No description provided    |
| update apply type      | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| created_at             | 2020-09-15 19:03:30.050353 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

To create an upgrade strategy, if required, use the dcmanager upgrade-strategy create, dcmanager patch-strategy create,
or dcmanager fw-update-strategy create commands. For more information, see Managing Subcloud Groups on page 60.

• To list subcloud groups, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group list

To list subclouds referencing a subcloud group, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group list-subclouds

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group list-subclouds Group1

+--+------+----+----+-------+-------+------+-----------+-----------+-------------+-----------+
------------+------------+------+----------+----------+
|id|name  |desc|loc.|sof.ver|mgmnt  |avail |deploy_stat|mgmt_subnet|mgmt_start_ip|mgmt_end_ip|
mgmt_gtwy_ip|sysctrl_gtwy|grp_id|created_at|updated_at|
+--+------+----+----+-------+-------+------+-----------+-----------+-------------+-----------+
------------+------------+------+----------+----------+
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|3 |subcl1|None|None|nn.nn  |managed|online|complete   |fd01:12::0.|fd01:12::2   |fd01:12::11|
fd01:12::1  |fd01:11::1  | 2    |2021-01-09|2021-01-12|
|4 |subcl2|None|None|nn.nn  |managed|online|complete   |fd01:13::0.|fd01:13::2   |fd01:13::11|
fd01:13::1  |fd01:11::1  | 2    |2021-01-09|2021-01-12|
+--+------+----+----+-------+-------+------+-----------+-----------+-------------+-----------+
------------+------------+------+----------+----------+

• To show the details of a subcloud group, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group show

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-group show Group1
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                     | 2                          |
| name                   | Group1                     |
| description            | subcloud 3 and 4           |
| update apply type      | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 2                          |
| created_at             | 2021-01-12 18:57:38.382269 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

• To update the attributes and associate a subcloud with a specific subcloud group, use the following command, for example:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update --group Group1 Subcloud1
usage: dcmanager subcloud update [-h] [-f {json,shell,table,value,yaml}]
                                 [-c COLUMN] [--max-width <integer>]
                                 [--fit-width] [--print-empty] [--noindent]
                                 [--prefix PREFIX] [--description DESCRIPTION]
                                 [--location LOCATION] [--group GROUP]
                                 [--install-values INSTALL_VALUES]
                                 [--bmc-password BMC_PASSWORD]
                                 subcloud

• A subcloud must always belong to a subcloud group. In order to remove a subcloud from a given group, update its group to be•
the ‘Default’ subcloud group.

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update --group Default Subcloud1
+------------------------------+-----------------------------------+
| Field                        | Value                             |
+------------------------------+-----------------------------------+
| id                           | 665                               |
| name                         | Subcloud1                         |
| description                  | Subcloud1                         |
| location                     | somewhere                         |
| software_version             | nn.nn                             |
| management                   | managed                           |
| availability                 | online                            |
| deploy_status                | complete                          |
| management_subnet            | 2607:f160:10:905f:2001::/80       |
| management_start_ip          | 2607:f160:10:905f:2001:290:0:3000 |
| management_end_ip            | 2607:f160:10:905f:2001:290:0:3020 |
| management_gateaway_ip       | 2607:f160:10:905f:2001:290::      |
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| systemcontroller_gateaway_ip | 2607:f160:10:923e:ce:23:0:0       |
| group_id                     | 1                                 |
| created_at                   | 2020-11-08T02:04:34.678248        |
| updated_at                   | 2020-12-03T17:48:59.644206        |
+------------------------------+-----------------------------------+

3. Create Subcloud Groups Using the Horizon Web Interface

Prerequisites

You must be in SystemController region. To change the region, see RegionOne and SystemController Modes on page 6.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Subcloud Group Management tab.

4. On the Subcloud Group Management tab, click Add Subcloud Group.

5. In the Create New Subcloud Group dialog box, adjust the settings as needed:

• Name

• Description

• Update apply type: Parallel or Serial; default Parallel.

• Maximum parallel subclouds: default 2

6. Click Create Subcloud Group.

4. Edit Subcloud Groups Using the Horizon Web Interface

Prerequisites

You must be in SystemController mode. To change the mode, see RegionOne and SystemController Modes on page 6.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Subcloud Group Management tab.
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4. Click Edit Subcloud Group.

5. Edit fields for the Subcloud Group:

6. Click Save Changes.

5. Delete Subcloud Groups Using the Horizon Web Interface

Prerequisites

You must be in SystemController region. To change the region, see RegionOne and SystemController Modes on page 6.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Subcloud Group Management tab.

4. Click on the Edit Subcloud Group dropdown and select Delete Subcloud Group:
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5. Confirm deletion:

6. Orchestration Strategy Using Subcloud Groups

When an upgrade, update, or firmware update orchestration strategy is created, the strategy ensures that the application of software
upgrades, and updates are done in the following order for the subclouds.

The order in which dcmanager subcloud-group list displays the subcloud groups, is the order they are processed by orchestration.

1. First, all subclouds in the default group.

2. All subclouds in the first, second, and third group, etc.

3. Subclouds from different groups will never be included in the same stage of the strategy to ensure they are not
upgraded, updated (patched) at the same time.
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7. UPDATE (PATCH) MANAGEMENT

1. Update Management for Distributed Cloud

You can apply software updates (also known as ‘patches’) to the Central Cloud and subclouds from the System Controller.

A central update repository on the Central Cloud is introduced for Distributed Cloud. This is used to store all updates (patches) so
that unmanaged subclouds can be synchronized with any required updates when they are brought into a managed state.

To ensure the integrity of the Distributed Cloud system, all updating must be done from the Central Cloud.

Caution

Any updates that were applied to the Central Cloud prior to running ansible bootstrap playbook, including updates
incorporated in the installation ISO file and updates installed using sw-patch commands, must be uploaded to the System
Controller. This ensures that the updates are in the central update repository and the subclouds can be updated with them.

You can use the Horizon Web interface or the command line interface to manage updates. The workflow for patching is as follows:

1. Review the update status of the systems in the Distributed Cloud.
See Reviewing Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using Horizon on page 66.

2. Upload and apply any required updates to the System Controller. This adds them to a Central Update Repository,
making them available to the SystemController and all subclouds.
See Uploading and Applying Updates to SystemController Using Horizon on page 68.

3. Update the Central Cloud’s RegionOne and all subclouds with the updates using update orchestration.
See Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and Subclouds on page 70.

Note
For Distributed Cloud, manual updating of individual subclouds is not recommended.

2. Review Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using Horizon

You can review updates across the Distributed Cloud from the Horizon Web interface.

About this task

If you prefer, you can use the CLI. For more information, see Reviewing Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using the CLI on
page 67.

From Horizon, you can use only the SystemController region to review updates in the central update repository and the update sync
status of subclouds.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Software Management.
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3. On the Software Management page, select the Patches tab.

Note
The Patch State indicates whether the patch is available, partially-applied or applied. Applied indicates that the update
has been installed on all hosts of the cloud (SystemController in this case).

4. Check the Update Sync Status of the subclouds.
Update (or Patch) Sync Status is part of the overall Sync status of a subcloud. To review the synchronization status of
subclouds, see Monitoring Subclouds Using Horizon on page 36.

Postrequisites

To update the SystemController’s central update repository, see Reviewing Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using the CLI on
page 67.

3. Review Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using the CLI

You can use the CLI to review the updates in the central update repository and their synchronization status across the subclouds of
the Distributed Cloud.

About this task

To use the Horizon Web interface instead, see Reviewing Update Status for Distributed Cloud Using Horizon on page 66.

Procedure

• To check the status of updates in the central update repository, use the query option on the SystemController region.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch --os-region-name SystemController query
Patch ID              RR  Release   Patch State
===================   ==  =======   ===========
wrcp_nn.nn_PATCH_0001  N   nn.nn     Applied
wrcp_nn.nn_PATCH_0002  N   nn.nn     Applied
wrcp_nn.nn_PATCH_0003  N   nn.nn     Partial
wrcp_nn.nn_PATCH_0004  N   nn.nn     Available
wrcp_nn.nn_PATCH_0005  N   nn.nn     Available

The Patch State column indicates whether the Patch is available, partially-applied or applied. Applied indicates that the update
has been installed on all hosts of the cloud (SystemController in this case).

• To identify which subclouds are update-current (in-sync), use the•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+
| id | name      | management   | availability       | sync        |
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | managed      | online             | in-sync     |
|  2 | subcloud2 | managed      | online             | in-sync     |
|  3 | subcloud3 | managed      | online             | out-of-sync |
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|  4 | subcloud4 | managed      | offline            | unknown     |
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+

Note
The sync status is the rolled up sync status of platform-sync-status, identity-sync-status, and patching-sync-status.

• To see synchronization details for a subcloud:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud show subcloud1
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| id                          | 1                          |
| name                        | subcloud1                  |
| description                 | None                       |
| location                    | None                       |
| software_version            | nn.nn                      |
| management                  | managed                    |
| availability                | online                     |
| deploy_status               | complete                   |
| management_subnet           | fd01:82::0/64              |
| management_start_ip         | fd01:82::2                 |
| management_end_ip           | fd01:82::11                |
| management_gateway_ip       | fd01:82::1                 |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | fd01:81::1                 |
| group_id                    | 1                          |
| created_at                  | 2020-07-15 19:23:50.966984 |
| updated_at                  | 2020-07-17 12:36:28.815655 |
| dc-cert_sync_status         | in-sync                    |
| identity_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| load_sync_status            | in-sync                    |
| patching_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| platform_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

4. Upload and Applying Updates to SystemController Using Horizon

You can upload and apply updates (patches) to the SystemController in order to update the central update repository, from the
Horizon Web interface.

About this task

If you prefer, you can use the CLI. For more information, see Uploading and Applying Updates to SystemController Using the CLI on
page 69.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Software Management.
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3. On the Software Management page, select the Patches tab.

4. On the Patches tab, click Upload Patches.
In the Upload Patches dialog box, click Browse to select updates (patches) for upload.

5. In the dialog, click Upload Patches.
The update is added to the Patches list in the Available state.

6. Click Apply Patch.
The state is updated to Partial-Apply.

Postrequisites

To update the software on the System Controller and subclouds, you must use the Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration. For more
information, see Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and Subclouds on page 70.

5. Upload and Applying Updates to SystemController Using the CLI

You can upload and apply updates to the SystemController in order to update the central update repository, from the CLI using the
standard update procedures for Cloud Platform. For Distributed Cloud, you must include an additional CLI parameter.

About this task

If you prefer, you can use the Horizon Web interface. For more information, see Uploading and Applying Updates to
SystemController Using Horizon on page 68, however the specific procedure for incrementally uploading and applying one or more
patches for the SystemController is provided below.

For standard Cloud Platform updating procedures, see the

For SystemController of Distributed Cloud (and the central update repository), you must include the additional CLI parameter --os-
region-name with the value SystemController when using CLI sw-patch commands.

Note
When adding a new subcloud, you only need to create and apply an update strategy to apply all updates that were
previously applied in the system controller to the new subcloud.
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Note
The following existing sw-patch commands are not supported in the System Controller region:

• sw-patch query-hosts•

• sw-patch host-install•

• sw-patch host-install-async•

• sw-patch host-install-local•

• sw-patch drop-host•

Procedure

1. Log in as the sysadmin user.

2. Copy all patches to be uploaded and applied to /home/sysadmin/patches/.

3. Upload all patches placed in /home/sysadmin/patches/ to the storage area.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch upload-dir /home/sysadmin/patches --os-region-name SystemControlle
r

Note
You may receive a warning about the update already being imported. This is expected and occurs if the update was
uploaded locally to the system controller. The warning will only occur for patches that were applied to controller-0
(system controller) before it was first unlocked.

4. Confirm that the newly uploaded patches have a status of available.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch query --os-region-name SystemController

5. Apply all available updates in a single operation.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch apply --all --os-region-name SystemController

6. Confirm that the updates have been applied.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch query --os-region-name SystemController

Postrequisites

To update the software on the System Controller and subclouds, you must use the Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration. For more
information, see Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and Subclouds on page 70.

6. Update orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and subclouds
6.1. Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and Subclouds

You can use update orchestration to automate software updates across the Central Cloud’s RegionOne and all subclouds in the
Distributed Cloud.

You can use the Horizon Web interface or the CLI. To use the CLI, see Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and
Subclouds Using the CLI on page 77.

Note
Patch orchestration is the recommended method for updating software on a Distributed Cloud system. Do not update
RegionOne or individual subclouds manually.
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To use update orchestration, complete the following workflow:

1. Ensure that the required updates are uploaded and applied to the SystemController / central update repository.
For more information, see Uploading and Applying Updates to SystemController Using Horizon on page 68.

2. Create an update strategy for the Distributed Cloud update orchestration.
See Creating an Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 71.

3. Optionally, customize the configuration settings used by the update strategy.
The update strategy is applied to the Central Cloud’s RegionOne and all subclouds using default configuration
settings. You can change these settings, and you can create custom settings for individual subclouds. For more
information, see Customizing the Update Configuration for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 75.

4. Apply the strategy for the Distributed Cloud update orchestration.
See Applying the Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud on page 77.
As each subcloud is updated, it moves through the following states:

initial

The update has not started.

updating patches

Patches are being updated to synchronize with System Controller updates.

creating strategy

The strategy is being created in the subcloud.

applying strategy

The strategy is being applied in the subcloud.

finishing

updates that are no longer required are being deleted

updates that require committing are being committed

complete

Updating has been completed successfully.

During this process, alarms 900.001 and 900.101 are raised temporarily.

See also

Creating an Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 71

Customizing the Update Configuration for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 75

Applying the Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud on page 77

6.2. Create an Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration

To update Central Cloud’s RegionOne and the subclouds with updates in the Partial-Apply state, you must create an update strategy
for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration.

After a patch (update) has been applied/removed/committed on the Central Cloud’s RegionOne, the subclouds are audited and
their patching sync status is updated. This can take up to 15 minutes.

If the Subclouds are in a Managed state and if the patching sync status is “out-of-sync”, it can be orchestrated.
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About this task

Only one update strategy can exist at a time. The strategy controls how the subclouds are updated (for example, serially or in
parallel).

To determine how the nodes on the Central Cloud’s RegionOne and each subcloud are updated, the update strategy refers to
separate configuration settings available on the Cloud Patching Configuration tab.

Prerequisites

You must be in SystemController region. To change the region, see RegionOne and SystemController Modes on page 6.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

4. On the Cloud Strategy Orchestration tab, click Create Strategy.
In the Create Strategy dialog box, adjust the settings as needed.

Strategy Type

Patch.

Apply to

Subcloud or Subcloud Group.

Subcloud

Select the subcloud name, only if you have chosen the Apply to: Subcloud option.

Subcloud Group

Write the subcloud group name, only if you select the Apply to: Subcloud Group option.
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Stop on Failure

default true — determines whether update orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent
subclouds.

Subcloud Apply Type

Parallel or Serial, default Parallel — determines whether the subclouds are updated in parallel or serially.

This option is available when Apply to is set to “Subcloud” and Subcloud is set to All subclouds.

Maximum Parallel Subclouds

default 20 — If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will
be used by default.

This option is available when Apply to is set to “Subcloud” and Subcloud is set to All subclouds.

Force

default False.

Offline subcloud is not skipped. Applicable only when the strategy is created to a single subcloud.

This option is available when Strategy Type is set to “Upgrade”.
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5. Adjust how nodes are updated on RegionOne and the subclouds.
See Customizing the Update Configuration for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 75.

6. Click Create Strategy.
Only subclouds in the Managed state and whose patching sync status is out-of-sync are added to the list. To change
the update strategy settings, you must delete the update strategy and create a new one. Confirmation before
applying strategy will be needed. If the created strategy is older than 60 minutes, a warning message will be
displayed. The user can apply the strategy or verify if it is still valid.

Note
To change the update strategy settings, you must delete the update strategy and create a new one.
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See also

Customizing the Update Configuration for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 75

Applying the Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud on page 77

6.3. Customize the Update Configuration for Distributed Cloud Update
Orchestration

You can adjust how the nodes in each system (Central Cloud’s RegionOne and/or Subclouds) are updated.

About this task

The update strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration uses separate configuration settings to control how the nodes on a
given system are updated. You can adjust the settings used by default for Central Cloud’s RegionOne and all subclouds, and you can
create custom settings for individual subclouds.

You can change the configuration settings before or after creating a update strategy for Distributed Cloud update orchestration. The
settings are maintained independently.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Cloud Patching Configuration tab.

Take one of the following actions:

• To edit the settings applicable to RegionOne and all subclouds by default, click Edit Configuration in the all
clouds default row.

To save your changes, click Edit Cloud Patching Configuration.
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• To create custom settings for an individual subcloud, click Create New Cloud Patching Configuration.

In the Subcloud field, select the subcloud for the custom settings.
To save your configuration changes, click Create Cloud Patching Configuration. The new configuration is added
to the list.

The following settings are available:

Subcloud

This specifies the subcloud affected by the configuration. For the all clouds default configuration, this setting cannot be
changed.

Storage Apply Type

Parallel or Serial — determines whether storage nodes are patched in parallel or serially

Worker Apply Type

Parallel or Serial — determines whether worker nodes are patched in parallel or serially

Maximum Parallel Worker Hosts

This sets the maximum number of worker nodes that can be patched in parallel.

Default Instance Action

Note
This parameter is only applicable to hosted application VMs with the wr-openstack application.

migrate or stop-start — determines whether hosted application VMs are migrated or stopped and restarted when a worker
host is upgraded
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Alarm Restrictions

Relaxed or Strict — determines whether the orchestration is aborted for alarms that are not management-affecting.

Postrequisites

For information about creating and applying a patch strategy, see Update Management for Distributed Cloud on page 66.

Related information

See also

Creating an Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 71

Applying the Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud on page 77

6.4. Apply the Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud

You can update the platform software across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the update strategy for Distributed Cloud
Update Orchestration.

About this task

You can apply the update strategy from the Horizon Web interface or the CLI. To use the CLI, see Update Management for
Distributed Cloud on page 66.

Prerequisites

Before you can apply the update strategy, you must upload and apply one or more updates to the SystemController / central update
repository, create the update strategy for subclouds, and optionally adjust the configuration settings for updating nodes. For more
information, see Update Management for Distributed Cloud on page 66.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

4. Click Apply Strategy.
To monitor the progress of the overall update orchestration, use the Orchestration Strategy tab.
To monitor the progress of host updates on RegionOne of System Controller or a subcloud, use the Host Inventory
page on the subcloud.

See also

Creating an Update Strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 71

Customizing the Update Configuration for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration on page 75

6.5. Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and Subclouds Using
the CLI
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For Distributed Cloud update orchestration, you can use the dcmanager commands from the command line interface. These are
similar to the sw-manager commands used to define and execute update strategies on non-distributed systems.

In this section:

• Patch Strategy Settings on page 78•

• Configuration for Specific Subclouds on page 80•

To use the Horizon Web interface instead, see Update Orchestration of Central Cloud’s RegionOne and Subclouds on page 70.

Note
Before you can use Distributed Cloud update orchestration, you must upload and apply one or more updates to the
SystemController / central update repository. For more information, see Uploading and Applying Updates to
SystemController Using the CLI on page 69.

Patch Strategy Settings

The update strategy for a Distributed Cloud system controls how updates are applied to the Central Cloud’s RegionOne and the
subclouds. The following settings are available:

subcloud apply type

parallel or serial — determines whether the subclouds are updated in parallel, or serially.

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for subcloud_update_type defined for each subcloud group will be used by
default.

maximum parallel subclouds

Sets the maximum number of subclouds that can be updated in parallel (default 20).

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be used by
default.

stop on failure

true (default) or false — determines whether update orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent
subclouds.

• To create a update strategy, use the patch-strategy create command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy create \
[--subcloud-apply-type <type>] \
[–-max-parallel-subclouds <i>] \
[–-stop-on-failure <level>] \
[--group group] \
[<subcloud>]

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy create --group 10
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 10                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
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| created_at             | 2021-01-07T14:54:58.634476 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

Note
You can optionally pass the name or ID of a subcloud group to the patch-strategy create command. This results in a
strategy that is applied only to the System Controller and all subclouds in the specified group. The subcloud group
values are used for subcloud apply type and max parallel subclouds parameters.

• To show the settings for the update strategy, use the patch-strategy show command.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy show
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
| created_at             | 2018-02-02T14:42:13.822499 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

Note
A value of None for subcloud apply type, and max parallel subclouds indicates that subcloud group values are
being used.

• To apply the update strategy, use the patch-strategy apply command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy apply
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | applying                   |
| created_at             | 2018-02-02T14:42:13.822499 |
| updated_at             | 2018-02-02T14:42:19.376688 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

• To show the step currently being performed on each of the subclouds, use the strategy-step list command.•

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list
    +------------------+-------+-------------+-----------------------------+------------------
----------+----------------------------+
    | cloud            | stage | state       | details                     | started_a
t                 | finished_at                |
    +------------------+-------+-------------+-----------------------------+------------------
----------+----------------------------+
    | SystemController |     1 | complete    |                             | 2018-03-13 14:12:
12.262001 | 2018-03-13 14:15:52.450908 |
    | subcloud-1       |     2 | applying... | apply phase is 66% complete | 2018-03-13 14:16:
02.457588 | None                       |
    | subcloud-4       |     2 | applying... | apply phase is 83% complete | 2018-03-13 14:16:
02.463213 | None                       |
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    | subcloud-5       |     2 | finishing   |                             | 2018-03-13 14:16:
02.473669 | None                       |
    | subcloud-6       |     2 | applying... | apply phase is 66% complete | 2018-03-13 14:16:
02.483422 | None                       |
    +------------------+-------+-------------+-----------------------------+------------------
----------+----------------------------+

• To show the step currently being performed on a subcloud, use the strategy-step show <subcloud> command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step show <subcloud>

• To abort the current update orchestration operation, use the patch-strategy abort command.•

Note
The dcmanager patch-strategy abort command completes the current updating stage before aborting, to prevent
hosts from being left in a locked state requiring manual intervention.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy abort

• To delete a update strategy, use the patch-strategy delete command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy delete
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | deleting                   |
| created_at             | 2018-03-23T20:04:50.992444 |
| updated_at             | 2018-03-23T20:05:14.157352 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

Configuration for Specific Subclouds

To determine how updates are applied to the nodes on each subcloud and on RegionOne, the update strategy refers to separate
configuration settings. The following settings are applied by default:

• storage apply type: parallel•

• worker apply type: parallel•

• max parallel workers: 10•

• alarm restriction type: relaxed•

• default instance action: migrate•

To update the default values, use the dcmanager patch-strategy-config update command. You can also use this command to
configure custom behavior for individual subclouds.

Note
Since re-location is not possible on a single-node Cloud Platform Simplex system, you must change the configuration to
set default_instance_action to stop-start.

• To list the default update strategy and any custom configurations configured for individual subclouds, use the patch-strategy-•
config list command.

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy-config list
+--------------------+--------------------+--------------------+-----------------------+------
------------------+------------------+
| cloud              | storage apply type | worker apply type  | max parallel workers  | alar
m restriction type | default instance |
|                    |                    |                    |                       
|                        | action           |
+--------------------+--------------------+--------------------+-----------------------+------
------------------+------------------+
| all clouds default | parallel           | parallel           |                    10 | relax
ed                | migrate          |
| subcloud-6         | parallel           | parallel           |                     2 | relax
ed                | stop-start       |
+--------------------+--------------------+--------------------+-----------------------+------
------------------+------------------+

• To show the configuration settings applicable to all subclouds by default, use the patch-strategy-config show command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy-config show
+-------------------------+--------------------+
| Field                   | Value              |
+-------------------------+--------------------+
| cloud                   | all clouds default |
| storage apply type      | parallel           |
| worker apply type       | parallel           |
| max parallel workers    | 10                 |
| alarm restriction type  | relaxed            |
| default instance action | migrate            |
| created_at              | None               |
| updated_at              | None               |
+-------------------------+--------------------+

• To update the settings, or to create a custom configuration for a subcloud, use the patch-strategy-config update command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy-config update \
 \
–-storage-apply-type <type> \
–-worker-apply-type <type> \
–-max-parallel-workers <i> \
–-alarm-restriction-type <level> \
–-default-instance-action <action> \
[<subcloud_name>]

where

storage apply type

parallel or serial — determines whether storage nodes are updated in parallel or serially.

worker apply type

parallel or serial — determines whether worker nodes are updated in parallel or serially.

max parallel workers

Set the maximum number of worker nodes that can be updated in parallel.

alarm restriction type

relaxed or strict — determines whether the orchestration is aborted for alarms that are not management-affecting. For
more information, refer to Cloud Platform Updates and Upgrades: Configure Update Orchestration.
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default instance action

Note
This parameter is only applicable to hosted application VMs with the wr-openstack application.

migrate or stop-start — determines whether hosted application VMs are migrated or stopped and restarted when a
worker host is upgraded.

subcloud_name

The name of the subcloud to use the custom strategy. If this omitted, the default update strategy is updated.

Note
You must specify all of the settings.

• To show the configuration settings for a subcloud, use the patch-strategy-config show <subcloud> command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy-config show [<name>]

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager patch-strategy-config show subcloud-6
+-------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                   | Value                      |
+-------------------------+----------------------------+
| cloud                   | subcloud-6                 |
| storage apply type      | parallel                   |
| worker apply type       | parallel                   |
| max parallel workers    | 2                          |
| alarm restriction type  | relaxed                    |
| default instance action | stop-start                 |
| created_at              | 2018-03-12 20:08:48.917866 |
| updated_at              | None                       |
+-------------------------+----------------------------+

If custom configuration settings have not been created for the subcloud, the following message is displayed:

ERROR (app) No options found for Subcloud with id 1, defaults will be used.
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8. FPGA DEVICE IMAGE UPDATE MANAGEMENT

1. Device Image Update Orchestration

In a Distributed Cloud environment, you can use orchestration strategies to manage device image updates, including FPGA updates.

About this task

Note
Due to limitations with the existing device image update mechanisms for the N3000 FPGA hardware, applying more than
one image at a time to a given hardware device is currently not supported. If multiple device images are to be written to a
single device, such as a root-key image and a functional image, the first device image should be applied, then dcmanager
should be used to create and apply an update strategy. Once the update strategy has completed then the second device
image should be applied and dcmanager should be used to create and apply a second update strategy for the second
device image.

Note
For BMC images on N3000 FPGA hardware, it is recommended that the admin user uses the md5sum of the device image
file as the bitstream ID. This will ensure that different files get unique IDs, and the same file gets the same ID.

Prerequisites

• Only one type of dcmanager strategy can exist at a time. Run dcmanager fw-update-strategy delete to delete any existing•
strategies before creating a new update (patch) strategy. Similarly, after using an update (patch) strategy you will need to delete
it before creating a fw-update strategy.

• Before applying a new functional device image for the same PCI vendor/device and label as a functional image that has already•
been applied, you need to remove the previous device image from that label using the following command:

system --os-region-name SystemController device-image-remove image_uuid <name>=<value>

Procedure

1. Assign labels to PCI devices in each subcloud.

a. List known devices on a host.
To list devices from a subcloud, run:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-list <hostname_or_id>

To list devices from the Central cloud, run:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system  --os-region-name <region> --os-auth-url <subcloud_keystone_url> 
host-device-list <hostname_or_id>

b. Assign labels.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-device-label-assign [--overwrite] <hostname_or_id> <pci_name
_or_address> <name>=<value> [<name>=<value> ...]

Warning
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It is recommended not to apply a functional device image for a given hardware device with a specific label, and a different
functional device image for the same hardware device with a different label. This can cause dcmanager to toggle between
the two device images every time device-image-apply is run.

Either use single label for each hardware device, or use caution to avoid this scenario if using multiple device labels per
device.

2. From the Central cloud, upload one or more device images in the System Controller region.

• To upload a root-key device image:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController device-image-upload <imagefile> 
root-key <pci_vendor> <pci_device> --key-signature <key_signature> --name <imagename> --descr
iption <description> --image-version <version>

• To upload a revocation key device image:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController device-image-upload <imagefile> 
key-revocation <pci_vendor> <pci_device> --revoke-key-id <revoke_key_id> --name <imagename> -
-description <description> --image-version <version>

• To upload a functional device image:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController device-image-upload <imagefile> 
functional <pci_vendor> <pci_device> --bitstream-id <bitstream_id> --name <imagename> --descr
iption <description> --image-version <version>

For more information about uploading images, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Uploading
a Device Image.

3. Apply one or more device images in the System Controller region.
You can apply multiple device images in the System Controller region provided they are for different devices or
different labels.

Note
If you have applied multiple device labels per device, use caution to avoid toggling between the two device images
due to both labels being applied to the same device.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController device-image-apply <image_uuid>

For more information about applying images, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Updating
an Intel N3000 FPGA Image.

4. Create an update strategy using the fw-update-strategy create command.
The update strategy controls how FPGA updates are applied to hosts on subclouds. Creating, applying and
monitoring the strategy can be done using CLI or Horizon web interface.
If you want to use Horizon, see Create a Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy using Horizon on page 87
The update strategy controls how FPGA updates are applied to hosts on subclouds.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager fw-update-strategy create \
[--subcloud-apply-type <type>] \
[–-max-parallel-subclouds <i>] \
[–-stop-on-failure true|false ] \
[--group group] \
[<subcloud>]

where:
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subcloud-apply-type

parallel or serial — determines whether the subclouds are updated in parallel, or serially.

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for subcloud_update_type defined for each subcloud group will be used by
default.

max-parallel-subclouds

Sets the maximum number of subclouds that can be updated in parallel (default 20).

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be used by
default.

stop-on-failure

true or false (default) — determines whether update orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent
subclouds.

group

Optionally pass the name or ID of a subcloud group to the fw-update-strategy create command. This results in a strategy
that is only applied to all subclouds in the specified group. The subcloud group values are used for subcloud apply type and
max parallel subclouds parameters.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager fw-update-strategy create
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | firmware                   |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
| created_at             | 2020-08-11T18:13:40.576659 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

5. Apply the firmware update strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager fw-update-strategy apply
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | firmware                   |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | applying                   |
| created_at             | 2020-08-11T18:13:40.576659 |
| updated_at             | 2020-08-11T18:13:56.525459 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

6. Monitor progress as the strategy is applied.

• To monitor the step currently being performed on all subclouds, do the following:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list
+-----------+-------+----------+------------------------------+----------------------------+-
---------------------------+
| cloud     | stage | state    | details                      | started_at                 | 
finished_at                |
+-----------+-------+----------+------------------------------+----------------------------+-
---------------------------+
| subcloud1 |     2 | complete |                              | 2020-08-13 14:12:11.223001 | 
2020-08-13 14:15:52.450908 |
+-----------+-------+----------+------------------------------+----------------------------+-
---------------------------+
| subcloud2 |     2 | applying | apply phase is 66% complete  | 2020-08-13 14:12:12.262001 | 
None                       |
+-----------+-------+----------+------------------------------+----------------------------+-
---------------------------+
| subcloud3 |     2 | applying | apply phase is 18% complete  | 2020-08-13 14:12:13.457588 | 
None                       |
+-----------+-------+----------+------------------------------+----------------------------+-
---------------------------+

• To monitor the step currently being performed on a specific subcloud, do the following:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step show <subcloud_name>
+-------------+----------------------------+
| Field       | Value                      |
+-------------+----------------------------+
| cloud       | subcloud1                  |
| stage       | 2                          |
| state       | complete                   |
| details     |                            |
| started_at  | 2020-08-11 18:53:52.738079 |
| finished_at | 2020-08-11 18:54:04.886140 |
| created_at  | 2020-08-11 18:53:31.962478 |
| updated_at  | 2020-08-11 18:54:04.907063 |
+-------------+----------------------------+

7. If, for any reason, you need to cancel a strategy during application, use the fw-update-strategy abort command.

Note
This command completes the current updating stage before aborting, to prevent hosts from being left in a locked state
requiring manual intervention. It has no effect on strategies in the completed state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager fw-update-strategy abort
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | firmware                   |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | abort requested            |
| created_at             | 2020-08-11T19:13:41.153044 |
| updated_at             | 2020-08-11T19:13:54.121796 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

Postrequisites
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When done, delete the strategy:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager fw-update-strategy delete
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | firmware                   |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | deleting                   |
| created_at             | 2020-08-11T18:53:31.929881 |
| updated_at             | 2020-08-11T19:13:03.820865 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

2. Create a Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy using Horizon

Use the Horizon Web interface as an alternative to the CLI for managing device /firmware image update strategies (Firmware
update).

To use the CLI, see Device Image Update Orchestration on page 83.

To update device/firmware image Central Cloud’s RegionOne and the subclouds, you must create an update strategy for Distributed
Cloud fw-update-strategy Orchestration.

About this task

Only one type of dcmanager strategy can exist at a time. The strategy controls how the subclouds are updated (for example, serially
or in parallel).

Prerequisites

You must be in the SystemController region. To change the mode, see RegionOne and SystemController Modes on page 6.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. Select the Orchestration Strategy tab on the Orchestration page.

Orchestration Strategy

4. Create a new strategy.
Click Create Strategy. In the Create Strategy dialog box, adjust the settings as needed.

Strategy Type

Firmware
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Apply to

Subcloud or Subcloud Group

Subcloud

Enter the subcloud name

Subcloud Group

Enter the subcloud group name only if you select the Apply to: Subcloud Group option.

Stop on Failure

Default: True

Determines whether update orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent subclouds.

Subcloud Apply Type

Parallel or Serial, default Parallel. Determines whether the subclouds are updated in parallel or serially.

Maximum Parallel Subclouds

Default: 20

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be
used by default.

Force

Default: False
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Create a strategy

5. Adjust how device image nodes are updated on RegionOne and the subclouds.

6. Save the new strategy.
Click Create Strategy.

Results

Only subclouds in the Managed state and whose patching sync status is out-of-sync are added to the list. To change the firmware
upgrade strategy settings, you must delete the current strategy and create a new one. You must confirm before applying the
strategy. If the created strategy is older than 60 minutes, a warning message will be displayed. You can simply apply the strategy or
first verify that it is still valid.

3. Apply the Firmware Update Strategy using Horizon

You can use Horizon to update the device/firmware image across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the firmware update
strategy for Distributed Cloud Update Orchestration.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

Orchestration Strategy

4. Click Apply Strategy.

• To monitor the progress of the overall firmware update orchestration, use the Orchestration Strategy tab.

• To monitor the progress of host firmware updates on RegionOne or a subcloud, use the Host Inventory page on
the subcloud.
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Results
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9. CONFIGURE KUBERNETES VERSION UPGRADE
DISTRIBUTED CLOUD ORCHESTRATION

1. Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration Overview

Before you create a Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration Strategy, ensure that the Kubernetes version on
the System Controller has been upgraded using the procedure documented in Manual Kubernetes Version Upgrade.

For an orchestrated Kubernetes version upgrade across a Distributed Cloud, you need to first create a Kubernetes Version Upgrade
Distributed Cloud Orchestration Strategy, or plan, for the automated Kubernetes version upgrade procedure orchestrated across all
subclouds of the Distributed Cloud system.

You must use the dcmanager CLI tool to create, and then apply the upgrade strategy. A created strategy can be monitored with the
show command. For more information, see Create Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration Strategy on page 91.

Kubernetes upgrade orchestration automatically iterates through all managed online subclouds if you do not specify a group of
subclouds to be upgraded.

The specific steps involved in a Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration for a single or group of hosts in each
subcloud includes:

1. Creating the subcloud kube upgrade strategy based on the new version installed as part of the platform.

2. Applying the subcloud kube upgrade strategy.

2. Configure Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration

You can configure a Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration Strategy using the dcmanager CLI or the Horizon
web interface.

If you want to use the Horizon Web interface, see Create a Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon on page 95.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated Kubernetes version
upgrade operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault Management: Alarm Messages.
To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated Kubernetes version upgrade operation, the following alarms are ignored even when the default strict
restrictions are selected:

100.103

Memory threshold exceeded

200.001

Locked Host

280.001

Subcloud resource off-line
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280.002

Subcloud resource out-of-sync

700.004

VM stopped

750.006

Automatic Application Re-Apply Is Pending

900.001

Patching operation in progress

900.007

Kubernetes upgrade in progress

900.401

Kubernetes upgrade auto-apply inprogress

Prerequisites

Hosts that need to be upgraded must be in the unlocked-enabled state.

The Kubernetes update image must be in the applied state. For more information, see Managing Software Updates.

All dcmanager strategies must be deleted.

The system controller should already be upgraded to the new version of Kubernetes. This will cause the ‘audit’ for the subclouds note
that they are now out of sync.

Hosts that need to be upgraded must be in the unlocked-enabled state.

Patches related to Kubernetes version upgrade must be uploaded to the central controller for access by subclouds. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch --os-region-name SystemController upload PLATFORM.1.patch
~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch --os-region-name SystemController upload KUBE.1.patch
~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-patch --os-region-name SystemController upload KUBE.2.patch

Procedure

1. Create the strategy.
The Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration Strategy create command creates a series of
stages with steps that apply the Kubernetes version upgrade to the hardware.
A Kubernetes version upgrade requires a reboot. Therefore, the created strategy includes steps that automatically
lock and unlock the host to bring the new image function into service.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy create
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | kubernetes                 |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
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| created_at             | 2020-11-09T23:00:07.210958 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

The syntax for the dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy create command is:

dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy create [-h]
                                              [-f {json,shell,table,value,yaml}]
                                              [-c COLUMN]
                                              [--max-width <integer>]
                                              [--fit-width] [--print-empty]
                                              [--noindent] [--prefix PREFIX]
                                              [--subcloud-apply-type {parallel,serial}]
                                              [--max-parallel-subclouds MAX_PARALLEL_SUBCLOUDS]
                                              [--stop-on-failure] [--force]
                                              [--group GROUP]
                                              [--to-version TO_VERSION]
                                              [cloud_name]

where the following are significant for performing an orchestrated Kubernetes upgrade:

–subcloud-apply-type

Determines whether the subclouds are upgraded in parallel, or serially. If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for
subcloud_update_type defined for each subcloud group will be used by default.

–max-parallel-subclouds

Sets the maximum number of subclouds that can be upgraded in parallel (default 20). If this is not specified using the CLI,
the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be used by default.

–stop-on-failure

true (default) or false — determines whether upgrade orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to
subsequent subclouds.

–group

Optionally pass the name or ID of a subcloud group to the dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy command. This results in a
strategy that is only applied to all subclouds in the specified group. If not specified, all subcloud groups are upgraded.

–force

Ignore the audit status of subclouds when selecting them for orchestration. This allows subclouds that are in-sync to be
orchestrated.

to-version

Specify a target version for Kubernetes orchestration. The subcloud will orchestrate to its ‘available’ version if the ‘to-version’
is greater or equal to the available version. The ‘to-version’ can be a partial version. For example, if the available version is
1.20.5, selecting 1.20 would upgrade to that version.

2. Optional: Display the strategy in summary, if required. The Kubernetes upgrade strategy show command displays the
strategy in a summary.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy show
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | kubernetes                 |
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| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
| created_at             | 2020-11-09 23:00:07.210958 |
| updated_at             | 2020-11-09 23:01:15.697763 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

The strategy steps are displayed using the --details option.

3. Apply the strategy.
The scope of the subcloud orchestration is restricted through the ‘group’ argument.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy apply
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | kubernetes                 |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | applying                   |
| created_at             | 2021-04-13T21:00:19.067829 |
| updated_at             | 2021-04-13T21:00:38.527080 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

• Use the show command to monitor Kubernetes version upgrade state and percentage completion.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy show
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | kubernetes                 |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | complete                   |
| created_at             | 2020-11-09 23:00:07.210958 |
| updated_at             | 2020-11-09 23:01:15.697763 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

4. Monitor the progress of the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager strategy-step list

+------------------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+
| cloud            | stage | state   | details | started_at | finished_at |
+------------------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+
| subcloud1        |     2 | initial |         | None       | None        |
+------------------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+

5. Optional: Abort the strategy, if required. This is only used to stop, and abort the entire strategy.
The Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration strategy abort command can be used to abort the
Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration strategy after the current step of the currently applying
stage is completed.

6. Delete the strategy.
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Note
After the Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration Strategy has been applied (or aborted) it must
be deleted before another Kubernetes Version Upgrade Distributed Cloud Orchestration strategy can be created. If a
Kubernetes upgrade strategy application fails, you must address the issue that caused the failure, then delete and re-
create the strategy before attempting to apply it again.

~(keystone_admin)$ dcmanager kube-upgrade-strategy delete
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | kubernetes                 |
| subcloud apply type    | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds | None                       |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | deleting                   |
| created_at             | 2020-11-09T23:00:07.210958 |
| updated_at             | 2020-11-09T23:01:52.620362 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

3. Create a Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon

Use the Horizon Web interface as an alternative to the CLI for managing Kubernetes upgrade strategies.

About this task

Only one update strategy can exist at a time. The strategy controls how the subclouds are updated (for example, serially or in
parallel).

Prerequisites

Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated Kubernetes version upgrade
operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault Management: Alarm messages.

You can use the Horizon Web interface to check the alarm states:

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Admin > Fault Management.

3. Select Active Alarms.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

Orchestration Strategy
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4. Create a new strategy.
On the Orchestration Strategy tab, click Create Strategy. In the Create Strategy dialog box, adjust the settings as
needed.

Strategy Type

Kubernetes

Apply to

Subcloud or Subcloud Group

Subcloud

Enter the subcloud name

Subcloud Group

Enter the subcloud group name only if you select the Apply to: Subcloud Group option.

Stop on Failure

Default: True

Determines whether update orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent subclouds.

Subcloud Apply Type

Default: Parallel

Parallel or Serial. Determines whether the subclouds are updated in parallel or serially.

Maximum Parallel Subclouds

Default: 20

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be
used by default.

Force

Default: False

Force kube upgrade to a subcloud which is in-sync with system controller.

To version

Not currently supported.
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Create a strategy

5. Adjust how Kubernetes is upgraded on RegionOne and on subclouds.

6. Save the new strategy.
Click Create Strategy.

Results

Only subclouds in the Managed state and whose patching sync status is out-of-sync are added to the list. To change the
Kubernetes Upgrade strategy settings, you must delete the current strategy and create a new one. You must confirm before applying
the strategy. If the strategy is older than 60 minutes, a warning message will be display on this popup. You can simply apply the
strategy or verify that it is still valid.

4. Apply a Kubernetes Upgrade Strategy using Horizon
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You can use the Horizon Web interface to upgrade Kubernetes across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the Kubernetes
upgrade strategy for Distributed Cloud Orchestration.

Prerequisites

Before you can apply the Kubernetes Upgrade strategy, you must upload and apply one or more updates to the SystemController /
central update repository, create the Kubernetes strategy for subclouds, and optionally adjust the configuration settings for updating
nodes.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

Orchestration Strategy

4. Click Apply Strategy.

• To monitor the progress of the overall Kubernetes Upgrade orchestration, use the Orchestration Strategy tab.

• To monitor the progress of host Kubernetes Upgrade on RegionOne or a subcloud, use the Host Inventory page
on the subcloud.
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10. KUBERNETES ROOT CA UPDATE DISTRIBUTED CLOUD
ORCHESTRATION

1. Kubernetes Root CA Certificate Update for Distributed Cloud
Orchestration

Warning

During the Kubernetes Root CA update, deployments, daemonsets, and statefulsets present in the cluster are rolling
restarted. This impacts services provided by the application. It is highly recommended to schedule a Kubernetes Root CA update
during planned maintenance windows.

You can use the dcmanager command to orchestrate the update of the Kubernetes Root CA certificate(s) for one or more subclouds
in a Distributed Cloud Environment.

The Kubernetes Root CA update Distributed Cloud Orchestration commands for DCManager use the keyword kube-rootca-
update-strategy and provide the same five subcommands as the other orchestrations: create, delete, apply, abort, show.

DCManager Kubernetes Root CA update orchestration considers a subcloud to be ‘out of sync’ that needs to be orchestrated based
on the kube-rootca_sync_status field, which is updated based on the presence of alarms in the subcloud related to the
Kubernetes Root CA certificate expiring soon (or expired) status.

• Use the dcmanager subcloud show subcloud1 command to see synchronization details for a subcloud.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud show subcloud1

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
|id                           | 1                          |
| name                        | subcloud1                  |
| description                 | Ottawa Site                |
| location                    | YOW                        |
| software_version            | nn.nn                      |
| management                  |  managed                   |
| availability                | online                     |
| deploy_status               | complete                   |
| management_subnet           | 192.168.101.0/24           |
| management_start_ip         | 192.168.101.2              |
| management_end_ip           | 192.168.101.50             |
| management_gateway_ip       | 192.168.101.1              |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | 192.168.204.101            |
| group_id                    | 1                          |
| created_at                  | 2021-10-04 15:04:13.045076 |
| updated_at                  | 2021-10-25 21:16:23.713858 |
| dc-cert_sync_status         | in-sync                    |
| firmware_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| identity_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
| kubernetes_sync_status      | in-sync                    |
| kube-rootca_sync_status     | in-sync                    |
| load_sync_status            | in-sync                    |
| patching_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
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| platform_sync_status        | in-sync                    |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

• A user can pass help to see all the arguments for the strategy create command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager help kube-rootca-update-strategy create
usage: dcmanager kube-rootca-update-strategy create [-h]
[-f \{json,shell,table,value,yaml}]
[-c COLUMN]
[--max-width <integer>]
[--fit-width]
[--print-empty]
[--noindent]
[--prefix PREFIX]
[--subcloud-apply-type \{parallel,serial}]
[--max-parallel-subclouds MAX_PARALLEL_SUBCLOUDS]
[--stop-on-failure]
[--force] [--group GROUP]
[--subject SUBJECT]
[--expiry-date EXPIRY_DATE]
[--cert-file CERT_FILE]
[cloud_name]

Create a Kubernetes Root CA update strategy. This strategy supports
expiry-date, subject and cert-file parameters.

positional arguments:
cloud_name Name of a single subcloud to update.

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
--subcloud-apply-type {parallel,serial}
    Subcloud apply type (parallel or serial).
--max-parallel-subclouds MAX_PARALLEL_SUBCLOUDS
    Maximum number of parallel subclouds.
--stop-on-failure
    Do not update any additional subclouds after a failure.
--force
    Disregard subcloud availability status, intended for some upgrade recovery scenarios. Subc
loud name can be specified.
--group GROUP
    Name or ID of subcloud group to update.
--subject 'C=CA ST=ON L=OTT O=WR OU=STX CN=OTHER'
    Only applicable if not specifying '--cert-file', this will be the subject for the auto-gen
erated rootca certificate.
--expiry-date YYYY-MM-DD
    Only applicable if not specifying '--cert-file', this will be the expiry date for the auto
-generated rootca certificate; expected format is YYYY-MM-DD.
--cert-file CERT_FILE
    Path to a certificate to upload.

A subcloud can have its Kubernetes Root CA updated by the orchestrator even if it is ‘in-sync’ by using the --force command.

The --force command can be used to orchestrate all subclouds, or used with other arguments to orchestrate just one subcloud or
subcloud group.

Example
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This is an example of how to orchestrate a new certificate for all subclouds, including those that are in-sync that will expire in one
year.

1. Create a Kubernetes Root CA update strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager kube-rootca-update-strategy create --force --expiry-date YYYY-MM-
DD

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type               | kube-rootca-update         |
| subcloud apply type         | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds      | None                       |
| stop on failure             | False                      |
| state                       | initial                    |
| created_at                  | 2021-10-26T14:35:50.675988 |
| updated_at                  |  None                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

2. Verify that the strategy will orchestrate the subcloud(s).

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list

+-----------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+
| cloud     | stage | state   | details | started_at | finished_at |
+-----------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+
| subcloud1 | 2     | initial |         | None       | None        |
+-----------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+

3. Apply the strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager kube-rootca-update-strategy apply

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type               | kube-rootca-update         |
| subcloud apply type         | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds      | None                       |
| stop on failure             | False                      |
| state                       | applying                   |
| created_at                  | 2021-10-26T14:36:30.327317 |
| updated_at                  | 2021-10-26T14:37:36.865776 |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

4. You can view the status of the strategy using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager kube-rootca-update-strategy show

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type               | kube-rootca-update         |
| subcloud apply type         | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds      | None                       |
| stop on failure             | False                      |
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| state                       | applying                   |
| created_at                  | 2021-10-26 14:36:30.327317 |
| updated_at                  | 2021-10-26 14:37:36.865776 |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+

It is typically more useful to monitor the progress of the strategy as it runs in the subclouds.
In example below, the DC strategy runs the VIM strategy in the subcloud.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list

+-----------+-------+------------------------------------------+----------------------------+--
--------------------------+-------------+
| cloud     | stage | state                                    | details                    | s
tarted_at                 | finished_at |
+-----------+-------+------------------------------------------+----------------------------+--
--------------------------+-------------+
| subcloud1 | 2     | applying vim kube rootca update strategy | apply phase is 0% complete | 2
021-10-26 14:37:46.404736 | None        |
+-----------+-------+------------------------------------------+----------------------------+--
--------------------------+-------------+

5. Wait for the strategy to complete. If there are failures, the show command in the previous step indicates where the
failure occurred.

6. Only one type of DCManager strategy can exist at a time. Once completed, remember to delete it.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager kube-rootca-update-strategy delete

+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                      |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type               | kube-rootca-update         |
| subcloud apply type         | None                       |
| max parallel subclouds      | None                       |
| stop on failure             | False                      |
| state                       | deleting                   |
| created_at                  | 2021-10-26T14:27:44.856345 |
| updated_at                  | 2021-10-26T14:30:53.557978 |
+-----------------------------+----------------------------+
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11. UPGRADE MANAGEMENT

1. Upgrade Management Overview

You can upgrade Cloud Platform’s Distributed Cloud’s System Controller, and subclouds with a new release of Cloud Platform
software.

About this task

Note
Backup all yaml files that are updated using the Redfish Platform Management service. For more information, see
Installing a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9.

You can use the CLI to manage upgrades. The workflow for upgrades is as follows:

1. To upgrade the Distributed Cloud system, you must first upgrade the System Controller. See Upgrading the System
Controller Using the CLI on page 104.

2. Use Distributed Cloud Upgrade Orchestration to upgrade the subclouds. See Distributed Upgrade Orchestration
Process Using the CLI on page 110.

3. To handle errors during an orchestrated upgrade, see Error Handling During An Orchestrated Upgrade on page 120.

Prerequisites

For all deployment configurations, end user container images in registry.local will be backed up during the upgrade process. This only
includes images other than Cloud Platform system and application images. These images are limited to 5 GB in total size. If the
system contains more than 5 GB of these images, the upgrade start will fail.

The following prerequisites apply to a Distributed Cloud upgrade management service.

• Configuration Verification: Ensure that the following configurations are verified before you proceed with the upgrade on the•
Distributed Cloud and subclouds:

- Run the system application-list command to ensure that all applications are running.-

- Run the system host-list command to list the configured hosts.-

- Run the dcmanager subcloud list command to list the subclouds.-

- Run the kubectl get pods --all-namespaces command to test that the authentication token validates correctly.-

- Run the fm alarm-list command to check the system health to ensure that there are no unexpected or management--
affecting alarms.

- Run the kubectl get host -n deployment command to ensure all nodes in the cluster have reconciled and is set to ‘true’.-

- Ensure controller-0 is the active controller.-

• The subclouds must all be AIO-SX, and must use the Redfish platform management service.•

• Ensure any certificates managed by cert manager will not be renewed during the upgrade process.•

• To delete an update strategy, use the dcmanager patch-strategy delete command.•

• Upload and Apply Upgrade Enabler Patch•

Note
The update requirements are enforced by the health-query-check. A mandatory required update is the latest version
of the Cloud Platform patch upgrades.

- Upload the update using the sw-patch command: sw-patch --os-region-name SystemController upload <patch-file>.-
This can also be done via Horizon. For more information, see Update Management for Distributed Cloud on page 66.
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- Use update orchestration on Horizon to apply these updates on both the SystemController and all subclouds. For more-
information see, Update Management for Distributed Cloud on page 66.

2. Upgrade the System Controller Using the CLI

You can upload and apply upgrades to the System Controller in order to upgrade the central repository, from the CLI. The System
Controller can be upgraded using either a manual software upgrade procedure or by using the non-distributed systems sw-manager
orchestration procedure.

About this task

Follow the steps below to manually upgrade the System Controller:

Procedure

1. Source the platform environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

a. Install the license file for the release you are upgrading to, for example, 21.12.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system license-install <license_file>

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ system license-install license.lic

2. Transfer iso and signature files to controller-0 (active controller) and import the load.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController load-import <bootimage>.iso <booti
mage>.sig

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ system --os-region-name SystemController load-import <bootimage>.iso <booti
mage>.sig

Note
This can take several minutes.

3. Apply any required software updates. After the update is installed ensure controller-0 is active.
The system must be ‘patch current’. All software updates related to your current Cloud Platform software release
must be uploaded, applied, and installed.
All software updates to the new Cloud Platform release, only need to be uploaded and applied. The install of these
software updates will occur automatically during the software upgrade procedure as the hosts are reset to load the
new release of software.
To find and download applicable updates, visit the Wind River Support Network.
For more information, see Cloud Platform Updates and Upgrades: Managing Software Updates.

4. Confirm that the system is healthy.
Check the current system health status, resolve any alarms and other issues reported by the system health-query-
upgrade command then recheck the system health status to confirm that all System Health fields are set to OK.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system health-query-upgrade
    System Health:
    All hosts are provisioned: [OK]
    All hosts are unlocked/enabled: [OK]
    All hosts have current configurations: [OK]
    All hosts are patch current: [OK]
    Ceph Storage Healthy: [OK]
    No alarms: [OK]
    All kubernetes nodes are ready: [OK]
    All kubernetes control plane pods are ready: [OK]
    Required patches are applied: [OK]
    License valid for upgrade: [OK]
    No instances running on controller-1: [OK]
    All kubernetes applications are in a valid state: [OK]
    Active controller is controller-0: [OK]

By default, the upgrade process cannot run and is not recommended to run with active alarms present. It is strongly
recommended that you clear your system of all alarms before doing an upgrade.

Note
Use the command system upgrade-start --force to force the upgrade process to start and ignore non-management-
affecting alarms. This should ONLY be done if these alarms do not cause an issue for the upgrades process.

5. Start the upgrade from controller-0.
Make sure that controller-0 is the active controller, and you are logged into controller-0 as sysadmin and your present
working directory is your home directory.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-start
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | starting                             |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

This will make a copy of the system data to be used in the upgrade. Configuration changes must not be made after
this point, until the upgrade is completed.
The following upgrade state applies once this command is executed. Run the system upgrade-show command to
verify the status of the upgrade.

• started:

- State entered after system upgrade-start completes.

- Release nn.nn system data (for example, postgres databases) has been exported to be used in the upgrade.

As part of the upgrade, the upgrade process checks the health of the system and validates that the system is ready
for an upgrade.
The upgrade process checks that no alarms are active before starting an upgrade.

Note
Use the command system upgrade-start --force to force the upgrades process to start and to ignore management
affecting alarms. This should ONLY be done if these alarms do not cause an issue for the upgrades process.

The fm alarm-list will provide the specific alarms leading to the system health-query-upgrade alarms notes which may
be blocking an orchestrated upgrade.

On systems with Ceph storage, it also checks that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

6. Upgrade controller-1.
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a. Lock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1

b. Start the upgrade on controller-1.
Controller-1 installs the update and reboots, then performs data migration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade controller-1

Wait for controller-1 to reinstall with the load N+1 and becomes locked-disabled-online state.
The following data migration states apply when this command is executed.

• data-migration:

-State entered when system host-upgrade controller-1 is executed.

-System data is being migrated from release N to release N+1.

• data-migration-complete or upgrading-controllers:

-State entered when controller-1 upgrade is complete.

-System data has been successfully migrated from release nn.nn to release nn.nn.
where nn.nn in the update file name is the Cloud Platform release number.

• data-migration-failed:

-State entered if data migration on controller-1 fails.

-Upgrade must be aborted.

c. Check the upgrade state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | e7c8f6bc-518c-46d4-ab81-7a59f8f8e64b |
| state        | data-migration-complete              |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

If the upgrade-show status indicates ‘data-migration-failed’, then there is an issue with the data migration.
Check the issue before proceeding to the next step.

Note
Do not unlock controller-1, before running system upgrade-show to display the upgrade status “data-migration-
complete”.

d. Unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

Wait for controller-1 to become unlocked-enabled. Wait for the DRBD sync 400.001 Services-related alarm is
raised and then cleared.
The following states apply when this command is executed.

• upgrading-controllers:

-State entered when controller-1 has been unlocked and is running release nn.nn software.
where nn.nn in the update file name is the Cloud Platform release number.

If it transitions to unlocked-disabled-failed, check the issue before proceeding to the next step. The alarms may
indicate a configuration error. Check the result of the configuration logs on controller-1, (for example, Error logs
in controller1:/var/log/puppet).
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e. Run the system application-list, and system host-upgrade-list commands to view the current progress.

7. Set controller-1 as the active controller. Swact to controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

Wait until services have gone active on the new active controller-1 before proceeding to the next step. When all
services on controller-1 are enabled-active, the swact is complete.

Note
Continue the remaining steps below to manually upgrade or use upgrade orchestration to upgrade the remaining
nodes.

8. Upgrade controller-0.
For more information, see Updates and Upgrades.

a. Lock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0

b. Upgrade controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade controller-0

c. Unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

Wait until the DRBD sync 400.001 Services-related alarm is raised and then cleared before proceeding to the
next step.

• upgrading-hosts:

-State entered when both controllers are running release nn.nn software.

9. Check the system health to ensure that there are no unexpected alarms.

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list

Clear all alarms unrelated to the upgrade process.

10. If using Ceph storage backend, upgrade the storage nodes one at a time.
The storage node must be locked and all OSDs must be down in order to do the upgrade.

a. Lock storage-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock storage-0

b. Verify that the OSDs are down after the storage node is locked.
In the Horizon interface, navigate to Admin > Platform > Storage Overview to view the status of the OSDs.

c. Upgrade storage-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade storage-0

The upgrade is complete when the node comes online, and at that point, you can safely unlock the node.
After upgrading a storage node, but before unlocking, there are Ceph synchronization alarms (that appear to be
making progress in synching), and there are infrastructure network interface alarms (since the infrastructure
network interface configuration has not been applied to the storage node yet, as it has not been unlocked).
Unlock the node as soon as the upgraded storage node comes online.

d. Unlock storage-0.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock storage-0

Wait for all alarms to clear after the unlock before proceeding to upgrade the next storage host.

e. Repeat the above steps for each storage host.

Note
After upgrading the first storage node you can expect alarm 800.003. The alarm is cleared after all storage nodes
are upgraded.

11. If worker nodes are present, upgrade worker hosts, serially or in parallel, if any.

a. Lock worker-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock worker-0

b. Upgrade worker-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade worker-0

Wait for the host to run the installer, reboot, and go online before unlocking it in the next step.

c. Unlock worker-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock worker-0

Wait for all alarms to clear after the unlock before proceeding to the next worker host.

d. Repeat the above steps for each worker host.

12. Set controller-0 as the active controller. Swact to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

Wait until services have gone active on the active controller-0 before proceeding to the next step. When all services
on controller-0 are enabled-active, the swact is complete.

13. Activate the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-activate
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activating                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

During the running of the upgrade-activate command, new configurations are applied to the controller. 250.001
(hostname Configuration is out-of-date) alarms are raised and are cleared as the configuration is applied. The
upgrade state goes from activating to activation-complete once this is done.
The following states apply when this command is executed.

activation-requested

State entered when system upgrade-activate is executed.

activating

State entered when we have started activating the upgrade by applying new configurations to the controller and compute
hosts.
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activating-hosts

State entered when applying host-specific configurations. This state is entered only if needed.

activation-complete

State entered when new configurations have been applied to all controller and compute hosts.

a. Check the status of the upgrade again to see it has reached activation-complete, for example.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activation-complete                  |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

Note
This can take more than half an hour to complete.

Note
Alarms are generated as the subcloud load sync_status is “out-of-sync”.

14. Complete the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-complete
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | completing                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

Run the system upgrade-show command, and the status will display “no upgrade in progress”. The subclouds will
be out-of-sync.

Postrequisites

• If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the•
platform upgrade.

For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager.

• After upgrading to Wind River Cloud Platform, Release 21.12, do the following for a System Controller or standalone system:•

- Copy the Deployment Manager Ansible playbook overrides file into the working directory.-

# cp /usr/local/share/applications/overrides/examples/dm-playbook-overrides.yaml /home/sy
sadmin/

- Edit the values in the dm-playbook-overrides.yaml, as required. In this scenario, only the sysadmin password-
(ansible_become_pass) needs to be updated, for example:

ansible_become_pass: St8rlingX*

- Reinstall Deployment Manager-
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# ansible-playbook /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-depl
oyment-manager.yaml -e “@dm-playbook-overrides.yaml”

3. Upgrade Orchestration for Distributed Cloud SubClouds
3.1. Distributed Upgrade Orchestration Process using the CLI

Distributed upgrade orchestration can be initiated after the System Controller has been successfully upgraded.

For more information on Prestaging Subcloud Orchestration see, Prestage Subcloud Orchestration on page 57.

About this task

The user first creates a distributed upgrade orchestration strategy, or plan, for the automated upgrade procedure. This customizes
the upgrade orchestration, using parameters to specify:

• whether to stop on failure of a subcloud upgrade or continue with the next subcloud•

• whether to upgrade hosts serially or in parallel•

Based on these parameters, and the state of the subclouds, the upgrade orchestration creates a number of stages for the overall
upgrade strategy. All the subclouds that are included in the same stage will be upgraded in parallel.

Prerequisites

Distributed upgrade orchestration can only be done on a system that meets the following conditions:

• The subclouds must use the Redfish platform management service if it is an AIO-SX subcloud.•

• Duplex (AIO-DX/Standard) upgrades are supported, and they do not require remote install using Redfish.•

• Redfish BMC is required for orchestrated subcloud upgrades. The install values, and bmc_password for each AIO-SX subcloud•
controller must be provided using the following CLI command on the System Controller.

Note
This is only needed if the subcloud has not already been provisioned with the Redfish BMC password.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update subcloud1 --install-values\
install-values.yaml --bmc-password <password>

For more information on install-values.yaml file, see Installing a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on
page 9.

• All subclouds are clear of management-affecting alarms (with the exception of the alarm upgrade in progress).•

• All hosts of all subclouds must be unlocked, enabled, and available.•

• No distributed upgrade orchestration strategy exists, to verify use the command dcmanager upgrade-strategy-show. An•
upgrade cannot be orchestrated while upgrade orchestration is in progress.

• Verify the size and format of the platform-backup filesystem on each subcloud. From the shell on each subcloud, use the•
following command to view the details of the file system:

df -Th /opt/platform-backup

The type must be ext4 and the size must be 9.5GB. For example, on controller-0, run the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ df -Th /opt/platform-backup/ Filesystem Type Size Used Avail Use% Mounted 
on /dev/sda2 ext4 9.5G 51M 9.0G 1% /opt/platform-backup

• If a previous upgrade has been done on the subcloud, from the shell on each subcloud, use the following command to•
remove the previous upgrade data:
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sudo rm /opt/platform-backup/upgrade_data*

You can configure an upgrade Distributed Cloud orchestration strategy using the dcmanager CLI or the Horizon web interface. If you
prefer to use Horizon, see Create an Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon on page 116.

Procedure

1. Review the upgrade status for the subclouds.
After the System Controller upgrade is completed, wait for 10 minutes for the load_sync_status of all subclouds to
be updated.
To identify which subclouds are upgrade-current (in-sync), use the subcloud list command. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud list
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+
| id | name      | management   | availability       | sync        |
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+
|  1 | subcloud1 | managed      | online             | out-of-sync |
|  2 | subcloud2 | managed      | online             | out-of-sync |
|  3 | subcloud3 | managed      | online             | out-of-sync |
|  4 | subcloud4 | managed      | online             | out-of-sync |
+----+-----------+--------------+--------------------+-------------+

Note
The sync status is the rolled up sync status of platform, patching, identity, etc.

To see synchronization details for a subcloud, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud show subcloud1
+-----------------------------+------------------------------+
| Field                       | Value                        |
+-----------------------------+------------------------------+
| id                          | 1                            |
| name                        | subcloud1                    |
| description                 | None                         |
| location                    | None                         |
| software_version            | nn.nn                        |
| management                  | managed                      |
| availability                | online                       |
| deploy_status               | complete                     |
| management_subnet           | fd01:82::0/64                |
| management_start_ip         | fd01:82::2                   |
| management_end_ip           | fd01:82::11                  |
| management_gateway_ip       | fd01:82::1                   |
| systemcontroller_gateway_ip | fd01:81::1                   |
| group_id                    | 1                            |
| created_at                  | 2021-06-07 21:05:16.224664   |
| updated_at                  | 2021-06-09 20:01:37.525012   |
| dc-cert_sync_status         | in-sync                      |
| firmware_sync_status        | in-sync                      |
| identity_sync_status        | in-sync                      |
| kubernetes_sync_status      | in-sync                      |
| load_sync_status            | out-of-sync                  |
| patching_sync_status        | in-sync                      |
| platform_sync_status        | in-sync                      |
+-----------------------------+------------------------------+

2. To create an upgrade strategy, use the dcmanager upgrade-strategy create command.
The upgrade strategy for a Distributed Cloud system controls how upgrades are applied to subclouds.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy create \
[--subcloud-apply-type <type>] \
[–-max-parallel-subclouds <i>] \
[–-stop-on-failure <level>] \
[--group group] \
[--force] \
[<subcloud>]

where:

subcloud-apply-type

parallel or serial— determines whether the subclouds are upgraded in parallel, or serially.

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for subcloud_update_type defined for each subcloud group will be used by
default.

max-parallel-subclouds

Sets the maximum number of subclouds that can be upgraded in parallel (default 20).

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be used by
default.

stop-on-failure

true(default) or false— determines whether upgrade orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent
subclouds.

group

Optionally pass the name or ID of a subcloud group to the dcmanager upgrade-strategy create command. This results in a
strategy that is only applied to all subclouds in the specified group. The subcloud group values are used for subcloud apply
type and max parallel subclouds parameters.

force

Upgrade both online and offline subclouds. Can be used for a single subcloud, or a subcloud group.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy create
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| strategy type          | upgrade                    |
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 10                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
| created_at             | 2020-06-10T17:16:51.857207 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

3. To show the settings for the upgrade strategy, use the dcmanager upgrade-strategy show command.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy show
+------------------------+----------------------------+
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| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | initial                    |
| created_at             | 2020-02-02T14:42:13.822499 |
| updated_at             | None                       |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

Note
The values for subcloud apply type and max parallel subclouds will be taken from the subcloud group if specified
through the --group parameter.

4. Review the upgrade strategy for the subclouds.
To show the subclouds that will be upgraded when the upgrade strategy is applied, use the dcmanager strategy-
step list command. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list
+------------------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+
| cloud            | stage | state   | details | started_at | finished_at |
+------------------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+
| subcloud-1       |     1 | initial |         | None       | None        |
| subcloud-4       |     1 | initial |         | None       | None        |
| subcloud-5       |     2 | initial |         | None       | None        |
| subcloud-6       |     2 | initial |         | None       | None        |
+------------------+-------+---------+---------+------------+-------------+

Note
All the subclouds that are included in the same stage will be upgraded in parallel.

5. To apply the upgrade strategy, use the dcmanager upgrade-strategy apply command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy apply
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | applying                   |
| created_at             | 2020-02-02T14:42:13.822499 |
| updated_at             | 2020-02-02T14:42:19.376688 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

6. To show the step currently being performed on each of the subclouds, use the dcmanager strategy-step list
command.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list
+------------------+-------+-------------+-----------------------------+-----------------------
-----+----------------------------+
| cloud            | stage | state       | details                     | started_a
t                 | finished_at                |
+------------------+-------+-------------+-----------------------------+-----------------------
-----+----------------------------+
| subcloud-1       |     2 | applying... | apply phase is 66% complete | 2021-06-11 14:12:12.26
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2001 | 2021-06-11 14:15:52.450908 |
| subcloud-4       |     2 | applying... | apply phase is 83% complete | 2021-06-11 14:16:02.45
7588 | None                       |
| subcloud-5       |     2 | finishing   |                             | 2021-06-11 14:16:02.46
3213 | None                       |
| subcloud-6       |     2 | applying... | apply phase is 66% complete | 2021-06-11 14:16:02.47
3669 | None                       |
+------------------+-------+-------------+-----------------------------+-----------------------
-----+----------------------------+

7. To show the step currently being performed on a subcloud, use the dcmanager strategy-step show <subcloud>
command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step show <subcloud>

8. When all the subclouds within the distributed upgrade orchestration indicate they have entered the complete state,
delete the upgrade strategy, using the dcmanager upgrade-strategy delete command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy delete
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                  | Value                      |
+------------------------+----------------------------+
| subcloud apply type    | parallel                   |
| max parallel subclouds | 20                         |
| stop on failure        | False                      |
| state                  | deleting                   |
| created_at             | 2020-03-23T20:04:50.992444 |
| updated_at             | 2020-03-23T20:05:14.157352 |
+------------------------+----------------------------+

Postrequisites

The secret payload should be, “username: sysinv password:<password>”. If the secret payload is, “username: admin
password:<password>”, see, Update Docker Registry Credentials on a Subcloud on page 43 for more information.

• After upgrade of the System Controller to Cloud Platform 21.12, the rvmc docker image must be in the docker registry, for•
example, system registry-image-tags docker.io/starlingx/rvmc.

• For any subclouds that have already been added prior to Cloud Platform, Release 21.12, the data_install is required for each•
subcloud; this must be done after the System Controllers have been upgraded to Cloud Platform 21.12.

• Download the new release of container images and the new release of subcloud deploy files for future subcloud installs. For•
more information, see Deploying a New Subcloud After an Orchestrated Upgrade on page 115.

Deploying a New Subcloud After an Orchestrated Upgrade on page 115

• If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the•
platform upgrade.

For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager.

For subclouds in a Distributed Cloud configuration:

• The Deployment Manager files are included in the load and are available at:•

- /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager--
playbook.yaml

- /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz-
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- /usr/local/share/applications/overrides (e.g. wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager--
overrides-subcloud.yaml wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides.yaml)

Upload these files using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload
--deploy-playbook <deployment-manager-yaml-file> \
--deploy-chart <deployment-manager-chart-tarball> \
--deploy-overrides <deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud-yaml-file>

• Reconfigure all subclouds as follows:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud reconfig --sysadmin-password <password> --deploy-confi
g deployment-config.yaml subcloud1

- Where sublcoud1 is the name of the subcloud-

- Where deployment-config.yaml contains an empty model, for example:-

In order to rerun the Deployment Manager playbook and reinstall Deployment Manager with the updated version for each
subcloud, you need to run dcmanager subcloud reconfig command. However, the reconfig command requires a --
deploy-config argument. In this case, you can either pass in the deployment configuration used for the initial setup or
an empty model to avoid DM not in-sync errors if the model that does not match the current configuration.

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
name: deployment
---

• Check the Deployment Manager pods and the status of the nodes in the deployment name space.•

Note
The pods should be up and hosts should be in sync.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n platform-deployment-manager #check pods
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get datanetworks,hostprofiles,hosts,platformnetworks
,systems #check status of hosts

3.2. Deploy a New Subcloud After an Orchestrated Upgrade

New subclouds can be deployed after the SystemController has been upgraded to the N+1 release.

About this task

If you choose Wind River Cloud Platform Deployment Manager as your system deployment tool, follow the steps described in this
section to set up the subcloud deployment environment post an upgrade.

Procedure

1. Download the deploy files for the N+1 release from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform. Only the deploy script
should be downloaded from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform. The Deployment Manager playbook, Helm
charts, and overrides should be obtained locally from the following directories:

• /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml

• /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz

• /usr/local/share/applications/overrides/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud.yaml
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2. Import new deploy files.
For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$  dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload \
--deploy-playbook /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-
manager.yaml \
--deploy-overrides /usr/local/share/applications/overrides/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment
-manager-overrides-subcloud.yaml \
--deploy-chart /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-
x.x.x.tgz

3. The previously deployed files are not retained during an upgrade. Verify the status using the following command:

$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy show

4. Deploy a new subcloud.

$ dcmanager subcloud add <parameters>

For more information, see:

• Installing a Subcloud Using Redfish Platform Management Service on page 9.•

• Installing a Subcloud Without Redfish Platform Management Service on page 17.•

3.3. Create an Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon

Prerequisites

You must have completed the procedure in Distributed Upgrade Orchestration Process using the CLI on page 110.

Procedure

1. Review the upgrade status for the subclouds.
After the System Controller upgrade is completed, wait for 10 minutes for the load_sync_status of all subclouds
to be updated. To check the subclouds status:

a. Select the SystemController region.

b. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Cloud Overview.

2. Create the strategy.

a. Select the SystemController region.

b. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

c. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

d. Create the new strategy.
On the Orchestration Strategy tab, click Create Strategy. In the Create Strategy dialog box, adjust the
settings as needed.

Strategy Type

Upgrade

Apply to

Subcloud or Subcloud Group
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Subcloud

Enter the subcloud name

Subcloud Group

Enter the subcloud group name only if you select the Apply to: Subcloud Group option.

Stop on Failure

Default: True

Determines whether update orchestration failure for a subcloud prevents application to subsequent subclouds.

Subcloud Apply Type

Default: Parallel

Parallel or Serial. Determines whether the subclouds are updated in parallel or serially.

Maximum Parallel Subclouds

Default 20

If this is not specified using the CLI, the values for max_parallel_subclouds defined for each subcloud group will be
used by default.

Force

Default: False

Offline subcloud is not skipped. Applicable only when the strategy is created to a single subcloud.
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Create an orchestration strategy

e. Adjust how the Upgrade on subclouds will be performed.

f. Save the new strategy.
Only subclouds in the Managed state and whose patching sync status is out-of-sync are added to the list. To
change the Upgrade strategy settings, you must delete the current strategy and create a new one. Confirmation
before applying strategy will be needed. If the created strategy is older than 60 minutes, a warning message will
be display on this popup. The user can apply the strategy or verify if it is still valid.

3.4. Apply the Upgrade Strategy using Horizon

You can upgrade the platform software across the Distributed Cloud system by applying the upgrade strategy for Distributed Cloud
Upgrade Orchestration.

Prerequisites

Create the Upgrade strategy for subclouds. For more information, see Create an Upgrade Orchestration using Horizon on page 116.

Procedure

1. Select the SystemController region.

2. Select Distributed Cloud Admin > Orchestration.

3. On the Orchestration page, select the Orchestration Strategy tab.

Orchestration Strategy

4. Click Apply Strategy.

• To monitor the progress of the overall Upgrade orchestration, use the Orchestration Strategy tab.

• To monitor the progress of host Upgrades on RegionOne or a subcloud, use the Host Inventory page on the
subcloud.
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3.5. Aborting the Distributed Upgrade Orchestration

To abort the current upgrade orchestration operation, use the upgrade-strategy abort command.

Note
The dcmanager upgrade-strategy abort command completes the current upgrading stage before aborting, to prevent
hosts from being left in a locked state requiring manual intervention.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy abort

3.6. Configuration for Specific Subclouds

To determine how upgrades are applied to the nodes on each subcloud, the upgrade strategy refers to separate configuration
settings.

The following settings are applied by default:

• storage apply type: parallel•

• worker apply type: parallel•

• max parallel workers: 10•

• alarm restriction type: relaxed•

• default instance action: migrate (This parameter is only applicable to hosted application VMs with the wr-openstack application.)•

To update the default values, use the dcmanager strategy-config update command. You can also use this command to configure
custom behavior for individual subclouds.

• To list the default upgrade strategy and any custom configurations configured for individual subclouds, use the strategy-config•
list command.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-config list
+--------------------+--------------------+--------------------+-----------------------+------
------------------+------------------+
| cloud              | storage apply type | worker apply type  | max parallel workers  | alar
m restriction type | default instance |
|                    |                    |                    |                       
|                        | action           |
+--------------------+--------------------+--------------------+-----------------------+------
------------------+------------------+
| all clouds default | parallel           | parallel           |                    10 | relax
ed                | migrate          |
| subcloud-6         | parallel           | parallel           |                     2 | relax
ed                | stop-start       |
+--------------------+--------------------+--------------------+-----------------------+------
------------------+------------------+

• To show the configuration settings applicable to all subclouds by default, use the strategy-config show command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-config show
+-------------------------+--------------------+
| Field                   | Value              |
+-------------------------+--------------------+
| cloud                   | all clouds default |
| storage apply type      | parallel           |
| worker apply type       | parallel           |
| max parallel workers    | 10                 |
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| alarm restriction type  | relaxed            |
| default instance action | migrate            |
| created_at              | None               |
| updated_at              | None               |
+-------------------------+--------------------+

• To update the settings, or to create a custom configuration for a subcloud, use the strategy-config update command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-config update \
 \
--storage-apply-type <type> \
--worker-apply-type <type> \
--max-parallel-workers <i> \
--alarm-restriction-type <level> \
--default-instance-action <action> \
[<subcloud_name>]

where

storage apply type

parallel or serial — determines whether storage nodes are upgraded in parallel or serially.

worker apply type

parallel or serial — determines whether worker nodes are upgraded in parallel or serially.

max parallel workers

Set the maximum number of worker nodes that can be upgraded in parallel.

alarm restriction type

relaxed or strict — determines whether the orchestration is aborted for alarms that are not management-affecting. For
more information, refer to the

• To show the configuration settings for a subcloud, use the strategy-config show <subcloud> command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-config show [<name>]

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-config show subcloud-6
+-------------------------+----------------------------+
| Field                   | Value                      |
+-------------------------+----------------------------+
| cloud                   | subcloud-6                 |
| storage apply type      | parallel                   |
| worker apply type       | parallel                   |
| max parallel workers    | 2                          |
| alarm restriction type  | relaxed                    |
| default instance action | stop-start                 |
| created_at              | 2020-03-12 20:08:48.917866 |
| updated_at              | None                       |
+-------------------------+----------------------------+

If custom configuration settings have not been created for the subcloud, the following message is displayed:

ERROR (app) No options found for Subcloud with id 1, defaults will be
used.

3.7. Error Handling During An Orchestrated Upgrade
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This section describes the errors you may encounter during an orchestrated upgrade and the steps you can use to troubleshoot the
errors.

Prerequisites

For a successful orchestrated upgrade, ensure the upgrade prerequisites, procedure, and postrequisites are met.

Procedure

If a failure occurs, use the following general steps:

1. Allow the failed strategy to complete on its own.

2. Check the output using the dcmanager strategy-step list command for failures, if any.

3. Address the cause of the failure. For more information, see Failure During the Installation or Data Migration of N+1
Load on a Subcloud on page 122.

4. Retry the orchestrated upgrade. For more information, see Distributed Upgrade Orchestration Process Using the CLI
on page 110.

Note
Orchestrated upgrade can be retried for a group of failed subclouds that are still online using the upgrade-strategy
create --group <group-id> command. Failed subclouds that are offline must be retried one at a time.

See also

• Failure Prior to the Installation of N+1 Load on a Subcloud on page 121•

• Failure During the Installation or Data Migration of N+1 Load on a Subcloud on page 122•

3.8. Failure Prior to the Installation of N+1 Load on a Subcloud

You may encounter some errors prior to Installation of the N+1 load on a subcloud. This section explains the errors and the steps
required to fix these errors.

Errors can occur due to any one of the following:

• Insufficient disk space on scratch filesystems•

• Missing subcloud install values•

• Invalid license•

• Invalid/corrupted load file•

• The /home/sysadmin directory on the subcloud is too large•

If you encounter any of the above errors, follow this procedure to retry the orchestrated upgrade after addressing the cause of
failure:

Procedure

1. Delete the failed upgrade strategy

~(keystone_admin)]$  dcmanager upgrade-strategy delete

2. Create a new upgrade strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy create <<additional options>>

Note
If only one subcloud fails the upgrade, specify the name of the subcloud in the command.
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3. Apply the new upgrade strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy apply

4. Verify the upgrade strategy status

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list

3.9. Failure During the Installation or Data Migration of N+1 Load on a Subcloud

You may encounter some errors during Installation or Data migration of the N+1 load on a subcloud. This section explains the errors
and the steps required to fix these errors.

In this section:

• Failure Post Data Migration on a Subcloud on page 122•

Errors can occur due to one of the following:

• One or more invalid install values•

• A network error that results in the subcloud being temporarily unreachable•

Failure Caused by Install Values

If the subcloud install values contain an incorrect value, use the following command to fix it.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud update <<subcloud-name>> --install-values <<subcloud-instal
l-values-yaml>>

This type of failure is recoverable and you can retry the orchestrated upgrade for each of the failed subclouds using the following
procedure:

Procedure

1. Delete the failed upgrade strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy delete

2. Create a new upgrade strategy for the failed subcloud.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy create <<subcloud-name>> --force <<additional op
tions>>

Note
If the upgrade failed during the AIO-SX upgrade or data migration, the subcloud availability status is displayed as
‘offline’. Use the --force option when creating the new strategy.

3. Apply the new upgrade strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager upgrade-strategy apply

4. Verify the upgrade strategy status.

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager strategy-step list
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Failure Post Data Migration on a Subcloud

Once the data migration on the subcloud is completed, the upgrade is activated and finalized. If failure occurs:

Procedure

• Check specified log files•

• Follow the recovery procedure. See Failure Prior to the Installation of N+1 Load on a Subcloud on page 121•

• After upgrade of the System Controller to Cloud Platform 21.12, the rvmc docker image must be in the docker registry, for•
example, system registry-image-tags docker.io/starlingx/rvmc.

• For any subclouds that have already been added prior to Cloud Platform, Release 21.12, the data_install is required for each•
subcloud; this must be done after the System Controllers have been upgraded to Cloud Platform 21.12.

• Download the new release of container images and the new release of subcloud deploy files for future subcloud installs. For•
more information, see Deploying a New Subcloud After an Orchestrated Upgrade on page 115.

Deploying a New Subcloud After an Orchestrated Upgrade on page 115

• If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the•
platform upgrade.

For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager.

For subclouds in a Distributed Cloud configuration:

• The Deployment Manager files are included in the load and are available at:•

- /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager--
playbook.yaml

- /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz-

- /usr/local/share/applications/overrides (e.g. wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager--
overrides-subcloud.yaml wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides.yaml)

Upload these files using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload
--deploy-playbook <deployment-manager-yaml-file> \
--deploy-chart <deployment-manager-chart-tarball> \
--deploy-overrides <deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud-yaml-file>

• Reconfigure all subclouds as follows:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud reconfig --sysadmin-password <password> --deploy-confi
g deployment-config.yaml subcloud1

- Where sublcoud1 is the name of the subcloud-

- Where deployment-config.yaml contains an empty model, for example:-

In order to rerun the Deployment Manager playbook and reinstall Deployment Manager with the updated version for each
subcloud, you need to run dcmanager subcloud reconfig command. However, the reconfig command requires a --
deploy-config argument. In this case, you can either pass in the deployment configuration used for the initial setup or
an empty model to avoid DM not in-sync errors if the model that does not match the current configuration.

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
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name: deployment
---

• Check the Deployment Manager pods and the status of the nodes in the deployment name space.•

Note
The pods should be up and hosts should be in sync.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n platform-deployment-manager #check pods
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n deployment get datanetworks,hostprofiles,hosts,platformnetworks
,systems #check status of hosts
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12. APPENDIX

1. Distributed Cloud Ports Reference

A number of ports must be available for various Distributed Cloud components to function correctly.

Table 1. Distributed Cloud port requirements

Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

tcp 22 oam ssh allowed allowed
System
Controller

Subcloud
s

For admin
login

tcp 22 mgmt ssh allowed allowed
System
Controller

Subcloud
s

udp 123 oam ntp allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

udp 123 mgmt ntp allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

udp 161 oam snmp allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

udp 161 mgmt snmp allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 162 oam snmp trap allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

and
Subcloud
s

tcp 162 mgmt snmp trap allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 389 oam
openLDA
P

blocked(b
y gnp)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 389 mgmt
openLDA
P

allowed NA
System
Controller

Subcloud
s

LDAP
service

tcp 873 oam rsyncd
blocked(b
y gnp)

blocked(b
y gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Used for
synchroni
zing
patches
among
nodes

tcp 873 mgmt rsyncd allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Used for
synchroni
zing
patches
among
nodes

tcp/udp 2049 oam nfs
blocked
(by gnp)

blocked
(by gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Used for
sharing
data
among
nodes

tcp/udp 2049 mgmt nfs allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and

Used for
sharing
data
among
nodes
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

Subcloud
s

udp 2222 oam sm allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

udp 2222 mgmt sm allowed NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

udp 2223 oam sm allowed NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp6 3300 mgmt ceph-mon allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 4545 oam stx-nfv
allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

vim-
restapi
public
endpoint

tcp 4545 mgmt stx-nfv
allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

vim-
restapi
public
endpoint
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

tcp 4546 mgmt stx-nfv
allowed(service admin
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

vim-
restapi
admin
endpoint,
https
enabled

tcp 5000 oam
keystone-
api

allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 5000 mgmt
keystone-
api

allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 5001 mgmt
keystone-
api

allowed(service admin
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

https
enabled

tcp 5432 oam postgres
blocked
(by gnp)

blocked
(by gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

postgres
db
serving
port

tcp 5432 mgmt postgres allowed(serving port)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

postgres
db
serving
port

tcp 5491 oam
patching-
api

blocked
(by gnp)

blocked
(by gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 5491 mgmt
patching-
api

allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between

patching-
api
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

internal
endpoint

tcp 5492 mgmt
patching-
api

allowed(service admin
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

patching-
api admin
endpoint,
https
enabled

tcp 15491 oam
patching-
api

allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

patching-
api public
endpoint

tcp 6385 oam sysinv-api
allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 6385 mgmt sysinv-api
allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 6386 mgmt sysinv-api
allowed(service public
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

https
enabled

tcp 6443 oam
K8s API
server

allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

System
Controller

https
enabled

tcp 6443 mgmt
K8s API
server

allowed allowed
System
Controller

System
Controller

https
enabled

tcp6 6789 mgmt ceph-mon allowed allowed Not used
between
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp6 6800 mgmt ceph-mgr allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp6 6801 mgmt ceph-mgr allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp6 6802 mgmt ceph-mds allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp6 6803 mgmt ceph-mds allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 6804 mgmt ceph-mds allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 6805 mgmt ceph-mds allowed allowed

Not used
between
SystemCo
ntroller
and
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

Subcloud
s

tcp 7777 oam
stx-ha
(sm)

allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

sm-api
public
endpoint

tcp 7777 mgmt
stx-ha
(sm)

allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

sm-api
public
endpoint

tcp 7778 mgmt
stx-ha
(sm)

allowed(service admin
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

sm-api
admin
endpoint,
https
enabled

tcp6 7999 mgmt ceph-mgr allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 8080 oam
horizon
http

allowed
blocked(b
y gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Not
required
if using
https

tcp 8080 mgmt
horizon
http

allowed allowed
System
Controller

Subcloud
s

Not
required
if using
https

tcp 8119 oam
stx-
distcloud

allowed(s
ervice
public
endpoint)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller

dcmanag
er-api
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

and
Subcloud
s

tcp 8119 mgmt
stx-
distcloud

allowed(s
ervice
public
endpoint)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

dcmanag
er-api

tcp 8120 mgmt
stx-
distcloud

allowed(s
ervice
public
endpoint)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

dcmanag
er-api,
https
enabled

tcp 8219 mgmt
dcdbsync
-api

allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 8220 mgmt
dcdbsync
-api

allowed(service admin
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

https
enabled

tcp 8443 oam
horizon
https

allowed
blocked(b
y gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 8443 mgmt
horizon
https

allowed allowed
System
Controller

Subcloud
s

tcp 9001 oam
Docker
registry

allowed(serving port)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

https
enabled

tcp 9001 mgmt
Docker
registry

allowed(serving port)
Subcloud
s

System
Controller

https
enabled
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

tcp 9002 oam
Registry
token
server

allowed(serving port)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

https
enabled

tcp 9002 mgmt
Registry
token
server

allowed(serving port)
Subcloud
s

System
Controller

https
enabled

tcp 9311 oam
barbican-
api

allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 9311 mgmt
barbican-
api

allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 9312 mgmt
barbican-
api

allowed(service admin
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

https
enabled

tcp 11211 mgmt
memcach
ed

allowed(keystone
cache backend)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

keystone
cache
backend

tcp 18002 oam stx-fault
allowed(service public
endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 18002 mgmt stx-fault
allowed(service
internal endpoint)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

Subcloud
s

tcp 18003 mgmt stx-fault
allowed(service admin
endpoint)

System
Controller

Subcloud
s

https
enabled

icmp NA oam icmp allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

icmp NA mgmt icmp allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

tcp 25491 oam
dcorch-
patch
-api-proxy

allowed
(service
public
endpoint)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

dcorch-
patch-api-
proxy
public
endpoint

tcp 25491 mgmt
dcorch-
patch
-api-proxy

allowed(s
ervice
internal
endpoint)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

dcorch-
patch-api-
proxy
internal
endpoint

tcp 25492 mgmt
dcorch-
patch
-api-proxy

allowed(s
evice
admin
endpoint)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

dcorch-
patch-api-
proxy
admin
endpoint

tcp
30001-
30004

mgmt VIM allowed allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

Subcloud
s

tcp 30555 oam
OIDC
Client

blocked(by gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
OIDC app
is applied

tcp 30555 mgmt
OIDC
Client

allowed(serving port)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
OIDC app
is applied

tcp 30556 oam
DEX
OIDC
Provider

blocked(by gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
OIDC app
is applied

tcp 30556 mgmt
DEX
OIDC
Provider

allowed(serving port)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
OIDC app
is applied

tcp 31001 oam
Elastic
Dashboar
d and API

allowed(N
odePort)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
Analytics
is
applied,
https
enabled

tcp 31001 mgmt
Elastic
Dashboar
d and API

allowed(N
odePort)

NA
Subcloud
s

System
Controller

Only
when
Analytics
is
applied,
https
enabled
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Protocol Port Network Description System
Controller Subcloud Initiator Destination Notes

tcp
31090-
31099

oam

Kafka
Brokers
(NodePor
t)

allowed(N
odePort)

NA

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
Analytics
is
applied,
https

ena
bled

tcp
31090-
31099

mgmt

Kafka
Brokers
(NodePor
t)

allowed(N
odePort)

NA
Subcloud
s

System
Controller

Only
when
Analytics
is
applied,
https
enabled

tcp 32000 oam

Kubernet
es
dashboar
d

allowed(N
odePort)

allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
Kubernet
es
Dashboar
d is
installed

tcp 32000 mgmt

Kubernet
es
dashboar
d

allowed(N
odePort)

allowed

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

Only
when
Kubernet
es
Dashboar
d is
installed

tcp 32323 oam
vim-
webserve
r

blocked(b
y gnp)

blocked(b
y gnp)

Not used
between
System
Controller
and
Subcloud
s

2. Certificate Management for Admin REST API Endpoints

All messaging between System Controllers and Subclouds in the Distributed Cloud system uses the admin REST API service
endpoints, which are all configured for secure HTTPS.

Cloud Platform supports automated HTTPS certificate renewal for Distributed Cloud admin endpoints.
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In this section:

• Certificates on the System Controller on page 137•

• Certificates on the Subcloud on page 137•

Certificates on the System Controller

In a Distributed Cloud system, the HTTPS certificates for admin endpoints are managed by Cloud Platform internally.

Note
All renewal operations are automatic, and no user operation is required.

For admin endpoints, the System Controllers in a Distributed Cloud system manages the following certificates:

• DC-AdminEp-Root-CA certificate: This certificate expires in 1825 days (approximately 5 years). Renewal of this certificate starts•
30 days prior to expiry.

The Root CA certificate is renewed on the System Controller. When the certificate is renewed, Cloud Platform renews the
intermediate CA certificates for all subclouds.

• DC-AdminEp-Intermediate-CA certificate for ‘each’ subcloud: This certificate expires in 365 days. Renewal of this certificate•
starts 30 days prior to expiry. This certificate is used for all subclouds that are unmanaged.

• DC-AdminEp-endpoint: This certificate expires in 180 days. Renewal of this certificate starts 30 days prior to expiry.•

Certificates on the Subcloud

For admin endpoints, the subcloud controllers manage the following certificates:

• DC-AdminEp-Intermediate-CA certificate: The intermediate CA certificate for a subcloud is renewed on the System Controller.•
It is sent to the subcloud using a Rest API. Therefore, a subcloud needs to be online to receive the renewed certificate.

If the subcloud is offline at the time when the subcloud intermediate CA certificate is renewed, the subcloud status dc-cert
displays “out-of-sync”. Certificate renewal continues once the subcloud is online. When renewal completes, the status changes
to “in-sync”. Subclouds start admin endpoint certificate renewal once subcloud intermediate CA certificate renewal is complete.

• DC-AdminEp certificate for the Subcloud: This certificate expires in 180 days. Renewal of this certificate starts 30 days prior to•
expiry.

When the admin endpoint certificate is renewed, a new TLS certificate is generated. The new TLS certificate is used to provide
TLS termination.

The System Controller audits subcloud AdminEp certificates daily. It also audits subcloud admin endpoints when a subcloud becomes
online or managed. If the subcloud admin endpoint is “out-of-sync”, the System Controller initiates intermediate CA certificate
renewal, to force subcloud renewal of the admin endpoint certificate.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM ADMINISTRATION TASKS,
22.06
The Wind River Cloud Platform Kubernetes administration tutorials provide working examples of common administrative tasks.

• About the Admin Tutorials on page 2

Application management

• Helm Package Manager on page 3
• Migrate Releases from Helm v2 to Helm v3 on page 3
• StarlingX Application Package Manager on page 4
• Application Commands and Helm Overrides on page 5

Local Docker registry

• Local Docker Registry on page 13
• Local Docker Registry Authentication and Authorization on page 13
• Install/Update Local Registry Certificates on page 13
• Set up a Public Repository in Local Docker Registry on page 15
• Free Space in the Local Docker Registry on page 16

Application Requirements when using the RT kernel

• Application Requirements when using the RT Kernel on page 18

Optimize application performance

• Kubernetes CPU Manager Policies on page 22
• Isolate the CPU Cores to Enhance Application Performance on page 22
• Kubernetes Topology Manager Policies on page 23
• Kubernetes QAT Device Plugin Configuration on page 24

Metrics Server

• Install Metrics Server on page 26

PTP Notifications

• Install PTP Notifications on page 28
• Remove PTP Notifications on page 28
• Override Default Application Values on page 29

Technology Preview - Istio Application

• Technology Preview - Istio Service Mesh Application on page 31
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1. About the Admin Tutorials

The Wind River Cloud Platform Kubernetes administration tutorials provide working examples of common administrative tasks.

Common administrative tasks covered in this document include:

• application management•

• local Docker registries•

• Kubernetes CPU resource management•
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2. APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

1. Helm Package Manager

Wind River Cloud Platform supports Helm v3 package manager for Kubernetes that can be used to securely manage the lifecycle of
applications within the Kubernetes cluster.

About this task

Helm packages are defined by Helm charts with container information sufficient for managing a Kubernetes application. You can
configure, install, and upgrade your Kubernetes applications using Helm charts. Helm charts are defined with a default set of values
that describe the behavior of the service installed within the Kubernetes cluster.

A Helm v3 client is installed on controllers for local use by admins to manage end-users’ Kubernetes applications. Cloud Platform
recommends to install a Helm v3 client on a remote workstation, so that non-admin (and admin) end-users can manage their
Kubernetes applications remotely.

Upon system installation, local Helm repositories (containing Wind River Cloud Platform packages) are created and added to the
Helm repo list.

Use the following command to list these local Helm repositories:

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm repo list
NAME            URL
starlingx       `http://127.0.0.1:8080/helm_charts/starlingx`
stx-platform    `http://127.0.0.1:8080/helm_charts/stx-platform`

Where the stx-platform repo holds helm charts of StarlingX Applications (see next section) of the Cloud Platform platform itself, while
the starlingx repo holds helm charts of optional StarlingX applications, such as Openstack. The admin user can add charts to these
local repos and regenerate the index to use these charts, and add new remote repositories to the list of known repos.

For more information on Helm v3, see the documentation at https://helm.sh/docs/.

For more information on how to configure and use Helm both locally and remotely, see Configure Local CLI Access, and Configure
Remote CLI Access.

2. Migrate Releases from Helm v2 to Helm v3

About this task

After upgrading a cluster, end users’ Helm releases are not upgraded from version 2. Run a custom script to migrate the end users’
Helm releases or installs to Helm v3.

Procedure

1. Install the /helm-2to3 plugin.

~(keystone-admin)]$ mkdir plugin
wget https://github.com/helm/helm-2to3/releases/download/v0.9.0/helm-2to3_0.9.0_linux_amd64.tar
.gz
pushd plugin/
tar -xvzf ../helm-2to3_0.9.0_linux_amd64.tar.gz
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mkdir bin
cp 2to3 bin
popd
export HELM_LINTER_PLUGIN_NO_INSTALL_HOOK=true
helm plugin install ./plugin

2. Move the helm2 config to helm3.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helm 2to3 move config

3. Choose a Helm v2 release to migrate.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helmv2-cli -- helm list -a

4. Migrate a helm2 release, for example, myApplication.

~(keystone-admin)]$ ./migrate_helm_release.py myApplication

5. Check if it migrated successfully.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helm list -A -a

6. The migrated release should not appear in helm2.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helmv2-cli -- helm list -a

3. StarlingX Application Package Manager

Use the Cloud Platform system application commands to manage containerized application deployment from the command-line.

Cloud Platform application management provides a wrapper around FluxCD and Kubernetes Helm (see https://github.com/helm/
helm) for managing containerized applications. FluxCD is a tool for managing multiple Helm charts with dependencies by centralizing
all configurations in a single FluxCD YAML definition and providing life-cycle hooks for all Helm releases.

A Cloud Platform application package is a compressed tarball containing a metadata.yaml file, a manifest.yaml FluxCD manifest file,
and a charts directory containing Helm charts and a checksum.md5 file. The metadata.yaml file contains the application name,
version, and optional Helm repository and disabled charts information.

Cloud Platform application package management provides a set of system CLI commands for managing the lifecycle of an
application, which includes managing overrides to the Helm charts within the application.

Table 1. Application Package Manager Commands

Command Description

application-list List all applications.

application-show Show application details such as name, status, and
progress.

application-upload
Upload a new application package.
This command loads the application’s FluxCD
manifest and Helm charts into an internal database
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Command Description

and automatically applies system overrides for well-
known Helm charts, allowing the Helm chart to be
applied optimally to the current cluster configuration.

helm-override-list List system Helm charts and the namespaces with
Helm chart overrides for each Helm chart.

helm-override-show

Show a Helm chart’s overrides for a particular
namespace.
This command displays system overrides, user
overrides and the combined system and user
overrides.

helm-override-update Update Helm chart user overrides for a particular
namespace.

helm-chart-attribute-modify Enable or disable the installation of a particular Helm
chart within an application manifest.

helm-override-delete Delete a Helm chart’s user overrides for a particular
namespace.

application-apply

Apply or reapply the application manifest and Helm
charts.
This command will install or update the existing
installation of the application based on its FluxCD
manifest, Helm charts and Helm charts’ combined
system and user overrides.

application-abort Abort the current application operation.

application-update Update the deployed application to a different
version.

application-remove Uninstall an application.

application-delete
Remove the uninstalled application’s definition,
including manifest and Helm charts and Helm chart
overrides, from the system.

4. Application Commands and Helm Overrides

Use Cloud Platform system application and system helm-override commands to manage containerized applications provided as
part of Cloud Platform.

Note
Application commands and Helm overrides apply to user overrides only and take precedence over system overrides.

Procedure
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• Use the following command to list all containerized applications provided as part of Cloud Platform.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list [--nowrap]

where:

nowrap

Prevents line wrapping of the output.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list --nowrap

+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+------------
------+----------+-----------+
| application              | version | manifest name                             | manifest fi
le    | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+------------
------+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 1.0-34  | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests             | fluxcd-mani
fests | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 1.1-35  | nginx-ingress-controller-fluxcd-manifests | fluxcd-mani
fests | applied  | completed |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 1.0-68  | oidc-auth-apps-fluxcd-manifests           | fluxcd-mani
fests | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 1.0-52  | platform-integ-apps-fluxcd-manifests      | fluxcd-mani
fests | applied  | completed |
| rook-ceph-apps           | 1.0-17  | rook-ceph-manifest                        | manifest.ya
ml    | uploaded | completed |
+--------------------------+---------+-------------------------------------------+------------
------+----------+-----------+

• Use the following command to show details for Cloud Platform.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show <app_name>

where:

<app_name>

The name of the application to show details.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show cert-manager

+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 1.0-34                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T02:21:24.218835+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | cert-manager-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | cert-manager                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-21T03:13:01.051293+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
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• Use the following command to upload application Helm chart(s) and manifest.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload [-n | --app-name] <app_name> [-v | --version] <v
ersion> <tar_file>

where the following are optional arguments:

<app_name>

Assigns a custom name for application. You can use this name to interact with the application in the future.

<version>

The version of the application.

and the following is a positional argument:

<tar_file>

The path to the tar file containing the application to be uploaded.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload metrics-server-1.0-17.tgz
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-17                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:36.152383+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests  |
| name          | metrics-server                   |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | uploading                        |
| updated_at    | None                             |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
Please use 'system application-list' or 'system application-show metrics-server' to view the c
urrent progress.

• To list the Helm chart overrides for the Cloud Platform, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-list
usage: system helm-override-list [--nowrap] [-l | --long] <app_name>

where the following is a positional argument:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

and the following is an optional argument:

nowrap

No word-wrapping of output.

long

List additional fields in output.

For example:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-list wr-openstack --long
+---------------------+--------------------------------+---------------+
| chart name          | overrides namespaces           | chart enabled |
+---------------------+--------------------------------+---------------+
| barbican            | [u'openstack']                 | [False]       |
| ceph-rgw            | [u'openstack']                 | [False]       |
| cinder              | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| garbd               | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| glance              | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| heat                | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| helm-toolkit        | []                             | []            |
| horizon             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| ingress             | [u'kube-system', u'openstack'] | [True, True]  |
| ironic              | [u'openstack']                 | [False]       |
| keystone            | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| keystone-api-proxy  | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| libvirt             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| mariadb             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| memcached           | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| neutron             | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| nginx-ports-control | []                             | []            |
| nova                | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| nova-api-proxy      | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| openvswitch         | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| placement           | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| rabbitmq            | [u'openstack']                 | [True]        |
| version_check       | []                             | []            |
+---------------------+--------------------------------+---------------+

• To show the overrides for a particular chart, use the following command. System overrides are displayed in the•
system_overrides section of the Property column.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show
usage: system helm-override-show <app_name> <chart_name> <namespace>

where the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-openstack glance openstack

• To modify service configuration parameters using user-specified overrides, use the following command. To update a single•
configuration parameter, you can use --set. To update multiple configuration parameters, use the --values option with a yaml
file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update
usage: system helm-override-update <app_name> <chart_name> <namespace> --reuse-values --reset-
values --values <file_name> --set <commandline_overrides>
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where the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

and the following are optional arguments:

reuse-values

Reuse existing Helm chart user override values. This argument is ignored if reset-values is used.

reset-values

Replace any existing Helm chart overrides with the ones specified.

values

Specify a yaml file containing Helm chart override values. You can specify this value multiple times.

set

Set Helm chart override values using the command line. Multiple override values can be specified with multiple set
arguments. These are processed after files passed through the values argument.

For example, to enable the glance debugging log, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-openstack
glance openstack --set conf.glance.DEFAULT.DEBUG=true
+----------------+-------------------+
| Property       | Value             |
+----------------+-------------------+
| name           | glance            |
| namespace      | openstack         |
| user_overrides | conf:             |
|                |   glance:         |
|                |     DEFAULT:      |
|                |       DEBUG: true |
+----------------+-------------------+

The user overrides are shown in the user_overrides section of the Property column.

Note
To apply the updated Helm chart overrides to the running application, use the system application-apply command.

• To enable or disable the installation of a particular Helm chart within an application manifest, use the helm-chart-attribute-•
modify command. This command does not modify a chart or modify chart overrides, which are managed through the helm-
override-update command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify [--enabled <true/false>] <app_name> <ch
art_name> <namespace>

where the following is an optional argument:

enabled

Determines whether the chart is enabled.

and the following are positional arguments:
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<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

Note
To apply the updated Helm chart attribute to the running application, use the system application-apply command.

• To delete all the user overrides for a chart, use the following command:•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-delete
usage: system helm-override-delete <app_name> <chart_name> <namespace>

where the following are positional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application.

<chart_name>

The name of the chart.

<namespace>

The namespace for chart overrides.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-delete wr-openstack glance openstack
Deleted chart overrides glance:openstack for application wr-openstack

• Use the following command to apply or reapply an application, making it available for service.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply [-m | --mode] <mode> <app_name>

where the following is an optional argument:

mode

An application-specific mode controlling how the manifest is applied. This option is used to delete and restore the wr-
openstack application.

and the following is a positional argument:

<app_name>

The name of the application to apply.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply metrics-server
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-17                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:36.152383+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
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| manifest_name | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests  |
| name          | metrics-server                   |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | applying                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:42.727918+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
Please use 'system application-list' or 'system application-show metrics-server' to view the c
urrent progress.

• Use the following command to abort the current application.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-abort <app_name>

where:

<app_name>

The name of the application to abort.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-abort wr-openstack
Application abort request has been accepted. If the previous operation has not
completed/failed, it will be cancelled shortly.

Use application-list to confirm that the application has been aborted.

• Use the following command to update the deployed application to a different version.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update [-n | --app-name] <app_name> [-v | --app-version
] <version> <tar_file>

where the following are optional arguments:

<app_name>

The name of the application to update.

You can look up the name of an application using the application-list command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+----------+-------------------------------+------------------
---------+----------+-----------+
| application              | version  | manifest name                 | manifest fil
e             | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+----------+-------------------------------+------------------
---------+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | 20.06-4  | cert-manager-manifest         | certmanager-manif
est.yaml | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | 20.06-1  | nginx-ingress-controller-     | nginx_ingress_con
troller  | applied  | completed |
|                          |          | -manifest                     | _manifest.yam
l            |          |           |
| oidc-auth-apps           | 20.06-26 | oidc-auth-manifest            | manifest.yam
l             | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | 20.06-9  | platform-integration-manifest | manifest.yam
l             | applied  | completed |
+--------------------------+----------+-------------------------------+------------------
---------+----------+-----------+

The output indicates that the currently installed version of cert-manager is 20.06-4.
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<version>

The version to update the application to.

and the following is a positional argument which must come last:

<tar_file>

The tar file containing the application manifest, Helm charts and configuration file.

• Use the following command to remove an application from service. Removing an application will clean up related Kubernetes•
resources and delete all of its installed Helm charts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove <app_name>

where:

<app_name>

The name of the application to remove.

For example:

 ~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove metrics-server
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 1.0-17                           |
| created_at    | 2022-06-21T15:40:36.152383+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | metrics-server-fluxcd-manifests  |
| name          | metrics-server                   |
| progress      | None                             |
| status        | removing                         |
| updated_at    | 2022-06-21T15:45:55.204697+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
 Please use 'system application-list' or 'system application-show metrics-server' to view the 
current progress.

This command places the application in the uploaded state.

• Use the following command to completely delete an application from the system.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete <app_name>

where:

<app_name>

The name of the application to delete.

You must run application-remove before deleting an application.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete metrics-server
Application metrics-server deleted.
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3. LOCAL DOCKER REGISTRY

1. Local Docker Registry

A local Docker registry is deployed as part of Cloud Platform on the internal management network.

You can interact with the local Docker registry at the address registry.local:9001.

2. Local Docker Registry Authentication and Authorization

Authentication is enabled for the local Docker registry. When logging in, users are authenticated using their platform keystone
credentials.

For example:

$ docker login registry.local:9001 -u <keystoneUserName> -p <keystonePassword>

An authorized administrator (‘admin’ and ‘sysinv’) can perform any Docker action. Regular users can only interact with their own
repositories (i.e. registry.local:9001/<keystoneUserName>/). Any authenticated user can pull from the following list of public images:

• registry.local:9001:/public/*•

• registry.local:9001:/k8s.gcr.io/pause•

• registry.local:9001:/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver•

The mtce user can only pull public images, but cannot push any images.

For example, only admin and testuser accounts can push to or pull from registry.local:9001/testuser/busybox:latest

Username and Docker compatibility

Repository names in Docker registry paths must be lower case. For this reason, a keystone user must exist that consists of all lower
case characters. For example, the user testuser is correct in the following URL, while testUser would result in an error:

registry.local:9001/testuser/busybox:latest

Note
Use of the auto-generated self-signed certificate for the registry certificate is not recommended. If you must do so, then
from the central cloud/systemController, access to the local registry can only be done using registry.local:9001.
registry.central:9001 will be inaccessible. Installing a CA-signed certificate for the registry and the certificate of the CA as
an ‘ssl_ca’ certificate will remove this restriction.

For more information about Docker commands, see https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/docker/.

3. Install/Update Local Registry Certificates

Warning
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By default a self-signed certificate is generated at installation time for the registry API. This applies to standalone system, central
cloud and subclouds of DC system. For more secure access, it is strongly recommended to update the default self-signed certificate
with an intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate.

The local Docker registry provides secure HTTPS access using the registry API.

About this task

The intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate for the registry must have at least the following SANs: DNS:registry.local,
DNS:registry.central, IP Address:<oam-floating-ip-address>, IP Address:<mgmt-floating-ip-address>. Use the system
addrpool-list command to get the OAM floating IP Address and management floating IP Address for your system. You can add any
additional DNS entry(s) that you have set up for your OAM floating IP Address.

Note
The DNS:registry.central can be omitted from SANs for standalone system and subcloud of DC system.

The update procedure for any type of system (standalone, central cloud and subcloud of DC system) is the same.

Use the following procedure to install an intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate to either replace the default self-signed
certificate or to replace an expired or soon to expire certificate.

Prerequisites

Obtain an intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate and key from a trusted intermediate or Root Certificate Authority (CA). Refer to
the documentation for the external Root CA that you are using, on how to create public certificate and private key pairs, signed by an
intermediate or Root CA, for HTTPS.

For lab purposes, see Cloud Platform Security: Create Certificates Locally using openssl to create an Intermediate or test Root CA
certificate and key, and use it to sign test certificates.

Put the Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) encoded versions of the certificate and key in a single file, and copy the file to the controller
host.

Also obtain the certificate of the intermediate or Root CA that signed the above certificate.

Ensure all certificates are valid before starting an upgrade. Run the show-certs.sh script to display an overview of the various
certificates that exist in the system along with their expiry date. For more information, see, Display Certificates Installed on a System.

Procedure

1. In order to enable internal use of the Docker registry certificate, update the trusted CA list for this system with the
Root CA associated with the Docker registry certificate.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install --mode ssl_ca <pathTocertificate>

where:
<pathTocertificate>
is the path to the intermediate or Root CA certificate associated with the Docker registry’s intermediate or Root CA-
signed certificate.

2. Update the Docker registry certificate using the certificate-install command.
Set the mode (-m or --mode) parameter to docker_registry.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system certificate-install --mode docker_registry <pathTocertificateAndKey>
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where:
<pathTocertificateAndKey>
is the path to the file containing both the Docker registry’s Intermediate or Root CA-signed certificate and private
key to install.

In DC system, the server certificate of central registry and the server certificate of subcloud’s local registry can be arranged to be
generated from the same root CA certificate.

In this case, the generated server certificates need to be installed on the central cloud and each of the subclouds.

The root CA certificate only needs to install on central cloud, the DC orchestration will sync the root CA certificate to all the
subclouds.

Renew local registry certificates

The local registry certificate is not automatically renewed, user MUST renew the certificate prior to expiry, otherwise a variety of
system operations will fail.

4. Set up a Public Repository in Local Docker Registry

There will likely be scenarios where you need to make images publicly available to all users.

About this task

The suggested method to do that is to create a keystone tenant/user = ‘registry’/’public’, which will therefore have access to images
in the registry.local:9001/public/ repository. Then share access to those images by sharing the registry/public user’s credentials with
other users.

Procedure

1. Create the keystone tenant/user of registry/public.

~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack project create registry
~(keystone_admin)]$ TENANTNAME="registry"
~(keystone_admin)]$ TENANTID=`openstack project list | grep ${TENANTNAME} | awk '{print $2}'`
~(keystone_admin)]$ USERNAME="public"
~(keystone_admin)]$ USERPASSWORD="${USERNAME}K8*"
~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack user create --password ${USERPASSWORD} --project ${TENANTID} ${US
ERNAME}
~(keystone_admin)]$ openstack role add --project ${TENANTNAME} --user ${USERNAME} _member

2. Create a secret containing the credentials of the public repository in kube-system namespace.

% kubectl create secret docker-registry registry-local-public-key --docker-server=registry.loca
l:9001 --docker-username=public --docker-password=public --docker-email=noreply@windriver.com -
n kube-system

3. Share the credentials of the public repository with other namespaces.
Copy the secret to the other namespace and add it as an ImagePullSecret to the namespace’s default
serviceAccount.

% kubectl get secret registry-local-public-key -n kube-system -o yaml | grep -v '^\s*namespace:
\s'  | kubectl apply --namespace=<USERNAMESPACE> -f -
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% kubectl patch serviceaccount default  -p "{\"imagePullSecrets\": [{\"name\": \"registry-local
-public-key\"}]}" -n <USERNAMESPACE>

5. Free Space in the Local Docker Registry

You can delete images and perform garbage collection to free unused registry space on the docker-distribution file system of the
controllers.

About this task

Simply deleting an image from the local Docker registry does not free the associated space from the file system. To do so, you must
also run the registry-garbage-collect command.

Procedure

1. Identify the name of the image you want to delete.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-image-list

+------------------------------------------------------+
| Image Name                                           |
+------------------------------------------------------+
| ghcr.io/k8snetworkplumbingwg/sriov-cni               |
| docker.io/starlingx/k8s-plugins-sriov-network-device |
| docker.io/starlingx/multus                           |
| gcr.io/kubernetes-helm/tiller                        |
| k8s.gcr.io/coredns                                   |
| k8s.gcr.io/etcd                                      |
| k8s.gcr.io/kube-apiserver                            |
| k8s.gcr.io/kube-controller-manager                   |
| k8s.gcr.io/kube-proxy                                |
| k8s.gcr.io/kube-scheduler                            |
| k8s.gcr.io/pause                                     |
| quay.io/airshipit/armada                             |
| quay.io/calico/cni                                   |
| quay.io/calico/kube-controllers                      |
| quay.io/calico/node                                  |
+------------------------------------------------------+

2. Find tags associated with the image.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-image-tags <imageName>

3. Free file system space.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-image-delete <imageName>:<tagName>

This step only removes the registry’s reference to the image:tag.

Warning

Do not delete image:tags that are currently being used by the system. Deleting both the local Docker registry’s image:tags and
the image:tags from the Docker cache will prevent failed deployment pods from recovering. If this happens, you will need to
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manually download the deleted image from the same source and push it back into the local Docker registry under the same name
and tag.

If you need to free space consumed by wr-openstack images, you can delete older tagged versions.

4. Free up file system space associated with the deleted/unreferenced images.
The registry-garbage-collect command removes unreferenced image:tags from the file system and frees the file
system spaces allocated to deleted/unreferenced images.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system registry-garbage-collect
Running docker registry garbage collect

Note
In rare cases the system may trigger a swact during garbage collection, and the registry may be left in read-only mode.
If this happens, run registry-garbage-collect again to take the registry out of read-only mode.
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4. APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS WHEN USING THE RT
KERNEL

1. Application Requirements when using the RT Kernel

In this section:

• Introduction on page 18•

• Soft realtime applications on page 18•

Introduction

The RT (real-time) Linux kernel is the Linux kernel with the preempt-rt patch set applied. The aim of this patch set is to minimize the
amount of kernel code that is non-preemptible. The increase in preemptibility of the RT kernel results in more predictable and
reduced latencies for timer and interrupt driven tasks. Thus we sometimes refer to this kernel as the low latency kernel.

The RT kernel is typically used to support hardware and software tasks which require real-time upper bounds of 10s of microseconds
or even microseconds. Without the use of the RT kernel latencies can often extend into the 100s of microseconds. For audio and
electomechanical applications the RT kernel is the only option to ensure such strict latency requirements are met.

• Hard real-time demands a guaranteed latency and is typically required where failure could have catastrophic consequences,•
such as in aircraft control systems.

• Soft real-time makes no such guarantee, but instead provides a statistical presentation of the latency such as that 99.9999% of•
the time the latency is x microseconds or less. Such systems are useful where the occasional miss on servicing hardware is
benign, and is typically even scarcely noticeable.

The real-time Linux kernel is soft real-time.

Soft realtime applications

It is possible to use real-time Linux for an application that is tolerant of the occasional latency miss, such as one based on DPDK. You
will typically want the application to run on a dedicated core and never be scheduled out or otherwise interrupted. Since total
isolation mode doesn’t exist yet for the Linux kernel you must instead use kernel settings that will get your application close to total
isolation performance for soft real-time requirements. Some limitations apply. Principally, your application cannot run completely flat-
out, occupying a core that it never yields. The reasons for this, as well as other limitations, are discussed with the kernel settings
below.

Kernel settings

Since total isolation mode doesn’t exist, your application will inevitably face competition for CPU time from other tasks. There are
several kernel boot parameters (bootargs), that you can use to minimize that competition. Once competition from other tasks has
been minimized, you can control exactly when and for how long they can have the CPU. The following kernel boot parameters are
generally configured automatically based on CPU functions set via system host-cpu-modify commands.

isolcpus

This bootarg specifies a list of CPUs to the kernel, telling the scheduler to not normally schedule any tasks to run on them. Such
a CPU is not totally isolated however; the kernel still creates some kernel tasks which are specific to that CPU that must run on
it. These tasks include:
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• the kernel tick timer task•

• the soft irq daemon task•

• kworker task(s)•

• rcu callback tasks(s)•

Use the taskset command to cause your task to run on the isolated CPU and only that CPU, but note that the linux kernel does
not do load balancing across isolated CPUs so your task should only be affined to a single isolated CPU. Since it will compete
for resources with kernel tasks and interrupts, you must take further steps with the following settings to reduce the competition,
although, as stated earlier, it cannot be completely eliminated.

rcu_nocbs

The rcu subsystem (read copy update) provides super-efficient mutual exclusion in the kernel. However, it does require that a
memory reclaim operation run on occasion via callback routines that are run in a kernel task on the CPU. Cloud Platform uses
the rcu_nocbs bootarg to further reduce competition by moving that task off the CPU and have it run elsewhere.

nohz_full

This bootarg tells the kernel to turn off the tick timer if the CPU is not idle, so long as no other task wants to run on that CPU.
As soon as another task wants to run on that CPU, dynticks are reenabled. Only affine one task to an isolated CPU to keep
dynticks off for as long as possible. Note that the tick timer is not completely shut off; a non-idle CPU with an empty runqueue
will receive tick timer interrupts, but at a rate of only one per second. This behavior cannot be completely eliminated.

Irqaffinity

This bootarg tells the kernel which CPUs can be interrupted, providing you with a way to keep interrupts (other than the timer)
away from your CPU. This eliminates interference from the soft irq daemon task.

These adjustments eliminate sources of interference on your CPU other than kworker task(s) and rare tick timer task which
cannot be eliminated.

Other hidden competition

IPI interrupts on your CPU doing things like TLB flushes and resched requests are unavoidable, but typically very short in duration.
Eliminate SMI interrupts as much as possible, as they can steal a lot of time away from your application, adding unacceptable latency.
Although these interrupts are invisible to Linux, tools such as hwlatdetect in the kernel, turbostat, perf, and others can detect
them When an SMI occurs. The entire OS is suspended and the system drops into SMM (system management mode) to run
instructions stored in the BIOS. Consult your hardware vendor’s documentation about BIOS settings for a low latency environment.
Some SMIs that are handled very quickly may be tolerable or even desirable if they are part of an important BIOS monitoring service.
But if they run for long enough to hurt your latency then Wind River recommends turning them off.

Accommodation

Wind River has found through experimentation that your flat-out application should relinquish the CPU for about 2 microseconds
every millisecond. This is an estimate and your system may have its own characteristics that require tuning, but 2 uS every 1 mS is a
good starting point.

Do not set your application’s priority below that of the kworker and ktimersoftd kernel tasks and just let them preempt as
needed. This will result in a loss of control as kworker and ktimersoftd can preempt your task at inopportune points and for an
uncontrollable amount of time. Instead, by sleeping at places where it is convenient, the application can maintain control of when and
for how long these tasks run. One way of doing this is to set a freerunning timer and then poll for millisecond rollover at convenience
points in your application, doing a nanosleep for 2 uS if it has rolled over. The implementation might look something like this
pseudocode:

long get_time_msec()
          struct timespec ts;
          clock_gettime(CLOCK_MONOTONIC, &ts);
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          return ts.tv_sec * 1000 + ts.tv_nsec / 1000000

main_loop()
          long last_sleep_msec = get_time_msec()
          while true:
                    timestamp = get_time_msec()
                    if (timestamp != last_sleep_msec)
                             last_sleep_msec = timestamp
                             nanosleep(2000)

                    <do main processing of application>

The kernel will use vdso to keep the timer read from doing a syscall is a lightweight solution.

Note
Such lightweight treatment may not apply to all timer types available, although CLOCK_MONOTONIC should be fine.

Keep your task priority higher than ktimersoftd (rt prio 3) and ksoftirqd (rt prio 2). The kworker tasks don’t run in RT priority
and will not preempt your application. A good RT priority that will prevent your task from being preempted is therefore 4-98.

Warning

Running at any RT priority will result in adverse behavior if you have any loops or other long stretches of code in your task where you
don’t yield the CPU.

Note that ktimersoftd task, which is part of the 3.10 kernel, has been removed from 5.10.

Other programming considerations

For the reasons described above, your application must give up the CPU on a regular basis for a certain amount of time so that the
OS can perform system tasks.

Your application consists of two parts, namely the initialization part and the realtime critical part.

• Some steps need to be done during initialization and not during the realtime critical part.•

• Some steps can be taken in the realtime critical parts of your application.•

• Some steps, such as dropping into the kernel while in the RT critical part should be avoided as much as possible as the kernel•
reserves the right to take as much time as it needs, and may block.

Memory Allocation

Avoid memory allocation during the RT critical part as it can be quite a slow operation; do it inside the initialization part instead.

Linux employs “lazy allocation”, meaning that no real memory is allocated until the first write to it occurs. Upon the first write a page
fault happens, causing you to drop into the kernel as it backs the allocated page with actual memory. These page faults take time to
service and must be avoided. Your application should do an mlockall(MCL_CURRENT, MCL_FUTURE) during initialization to
ensure that all of its memory allocations are backed with real memory, are locked-in, and won’t be swapped out to avoid any page
faults during the realtime critical section.

Locking memory is essential even if your application does not do any explicit swaps because Linux reserves the right to internally
reclaim memory if its contents can be recreated, which can mean reloading executables from disk.
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I/O

Avoid dropping into the kernel to do I/O during the RT critical section. The kernel can block, allocate memory, etc. which will have
adverse effects. Wind River recommends doing your I/O from userspace, using, for example, DPDK.

Using a technique such as ring buffers in shared memory can facilitate communication with non-rt “worker” tasks on other CPUs that
can do blocking I/O, but this is only a solution for I/O that can tolerate latency, such as writing logs to disk.

High level languages and hidden memory allocation

The choice of language is important for the success of a RT application development project.

The C programming language is a good choice for applications with RT requirements as most of its operations are transparent to the
developer and will not present suprises. In contrast, C++ does tasks such as object instantiation that may allocate memory on the fly.
You may be able to circumvent this by telling glibc to allocate memory off of the heap, and making your heap area large enough
during initialization time to accommodate all such hidden allocations.

To tell glibc to not trim blocks and to not use mmap when allocating but instead use sbrk to get memory from the heap, use the
following:

mallopt (M_TRIM_THRESHOLD, -1);
mallopt (M_MMAP_MAX, 0);

See also

• https://ntrs.nasa.gov/api/citations/20200002393/downloads/20200002393.pdf•

• https://rt.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Dynamic_memory_allocation_example•

• https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/323104037.pdf•
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5. OPTIMIZE APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

1. Kubernetes CPU Manager Policies

You can apply the kube-cpu-mgr-policy host label from the Horizon Web interface or the CLI to set the Kubernetes CPU Manager
policy.

The kube-cpu-mgr-policy host label supports the values none and static.

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-lock worker-1
~(keystone)admin)$ system host-label-assign --overwrite worker-1 kube-cpu-mgr-policy=static
~(keystone)admin)$ system host-unlock worker-1

Setting either of these values results in kubelet on the host being configured with the policy of the same name as described at
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/administer-cluster/cpu-management-policies/#cpu-management-policies, but with the following
differences:

Static policy customizations

• Pods in the kube-system namespace are affined to platform cores only. Other pod containers (hosted applications) are•
restricted to running on either the application or isolated cores. CFS quota throttling for Guaranteed QoS pods is disabled.

• When using the static policy, improved performance can be achieved if you also use the Isolated CPU behavior as described at•
Isolating CPU Cores to Enhance Application Performance on page 22.

• For Kubernetes pods with a Guaranteed QoS (see https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/quality-service-•
pod/ for background information), CFS quota throttling is disabled as it causes performance degradation.

• Kubernetes pods are prevented by default from running on CPUs with an assigned function of Platform. In contrast, pods in the•
kube-system namespace are affined to run on Platform CPUs by default. This assumes that the number of platform CPUs is
sufficiently large to handle the workload. These two changes further ensure that low-latency applications are not interrupted by
housekeeping tasks.

Recommendations

Wind River recommends using the static policy.

See also

See Cloud Platform User Tasks: Use Kubernetes CPU Manager Static Policy’s Guaranteed QoS class with exclusive CPUs for an
example of how to configure a Pod in the ‘Guaranteed QOS’ class with exclusive (or dedicated/pinned) cpus.

See Cloud Platform User Tasks: Use Kubernetes CPU Manager Static Policy with application-isolated cores for an example of how to
configure a Pod with cores that are both ‘isolated from the host process scheduler’ and exclusive/dedicated/pinned cpus.

2. Isolate the CPU Cores to Enhance Application Performance
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Cloud Platform supports running the most critical low-latency applications on host CPUs which are completely isolated from the host
process scheduler.

This allows you to customize Kubernetes CPU management when policy is set to static so that low-latency applications run with
optimal efficiency.

The following restriction applies when using application-isolated cores:

• There must be at least one platform and one application core on each host.•

For example:

~(keystone)admin)$ system host-lock worker-1
~(keystone)admin)$ system host-cpu-modify  -f platform -p0 1 worker-1
~(keystone)admin)$ system host-cpu-modify  -f application-isolated -p0 15 worker-1
~(keystone)admin)$ system host-cpu-modify  -f application-isolated -p1 15 worker-1
~(keystone)admin)$ system host-unlock worker-1

All SMT siblings (hyperthreads, if enabled) on a core will have the same assigned function. On host boot, any CPUs designated as
isolated will be specified as part of the isolcpus kernel boot argument, which will isolate them from the process scheduler.

The use of application-isolated cores is only applicable when using the static Kubernetes CPU Manager policy. For more information,
see Kubernetes CPU Manager Policies on page 22.

Limitation: If Hyperthreading is enabled in the BIOS and application-isolated CPUs are configured, and these CPUs are allocated to
more than one container, the SMT siblings may be allocated to different containers and that could adversely impact the performance
of the application.

Workaround: The suggested workaround is to allocate all application-isolated CPUs on a host to a single pod. For more information,
see Node Management: Changing the Hyper-threading Status.

When using the static CPU manager policy before increasing the number of platform CPUs or changing isolated CPUs to application
CPUs on a host, ensure that no pods on the host are making use of any isolated CPUs that will be affected. Otherwise, the pod(s) will
transition to a Topology Affinity Error state. Although not strictly necessary, the simplest way to do this on systems other than AIO-SX
is to administratively lock the host, causing all the pods to be restarted on an alternate host, before changing CPU assigned
functions. On AIO-SX systems, you must explicitly delete the pods.

This advanced feature introduces changes in Cloud Platform Kubernetes relative to standard Kubernetes.

Kubernetes will report a new windriver.com/isolcpus resource for each worker node. This corresponds to the application-isolated
CPUs. Pods in the Best-effort or Burstable QoS class may specify some number of windriver.com/isolcpus resources and the pod
will be scheduled on a host (and possibly NUMA node depending on topology manager policy) with sufficient application-isolated
cores available, and the container requesting the resource will be affined (and restricted) to those CPUs via cgroups.

Pods in the Guaranteed QoS class should not specify windriver.com/isolcpus resources as they will be allocated but not used. If
there are multiple processes within one container, they can be individually affined to separate isolated CPUs if the container requests
multiple resources. This is highly recommended as the Linux kernel does not load balance across application-isolated CPUs. Start-up
code in the container can determine the available CPUs by running sched_getaffinity() command, or by parsing /sys/fs/cgroup/
cpuset/cpuset.cpus within the container.

Isolated CPUs can be identified in the container by looking for files such as /dev/cpu/<X> where <X> is a number, or by
referencing /sys/devices/system/cpu/isolated against the CPUs associated with this container.

3. Kubernetes Topology Manager Policies

You can apply the kube-topology-mgr-policy host label from Horizon or the CLI to set the Kubernetes Topology Manager policy.
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The kube-topology-mgr-policy host label has four supported values:

• none•

• best-effort•

This is the default when the static CPU policy is enabled.

• restricted•

• single-numa-node•

For more information on these settings, see the Kubernetes Topology Manager policies described at https://kubernetes.io/docs/
tasks/administer-cluster/topology-manager/#how-topology-manager-works.

Limitations

• The scheduler is not NUMA-aware and can therefore make suboptimal pod scheduling decisions when the Topology Manager•
policy on the destination node is taken into account.

• If a pod fails with Topology Affinity Error because it can’t satisfy the Topology Manager policy on the node where the schedule•
placed it, it will remain in the error state and not be retried. If the pod is part of a manager object such as ReplicaSet,
Deployment, etc., then a new pod will be created. If that new pod is placed on the same node, it can result in a series of pods
with a status of Topology Affinity Error. For more information, see https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/84757.

In light of these limitations, Wind River recommends using the best-effort policy, which will cause Kubernetes to try to provide
NUMA-affined resources without generating any unexpected errors if the policy cannot be satisfied.

4. Kubernetes QAT Device Plugin Configuration

Intel® QuickAssist Technology (Intel® QAT) accelerates cryptographic workloads by offloading the data to hardware capable of
optimizing those functions. This guide describes how to enable and consume the Intel QAT device plugin in StarlingX.

Prerequisites

• Install Intel QuickAssist device on host.•

• Install StarlingX on bare metal with DPDK enabled. Refer to the Installation guide for details.•

Enable Intel QAT device plugin

The Intel QAT device plugin daemonset is pre-installed in StarlingX. This section describes the steps to enable the Intel QAT device
plugin for discovering and advertising QAT VF resources to Kubernetes host.

1. Verify QuickAssist SR-IOV virtual functions are configured on a specified node after StarlingX is installed. This
example uses the worker-0 node.

$ ssh worker-0
$ for i in 0442 0443 37c9 19e3; do lspci -d 8086:$i; done

Note
The Intel QAT device plugin only supports QAT VF resources in the current release.

2. Assign the intelqat label to the node (worker-0 in this example).
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$ NODE=worker-0
$ system host-lock $NODE
$ system host-label-assign $NODE intelqat=enabled
$ system host-unlock $NODE

3. After the node becomes available, verify the Intel QAT device plugin is registered.

$ kubectl describe node $NODE | grep qat.intel.com/generic
qat.intel.com/generic: 10
qat.intel.com/generic: 10

Consume Intel QAT device plugin

1. Build the DPDK image.

$ git clone https://github.com/intel/intel-device-plugins-for-kubernetes.git
$ cd demo
$ ./build-image.sh crypto-perf

This command produces a Docker image named crypto-perf.

2. Deploy a pod to run an example DPDK application named dpdk-test-crypto-perf.

In the pod specification file, add the container resource request and limit.
For example, use qat.intel.com/generic: <number of devices> for a container requesting Intel QAT
devices.
For a DPDK-based workload, you may need to add a hugepage request and limit.

$ kubectl apply -k deployments/qat_dpdk_app/base/
$ kubectl get pods
  NAME                     READY     STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
  qat-dpdk                 1/1       Running   0          27m
  intel-qat-plugin-5zgvb   1/1       Running   0          3h

Note
The deployment example above uses kustomize, which is a tool supported by kubectl since the Kubernetes v1.14
release.

3. Manually execute the dpdk-test-crypto-perf application to review the logs.

$ kubectl exec -it qat-dpdk bash

$ ./dpdk-test-crypto-perf -l 6-7 -w $QAT1 -- --ptest throughput --\
 devtype crypto_qat --optype cipher-only --cipher-algo aes-cbc --cipher-op \
 encrypt --cipher-key-sz 16 --total-ops 10000000 --burst-sz 32 --buffer-sz 64
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6. METRICS SERVER

1. Install Metrics Server

About this task

Metrics Server is a scalable, efficient source of container resource metrics for Kubernetes built-in autoscaling pipelines.

Metrics Server is meant for autoscaling purposes only. It is not intended to provide metrics for monitoring solutions that persist and
analyze historical metrics.

Specifically, in Cloud Platform, Metrics Server supports:

• Use of Kubernetes’ horizontal application auto-scaling based on resources consumption, for scaling end users’ containerized•
application deployments.

• Use of Metrics Server API within end user’s containerized applications in order for end user’s application to, for example, enable•
application-specific incoming load management mechanisms based on metrics of selected pods.

For details on leveraging Metrics Server for horizontal autoscaling or for Metrics API, see Kubernetes User Tasks. Metrics Server is an
optional component of Cloud Platform. It is packaged as a system application and included in the Cloud Platform installation ISO. In
order to enable Metrics Server, you must upload and apply the Metrics Server system application.

Procedure

Perform the following steps to enable Metrics Server such that its services are available to containerized applications for horizontal
autoscaling and/or use of Metrics API.

1. Go to the path /usr/local/share/applications/helm/ to access metrics-server-nn.nn-0.tgz
2. Upload the application tarball:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload metrics-server-nn.nn-0.tgz

3. Run the application list to confirm that it was uploaded:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list

4. Run the application to apply the metrics server:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply metrics-server

5. Run the application list to confirm it was applied:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list

6. Run the following command to see the pod running:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -l app=metrics-server -n metrics-server

Important

After a platform upgrade, the Metrics Server will NOT be automatically updated.

To update the Metrics Server, run the following command after the upgrade was completed with no alarms:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update --reuse-user-overrides true /usr/local/share/applica
tions/helm/metrics-server-1.0-18.tgz

For details on leveraging Metrics Server for horizontal autoscaling or for Metrics API, see Kubernetes User Tasks. After installing
Metrics Server, the kubectl top CLI command is available to display the metrics being collected by Metrics Server and the ones being
used for defined autoscaling definitions. These metrics are also displayed within the Kubernetes Dashboard.

For more information see: https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/generated/kubectl/kubectl-commands#top
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7. PTP NOTIFICATIONS

1. Install PTP Notifications

PTP notification is packaged as a system application and is managed using the system application and system-helm-override
commands.

About this task

Cloud Platform provides the capability for application(s) to subscribe to asynchronous PTP status notifications and pull for the PTP
state on demand.

Procedure

You must provide helm override values indicating the ptp4l and phc2sys instances being tracked by ptp-notification.

You must also remove your existing ptp-notification application and upload/apply the new version. Because multiple ptp4l
instances can be supported on a node, you must specify which instance ptp-notification is tracking.

For example:

1. Upload ptp-notification.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload <path to application>

2. Edit application overrides.

cat ~/notification-override.yaml
ptptracking:
  ptp4lSocket: /var/run/ptp4l-ptp1
  ptp4lServiceName: ptp1
  phc2sysServiceName: phc2sys1

3. Apply the overrides.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update ptp-notification ptp-notification notification 
--values notification-override.yaml

4. Apply ptp-notification.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply ptp-notification

2. Remove PTP Notifications

You can remove all pods and Kubernetes resources created during the application deployment.

Use the following procedure to remove PTP notifications.

Procedure

1. Remove all pods and other Kubernetes resources created during the deployment, using the following command:
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove ptp-notification

2. Delete the ptp-notification from sysinv.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete ptp-notification

3. Remove labels applied to controller-0, using the following commands, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-remove controller-0 ptp-notification
~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-remove controller-0 ptp-registration

3. Override Default Application Values

You can override default application values using the commands described in this section.

Procedure

1. View existing values.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show ptp-notification
ptp-notification notification

2. Create a yaml file and update the fields that require Helm overrides.

cat ~/override.yaml
ptptracking:
 device:
   holdover_seconds: 25
   poll_freq_seconds: 2

3. Apply the values.
Application values can be added by the user and applied, using the following commands.

Note
The application could be in the “uploaded” or “applied” state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update ptp-notification ptp-notification notification 
-–values <override.yaml>

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply ptp-notification

where the values are:

simulated

value must be ‘false’ for a normal operation (used only for troubleshooting).

holdover_seconds

value is the holdover time provided by the NIC specification. The default is 15 seconds.

poll_freq_seconds

is the frequency that the tracking function monitors the ptp4l to derive the PTP sync state. The default is 2 seconds.
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8. TECHNOLOGY PREVIEW - ISTIO APPLICATION

1. Technology Preview - Istio Service Mesh Application

About this task

The Istio Service Mesh application Technology Preview is integrated into Cloud Platform as a system application.

Istio provides traffic management, observability as well as security as a Kubernetes service mesh. For more information, see https://
istio.io/.

Cloud Platform includes istio-operator container to manage the life cycle management of the Istio components.

The following Istio components are enabled when applying the Istio system application:

• Istio data plane - Envoy - Kubernetes side-car proxy•

• Istio control plane - Istiod - service discovery, configuration and certificate management•

• Istio gateway - Traffic management of ingress and egress L4-L7 traffic•

• Istio-cni - Kubernetes CNI plugin•

The Kiali (https://kiali.io/) management console for Istio is also integrated with Cloud Platform, in the Istio system application. It
provides management functions and visualizations to the service mesh operation. Metrics and tracing functionalities are not
supported at this time.

Procedure

You can install Istio and Kiali on Cloud Platform from the command line.

1. Locate the Istio tarball in /usr/local/share/application/helm.

For example:

/usr/local/share/application/helm/istio-<version>.tgz

2. Upload the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload /usr/local/share/application/helm/istio-<version>
.tgz

3. Apply the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply istio

4. Monitor the application status.

~(keystone_admin)]$ watch -n 5 system application-list

OR

~(keystone_admin)]$ watch kubectl get pods -n istio-system

5. Setup network attachment definition.
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cat > istio-cni-nad.yaml <<EOF
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
 name: istio-cni
EOF
kubectl apply -f istio-cni-nad.yaml

CNI is managed by Multus. The NetworkAttachmentDefinition is required in the application namespace in order to
invoke the istio-cni plugin.

6. Enable side car for a particular namespace.

kubectl label namespace <namespace> istio-injection=enabled

When the istio-injection=enabled label on a namespace is set and the injection webhook is enabled, any new
pods that are created in that namespace will automatically have a sidecar added to them.

7. At this point, you may launch services in the above namespace.
When the user application is deployed, the sidecar container istio-proxy is injected into the user application pod:

Events:

Type    Reason     Age   From               Message
----    ------     ----  ----               -------
...
Normal  Created    10s   kubelet            Created container <user app>
Normal  Started    10s   kubelet            Started container <user app>
...
Normal  Created    9s    kubelet            Created container istio-proxy
Normal  Started    8s    kubelet            Started container istio-proxy

The istio-proxy sidecar extracts telemetry of all ingress and egress traffic of the user application that can be
monitored and available for display in Kiali, and it mediates all ingress and egress traffic of the user application by
enforcing policy decisions.

Use Kiali

After the Istio application has been installed, you can launch the Kiali management console in a browser.

1. Get the port of Kiali service.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get svc -n istio-system kiali -o jsonpath='{.spec.ports[?(@.name=="
http")].nodePort}'

2. Launch Kiali on a browser.

http:<oam-floating-ip>:<kiali_port>/kiali

3. Get the login token.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get secret -n istio-system $(kubectl get sa kiali -n istio-system -
o jsonpath='{.secrets[0].name}') -o jsonpath='{.data.token}' | base64 -d

4. Login to Kiali.
Enter the token from the previous step and press Login.
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Remove Istio application

You can remove the Istio application from Cloud Platform.

1. Remove pods and their resources.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-remove istio

2. Delete the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-delete istio

3. Delete Istio CNI Network Attachment Definition.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl delete -f istio-cni-nad.yaml
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM USER TASKS, 22.06
The Wind River Cloud Platform user tutorials provide working examples of common end-user tasks.

System access

• Access Overview on page 4

Remote CLI access

• Remote CLI Access on page 5
• Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs on page 5
• Use Container-backed Remote CLIs on page 8
• Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 10
• Configure Remote Helm Client on page 12
• Use Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 14

GUI access

• Access the Kubernetes Dashboard on page 16

API access

• REST API Access on page 17

Application management

• Helm Package Manager on page 18
• Migrate Releases from Helm v2 to Helm v3 on page 18

Local Docker registry

• Local Docker Registry Authentication and Authorization on page 20
• Use an Image from the Local Docker Registry in a Container Spec on page 20
• Delete Image Tags in the Docker Registry on page 21

NodePort usage restrictions

• NodePort Usage Restrictions on page 23

Certificate Management

• Certificate Management on page 24
• External CA and Ingress Controller Example on page 26
• Internal CA and NodePort Example on page 28
• Issuers in Distributed Cloud on page 30
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Vault secret and data management

• Vault Overview on page 32
• Vault Aware on page 32
• Vault Unaware on page 32

Using Kata Containers runtime

• Kata Containers Overview on page 36
• Specify Kata Container Runtime in Pod Spec on page 36
• Known Kata Container Limitations on page 37

Adding persistent volume claims

• About Persistent Volume Support on page 38

RBD Provisioner

• Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims on page 38
• Mount ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volumes in Containers on page 40

Ceph File System Provisioner

• Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims on page 42
• Mount ReadWriteMany Persistent Volumes in Containers on page 43

Optimize application performance

• Use Kubernetes CPU Manager Static Policy’s Guaranteed QoS class with exclusive CPUs on page 47
• Use Kubernetes CPU Manager Static Policy with application-isolated cores on page 48

Add an Additional Network Interface to a Container

• Add an Additional Network Interface to a Container on page 51
- “interface-creating” plugin types on page 51
- “meta” plugin types on page 52
- “ipam” plugin types on page 52

• SR-IOV plugin on page 52
- Create Network Attachment Definitions on page 52
- Use Network Attachment Definitions in a Container on page 54

• Host-device Plugin on page 58
• Macvlan Plugin on page 59
• Ipvlan Plugin on page 60
• Bridge Plugin on page 62
• Point-to-Point Plugin on page 63
• VLAN Plugin on page 64
• Tuning Plugin on page 66
• Bandwidth Plugin on page 67
• Source-Based Routing Plugin on page 69
• Virtual Routing and Forwarding Plugin on page 72
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• Bond Plugin on page 78
- Example: Launch a daemonset bonding two host interfaces in active-backup mode on page 80
- Example: Launch a pod with a bonded SR-IOV interface in 802.3ad (LACP) mode on page 81

Metrics Server

• Metrics Server on page 84

Tools

• vRAN Tools on page 87
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2. SYSTEM ACCESS

1. Access Overview

A general user of Cloud Platform can access the system using remote kubectl/helm CLIs and the Kubernetes Dashboard.

Your Cloud Platform administrator must setup a user account (that is, either a local Kubernetes ServiceAccount or a remote Windows
Active Directory account), and Kubernetes RBAC authorization policies.
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3. REMOTE CLI ACCESS

1. Remote CLI Access

You can access the system CLIs from a remote workstation using one of the two methods.

1. The first method involves using the remote CLI tarball from Wind River Product Delivery Platform to install a set of
container-backed remote CLIs for accessing a remote Wind River Cloud Platform. This provides access to the
kubernetes-related CLIs (kubectl, helm). This approach is simple to install, portable across Linux, MacOS and
Windows, and provides access to all Wind River Cloud Platform CLIs. However, commands such as those that
reference local files or require a shell are awkward to run in this environment.

2. The second method involves installing the kubectl and helm clients directly on the remote host. This method only
provides the kubernetes-related CLIs and requires OS-specific installation instructions.

See also

Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 5

Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 14

Installing Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 10

Configuring Remote Helm Client on page 12

2. Configure Container-backed Remote CLIs

The Cloud Platform command lines can be accessed from remote computers running Linux, MacOS, and Windows.

About this task

This functionality is made available using a docker container with pre-installed CLIs and clients. The container’s image is pulled as
required by the remote CLI/client configuration scripts.

Prerequisites

• You must have Docker installed on the remote systems you connect from. For more information on installing Docker, see•
https://docs.docker.com/install/. For Windows remote workstations, Docker is only supported on Windows 10.

Note
You must be able to run docker commands using one of the following options:

- Running the scripts using sudo
- Adding the Linux user to the docker group

For more information, see, https://docs.docker.com/engine/install/linux-postinstall/

• For Windows remote workstations, you must run the following commands from a Cygwin terminal. See https://•
www.cygwin.com/ for more information about the Cygwin project.

• For Windows remote workstations, you must also have winpty installed. Download the latest release tarball for Cygwin from•
https://github.com/rprichard/winpty/releases. After downloading the tarball, extract it to any location and change the Windows
<PATH> variable to include its bin folder from the extracted winpty folder.

• You will need a kubectl config file containing your user account and login credentials from your Cloud Platform administrator.•

The following procedure helps you configure the Container-backed remote CLIs and clients for a non-admin user.
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Procedure

1. Copy the remote client tarball file from Wind River Product Delivery Platform to the remote workstation, and extract
its content.

• The tarball is available from the Cloud Platform area on Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

• You can extract the tarball contents anywhere on your client system.

$ cd $HOME
$ tar xvf wr-remote-clients-<version>.tgz

2. Download the user/tenant openrc file from the Horizon Web interface to the remote workstation.

a. Log in to Horizon as the user and tenant that you want to configure remote access for.
In this example, we use ‘user1’ user in the ‘tenant1’ tenant.

b. Navigate to Project ‣ API Access ‣ Download Openstack RC file.

c. Select Openstack RC file.
The file my-openrc.sh downloads.

Note
For a Distributed Cloud system, navigate to Project ‣ Central Cloud Regions ‣ RegionOne and download the
Openstack RC file.

3. Copy the user-kubeconfig file received from your administrator containing your user account and credentials to the
remote workstation.
You can copy the file to any location on the remote workstation. For convenience, this example assumes that it is
copied to the location of the extracted tarball.

Note
Confirm that the user-kubeconfig file has 666 permissions after copying the file to the remote workstation. If necessary,
use the following command to change permissions, chmod 666 user-kubeconfig.

4. On the remote workstation, configure the client access.

a. Change to the location of the extracted tarball.

$ cd $HOME/wr-remote-clients-<version>/

b. Create a working directory that will be mounted by the container implementing the remote CLIs.
See the description of the configure_client.sh -w option below on page 7 for more details.

$ mkdir -p $HOME/remote_cli_wd

c. Run the configure_client.sh script.

$ ./configure_client.sh -t platform -r my_openrc.sh -k user-kubeconfig -w $HOME/remote_cli_w
d -p <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients:stx.6.0-v1.5.3

If you specify repositories that require authentication, as shown above, you must remember to perform a docker
login to that repository before using remote CLIs for the first time.
The options for configure_client.sh are:

-t

The type of client configuration. The options are platform (for Wind River Cloud Platform CLI and clients) and openstack
(for Wind River OpenStack application CLI and clients).

The default value is platform.
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-r

The user/tenant RC file to use for openstack CLI commands.

The default value is admin-openrc.sh.

-k

The kubernetes configuration file to use for kubectl and helm CLI commands.

The default value is temp-kubeconfig.

-o

The remote CLI/client RC file generated by this script.

This RC file needs to be sourced in the shell to set up required environment variables and aliases before running any
remote CLI commands.

For the platform client setup, the default is remote_client_platform.sh. For the openstack application client setup, the
default is remote_client_app.sh.

-w

The working directory that will be mounted by the container implementing the remote CLIs. When using the remote
CLIs, any files passed as arguments to the remote CLI commands need to be in this directory in order for the container
to access the files. The default value is the directory from which the configure_client.sh command was run.

-p

Override the container image for the platform CLI and clients.

By default, the platform CLIs and clients container image is pulled from docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients.

For example, to use the container images from the WRS AWS ECR:

$ ./configure_client.sh -t platform -r my-openrc.sh -k user-kubeconfig -w $HOME/remote_c
li_wd -p <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/starlingx/stx-platformclients:stx.5.0-v1.4.
3

If you specify repositories that require authentication, you must perform a docker login to that repository before using
remote CLIs.

-a

Override the OpenStack application image.

By default, the OpenStack CLIs and clients container image is pulled from docker.io/starlingx/stx-openstackclients.

The configure-client.sh command will generate a remote_client_platform.sh RC file. This RC file needs to be
sourced in the shell to set up required environment variables and aliases before any remote CLI commands can
be run.

Postrequisites

After configuring the platform’s container-backed remote CLIs/clients, the remote platform CLIs can be used in any shell after
sourcing the generated remote CLI/client RC file. This RC file sets up the required environment variables and aliases for the remote
CLI commands.
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Note
Consider adding this command to your .login or shell rc file, such that your shells will automatically be initialized with the
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

See Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 14 for details.

See also

• Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 14•

• Installing Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 10•

• Configuring Remote Helm Client on page 12•

3. Use Container-backed Remote CLIs

Remote platform CLIs can be used in any shell after sourcing the generated remote CLI/client RC file. This RC file sets up the required
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

The following topics are discussed below:

• Kubernetes kubectl CLI commands on page 8•

• Remote CLI commands with local files on page 9•

• Helm on page 9•

Note
Consider adding this command to your .login or shell rc file, such that your shells will automatically be initialized with the
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

Prerequisites

You must have completed the configuration steps described in Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs on page 5 before
proceeding.

Procedure

Kubernetes kubectl CLI commands

Note
The first usage of a remote CLI command will be slow as it requires that the docker image supporting the remote CLIs/
clients be pulled from the remote registry.

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# source remote_client_platform.sh
Please enter your OpenStack Password for project tenant1 as user user1:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# kubectl -n kube-system get pods
NAME                                       READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE
calico-kube-controllers-767467f9cf-wtvmr   1/1     Running     1          3d2h
calico-node-j544l                          1/1     Running     1          3d
calico-node-ngmxt                          1/1     Running     1          3d1h
calico-node-qtc99                          1/1     Running     1          3d
calico-node-x7btl                          1/1     Running     4          3d2h
ceph-pools-audit-1569848400-rrpjq          0/1     Completed   0          12m
ceph-pools-audit-1569848700-jhv5n          0/1     Completed   0          7m26s
ceph-pools-audit-1569849000-cb988          0/1     Completed   0          2m25s
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coredns-7cf476b5c8-5x724                   1/1     Running     1          3d2h
...
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd#

Note
Some CLI commands are designed to leave you in a shell prompt, for example:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# openstack

or

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# kubectl exec -ti <pod_name> -- /bin/bash

In most cases, the remote CLI will detect and handle these commands correctly. If you encounter cases that are not
handled correctly, you can force-enable or disable the shell options using the <FORCE_SHELL> or <FORCE_NO_SHELL>
variables before the command.

For example:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# FORCE_SHELL=true kubectl exec -ti <pod_name> -- /bin/b
ash
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# FORCE_NO_SHELL=true kubectl exec <pod_name> -- ls

You cannot use both variables at the same time.

Remote CLI commands with local files

If you need to run a remote CLI command that references a local file, then that file must be copied to or created in the working
directory specified in the -w option on the ./config_client.sh command.

For example:

1. If you have not already done so, source the remote_client_platform.sh file.

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_wd# source remote_client_platform.sh

2. Copy the file local file and run the remote command.

root@myclient:/home/user# cp /<someDir>/test.yml $HOME/remote_cli_wd/test.yml
root@myclient:/home/user# cd $HOME/remote_cli_wd
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system  create -f test.yml
pod/test-pod created
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system  delete -f test.yml
pod/test-pod deleted

Helm

Do the following to use helm.

Note
For non-admin users, additional configuration is required first as discussed in Cloud Platform Security: Configuring Remote
Helm Client for Non-Admin Users.
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Note
When using helm, any command that requires access to a helm repository (managed locally) will require that you be in the
$HOME/remote_cli_wd directory and use the --home "./.helm" option.

1. Do the initial set-up of the helm client.

a. If you have not already done so, source the remote_client_platform.sh file.

% source remote_client_platform.sh

b. Complete the initial set-up.

% cd $HOME/remote_cli_wd
% helm init --client-only --home "./.helm"

2. Run a helm command.

a. If you have not already done so, source the remote_client_platform.sh file.

% source remote_client_platform.sh

b. Run a helm command. This example installs WordPress.

% cd $HOME/remote_cli_wd
% helm list
% helm install --name wordpress stable/wordpress  --home "./.helm"

4. Install Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host

As an alternative to using the container-backed Remote CLIs for kubectl and helm, you can install these commands directly on your
remote host.

About this task

Kubectl and helm installed directly on the remote host provide the best CLI behaviour, especially for CLI commands that reference
local files or require a shell.

The following procedure shows you how to configure the kubectl and kubectl clients directly on a remote host, for an admin user
with cluster-admin clusterrole. If using a non-admin user with only role privileges within a private namespace, additional
configuration is required in order to use helm.

Prerequisites

You will need the following information from your Cloud Platform administrator:

• the floating OAM IP address of the Cloud Platform•

• login credential information; in this example, it is the “TOKEN” for a local Kubernetes ServiceAccount.•

• your kubernetes namespace•

Procedure

1. On the workstation, install the kubectl client on an Ubuntu host by performing the following actions on the remote
Ubuntu system.

a. Install the kubectl client CLI.
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% sudo apt-get update
% sudo apt-get install -y apt-transport-https
% curl -s https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg | sudo apt-key add
% echo "deb https://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main" | sudo tee -a /etc/apt/source
s.list.d/kubernetes.list
% sudo apt-get update
% sudo apt-get install -y kubectl

b. Set up the local configuration and context.

Note
In order for your remote host to trust the certificate used by the Wind River Cloud Platform K8s API, you must
ensure that the k8s_root_ca_cert provided by your Cloud Platform administrator is a trusted CA certificate by
your host. Follow the instructions for adding a trusted CA certificate for the operating system distribution of your
particular host.

If your administrator does not provide a k8s_root_ca_cert at the time of installation, then specify –insecure-skip-
tls-verify, as shown below.

% kubectl config set-cluster mycluster --server=https://<$CLUSTEROAMIP>:6443 --insecure-skip
-tls-verify
% kubectl config set-credentials dave-user@mycluster --token=$MYTOKEN
% kubectl config set-context dave-user@mycluster --cluster=mycluster --user admin-user admin
-user@mycluster --namespace=$MYNAMESPACE
% kubectl config use-context dave-user@mycluster

c. Test remote kubectl access.

% kubectl get pods -o wide
NAME            READY STATUS RE-    AGE IP           NODE      NOMINA- READINESS
                             STARTS                           TED NODE GATES
nodeinfo-648f.. 1/1  Running   0    62d 172.16.38.83  worker-4 <none> <none>
nodeinfo-648f.. 1/1  Running   0    62d 172.16.97.207 worker-3 <none> <none>
nodeinfo-648f.. 1/1  Running   0    62d 172.16.203.14 worker-5 <none> <none>
tiller-deploy.. 1/1  Running   0    27d 172.16.97.219 worker-3 <none> <none>

2. On the workstation, install the helm client on an Ubuntu host by performing the following actions on the remote
Ubuntu system.

a. Install helm client.

% wget https://get.helm.sh/helm-v2.13.1-linux-amd64.tar.gz
% tar xvf helm-v2.13.1-linux-amd64.tar.gz
% sudo cp linux-amd64/helm /usr/local/bin

In order to use helm, additional configuration is required. For more information, see Configuring Remote Helm
Client on page 12.

Related information

See also

Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 5

Using Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 14

Configuring Remote Helm Client on page 12
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5. Configure Remote Helm Client

For non-admin users use of the helm client, you must create your own Tiller server, in a namespace that you have access to, with the
required RBAC capabilities and optionally TLS protection.

About this task

To create a Tiller server with RBAC permissions within the default namespace, complete the following steps on the controller: Except
where indicated, these commands can be run by the non-admin user, locally or remotely.

Note
If you are using container-backed helm CLIs and clients (method 1), ensure you change directories to <$HOME>/
remote_cli_wd.

Prerequisites

• Your remote kubectl access is configured. For more information, see, Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs on page 5,•
or Installing Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 10.

• Your Cloud Platform administrator has setup the required RBAC policies for the tiller ServiceAccount in your namespace.•

Procedure

1. Set the namespace.

~(keystone_admin)]$ NAMESPACE=default

2. Set up your Tiller account, roles, and bindings in your namespace.

a. Execute the following commands.

% cat <<EOF > default-tiller-sa.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: tiller
  namespace: <namespace>
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: Role
metadata:
  name: tiller
  namespace: <namespace>
rules:
- apiGroups: ["*"]
  resources: ["*"]
  verbs: ["*"]
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: RoleBinding
metadata:
  name: tiller
  namespace: <namespace>
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: Role
  name: tiller
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
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  name: tiller
  namespace: <namespace>
EOF
% kubectl apply -f default-tiller-sa.yaml

3. Initialize the Helm account.

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm init --service-account=tiller --tiller-namespace=$NAMESPACE --output y
aml | sed 's@apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1@apiVersion: apps/v1@' | sed 's@ replicas: 1@ replic
as: 1\n \ selector: {"matchLabels": {"app": "helm", "name": "tiller"}}@' > helm-init.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f helm-init.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ helm init --client-only --home "./.helm"

Note
Ensure that each of the patterns between single quotes in the above sed commands are on single lines when run from
your command-line interface.

Note
Add the following options if you are enabling TLS for this Tiller:

--tiller-tls

Enable TLS on Tiller.

--tiller-tls-cert <certificate_file>

The public key/certificate for Tiller (signed by --tls-ca-cert).

--tiller-tls-key <key_file>

The private key for Tiller.

--tiller-tls-verify

Enable authentication of client certificates (i.e. validate they are signed by --tls-ca-cert).

--tls-ca-cert <certificate_file>

The public certificate of the CA used for signing Tiller server and helm client certificates.

Results

You can now use the private Tiller server remotely or locally by specifying the --tiller-namespace default option on all helm CLI
commands. For example:

helm version --tiller-namespace <namespace>
helm install --name wordpress stable/wordpress --tiller-namespace <namespace>

Note
If you are using container-backed helm CLI and Client (method 1), then you change directory to <$HOME>/remote_cli_wd
and include the following option on all helm commands:

--home "./.helm"

See also

Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs on page 5
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Using Container-backed Remote CLIs on page 8

Installing Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 10

6. Use Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients

Remote platform CLIs can be used in any shell after sourcing the generated remote CLI/client RC file. This RC file sets up the required
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

Prerequisites

Note
Consider adding this command to your .login or shell rc file, such that your shells will automatically be initialized with the
environment variables and aliases for the remote CLI commands.

Otherwise, execute the following before proceeding:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# source remote_client_platform.sh

If you specified repositories that require authentication when configuring the container-backed remote CLIs, you must
perform a docker login to that repository before using remote CLIs for the first time

You must have completed the configuration steps described in Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 5
before proceeding.

Procedure

• For Kubernetes kubectl CLI commands:•

Note
The first usage of a remote CLI command will be slow as it requires that the docker image supporting the remote
CLIs/clients be pulled from the remote registry.

Please enter your OpenStack Password for project tenant1 as user user1:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system get pods
NAME                                       READY   STATUS      RESTARTS   AGE
calico-kube-controllers-767467f9cf-wtvmr   1/1     Running     1          3d2h
calico-node-j544l                          1/1     Running     1          3d
calico-node-ngmxt                          1/1     Running     1          3d1h
calico-node-qtc99                          1/1     Running     1          3d
calico-node-x7btl                          1/1     Running     4          3d2h
ceph-pools-audit-1569848400-rrpjq          0/1     Completed   0          12m
ceph-pools-audit-1569848700-jhv5n          0/1     Completed   0          7m26s
ceph-pools-audit-1569849000-cb988          0/1     Completed   0          2m25s
coredns-7cf476b5c8-5x724                   1/1     Running     1          3d2h
...
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd#
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Note
Some CLI commands are designed to leave you in a shell prompt, for example:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# openstack

or

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl exec -ti <pod_name> -- /bin/bash

In most cases, the remote CLI will detect and handle these commands correctly. If you encounter cases that are not
handled correctly, you can force-enable or disable the shell options using the <FORCE_SHELL> or
<FORCE_NO_SHELL> variables before the command.

For example:

root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# FORCE_SHELL=true kubectl exec -ti <pod_name> 
-- /bin/bash
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# FORCE_NO_SHELL=true kubectl exec <pod_name> -
- ls

You cannot use both variables at the same time.

• If you need to run a remote CLI command that references a local file, then that file must be copied to or created in the working•
directory specified in the -w option on the ./config_client.sh command.

For example:

root@myclient:/home/user# cp /<someDir>/test.yml $HOME/remote_cli_wd/test.yml
root@myclient:/home/user# cd $HOME/remote_cli_wd
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system  create -f test.yml
pod/test-pod created
root@myclient:/home/user/remote_cli_wd# kubectl -n kube-system  delete -f test.yml
pod/test-pod deleted

• Do the following to use helm.•

Related information

See also

Configuring Container-backed Remote CLIs and Clients on page 5

Installing Kubectl and Helm Clients Directly on a Host on page 10

Configuring Remote Helm Client on page 12
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4. GUI ACCESS

1. Access the Kubernetes Dashboard

You can optionally use the Kubernetes Dashboard web interface to manage your hosted containerized applications.

Procedure

1. Access the dashboard at https://<oam-floating-ip-address OR fqdn>: <kube-dashboard-port>
where <kube-dashboard-port> is the port that the dashboard was installed on. Contact your Cloud Platform
administrator for this information.
Depending on the certificate used by your Cloud Platform administrator for installing the Kubernetes Dashboard, you
may need to install a new Trusted Root CA or acknowledge an insecure connection in your browser.

2. Select the kubeconfig option for signing in to the Kubernetes Dashboard.

Note
Your kubeconfig file containing credentials specified by your StarlingX administrator (see Installing kubectl and Helm
Clients Directly on a Host on page 10) is typically located at $HOME/.kube/config .

You are presented with the Kubernetes Dashboard for the current context (cluster, user and credentials) specified in
the kubeconfig file.
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5. API ACCESS

1. REST API Access

The Kubernetes REST APIs provide programmatic access to Cloud Platform Kubernetes.

Access the Kubernetes REST API using the URL https://<oam-floating-ip-address>:6443, and using the API syntax
described at the following site: https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/overview/kubernetes-api/.
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6. APPLICATION MANAGEMENT

1. Helm Package Manager

Wind River Cloud Platform supports Helm v3 package manager for Kubernetes that can be used to securely manage the lifecycle of
applications within the Kubernetes cluster.

About this task

Helm packages are defined by Helm charts with container information sufficient for managing a Kubernetes application. You can
configure, install, and upgrade your Kubernetes applications using Helm charts. Helm charts are defined with a default set of values
that describe the behavior of the service installed within the Kubernetes cluster.

Cloud Platform recommends a non-admin end-user to install a Helm v3 client on a remote workstation to enable management of
their Kubernetes applications.

For more information on Helm, see the documentation at https://helm.sh/docs/.

For more information on how to configure and use Helm both locally and remotely, see Configure Local CLI Access, and Configure
Remote CLI Access.

2. Migrate Releases from Helm v2 to Helm v3

About this task

After upgrading a cluster, end users’ Helm releases are not upgraded from version 2. Run a custom script to migrate the end users’
Helm releases or installs to Helm v3.

Procedure

1. Install the /helm-2to3 plugin.

~(keystone-admin)]$ mkdir plugin
wget https://github.com/helm/helm-2to3/releases/download/v0.9.0/helm-2to3_0.9.0_linux_amd64.tar
.gz
pushd plugin/
tar -xvzf ../helm-2to3_0.9.0_linux_amd64.tar.gz
mkdir bin
cp 2to3 bin
popd
export HELM_LINTER_PLUGIN_NO_INSTALL_HOOK=true
helm plugin install ./plugin

2. Move the helm2 config to helm3.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helm 2to3 move config

3. Choose a Helm v2 release to migrate.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helmv2-cli -- helm list -a

4. Migrate a helm2 release, for example, myApplication.
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~(keystone-admin)]$ ./migrate_helm_release.py myApplication

5. Check if it migrated successfully.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helm list -A -a

6. The migrated release should not appear in helm2.

~(keystone-admin)]$ helmv2-cli -- helm list -a
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7. LOCAL DOCKER REGISTRY

1. Local Docker Registry Authentication and Authorization

Authentication is enabled for the local docker registry. When logging in, users are authenticated using their platform keystone
credentials.

For example:

$ docker login registry.local:9001 -u <keystoneUserName> -p <keystonePassword>

An authorized administrator (‘admin’ and ‘sysinv’) can perform any docker action. Regular users can only interact with their own
repositories (i.e. registry.local:9001/<keystoneUserName>/). Any authenticated user can pull from the following list of
public images:

• registry.local:9001:/public/*•

• registry.local:9001:/k8s.gcr.io/pause•

• registry.local:9001:/quay.io/jetstack/cert-manager-acmesolver•

The mtce user can only pull public images, but cannot push any images.

For example, only admin and testuser accounts can push to or pull from:

registry.local:9001/testuser/busybox:latest

Username and Docker Compatibility

Repository names in Docker registry paths must be lower case. For this reason, a keystone user must exist that consists of all lower
case characters. For example, the user testuser is correct in the following URL, while testUser would result in an error:

registry.local:9001/testuser/busybox:latest

Note
Use of the auto-generated self-signed certificate for the registry certificate is not recommended. If you must do so, then
from the central cloud/systemController, access to the local registry can only be done using registry.local:9001.
registry.central:9001 will be inaccessible. Installing a CA-signed certificate for the registry and the certificate of the CA as
an ‘ssl_ca’ certificate will remove this restriction.

See also

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/docker/ for more information about docker commands.

2. Use an Image from the Local Docker Registry in a Container Spec

When creating a pod spec or a deployment spec that uses an image from the local docker registry, you must use the full image name,
including the registry, and specify an imagePullSecret with your keystone credentials.

About this task
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Note
If the credentials of a Keystone user is changed, you must change the credentials stored in your imagePullSecret for the
same user. Failure to do so will cause docker to authenticate with Keystone using the old credentials, and locking the
Keystone user account due to too many incorrect login attempts.

This example procedure assumes that testuser/busybox:latest container image has been pushed to the local docker registry.

Procedure

1. Create a secret with credentials for the local docker registry.

% kubectl create secret docker-registry testuser-registry-secret --docker-server=registry.local
:9001 --docker-username=testuser --docker-password=<testuserPassword> --docker-email=noreply@wi
ndriver.com

2. Create a configuration for the busybox container.

% cat <<EOF > busybox.yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: busybox
  namespace: default
spec:
  progressDeadlineSeconds: 600
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      run: busybox
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        run: busybox
    spec:
      containers:
      - args:
        - sh
        image: registry.local:9001/testuser/busybox:latest
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        name: busybox
        stdin: true
        tty: true
      restartPolicy: Always
      imagePullSecrets:
      - name: testuser-registry-secret
EOF

3. Apply the configuration created in the busybox.yaml file.

% kubectl apply -f busybox.yaml

This will launch the busybox deployment using the image in the local docker registry and specifying the testuser-
registry-secret for authentication and authorization with the registry.

3. Delete Image Tags in the Docker Registry
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When deleting image tags in the registry.local docker registry, you should be aware that the deletion of an <image-name><tag-
name> will delete all tags under the specified <image-name> that have the same ‘digest’ as the specified <image-name:tag-name>.

The docker registry API v2 does not support deleting specific tags. See, https://github.com/distribution/distribution/issues/1566 .

For example:

jsmith/sampleimage-test:v1.0 jsmith/sampleimage-test:v1.1 jsmith/sampleimage-production:v1.0

If the above three image tags share the same digest in registry.local, then, if ‘jsmith/sampleimage-test:v1.1’ is deleted, then ALL
other tags under ‘jsmith/sampleimage-test’ that have the SAME digest (as jsmith/sampleimage-test:v1.1) are deleted. That is, both
‘jsmith/sampleimage-test:v1.0’ and ‘jsmith/sampleimage-test:v1.1’ will be deleted, while ‘jsmith/sampleimage-production:v1.0’ with
the same digest but different <image-name> will not be deleted.
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8. NODEPORT USAGE RESTRICTIONS

1. NodePort Usage Restrictions

This sections lists the usage restrictions of NodePorts for your Wind River Cloud Platform product.

The following usage restrictions apply when using NodePorts:

• Ports in the NodePort range 31,500 to 32,767 are reserved for applications that use Kubernetes NodePort service to expose•
the application externally.

• Ports in the NodePort range 30,000 to 31,499 are reserved for Wind River Cloud Platform.•

• Some ports in the NodePort range 30,000 to 31,499 are reserved for additional Wind River products that are supported on top•
of Cloud Platform (for example, Wind River Analytics, and Wind River OpenStack).
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9. CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT

1. Certificate Management

Cloud Platform integrates the open source project cert-manager (http://cert-manager.io), in order to provide certificate management
support for end-users’ containerized applications.

Cert Manager Modes

Cert-manager is a native Kubernetes certificate management controller, that supports the following general modes of operation:

• Interacting with External Certificate Authorities (CAs)•

In this mode, a cert-manager ISSUER is configured to interact with an External CA of a particular type. External CA types
supported by cert-manager are ACME, Vault or Venafi (note that Cloud Platform has only tested and validated cert-manager
with ACME CAs).

When a cert-manager CERTIFICATE is created using this External CA ISSUER, cert-manager

- creates the private key and public certificate,-

- sends the Certificate Signing Request to the External CA using the appropriate protocol for the type of External CA, and-

- responds to any challenges (as specified in the CERTIFICATE specs) from the CA-

The signed certificate is made available in a Kubernetes SECRET specified in the CERTIFICATE spec.

Cert-Manager will also automatically monitor CERTIFICATE expiry dates and automatically send an updated Certificate Signing
Request messages to the External CA, prior to expiry of the CERTIFICATE (as specified in the CERTIFICATE specs), in order to
renew the CERTIFICATE and update the Kubernetes SECRET holding the certificate.

• Providing an Internal Certificate Authority•

In this mode, a cert-manager selfsigned type ISSUER and ca type ISSUER provides a non-challenging Root CA for signing
certificates local to the Kubernetes cluster.

A selfsigned type ISSUER is created to automatically create a private key and certificate pair for the internal Root CA.

Then a ca type ISSUER is created with this generated Root CA’s private-key/certificate pair for signing.

When a cert-manager CERTIFICATE is created using this Internal ca ISSUER, cert-manager

- creates the private key and public certificate, and-

- simply signs the certificate with the ca ISSUER’s private-key/certificate pair.-

The signed certificate is made available in a Kubernetes SECRET specified in the CERTIFICATE spec.
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Again, cert-Manager will automatically monitor CERTIFICATE expiry dates and automatically request the internal ca ISSUER to
sign an updated certificate, prior to expiry of the CERTIFICATE (as specified in the CERTIFICATE specs), in order to renew the
CERTIFICATE and update the Kubernetes SECRET holding the certificate.

• Combination of the above two modes•

For example in a particular RootCA - IntermediateCA - Server certificate chain,

- The RootCA ISSUER in cert-manager could be of type acme for requesting the IntermediateCAs certificate from an-
external ACME CA,

- While the IntermediateCA ISSUER in cert-manager could be of type ca for signing the server certificates based on the-
intermediateCA certificate (from the external ACME CA).

Using Cert Manager CERTIFICATES in your Application

How CERTIFICATEs (and their TLS type SECRETs) are created and integrated into an end-user’s application depends on how the end-
user has chosen to expose its service externally. There are typically two options:

• The end-user’s application uses ingress controller to expose its service (the most common approach)•

In this scenario, the end-user’s application uses Cloud Platform’s integrated nginx ingress-controller to both originate/terminate
the HTTPS connection as well as deal with cert-manager for requesting the required CERTIFICATE.

Specifically, in this scenario, the end-user’s application’s helm chart or yaml file must

- create an INGRESS object that-

- specifies the details on ingress forwarding based on the URL (hostname, port and path), and-

- specifies TLS mode along with cert-manager -specific annotations for details on creating the CERTIFICATE for this-
ingress connection with cert-manager; minimally the cert-manager ISSUER to use must be specified.

Nginx Ingress Controller will automatically detect when cert-manager renews the server certificate and update its HTTPS
connection to use the new certificate.

The end-user’s application does not deal with HTTPS or certificates at all.

• The end-user’s application exposes its service with a NodePort and originates/terminates HTTPS itself•

In this scenario, the end-user’s application is originating/terminating HTTPS on its own, so it needs access to the Kubernetes
SECRET holding the TLS certificate, in order to establish the HTTPS connection.

In this scenario, the end-user’s application’s helm chart or yaml file must

- create the CERTIFICATE (referencing the desired ISSUER to use, and indicating the SECRET to store the certificate in),-

- include the SECRET as a mounted volume in the pod spec-

- such that the application’s container can access the TLS certificate as a PEM file for use in establishing the HTTPS-
connection.

Note that in this scenario, the application’s container must detect when the mounted SECRET file changes due to cert-manager
auto-renewing the CERTIFICATE (and the associated SECRET), and update its HTTPS connection to use the updated certificate.
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See also

See External CA and Ingress Controller Example on page 26 section for an example of how to configure an application to use
Ingress Controller to both expose its TLS-based service and to use an External CA for signing CERTIFICATEs.

See Internal CA and NodePort Example on page 28 section for an example of how to configure an application to use NodePort to
expose its self-managed TLS-based service and to use an Internal CA for signing CERTIFICATEs.

2. External CA and Ingress Controller Example

This section describes how to configure an application to use Ingress Controller to both expose its TLS-based service and to use an
External CA for signing CERTIFICATEs.

NOTE that alternatively an Internal CA could be used with an Ingress Controller -based solution as well.

Prerequisites

This example requires that:

• The LetsEncrypt CA in the public internet can send an http01 challenge to the FQDN of the Cloud Platform’s floating OAM IP•
Address.

• The Cloud Platform has access to the kuard demo application at gcr.io/kuar-demo/kuard-amd64:blue•

• Ensure that your Cloud Platform administrator has shared the local registry’s public repository’s credentials/secret with the•
namespace where you will create certificates. This will allow you to leverage the registry.local:9001/public/cert-manager-
acmesolver image. See Set up a Public Repository in Local Docker Registry.

• Ensure that your Cloud Platform administrator has enabled use of the cert-manager apiGroups in your RBAC policies.•

• Ensure that your Cloud Platform administrator has opened port 80 and 443 in GlobalNetworkPolicy.•

Procedure

1. Create a LetsEncrypt ISSUER in the default namespace by applying the following manifest file.

apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Issuer
metadata:
  name: letsencrypt-prod
spec:
  acme:
    # The ACME server URL
    server: https://acme-v02.api.letsencrypt.org/directory
    # Email address used for ACME registration
    email: dave.user@hotmail.com
    # Name of a secret used to store the ACME account private key
    privateKeySecretRef:
      name: letsencrypt-prod
    # Enable the HTTP-01 challenge provider
    solvers:
    - http01:
        ingress:
          class: nginx
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2. Create a deployment of the kuard demo application (https://github.com/kubernetes-up-and-running/kuard) with an
INGRESS using cert-manager by applying the following manifest file:
Where both starlingx.mycompany.com and kuard.starlingx.mycompany.com are FQDNs that map to the
OAM Floating IP of Cloud Platform.
(You should substitute these for FQDNs for the Cloud Platform installation.)

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: kuard
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: kuard
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: kuard
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: kuard
        image: gcr.io/kuar-demo/kuard-amd64:blue
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        ports:
        - containerPort: 8080
          protocol: TCP
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: kuard
  labels:
    app: kuard
spec:
  ports:
    - port: 80
      targetPort: 8080
      protocol: TCP
  selector:
    app: kuard
---
apiVersion: networking.k8s.io/v1
kind: Ingress
metadata:
  annotations:
    cert-manager.io/issuer: "letsencrypt-prod"
  name: kuard
spec:
  ingressClassName: nginx
  tls:
  - hosts:
    - kuard.starlingx.mycompany.com
    secretName: kuard-ingress-tls
  rules:
    - host: kuard.starlingx.mycompany.com
      http:
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        paths:
        - backend:
            service:
              name: kuard
              port:
                number: 80
          path: /
          pathType: Prefix

3. Access the kuard demo from your browser to inspect and verify that the certificate is signed by LetsEncrypt CA. For
this example, the URL would be https://kuard.starlingx.mycompany.com.

3. Internal CA and NodePort Example

This section provides an example of how to configure an application to use NodePort to expose its self-managed TLS-based service
and to use an Internal CA for signing CERTIFICATEs.

Note that alternatively an External CA could be used with a NodePort-based solution as well.

Prerequisites

This example requires that:

• Ensure that your Cloud Platform administrator has enabled use of the cert-manager apiGroups in your RBAC policies.•

Procedure

1. Create an internal RootCA ISSUER in the default namespace by applying the following manifest file.

# Create a cluster-wide ISSUER for create self-signed certificates
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: ClusterIssuer
metadata:
    name: system-selfsigning-issuer
spec:
    selfSigned: {}

# Create a Certificate (and key) for my RootCA
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
    name: abccompany-starlingx-rootca-certificate
spec:
    secretName: abccompany-starlingx-rootca-certificate
    duration: 8640h
    commonName: "abccompany-starlingx-rootca"
    isCA: true
    issuerRef:
        name: system-selfsigning-issuer
        kind: ClusterIssuer
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# Create the RootCA ISSUER
---
apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Issuer
metadata:
    name: abccompany-starlingx-rootca-issuer
spec:
    ca:
        secretName: abccompany-starlingx-rootca-certificate

2. Share the public certificate of your internal RootCA to clients such that they can trust certificates signed by this
RootCA.

CERT64=`kubectl get secret abccompany-starlingx-rootca-certificate -n default -o yaml | fgrep t
ls.crt | fgrep -v "f:tls.crt" | awk '{print $2}'`
echo $CERT64 | base64 --decode > abccompany-starlingx-rootca-certificate.pem

3. Create a deployment of an example demo application that uses NodePort to expose its service and therefore
manages its TLS connection on its own, using a certificate it creates on its own.
Apply the following manifest.
Where 10.10.10.45 is the OAM Floating IP of the Cloud Platform and abccompany-
starlingx.mycompany.com is the FQDN for this address.

(You should substitute with the IP Address and FQDN for the Cloud Platform installation.)

apiVersion: cert-manager.io/v1
kind: Certificate
metadata:
  name: abccompany-starlingx.mycompany.com-certificate
spec:
  duration: 2160h # 90d
  renewBefore: 360h # 15d
  secretName: abccompany-starlingx.mycompany.com-certificate
  issuerRef:
    name: abccompany-starlingx-rootca-issuer
    kind: Issuer
  commonName: abccompany-starlingx.mycompany.com
  dnsNames:
  - abccompany-starlingx.mycompany.com
  ipAddresses:
  - 10.10.10.45
---
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: example-app
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: example-app
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: example-app
    spec:
      containers:
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      - name: example-app
        image: example-app         # not a real app, could substitute ‘busybox’ here to look a
t mounted cert files inside container
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        ports:
        - containerPort: 8443
        protocol: TCP
        volumeMounts:
        - name: mycert
          mountPath: "/etc/mycert"  # the files tls.crt, tls.key and ca.crt will be under /etc/
mycert/ in container
          readOnly: true
      volumes:
      - name: mycert
        secret:
          secretName: abccompany-starlingx.mycompany.com-certificate
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: example-app
  labels:
    app: example-app
spec:
  type: NodePort
  ports:
    - port: 443
      protocol: TCP
      targetPort: 8443
      nodePort: 31118
  selector:
    app: example-app

4. If example-app existed, you would access it from your browser with https://abccompany-
starlingx.mycompany.com:31118.

If you are using busybox to look at mounted cert files, attach to container (e.g. kubectl exec busybox-... -it
-- sh and cd /etc/mycert; ls).

4. Issuers in Distributed Cloud

In a Distributed Cloud environment, end-user’s applications have a number of options for the cert-manager ISSUERs they use:

• (Recommended) As part of your application deployment on each subcloud, create a cert-manager ISSUER for the External CA•
that you wish to use for signing your certificates.

- The External CA-type ISSUER is configured exactly the same way for each of your application deployments on each-
subcloud, and

- Your external clients need only trust a single External CA’s public certificate.-

• As part of your application deployment on each subcloud, create a local internal RootCA ca ISSUER for signing your•
certificates.

- The local internal RootCA ca ISSUER should ideally be slightly different (e.g. a unique subject) on each deployment, and-

- Your external clients need to trust each application deployment’s (on each subcloud) local internal RootCA public-
certificate.

- This option is not ideal since this could mean 100s of RootCA Certificates.-
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10. VAULT SECRET AND DATA MANAGEMENT

1. Vault Overview

You can optionally integrate open source Vault secret management into the Cloud Platform solution. The Vault integration requires
PVC as a storage backend to be enabled.

There are two methods for using Vault secrets with hosted applications:

1. Have the application be Vault Aware and retrieve secrets using the Vault REST API. This method is used to allow an
application write secrets to Vault, provided the applicable policy gives write permission at the specified Vault path.
For more information, see Vault Aware on page 32.

2. Have the application be Vault Unaware and use the Vault Agent Injector to make secrets available on the container
filesystem. For more information, see, Vault Unaware on page 32.

Both methods require appropriate roles, policies and auth methods to be configured in Vault.

2. Vault Aware

The Vault Aware method involves writing an application to connect directly to a Vault server using Vault REST APIs. The Vault REST
APIs requires an existing Auth method and policy to be created; the specific method depends on the client libraries used.

The Vault REST API is used to allow an application to read and/or write secrets to Vault, provided the applicable policy gives read
and/or write permission at the specified Vault path. The Vault REST API can be accessed from application containers using the Vault
endpoint sva-vault. Run the following command to view Vault endpoints:

$ kubectl get svc -n vault

See also

• Vault REST API:•

- https://learn.hashicorp.com/vault/getting-started/apis-

- https://www.vaultproject.io/api-docs-

• Client libraries: https://www.vaultproject.io/api/libraries.html•

• Connect Vault with Python using the HVAC library: https://github.com/hvac/hvac•

3. Vault Unaware

The Vault Unaware method uses the Vault Agent Injector to attach a sidecar container to a given pod. The sidecar handles all
authentication with Vault, retrieves the specified secrets, and mounts them on a shared filesystem to make them available to all
containers in the pod. The applications running in the pod can access these secrets as files.

Prerequisites

• Configure and enable the Kubernetes Auth Method before configuring the Vault Unaware method.•

• Ensure a policy and role exists for the Application’s service account to access the ‘secret’ path secret engine, and a secret•
actually exists in this secret engine.
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1. Set environment variables on controller-0.

$ ROOT_TOKEN=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-manager-0 -- cat /mnt/data/cluster_keys.json | g
rep -oP --color=never '(?<="root_token":")[^"]*')

$ SA_CA_CERT=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-0 -- awk 'NF {sub(/\r/, ""); printf "%s\\n",$0;}
' /var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceaccount/ca.crt)

$ TOKEN_JWT=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-0 -- cat /var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/serviceac
count/token)

$ KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR=$(kubectl exec -n vault sva-vault-0 -- sh -c 'echo $KUBERNETES_P
ORT_443_TCP_ADDR')

$ echo $(kubectl get secrets -n vault vault-ca -o jsonpath='{.data.tls\.crt}') | base64 --decod
e > /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem

2. Create the policy.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" -H "Content-Ty
pe: application/json" --request PUT -d '{"policy":"path \"secret/basic-secret/*\" {capabilitie
s = [\"read\"]}"}' https://sva-vault.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/sys/policy/basic-secret-po
licy

3. Create the role with policy and namespace.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" --request POS
T --data '{ "bound_service_account_names": "basic-secret", "bound_service_account_namespaces": 
"default",  "policies": "basic-secret-policy",  "max_ttl": "1800000"}' https://sva-vault.vault.
svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/auth/kubernetes/role/basic-secret-role

4. Create the secret.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" -H "Content-Ty
pe: application/json" -X POST -d '{"username":"pvtest","password":"Li69nux*"}' https://sva-vaul
t.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/secret/basic-secret/helloworld

5. Verify the secret.

$ curl --cacert /home/sysadmin/vault_ca.pem --header "X-Vault-Token:$ROOT_TOKEN" https://sva-va
ult.vault.svc.cluster.local:8200/v1/secret/basic-secret/helloworld

Procedure

1. Copy the Vault certs to the default namespace.

$ kubectl get secret vault-server-tls --namespace=vault --export -o yaml | kubectl apply --name
space=default -f-

2. Use the following vault-injector.yaml file to create a test namespace, an example Vault-Unaware deployment, ‘basic-
secret’, with vault annotations for creating the Vault Agent Injector sidecar container:

cat <<EOF >> vault-injector.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
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  name: test
---
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: basic-secret
  namespace: test
  labels:
    app: basic-secret
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: basic-secret
  replicas: 1
  template:
    metadata:
      annotations:
        vault.hashicorp.com/agent-inject: "true"
        vault.hashicorp.com/tls-skip-verify: "true"
        vault.hashicorp.com/agent-inject-secret-helloworld: "secret/basic-secret/helloworld"
        vault.hashicorp.com/agent-inject-template-helloworld: |
          {{- with secret "secret/basic-secret/helloworld" -}}
          {
            "username" : "{{ .Data.username }}",
            "password" : "{{ .Data.password }}"
          }
          {{- end }}
        vault.hashicorp.com/role: "basic-secret-role"
      labels:
        app: basic-secret
    spec:
      serviceAccountName: basic-secret
      containers:
      - name: app
        image: jweissig/app:0.0.1
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: basic-secret
  labels:
    app: basic-secret
EOF

3. Apply the application and verify the pod is running.

$ kubectl create -f helloworld.yaml

4. Verify secrets are injected into the pod.

$ kubectl exec -n pvtest basic-secret-55d6c9bb6f-4whbp -- cat /vault/secrets/helloworld

See also

https://www.vaultproject.io/docs/platform/k8s/injector

https://learn.hashicorp.com/vault/kubernetes/sidecar
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11. USING KATA CONTAINERS RUNTIME

1. Kata Containers Overview

Cloud Platform supports Kata Containers.

Cloud Platform uses a containerd CRI that supports both runc and Kata Container runtimes. The default runtime is runc. If you want
to launch a pod that uses the Kata Container runtime, you must declare it explicitly.

For more information about Kata containers, see https://katacontainers.io/.

2. Specify Kata Container Runtime in Pod Spec

You can specify the use of Kata Container runtime in your pod specification by runtime class or by annotation.

Procedure

• Do one of the following:•

To use the runtime class method:

• Create a RuntimeClass with handler set to
kata.

• Reference this class in the pod spec, as
shown in the following example:

kind: RuntimeClass
apiVersion: node.k8s.io/v1beta1
metadata:
  name: kata-containers
handler: kata
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: busybox-runtime
spec:
  runtimeClassName: kata-container
s
  containers:
  - name: busybox
    command:
      - sleep
      - "3600"
    image: busybox

To use the annotation method:

Set io.kubernetes.cri.untrusted-workload to true in
the annotations section of a pod spec.

For example:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
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metadata:
  name: busybox-untrusted
  annotations:
    io.kubernetes.cri.untrusted-workl
oad: "true"
spec:
  containers:
  - name: busybox
    command:
      - sleep
      - "3600"
    image: busybox

Note
This method is deprecated and may not
be supported in future releases.

3. Known Kata Container Limitations

This section describes the known limitations when using Kata containers.

SR-IOV Support

A minimal kernel and rootfs for Kata containers are shipped with Wind River Cloud Platform, and are present at /usr/share/kata-
containers/. To enable certain kernel features such as IOMMU, and desired network kernel modules, a custom kernel image, and
rootfs has to be built. For more information, see https://katacontainers.io/.

CPU Manager Support

Kata containers currently occupy only the platform cores. There is no CPU manager support.

Hugepages

• Similar to the SR-IOV limitation, hugepage support must be configured in a custom Kata kernel.•

• The size and number of hugepages must be written using the io.katacontainers.config.hypervisor.kernel_params annotation.•

• Creating a hugetlbfs mount for hugepages in the Kata container is specific to the end user application.•
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12. ADDING PERSISTENT VOLUME CLAIMS

1. About Persistent Volume Support

Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs) are requests for storage resources in your cluster. By default, container images have an ephemeral
file system. In order for containers to persist files beyond the lifetime of the container, a Persistent Volume Claim can be created to
obtain a persistent volume which the container can mount and read/write files.

Management and customization tasks for Kubernetes PVCs can be accomplished by using StorageClasses set up by two Helm charts;
rbd-provisioner and cephfs-provisioner. The rbd-provisioner, and cephfs-provisioner Helm charts are included in the platform-
integ-apps system application, which is automatically loaded and applied as part of the Cloud Platform installation.

PVCs are supported with the following options:

• with accessMode of ReadWriteOnce backed by Ceph RBD•

- only one container can attach to these PVCs-

- management and customization tasks related to these PVCs are done through the rbd-provisioner Helm chart provided-
by platform-integ-apps

• with accessMode of ReadWriteMany backed by CephFS•

- multiple containers can attach to these PVCs-

- management and customization tasks related to these PVCs are done through the cephfs-provisioner Helm chart-
provided by platform-integ-apps

After platform-integ-apps is applied the following system configurations are created:

• Ceph Pools•

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph osd lspools
kube-rbd
kube-cephfs-data
kube-cephfs-metadata

• CephFS•

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph fs ls
name: kube-cephfs, metadata pool: kube-cephfs-metadata, data pools: [kube-cephfs-data ]

• Kubernetes StorageClasses•

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get sc
NAME               PROVISIONER     RECLAIMPOLICY VOLUMEBINDINGMODE   ALLOWVOLUMEEXPANSION
cephfs             ceph.com/cephfs Delete        Immediate           false
general (default)  ceph.com/rbd    Delete        Immediate           false

2. RBD Provisioner
2.1. Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims

Container images have an ephemeral file system by default. For data to survive beyond the lifetime of a container, it can read and
write files to a persistent volume obtained with a Persistent Volume Claim (PVC) created to provide persistent storage.

About this task
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For the use case of a single container mounting a specific PVC, create a PVC with accessMode of ReadWriteOnce (RWO).

The following steps show an example of creating two 1GB PVCs with ReadWriteOnce accessMode.

Procedure

1. Create the rwo-test-claim1 Persistent Volume Claim.

a. Create a yaml file defining the claim and its attributes.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$
cat <<EOF > rwo-claim1.yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: rwo-test-claim1
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 1Gi
  storageClassName: general
EOF

b. Apply the settings created above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f rwo-claim1.yaml
persistentvolumeclaim/rwo-test-claim1 created

2. Create the rwo-test-claim2 Persistent Volume Claim.

a. Create a yaml file defining the claim and its attributes.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > rwo-claim2.yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: rwo-test-claim2
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 1Gi
  storageClassName: general
EOF

b. Apply the settings created above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f rwo-claim2.yaml
persistentvolumeclaim/rwo-test-claim2 created

Result: Two 1GB Persistent Volume Claims have been created. You can view the PVCs using the following command.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolumeclaims

NAME              STATUS   VOLUME       CAPACITY   ACCESS MODES  STORAGECLASS
rwo-test-claim1   Bound    pvc-08d8..   1Gi        RWO            general
rwo-test-claim2   Bound    pvc-af10..   1Gi        RWO            general

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolume

NAME      CAPACITY ACCESS.. RECLAIM.. STATUS CLAIM                   STORAGECLASS
pvc-08d8.. 1Gi      RWO       Delete    Bound  default/rwo-test-claim1 general
pvc-af10.. 1Gi      RWO       Delete    Bound  default/rwo-test-claim2 general

2.2. Mount ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volumes in Containers

You can attach ReadWriteOnce PVCs to a container when launching a container, and changes to those PVCs will persist even if that
container gets terminated and restarted.

Note
A ReadWriteOnce PVC can only be mounted by a single container.

About this task

This example shows how a volume is claimed and mounted by a simple running container, and the contents of the volume claim
persists across restarts of the container. It is the responsibility of an individual micro-service within an application to make a volume
claim, mount it, and use it.

Prerequisites

You should refer to the Volume Claim examples. For more information, see Create ReadWriteOnce Persistent Volume Claims.

Procedure

1. Create the busybox container with the persistent volumes created from the PVCs mounted.

a. Create a yaml file definition for the busybox container.

% cat <<EOF > rwo-busybox.yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: rwo-busybox
  namespace: default
spec:
  progressDeadlineSeconds: 600
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      run: busybox
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        run: busybox
    spec:
      containers:
      - args:
        - sh
        image: busybox
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        imagePullPolicy: Always
        name: busybox
        stdin: true
        tty: true
        volumeMounts:
        - name: pvc1
          mountPath: "/mnt1"
        - name: pvc2
          mountPath: "/mnt2"
      restartPolicy: Always
      volumes:
      - name: pvc1
        persistentVolumeClaim:
          claimName: rwo-test-claim1
      - name: pvc2
        persistentVolumeClaim:
          claimName: rwo-test-claim2
EOF

b. Apply the busybox configuration.

% kubectl apply -f rwo-busybox.yaml
deployment.apps/rwo-busybox created

2. Attach to the busybox and create files on the persistent volumes.

a. List the available pods.

% kubectl get pods
NAME                           READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
rwo-busybox-5c4f877455-gkg2s   1/1     Running   0          19s

b. Connect to the pod shell for CLI access.

% kubectl attach rwo-busybox-5c4f877455-gkg2s -c busybox -i -t

c. From the container’s console, list the disks to verify that the Persistent Volumes are attached.

# df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   3239984  28201936  10% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                 65900776         0  65900776   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
/dev/rbd0               999320      2564    980372   0% /mnt1
/dev/rbd1               999320      2564    980372   0% /mnt2
/dev/sda4             20027216   4952208  14034624  26%
...

The PVCs are mounted as /mnt1 and /mnt2.

3. Create files in the mounted volumes.

# cd /mnt1
# touch i-was-here
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here lost+found
# cd /mnt2
# touch i-was-here-too
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# ls /mnt2
i-was-here-too lost+found

4. End the container session.

# exit
Session ended, resume using :command:`kubectl attach busybox-5c4f877455-gkg2s -c busybox -i -t`
when the pod is running

5. Terminate the busybox container.

% kubectl delete -f rwo-busybox.yaml

6. Re-create the busybox container, again attached to persistent volumes.

a. Apply the busybox configuration.

% kubectl apply -f rwo-busybox.yaml
deployment.apps/rwo-busybox created

b. List the available pods.

% kubectl get pods
NAME                         READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
rwo-busybox-5c4f877455-jgcc4 1/1     Running   0          19s

c. Connect to the pod shell for CLI access.

% kubectl attach busybox-5c4f877455-jgcc4 -c busybox -i -t

d. From the container’s console list the disks to verify that the PVCs are attached.

# df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   3239984  28201936  10% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                 65900776         0  65900776   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
/dev/rbd0               999320      2564    980372   0% /mnt1
/dev/rbd1               999320      2564    980372   0% /mnt2
/dev/sda4             20027216   4952208  14034624  26%
...

7. Verify that the files created during the earlier container session still exist.

# ls /mnt1
i-was-here lost+found
# ls /mnt2
i-was-here-too lost+found

3. Ceph File System Provisioner
3.1. Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims
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Container images have an ephemeral file system by default. For data to survive beyond the lifetime of a container, it can read and
write files to a volume obtained with a Persistent Volume Claim (PVC) created to provide persistent storage.

About this task

For multiple containers to mount the same PVC, create a PVC with accessMode of ReadWriteMany (RWX).

The following steps show an example of creating a 1GB PVC with ReadWriteMany accessMode.

Procedure

1. Create the rwx-test-claim Persistent Volume Claim.

a. Create a yaml file defining the claim and its attributes. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > rwx-claim.yaml
kind: PersistentVolumeClaim
apiVersion: v1
metadata:
  name: rwx-test-claim
spec:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteMany
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 1Gi
  storageClassName: cephfs
EOF

b. Apply the settings created above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl apply -f rwx-claim.yaml
persistentvolumeclaim/rwx-test-claim created

1GB PVC has been created. You can view the PVCs using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolumeclaims

NAME              STATUS   VOLUME       CAPACITY   ACCESS MODES   STORAGECLASS
rwx-test-claim    Bound    pvc-df9f..   1Gi        RWX            cephfs

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get persistentvolume
NAME       CAPACITY ACCESS.. RECLAIM.. STATUS CLAIM                   STORAGECLASS
pvc-df9f.. 1Gi      RWX       Delete    Bound  default/rwx-test-claim  cephfs

For more information on using CephFS for internal Ceph backends, see, Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and Management
About Persistent Volume Support.

3.2. Mount ReadWriteMany Persistent Volumes in Containers

You can attach a ReadWriteMany PVC to multiple containers, and that PVC can be written to, by all containers.

About this task
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This example shows how a volume is claimed and mounted by each container replica of a deployment with 2 replicas, and each
container replica can read and write to the PVC. It is the responsibility of an individual micro-service within an application to make a
volume claim, mount it, and use it.

Prerequisites

You should refer to the Volume Claim examples. For more information, see Create ReadWriteMany Persistent Volume Claims on
page 42.

Procedure

1. Create the busybox container with the persistent volumes created from the PVCs mounted. This deployment will
create two replicas mounting the same persistent volume.

a. Create a yaml file definition for the busybox container.

% cat <<EOF > wrx-busybox.yaml
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: wrx-busybox
  namespace: default
spec:
  progressDeadlineSeconds: 600
  replicas: 2
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      run: busybox
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        run: busybox
    spec:
      containers:
      - args:
        - sh
        image: busybox
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        name: busybox
        stdin: true
        tty: true
        volumeMounts:
        - name: pvc1
          mountPath: "/mnt1"
      restartPolicy: Always
      volumes:
      - name: pvc1
        persistentVolumeClaim:
          claimName: rwx-test-claim
EOF

b. Apply the busybox configuration.

% kubectl apply -f wrx-busybox.yaml
deployment.apps/wrx-busybox created

2. Attach to the busybox and create files on the Persistent Volumes.

a. List the available pods.
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% kubectl get pods
NAME                           READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v   1/1     Running   0          108s
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6   1/1     Running   0          108s

b. Connect to the pod shell for CLI access.

% kubectl attach wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v -c busybox -i -t

c. From the container’s console, list the disks to verify that the Persistent Volume is attached.

% df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   1783748  29658172   6% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                  5033188         0   5033188   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
ceph-fuse            516542464    643072 515899392   0% /mnt1

The PVC is mounted as /mnt1.

3. Create files in the mount.

# cd /mnt1
# touch i-was-here-${HOSTNAME}
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8vi

4. End the container session.

% exit
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v -c busybox -i -t' command when the pod is running

5. Connect to the other busybox container

% kubectl attach wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6 -c busybox -i -t

6. (Optional): From the container’s console list the disks to verify that the PVC is attached.

% df
Filesystem           1K-blocks      Used Available Use% Mounted on
overlay               31441920   1783888  29658032   6% /
tmpfs                    65536         0     65536   0% /dev
tmpfs                  5033188         0   5033188   0% /sys/fs/cgroup
ceph-fuse            516542464    643072 515899392   0% /mnt1

7. Verify that the file created from the other container exists and that this container can also write to the Persistent
Volume.

# cd /mnt1
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v
# echo ${HOSTNAME}
wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6
# touch i-was-here-${HOSTNAME}
# ls /mnt1
i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-4kg8v i-was-here-wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6
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8. End the container session.

% exit
Session ended, resume using
:command:`kubectl attach wrx-busybox-6455997c76-crmw6 -c busybox -i -t`
command when the pod is running

9. Terminate the busybox container.

% kubectl delete -f wrx-busybox.yaml

For more information on Persistent Volume Support, see, Cloud Platform Cloud Platform Storage Configuration and
Management About Persistent Volume Support.
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13. OPTIMIZE APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

1. Use Kubernetes CPU Manager Static Policy’s Guaranteed QoS class with
exclusive CPUs

You can launch a container pinned to a particular set of CPU cores using the Kubernetes CPU manager static policy’s Guaranteed
QoS class.

Prerequisites

You will need to enable the Kubernetes CPU Manager’s Static Policy for the target worker node(s).

See Cloud Platform Administrator Tasks: Kubernetes CPU Manager Policies for details on how to enable this CPU management
mechanism.

Procedure

1. Create your pod with <resources:requests:cpu/memory> and <resources:limits:cpu/memory> according to https://
kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/administer-cluster/cpu-management-policies/#cpu-management-policies, in order to select
the Guaranteed QoS class with exclusive CPUs. Specifically this requires either:

• <resources:requests:cpu/memory> to be equal to <resources:limits:cpu/memory>, and cpu to be an integer value
> 1,

or

• only <resources:limits:cpu/memory> to be specified, and cpu to be an integer value > 1.

The CPUs allocated to the pod will be exclusive (or dedicated/pinned) to the pod, and taken from the CPUs
configured as ‘application’ function for the host. Processes within the pod can float across the set of CPUs allocated
to the pod, unless the application in the pod explicitly pins the process(es) to a subset of the CPUs.
For example:

% cat <<EOF > stress-cpu-pinned.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: stress-ng-cpu
spec:
  containers:
  - name: stress-ng-app
    image: alexeiled/stress-ng
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: ["/stress-ng"]
    args: ["--cpu", "10", "--metrics-brief", "-v"]
    resources:
      requests:
        cpu: 2
        memory: "2Gi"
      limits:
        cpu: 2
        memory: "2Gi"
  nodeSelector:
    kubernetes.io/hostname: worker-1
EOF
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You will likely need to adjust some values shown above to reflect your deployment configuration. For example, on an
AIO-SX or AIO-DX system. worker-1 would probably become controller-0 or controller-1.
The significant addition to this definition in support of CPU pinning, is the resources section , which sets a CPU
resource request and limit of 2.

2. Apply the definition.

% kubectl apply -f stress-cpu-pinned.yaml

You can SSH to the worker node and run top, and type ‘1’ to see CPU details per core:

3. Describe the pod or node to see the CPU Request, CPU Limits and that it is in the “Guaranteed” QoS Class.
For example:

% kubectl describe <node>
Namespace                  Name           CPU Requests  CPU Limits  Memory Requests  Memory Lim
its  AGE
---------                  ----           ------------  ----------  ---------------  ----------
---  ---
default                    stress-ng-cpu  2 (15%)       2 (15%)     2Gi (7%)         2Gi (7%
)       9m31s

% kubectl describe <pod> stress-ng-cpu
...
QoS Class: Guaranteed

4. Delete the container.

% kubectl delete -f stress-cpu-pinned.yaml

2. Use Kubernetes CPU Manager Static Policy with application-isolated
cores

Cloud Platform supports running the most critical low-latency applications on host CPUs which are completely isolated from the host
process scheduler and exclusive (or dedicated/pinned) to the pod.

Prerequisites

• You will need to enable the Kubernetes CPU Manager’s Static Policy for the target worker node(s). See Cloud Platform•
Administrator Tasks: Kubernetes CPU Manager Policies for details on how to enable this CPU management mechanism.

• You will need to configure application-isolated cores for the target worker node(s). See Cloud Platform Administrator Tasks:•
Isolate the CPU Cores to Enhance Application Performance for details on how to configure application-isolated cores.

Procedure

1. Create your pod with <resources:requests:cpu/memory> and <resources:limits:cpu/memory> according to https://
kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/administer-cluster/cpu-management-policies/#cpu-management-policies in order to select
Best Effort or Burstable class; use of application-isolated cores are NOT supported with Guaranteed QoS class.
Specifically this requires either:

• for Best Effort, do NOT specify <resources:limits:cpu/memory>

or

• for Burstable, <resources:limits:cpu/memory> and <resources:limits:cpu/memory> are specified but NOT equal
to each other.
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Then, to add ‘application-isolated’ CPUs to the pod, configure ‘<resources:requests:windriver.com/isolcpus>’ and
‘<resources:limits:windriver.com/isolcpus>’ equal to each other, in the pod spec. These cores will be exclusive
(dedicated/pinned) to the pod. If there are multiple processes within the pod/container, they can be individually
affined to separate application-isolated CPUs if the pod/container requests multiple windriver.com/isolcpus
resources. This is highly recommended as the Linux kernel does not load balance across application-isolated cores.
Start-up code in the container can determine the available CPUs by running sched_getaffinity(), by looking for files of
the form /dev/cpu/<X> where <X> is a number, or by parsing /sys/fs/cgroup/cpuset/cpuset.cpus within the
container.
For example:

% cat <<EOF > stress-cpu-pinned.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: stress-ng-cpu
spec:
  containers:
  - name: stress-ng-app
    image: alexeiled/stress-ng
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: ["/stress-ng"]
    args: ["--cpu", "10", "--metrics-brief", "-v"]
    resources:
      requests:
        cpu: 2
        memory: "1Gi"
        windriver.com/isolcpus: 2
      limits:
        cpu: 2
        memory: "2Gi"
        windriver.com/isolcpus: 2
  nodeSelector:
    kubernetes.io/hostname: worker-1
EOF

Note
The nodeSelector is optional and it can be left out entirely. In which case, it will run in any valid node.

You will likely need to adjust some values shown above to reflect your deployment configuration. For example, on an
AIO-SX or AIO-DX system. worker-1 would probably become controller-0 or controller-1.
The significant addition to this definition in support of application-isolated CPUs, is the resources section, which sets
the windriver.com/isolcpus resource request and limit of 2.
Limitation: If Hyperthreading is enabled in the BIOS and application-isolated CPUs are configured, and these CPUs
are allocated to more than one container, the SMT siblings may be allocated to different containers and that could
adversely impact the performance of the application.
Workaround: The suggested workaround is to allocate all application-isolated CPUs to a single pod.

2. Apply the definition.

% kubectl apply -f stress-cpu-pinned.yaml

You can SSH to the worker node and run top, and type ‘1’ to see CPU details per core:

3. Describe the pod or node to see the CPU Request, CPU Limits and that it is in the “Burstable” QoS Class.
For example:

% kubectl describe <node>
Namespace                  Name           CPU Requests  CPU Limits  Memory Requests  Memory Lim
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its  windriver/isolcpus Requests  windriver/isolcpus Limits  AGE
---------                  ----           ------------  ----------  ---------------  ----------
---  ---------------------------  -------------------------  ---
default                    stress-ng-cpu  1 (7%)        2 (15%)     1Gi (3%)         2Gi (7%
)       2 (15%)                      2 (15%)                    9m31s

% kubectl describe <pod> stress-ng-cpu
...
QoS Class: Burstable

4. Delete the container.

% kubectl delete -f stress-cpu-pinned.yaml
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14. ADD AN ADDITIONAL NETWORK INTERFACE TO A
CONTAINER

1. Add an Additional Network Interface to a Container

In this section:

• “interface-creating” plugin types on page 51•

• “meta” plugin types on page 52•

• “ipam” plugin types on page 52•

Network attachment definition specifications can be created in order to reference / request additional interfaces or network
configurations in a container specification.

The type of network attachment definition corresponds to a container networking plugin which performs the actions necessary to set
up the interface in the container. Some plugins correspond directly to a new interface in the container, while other “meta” plugins are
typically chained with an interface-plugin to perform additional network configuration. Further, ipam plugins can be used to control
the IP address allocation for the interface.

“Interface-creating” plugin types

sriov on page 52

Adds an SR-IOV VF interface to a container.

host-device on page 58

Adds an already-existing device to a container.

macvlan on page 59

Creates an interface with a new MAC address, usually from a shared host interface.

ipvlan on page 60

Creates an ipvlan interface in the container.

bridge on page 62

Creates a bridge on the host and adds a veth interface in the container to it.

ptp on page 63

Creates a veth pair between the container and host.

vlan on page 64

Creates a vlan device in the container.

See bond on page 78 for more information.

bond

Creates a bonded interface in the container.
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vrf on page 72

Enables virtual routing and forwarding in the network namespace of the container.

“Meta” plugin types

tuning on page 66

Allows some sysctl parameters of an existing interface to be modified.

portmap

Maps ports from the host’s address space to the container.

bandwidth on page 67

Applies bandwidth-limiting on a container interface through use of traffic control tbf.

sbr on page 69

Enables source based routing for an interface.

“Ipam” plugin types

dhcp

Runs a daemon on the host which makes DHCP requests on behalf of the container. Requires a DHCP server to be connected to
the interface.

host-local

Maintains a local database of allocated IP addresses.

static

Allocate a static IPv4/IPv6 addresses to container.

calico-ipam

Use Calico managed IP pools to allocate an address to the interface.

2. SR-IOV plugin

In this section:

• Create Network Attachment Definitions on page 52•

• Use Network Attachment Definitions in a Container on page 54•

Create Network Attachment Definitions

Network attachment definition specifications must be created in order to reference / request an SR-IOV interface in a container
specification.

About this task
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The sample network attachments shown in this procedure can be used in a container as shown in Use Network Attachment
Definitions in a Container on page 54.

Prerequisites

You must have configured at least one SR-IOV interface on a host with the target datanetwork (datanet-a or datanet-b in the
example below) assigned to it before creating a NetworkAttachmentDefinition referencing this data network.

Note
The configuration for this SR-IOV interface with either a netdevice or a user space network device such as a DPDK poll
mode drive.

Note
Mellanox-based interfaces should be bound to the netdevice vf-driver for both kernel and user space usage.

After SR-IOV interfaces have been provisioned and the hosts labeled and unlocked, available SR-IOV VF resources are automatically
advertised.

They can be referenced in subsequent Cloud Platform operations using the appropriate NetworkAttachmentDefinition name
and the following extended resource name:

intel.com/pci_sriov_net_${DATANETWORK_NAME}

For example, with a network called datanet-a the extended resource name would be:

intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_a

• The extended resource name will convert all dashes (‘-’) in the data network name into underscores (’_’).•

• SR-IOV enabled interfaces using the netdevice VF driver must be administratively and operationally up to be advertised by the•
SR-IOV device plugin.

• If multiple data networks are assigned to an interface, the VFs resources will be shared between pools.•

Procedure

1. Create a simple SR-IOV network attachment definition file called net1.yaml associated with the data network
datanet-a.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > net1.yaml
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: net1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/resourceName: intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_a
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.0",
      "type": "sriov"
    }'
EOF

This NetworkAttachmentDefinition is valid for both a kernel-based and a DPDK (vfio) based device.

2. Create an SR-IOV network attachment with a VLAN ID or with IP Address information.

• The following example creates an SR-IOV network attachment definition configured for a VLAN with an ID of
2000.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > net2.yaml
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: net2
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/resourceName: intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.0",
      "type": "sriov",
      "vlan": 2000
    }'
EOF

• The following example creates an SR-IOV network attachment definition configured with IP Address information.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > net3.yaml
apiVersion: crd.projectcalico.org/v1
kind: IPPool
metadata:
  name: mypool
spec:
  cidr: "10.56.219.0/24"
  ipipMode: "Never"
  natOutgoing: True
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: net3
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/resourceName: intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.0",
      "type": "sriov",
      "ipam": {
        "type": "calico-ipam",
        "assign_ipv4": "true",
        "ipv4_pools": ["mypool"]
      },
      "kubernetes": {
        "kubeconfig": "/etc/cni/net.d/calico-kubeconfig"
      },
      "datastore_type": "kubernetes"
    }'
EOF

Use Network Attachment Definitions in a Container

Network attachment definitions can be referenced by name when creating a container. The extended resource name of the SR-IOV
pool should also be referenced in the resource requests.

About this task
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The following examples use network attachment definitions net2 and net3 created in Creating Network Attachment Definitions on
page 52.

As shown in these examples, it is important that you request the same number of devices as you have network annotations.

For more information, see Cloud Platform Release Notes.

Procedure

1. Create a container with one additional SR-IOV interface using the net2 network attachment definition.

a. Populate the configuration file pod1.yaml with the following contents.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: pod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
        { "name": "net2", "interface": "sriov0" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: pod1
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
    resources:
      requests:
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b: '1'
      limits:
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b: '1'

b. Apply the configuration to create the container.

~(keystone_admin)]$  kubectl create -f pod1.yaml
pod/pod1 created

After creating the container, an extra network device interface, net2, which uses one SR-IOV VF, will appear in the
associated container(s).
After creating the container, the interface sriov0, which uses one SR-IOV VF will appear.

At this point you can execute commands and review links on the container. For example:

$ kubectl exec -n default -it pod1 -- ip link show

2. Create a container with two additional SR-IOV interfaces using the net2 network attachment definition.

a. Populate the configuration file pod2.yaml with the following contents.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: pod2
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
        { "name": "net2", "interface": "sriov0" },
        { "name": "net2", "interface": "sriov1" }
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    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: pod2
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
    resources:
      requests:
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b: '2'
      limits:
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b: '2'

b. Apply the configuration to create the container.

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl create -f pod2.yaml
pod/pod2 created

After creating the container, two net2 network device interfaces, which each use one SR-IOV VF, will appear in the
associated container(s).
After creating the container, the network device interfaces sriov0 and sriov0, which uses one SR-IOV VF, will
appear in the associated container(s).
At this point you can execute commands and review links on the container. For example:

$ kubectl exec -n default -it pod2 -- ip link show

3. Create a container with two additional SR-IOV interfaces using the net2 and net3 network attachment definitions.

a. Populate the configuration file pod3.yaml with the following contents.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
   name: pod3
   annotations:
      k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "net2", "interface": "sriov0" }
            { "name": "net3", "interface": "sriov0" }
         ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: pod3
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
    resources:
      requests:
         intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b: '2'
      limits:
         intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_b: '2'

b. Apply the configuration to create the container.

~(keystone_admin)$  kubectl create -f pod3.yaml
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net2 and net3 will each take a device from the pci_sriov_net_datanet_b pool and be configured on the
container/host based on the their respective NetworkAttachmentDefinition specifications (see Creating
Network Attachment Definitions on page 52).
After creating the pod, the network device interface sriov0, which uses one SR-IOV VF, will appear in the
associated container(s).
After creating the container, network device interfaces net2 and net3, which each use one SR-IOV VF, will appear in
the associated container(s).
At this point you can execute commands and review links on the container. For example:

$ kubectl exec -n default -it pod3 -- ip link show

Note
In the above examples, the PCI addresses allocated to the container are exported via an environment variable. For
example:

~(keystone_admin)$  kubectl exec -n default -it pod3 -- printenv
                    PATH=/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin
                    HOSTNAME=pod3
                    TERM=xterm
                    PCIDEVICE_INTEL_COM_PCI_SRIOV_NET_DATANET_B=0000:81:0e.4,0000:81:0e
.0
                    KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_PROTO=tcp
                    KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_PORT=443
                    KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR=10.96.0.1
                    KUBERNETES_SERVICE_HOST=10.96.0.1
                    KUBERNETES_SERVICE_PORT=443
                    KUBERNETES_SERVICE_PORT_HTTPS=443
                    KUBERNETES_PORT=tcp://10.96.0.1:443
                    KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP=tcp://10.96.0.1:443
                    container=docker
                    HOME=/root

4. Create a container with two additional SR-IOV interfaces using the net1 network attachment definition for a DPDK
based application.
The configuration of the SR-IOV host interface to which the datanetwork is assigned determines whether the network
attachment in the container will be kernel or DPDK-based. The SR-IOV host interface needs to be created with a vfio
vf-driver for the network attachment in the container to be DPDK-based, otherwise it will be kernel-based.

Note
Mellanox based NICs should be bound to a netdevice (default) vf-driver.

a. Populate the configuration file pod4.yaml with the following contents.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: testpmd
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "net1" },
            { "name": "net1" }
    ]'
spec:
  restartPolicy: Never
  containers:
  - name: testpmd
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    image: "amirzei/mlnx_docker_dpdk:ubuntu16.04"
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: /mnt/huge-1048576kB
      name: hugepage
    stdin: true
    tty: true
    securityContext:
      privileged: false
      capabilities:
        add: ["IPC_LOCK", "NET_ADMIN", "NET_RAW"]
    resources:
      requests:
        memory: 10Gi
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_a: '2'
      limits:
        hugepages-1Gi: 4Gi
        memory: 10Gi
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_datanet_a: '2'
  volumes:
  - name: hugepage
    emptyDir:
      medium: HugePages

Note
You must convert any dashes (-) in the datanetwork name used in the NetworkAttachmentDefinition to
underscores (_).

b. Apply the configuration to create the container.

~(keystone_admin)$  kubectl create -f pod4.yaml
pod/testpmd created

Note
For applications backed by Mellanox NICs, privileged mode is required in the pod’s security context. For Intel i40e based
NICs bound to vfio, privileged mode is not required.

3. Host-device Plugin

The host-device plugin allows a device on the host to be moved into the container namespace as an additional interface. The device
can be specified with one of the following parameters:

device (string)

The device name.

hwaddr (string)

The MAC address of the device.

kernelpath (string)

The kernel device kobj. For example: /sys/devices/pci0000:00/0000:00:1f.6
pciBusID (string)

The PCI address of network device. For example, 0000:00:1f.6
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Example

The following example would create a pod which contains an additional network interface corresponding to the eth1000 device:

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: hd0
spec:
  config: '{
    "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
    "name": "hd0",
    "type": "host-device",
    "device": "eth1000"
  }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: hdpod0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "hd0" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: hdpod0
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

4. Macvlan Plugin

The Macvlan plugin allows a virtual device to be created in the container that shares the physical capabilities and connectivity of a
device on the host. The virtual device will have a distinct MAC address from the physical device. As such, multiple containers can
share the device on the host.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, required)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

macvlan
master (string, optional)

The name of the host interface to use. Default: default route interface.

mode (string, optional)

One of “bridge”, “private”, “vepa”, “passthru”. Default: “bridge”.
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mtu (integer, optional)

Set MTU to the specified value. Default: the value chosen by the kernel.

ipam (dictionary, required)

The IPAM configuration to be used for this network. For an interface without ip address use an empty dictionary.

Example

The following example would create a pod which contains an additional network interface corresponding to a macvlan device which
uses the eth1000 interface on the host:

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: macvlan0
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "macvlan0",
      "type": "macvlan",
      "master": "eth1000",
      "mode": "bridge",
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses": [
              {
                  "address": "10.10.10.1/24",
                  "gateway": "10.10.10.2"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: mvpod0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "macvlan0" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: mv0
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

5. Ipvlan Plugin

The Ipvlan plugin allows a virtual device that shares the physical capabilities and connectivity of a device on the host to be created in
the container. The virtual device will have the same MAC address as the physical device. The kernel directs traffic to and from the
virtualized device based on the IP address.
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The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, required)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

ipvlan
master (string, optional)

The name of the host interface to use. Default: the default route interface.

mode (string, optional)

One of l2, l3, l3s. Default: l2.

mtu (integer, optional)

Set the MTU to the specified value. Default: chosen by the kernel.

ipam (dictionary, required unless chained)

The IPAM configuration to be used for this network.

Example

The following example would create a pod which contains an additional network interface corresponding to an ipvlan device which
uses the eth1000 interface on the host:

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: ipvlan0
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "ipvlan0",
      "type": "ipvlan",
      "master": "eth1000",
      "mode": "l2",
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses": [
              {
                  "address": "10.10.10.2/24",
                  "gateway": "10.10.10.1"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: ipvpod0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "ipvlan0" }
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    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: ipv0
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

6. Bridge Plugin

The bridge plugin allows a virtual device to be created in the container that is attached via a veth pair to a bridge on the host. If the
bridge is not already present, it will be created. This way, multiple pods on the same host can achieve connectivity with each other.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, required)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

bridge
bridge (string, optional)

The name of the bridge to use/create. Default: cni0.

isGateway (boolean, optional)

Assign an IP address to the bridge. Default: false.

isDefaultGateway (boolean, optional)

Sets isGateway to true and makes the assigned IP the default route. Default: false.

forceAddress (boolean, optional)

Indicates if a new IP address should be set if the previous value has been changed. Default: false.

ipMasq (boolean, optional)

set up IP Masquerade on the host for traffic originating from this network and destined outside of it. Default: false.

mtu (integer, optional)

Set the MTU to the specified value. Default: chosen by the kernel.

hairpinMode (boolean, optional)

Set the hairpin mode for interfaces on the bridge. Default: false.

ipam (dictionary, required)

The IPAM configuration to be used for this network. For an L2-only network, create empty dictionary.

promiscMode (boolean, optional)

Set promiscuous mode on the bridge. Default: false.
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macspoofchk (boolean, optional)

Limits the traffic originating from the container to the MAC address of the interface. Default: false.

Example

The following example creates a pod containing an additional network interface corresponding to a bridge device mybr0.

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bridge0
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "bridgenet",
      "type": "bridge",
      "bridge": "mybr0",
      "mtu": 1500,
      "promiscMode": false,
      "isGateway": false,
      "ipam": {
          "type": "host-local",
          "subnet": "10.10.10.0/24"
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: bridgepod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "bridge0" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: bridge0
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

7. Point-to-Point Plugin

The PTP plugin allows a virtual device that is attached to a virtual interface in the host to be created in the container.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, required)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

ptp
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ipMasq (boolean, optional)

Set up IP Masquerade on the host for traffic originating from the IP address of this network and destined outside of this
network. Default: false.

mtu (integer, optional)

Set the MTU to the specified value. Default: chosen by the kernel.

ipam (dictionary, required)

The IPAM configuration to be used for this network. For an interface without an IP address, use an empty dictionary.

Example

The following example creates a pod containing an additional network interface corresponding to a point-to-point interface.

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: ptp0
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "ptp0",
      "type": "ptp",
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses": [
              {
                  "address": "10.10.10.2/24",
                  "gateway": "10.10.10.1"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: ptppod0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "ptp0" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: ptp1
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

8. VLAN Plugin
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The VLAN plugin allows a virtual device to be created in the container that is attached to a physical device in the host via a veth pair.
The veth in the host namespace will be a VLAN sub-interface of the physical device.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, required)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

vlan
master (string, required)

The name of the host interface to use. Default: default route interface.

vlanId (integer, required)

Id of the VLAN.

mtu (integer, optional)

Explicitly set MTU to the specified value. Default: chosen by the kernel.

ipam (dictionary, required)

IPAM configuration to be used for this network. For an interface without an IP address, use an empty dictionary.

The following example creates a pod containing an additional network interface corresponding to a VLAN interface. There is no need
to apply the vlan tag in the container.

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: vlan0
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "vlan0",
      "type": "vlan",
      "master": "eth1001",
      "vlanId": 100,
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses": [
              {
                  "address": "10.10.10.1/24",
                  "gateway": "10.10.10.2"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: vlanpod0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
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            { "name": "vlan0" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: vlan0
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

9. Tuning Plugin

The tuning plugin can change some system controls (sysctls) and interface attributes. It must be used as a chained plugin in
conjunction with another interface-creating plugin.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, required)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

tuning
mac (string, optional)

Set the MAC address of the interface.

mtu (integer, optional)

Set the MTU of the interface.

promisc (bool, optional)

Set the promiscuous mode of interface.

allmulti (bool, optional)

Set the all-multicast mode of interface. If enabled, all multicast packets on the network will be received by the interface.

sysctl (object, optional)

Change sysctls in the network namespace.

Example

The following example creates a pod with an additional bridge interface which has its MTU, MAC, promiscuous mode, allmulti
mode, and ipforwarding values changed by the tuning plugin. Note the chained nature of the plugins.

kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinitionapiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
metadata:
  name: bridge1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "bridgenet",
      "plugins": [
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          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr0",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "host-local",
                  "subnet": "10.10.10.0/24"
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brtuning",
              "type": "tuning",
              "sysctl": {
                "net.ipv4.conf.net1.forwarding": "1"
              },
              "mtu": 9000,
              "mac": "c2:b0:57:49:47:f1",
              "promisc": true,
              "allmulti": true
          }
      ]
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: bridgepod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "bridge1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: bridge1
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

10. Bandwidth Plugin

The bandwidth plugin allows the configuration of the linux traffic control subsystem for the interface. It uses a TBF queuing discipline
(qdisc) on both ingress and egress traffic. It must be used as a chained plugin in conjunction with another interface-creating plugin.

See https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man8/tbf.8.html for more information.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, optional)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

bandwidth
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ingressRate (int, required)

The rate, in bits per second, at which traffic can enter an interface.

ingressBurst (int, required)

The maximum amount in bits that tokens can be made available for instantaneously.

egressRate (int, required)

The rate, in bits per second, at which traffic can leave an interface.

egressBurst (int, required)

The maximum amount, in bits, that tokens can be made available for instantaneously.

Example

The following example creates a pod with an additional bridge interface which uses the bandwidth plugin to ensure the ingress/
egress rate does not exceed 100Kbps. Note the chained nature of the plugins.

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bridge1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "bridgenet1",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "br1",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses": [
                    {
                      "address": "10.10.10.1/24",
                      "gateway": "10.10.10.2"
                    }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brbw",
              "type": "bandwidth",
              "ingressRate": 100000,
              "ingressBurst": 50000,
              "egressRate": 100000,
              "egressBurst": 50000
          }
      ]
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: bridgepod1
  annotations:
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    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "bridge1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: bridge1
    image: networkstatic/iperf3
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]

11. Source-Based Routing Plugin

The SBR plugin enables source based routing on an interface. It must be used as a chained plugin in conjunction with another
interface-creating plugin.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

name (string, optional)

The name of the network.

type (string, required)

sbr

Example

The following example creates a pod with an additional bridge interface which has SBR enabled. There is also a demonstration pod
without SBR enabled and an iperf server pod. Note the chained nature of the plugins.

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: sbrnet1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "sbrnet",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr0",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "10.10.10.98/24",
                          "gateway": "10.10.10.254"
                      }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brsbr",
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              "type": "sbr"
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: nosbrnet1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "type": "bridge",
      "bridge": "mybr0",
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses" : [
              {
                  "address": "10.10.10.99/24",
                  "gateway": "10.10.10.254"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: iperfservernet0
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "type": "bridge",
      "bridge": "mybr0",
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses" : [
              {
                  "address": "10.10.10.254/24"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: iperfservernet1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "type": "bridge",
      "bridge": "mybr1",
      "ipam": {
          "type": "static",
          "addresses" : [
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              {
                  "address": "20.20.20.254/24"
              }
          ]
      }
    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: sbrpod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "sbrnet1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: sbr1
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: nosbrpod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "nosbrnet1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: sbr2
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: iperfserverpod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "iperfservernet0" },
            { "name": "iperfservernet1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: iperfserver1
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
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Note
The default table number will be 100. One can see the result of the SBR plugin below. For an application to use source-
based routing, it would bind its socket to the source address, causing the routes in the corresponding table to be used
(rather than the default routes).

Related commands

• Show the default routing table.•

kubectl exec -it sbrpod1 -- ip route show
   default via 169.254.1.1 dev eth0
   169.254.1.1 dev eth0 scope link

• Show the table created by SBR.•

kubectl exec -it sbrpod1 -- ip rule list

   0:      from all lookup local
   32765:  from 10.10.10.98 lookup 100  <----------
   32766:  from all lookup main
   32767:  from all lookup default

• Show the contents of table 100.•

kubectl exec -it sbrpod1 -- ip route show table 100

   default via 10.10.10.254 dev net1
   10.10.10.0/24 dev net1 proto kernel scope link src 10.10.10.98

• Start the iperf server.•

kubectl exec -it iperfserverpod1 -- iperf3 -s -B 20.20.20.254

• Example of failure to connect from a pod without source based routing.•

kubectl exec -it nosbrpod1 -- iperf3 -c 20.20.20.254 -B 10.10.10.99 -k 1

• Example of failure to connect without binding to the source address.•

kubectl exec -it sbrpod1 -- iperf3 -c 20.20.20.254 -k 1

• Example of connection success for application binding to the source address.•

kubectl exec -it sbrpod1 -- iperf3 -c 20.20.20.254 -B 10.10.10.98 -k 1

12. Virtual Routing and Forwarding Plugin

The VRF plugin enables virtual routing and forwarding in the network namespace of the container and assigns it an interface. It must
be used as a chained plugin in conjunction with another interface-creating plugin.

See https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/networking/vrf.txt for more information.

The following options are used to configure the plugin:

vrfname (string, required)

The name of the network.
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type (string, required)

vrf

Example

The following example creates a pod with an additional bridge interface that has two VRFs enabled (blue and red). There are also two
demonstration router pods and a demonstration endpoint pod. Note the chained nature of the plugins and the usage of the tuning
plugin to enable forwarding in the router pods.

apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bluenet1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "bluenet1",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr0",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "10.10.10.2/24",
                          "gateway": "10.10.10.1"
                      }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "type": "vrf",
              "vrfname": "blue"
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bluerouter1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "bluerouter1",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr0",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "10.10.10.1/24"
                      }
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                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brtuning",
              "type": "tuning",
              "sysctl": {
                "net.ipv4.conf.net1.forwarding": "1"
              }
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bluerouter2
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "bluerouter2",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr1",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "20.20.20.1/24"
                      }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brtuning",
              "type": "tuning",
              "sysctl": {
                "net.ipv4.conf.net2.forwarding": "1"
              }
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: rednet1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "rednet1",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
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              "bridge": "mybr0",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "10.10.10.2/24",
                          "gateway": "10.10.10.254"
                      }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "type": "vrf",
              "vrfname": "red"
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: redrouter1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "redrouter1",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr0",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "10.10.10.254/24"
                      }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brtuning",
              "type": "tuning",
              "sysctl": {
                "net.ipv4.conf.net1.forwarding": "1"
              }
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: redrouter2
spec:
  config: '{
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      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "redrouter2",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr1",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "20.20.20.254/24"
                      }
                  ]
              }
          },
          {
              "name": "brtuning",
              "type": "tuning",
              "sysctl": {
                "net.ipv4.conf.net2.forwarding": "1"
              }
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: epnet1
spec:
  config: '{
      "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
      "name": "epnet1",
      "plugins": [
          {
              "type": "bridge",
              "bridge": "mybr1",
              "ipam": {
                  "type": "static",
                  "addresses" : [
                      {
                          "address": "20.20.20.2/24",
                          "gateway": "20.20.20.1"
                      }
                  ],
                  "routes" : [
                    { "dst" : "10.10.10.0/24", "gw": "20.20.20.1"}
                  ]
              }
          }
      ]

    }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
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metadata:
  name: vrfpod1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "bluenet1" },
            { "name": "rednet1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: vrfpod1
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
    securityContext:
      capabilities:
        add:
          - NET_ADMIN
  nodeName: controller-0
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: routerblue
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "bluerouter1" },
            { "name": "bluerouter2" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: routerblue
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
  nodeName: controller-0
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: routerred
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "redrouter1" },
            { "name": "redrouter2" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: routerred
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
  nodeName: controller-0
---
apiVersion: v1
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kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: endpoint1
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
            { "name": "epnet1" }
    ]'
spec:
  containers:
  - name: endpoint1
    image: praqma/network-multitool:extra
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
  nodeName: controller-0

Once the yaml configuration listed above has been applied, do the following:

1. Ensure the VRFs are listed in the vrfpod.

kubectl exec -it vrfpod1 -- ip vrf show
Name              Table
-----------------------
blue                 1
red                  2

2. Ensure both net1 and net2 interfaces both have the same IP address.

$ kubectl exec -it vrfpod1 -- ip addr list

3. Add different routes through each VRF.

$ kubectl exec -it vrfpod1 -- ip route add 20.20.20.0/24 via 10.10.10.1 vrf blue
$ kubectl exec -it vrfpod1 -- ip route add 20.20.20.0/24 via 10.10.10.254 vrf red

4. Ping the endpoint via the blue VRF.

kubectl exec -it vrfpod1 -- ping -I net1 20.20.20.2

5. Observe via tcpdump or pkt stats that the blue router gets all the traffic

$ kubectl exec -it routerblue -- tcpdump -enn -i net1

6. Ping the endpoint via the red VRF.

$ kubectl exec -it vrfpod -- ping -I net2 20.20.20.2

7. Observe via tcpdump or pkt` stats that the red router gets all outgoing traffic from the vrfpod. Return traffic goes
via the blue router, as that is the default gw for the endpoint.

$ kubectl exec -it routerred -- tcpdump -enn -i net1

13. Bond Plugin
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The bond-cni plugin provides a method for aggregating multiple network interfaces into a single logical “bonded” interface.

In this section:

• Example: Launch a daemonset bonding two host interfaces in active-backup mode on page 80•

• Example: Launch a pod with a bonded SR-IOV interface in 802.3ad (LACP) mode on page 81•

To add a bonded interface to a container, a network attachment definition of type bond must be created and added as a network
annotation in the pod specification. The bonded interfaces can either be taken from the host or container based on the value of the
linksInContainer parameter in the network attachment definition.

For more information on network attachment definitions and how to apply them, see Add an Additional Network Interface to a
Container on page 2.

For more information on the Bond CNI plugin, see:

https://github.com/k8snetworkplumbingwg/bond-cni

The general bonding CNI configuration parameters are:

name

(string, required): The name of the network.

type

(string, required): bond
ifname

(string, optional): The name of the bond interface that will be created in the container.

miimon

(int, required): Specifies the ARP link monitoring frequency in milliseconds.

mode

(string, required): Specifies the mode of the bonding interface (one of active-backup, balance-xor, broadcast,
802.3ad, balance-tlb, balance-alb).

mtu

(int, optional): The MTU of the bond. The default is 1500.

failOverMac

(int, optional): Specifies the failOverMac setting for the bond. Should be set to 1 for active-backup bond modes. Default is
0.

linksInContainer

(boolean, optional): Specifies whether slave links are in the container to start. Default is false, that is, look for interfaces on
host before bonding.

links

(dictionary, required): Master interface names.

ipam

(dictionary, required): IPAM configuration to be used for this network, The mode can be one of: static, host-local,
dhcp, or calico-ipam.
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For more information on each mode, miimon, and failOverMac behavior, see:

https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/networking/bonding.txt

Example: Launch a daemonset bonding two host interfaces in active-backup mode

The following example launches a daemonset bonding two host interfaces in active-backup mode. Since the linksInContainer
value is not set (default), the links list indicates the interfaces should be looked up on the host.

---
apiVersion: crd.projectcalico.org/v1
kind: IPPool
metadata:
  name: mypool
spec:
  cidr: "10.10.20.0/24"
  ipipMode: "Never"
  natOutgoing: True
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bond0
spec:
  config: '{
    "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
    "name": "bond0",
    "type": "bond",
    "ifname": "net1",
    "mode": "active-backup",
    "miimon": "100",
    "failOverMac": 1,
    "links": [
      {
        "name": "eth1000"
      },
      {
        "name": "eth1001"
      }
    ],
    "ipam": {
      "type": "calico-ipam",
      "assign_ipv4": "true",
      "ipv4_pools": ["mypool"]
    },
    "kubernetes": {
      "kubeconfig": "/etc/cni/net.d/calico-kubeconfig"
    },
    "datastore_type": "kubernetes"
  }'
---
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: DaemonSet
metadata:
  name: bonding
  namespace: default
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  labels:
    tier: node
spec:
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      tier: node
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        tier: node
        app: bonding
      annotations:
        cni.projectcalico.org/ipv4pools: '["default-ipv4-ippool"]'
        k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
                { "name": "bond0" }
        ]'
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: bonding1
        image: centos/tools
        imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
        command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
        args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
        securityContext:
          capabilities:
            add:
              - NET_ADMIN

Example: Launch a pod with a bonded SR-IOV interface in 802.3ad (LACP) mode

The following example launches a pod with a bonded SR-IOV interface in 802.3ad (LACP) mode. Since the linksInContainer
value is true, the defined links are made up of the net1 and net2 interfaces representing the individual SR-IOV interfaces.

The addition of "spoofchk": "off" in the pci_sriov_net_group0_data0 config block ensures that applications within the
container have permission to change the MAC address of the VF.

---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: sriov0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/resourceName: intel.com/pci_sriov_net_group0_data0
spec:
  config: '{
    "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
    "type": "sriov",
    "vlan": 1350
    "spoofchk": "off"
  }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: sriov1
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  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/resourceName: intel.com/pci_sriov_net_group0_data1
spec:
  config: '{
    "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
    "type": "sriov",
    "vlan": 1350
    "spoofchk": "off"
  }'
---
apiVersion: "k8s.cni.cncf.io/v1"
kind: NetworkAttachmentDefinition
metadata:
  name: bond0
spec:
  config: '{
    "cniVersion": "0.3.1",
    "name": "bond0",
    "ifname": "bond0",
    "type": "bond",
    "mode": "802.3ad",
    "miimon": "100",
    "linksInContainer": true,
    "links": [
      {
        "name": "net1"
      },
      {
        "name": "net2"
      }
    ],
    "ipam": {
      "type": "static",
      "addresses": [{
        "address": "192.168.0.1/24"}]
    }
  }'
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: bond0
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: '[
      { "name": "sriov0" },
      { "name": "sriov1" },
      { "name": "bond0" }
    ]'
spec:
  restartPolicy: Never
  containers:
  - name: bond0
    image: centos/tools
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: [ "/bin/bash", "-c", "--" ]
    args: [ "while true; do sleep 300000; done;" ]
    securityContext:
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      capabilities:
        add:
          - NET_ADMIN
    resources:
      requests:
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_group0_data0: '1'
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_group0_data1: '1'
      limits:
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_group0_data0: '1'
        intel.com/pci_sriov_net_group0_data1: '1'
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15. METRICS SERVER

1. Metrics Server

Metrics Server is a scalable, efficient source of container resource metrics for Kubernetes built-in autoscaling pipelines.

It collects resource metrics from Kubelets, exposing them as part of Kubernetes apiserver through the Metrics API, which can be used
via Kubernetes’ Horizontal Pod Autoscaler definitions. Also, it can be used directly by end user’s containerized applications to, for
example, enable application-specific load management mechanisms.

Metrics being collected by Metrics Server can be accessed by kubectl top. This is available for debugging autoscaling pipelines.

For more information see: https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/generated/kubectl/kubectl-commands/.

Metrics API use cases

Use kubectl autoscaler to scale pods automatically

About this task

It is possible to use Kubernetes autoscaler to scale up and down a Kubernetes deployment based on the load. Please refer to the
official example https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/run-application/horizontal-pod-autoscale-walkthrough/ to create a PHP application
which scales horizontally.

Prerequisites

You must have uploaded and applied the metrics system application described in Install Metrics Server before proceeding.

Procedure

After application deployment has completed, you can create a horizontal pod autoscaling (hpa) definition for the deployment as
follows:

1. Use the following command to turn on autoscaling: .. code-block:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl autoscale deployment <your-application> --cpu-percent=50 --min=1 --m
ax=10

2. Use the following command to see the created horizontal pod autoscaler:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl get hpa

3. When the incoming load to your application deployment increases and the percentage of CPU for existing replicas
exceed the previously specified threshold, a new replica will be created. For the PHP example above, use the
following command to increase the incoming load:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl run -i --tty load-generator --rm --image=busybox --restart=Never -- 
/bin/sh -c "while sleep 0.01; do wget -q -O- http://php-apache; done"

4. (Optional) Use the following commands to check if replicas were created: .. code-block:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl get hpa
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or

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl get deployment <your-application>

If you delete the pod load-generator it will decrease the number of replicas automatically.

Using Metrics API directly within your container

It is also possible to use the metrics API directly within your containerized application in order to trigger application-specific load
management.

The Metrics API consists of the following GET endpoints under the base path /apis/metrics.k8s.io/v1beta1:

/nodes

All node metrics

/nodes/{node}

Metrics for a specified node

/namespaces/{namespace}/pods

All pod metrics within namespace that support all-namespaces

/namespaces/{namespace}/pods/{pod}

Metrics for a specified pod

/pods

All pod metrics of all namespaces

Sample application

This NodeJS-based application requests metrics every second printing them in the console.

For a sample containerized application that uses the Metrics API, see: https://opendev.org/starlingx/metrics-server-armada-app/src/
branch/master/sample-app.

All the requirements to deploy and run the sample application are captured in the sample-app.yml file: service account, roles and role
binding that allow the application to communicate with the apiserver, pod.

The application pulls the token associated with the service account from its default location (/var/run/secrets/kubernetes.io/
serviceaccount/token) in order to perform authenticated requests to the /apis/metrics.k8s.io/v1beta1/pods endpoint.

Sample application structure

- sample-app.yml
- Dockerfile
- src
    - package.json
    - sample-application.js

sample-app.yml

Contains sample-app Kubernetes Deployment, Cluster Role, Cluster Role Binding and Service Account
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src

Contains NodeJS application

Dockerfile

Application Dockerfile

Run sample application

Procedure

1. Run the following command to deploy the application using the sample-app.yml file:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl apply -f sample-app.yml

2. Run the following command to check if the application pod is running:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl get pods -n sample-application-ns

3. Run the following command to view the logs and check if the sample application is requesting successfully the
Metrics Server API:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl logs -n sample-application-ns pod-name --tail 1 -f

See also

• Official example of horizontal pod autoscale: https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/run-application/horizontal-pod-autoscale-•
walkthrough/

• Metrics API documentation: https://github.com/kubernetes/metrics•

• Metrics server documentation: https://github.com/kubernetes-sigs/metrics-server•
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16. TOOLS

1. vRAN Tools

The following open-source vRAN tools are delivered in the following container image, docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-
tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1:

• dmidecode•

• net-tools•

• iproute•

• ethtool•

• tcmpdump•

• turbostat•

• OPAE Tools (Open Programmable Acceleration Engine, fpgainfo, fpgabist, etc.)•

• ACPICA Tools (acpidump, acpixtract, etc.)•

• PCM Tools (https://github.com/opcm/pcm, pcm, pcm-core, etc.)•

To use them on the Cloud Platform Platform, you must launch this container image in a Kubernetes pod and exec into a shell in the
container in order to execute the commands. The Kubernetes pod must run in a privileged and host context, such that the above
tools provide information on resources in the host context.

The suggested yaml manifest to launch the stx-centos-tools-dev container is as follows:

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: stx-centos-tools
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: stx-centos-tools
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: stx-centos-tools
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: stx-centos-tools
        image: docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        stdin: true
        tty: true
        securityContext:
          privileged: true  # processes in privileged containers are essentially equivalent to roo
t on the host
          capabilities:
            add: ["NET_ADMIN", "SYS_ADMIN"] # add the capabilities you need https://man7.org/linux
/man-pages/man7/capabilities.7.html
          runAsUser: 0  # run as root
        volumeMounts:
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        - mountPath: /tmp
          name: tmp-volume
      volumes:
      - name: tmp-volume
        hostPath:
          path: /tmp
          type: Directory
      hostIPC: true  # Use the host's network namespace https://www.man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/
network_namespaces.7.html
      hostNetwork: true  # Use the host's network namespace https://www.man7.org/linux/man-pages/m
an7/network_namespaces.7.html
      hostPID: true  # Use the host's pid namespace https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/pid_name
spaces.7.html

For example:

# Create pod
~(keystone_admin)] $ kubectl apply -f stx-centos-tools.yaml

# Get the running pods
~(keystone_admin)] $ kubectl get pods
NAME                               READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
stx-centos-tools                   1/1     Running   0          6s

Then exec into shell in container:

# Attach to pod
~(keystone_admin)] $ kubectl exec -it stx-centos-tools -- bash
[root@controller-0 /]#
[root@controller-0 /]#

Build, deploy and run non-open-source tools

The docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1 container image also contains the Cloud Platform
development tools.

Using this container as your base image, this enables the Cloud Platform user to build a custom container for building and installing
of custom or non-opensource tools (specifically ones requiring Cloud Platform load-specific kernel headers) on a Cloud Platform
target, and then using those tools on Cloud Platform.

For example this can be used for running the non-opensource Intel tool, Quartzville.

Quartzville is available at https://designintools.intel.com/product_p/stlgrn108.htm, contact an Intel representative for access.

You can create and build a Docker image with Quartzville tools as follows:

Running on Kubernetes:

# Creating the Dockerfile
cat << EOF > Dockerfile
FROM docker.io/starlingx/stx-centos-tools-dev:stx.7.0-v1.0.1

USER root
WORKDIR /root
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ADD ./348742_Quartzville_Tools_637987.zip /root
RUN yum install -y centos-release-scl
RUN yum install -y devtoolset-9
RUN yum install -y kernel-devel
RUN unzip /root/348742_Quartzville_Tools_637987.zip
RUN rm /root/348742_Quartzville_Tools_637987.zip
RUN chmod +x TOOLS/Linux_x64/OEM_Mfg/install
RUN chmod +x TOOLS/Linux_x64/SVTools/lanconf64e
CMD /bin/bash -c "cd TOOLS/Linux_x64/OEM_Mfg/ && scl enable devtoolset-9 ./install && sleep infini
ty"
EOF

# Building the image with Quartzville
sudo docker build -t stx-centos-tools-quartzville .

# Create the yml for Kubernetes; note the additional mounting of the host kernel headers from the 
host
cat << EOF > stx-centos-tools-quartzville.yml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  name: stx-centos-tools-quartzville
spec:
  hostNetwork: true
  hostPID: true
  containers:
  - name: stx-centos-tools-quartzville
    image: registry.local:9001/public/stx-centos-tools-quartzville
    imagePullPolicy: Always
    stdin: true
    tty: true
    securityContext:
      privileged: true
      runAsUser: 0
      capabilities:
        add: ["NET_ADMIN", "SYS_ADMIN"]
    volumeMounts: # Mount host kernel headers in container
    - name: usrsrc
      mountPath: /usr/src/
    - name: libmodules
      mountPath: /lib/modules/
  imagePullSecrets:
    - name: regcred
  volumes:
  - name: usrsrc
    hostPath:
      path: /usr/src
  - name: libmodules
    hostPath:
      path: /lib/modules
EOF

# Create secret for local registry
kubectl create secret docker-registry regcred --docker-server=registry.local:9001 --docker-usernam
e=admin --docker-password=<admin-keystone-user-password>

# Log in local registry
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sudo docker login -u admin -p <admin-keystone-user-password> registry.local:9001

# Tagging for local registry
sudo docker tag stx-centos-tools-quartzville:latest registry.local:9001/public/stx-centos-tools-qu
artzville:latest

# Push image to local registry
sudo docker push registry.local:9001/public/stx-centos-tools-quartzville:latest

# Create pod
kubectl apply -f stx-centos-tools-quartzville.yml

# Attach to pod
kubectl exec -it stx-centos-tools-quartzville -- scl enable devtoolset-9 /bin/bash
# < execute testing with quartzville tool >

Cleanup

After finishing executing commands on the container just run the following commands to uninstall Quartzville driver:

# Inside the container
cd TOOLS/Linux_x64/OEM_Mfg/
./install uninstall
exit

# Delete the quartzville pod
kubectl delete pods stx-centos-tools-quartzville
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM GUEST INTEGRATION,
22.06

Kubernetes container integration

Wind River Cloud Platform supports applications that rely on PTP for synchronization. These applications are able to receive PTP
status notifications from Wind River Cloud Platform hosting the application.

PTP Notification

• PTP Notifications Overview on page 2
• Integrate the Application with Notification Client Sidecar on page 4
• Create, Test, and Terminate a PTP Notification Demo on page 4
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2. PTP NOTIFICATION

1. PTP Notifications Overview

Wind River Cloud Platform supports applications that rely on PTP for synchronization. These applications are able to receive PTP
status notifications from Wind River Cloud Platform hosting the application.

Wind River Cloud Platform provides a Sidecar, which runs with the hosted application in the same pod and communicates with the
application via a REST API.

Wind River Cloud Platform supports the following features:

• Provides the capability to enable application(s) subscribe to PTP status notifications and pull for the PTP state on demand.•

• Uses a REST API to communicate PTP notifications to the application.•

• Enables operators to install the ptp-notification-armada-app, Sidecar container, and the application supporting the REST API.•
For more information, see, https://docs.starlingx.io/api-ref/ptp-notification-armada-app/index.html.

• Supports the ptp4l module and PTP port that is configured in Subordinate mode (Secondary mode).•

• The PTP notification Sidecar container can be configured with a Liveness Probe, if required. See, Liveness Probe on page 3•
for more information.

• The PTP status notifications are derived based on the following conditions:•

Clock Status Status Description

Freerun Clock is out of sync state

• If portState is not•
“SECONDARY” or
ClockClass value is NOT “6, 7
or 135” or timeTraceable flag
is FALSE.

• If holdover time exceeds its•
provided value.

• If PMC, ptp4l.conf, ptp4l or•
phc2sys are not accessible.

Locked Clock is in sync state

If portState is “SECONDARY” and
ClockClass value is “6, 7 or 135”
and timeTraceable flag is TRUE
and PMC, ptp4l.conf, ptp4l or
phc2sys are accessible.

Holdover Clock is in holdover state

If the state is transitioned from
“Locked” to “Freerun” AND
phc2sys is accessible, and holdover
time does not expire.

Integrated Containerized Applications

• Applications that rely on PTP for synchronization have the ability to retrieve the relevant data that indicates the status of the•
PHC clock related to the worker node that the application is running on.
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• Once an application subscribes to PTP notifications it receives the initial data that shows the PHC synchronization state, and•
receives notifications when there is a state change to the sync status and/or per request for notification (pull).

The figure below describes the subscription framework for PTP notifications.

Liveness Probe

The PTP notification Sidecar container can be configured with a Liveness probe, if required. You can edit the Sidecar values in the
deployment manifest to include these parameters.

Note
Port and timeout values can be configured to meet user preferences.

cat <<EOF >
items:
spec:
  template:
    spec:
      containers:
        livenessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - timeout
            - "2"
            - curl
            - http://127.0.0.1:8080/health
          failureThreshold: 3
          periodSeconds: 3
          successThreshold: 1
          timeoutSeconds: 3
EOF
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2. Integrate the Application with Notification Client Sidecar

This section describes the ptp-notification-demo, and provides instructions for enabling communication between the Sidecar and
the application via a REST API.

About this task

The integration between the application is done with the use of a Sidecar. The Sidecar runs as a container along with the application
in the same pod. The application and the Sidecar communicate via a REST API. See the figure below.

Note
In this demo, we provide a referenced API application.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites are required before the integration:

• For the Sidecar container running in the same pod as the hosted application, the resources specification can be defined similar•
to the ptp-notification-demo, as follows:

resources:
  requests:
    cpu: 50m
    memory: 128Mi
  limits:
    cpu: 300m
    memory: 256Mi

• The cloud is configured with a node that supports the Subordinate mode (Secondary mode).•

• The cloud is labeled with ptp-registration=true, and ptp-notification=true.•

• The ptp-notification-armada-app application is installed successfully.•

• The application supports the PTP Notifications API.•

3. Create, Test, and Terminate a PTP Notification Demo

This section provides instructions on accessing, creating, testing and terminating a ptp-notification-demo.
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About this task

Use the following procedure to copy the tarball from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform, create, test, and terminate a ptp-
notification-demo.

Procedure

1. Copy the ptp-notification-demo-<n.n-nn>.tgz file from the Cloud Platform area on the Wind River Product
Delivery Platform to your Wind River Cloud Platform location, and extract its contents.
Where <n.n-nn> is the version of the .tgz file that you can download from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform
relevant to your release.

Note
The tarball includes the docker file and code to build the reference API application, and the Helm chart to install the
Sidecar along with the application.

The following files are part of the tarball:

• Helm charts

- Chart.yaml

- values.yaml

- _helpers.tpl

- configmap.yaml

- deployment.yaml

- .helmignore

- ptp-notification-override.yaml

- app_start.sh

- sidecar_start.sh

• notification-docker

- Dockerfile

- api

Note
The demo uses the following images:
• <local registry>:<port>/docker.io/starlingx/notificationclient-

base:stx.5.0-v1.0.4
• ptp-base:1.0.2

2. Build the ptp-base:1.0.2 image using the following commands.

$ tar xvf ptp-notification-demo_<n.n-nn>.tgz
$ cd ~/notification-dockers/ptp-base/
$ sudo docker build . -t ptp-base:1.0.2
$ sudo docker save ptp-base:1.0.2 -o ptp-base.1.0.2.tar
$ sudo ctr -n k8s.io image import ./ptp-base.1.0.2.tar
$ cd ~/charts
$ tar xvf ptp-notification-demo-n.n-nn.tgz

Note
For AIO-SX and AIO-DX systems, ptp-base.1.0.2.tar should be copied to each node and the import command, sudo
ctr -n k8s.io image import ./ptp-base.1.0.2.tar should be run on each node.

3. Install the demo’s pod using the following commands.
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Note
This pod includes two containers, Sidecar and the referenced API application.

$ kubectl create namespace ptpdemo
$ helm install notification-demo -n ptpdemo ~/charts/ptp-notification-demo -f ~/charts/ptp-noti
fication-demo/ptp-notification-override.yaml
$ kubectl get pods -n ptpdemo

NAME                                         READY   STATUS   RESTARTS AGE
notification-demo-ptp-notification-demo-5f.. 2/2     Running   0       5m50s

4. Test the ptp-notification demo.

a. Display the app logs using the following command.

$ kubectl logs -f notification-demo-ptp-notification-demo-<xyz> -c ptp-notification-demo-ap
p -n ptpdemo

5. In another terminal, access the application container.

$ kubectl exec -it notification-demo-ptp-notification-demo-<zyz> -c ptp-notification-demo-app -
n ptpdemo -- bash

a. Check if you can pull PTP status using the REST API.

$ curl -v -H 'Content-Type: application/json' http://127.0.0.1:8080/ocloudNotifications/v1/P
TP/CurrentState

b. Subscribe to PTP notifications.

$ curl -v -d '{"ResourceType": "PTP", "ResourceQualifier": {"NodeName": "controller-0"}, "En
dpointUri": "http://127.0.0.1:9090/v1/resource_status/ptp"}' -H 'Content-Type: application/j
son' -X POST http://127.0.0.1:${SIDECAR_API_PORT}/ocloudNotifications/v1/subscriptions |pyth
on -m json.tool

c. Retrieve a list of subscriptions.

$ curl -v -H 'Content-Type: application/json' http://127.0.0.1:${SIDECAR_API_PORT}/ocloudNot
ifications/v1/subscriptions |python -m json.tool

For example, to get a specific subscription, use the following command.

$ curl -v -H 'Content-Type: application/json' http://127.0.0.1:${SIDECAR_API_PORT}/ocloudNot
ifications/v1/subscriptions/<subscriptionId>

d. To delete a specific subscription with the subscription ID, run the following command.

$ curl -X DELETE -v -H 'Content-Type: application/json' http://127.0.0.1:${SIDECAR_API_PORT}
/ocloudNotifications/v1/subscriptions/<subscriptionId>

6. Terminate the demo using the following command.

$ helm uninstall -n ptpdemo notification-demo
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM UPDATES AND
UPGRADES, 22.06
Kubernetes version upgrade cloud orchestration allows the Kubernetes version on all hosts of an entire Wind River Cloud Platform
cloud to be updated with a single operation.

Introduction

• Software Updates on page 3
• Software Upgrades on page 4

Manual software updates

• Manage Software Updates on page 6
• In-Service Versus Reboot-Required Software Updates on page 7
• Identify the Software Version and Update Level Using Horizon on page 7
• Identify the Software Version and Update Level Using the CLI on page 8
• Populate the Storage Area on page 8
• Update Status and Lifecycle on page 9
• Install Software Updates Before Initial Commissioning on page 10
• Install Reboot-Required Software Updates Using Horizon on page 12
• Install Reboot-Required Software Updates Using the CLI on page 13
• Install In-Service Software Update Using Horizon on page 17
• Install In-Service Software Updates Using the CLI on page 18
• Remove Reboot-Required Software Updates on page 20
• Software Update Space Reclamation on page 22
• Reclaim Disk Space on page 22

Orchestrated Software Update

• Update Orchestration Overview on page 24
• Configure Update Orchestration on page 25
• Update Orchestration CLI on page 28

N3000 FPGA Firmware Update Orchestration

• Overview on page 29
• The Firmware Update Orchestration Process on page 31
• Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 32
• Configure Firmware Update Orchestration on page 33
• Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI on page 35
• Handle Firmware Update Orchestration Failures on page 38

Manual Kubernetes Version Upgrade

• Manual Kubernetes Version Upgrade on page 40
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Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration

• About Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration on page 46
• Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration Overview on page 46
• Create Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration Strategy on page 48
• Handle Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Failures on page 53

Manual Platform components upgrade

• Manual Upgrade Overview on page 56

All-in-one Simplex

• Upgrade All-in-One Simplex on page 56
• Abort Simplex System Upgrades on page 62

All-in-one Duplex

• Upgrade All-in-One Duplex / Standard on page 63
• Overview of Upgrade Abort Procedure on page 69

Roll back upgrades

• Roll Back a Software Upgrade Before the Second Controller Upgrade on page 70
• Roll Back a Software Upgrade After the Second Controller Upgrade on page 71

Orchestrated Platform component upgrade

• Upgrade Orchestration Overview on page 73
• Perform an Orchestrated Upgrade on page 74
• Perform an Orchestrated Upgrade Using the CLI on page 77

Updating Deployment Manager

• Update Deployment Manager on page 82
• Upgrade Deployment Manager on page 84
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2. INTRODUCTION

1. Software Updates

Wind River Cloud Platform software updates (also known as patches) must be applied to the system in order to keep your system
updated with feature enhancements, free of known bugs, and security vulnerabilities.

Wind River provides software updates that are cryptographically signed to ensure integrity and authenticity. The Wind River Cloud
Platform REST APIs, CLIs and GUI validate the signature of software updates before loading it into the system.

An update typically modifies a small portion of your system to address the following items:

• bugs•

• security vulnerabilities•

• feature enhancements•

Software updates can be installed manually or by the Update Orchestrator which automates a rolling install of an update across all of
the Wind River Cloud Platform hosts. For more information on manual updates, see Manage Software Updates on page 6. For
more information on upgrade orchestration, see Orchestrated Software Update on page 24.

Warning

Do NOT use the Cloud Platform Updates and Upgrades guide for Distributed Cloud orchestrated software updates. The Distributed
Cloud Update Orchestrator automates a recursive rolling install of an update across all subclouds and all hosts within the subclouds.

The Cloud Platform handles multiple updates being applied and removed at once. Software updates can modify and update any area
of Cloud Platform software, including the kernel itself. For information on populating, installing and removing software updates, see
Manage Software Updates on page 6.

There are two different kinds of Software updates that you can use to update the Cloud Platform software:

1. RPM Software Updates
These software updates deliver Cloud Platform software updates containing RPMs for updating the Cloud Platform
software running directly on the hosts.
Software updates can be installed manually or by the Update Orchestrator which automates a rolling install of an
update across all of the Wind River Cloud Platform hosts.
The Cloud Platform handles multiple updates being applied and removed at once. Software updates can modify and
update any area of Cloud Platform software, including the kernel itself.
For information on populating, installing and removing software updates, see Manage Software Updates on
page 6.

Note
A 10 GB internal management network is required for reboot-required software update operations.

2. Application Software Updates
These software updates apply to software being managed through the StarlingX Application Package Manager, that
is, ‘system application-upload/apply/remove/delete’. Cloud Platform delivers some software through this
mechanism, for example, platform-integ-apps.
For software updates for these applications, download the updated application tarball, containing the updated
FluxCD manifest, and updated Helm charts for the application, and apply the updates using the system application-
update command.
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2. Software Upgrades

Wind River Cloud Platform upgrades enable you to move Cloud Platform software from one release of Cloud Platform to the next
release of Cloud Platform.

In this section:

• Rolling Back / Aborting an Upgrade on page 5•

Cloud Platform software upgrade is a multi-step rolling-upgrade process, where Cloud Platform hosts are upgraded one at time while
continuing to provide its hosting services to its hosted applications. An upgrade can be performed manually or using Upgrade
Orchestration, which automates much of the upgrade procedure, leaving a few manual steps to prevent operator oversight. For more
information on manual upgrades, see Manual PLatform Components Upgrade on page 56. For more information on upgrade
orchestration, see Orchestrated Platform Component Upgrade on page 73.

Warning

Do NOT use information in the Cloud Platform Updates and Upgrades guide for Distributed Cloud orchestrated software upgrades.
If information in this document is used for a Distributed Cloud orchestrated upgrade, the upgrade will fail resulting in an outage. The
Distributed Cloud Upgrade Orchestrator automates a recursive rolling upgrade of all subclouds and all hosts within the subclouds.

Before starting the upgrades process:

• the system must be “patch current”•

• there must be no management-affecting alarms present on the system•

• ensure any certificates managed by cert manager will not be renewed during the upgrade process•

• the new software load must be imported, and•

• a valid license file for the new software release must be installed•

The upgrade process starts by upgrading the controllers. The standby controller is upgraded first and involves loading the standby
controller with the new release of software and migrating all the controller services’ databases for the new release of software.
Activity is switched to the upgraded controller, running in a ‘compatibility’ mode where all inter-node messages are using message
formats from the old release of software. Before upgrading the second controller, is the “point-of-no-return for an in-service abort” of
the upgrades process. The second controller is loaded with the new release of software and becomes the new Standby controller. For
more information on manual upgrades, see Manual Platform Components Upgrade on page 56 .

If present, storage nodes are locked, upgraded and unlocked one at a time in order to respect the redundancy model of Cloud
Platform storage nodes. Storage nodes can be upgraded in parallel if using upgrade orchestration.

Upgrade of worker nodes is the next step in the process. When locking a worker node the node is tainted, such that Kubernetes
shuts down any pods on this worker node and restarts the pods on another worker node. When upgrading the worker node, the
worker node network boots/installs the new software from the active controller. After unlocking the worker node, the worker services
are running in a ‘compatibility’ mode where all inter-node messages are using message formats from the old release of software.
Note that the worker nodes can only be upgraded in parallel if using upgrade orchestration.

The final step of the upgrade process is to activate and complete the upgrade. This involves disabling ‘compatibility’ modes on all
hosts and clearing the Upgrade Alarm.

Important

The Wind River Cloud Platform upgrade to the new 21.12 release must follow the order below:

1. Upgrade Wind River Cloud Platform to 21.12.

2. Upgrade Wind River Analytics to 21.12.
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3. Upgrade Kubernetes from v1.21 to v1.22, and then to v1.23.

Rolling Back / Aborting an Upgrade

In general, any issues encountered during an upgrade should be addressed during the upgrade with the intention of completing the
upgrade after the issues are resolved. Issues specific to a storage or worker host can be addressed by temporarily downgrading the
host, addressing the issues and then upgrading the host again, or in some cases by replacing the node.

In extremely rare cases, it may be necessary to abort an upgrade. This is a last resort and should only be done if there is no other way
to address the issue within the context of the upgrade. There are two cases for doing such an abort:

• Before controller-0 has been upgraded (that is, only controller-1 has been upgraded): In this case the upgrade can be aborted•
and the system will remain in service during the abort, see, Rolling Back a Software Upgrade Before the Second Controller
Upgrade on page 70.

• After controller-0 has been upgraded (that is, both controllers have been upgraded): In this case the upgrade can only be•
aborted with a complete outage and a reinstall of all hosts. This would only be done as a last resort, if there was absolutely no
other way to recover the system, see, Rolling Back a Software Upgrade After the Second Controller Upgrade on page 71.
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3. MANUAL SOFTWARE UPDATES

1. Manage Software Updates

Updates (also known as patches) to the system software become available as needed to address issues associated with a current
Wind River Cloud Platform software release. Software updates must be uploaded to the active controller and applied to all required
hosts in the cluster.

Note
Updating Distributed Cloud is distinct from updating other Cloud Platform configurations.

The following elements form part of the software update environment:

Reboot-Required Software Updates

Reboot-required updates are typically major updates that require hosts to be locked during the update process and rebooted
to complete the process.

Note
When a Cloud Platform host is locked and rebooted for updates, the hosted application pods are re-located to an
alternate host in order to minimize the impact to the hosted application service.

In-Service Software Updates

In-service (reboot-not-required), software updates are updates that do not require the locking and rebooting of hosts. The
required Cloud Platform software is updated and any required Cloud Platform processes are re-started. Hosted applications
pods and services are completely unaffected.

Software Update Commands

The sw-patch command is available on both active controllers. It must be run as root using sudo. It provides the user interface
to process the updates, including querying the state of an update, listing affected hosts, and applying, installing, and removing
updates.

Software Update Storage Area

A central storage area maintained by the update controller. Software updates are initially uploaded to the storage area and
remains there until they are deleted.

Software Update Repository

A central repository of software updates associated with any updates applied to the system. This repository is used by all hosts
in the cluster to identify the software updates and rollbacks required on each host.

Software Update Logs

The following logs are used to record software update activity:

patching.log

This records software update agent activity on each host.

patching-api.log

This records user actions that involve software updates, performed using either the CLI or the REST API.

The overall flow for installing a software update from the command line interface on a working Cloud Platform cluster is the
following:
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1. Consult the Wind River support personnel for details on the availability of new software updates.

2. Download the software update from the Wind River servers to a workstation that can reach the active controller
through the OAM network.

3. Copy the software update to the active controller using the cluster’s OAM floating IP address as the destination
point.
You can use a command such as scp to copy the software update. The software update workflows presented in this
document assume that this step is complete already, that is, they assume that the software update is already available
on the file system of the active controller.

4. Upload the new software update to the storage area.
This step makes the new software update available within the system, but does not install it to the cluster yet. For all
purposes, the software update is dormant.

5. Apply the software update.
This step adds the updates to the repository, making it visible to all hosts in the cluster.

6. Install the software updates on each of the affected hosts in the cluster. This can be done manually or by using
upgrade orchestration. For more information, see Update Orchestration Overview on page 24.

Updating software in the system can be done using the Horizon Web interface or the command line interface on the active controller.
When using Horizon you upload the software update directly from your workstation using a file browser window provided by the
software update upload facility.

A special case occurs during the initial provisioning of a cluster when you want to update controller-0 before the system software is
configured. This can only be done from the command line interface. See Install Software Updates Before Initial Commissioning on
page 10 for details.

2. In-Service Versus Reboot-Required Software Updates

In-Service (Reboot-not-Required) and a Reboot-Required software updates are available depending on the nature of the update to
be performed.

In-Service software updates provides a mechanism to issue updates that do not require a reboot, allowing the update to be installed
on in-service nodes and restarting affected processes as needed.

Depending on the area of software being updated and the type of software change, installation of the update may or may not
require the Cloud Platform hosts to be rebooted. For example, a software update to the kernel would require the host to be
rebooted in order to apply the update. Software updates are classified as reboot-required or reboot-not-required (also referred to as
in-service) type updates to indicate this. For reboot-required updates, the hosted application pods are automatically relocated to an
alternate host as part of the update procedure, prior to applying the update and rebooting the host.

3. Identify the Software Version and Update Level Using Horizon

You can view the current software version and update level from the Horizon Web interface. The system type is also shown.

Procedure

1. In the Cloud Platform Horizon, open the System Configuration page.
The System Configuration page is available from Admin > Platform > System Configuration in the left-hand pane.

2. Select the Systems tab to view the software version.
The software version is shown in the Version field.
The type of system selected at installation (Standard or All-in-one) is shown in the System Type field. The mode
(simplex, duplex, or standard) is shown in the System Mode field.
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3. In the Cloud Platform Horizon interface, open the Software Management page.
The Software Management page is available from Admin > Platform > Software Management in the left-hand
pane.

4. Select the Patches tab to view update information.
The Patches tab shows the Patch ID, a Summary description, the Status of the Patch, and an Actions button to use to
select an appropriate action.

4. Identify the Software Version and Update Level Using the CLI

You can view the current software version and update level from the CLI. The system type is also shown.

About this task

For more about working with software updates, see Manage Software Updates on page 6

Procedure

• To find the software version from the CLI, use the system show command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ system show
+----------------------+----------------------------------------------------+
| Property             | Value                                              |
+----------------------+----------------------------------------------------+
| contact              | None                                               |
| created_at           | 2020-02-27T15:29:26.140606+00:00                   |
| description          | yow-cgcs-ironpass-1_4                              |
| https_enabled        | False                                              |
| location             | None                                               |
| name                 | yow-cgcs-ironpass-1-4                              |
| region_name          | RegionOne                                          |
| sdn_enabled          | False                                              |
| security_feature     | spectre_meltdown_v1                                |
| service_project_name | services                                           |
| software_version     | nn.nn                                              |
| system_mode          | duplex                                             |
| system_type          | Standard                                           |
| timezone             | UTC                                                |
| updated_at           | 2020-02-28T16:19:56.987581+00:00                   |
| uuid                 | 90212c98-7e27-4a14-8981-b8f5b777b26b               |
| vswitch_type         | none                                               |
+----------------------+----------------------------------------------------+

Note
The system_mode field is shown only for a Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex system.

• To list applied software updates from the CLI, use the sw-patch query command.•

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query

5. Populate the Storage Area

Software updates (patches) have to be uploaded to the Cloud Platform storage area before they can be applied.
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Procedure

1. Log in as sysadmin to the active controller.

2. Upload the update file to the storage area.

$ sudo sw-patch upload /home/sysadmin/patches/WRCP-CONTROLLER_<nn.nn>_PATCH_0001.patch
Cloud_Platform__CONTROLLER_nn.nn_PATCH_0001 is now available

where nn.nn in the update file name is the Cloud Platform release number.
This example uploads a single update to the storage area. You can specify multiple update files on the same
command separating their names with spaces.
Alternatively, you can upload all update files stored in a directory using a single command, as illustrated in the
following example:

$ sudo sw-patch upload-dir /home/sysadmin/patches

The update is now available in the storage area, but has not been applied to the update repository or installed to the
nodes in the cluster.

3. Verify the status of the update.

$ sudo sw-patch query

The update state is Available now, indicating that it is included in the storage area. Further details about the updates
can be retrieved as follows:

$ sudo sw-patch show <patch_id>

The sudo sw-patch query command returns a list of patch IDs. The sudo sw-patch show command provides further
detail about the specified <patch_id>.

4. Delete the update files from the root drive.
After the updates are uploaded to the storage area, the original files are no longer required. You must delete them
to ensure there is enough disk space to complete the installation.

$ rm /home/sysadmin/patches/*

Caution

If the original files are not deleted before the updates are applied, the installation may fail due to a full disk.

Postrequisites

When an update in the Available state is no longer required, you can delete it using the following command:

$ sudo sw-patch delete WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001

The update to delete from the storage area is identified by the update (patch) ID reported by the sw-patch query command. You can
provide multiple patch IDs to the delete command, separating their names by spaces.

6. Update Status and Lifecycle

Cloud Platform software updates move through different status levels as the updates are being applied.
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About this task

After adding an update (patch) to the storage area you must move it to the repository, which manages distribution for the cluster.
From there, you can install the updates to the hosts that require them.

Some of the available updates may be required on controller hosts only, while others may be required on worker or storage hosts.
Use sw-patch query-hosts to see which hosts are impacted by the newly applied (or removed) updates. You can then use sw-patch
host-install to update the software on individual hosts.

To keep track of software update installation, you can use the sw-patch query command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query
Patch ID                Patch State
===========             ============
21.12-nn.nn_PATCH_0001  Applied

where nn.nn in the update filename is the Cloud Platform release number.

This shows the Patch State for each of the updates in the storage area:

Available

An update in the Available state has been added to the storage area, but is not currently in the repository or installed on the
hosts.

Partial-Apply

An update in the Partial-Apply state has been added to the software updates repository using the sw-patch apply command,
but has not been installed on all hosts that require it. It may have been installed on some but not others, or it may not have
been installed on any hosts. If any reboot-required update is in a partial state (Partial-Apply or Partial-Remove), you cannot
update the software on any given host without first locking it. If, for example, you had one reboot-required update and one in-
service update, both in a Partial-Apply state and both applicable to node X, you cannot just install the non-reboot-required
update to the unlocked node X.

Applied

An update in the Applied state has been installed on all hosts that require it.

You can use the sw-patch query-hosts command to see which hosts are fully updated (Patch Current). This also shows which hosts
require reboot, either because they are not fully updated, or because they are fully updated but not yet rebooted.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts

 Hostname      IP Address    Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.95       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-1      192.168.204.63       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-2      192.168.204.99       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-3      192.168.204.49       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-0     192.168.204.37       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-1     192.168.204.90       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle

7. Install Software Updates Before Initial Commissioning
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This section describes installing software updates before you can commission Wind River Cloud Platform.

About this task

This procedure assumes that the software updates to install are available on a USB flash drive, or from a server reachable by
controller-0.

Prerequisites

When initially installing the Wind River Cloud Platform software, it is required that you install the latest available updates on
controller-0 before running Ansible Bootstrap Playbook, and before installing the software on other hosts. This ensures that:

• The software on controller-0, and all other hosts, is up to date when the cluster comes alive.•

• You reduce installation time by avoiding updating the system right after an out-of-date software installation is complete.•

Procedure

1. Install software on controller-0.
Use the Wind River Cloud Platform bootable ISO image to initialize controller-0.
This step takes you to the point where you use the console port to log in to controller-0 as user sysadmin.

2. Populate the storage area.
Upload the updates from the USB flash drive using the command sw-patch upload or sw-patch upload-dir as
described in Populating the Storage Area on page 8.

3. Delete the update files from the root drive.
After the updates are uploaded to the storage area, the original files are no longer required. You must delete them
to ensure enough disk space to complete the installation.

Caution

If the original files are not deleted before the updates are applied, the installation may fail due to a full disk.

4. Apply the updates.
Apply the updates using the command sw-patch apply --all.
The updates are now in the repository, ready to be installed.

5. Install the updates on the controller.

$ sudo sw-patch install-local
Patch installation is complete.
Please reboot before continuing with configuration.

This command installs all applied updates on controller-0.

6. Reboot controller-0.
You must reboot the controller to ensure that it is running with the software fully updated.

$ sudo reboot

7. Bootstrap system on controller-0.

a. Configure an IP interface.

Note
The Cloud Platform software will automatically enable all interfaces and send out a DHCP request, so this may
happen automatically if a DHCP Server is present on the network. Otherwise, you must manually configure an IP
interface.

b. Run the Ansible Bootstrap Playbook. This can be run remotely or locally on controller-0.
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8. Install, configure and unlock nodes. There are two options for completing this step:

a. Declaratively, using Wind River’s open-source Deployment Manager. The Deployment Manager provides a data
driven method for configuring the platform components of a StarlingX installation.

b. Imperatively, using a sequence of commands to configure and unlock each node.

The overall installation process is documented in detail in the Installation Workflow.

Results

Once all hosts in the cluster are initialized and they are all running fully updated software. The Wind River Cloud Platform cluster is up
to date.

8. Install Reboot-Required Software Updates Using Horizon

You can use the Horizon Web interface to upload, delete, apply, and remove software updates.

About this task

This section presents an example of a software update workflow using a single update. The main steps of the procedure are:

• Upload the updates.•

• Lock the host(s).•

• Install updates; any unlocked nodes will reject the request.•

• Unlock the host(s). Unlocking the host(s) automatically triggers a reboot.•

Procedure

1. Log in to the Horizon Web interface interface as the admin user.

2. In Horizon, open the Software Management page.
The Software Management page is available from Admin > Platform > Software Management in the left-hand
pane.

3. Select the Patches tab to see the current status.
The Patches page shows the current status of all updates uploaded to the system. If there are no updates, an empty
Patch Table is displayed.

4. Upload the update (patch) file to the update storage area.
Click the Upload Patches button to display an upload window from which you can browse your workstation’s file
system to select the update file. Click the Upload Patches button once the selection is done.
The update file is transferred to the Active Controller and is copied to the storage area, but it has yet to be applied
to the cluster. This is reflected in the Patches page.

5. Apply the update.
Click the Apply Patch button associated with the update. Alternatively, select the update first using the selection
boxes on the left, and then click the Apply Patches button at the top. You can use this selection process to apply all
updates, or a selected subset, in a single operation.
The Patches page is updated to report the update to be in the Partial-Apply state.

6. Install the update on controller-0.
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a. Select the Hosts tab.
The Hosts tab on the Host Inventory page reflects the new status of the hosts with respect to the new update
state. As shown below, both controllers are now reported as not ‘patch current’ and requiring reboot.

b. Transfer active services to the standby controller by selecting the Swact Host option from the Edit Host button
associated with the active controller host.

Note
Access to Horizon may be lost briefly during the active controller transition. You may have to log in again.

c. Select the Lock Host option from the Edit Host button associated with controller-0.

d. Select the Install Patches option from the Edit Host button associated with controller-0 to install the update.
A confirmation window is presented giving you a last opportunity to cancel the operation before proceeding.
Wait for the update install to complete.

e. Select the Unlock Host option from the Edit Host button associated with controller-0.

7. Repeat steps 6 on page 13 a to e, with controller-1 to install the update on controller-1.

Note
For Cloud Platform Simplex systems, this step does not apply.

8. Repeat steps 6 on page 13 a to e, for the worker and/or storage hosts.

Note
For Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems, this step does not apply.

9. Verify the state of the update.
Visit the Patches page. The update is now in the Applied state.

Results

The update is applied now, and all affected hosts have been updated.

Updates can be removed using the Remove Patches button from the Patches page. The workflow is similar to the one presented in
this section, with the exception that updates are being removed from each host instead of being applied.

9. Install Reboot-Required Software Updates Using the CLI

You can install reboot-required software updates using the CLI.

Procedure

1. Log in as user sysadmin to the active controller and source the script /etc/platform/openrc to obtain administrative
privileges.

2. Verify that the updates are available using the sw-patch query command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query

Patch ID                Patch State
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=====================   ===========
WRCP-nn.nn_PATCH_0001   Available
WRCP-nn.nn_PATCH_0002   Available
WRCP-nn.nn_PATCH_0003   Available

where nn.nn in the update (patch) filename is the Cloud Platform release number.

3. Ensure the original update files have been deleted from the root drive.
After the updates are uploaded to the storage area, the original files are no longer required. You must use the
command-line interface to delete them, in order to ensure enough disk space to complete the installation.

$ rm </path/patchfile>

Caution

If the original files are not deleted before the updates are applied, the installation may fail due to a full disk.

4. Apply the update.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch apply WRCP-nn.nn_PATCH_0001
WRCP-nn.nn_PATCH_0001 is now in the repo

where nn.nn in the update filename is the Wind River Cloud Platform release number.
The update is now in the Partial-Apply state, ready for installation from the software updates repository on the
impacted hosts.

5. Apply all available updates in a single operation, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch apply --all
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001 is now in the repo
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0002 is now in the repo
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0003 is now in the repo

In this example, there are three updates ready for installation from the software updates repository.

6. Query the updating status of all hosts in the cluster.
You can query the updating status of all hosts at any time as illustrated below.

Note
The reported status is the accumulated result of all applied and removed updates in the software updates repository,
and not just the status due to a particular update.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts

  Hostname      IP Address    Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.12       Yes              No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes              Yes         nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        Yes              Yes         nn.nn   idle

For each host in the cluster, the following status fields are displayed:

Patch Current

Indicates whether there are updates pending for installation or removal on the host or not. If Yes, then all relevant updates in
the software updates repository have been installed on, or removed from, the host already. If No, then there is at least one
update in either the Partial-Apply or Partial-Remove state that has not been applied to the host.
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The Patch Current field of the query-hosts command will briefly report “Pending” after you apply or remove an update,
until that host has checked against the repository to see if it is impacted by the patching operation.

Reboot Required

Indicates whether the host must be rebooted or not as a result of one or more updates that have been either applied or
removed, or because it is not ‘patch current’.

Release

Indicates the running software release version.

State

There are four possible states:

idle

In a wait state.

installing

Installing (or removing) updates.

install-failed

The operation failed, either due to an update error or something killed the process. Check the patching.log on the
node in question.

install-rejected

The node is unlocked, therefore the request to install has been rejected. This state persists until there is another install
request, or the node is reset.

Once the state has gone back to idle, the install operation is complete and you can safely unlock the node.

In this example, worker-0 is up to date, no updates need to be installed and no reboot is required. By contrast, the
controllers are not ‘patch current’, and therefore a reboot is required as part of installing the update.

7. Install all pending updates on controller-0.

a. Switch the active controller services.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

Before updating a controller node, you must transfer any active services running on the host to the other
controller. Only then it is safe to lock the host.

b. Lock the host.
You must lock the target host, controller, worker, or storage, before installing updates.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0

c. Install the update.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch host-install <controller-0>

Note
You can use the sudo sw-patch host-install-async <hostname> command if you are launching multiple installs in
parallel.

d. Unlock the host.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

Unlocking the host forces a reset of the host followed by a reboot. This ensures that the host is restarted in a
known state.

All updates are now installed on controller-0. Querying the current update status displays the following information:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts

   Hostname      IP Address    Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.95       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-1      192.168.204.63       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-2      192.168.204.99       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-3      192.168.204.49       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-0     192.168.204.37       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-1     192.168.204.90       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle

8. Install all pending updates on controller-1.

Note
For Cloud Platform Simplex systems, this step does not apply.

Repeat the previous step targeting controller-1.
All updates are now installed on controller-1 as well. Querying the current updating status displays the following
information:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts

   Hostname      IP Address    Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.95       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-1      192.168.204.63       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-2      192.168.204.99       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-3      192.168.204.49       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-0     192.168.204.37       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-1     192.168.204.90       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle

9. Install any pending updates for the worker or storage hosts.

Note
For Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems, this step does not apply.

All hosted application pods currently running on a worker host are re-located to another host.
If the Patch Current status for a worker or storage host is No, apply the pending updates using the following
commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock <hostname>

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch host-install-async <hostname>

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock <hostname>

where <hostname> is the name of the host (for example, worker-0).
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Note
Update installations can be triggered in parallel.

The sw-patch host-install-async command (install patches on the Horizon Web interface) can be run on all locked
nodes, without waiting for one node to complete the install before triggering the install on the next. If you can lock the
nodes at the same time, without impacting hosted application services, you can update them at the same time.

Likewise, you can install an update to the standby controller and a worker node at the same time. The only restrictions
are those of the lock: You cannot lock both controllers, and you cannot lock a worker node if you do not have enough
free resources to relocate the hosted applications from it. Also, in a Ceph configuration (with storage nodes), you
cannot lock more than one of controller-0/controller-1/storage-0 at the same time, as these nodes are running Ceph
monitors and you must have at least two in service at all times.

10. Confirm that all updates are installed and the Cloud Platform is up-to-date.
Use the sw-patch query command to verify that all updates are Applied.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query

Patch ID                    Patch State
=========================   ===========
WRCP-nn.nn_PATCH_0001       Applied

where nn.nn in the update filename is the Cloud Platform release number.
If the Patch State for any update is still shown as Available or Partial-Apply, use the sw-patch query-hosts
command to identify which hosts are not Patch Current, and then apply updates to them as described in the
preceding steps.

Results

The Cloud Platform is up to date now. All updates are installed.

10. Install In-Service Software Update Using Horizon

The procedure for applying an in-service update is similar to that of a reboot-required update, except that the host does not need to
be locked and unlocked as part of applying the update.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Horizon Web interface as the admin user.

2. In Cloud Platform Horizon, open the Software Management page.
The Software Management page is available from Admin > Platform > Software Management in the left-hand
pane.

3. Select the Patches tab to see the current update status.
The Patches page shows the current status of all updates uploaded to the system. If there are no updates, an empty
Patch Table is displayed.

4. Upload the update (patch) file to the update storage area.
Click the Upload Patch button to display an upload window from which you can browse your workstation’s file
system to select the update file. Click the Upload Patch button once the selection is done.
The update file is transferred to the Active Controller and is copied to the update storage area, but it has yet to be
applied to the cluster. This is reflected in the Patches page.
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5. Apply the update.
Click the Apply Patch button associated with the update. Alternatively, select the update first using the selection
boxes on the left, and then click the Apply Patches button at the top. You can use this selection process to apply all
updates, or a selected subset, in a single operation.
The Patches page is updated to report the update to be in the Partial-Apply state.

6. Install the update on controller-0.

a. Select the Hosts tab.
The Hosts tab on the Host Inventory page reflects the new status of the hosts with respect to the new update
state. In this example, the update only applies to controller software, as can be seen by the worker host’s status
field being empty, indicating that it is ‘patch current’.

b. Next, select the Install Patches option from the Edit Host button associated with controller-0 to install the
update.

A confirmation window is presented giving you a last opportunity to cancel the operation before proceeding.

7. Repeat the steps 6 a,b, above with controller-1 to install the update on controller-1.

8. Repeat the steps 6 a,b above for the worker and/or storage hosts (if present).
This step does not apply for Cloud Platform Simplex or Duplex systems.

9. Verify the state of the update.
Visit the Patches page again. The update is now in the Applied state.

Results

The update is now applied, and all affected hosts have been updated.

11. Install In-Service Software Updates Using the CLI

The procedure for applying an in-service update is similar to that of a reboot-required update, except that the host does not need to
be locked and unlocked as part of applying the update.

Procedure

1. Upload the update (patch).

$ sudo sw-patch upload INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV.patch
INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV is now available

2. Confirm that the update is available.

$ sudo sw-patch query
      Patch ID        RR  Release  Patch State
====================  ==  =======  ===========
INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV  N    nn.nn    Available

3. Check the status of the hosts.
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$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts
  Hostname      IP Address    Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.24       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle

4. Ensure the original update files have been deleted from the root drive.
After they are uploaded to the storage area, the original files are no longer required. You must use the command-line
interface to delete them, in order to ensure enough disk space to complete the installation.

$ rm </path/patchfile>

Caution

If the original files are not deleted before the updates are applied, the installation may fail due to a full disk.

5. Apply the update (patch).

$ sudo sw-patch apply INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV
INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV is now in the repo

The update state transitions to Partial-Apply:

$ sudo sw-patch query
Patch ID              RR  Release   Patch State
====================  ==  =======  =============
INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV  N    nn.nn   Partial-Apply

As it is an in-service update, the hosts report that they are not ‘patch current’, but they do not require a reboot.

$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts
Hostname      IP Address      Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.24       No              No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        No              No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        No              No          nn.nn   idle

6. Install the update on controller-0.

$ sudo sw-patch host-install controller-0
.............
Installation was successful.

7. Query the hosts to check status.

$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts
Hostname      IP Address    Patch Current  Reboot Required    Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.24       No              No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        No              No          nn.nn   idle

The controller-1 host reports it is now ‘patch current’ and does not require a reboot, without having been locked or
rebooted
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8. Install the update on worker-0 (and other worker nodes and storage nodes, if present)

$ sudo sw-patch host-install worker-0
....
Installation was successful.

You can query the hosts to confirm that all nodes are now ‘patch current’, and that the update has transitioned to the
Applied state.

$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts
Hostname      IP Address      Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ==============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.24       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4        Yes             No          nn.nn   idle

$ sudo sw-patch query
Patch ID              RR  Release  Patch State
====================  ==  =======  ===========
INSVC_HORIZON_SYSINV  N    nn.nn     Applied

12. Remove Reboot-Required Software Updates

Updates in the Applied or Partial-Apply states can be removed if necessary, for example, when they trigger undesired or unplanned
effects on the cluster.

About this task

Rolling back updates is conceptually identical to installing updates. A roll-back operation can be commanded for an update in either
the Applied or the Partial-Apply states. As the update is removed, it goes through the following state transitions:

Applied or Partial-Apply to Partial-Remove

An update in the Partial-Remove state indicates that it has been removed from zero or more, but not from all, the applicable
hosts.

Use the command sw-patch remove to trigger this transition.

Partial-Remove to Available

Use the command sudo sw-patch host-install-async <hostname> repeatedly targeting each one of the applicable hosts in the
cluster. The transition to the Available state is complete when the update is removed from all target hosts. The update remains
in the update storage area as if it had just been uploaded.

Note
The command sudo sw-patch host-install-async <hostname> both installs and removes updates as necessary.

The following example describes removing an update that applies only to the controllers. Removing updates can be done using the
Horizon Web interface, also, as discussed in Install Reboot-Required Software Updates Using Horizon on page 12.

Procedure

1. Log in as Keystone user admin to the active controller.

2. Verify the state of the update.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query
Patch ID                         Patch State
=========================        ===========
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001         Applied

In this example the update is listed in the Applied state, but it could be in the Partial-Apply state as well.

3. Remove the update.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch remove WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001 has been removed from the repo

The update is now in the Partial-Remove state, ready to be removed from the impacted hosts where it was already
installed.

4. Query the updating status of all hosts in the cluster.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch query-hosts

  Hostname      IP Address     Patch Current  Reboot Required  Release  State
============  ===============  =============  ===============  =======  =====
worker-0      192.168.204.179       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
worker-1      192.168.204.173       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
controller-0  192.168.204.3         No              No          nn.nn   idle
controller-1  192.168.204.4         No              No          nn.nn   idle
storage-0     192.168.204.213       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle
storage-1     192.168.204.181       Yes             No          nn.nn   idle

In this example, the controllers have updates ready to be removed, and therefore must be rebooted.

5. Remove all pending-for-removal updates from controller-0.

a. Swact controller services away from controller-0.

b. Lock controller-0.

c. Run the updating (patching) sequence.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch host-install-async <controller-0>

d. Unlock controller-0.

6. Remove all pending-for-removal updates from controller-1.

a. Swact controller services away from controller-1.

b. Lock controller-1.

c. Run the updating sequence.

d. Unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo sw-patch host-install-async <controller-1>

Results

The cluster is up to date now. All updates have been removed, and the update WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001 can be deleted from the
storage area if necessary.
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13. Software Update Space Reclamation

Wind River Cloud Platform provides functionality for reclaiming disk space used by older versions of software updates once newer
versions have been committed.

The sw-patch commit command allows you to “commit” a set of software updates, which effectively locks down those updates and
makes them unremovable. In doing so, Wind River Cloud Platform is then able to delete package files with lower versions from the
storage and repo, keeping only the highest version of each package in the committed software update set.

Caution

This action is irreversible.

14. Reclaim Disk Space

You can free up and reclaim disk space taken by previous updates once a newer version of an update has been committed to the
system.

Procedure

1. Run the query-dependencies command to show a list of updates that are required by the specified update (patch),
including itself.

sw-patch query-dependences [ --recursive ] <patch-id>

The query-dependencies command will show a list of updates that are required by the specified update (including
itself). The –recursive option will crawl through those dependencies to return a list of all the updates in the specified
update’s dependency tree. This query is used by the “commit” command in calculating the set of updates to be
committed.For example,

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# sw-patch query-dependencies WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0004
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0002
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0003
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0004

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# sw-patch query-dependencies WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0004 --recursive
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0001
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0002
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0003
WRCP-21.12-PATCH_0004

2. Run the sw-patch commit command.

sw-patch commit [ --dry-run ] [ --all ] [ --release ] [ <patch-id> … ]

The sw-patch commit command allows you to specify a set of updates to be committed. The commit set is
calculated by querying the dependencies of each specified update.
The –all option, without the –release option, commits all updates of the currently running release. When two releases
are on the system use the –release option to specify a particular release’s updates if committing all updates for the
non-running release. The –dry-run option shows the list of updates to be committed and how much disk space will
be freed up. This information is also shown without the –dry-run option, before prompting to continue with the
operation. An update can only be committed once it has been fully applied to the system, and cannot be removed
after.
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Following are examples that show the command usage.
The following command lists the status of all updates that are in an APPLIED state.

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# sw-patch query

The following command commits the updates.

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# sw-patch commit 21.12-PATCH_0001 21.12-PATCH_0002
The following patches will be committed:
    21.12-PATCH_0001
    21.12-PATCH_0002

This commit operation would free 2186.31 MiB

WARNING: Committing a patch is an irreversible operation. Committed patches
         cannot be removed.

Would you like to continue? [y/N]: y
The patches have been committed.

The following command shows the updates now in the COMMITTED state.

controller-0:/home/sysadmin# sw-patch query
Patch ID             RR  Release   Patch State
================   ===== ========  =========
21.12-PATCH_0001     N    21.12    Committed
21.12-PATCH_0002     Y    21.12    Committed
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4. ORCHESTRATED SOFTWARE UPDATE

1. Update Orchestration Overview

Update orchestration allows an entire Cloud Platform system to be updated with a single operation.

In this section:

• Update Orchestration Requirements on page 24•

• The Update Orchestration Process on page 24•

You can configure and run update orchestration using the CLI, the Horizon Web interface, or the stx-nfv REST API.

Note
Updating of Distributed Cloud is distinct from updating of other Cloud Platform configurations.

Update Orchestration Requirements

Update orchestration can only be done on a system that meets the following conditions:

• The system is clear of alarms (with the exception of alarms for locked hosts, and update applications in progress).•

Note
When configuring update orchestration, you have the option to ignore alarms with a severity less than management-
affecting severity. For more information, see Configuring Update Orchestration on page 25.

• All hosts must be unlocked-enabled-available.•

• Two controller hosts must be available.•

• All storage hosts must be available.•

• When installing reboot required updates, there must be spare worker capacity to move hosted application pods off the worker•
host(s) being updated such that hosted application services are not impacted.

The Update Orchestration Process

Update orchestration automatically iterates through all hosts on the system and installs the applied updates to each host: first the
controller hosts, then the storage hosts, and finally the worker hosts. During the worker host updating, hosted application pod re-
locations are managed automatically. The controller hosts are always updated serially. The storage hosts and worker hosts can be
configured to be updated in parallel in order to reduce the overall update installation time.

Update orchestration can install one or more applied updates at the same time. It can also install reboot-required updates or in-
service updates or both at the same time. Update orchestration only locks and unlocks (that is, reboots) a host to install an update if
at least one reboot-required update has been applied.

The user first creates an update orchestration strategy, or plan, for the automated updating procedure. This customizes the update
orchestration, using parameters to specify:

• the host types to be updated•

• whether to update hosts serially or in parallel•

Based on these parameters, and the state of the hosts, update orchestration creates a number of stages for the overall update
strategy. Each stage generally consists of re-locating hosted application pods, locking hosts, installing updates, and unlocking hosts
for a subset of the hosts on the system.
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After creating the update orchestration strategy, the user can either apply the entire strategy automatically, or manually apply
individual stages to control and monitor the update progress.

2. Configure Update Orchestration

You can configure update orchestration using the Horizon Web interface.

About this task

The update orchestration interface is found in Horizon on the Patch Orchestration tab, available from Admin > Platform > Software
Management in the left-hand pane.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored at the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules
during an orchestrated update operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault
Management: Alarm Messages. To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated update operation, the following alarms are ignored even when strict restrictions are selected:

• 200.001, Maintenance host lock alarm
• 900.001, Patch in progress
• 900.005, Upgrade in progress
• 900.101, Software patch auto apply in progress

Prerequisites

You cannot successfully create an update (patch) strategy if any hosts show Patch Current = Pending, indicating that the update
status of these hosts has not yet been updated. The creation attempt fails, and you must try again. You can use sw-patch query-
hosts to review the current update status before creating a update strategy.

Procedure

1. Upload and apply your updates as described in Manage Software Updates on page 6 (do not lock any hosts or use
host-install to install the updates on any hosts).

2. Select Platform > Software Management, then select the Patch Orchestration tab.
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3. Click the Create Strategy button.
The Create Strategy dialog appears.

4. Create a update strategy by specifying settings for the parameters in the Create Strategy dialog box.

Description field

Provides information about current alarms, including whether an alarm is Management Affecting.

Controller Apply Type

• Serial (default): controllers will be updated one at a time (standby controller first)

• Ignore: controllers will not be updated

Storage Apply Type

• Serial (default): storage hosts will be updated one at a time

• Parallel: storage hosts will be updated in parallel, ensuring that only one storage node in each replication
group is updated at a time.

• Ignore: storage hosts will not be updated

Worker Apply Type

• Serial (default): worker hosts will be updated one at a time

• Parallel: worker hosts will be updated in parallel

- At most, Parallel will be updated at the same time.

- For a reboot parallel update only, worker hosts with no pods are updated before worker hosts with pods.

• Parallel: specify the maximum worker hosts to update in parallel (minimum: 2, maximum: 100)

• Ignore: Worker hosts will not be updated

Default Instance Action

This parameter only applies for systems with the wr-openstack application.
• Stop-Start (default): hosted applications VMs will be stopped before a host is updated (applies to reboot

updates only)

• Migrate: hosted application VMs will be migrated off a host before it is updated (applies to reboot updates
only).
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Alarm Restrictions

This option lets you specify how update orchestration behaves when alarms are present.

You can use the CLI command fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting to view the alarms that are management affecting.

Strict

The default strict option will result in update orchestration failing if there are any alarms present in the system (except
for a small list of alarms).

Relaxed

This option allows orchestration to proceed if alarms are present, as long as none of these alarms are management
affecting.

5. Click Create Strategy to save the update orchestration strategy.

Note
The update orchestration process ensures that no hosts are reported as Patch Status = Pending. If any hosts have this
status, the creation attempt fails with an error message. Wait a few minutes and try again. You can also use sw-patch
query-hosts to review the current update status.

Examine the update strategy. Pay careful attention to:

• The sets of hosts that will be updated together in each stage.

• The sets of hosted application pods that will be impacted in each stage.

The update strategy has one or more stages, with each stage consisting of one or more hosts to be updated at the
same time. Each stage is split into steps (for example, query-alarms, lock-hosts, sw-patch-hosts). Note the following
about stages:

Note • Controller hosts are updated first, followed by storage hosts and then worker hosts.
• Worker hosts with no hosted application pods are updated before worker hosts with hosted application

pods.
• The final step in each stage is “system-stabilize,” which waits for a period of time (up to several minutes)

and ensures that the system is free of alarms. This ensures that the update orchestrator does not
continue to update more hosts if the update application has caused an issue resulting in an alarm.

6. Click the Apply Strategy button to apply the update- strategy. You can optionally apply a single stage at a time by
clicking the Apply Stage button.
When applying a single stage, you can only apply the next stage; you cannot skip stages.

7. To abort the update, click the Abort Strategy button.

• While a update-strategy is being applied, it can be aborted. This results in:

- The current step being allowed to complete.

- If necessary an abort phase will be created and applied, which will attempt to unlock any hosts that were
locked.

Note
If a update-strategy is aborted after hosts were locked, but before they were updated, the hosts will not be unlocked,
as this would result in the updates being installed. You must either install the updates on the hosts or remove the
updates before unlocking the hosts.

8. Delete the update strategy.
After a update strategy has been applied (or aborted) it must be deleted before another update strategy can be
created. If a update strategy application fails, you must address the issue that caused the failure, then delete and re-
create the strategy before attempting to apply it again.
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3. Update Orchestration CLI

The update orchestration CLI is sw-manager. Use this to create your update strategy.

The commands and options map directly to the parameter descriptions in the web interface dialog, described in Configuring Update
Orchestration on page 25.

Note
To use update orchestration commands, you need administrator privileges. You must log in to the active controller as user
sysadmin and source the /etc/platform/openrc script to obtain administrator privileges. Do not use sudo.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored at the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules
during an orchestrated update operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault
Management: Alarm Messages. To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated update operation, the following alarms are ignored even when strict restrictions are selected:

• 200.001, Maintenance host lock alarm
• 900.001, Patch in progress
• 900.005, Upgrade in progress
• 900.101, Software patch auto apply in progress

Help is available for the overall command and also for each sub-command. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$  sw-manager patch-strategy --help
usage: sw-manager patch-strategy [-h]  ...

optional arguments:
  -h, --help  show this help message and exit

Update orchestration commands include:

• create - Create a strategy•

• delete - Delete a strategy•

• apply - Apply a strategy•

• abort - Abort a strategy•

• show - Show a strategy•
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5. N3000 FPGA FIRMWARE UPDATE ORCHESTRATION

1. Overview

Firmware update orchestration allows the firmware on the hosts of an entire Wind River Cloud Platform system to be updated with a
single operation.

You can configure and run firmware update orchestration using the CLI, or the stx-nfv VIM REST API.

Note
Firmware update is currently not supported on the Horizon Web interface. Only host device FPGA firmware update is
currently supported.

Firmware update orchestration requirements

Firmware update orchestration can only be done on a system that meets the following conditions:

• The system is clear of alarms (with the exception of alarms for locked hosts, stopped instances, and firmware updates in•
progress).

Note
When configuring firmware update orchestration, you have the option to ignore alarms that are not management-
affecting severity. For more information, see Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration on page 48.

• There are unlocked-enabled worker function hosts in the system that requires firmware update. The Firmware Update•
Orchestration Strategy creation step will fail if there are no qualified hosts detected.

• Firmware update is a reboot required operation. Therefore, in systems that have the wr-openstack application applied with•
running instances, if the migrate option is selected there must be spare openstack-compute (worker) capacity to move instances
off the openstack-compute (worker) host(s) being updated.

Note
Administrative controller Swacts should be avoided during firmware update orchestration.

For more information, refer to the following:

• The Firmware Update Orchestration Process on page 31
• Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 32

1.1. The Firmware Update Orchestration Process

For an orchestrated firmware update you need to first create a Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy, or plan for the automated
firmware update procedure.

You can customize the firmware update orchestration by specifying the following parameters:

• the host types to be updated; only worker-apply-type is supported•

• the alarm restriction mode; strict or relaxed where the relaxed mode allows the strategy to be created while there are alarms•
present that are not management-affecting

• the concurrency of the update process; whether to firmware update hosts serially or in parallel•

• the maximum number of worker hosts that can be updated together when parallel mode is selected•
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For hosts that have the wr-openstack application running with active instances and since the firmware update is a reboot required
operation for a host, the strategy offers stop/start or migrate options for managing instances over the lock/unlock (reboot) steps in
the update process.

You must use the sw-manager CLI tool to create, and then apply the update strategy. A created strategy can be monitored with the
show command. For more information, see Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI on page 35.

Firmware update orchestration automatically iterates through all unlocked-enabled hosts on the system looking for hosts with the
worker function that need firmware update and then proceeds to update them on the strategy apply action.

Note
Controllers in Storage or Standard systems are not subject to firmware updates. However, the controllers for an All-in-one
(AIO)system can be updated because they contain the worker function. Whenever controllers are added to a strategy they
are updated first; before the worker only hosts.

After creating the Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy, you can either apply the entire strategy automatically, or manually apply
individual stages to control and monitor the firmware update progress one stage at a time.

When the firmware update strategy is applied, if the system is All-in-one, the controllers are updated first, one after the other with a
swact in between, followed by the remaining worker hosts according to the selected worker apply concurrency (serial or parallel)
method.

The strategy creation default is to update the worker hosts serially unless the parallel worker apply type option is specified which
configures the firmware update process for worker hosts to be in parallel (up to a maximum parallel number) to reduce the overall
firmware update installation time.

The firmware update strategy, with specified and default options is used to create a reliable Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy
that consists of a number of execution stages. Each stage generally consists of installing the firmware update while managing host
instances, locking and then unlocking the hosts for a subset of the worker function hosts on the system. The specific steps involved in
a firmware update for a single or group of hosts include:

1. Alarm Query – is an update pre-check.

2. Firmware update – non-service affecting update that can take over 45 minutes.

3. Lock Host.

4. Unlock Host – reboots the host so the updated image is used.

Systems with wr-openstack application enabled could include additional instance management steps. For more information, see
Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 30.

On systems with wr-openstack application, the Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy considers any configured server groups and
host aggregates when creating the stages to reduce the impact to running instances. The Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy
automatically manages the instances during the strategy application process. The instance management options include start-stop or
migrate.

• start-stop: where instances are stopped following the actual firmware update but before the lock operation and then•
automatically started again after the unlock completes. This is typically used for instances that do not support migration or for
cases where migration takes too long. To ensure this does not impact the high-level service being provided by the instance, the
instance(s) should be protected and grouped into an anti-affinity server group(s) with its standby instance.

• migrate: where instances are moved off a host following the firmware update but before the host is locked. Instances with Live•
Migration support are Live Migrated. Otherwise, they are Cold Migrated.

1.2. Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration

On systems with the wr-openstack application there may be some instances that cannot be migrated automatically by orchestration.
In these cases the instance migration must be managed manually.

Do the following to manage the instance re-location manually:
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• Manually firmware update at least one openstack-compute worker host. This assumes that at least one openstack-compute•
worker host does not have any instances, or has instances that can be migrated. For more information on manually updating a
host, see the Display Worker Host Information.

• If the migration is prevented by limitations in the VNF or virtual application, perform the following:•

- Create new instances on an already updated openstack-compute worker host.-

- Manually migrate the data from the old instances to the new instances.-

Note
This is specific to your environment and depends on the virtual application running in the instance.

- Terminate the old instances.-

• If the migration is prevented by the size of the instances local disks:•

- For each openstack-compute worker host that has instances that cannot be migrated, manually move the instances using-
the CLI. For more information, see Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI on page 35.

Once all openstack-compute worker hosts containing instances that cannot be migrated have been firmware updated, firmware
update orchestration can then be used to update the remaining worker hosts.

2. The Firmware Update Orchestration Process

For an orchestrated firmware update you need to first create a Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy, or plan for the automated
firmware update procedure.

You can customize the firmware update orchestration by specifying the following parameters:

• the host types to be updated; only worker-apply-type is supported•

• the alarm restriction mode; strict or relaxed where the relaxed mode allows the strategy to be created while there are alarms•
present that are not management-affecting

• the concurrency of the update process; whether to firmware update hosts serially or in parallel•

• the maximum number of worker hosts that can be updated together when parallel mode is selected•

For hosts that have the wr-openstack application running with active instances and since the firmware update is a reboot required
operation for a host, the strategy offers stop/start or migrate options for managing instances over the lock/unlock (reboot) steps in
the update process.

You must use the sw-manager CLI tool to create, and then apply the update strategy. A created strategy can be monitored with the
show command. For more information, see Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI on page 35.

Firmware update orchestration automatically iterates through all unlocked-enabled hosts on the system looking for hosts with the
worker function that need firmware update and then proceeds to update them on the strategy apply action.

Note
Controllers in Storage or Standard systems are not subject to firmware updates. However, the controllers for an All-in-one
(AIO)system can be updated because they contain the worker function. Whenever controllers are added to a strategy they
are updated first; before the worker only hosts.

After creating the Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy, you can either apply the entire strategy automatically, or manually apply
individual stages to control and monitor the firmware update progress one stage at a time.

When the firmware update strategy is applied, if the system is All-in-one, the controllers are updated first, one after the other with a
swact in between, followed by the remaining worker hosts according to the selected worker apply concurrency (serial or parallel)
method.
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The strategy creation default is to update the worker hosts serially unless the parallel worker apply type option is specified which
configures the firmware update process for worker hosts to be in parallel (up to a maximum parallel number) to reduce the overall
firmware update installation time.

The firmware update strategy, with specified and default options is used to create a reliable Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy
that consists of a number of execution stages. Each stage generally consists of installing the firmware update while managing host
instances, locking and then unlocking the hosts for a subset of the worker function hosts on the system. The specific steps involved in
a firmware update for a single or group of hosts include:

1. Alarm Query – is an update pre-check.

2. Firmware update – non-service affecting update that can take over 45 minutes.

3. Lock Host.

4. Unlock Host – reboots the host so the updated image is used.

Systems with wr-openstack application enabled could include additional instance management steps. For more information, see
Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 30.

On systems with wr-openstack application, the Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy considers any configured server groups and
host aggregates when creating the stages to reduce the impact to running instances. The Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy
automatically manages the instances during the strategy application process. The instance management options include start-stop or
migrate.

• start-stop: where instances are stopped following the actual firmware update but before the lock operation and then•
automatically started again after the unlock completes. This is typically used for instances that do not support migration or for
cases where migration takes too long. To ensure this does not impact the high-level service being provided by the instance, the
instance(s) should be protected and grouped into an anti-affinity server group(s) with its standby instance.

• migrate: where instances are moved off a host following the firmware update but before the host is locked. Instances with Live•
Migration support are Live Migrated. Otherwise, they are Cold Migrated.

3. Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration

On systems with the wr-openstack application there may be some instances that cannot be migrated automatically by orchestration.
In these cases the instance migration must be managed manually.

Do the following to manage the instance re-location manually:

• Manually firmware update at least one openstack-compute worker host. This assumes that at least one openstack-compute•
worker host does not have any instances, or has instances that can be migrated. For more information on manually updating a
host, see the Display Worker Host Information.

• If the migration is prevented by limitations in the VNF or virtual application, perform the following:•

- Create new instances on an already updated openstack-compute worker host.-

- Manually migrate the data from the old instances to the new instances.-

Note
This is specific to your environment and depends on the virtual application running in the instance.

- Terminate the old instances.-

• If the migration is prevented by the size of the instances local disks:•

- For each openstack-compute worker host that has instances that cannot be migrated, manually move the instances using-
the CLI. For more information, see Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI on page 35.

Once all openstack-compute worker hosts containing instances that cannot be migrated have been firmware updated, firmware
update orchestration can then be used to update the remaining worker hosts.
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4. Configure Firmware Update Orchestration

You can configure Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy using the sw-manager CLI.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated firmware update
operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault Management: Alarm Messages. To display
management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated firmware update operation, the following alarms are ignored even when the default strict restrictions are
selected:

• 200.001: Maintenance host lock alarm•

• 280.002: Subcloud resource out-of-sync•

• 700.004: VM stopped•

• 900.301: Firmware update auto apply in progress•

Prerequisites

• Hosts that need to be updated must be in the unlocked-enabled state.•

• The firmware update image must be in the applied state. For more information, see Managing Software Updates on page 6.•

Procedure

1. Create the strategy.
The Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy create command creates a series of stages with steps that apply the
firmware update to the hardware.
Firmware update requires a reboot. Therefore, the created strategy includes steps that automatically lock and unlock
the host to bring the new image function into service.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy create
Strategy Firmware Update Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          3e43c018-9c75-4ba8-a276-472c3bcbb268
  controller-apply-type:                  ignore
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                stop-start
  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          build
  current-phase-completion:               0%
  state:                                  building
  inprogress:                             true

2. Optional: Display the strategy in summary, if required. The firmware update strategy show command displays the
strategy in a summary.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy show
Strategy Firmware Update Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          3e43c018-9c75-4ba8-a276-472c3bcbb268
  controller-apply-type:                  ignore
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                stop-start
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  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          build
  current-phase-completion:               100%
  state:                                  ready-to-apply
  build-result:                           success

The strategy steps and stages are displayed using the –details option.

3. Apply the strategy.
Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy apply command executes the strategy stages and steps consecutively until
the firmware update on all the hosts in the strategy is complete.

• Use the -stage-id option to specify a specific stage to apply; one at a time.

Note
When applying a single stage, only the next stage will be applied; you cannot skip stages.

~(keystone_admin)$sw-manager fw-update-strategy apply
Strategy Firmware Update Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          3e43c018-9c75-4ba8-a276-472c3bcbb268
  controller-apply-type:                  ignore
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                stop-start
  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          apply
  current-phase-completion:               0%
  state:                                  applying
  inprogress:                             true

• Use the show command to monitor firmware update state and percentage completion.

~(keystone_admin)$sw-manager fw-update-strategy show
Strategy Firmware Update Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          3e43c018-9c75-4ba8-a276-472c3bcbb268
  controller-apply-type:                  ignore
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                stop-start
  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          apply
  current-phase-completion:               50%
  state:                                  applying
  inprogress:                             true

4. Optional: Abort the strategy, if required. This is only used to stop, and abort the entire strategy.
The firmware update strategy abort command can be used to abort the firmware update strategy after the current
step of the currently applying stage is completed.

5. Delete the strategy.

Note
After the Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy has been applied (or aborted) it must be deleted before another
firmware update strategy can be created. If a firmware update strategy application fails, you must address the issue
that caused the failure, then delete and re-create the strategy before attempting to apply it again.

~(keystone_admin)$sw-manager fw-update-strategy delete
Strategy deleted.
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For more information see Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI on page 35.

5. Firmware Update Orchestration Using the CLI

You can configure the Firmware Update Orchestration Strategy using the sw-manager CLI.

About this task

Note
You require administrator privileges to use sw-manager. You must log in to the active controller as user sysadmin and
source the script by using the command, source /etc/platform/openrc to obtain administrator privileges. Do not use sudo.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored at the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules
during an orchestrated firmware update operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault
Management: Alarm Messages. To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated firmware update operation, the following alarms are ignored even when strict restrictions are selected:

• 200.001: Maintenance host lock alarm•

• 280.002: Subcloud resource out-of-sync•

• 700.004: VM stopped•

• 900.301: Firmware update auto apply in progress•

You can use help for the overall commands and also for each sub-command. For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy –help
usage: sw-manager fw-update-strategy [-h]  ...
optional arguments:
-h, --help  show this help message and exit
Firmware Update Commands:
    create    Create a strategy
    delete    Delete a strategy
    apply     Apply a strategy
    abort     Abort a strategy
    show      Show a strategy

Firmware update orchestration strategy create

The create strategy subcommand with no options specified creates a firmware update strategy with default settings. A firmware
update strategy can be created with override worker apply type concurrency with a max host parallelism, instance action, and alarm
restrictions.

--controller-apply-type and --storage-apply-type

These options cannot be changed from ‘ignore’ because firmware update is only supported for worker hosts.

Note
Firmware update is currently only supported for hosts with worker function. Any attempt to modify the controller or
storage apply type is rejected.
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--worker-apply-type

This option specifies the host concurrency of the firmware update strategy:

• serial (default): worker hosts will be patched one at a time•

• parallel: worker hosts will be updated in parallel•

- At most, parallel will be updated at the same time-

- At most, half of the hosts in a host aggregate will be updated at the same time-

• ignore: worker hosts will not be updated; strategy create will fail•

Worker hosts with no instances are updated before worker hosts with instances.

--max-parallel-worker-hosts

This option applies to the parallel worker apply type selection to specify the maximum worker hosts to update in parallel (minimum:
2, maximum: 10).

-–instance-action

This option only has significance when the wr-openstack application is loaded and there are instances running on worker hosts. It
specifies how the strategy deals with worker host instances over the strategy execution.

• stop-start (default)•

Instances will be stopped before the host lock operation following the update and then started again following the host unlock.

Warning

Using the stop-start option will result in an outage for each instance, as it is stopped while the worker host is locked/
unlocked. In order to ensure this does not impact service, instances MUST be grouped into anti-affinity (or anti-affinity best
effort) server groups, which will ensure that only a single instance in each server group is stopped at a time.

• migrate•

Instances will be migrated off a host before it is patched (this applies to reboot patching only).

--alarm-restrictions

This option sets how the how the firmware update orchestration behaves when alarms are present.

To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

• strict (default)•

The default strict option will result in patch orchestration failing if there are any alarms present in the system (except for a small
list of alarms).

• relaxed•

This option allows orchestration to proceed if alarms are present, as long as none of these alarms are management affecting.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy create --help
usage:sw-manager fw-update-strategy create  [-h]
                                            [--controller-apply-type {ignore}]
                                            [--storage-apply-type {ignore}]
                                            [--worker-apply-type
                                            {serial,parallel,ignore}]
                                            [--max-parallel-worker-hosts
                                            {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}]
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                                            [--instance-action {migrate,stop-start}]
                                            [--alarm-restrictions {strict,relaxed}]

optional arguments:
-h, --help            show this help message and exit
--controller-apply-type {ignore}
                        defaults to ignore
--storage-apply-type {ignore}
                        defaults to ignore
--worker-apply-type {serial,parallel,ignore}
                        defaults to serial
--max-parallel-worker-hosts {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}
                        maximum worker hosts to update in parallel
--instance-action {migrate,stop-start}
                        defaults to stop-start
--alarm-restrictions {strict,relaxed}
                        defaults to strict

Firmware update orchestration strategy show

The show strategy subcommand displays a summary of the current state of the strategy. A complete view of the strategy can be
shown using the --details option.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy show --help
usage: sw-manager fw-update-strategy show [-h] [--details]

optional arguments:
-h, --help  show this help message and exit
--details   show strategy details

Firmware update orchestration strategy apply

The apply strategy subcommand with no options executes the firmware update strategy from current state to the end. The apply
strategy operation can be called with the stage-id option to execute the next stage of the strategy. The stage-id option cannot
be used to execute the strategy out of order.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy apply --help
usage: sw-manager fw-update-strategy apply [-h] [--stage-id STAGE_ID]

optional arguments:
-h, --help           show this help message and exit
--stage-id STAGE_ID  stage identifier to apply

Firmware update orchestration strategy abort

The abort strategy subcommand with no options sets the strategy to abort after the current applying stage is complete. The abort
strategy operation can be called with the stage-id option to specify that the strategy abort before executing the next stage of the
strategy. The stage-id option cannot be used to execute the strategy out of order.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager fw-update-strategy abort --help
usage: sw-manager fw-update-strategy abort [-h] [--stage-id STAGE_ID]
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optional arguments:
-h, --help           show this help message and exit
--stage-id STAGE_ID  stage identifier to abort

Firmware update orchestration strategy delete

The delete strategy subcommand with no options deletes a strategy.

~(keystone_admin)]$sw-manager fw-update-strategy delete --help
usage: sw-manager fw-update-strategy delete [-h]

optional arguments:
-h, --help  show this help message and exit

6. Handle Firmware Update Orchestration Failures

The creation or application of a strategy could fail for any of the listed reasons described in this section. Follow the suggested actions
in each case to resolve the issue.

Strategy creation failure

• Reason: build failed with no reason•

- Action:-

- verify that the –worker-apply-type was not set to ‘ignore’-

- check recent logs added to /var/log/nfv-vim.log-

• Reason: alarms from platform are present•

- Action:-

- query for management affecting alarms and take actions to clear them-

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

- if there are no management affecting alarms present take actions to clear other reported alarms or try creating the-
strategy with the ‘relaxed’ alarms restrictions option –alarm-restrictions relaxed

• Reason: no firmware update required•

- Action:-

- verify that the firmware device image has been applied for the worker hosts that require updating-

Note
If the strategy create failed. After resolving the strategy create failure you must delete the failed strategy
before trying to create another strategy.

Strategy apply failure

• Reason: alarms from platform are present•

- Action: suggests that an alarm has been raised since the creation of the strategy. Address the cause of the new alarm,-
delete the strategy and try creating and applying a new strategy
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• Reason: unable to migrate instances•

- Action: See Firmware Update Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 30 for steps to resolve migration-
issues.

• Reason: firmware update failed. Suggests that the firmware update for the specified host has failed•

- Action: For more information, see Cloud Platform Node Management: Display Worker Host Information-

• Reason: lock host failed•

- Action:-

- investigate the /var/log/sysinv.log, and /var/log/nfv-vim.log files-

- address the underlying issue-

- manually lock and unlock the host-

- try recreating and re-applying the firmware update strategy to automatically finish the update process-

• Reason: unlock host failed•

- Action:-

- investigate /var/log/mtcAgent.log file for cause logs files-

- address the underlying issue-

- manually lock and unlock the host to recover-

- try recreating and re-applying the firmware update strategy to automatically finish the update process-

Note
If the strategy apply fails, you must resolve the strategy:command:apply failure, and delete the failed strategy before
trying to create and apply another strategy.
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6. MANUAL KUBERNETES VERSION UPGRADE

1. Manual Kubernetes Version Upgrade

You can upgrade the Kubernetes version on a running system from one supported version to another.

About this task

To complete this task, you will apply the following three updates (patches) and upgrade various systems.

Platform update

The platform update contains metadata for the new Kubernetes version and the Kubernetes networking pods templates for the
new Kubernetes version.

Kubeadm update

The kubeadm update upgrades the kubeadm RPM to the new Kubernetes version.

Kubelet and Kubectl update

This Kubernetes update upgrades kubelet and kubectl RPMs to the new Kubernetes version.

Prerequisites

• The system must be clear of alarms.•

• All hosts must be unlocked, enabled and available.•

• All Kubernetes pods must be ready.•

• The installed applications must be compatible with the new Kubernetes version.•

• All updates required for the new Kubernetes version must be transferred to the active controller.•

• If you are using NetApp Trident in Cloud Platform 21.12 and have upgraded from the Cloud Platform previous version, ensure•
that your NetApp backend version is compatible with Trident 22.01 and follow the steps in Upgrade the NetApp Trident
Software to upgrade the Trident drivers to 21.04 before upgrading Kubernetes to version 1.19.

Note
The default version on a fresh install will be Kubernetes 1.21.8, while on an upgrade from Cloud Platform 21.12 it will be
1.18.1. You will need to upgrade Kubernetes to each version up to 1.21.8 in order to be ready to upgrade to the next
version of Cloud Platform.

Procedure

1. Upload, apply and install the platform update.
Use the standard sw-patch, upload, apply and install commands to perform these operations.

2. List the available Kubernetes versions.
On a fresh install of Cloud Platform 21.12, the following output appears:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-version-list
+---------+--------+-------------+
| Version | Target | State       |
+---------+--------+-------------+
| v1.18.1 | False  | unavailable |
| v1.19.13| False  | unavailable |
| v1.20.9 | False  | unavailable |
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| v1.21.8 | True   | active      |
+---------+--------+-------------+

If Cloud Platform was upgraded to 21.12, the following appears:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-version-list
+---------+--------+-------------+
| Version | Target | State       |
+---------+--------+-------------+
| v1.18.1 | True   | active      |
| v1.19.13| False  | available   |
| v1.20.9 | False  | unavailable |
| v1.21.8 | False  | unavailable |
+---------+--------+-------------+

The following meanings apply to the output shown:

Target

A value of True means that the target is currently selected for installation.

State

Can be one of:

active

The version is running everywhere.

partial

The version is running somewhere.

available

The version can be upgraded to.

unavailable

The version is not available for upgrading. Either it is a downgrade or it requires an intermediate upgrade first.
Kubernetes can be only upgraded one version at a time.

3. Confirm that the system is healthy.
Check the current system health status, resolve any alarms and other issues reported by the system health-query-
kube-upgrade command then recheck the system health status to confirm that all System Health fields are set to
OK.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system health-query-kube-upgrade
    System Health:
    All hosts are provisioned: [OK]
    All hosts are unlocked/enabled: [OK]
    All hosts have current configurations: [OK]
    All hosts are patch current: [OK]
    Ceph Storage Healthy: [OK]
    No alarms: [OK]
    All kubernetes nodes are ready: [OK]
    All kubernetes control plane pods are ready: [OK]
    Required patches are applied: [OK]
    License valid for upgrade: [OK]
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    No instances running on controller-1: [OK]
    All kubernetes applications are in a valid state: [OK]
    Active controller is controller-0: [OK]

4. Start the Kubernetes upgrade.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-upgrade-start v1.19.13
+-------------------+-------------------+
| Property          | Value             |
+-------------------+-------------------+
| from_version      | v1.18.1           |
| to_version        | v1.19.13          |
| state             | upgrade-started   |
+-------------------+-------------------+

The upgrade process checks the applied/available updates, the upgrade path, the health of the system, the installed
applications compatibility and validates the system is ready for an upgrade.

Warning

The command system kube-upgrade-start --force causes the upgrade process to ignore non-management-affecting alarms.
Kubernetes cannot be upgraded if there are management-affecting alarms.

5. Download the Kubernetes images.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-upgrade-download-images
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | b5f7dada-2537-4416-9d2c-f9ca9fcd0e22 |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | downloading-images                   |
| created_at   | 2020-02-20T16:08:48.854869+00:00     |
| updated_at   | None                                 |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

6. Confirm that the download has completed.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system-kube-upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | b5f7dada-2537-4416-9d2c-f9ca9fcd0e22 |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | downloaded-images                    |
| created_at   | 2020-02-20T16:08:48.854869+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2020-02-20T16:10:37.858661+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

7. Upgrade Kubernetes networking.
This step must be completed after the first control plane has been upgraded and before upgrading the second
control plane.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-upgrade-networking
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | b5f7dada-2537-4416-9d2c-f9ca9fcd0e22 |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | upgrading-networking                 |
| created_at   | 2020-02-20T16:08:48.854869+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2020-02-20T16:18:11.459736+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

The state upgraded-networking will be entered when the networking upgrade has completed.

8. Upgrade the control plane on the first controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-host-upgrade controller-1 control-plane
+-----------------------+-------------------------+
| Property              | Value                   |
+-----------------------+-------------------------+
| control_plane_version | v1.18.1                 |
| hostname              | controller-1            |
| id                    | 2                       |
| kubelet_version       | v1.18.1                 |
| personality           | controller              |
| status                | upgrading-control-plane |
| target_version        | v1.19.13                |
+-----------------------+-------------------------+

You can upgrade either controller first.
The state upgraded-first-master will be entered when the first control plane upgrade has completed.

9. Upgrade the control plane on the second controller.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-host-upgrade controller-0 control-plane
+-----------------------+-------------------------+
| Property              | Value                   |
+-----------------------+-------------------------+
| control_plane_version | v1.18.1                 |
| hostname              | controller-0            |
| id                    | 1                       |
| kubelet_version       | v1.18.1                 |
| personality           | controller              |
| status                | upgrading-control-plane |
| target_version        | v1.19.13                |
+-----------------------+-------------------------+

The state upgraded-second-master will be entered when the upgrade has completed.

10. Show the Kubernetes upgrade status for all hosts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-host-upgrade-list
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-----------------------+-----------------+-
-------+
| id | hostname     | personality | target_version | control_plane_version | kubelet_version | 
status |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-----------------------+-----------------+-
-------+
| 1  | controller-0 | controller  | v1.19.13       | v1.19.13              | v1.18.1         | 
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None   |
| 2  | controller-1 | controller  | v1.19.13       | v1.19.13              | v1.18.1         | 
None   |
| 3  | worker-0     | worker      | v1.18.1        | N/A                   | v1.18.1         | 
None   |
| 4  | worker- 1    | worker      | v1.18.1        | N/A                   | v1.18.1         | 
None   |
+----+--------------+-------------+----------------+-----------------------+-----------------+-
-------+

The control planes of both controllers are now upgraded to v1.19.13.

11. Upgrade kubelet on both controllers.
Either controller can be upgraded first.
The kubelets on all controller hosts must be upgraded before upgrading kubelets on worker hosts.
For each controller, do the following.

a. For non AIO-SX systems, lock the controller.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1

Note
For All-In-One Simplex systems, the controller must not be locked.

b. Apply the upgrade.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-host-upgrade controller-1 kubelet
+-----------------------+-------------------+
| Property              | Value             |
+-----------------------+-------------------+
| control_plane_version | v1.19.13          |
| hostname              | controller-1      |
| id                    | 2                 |
| kubelet_version       | v1.18.1           |
| personality           | controller        |
| status                | upgrading-kubelet |
| target_version        | v1.19.13          |
+-----------------------+-------------------+

c. For non AIO-SX systems, unlock the controller.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

12. Show the Kubernetes upgrade status.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | b5f7dada-2537-4416-9d2c-f9ca9fcd0e22 |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | upgrading-kubelets                   |
| created_at   | 2020-02-20T16:08:48.854869+00:00     |
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| updated_at   | 2020-02-20T21:53:16.347406+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

13. Upgrade kubelet on all worker hosts.
Multiple worker hosts can be upgraded simultaneously provided there is sufficient capacity remaining on other
worker hosts.
For each worker host, do the following:

a. Lock the host.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock worker-1

b. Perform the upgrade.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-host-upgrade worker-1 kubelet
+-----------------------+-------------------+
| Property              | Value             |
+-----------------------+-------------------+
| control_plane_version | v1.19.13          |
| hostname              | worker-1          |
| id                    | 3                 |
| kubelet_version       | v1.18.1           |
| personality           | worker            |
| status                | upgrading-kubelet |
| target_version        | v1.19.13          |
+-----------------------+-------------------+

c. Unlock the host.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock worker-1

14. Complete the Kubernetes upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-upgrade-complete
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 4e942297-465e-47d4-9e1b-9fb1630be33c |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | upgrade-complete                     |
| created_at   | 2020-02-19T20:59:51.079966+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2020-02-24T15:03:34.572199+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

15. Remove the alarm 900.007 (Kubernetes upgrade in progress) if it is still running after the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system kube-upgrade-delete
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7. KUBERNETES VERSION UPGRADE CLOUD
ORCHESTRATION

1. About Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration

Kubernetes version upgrade cloud orchestration allows the Kubernetes version on all hosts of an entire Wind River Cloud Platform
cloud to be updated with a single operation.

You can configure and run Kubernetes version upgrade cloud orchestration using the CLI, or the stx-nfv VIM REST API.

Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration Requirements

Kubernetes version upgrade orchestration can only be done on a system that meets the following conditions:

• The system is clear of alarms (with the exception of alarms for locked hosts, stopped instances, and Kubernetes version upgrade•
cloud orchestration in progress).

Note
When configuring Kubernetes version upgrade cloud orchestration, you have the option to ignore alarms that are
not management-affecting severity. For more information, see Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration
on page 48.

• There are unlocked-enabled worker function hosts in the system that requires Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud•
Orchestration. The Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration Strategy creation step will fail if there are no qualified hosts detected.

A Kubernetes version upgrade is a reboot required operation. Therefore, in systems that have the wr-openstack application
applied with running instances, if the migrate option is selected there must be spare openstack-compute (worker) capacity to
move instances off the openstack-compute (worker) host(s) being upgraded.

• If you are using NetApp Trident in Cloud Platform 21.12 and have upgraded from the Cloud Platform previous version, ensure•
that your NetApp backend version is compatible with Trident 22.01 and follow the steps in Upgrade the NetApp Trident
Software to upgrade the Trident drivers to 22.01 before upgrading Kubernetes to version 1.23.1.

Note
Administrative controller swact operations should be avoided during Kubernetes version upgrade orchestration.

2. Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration Overview

For an orchestrated Kubernetes version upgrade you need to first create a Kubernetes Upgrade Orchestration Strategy, or plan for
the automated Kubernetes version upgrade procedure.

You can customize the Kubernetes version upgrade orchestration by specifying the following parameters:

• The host types to be upgraded; only worker-apply-type is supported.•

• The alarm restriction mode; strict or relaxed where the relaxed mode allows the strategy to be created while there are alarms•
present that are not management-affecting.

• The concurrency of the upgrade process; whether to Kubernetes version upgrade hosts serially or in parallel.•

• The maximum number of worker hosts that can be upgraded together when parallel mode is selected.•

For hosts that have the wr-openstack application running with active instances and since the Kubernetes version upgrade is a reboot
required operation for a host, the strategy offers stop/start or migrate options for managing instances over the lock/unlock (reboot)
steps in the upgrade process.
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You must use the sw-manager CLI tool to create, and then apply the upgrade strategy. A created strategy can be monitored with
the show command.

Kubernetes version upgrade orchestration automatically iterates through all unlocked-enabled hosts on the system looking for hosts
with the worker function that need Kubernetes version upgrade and then proceeds to upgrade them on the strategy apply action.

Note
Controllers (including AIO controllers) are upgraded before worker only hosts. Storage hosts do not run Kubernetes so
Kubernetes is not upgraded on them, although they still may be patched.

After creating the Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Strategy, you can either apply the entire strategy automatically, or
manually apply individual stages to control and monitor the Kubernetes version upgrade progress one stage at a time.

When the Kubernetes version upgrade strategy is applied, if the system is All-in-one, the controllers are upgraded first, one after the
other with a swact in between, followed by the remaining worker hosts according to the selected worker apply concurrency (serial or
parallel) method.

The strategy creation default is to upgrade the worker hosts serially unless the parallel worker apply type option is specified which
configures the Kubernetes version upgrade process for worker hosts to be in parallel (up to a maximum parallel number) to reduce
the overall Kubernetes version upgrade installation time.

The upgrade takes place in two phases. The first phase upgrades the patches (controllers, storage and then workers), and the second
phase upgrades Kubernetes based on those patches (controllers, then hosts).

1. Alarm query. This step is an upgrade pre-check.

2. Initiate the Kubernetes version upgrade.

3. Download Kubernetes Images.

4. Upgrade the first Control Plane.

5. Upgrade Kubernetes networking.

6. Upgrade the second control plane (on duplex environments only).

7. Patch the hosts.

a. Patch controller nodes if they are not AIO.

b. Patch storage nodes.

c. Patch worker nodes (this includes AIO controllers).

8. Upgrade Kubelets on the hosts (controllers then workers. If controllers are AIO they are processed before regular
workers).

a. Swact if the host is the active controller.

b. Lock the host.

c. Upgrade kubelet.

d. Unlock the host.

e. Restore VMs (if applicable).

9. Complete the Kubernetes version upgrade.

Systems with wr-openstack application enabled could include additional instance management steps. For more information, see
Kubernetes Version Upgrade Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 48.

On systems with wr-openstack application, the Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Strategy considers any configured server
groups and host aggregates when creating the stages to reduce the impact to running instances. The Kubernetes Version Upgrade
Orchestration Strategy automatically manages the instances during the strategy application process. The instance management
options include start-stop or migrate.

• start-stop: where instances are stopped following the actual Kubernetes upgrade but before the lock operation and then•
automatically started again after the unlock completes. This is typically used for instances that do not support migration or for
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cases where migration takes too long. To ensure this does not impact the high-level service being provided by the instance, the
instance(s) should be protected and grouped into an anti-affinity server group(s) with its standby instance.

• migrate: where instances are moved off a host following the Kubernetes upgrade but before the host is locked. Instances with•
Live Migration support are Live Migrated. Otherwise, they are Cold Migrated.

Manually Migrating Application Instances

On systems with the wr-openstack application there may be some instances that cannot be migrated automatically by orchestration.
In these cases the instance migration must be managed manually.

Do the following to manage the instance re-location manually:

• Manually perform Kubernetes version upgrade at least one openstack-compute worker host. This assumes that at least one•
openstack-compute worker host does not have any instances, or has instances that can be migrated. For more information on
manually updating a host, see Manual Kubernetes Version Upgrade on page 40.

• If the migration is prevented by limitations in the VNF or virtual application, perform the following:•

- Create new instances on an already upgraded openstack-compute worker host.-

- Manually migrate the data from the old instances to the new instances.-

Note
This is specific to your environment and depends on the virtual application running in the instance.

- Terminate the old instances.-

• If the migration is prevented by the size of the instances local disks:•

- For each openstack-compute worker host that has instances that cannot be migrated, manually move the instances using-
the CLI.

Once all openstack-compute worker hosts containing instances that cannot be migrated have been Kubernetes version upgraded,
Kubernetes version upgrade orchestration can then be used to upgrade the remaining worker hosts.

3. Create Kubernetes Version Upgrade Cloud Orchestration Strategy

You can configure Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Strategy using the sw-manager CLI.

Note
You require administrator privileges to use sw-manager. You must log in to the active controller as user sysadmin and
source the script by using the command, source /etc/platform/openrc to obtain administrator privileges. Do not use sudo.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored using relaxed alarm rules during an orchestrated Kubernetes version
upgrade operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault Management: Alarm Messages.
To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated Kubernetes version upgrade operation, the following alarms are ignored even when the default strict
restrictions are selected:

• 100.103: Memory threshold exceeded.•

• 200.001: Locked host.•

• 280.001: Subcloud resource off-line.•

• 280.002: Subcloud resource out-of-sync.•
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• 700.004: VM stopped.•

• 750.006: Configuration change requires reapply of cert-manager.•

• 900.001: Patch in progress.•

• 900.007: Kube upgrade in progress.•

• 900.401: kube-upgrade-auto-apply-inprogress.•

You can use help for the overall commands and also for each sub-command. For example:

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy –help
usage: sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy [-h]  ...
optional arguments:
  -h, --help  show this help message and exit
Kubernetes Update Commands:
    create    Create a strategy
    delete    Delete a strategy
    apply     Apply a strategy
    abort     Abort a strategy
    show      Show a strategy

Prerequisites

• Hosts that need to be upgraded must be in the unlocked-enabled state.•

• If you are using NetApp Trident, ensure that your NetApp version is compatible with Trident 22.01 before upgrading•
Kubernetes to version 1.23.1 and after updating Cloud Platform to version 21.12. For more information, see Upgrade the
NetApp Trident Software.

• The Kubernetes update image must be in the applied state. For more information, see Managing Software Updates on•
page 6.

Procedure

1. List available upgrades.

~(keystone_admin)$ system kube-version-list
 +-----------------+--------+-------------+
 | version         | target | state       |
 +-----------------+--------+-------------+
 | v1.18.1         | True   | active      |
 | v1.19.13        | False  | available   |
 | v1.20.9         | False  | unavailable |
 | v1.21.8         | False  | unavailable |
 +-----------------+--------+-------------+

2. Confirm that the system is healthy.
Check the current system health status, resolve any alarms and other issues reported by the system health-query-
kube-upgrade command then recheck the system health status to confirm that all System Health fields are set to
OK.
By default, the upgrade process cannot be run and is not recommended to be run with active alarms present. Use
the system kube-upgrade-start --force command to force the upgrade process to start and ignore non-
management-affecting alarms.

Note
It is strongly recommended that you clear your system of any and all alarms before doing an upgrade. While the --force
option is available to run the upgrade, it is a best practice to clear any alarms.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system health-query-kube-upgrade
    System Health:
    All hosts are provisioned: [OK]
    All hosts are unlocked/enabled: [OK]
    All hosts have current configurations: [OK]
    All hosts are patch current: [OK]
    Ceph Storage Healthy: [OK]
    No alarms: [OK]
    All kubernetes nodes are ready: [OK]
    All kubernetes control plane pods are ready: [OK]
    Required patches are applied: [OK]
    License valid for upgrade: [OK]
    No instances running on controller-1: [OK]
    All kubernetes applications are in a valid state: [OK]
    Active controller is controller-0: [OK]

3. Create the strategy.
The Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Strategy create command creates a series of stages with steps that
apply the Kubernetes version upgrade.
Kubernetes Version upgrade requires a reboot. Therefore, the created strategy includes steps that automatically lock
and unlock the host to bring the new image function into service.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy create --to-version v1.19.13
Strategy Kubernetes Upgrade Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          f7585178-cea6-4d2f-bda0-e0972145ebcf
  controller-apply-type:                  serial
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                migrate
  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          build
  current-phase-completion:               0%
  state:                                  building
  inprogress:                             true

where:

--to-version

The version of Kubernetes to upgrade to. For example, v1.19.13. This argument is required.

--controller-apply-type and --storage-apply-type

These options cannot be changed from serial because Kubernetes upgrade concurrency is only supported for worker
hosts.

Note
Kubernetes version upgrade is currently only supported for hosts with worker function. Any attempt to modify
the controller or storage apply type is rejected.

--worker-apply-type

This option specifies the host concurrency of the Kubernetes version upgrade strategy:
• serial (default): worker hosts will be patched one at a time

• parallel: worker hosts will be upgraded in parallel

- At most, parallel will be upgraded at the same time

- At most, half of the hosts in a host aggregate will be upgraded at the same time
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• ignore: worker hosts will not be upgraded; strategy create will fail

Worker hosts with no instances are upgraded before worker hosts with instances.

--max-parallel-worker-hosts

This option applies to the parallel worker apply type selection to specify the maximum worker hosts to upgrade in parallel
(minimum: 2, maximum: 10).

–instance-action

This option only has significance when the wr-openstack application is loaded and there are instances running on worker
hosts. It specifies how the strategy deals with worker host instances over the strategy execution.

stop-start (default)

Instances will be stopped before the host lock operation following the upgrade and then started again following the host
unlock.

Warning

Using the stop-start option will result in an outage for each instance, as it is stopped while the worker host is locked/
unlocked. In order to ensure this does not impact service, instances MUST be grouped into anti-affinity (or anti-affinity best
effort) server groups, which will ensure that only a single instance in each server group is stopped at a time.

migrate

Instances will be migrated off a host before it is patched (this applies to reboot patching only).

--alarm-restrictions

This option sets how the how the Kubernetes version upgrade orchestration behaves when alarms are present.

To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

strict (default)

The default strict option will result in patch orchestration failing if there are any alarms present in the system (except for a
small list of alarms).

relaxed

This option allows orchestration to proceed if alarms are present, as long as none of these alarms are management affecting.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy create --help
usage:sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy  [-h]
                                         --to-version <kubernetesVersion>
                                         [--controller-apply-type {ignore}]
                                         [--storage-apply-type {ignore}]
                                         [--worker-apply-type
                                         {serial,parallel,ignore}]
                                         [--max-parallel-worker-hosts
                                         {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}]
                                         [--instance-action {migrate,stop-start}]
                                         [--alarm-restrictions {strict,relaxed}]

optional arguments:
  -h, --help            show this help message and exit
  --controller-apply-type {serial,ignore}
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                     defaults to serial
  --storage-apply-type {serial,ignore}
                     defaults to serial
  --worker-apply-type {serial,parallel,ignore}
                     defaults to serial
  --max-parallel-worker-hosts {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}
                     maximum worker hosts to update in parallel
  --instance-action {migrate,stop-start}
                     defaults to stop-start
  --alarm-restrictions {strict,relaxed}
                     defaults to strict

4. Optional: Display the strategy in summary, if required. The Kubernetes upgrade strategy show command displays the
strategy in a summary.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy show
  Strategy Kubernetes Upgrade Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          f7585178-cea6-4d2f-bda0-e0972145ebcf
  controller-apply-type:                  serial
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                migrate
  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          build
  current-phase-completion:               100%
  state:                                  ready-to-apply
  build-result:                           success
  build-reason:

The show strategy subcommand displays a summary of the current state of the strategy. A complete view of the
strategy can be shown using the --details option.

The strategy steps and stages are displayed using the --details option.

5. Apply the strategy.
Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Strategy apply command executes the strategy stages and steps
consecutively until the Kubernetes upgrade on all the hosts in the strategy is complete.

• Use the -stage-id option to specify a specific stage to apply; one at a time.

Note
When applying a single stage, only the next stage will be applied; you cannot skip stages.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy apply
Strategy Kubernetes upgrade Strategy:
  strategy-uuid:                          3e43c018-9c75-4ba8-a276-472c3bcbb268
  controller-apply-type:                  ignore
  storage-apply-type:                     ignore
  worker-apply-type:                      serial
  default-instance-action:                stop-start
  alarm-restrictions:                     strict
  current-phase:                          apply
  current-phase-completion:               0%
  state:                                  applying
  inprogress:                             true

• Use the kube-upgrade-show command to monitor Kubernetes upgrade state and percentage completion.
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~(keystone_admin)$ system kube-upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 3d2da123-bff4-4b3a-a64a-b320c3b498cc |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | downloading-images                   |
| created_at   | 2021-02-23T00:08:24.579257+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2021-02-23T00:09:35.413307+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

You will see the state property transition through values such as downloading-images, downloaded-images,
upgrading-first-master, upgraded-first-master, etc.

6. Optional: Abort the strategy, if required. This is only used to stop, and abort the entire strategy.
The Kubernetes version upgrade strategy abort command can be used to abort the Kubernetes version upgrade
strategy after the current step of the currently applying stage is completed.

7. Confirm that the upgrade has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)$ system kube-upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 426d7e11-2de2-40ba-b482-ed3691625383 |
| from_version | v1.18.1                              |
| to_version   | v1.19.13                             |
| state        | upgrade-complete                     |
| created_at   | 2021-04-12T17:58:36.492523+00:00     |
| updated_at   | 2021-04-12T18:49:11.673259+00:00     |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

~(keystone_admin)$ system kube-version-list
+-----------------+--------+-------------+
| version         | target | state       |
+-----------------+--------+-------------+
| v1.18.1         | True   | unavailable |
| v1.19.13        | False  | active      |
| v1.20.9         | False  | available   |
| v1.21.8         | False  | unavailable |
+-----------------+--------+-------------+

8. Delete the strategy.

Note
After the Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Strategy has been applied (or aborted) it must be deleted before
another Kubernetes version upgrade strategy can be created. If a Kubernetes version upgrade strategy application
fails, you must address the issue that caused the failure, then delete and re-create the strategy before attempting to
apply it again.

~(keystone_admin)$ sw-manager kube-upgrade-strategy delete
Strategy deleted.

4. Handle Kubernetes Version Upgrade Orchestration Failures
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The creation or application of a strategy could fail for any of the listed reasons described in this section. Follow the suggested actions
in each case to resolve the issue.

Strategy creation failure

• Reason: build failed with no reason.•

- Action:-

- Verify that the --worker-apply-type was not set to ignore.-

- Check recent logs added to /var/log/nfv-vim.log.-

• Reason: alarms from platform are present.•

- Action:-

- Query for management affecting alarms and take actions to clear them.-

~(keystone_admin)$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

- If there are no management affecting alarms present, take actions to clear other reported alarms or try creating the-
strategy with the relaxed alarms restrictions option --alarm-restrictions relaxed.

• Reason: no Kubernetes version upgrade required.•

- Action:-

- Verify that the Kubernetes patches have been uploaded and applied. Verify the version of Kubernetes on the hosts-
by executing “system kube-host-upgrade-list.

Note
If the strategy create failed, first you must resolve it. You must delete the failed strategy before you create
another strategy.

Strategy Apply Failure

• Reason: alarms from platform are present.•

- Action: suggests that an alarm has been raised since the creation of the strategy. Address the cause of the new alarm,-
delete the strategy and try creating and applying a new strategy.

• Reason: unable to migrate instances.•

- Action: See Kubernetes Version Upgrade Operations Requiring Manual Migration on page 48 for steps to resolve-
migration issues.

• Reason: Kubernetes version upgrade failed. Suggests that the Kubernetes upgrade for the specified host has failed.•

- Action: Consult Wind River support.-

• Reason: lock host failed.•

- Action:-

- Investigate the /var/log/sysinv.log, and /var/log/nfv-vim.log files.-

- Address the underlying issue.-

- Manually lock and unlock the host.-

- Try recreating and re-applying the Kubernetes version upgrade strategy to automatically finish the upgrade process.-

• Reason: unlock host failed.•

- Action:-

- Investigate /var/log/mtcAgent.log file for cause logs files.-

- Address the underlying issue.-

- Manually lock and unlock the host to recover.-
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- Try recreating and re-applying the Kubernetes version upgrade strategy to automatically finish the upgrade process.-

Note
If the strategy apply fails, you must resolve the strategy:command:apply failure, and delete the failed strategy before
trying to create and apply another strategy.
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8. MANUAL PLATFORM COMPONENTS UPGRADE

1. Manual Upgrade Overview

Wind River Cloud Platform enables you to upgrade the software across your Simplex, Duplex, Standard, Distributed Cloud, and
subcloud deployments.

Note
Upgrading Distributed Cloud is distinct from upgrading other Cloud Platform configurations.

An upgrade can be performed manually or by the Upgrade Orchestrator which automates a rolling install of an update across all of
the Wind River Cloud Platform hosts. This section describes the manual upgrade procedures.

Before starting the upgrade process, ensure that the following conditions are met:

• The system is patch current.•

• There are no management-affecting alarms and the “system health-query-upgrade” check passes.•

• The new software load has been imported.•

• A valid license file has been installed.•

The upgrade procedure is different for the All-in-One Simplex configuration versus the All-in-One Duplex, and Standard
configurations. For more information, see:

• Upgrading All-in-One Simplex on page 56•

• Upgrading All-in-One Duplex / Standard on page 63•

2. All-in-one Simplex
2.1. Upgrade All-in-One Simplex

You can upgrade a Cloud Platform Simplex configuration with a new release of Cloud Platform software.

Prerequisites

• Perform a full backup to allow recovery.•

Note
Back up files in the /root directory prior to doing an upgrade, the /home size limit is 2000 MB. Although container
image sizes are preserved, /root directory is not preserved during backup or restore operations, server
replacement, or upgrades.

For more details on backup and what is included see Back Up System Data.

• Ensure that the following conditions are met:•

- The system is patch current.-

- There should be sufficient free space in /opt/platform-backup. Remove any unused files if necessary.-

- The new software load has been imported.-

- A valid license file has been installed.-

• Transfer the new release software load to controller-0 (or onto a USB stick); controller-0 must be active.•
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Note
Make sure that the /home/sysadmin directory has enough space (at least 2GB of free space), otherwise the
upgrade may fail once it starts. If more space is needed, it is recommended to delete the .iso bootimage
previously imported after the load-import command.

• Transfer the new release software license file to controller-0 (or onto a USB stick).•

• Transfer the new release software signature to controller-0 (or onto a USB stick).•

Note
The upgrade procedure includes steps to resolve system health issues.

End user container images in registry.local will be backed up during the upgrade process. This only includes images other than Cloud
Platform system and application images. These images are limited to 5 GB in total size. If the system contains more than 5 GB of
these images, the upgrade start will fail. For more details, see Detailed contents of a system backup.

Procedure

1. Source the platform environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

2. Install the license file for the release you are upgrading to, for example, nn.nn.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system license-install <license_file>

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ system license-install license.lic

3. Import the new release.

a. Run the load-import command on controller-0 to import the new release.
First, source /etc/platform/openrc.
You must specify an exact path to the *.iso bootimage file and to the *.sig bootimage signature file.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-import /home/sysadmin/<bootimage>.iso \
<bootimage>.sig
+--------------------+-----------+
| Property           | Value     |
+--------------------+-----------+
| id                 | 2         |
| state              | importing |
| software_version   | nn.nn     |
| compatible_version | nn.nn     |
| required_patches   |           |
+--------------------+-----------+

The load-import must be done on controller-0 and accepts relative paths.

Note
This will take a few minutes to complete.

b. Check to ensure the load was successfully imported.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-list
+----+----------+------------------+
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| id | state    | software_version |
+----+----------+------------------+
| 1  | active   | nn.nn            |
| 2  | imported | nn.nn            |
+----+----------+------------------+

4. Apply any required software updates.
The system must be ‘patch current’. All software updates related to your current Cloud Platform software release
must be, uploaded, applied, and installed.
All software updates to the new Cloud Platform release, only need to be uploaded and applied. The install of these
software updates will occur automatically during the software upgrade procedure as the hosts are reset to load the
new release of software.
To find and download applicable updates, visit the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.
For more information, see Manage Software Updates on page 6.

5. Confirm that the system is healthy.
Check the current system health status, resolve any alarms and other issues reported by the system health-query-
upgrade command, then recheck the system health status to confirm that all System Health fields are set to OK.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system health-query-upgrade
System Health:
All hosts are provisioned: [OK]
All hosts are unlocked/enabled: [OK]
All hosts have current configurations: [OK]
All hosts are patch current: [OK]
Ceph Storage Healthy: [OK]
No alarms: [OK]
All kubernetes nodes are ready: [OK]
All kubernetes control plane pods are ready: [OK]
Required patches are applied: [OK]
License valid for upgrade: [OK]
No instances running on controller-1: [OK]
All kubernetes applications are in a valid state: [OK]
Active controller is controller-0: [OK]

By default, the upgrade process cannot be run and is not recommended to be run with Active Alarms present.
However, management affecting alarms can be ignored with the --force option with the system upgrade-start
command to force the upgrade process to start.

Note
It is strongly recommended that you clear your system of any and all alarms before doing an upgrade. While the --force
option is available to run the upgrade, it is a best practice to clear any alarms.

6. Start the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-start
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | starting                             |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
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This will back up the system data and images to /opt/platform-backup. /opt/platform-backup is preserved when the
host is reinstalled. With the platform backup, the size of /home/sysadmin must be less than 2GB.
This process may take several minutes.
When the upgrade state is upgraded to started the process is complete.
Any changes made to the system after this point will be lost when the data is restored.
The following upgrade state applies once this command is executed:

• started:

- State entered after system upgrade-start completes.

- Release nn.nn system data (for example, postgres databases) has been exported to be used in the upgrade.

- Configuration changes must not be made after this point, until the upgrade is completed.

As part of the upgrade, the upgrade process checks the health of the system and validates that the system is ready
for an upgrade.
The upgrade process checks that no alarms are active before starting an upgrade.

Note
Use the command system upgrade-start --force to force the upgrades process to start and to ignore management
affecting alarms. This should ONLY be done if you feel these alarms will not be an issue over the upgrades process.

7. Check the upgrade state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | started                              |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

Ensure the upgrade state is started. It will take several minutes to transition to the started state.

8. (Optional) Copy the upgrade data from the system to an alternate safe location (such as a USB drive or remote
server).
The upgrade data is located under /opt/platform-backup. Example file names are:
lost+found upgrade_data_2020-06-23T033950_61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2.tgz

~(keystone_admin)]$ ls /opt/platform-backup/

9. Lock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0

10. Upgrade controller-0.
This is the point of no return. All data except /opt/platform-backup/ will be erased from the system. This will wipe the
rootfs and reboot the host. The new release must then be manually installed (via network or USB).

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade controller-0
WARNING: THIS OPERATION WILL COMPLETELY ERASE ALL DATA FROM THE SYSTEM.
Only proceed once the system data has been copied to another system.
Are you absolutely sure you want to continue?  [yes/N]: yes

11. Install the new release of Wind River Cloud Platform Simplex software via network or USB.
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12. Verify and configure IP connectivity. External connectivity is required to run the Ansible upgrade playbook. The Wind
River Cloud Platform boot image will DHCP out all interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and
have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr command.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route.

13. Restore the upgrade data.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/upgrade_platform.
yml

Once the host has installed the new load, this will restore the upgrade data and migrate it to the new load.
The playbook can be run locally or remotely and must be provided with the following parameter:
ansible_become_pass
The ansible playbook will check /home/sysadmin/<hostname>.yml for these user configuration override files for
hosts. For example, if running ansible locally, /home/sysadmin/localhost.yml.
By default the playbook will search for the upgrade data file under /opt/platform-backup. If required, use the
upgrade_data_file parameter to specify the path to the upgrade_data.

Note
This playbook does not support replay.

Note
This can take more than one hour to complete.

Once the data restoration is complete the upgrade state will be set to upgrading-hosts.

14. Check the status of the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | upgrading-hosts                      |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

15. Unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

This step is required only for Simplex systems that are not a subcloud.

16. Activate the upgrade.
During the running of the upgrade-activate command, new configurations are applied to the controller. 250.001
(hostname Configuration is out-of-date) alarms are raised and are cleared as the configuration is applied. The
upgrade state goes from activating to activation-complete once this is done.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-activate
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activating                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

The following states apply when this command is executed.
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activation-requested

State entered when system upgrade-activate is executed.

activating

State entered when we have started activating the upgrade by applying new configurations to the controller and compute
hosts.

activating-hosts

State entered when applying host-specific configurations. This state is entered only if needed.

activation-complete

State entered when new configurations have been applied to all controller and compute hosts.

Check the status of the upgrade again to see it has reached activation-complete

Note
This can take more than half an hour to complete.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show +————–+————————————–+ | Property | Value | +————–+
————————————–+ | uuid | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 | | state | activation-complete | |
from_release | nn.nn | | to_release | nn.nn | +————–+————————————–+

17. Complete the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-complete
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | completing                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

18. Delete the imported load.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-list
+----+----------+------------------+
| id | state    | software_version |
+----+----------+------------------+
| 1  | imported | nn.nn            |
| 2  | active   | nn.nn            |
+----+----------+------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-delete 1
Deleted load: load 1

Postrequisites

If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the platform
upgrade.

For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager on page 84.
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2.2. Abort Simplex System Upgrades

You can abort a Simplex System upgrade before or after upgrading controller-0. The upgrade abort procedure can only be applied
before the upgrade-complete command is issued. Once this command is issued the upgrade can not be aborted. If the return to the
previous release is required, then restore the system using the backup data taken prior to the upgrade.

Before starting, verify the upgrade data under /opt/platform-backup. This data must be present to perform the abort process.

In this section:

• Before upgrading controller-0 on page 62•

• After upgrading controller-0 on page 62•

Before upgrading controller-0

1. Abort the upgrade with the upgrade-abort command.

$ system upgrade-abort

The upgrade state is set to aborting. Once this is executed, there is no canceling; the upgrade must be completely
aborted.

2. Complete the upgrade.

$ system upgrade-complete

At this time any upgrade data generated as part of the upgrade-start command will be deleted. This includes the
upgrade data in /opt/platform-backup.

After upgrading controller-0

After controller-0 has been upgraded it is possible to roll back the software upgrade. This involves performing a system restore with
the previous release.

1. Install the previous release of Wind River Cloud Platform Simplex software via network or USB.

2. Verify and configure IP connectivity. External connectivity is required to run the Ansible restore playbook. The Wind
River Cloud Platform boot image will DHCP out all interfaces so the server may have obtained an IP address and
have external IP connectivity if a DHCP server is present in your environment. Verify this using the ip addr command.
Otherwise, manually configure an IP address and default IP route.

3. Restore the system data. The restore is preserved in /opt/platform-backup.
The system will be restored to the state when the upgrade-start command was issued. Follow the process in Run
Restore Playbook Locally on the Controller.
Specify the upgrade data filename as backup_filename and the initial_backup_dir as /opt/platform-backup.
The user images will also need to be restored as described in the Postrequisites section.

4. Unlock controller-0

$ system host-unlock controller-0

5. Abort the upgrade with the upgrade-abort command.

$ system upgrade-abort
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The upgrade state is set to aborting. Once this is executed, there is no canceling; the upgrade must be completely
aborted.

6. Complete the upgrade.

$ system upgrade-complete

3. All-in-one Duplex
3.1. Upgrade All-in-One Duplex / Standard

You can upgrade the Cloud Platform Duplex or Standard configurations with a new release of Cloud Platform software.

Prerequisites

• Perform a full backup to allow recovery.•

Note
Back up files in the /home/sysadmin and /root directories prior to doing an upgrade. Home directories are not
preserved during backup or restore operations, blade replacement, or upgrades.

• The system must be “patch current”. All updates available for the current release running on the system must be applied, and•
all patches must be committed. To find and download applicable updates, visit the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

• Transfer the new release software load to controller-0 (or onto a USB stick); controller-0 must be active.•

Note
Make sure that the /home/sysadmin directory has enough space (at least 2GB of free space), otherwise the
upgrade may fail once it starts. If more space is needed, it is recommended to delete the .iso bootimage
previously imported after the load-import command.

• Transfer the new release software license file to controller-0, (or onto a USB stick).•

• Transfer the new release software signature to controller-0 (or onto a USB stick).•

• Unlock all hosts.•

- All nodes must be unlocked. The upgrade cannot be started when there are locked nodes (the health check prevents it).-

Note
The upgrade procedure includes steps to resolve system health issues.

Procedure

1. Ensure that controller-0 is the active controller.

2. Install the license file for the release you are upgrading to, for example, nn.nn.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system license-install <license_file>

For example,

~(keystone_admin)]$ system license-install license.lic

3. Import the new release.

a. Run the load-import command on controller-0 to import the new release.
First, source /etc/platform/openrc. Also, you must specify an exact path to the *.iso bootimage file and to the
*.sig bootimage signature file.
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$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-import /home/sysadmin/<bootimage>.iso \
<bootimage>.sig
+--------------------+-----------+
| Property           | Value     |
+--------------------+-----------+
| id                 | 2         |
| state              | importing |
| software_version   | nn.nn     |
| compatible_version | nn.nn     |
| required_patches   |           |
+--------------------+-----------+

The load-import must be done on controller-0 and accepts relative paths.

Note
This will take a few minutes to complete.

b. Check to ensure the load was successfully imported.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-list
+----+----------+------------------+
| id | state    | software_version |
+----+----------+------------------+
| 1  | active   | nn.nn            |
| 2  | imported | nn.nn            |
+----+----------+------------------+

4. Apply any required software updates.
The system must be ‘patch current’. All software updates related to your current Cloud Platform software release
must be uploaded, applied, and installed.
All software updates to the new Cloud Platform release, only need to be uploaded and applied. The install of these
software updates will occur automatically during the software upgrade procedure as the hosts are reset to load the
new release of software.
To find and download applicable updates, visit the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.
For more information, see Manage Software Updates on page 6.

5. Confirm that the system is healthy.
Check the current system health status, resolve any alarms and other issues reported by the system health-query-
upgrade command, then recheck the system health status to confirm that all System Health fields are set to OK. For
example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system health-query-upgrade

System Health:
All hosts are provisioned: [OK]
All hosts are unlocked/enabled: [OK]
All hosts have current configurations: [OK]
All hosts are patch current: [OK]
Ceph Storage Healthy: [OK]
No alarms: [OK]
All kubernetes nodes are ready: [OK]
All kubernetes control plane pods are ready: [OK]
Required patches are applied: [OK]
License valid for upgrade: [OK]
No instances running on controller-1: [OK]
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All kubernetes applications are in a valid state: [OK]
Active controller is controller-0: [OK]

By default, the upgrade process cannot be run and is not recommended to be run with active alarms present. Use
the command system upgrade-start --force to force the upgrade process to start and ignore non-management-
affecting alarms.

Note
It is strongly recommended that you clear your system of any and all alarms before doing an upgrade. While the --force
option is available to run the upgrade, it is a best practice to clear any alarms.

6. Start the upgrade from controller-0.
Make sure that controller-0 is the active controller, and you are logged into controller-0 as sysadmin and your present
working directory is your home directory.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-start
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | starting                             |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

This will make a copy of the upgrade data onto a DRBD file system to be used

in the upgrade. Configuration changes are not allowed after this point until the swact to controller-1 is completed.

The following upgrade state applies once this command is executed:

• started:

- State entered after system upgrade-start completes.

- Release nn.nn system data (for example, postgres databases) has been exported to be used in the upgrade.

- Configuration changes must not be made after this point, until the upgrade is completed.

As part of the upgrade, the upgrade process checks the health of the system and validates that the system is ready
for an upgrade.
The upgrade process checks that no alarms are active before starting an upgrade.

Note
Use the command system upgrade-start --force to force the upgrade process to start and ignore non-management-
affecting alarms. This should ONLY be done if you feel these alarms will not be an issue over the upgrades process.

On systems with Ceph storage, it also checks that the Ceph cluster is healthy.

7. Upgrade controller-1.

a. Lock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-1

b. Upgrade controller-1.
Controller-1 installs the update and reboots, then performs data migration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade controller-1

Wait for controller-1 to reinstall with the load N+1 and becomes locked-disabled-online state.
The following data migration states apply when this command is executed:
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• data-migration:

-State entered when system host-upgrade controller-1 is executed.

-System data is being migrated from release N to release N+1.

Note
The upgrade process will take a minimum of 20 to 30 minutes to complete.

You can view the upgrade progress on controller-1 using the serial console.

• data-migration-complete or upgrading-controllers:

-State entered when controller-1 upgrade is complete.

-System data has been successfully migrated from release nn.nn to release nn.nn.

• data-migration-failed:

-State entered if data migration on controller-1 fails.

-Upgrade must be aborted.

Note
Review the /var/log/sysinv.log on the active controller for more details on data migration failure.

c. Check the upgrade state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show

+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | e7c8f6bc-518c-46d4-ab81-7a59f8f8e64b |
| state        | data-migration-complete              |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

If the upgrade-show status indicates ‘data-migration-failed’, then there is an issue with the data migration.
Check the issue before proceeding to the next step.

d. Unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1

Wait for controller-1 to become unlocked-enabled. Wait for the DRBD sync 400.001 Services-related alarm is
raised and then cleared.
The following states apply when this command is executed.

• upgrading-controllers:

-State entered when controller-1 has been unlocked and is running release nn.nn software.

If it transitions to unlocked-disabled-failed, check the issue before proceeding to the next step. The alarms may
indicate a configuration error. Check the result of the configuration logs on controller-1, (for example, Error logs
in controller1:/var/log/puppet).

8. Set controller-1 as the active controller. Swact to controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-0

Wait until services have gone active on the new active controller-1 before proceeding to the next step. When all
services on controller-1 are enabled-active, the swact is complete.

9. Upgrade controller-0.

a. Lock controller-0.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock controller-0

b. Upgrade controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade controller-0

c. Unlock controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

Wait until the DRBD sync 400.001 Services-related alarm is raised and then cleared before proceeding to the
next step.

• upgrading-hosts:

-State entered when both controllers are running release nn.nn software.

Note
AIO-DX or Controllers of Standard configurations can be upgraded, using steps 1-9 above.

10. Check the system health to ensure that there are no unexpected alarms.

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list

Clear all alarms unrelated to the upgrade process.

11. If using Ceph storage backend, upgrade the storage nodes one at a time.

Note
Proceed to step 13 if no storage/worker node is present.

The storage node must be locked and all OSDs must be down in order to do the upgrade.

a. Lock storage-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock storage-0

b. Verify that the OSDs are down after the storage node is locked.
In the Horizon interface, navigate to Admin > Platform > Storage Overview to view the status of the OSDs.

c. Upgrade storage-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade storage-0

The upgrade is complete when the node comes online, and at that point, you can safely unlock the node.
After upgrading a storage node, but before unlocking, there are Ceph synchronization alarms (that appear to be
making progress in synching), and there are infrastructure network interface alarms (since the infrastructure
network interface configuration has not been applied to the storage node yet, as it has not been unlocked).
Unlock the node as soon as the upgraded storage node comes online.

d. Unlock storage-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock storage-0

Wait for all alarms to clear after the unlock before proceeding to upgrade the next storage host.

e. Repeat the above steps for each storage host.

Note
After upgrading the first storage node you can expect alarm 800.003. The alarm is cleared after all storage nodes
are upgraded.
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12. Upgrade worker hosts, one at a time, if any.

a. Lock worker-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-lock worker-0

b. Upgrade worker-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-upgrade worker-0

Wait for the host to run the installer, reboot, and go online before unlocking it in the next step.

c. Unlock worker-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock worker-0

Wait for all alarms to clear after the unlock before proceeding to the next worker host.

d. Repeat the above steps for each worker host.

13. Set controller-0 as the active controller. Swact to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-swact controller-1

Wait until services have gone active on the active controller-0 before proceeding to the next step. When all services
on controller-0 are enabled-active, the swact is complete.

14. Activate the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-activate
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activating                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

During the running of the upgrade-activate command, new configurations are applied to the controller. 250.001
(hostname Configuration is out-of-date) alarms are raised and are cleared as the configuration is applied. The
upgrade state goes from activating to activation-complete once this is done.
The following states apply when this command is executed.

activation-requested

State entered when system upgrade-activate is executed.

activating

State entered when we have started activating the upgrade by applying new configurations to the controller and compute
hosts.

activating-hosts

State entered when applying host-specific configurations. This state is entered only if needed.

activation-complete

State entered when new configurations have been applied to all controller and compute hosts.

a. Check the status of the upgrade again to see it has reached activation-complete.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activation-complete                  |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

Note
This can take more than half an hour to complete.

15. Complete the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-complete
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | completing                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

16. Delete the imported load.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-list
+----+----------+------------------+
| id | state    | software_version |
+----+----------+------------------+
| 1  | imported | nn.nn            |
| 2  | active   | nn.nn            |
+----+----------+------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-delete 1
Deleted load: load 1

Postrequisites

If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the platform
upgrade.

For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager on page 84.

3.2. Overview of Upgrade Abort Procedure

You can abort an upgrade procedure if necessary.

There are two cases for aborting an upgrade:

• Before controller-0 has been upgraded (that is, only controller-1 has been upgraded): In this case the upgrade can be aborted•
and the system will remain in service during the abort.

• After controller-0 has been upgraded (that is, both controllers have been upgraded): In this case the upgrade can only be•
aborted with a complete outage and a re-install of all hosts. This would only be done as a last resort, if there was absolutely no
other way to recover the system.
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• Rolling Back a Software Upgrade Before the Second Controller Upgrade on page 70•

• Rolling Back a Software Upgrade After the Second Controller Upgrade on page 71•

4. Roll back upgrades
4.1. Roll Back a Software Upgrade Before the Second Controller Upgrade

After the first controller is upgraded, you can still perform an in-service abort of an upgrade before the second Controller
(controller-0 in the examples of this procedure) has been upgraded. The system upgrade-abort command can be run from the node
that is updated with the latest release and has upgraded successfully.

Procedure

1. Abort the upgrade with the upgrade-abort command.

$ system upgrade-abort

The upgrade state is set to aborting. Once this is executed, there is no canceling; the upgrade must be completely
aborted.
The following states apply when you execute this command.

• aborting:

- State entered when system upgrade-abort is executed before upgrading controller-0.

- Remain in this state until the abort is completed.

2. Make controller-0 active.

$ system host-swact controller-1

If controller-1 was active with the new upgrade release, swacting back to controller-0 will switch back to using the
previous release databases, which were frozen at the time of the swact to controller-1. Any changes to the system
that were made while controller-1 was active will be lost.

3. Lock and downgrade controller-1.

$ system host-lock controller-1
$ system host-downgrade controller-1

The host is re-installed with the previous release load.

Note
The downgrade process will take a minimum of 20 to 30 minutes to complete.

You can view the downgrade progress on controller-1 using the serial console.

4. Unlock controller-1.

$ system host-unlock controller-1

5. Complete the upgrade.

$ system upgrade-complete

6. Delete the newer upgrade release that has been aborted.

$ system load-delete <loadID>
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4.2. Roll Back a Software Upgrade After the Second Controller Upgrade

After the second controller is upgraded, you can still roll back a software upgrade, however, the rollback will impact the hosting of
applications.

The upgrade abort procedure can only be applied before the upgrade-complete command is issued. Once this command is issued
the upgrade can not be aborted. If the return to the previous release is required, then restore the system using the backup data
taken prior to the upgrade.

In some scenarios additional actions will be required to complete the upgrade abort. It may be necessary to restore the system from
a backup.

Procedure

1. Run the upgrade-abort command to abort the upgrade.

$ system upgrade-abort

Once this is done there is no going back; the upgrade must be completely aborted.
The following state applies when you run this command.

• aborting-reinstall:

- State entered when system upgrade-abort is executed after upgrading controller-0.

- Remain in this state until the abort is completed.

2. Make controller-1 active.

$ system host-swact controller-0

3. Lock controller-0.

$ system host-lock controller-0

4. Wipe the disk and power down all storage (if applicable) and worker hosts.

Note
Skip this step if doing this procedure on a Cloud Platform Duplex system.

a. Execute wipedisk from the shell on each storage or worker host.

b. Power down each host.

5. Lock all storage (if applicable) and worker hosts.

Note
Skip this step if doing this procedure on a Cloud Platform Duplex system.

$ system host-lock <hostID>

6. Downgrade controller-0.

$ system host-downgrade controller-0

The host is re-installed with the previous release load.

7. Unlock controller-0.

$ system host-unlock controller-0
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Note
Wait for controller-0 to become unlocked-enabled. Wait for the DRBD sync 400.001 Services-related alarm to be raised
and then cleared.

8. Swact to controller-0.

$ system host-swact controller-1

Swacting back to controller-0 will switch back to using the previous release databases, which were frozen at the time
of the swact to controller-1. This is essentially the same result as a system restore.

9. Lock and downgrade controller-1.

$ system host-lock controller-1

$ system host-downgrade controller-1

The host is re-installed with the previous release load.

10. Unlock controller-1.

$ system host-unlock controller-1

11. Power up and unlock the storage hosts one at a time (if using a Ceph storage backend). The hosts are re-installed
with the previous release load.

Note
Skip this step if doing this procedure on a Cloud Platform Duplex system.

12. Power up and unlock the worker hosts one at a time.

Note
Skip this step if doing this procedure on a Cloud Platform Duplex system.

The hosts are re-installed with the previous release load. As each worker host goes online, application pods will be
automatically recovered by the system.

13. Complete the upgrade.

$ system upgrade-complete

This cleans up the upgrade release, configuration, databases, and so forth.

14. Delete the upgrade release load.

$ system load-delete
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9. ORCHESTRATED PLATFORM COMPONENT UPGRADE

1. Upgrade Orchestration Overview

Upgrade Orchestration automates much of the upgrade procedure, leaving a few manual steps for operator oversight.

In this section:

• Upgrade Orchestration Requirements on page 73•

• The Upgrade Orchestration Process on page 73•

• Upgrade Orchestration Workflow on page 74•

Note
Upgrading of Distributed Cloud is distinct from upgrading other Cloud Platform configurations.

Note
The upgrade orchestration CLI is sw-manager.To use upgrade orchestration commands, you need administrator
privileges. You must log in to the active controller as user sysadmin and source the /etc/platform/openrc script to obtain
administrator privileges. Do not use sudo.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager upgrade-strategy --help
usage: sw-manager upgrade-strategy [-h]  ...

optional arguments:
  -h, --help  show this help message and exit

Software Upgrade Commands:

    create    Create a strategy
    delete    Delete a strategy
    apply     Apply a strategy
    abort     Abort a strategy
    show      Show a strategy

Upgrade Orchestration Requirements

Upgrade orchestration can only be done on a system that meets the following conditions:

• The system is clear of alarms (with the exception of the alarm upgrade in progress).•

• All hosts must be unlocked, enabled, and available.•

• The system is fully redundant (two controller nodes available, at least one complete storage replication group available for•
systems with Ceph backend).

• An upgrade has been started, and controller-1 has been upgraded and is active.•

• No orchestration strategy exists. Patch, upgrade, firmware, kubernetes, and kube rootca are all types of orchestration. An•
upgrade cannot be orchestrated while another orchestration is in progress.

• Sufficient free capacity or unused worker resources must be available across the cluster. A rough calculation is: Required spare•
capacity ( %) = (Number of hosts to upgrade in parallel divided by the total number of hosts) times 100.
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The Upgrade Orchestration Process

Upgrade orchestration can be initiated after the manual upgrade and stability of the initial controller host. Upgrade orchestration
automatically iterates through the remaining hosts, installing the new software load on each one: first the other controller host, then
the storage hosts, and finally the worker hosts. During worker host upgrades, pods are moved to alternate worker hosts
automatically.

The user first creates an upgrade orchestration strategy, or plan, for the automated upgrade procedure. This customizes the upgrade
orchestration, using parameters to specify:

• the host types to be upgraded•

• whether to upgrade hosts serially or in parallel•

Based on these parameters, and the state of the hosts, upgrade orchestration creates a number of stages for the overall upgrade
strategy. Each stage generally consists of moving pods, locking hosts, installing upgrades, and unlocking hosts for a subset of the
hosts on the system.

After creating the upgrade orchestration strategy, the user can either apply the entire strategy automatically, or apply individual
stages to control and monitor its progress manually.

Update and upgrade orchestration are mutually exclusive; they perform conflicting operations. Only a single strategy (sw-patch or sw-
upgrade) is allowed to exist at a time. If you need to update during an upgrade, you can abort/delete the sw-upgrade strategy, and
then create and apply a sw-patch strategy before going back to the upgrade.

Some stages of the upgrade could take a significant amount of time (hours). For example, after upgrading a storage host, re-syncing
the OSD data could take 30m per TB (assuming 500MB/s sync rate, which is about half of a 10G infrastructure link).

Upgrade Orchestration Workflow

The Upgrade Orchestration procedure has several major parts:

• Manually upgrade controller-1.•

• Orchestrate the automatic upgrade of the remaining controller, all the storage nodes, and all the worker nodes.•

• Manually complete the upgrade.•

2. Perform an Orchestrated Upgrade

You can perform a partially-Orchestrated Upgrade of a Cloud Platform system using the CLI and Horizon Web interface. Upgrade and
stability of the initial controller node must be done manually before using upgrade orchestration to orchestrate the remaining nodes
of the Cloud Platform.

About this task
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Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored at the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules
during an orchestrated upgrade operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault
Management: Alarm Messages. To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated upgrade, the following alarms are ignored even when strict restrictions are selected:

• 750.006, Generic alarm for any platform-managed applications as they are auto-applied
• 900.005, Upgrade in progress
• 900.201, Software upgrade auto apply in progress

Prerequisites

See Upgrading All-in-One Duplex / Standard on page 63, and perform Steps 1-8, to manually upgrade the initial controller node
before doing the upgrade orchestration described below to upgrade the remaining nodes of the Cloud Platform system.

Procedure

1. Select Platform > Software Management, then select the Upgrade Orchestration tab.

2. Click the Create Strategy button.
The Create Strategy dialog appears.

3. Create an upgrade strategy by specifying settings for the parameters in the Create Strategy dialog box.
Create an upgrade strategy, specifying the following parameters:

• storage-apply-type:

serial (default)

Storage hosts will be upgraded one at a time.

parallel

Storage hosts will be upgraded in parallel, ensuring that only one storage node in each replication group is upgraded at a
time.

ignore

Storage hosts will not be upgraded.

• worker-apply-type:

serial (default):

Worker hosts will be upgraded one at a time.

parallel

Worker hosts will be upgraded in parallel, ensuring that:
- At most max-parallel-worker-hosts (see below) worker hosts will be upgraded at the same time.

- At most half of the hosts in a host aggregate will be upgraded at the same time.

- Worker hosts with no application pods are upgraded before worker hosts with application pods.

ignore

Worker hosts will not be upgraded.

max-parallel-worker-hosts

Specify the maximum worker hosts to upgrade in parallel (minimum: 2, maximum: 10).
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alarm-restrictions

This option lets you specify how upgrade orchestration behaves when alarms are present.

You can use the CLI command fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting to view the alarms that are management affecting.

Strict

The default strict option will result in upgrade orchestration failing if there are any alarms present in the system
(except for a small list of alarms).

Relaxed

This option allows orchestration to proceed if alarms are present, as long as none of these alarms are management
affecting.

4. Click Create Strategy to save the upgrade orchestration strategy.
The upgrade strategy consists of one or more stages, which consist of one or more hosts to be upgraded at the same
time. Each stage will be split into steps (for example, query-alarms, lock-hosts, upgrade-hosts). Following are some
notes about stages:

• Controller-0 is upgraded first, followed by storage hosts and then worker hosts.

• Worker hosts with no application pods are upgraded before worker hosts with application pods.

• Pods will be moved off each worker host before it is upgraded.

• The final step in each stage is one of:

system-stabilize

This waits for a period of time (up to several minutes) and ensures that the system is free of alarms. This ensures that we
do not continue to upgrade more hosts if the upgrade has caused an issue resulting in an alarm.

wait-data-sync

This waits for a period of time (up to many hours) and ensures that data synchronization has completed after the upgrade
of a controller or storage node.

Examine the upgrade strategy. Pay careful attention to:

• The sets of hosts that will be upgraded together in each stage.

• The sets of pods that will be impacted in each stage.

Note
It is likely that as each stage is applied, application pods will be relocated to worker hosts that have not yet been
upgraded. That means that later stages will be migrating more pods than those originally listed in the upgrade
strategy. The upgrade strategy is NOT updated, but any additional pods on each worker host will be relocated
before it is upgraded.

5. Apply the upgrade-strategy. You can optionally apply a single stage at a time.
While an upgrade-strategy is being applied, it can be aborted. This results in:

• The current step will be allowed to complete.

• If necessary an abort phase will be created and applied, which will attempt to unlock any hosts that were locked.

After an upgrade-strategy has been applied (or aborted) it must be deleted before another upgrade-strategy can be
created. If an upgrade-strategy application fails, you must address the issue that caused the failure, then delete/re-
create the strategy before attempting to apply it again.

For more information, see: Perform an Orchestrated Upgrade Using the CLI on page 77

Postrequisites

If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the platform
upgrade.
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For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager on page 84.

3. Perform an Orchestrated Upgrade Using the CLI

The upgrade orchestration CLI is sw-manager.

About this task

Note
To use upgrade orchestration commands, you need administrator privileges. You must log in to the active controller as
user sysadmin and source the /etc/platform/openrc script to obtain administrator privileges. Do not use sudo.

The upgrade strategy options are shown in the following output:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager upgrade-strategy --help
usage: sw-manager upgrade-strategy [-h]  ...

optional arguments:
  -h, --help  show this help message and exit

Software Upgrade Commands:

    create    Create a strategy
    delete    Delete a strategy
    apply     Apply a strategy
    abort     Abort a strategy
    show      Show a strategy

You can perform a partially orchestrated upgrade using the CLI. Upgrade and stability of the initial controller node must be done
manually before using upgrade orchestration to orchestrate the remaining nodes of the Cloud Platform.

Note
Management-affecting alarms cannot be ignored at the indicated severity level or higher by using relaxed alarm rules
during an orchestrated upgrade operation. For a list of management-affecting alarms, see Cloud Platform Fault
Management: Alarm Messages. To display management-affecting active alarms, use the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting

During an orchestrated upgrade, the following alarms are ignored even when strict restrictions are selected:

• 900.005, Upgrade in progress
• 900.201, Software upgrade auto apply in progress

Prerequisites

See Upgrading All-in-One Duplex / Standard on page 63, and perform Steps 1-8, to manually upgrade the initial controller node
before doing the upgrade orchestration described below to upgrade the remaining nodes of the Cloud Platform.

• The subclouds must use the Redfish platform management service if it is an All-in-one Simplex subcloud.•

• Duplex (AIODX/Standard) upgrades are supported, and they do not require remote install via Redfish.•

Procedure

1. Create a update strategy using the sw-manager upgrade-strategy create command.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager upgrade-strategy create

strategy-uuid:                          5435e049-7002-4403-acfb-7886f6da14af
controller-apply-type:                  serial
storage-apply-type:                     serial
worker-apply-type:                      serial
default-instance-action:                migrate
alarm-restrictions:                     strict
current-phase:                          build
current-phase-completion:               0%
state:                                  building
inprogress:                             true

Create an upgrade strategy, specifying the following parameters:

• storage-apply-type:

- serial (default): storage hosts will be upgraded one at a time

- parallel: storage hosts will be upgraded in parallel, ensuring that only one storage node in each replication
group is patched at a time.

- ignore: storage hosts will not be upgraded

• worker-apply-type:

serial (default)

Worker hosts will be upgraded one at a time.

ignore

Worker hosts will not be upgraded.

• Alarm Restrictions
This option lets you determine how to handle alarm restrictions based on the management affecting statuses of
any existing alarms, which takes into account the alarm type as well as the alarm’s current severity. If set to
relaxed, orchestration will be allowed to proceed if there are no management affecting alarms present.
Performing management actions without specifically relaxing the alarm checks will still fail if there are any alarms
present in the system (except for a small list of basic alarms for the orchestration actions such as an upgrade
operation in progress alarm not impeding upgrade orchestration).
You can use the CLI command fm alarm-list --mgmt_affecting to view the alarms that are management affecting.

Strict

Maintains alarm restrictions.

Relaxed

Relaxes the usual alarm restrictions and allows the action to proceed if there are no alarms present in the system with a
severity equal to or greater than its management affecting severity.

The upgrade strategy consists of one or more stages, which consist of one or more hosts to be upgraded at the same
time. Each stage will be split into steps (for example, query-alarms, lock-hosts, upgrade-hosts). Following are some
notes about stages:

• Controller-0 is upgraded first, followed by storage hosts and then worker hosts.

• Worker hosts with no instances are upgraded before worker hosts with application pods.

• Pods will be relocated off each worker host before it is upgraded.

• The final step in each stage is one of:
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system-stabilize

This waits for a period of time (up to several minutes) and ensures that the system is free of alarms. This ensures that we
do not continue to upgrade more hosts if the upgrade has caused an issue resulting in an alarm.

wait-data-sync

This waits for a period of time (up to many hours) and ensures that data synchronization has completed after the upgrade
of a controller or storage node.

Examine the upgrade strategy. Pay careful attention to:

• The sets of hosts that will be upgraded together in each stage.

• The sets of pods that will be impacted in each stage.

Note
It is likely that as each stage is applied, pods will be relocated to worker hosts that have not yet been upgraded.
That means that later stages will be relocating more pods than those originally listed in the upgrade strategy. The
upgrade strategy is NOT updated, but any additional pods on each worker host will be relocated before it is
upgraded.

2. Run sw-manager upgrade-strategy show command, to display the current-phase-completion displaying the field
goes from 0% to 100% in various increments. Once at 100%, it returns:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager upgrade-strategy show

strategy-uuid:                          5435e049-7002-4403-acfb-7886f6da14af
controller-apply-type:                  serial
storage-apply-type:                     serial
worker-apply-type:                      serial
default-instance-action:                migrate
alarm-restrictions:                     strict
current-phase:                          build
current-phase-completion:               100%
state:                                  ready-to-apply
build-result:                           success
build-reason:

3. Apply the upgrade-strategy. You can optionally apply a single stage at a time.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager upgrade-strategy apply

strategy-uuid:                          5435e049-7002-4403-acfb-7886f6da14af
controller-apply-type:                  serial
storage-apply-type:                     serial
worker-apply-type:                      serial
default-instance-action:                migrate
alarm-restrictions:                     strict
current-phase:                          apply
current-phase-completion:               0%
state:                                  applying
inprogress:                             true

While an upgrade-strategy is being applied, it can be aborted. This results in:

• The current step will be allowed to complete.

• If necessary an abort phase will be created and applied, which will attempt to unlock any hosts that were locked.

After an upgrade-strategy has been applied (or aborted) it must be deleted before another upgrade-strategy can be
created. If an upgrade-strategy application fails, you must address the issue that caused the failure, then delete/re-
create the strategy before attempting to apply it again.
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4. Run sw-manager upgrade-strategy show command, to display the current-phase-completion displaying the field
goes from 0% to 100% in various increments. Once at 100%, it returns:

~(keystone_admin)]$ sw-manager upgrade-strategy show

strategy-uuid:                          b91d8332-9ece-4578-b4dd-e9cf87b73f18
controller-apply-type:                  serial
storage-apply-type:                     serial
worker-apply-type:                      serial
default-instance-action:                migrate
alarm-restrictions:                     strict
current-phase:                          apply
current-phase-completion:               100%
state:                                  applied
apply-result:                           success
apply-reason:

5. Activate the upgrade.
During the running of the upgrade-activate command, new configurations are applied to the controller. 250.001
(hostname Configuration is out-of-date) alarms are raised and are cleared as the configuration is applied. The
upgrade state goes from activating to activation-complete once this is done.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-activate
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activating                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

The following states apply when this command is executed.

activation-requested

State entered when system upgrade-activate is executed.

activating

State entered when we have started activating the upgrade by applying new configurations to the controller and compute
hosts.

activation-complete

State entered when new configurations have been applied to all controller and compute hosts.

6. Check the status of the upgrade again to see it has reached activation-complete

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-show
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | activation-complete                  |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
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7. Complete the upgrade.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system upgrade-complete
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property     | Value                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid         | 61e5fcd7-a38d-40b0-ab83-8be55b87fee2 |
| state        | completing                           |
| from_release | nn.nn                                |
| to_release   | nn.nn                                |
+--------------+--------------------------------------+

8. Delete the imported load.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-list
+----+----------+------------------+
| id | state    | software_version |
+----+----------+------------------+
| 1  | imported | nn.nn            |
| 2  | active   | nn.nn            |
+----+----------+------------------+

~(keystone_admin)]$ system load-delete 1
Deleted load: load 1

Postrequisites

If Deployment Manager is installed prior to the platform upgrade, you need to upgrade Deployment Manager after the platform
upgrade.

For more information, see, Upgrading Deployment Manager on page 84.
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10. UPDATING DEPLOYMENT MANAGER

1. Update Deployment Manager

You can install a new version of the Deployment Manager from the Wind River Registry.

Note
In this example 21.05_PATCH_0001 represents the version of Wind River Cloud Platform you are updating to.
WRCP_21.05 represents a previous image you can revert to. Make substitutions in tag names as applicable.

Procedure

1. Set variables for the image and tags, including the reference for the Wind River repo on the Wind River Registry.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ export MY_MIRROR=<wind-river-registry-url>
~(keystone_admin)]$ export REGISTRY_LOCAL=registry.local:9001

2. Set tags for the image being updated, defining the new image tags.

~(keystone_admin)]$ export MY_IMAGE=docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager
~(keystone_admin)]$ export MY_IMAGE_TAG=WRCP_<nn>.<nn>

3. For Standard controllers, you may need to perform a docker login to prevent an authentication error on the docker
push command below.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo docker login registry.local:9001

When prompted, use admin as the username and your keystone admin password.

4. Pull the new image to docker, tag it, and then push it to the local registry.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo docker pull ${MY_MIRROR}/${MY_IMAGE}:${MY_IMAGE_TAG}
~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo docker tag ${MY_MIRROR}/${MY_IMAGE}:${MY_IMAGE_TAG} ${REGISTRY_LOCAL}/
${MY_IMAGE}:${MY_IMAGE_TAG}
~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo docker push ${REGISTRY_LOCAL}/${MY_IMAGE}:${MY_IMAGE_TAG}

5. Clean up docker.

~(keystone_admin)]$ sudo docker rmi ${MY_MIRROR}/${MY_IMAGE}:${MY_IMAGE_TAG} ${REGISTRY_LOCAL}/
${MY_IMAGE}:${MY_IMAGE_TAG}

6. Check the running pod location and state.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n platform-deployment-manager -o wide

NAME                                 READY STATUS  RESTARTS AGE IP    NODE         NOMINATED.. 
READINESS..
platform-deployment-manager-<suffix> 2/2   Running 2        25h 172.. controller-0 <none>      
<none>

7. Check the image tags.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl describe pod -n platform-deployment-manager platform-deployment-man
ager-<suffix> | grep Image
Image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>,<ID>
Image ID: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy@sha256:<sha256_value>
Image: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_<nn>.<nn
>,<ID>
Image ID: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager@sha256:<sh
a256_value>

8. Set environment variables for overrides and charts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ export MY_IMG_OVERRIDES=helm-chart-overrides.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ export MY_NEW_TARBALL=wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tg
z

9. Create an helm-chart-overrides.yaml overrides file for the new image.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<'EOF' > ${MY_IMG_OVERRIDES}
manager:
image:
repository: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager
tag: WRCP_<nn>.<nn>
pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
rbacProxy:
image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>
pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
EOF

10. Transfer the charts tarball to your controller.

11. Update the running image and charts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ helm upgrade --install deployment-manager --values ${MY_IMG_OVERRIDES} ${MY
_NEW_TARBALL}

12. Check the location and state of the updated pod.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n platform-deployment-manager -o wide

NAME                                 READY STATUS  RESTARTS AGE IP    NODE         NOMINATED.. 
READINESS..
platform-deployment-manager-<suffix> 2/2   Running 0        24m 172.. controller-1 <none>      
<none

13. Check the image of the updated pod.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl describe pod -n platform-deployment-manager platform-deployment-man
ager-<suffix> | grep Image
Image: gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>,<ID>
Image ID: gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy@sha256:<sha256_value>
Image: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_<nn>.<nn
>,<ID>
Image ID: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager@sha256:<sh
a256_value>

a. (Optional) You can roll back the policy by changing the image and repeating the Helm upgrade. For example, to
revert to the original image tagged WRCP_<XX>.<YY>-wrs.<x>, follow the steps below.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<'EOF' > ${MY_IMG_OVERRIDES}
manager:
image:
repository: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager
tag: WRCP_<XX>.<YY>-wrs.<x>
pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
rbacProxy:
image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>
pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
EOF

Replace WRCP_<XX>.<YY>-wrs.<x> with the appropriate image tag.

b. Repeat steps 10-12.

c. Check the image of the updated pod.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl describe pod -n platform-deployment-manager platform-deployment-
manager-<suffix> | grep Image
Image: gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>,<ID>
Image ID: gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy@sha256:<sha256_value>
Image: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:WRCP_<nn>.
<nn>,<ID>
Image ID: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager@sha256:
<sha256_value>

See: Upgrading Deployment Manager on page 84.

2. Upgrade Deployment Manager

Once you have completed a platform upgrade from Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.12 to Release 22.06, follow the steps in
this section to upgrade Deployment Manager.

Prerequisites

• Copy the required files to the target host if the playbook is being executed remotely.•

Caution

The Deployment Manager files must be available in the /home/sysadmin directory when reconfiguring the System
Controller.

Note
If paths with different base directories need to be specified in the ansible-overrides.yaml file (i.e. the paths for the
Helm chart overrides and the Deployment Manager charts), then the following argument needs to be added to the
ansible-playbook command.

# argument
  -i controller-0

 ~(keystone_admin)] ansible-playbook wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yam
l -e @ansible-overrides.yaml -i controller-0, -v

• The Deployment Manager files are included in the load and are available at:•

- /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-playbook.yaml-

- /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz-
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- /usr/local/share/applications/overrides (e.g. wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud.yaml-
wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides.yaml)

• Check if Deployment Manager already exists in either Helmv2 or Helmv3.•

Note
For new installs of Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06, Deployment Manager is installed in the Helmv3
namespace. For previous releases, Deployment Manager is installed in the Helmv2 namespace.

Once you upgrade from Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.12 to Release 22.06, Deployment Manager will still
be in the Helmv2 namespace. Deployment Manager playbook will NOT move Deployment Manager to Helmv3 after
the upgrades. Instead, it uses the helmv2-cli to reinstall Deployment Manager.

• Follow steps 1-7 in Update Deployment Manager on page 2 to pull the new Deployment Manager image and overrides files.•

• Follow the steps below to upgrade Deployment Manager on both the System Controller and Subclouds, see:•

- Upgrading the System Controller on page 88-

- Upgrading the Sub Cloud on page 88-

Procedure

Use the following procedure to upgrade Deployment Manager.

1. Log in to controller-0.

2. Replace oam-floating-ip with the floating IP for the System Controller.

oam_floating_ip=oam-floating-ip
ssh sysadmin@${oam_floating_ip}

3. Source the Keystone credentials.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]

4. Upgrade Deployment Manager.

~(keystone_admin)] ansible-playbook --inventory controller-0, --extra-var "@ansible-overrides.y
aml" --ask-pass --ask-become-pass --user sysadmin /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-
river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml

SSH password:
SUDO password[defaults to SSH password]:

PLAY [Deployment Manager Playbook]

TASK [set_fact]
ok: [controller-0]

TASK [Create A Temporary Download Directory]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Download Deployment Manager Helm Chart From Repo]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Reference Downloaded Helm Chart]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Upload Deployment Manager Helm Chart]
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changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Upload Deployment Manager Helm Chart Overrides]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Clean download directory]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Retrieve software version number]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Fail if software version is not defined]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Set software version and platform path]
ok: [controller-0]

TASK [Set config path facts]
ok: [controller-0]

TASK [Mark the bootstrap as finalized]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Get list of releases in helmv2]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Query for DM release in helmv2]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Get list of releases in helmv3]

TASK [Query for DM release in helmv3]
fatal: [controller-0]: FAILED! => {"changed": true, "cmd": "grep -iq '\"name\":\"deployment-man
ager\"' <<< [u'[]']", "delta": "0:00:00.004613", "end": "2021-06-18 20:13:17.756325", "msg": "n
on-zero return code", "rc": 1, "start": "2021-06-18 20:13:17.751712", "stderr": "", "stderr_lin
es": [], "stdout": "", "stdout_lines": []} ...ignoring

TASK [Get armada pod name]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Show armada pod]
ok: [controller-0] => {
"msg": [
"armada pod ID: armada-api-f565fd498-cvjcz"
    ]
}

TASK [Copy files into tiller container if using helmv2]
changed: [controller-0] => (item=kubectl -n armada cp /home/sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform-
deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz armada-api-f565fd498-cvjcz:/tmp/. -c tiller)
changed: [controller-0] => (item=kubectl -n armada cp /home/sysadmin/wind-river-cloud-platform-
deployment-manager-overrides.yaml armada-api-f565fd498-cvjcz:/tmp/. -c tiller)

TASK [Reinstall Deployment Manager (helmv2)]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Install Deployment Manager]
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skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Restart Deployment Manager if reinstalled]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Wait for Deployment Manager to be ready]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Upload Deployment Configuration File]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [wait_for]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Apply Deployment Configuration File]
skipping: [controller-0]

TASK [Get platform-deployment-manager namespace default registry key]
changed: [controller-0]

TASK [Copy default-registry-key to platform-deployment-manager namespace]
skipping: [controller-0]

PLAY RECAP
controller-0               : ok=18   changed=14   unreachable=0    failed=0

5. Verify if the upgrade is completed.

~(keystone_admin)] kubectl describe pod -n platform-deployment-manager platform-deployment-mana
ger-<suffix> | grep Image

Image:         registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>
Image ID:      registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy@sha256:<sha256_value>
Image:         registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:<tag>
Image ID:      registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager@sha25
6:<sha256_value>

6. Verify if the Deployment Manager application is running using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)] kubectl get pods -n platform-deployment-manager

NAME                                  READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE
platform-deployment-manager-<suffix>  2/2     Running   1          119m

7. List the images used in the pod.

~(keystone_admin)] kubectl describe pod -n platform-deployment-manager platform-deployment-mana
ger-<suffix> | grep Image

Image:         registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>
Image ID:      registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy@sha256:<sha256_value>
Image:         registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager:<tag>
Image ID:      registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager@sha25
6:<sha256_value>

8. Deploy the updated Deployment Manager files.
The Deployment Manager files are included in the load and are available at:
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• /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-playbook.yaml

• /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz

• /usr/local/share/applications/overrides (e.g. wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides-
subcloud.yaml wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides.yaml)

Upload these files using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload
--deploy-playbook <deployment-manager-yaml-file> \
--deploy-chart <deployment-manager-chart-tarball> \
--deploy-overrides <deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud-yaml-file>

 +------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | Field            | Value                                                            |
 +------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | deploy_playbook  | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager.yaml                |
 | deploy_overrides | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides.yaml      |
 | deploy_chart     | wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz           |
 +------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+

Upgrading the System Controller

To upgrade Deployment Manager on the System Controller, use the following commands.

Procedure

1. Create an ansible-overrides.yaml file.

ansible_become_pass: <sysadmin password>
deployment_manager_overrides: /home/sysadmin/helm-chart-overrides.yaml
/usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz

Where helm-chart-overrides.yaml contains the following:

manager:
 image:
   repository: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager
   tag: <tag>
   pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
rbacProxy:
  image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>

2. Execute the following command.

~(keystone_admin)] ansible-playbook /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-pl
atform-deployment-manager.yaml -e @ansible-overrides.yaml

Upgrading the Subcloud

To upgrade Deployment Manager on the Subcloud, use the following commands.

Procedure
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1. For each subcloud, use the following commands.
The Deployment Manager files are included in the load and are available at:

• /usr/local/share/applications/playbooks/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-playbook.yaml

• /usr/local/share/applications/helm/wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-x.x.x.tgz

• /usr/local/share/applications/overrides (e.g. wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides-
subcloud.yaml wind-river-cloud-platform-deployment-manager-overrides.yaml)

Upload these files using the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud-deploy upload
--deploy-playbook <deployment-manager-yaml-file> \
--deploy-chart <deployment-manager-chart-tarball> \
--deploy-overrides <deployment-manager-overrides-subcloud-yaml-file>

Where helm-chart-overrides.yaml contains the following:

manager:
 image:
   repository: registry.local:9001/docker.io/wind-river/cloud-platform-deployment-manager
   tag: <tag>
   pullPolicy: IfNotPresent
rbacProxy:
  image: registry.local:9001/gcr.io/kubebuilder/kube-rbac-proxy:<tag>

2. To configure the password for the subcloud, use the following command.

~(keystone_admin)] dcmanager subcloud reconfig --sysadmin-password <password> --deploy-config d
eployment-config.yaml <subcloud>

Where subcloud is the name of the subcloud.
Where deployment-config.yaml contains the following:

---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Namespace
metadata:
  name: deployment
---
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM BACKUP AND RESTORE,
22.06

System backup

• Back Up System Data on page 2
• Run Ansible Backup Playbook Locally on the Controller on page 3
• Run Ansible Backup Playbook Remotely on page 4

System and storage restore

• Restore Platform System Data and Storage on page 7
• Run Restore Playbook Locally on the Controller on page 12
• Run Ansible Restore Playbook Remotely on page 12
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2. SYSTEM BACKUP

1. Back Up System Data

A system data backup of a Wind River Cloud Platform system captures core system information needed to restore a fully operational
Wind River Cloud Platform cluster.

In this section:

• Detailed contents of a system backup on page 2•

• Data not included in system backups on page 3•

System Data Backups include:

• platform configuration details•

• system databases•

• patching and package repositories•

• home directory for the sysadmin user and all LDAP user accounts.•

Detailed contents of a system backup

The backup contains details as listed below:

• Postgresql backup databases•

• LDAP database•

• Ceph crushmap•

• DNS server list•

• System Inventory network configuration is required during a system restore to set up the OS configuration.•

• Docker registries on controller•

• Docker no-proxy•

• (Optional) Any end user container images in registry.local; that is, any images other than Wind River system and application•
images. Cloud Platform system and application images are repulled from their original source, external registries during the
restore procedure.

• Backup up data:•

- OS configuration:-

- (item=/etc)-

Note
Although everything is backed up, not all the content is restored.

- Home directory ‘sysadmin’ user, and all LDAP user accounts (item=/etc)-

- Generated platform configuration:-

- item=/opt/platform/config/<wr_version>-

- item=/opt/platform/puppet/<wr_version>/hieradata:-

All the hieradata under is backed-up. However, only the static hieradata (static.yaml and secure_static.yaml) will be
restored to the bootstrap controller-0.

- Keyring:-

- item=/opt/platform/.keyring/<wr_version>-
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- Patching and package repositories:-

- item=/opt/patching-

- item=/www/pages/updates-

- Extension filesystem:-

- item=/opt/extension-

- dc-vault filesystem for Distributed Cloud system-controller:-

- item=/opt/dc-vault-

- FluxCD manifests:-

- item=/opt/platform/armada/<wr_version>-

- Helm charts:-

- item=/opt/platform/helm_charts-

Data not included in system backups

• Application PVCs on Ceph clusters.•

• StarlingX application data. Use the command system application-list to display a list of installed applications.•

• Modifications manually made to the file systems, such as configuration changes on the /etc directory. After a restore operation•
has been completed, these modifications have to be reapplied.

• Home directories and passwords of local user accounts. They must be backed up manually by the system administrator.•

• The /root directory. Use the sysadmin account instead when root access is needed.•

Note
The system data backup can only be used to restore the cluster from which the backup was made. You cannot use the
system data backup to restore the system to different hardware. Perform a system data backup for each cluster and label
the backup accordingly.

To ensure recovery from the backup file during a restore procedure, containers must be in the active state when
performing the backup. Containers that are in a shutdown or paused state at the time of the backup will not be recovered
after a subsequent restore procedure.

When the system data backup is complete, the backup file must be kept in a secured location, probably holding multiple copies of
them for redundancy purposes.

See also

Run Ansible Backup Playbook Locally on the Controller on page 3

Run Ansible Backup Playbook Remotely on page 4

2. Run Ansible Backup Playbook Locally on the Controller

In this method the Ansible Backup playbook is run on the active controller.

Use the following command to run the Ansible Backup playbook and back up the Cloud Platform configuration, data, and user
container images in registry.local data:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/backup.yml -e "ansib
le_become_pass=<sysadmin password> admin_password=<sysadmin password>" -e "backup_user_local_regis
try=true"
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The <admin_password> and <ansible_become_pass> need to be set correctly using the -e option on the command line, or an
override file, or in the Ansible secret file.

An example of override file follows:

cat << EOF > localhost-backup.yaml
---
ansible_become_pass: "<admin_password>"
admin_password: "<admin_password>"
backup_user_local_registry: "true"
...
EOF

The output files will be named:

• inventory_hostname_platform_backup_timestamp.tgz•

• inventory_hostname_wr-openstack_backup_timestamp.tgz•

• inventory_hostname_docker_local_registry_backup_timestamp.tgz•

• inventory_hostname_dc_vault_backup_timestamp.tgz•

The variables prefix can be overridden using the -e option on the command line or by using an override file.

• platform_backup_filename_prefix•

• openstack_backup_filename_prefix•

• docker_local_registry_backup_filename_prefix•

• dc_vault_backup_filename_prefix•

• openstack_app_name: “Wind River OpenStack” (optional for Wind River OpenStack application backup)•

The generated backup tar files will be displayed in the following format, for example:

• localhost_docker_local_registry_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz•

• localhost_platform_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz•

• localhost_openstack_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz•

• localhost_dc_vault_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz•

These files are located by default in the /opt/backups directory on controller-0, and contains the complete system backup.

If the default location needs to be modified, the variable backup_dir can be overridden using the -e option on the command line or
by using an override file.

3. Run Ansible Backup Playbook Remotely

In this method you can run Ansible Backup playbook on a remote workstation and target it at controller-0.

Prerequisites

• You need to have Ansible installed on your remote workstation, along with the Ansible Backup/Restore playbooks.•

• Your network has IPv6 connectivity before running Ansible Playbook, if the system configuration is IPv6.•

Procedure

1. Log in to the remote workstation.
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2. Create secret and backup folders.
For example:

cd $HOME
mkdir -p <br> <overrides>

3. Provide either a customized Ansible hosts file specified using the -i option, or use the default one in the Ansible
configuration directory (that is, /etc/ansible/hosts).

a. If using a customized file, change to the <br> directory created in the previous step.

b. Make the following modifications. You must specify the floating OAM IP of the controller host. For example, if
the host name is wr_Cluster, the inventory file should have an entry wr_Cluster, for example:

---
all:
  hosts:
    wc68:
      ansible_host: 128.222.100.02
    wr_Cluster:
      ansible_host: 128.224.141.74

4. Switch to the <overrides> directory created previously.

5. Create a new secret file encrypted with Ansible-Vault using the ansible-vault create secrets.yml command.
Set and confirm a new Ansible-Vault password. Ansible will open an editing window where you can enter your
desired contents.
The following settings are usually common to all hosts, in which case they can be placed in the secrets.yml file.

vault_password_change_responses:
    yes/no: 'yes'
    sysadmin*: 'sysadmin'
    (current) UNIX password: 'sysadmin'
    New password: 'Li69nux*'
    Retype new password: 'Li69nux*'
admin_password: Li69nux*
ansible_become_pass: Li69nux*
ansible_ssh_pass: Li69nux*

Save your changes and quit the editor. If you need to make additional changes, you can use the command ansible-
vault edit override_dir/secrets.yml.

6. Run Ansible Backup playbook:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook <path-to-backup-playbook-entry-file> -ask-vault-pass -e "h
ost_backup_dir=$HOME/br_test override_files_dir=$HOME/override_dir"

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook backup.yml --limit sm5 -i $HOME/br_test/hosts --ask-vault-
pass -e "host_backup_dir=$HOME/br_test override_files_dir=$HOME/override_dir"

The generated backup tar file can be found in <host_backup_dir>, that is, /home/sysadmin, by default. You can
overwrite it using the -e option on the command line or in an override file.

Warning
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If a backup of the local registry images file is created, the file is not copied from the remote machine to the local machine. The
inventory_hostname_docker_local_registry_backup_timestamp.tgz file needs to copied off the host machine to be
used if a restore is needed.
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3. SYSTEM AND STORAGE RESTORE

1. Restore Platform System Data and Storage

You can perform a system restore (controllers, workers, including or excluding storage nodes) of a Cloud Platform cluster from
available system data and bring it back to the operational state it was when the backup procedure took place.

About this task

This procedure takes a snapshot of the etcd database at the time of backup, stores it in the system data backup, and then uses it to
initialize the Kubernetes cluster during a restore. Kubernetes configuration will be restored and pods that are started from
repositories accessible from the internet or from external repositories will start immediately. Cloud Platform specific applications must
be re-applied once a storage cluster is configured.

Warning

The system data backup file can only be used to restore the system from which the backup was made. You cannot use this backup file
to restore the system to different hardware.

To restore the data, use the same version of the boot image (ISO) that was used at the time of the original installation.

The Cloud Platform restore supports the following optional modes:

• To keep the Ceph cluster data intact (false - default option), use the following parameter, when passing the extra arguments to•
the Ansible Restore playbook command:

wipe_ceph_osds=false

• To wipe the Ceph cluster entirely (true), where the Ceph cluster will need to be recreated, use the following parameter:•

wipe_ceph_osds=true

• To indicate that the backup data file is under /opt/platform-backup directory on the local machine, use the following parameter:•

on_box_data=true

If this parameter is set to false, the Ansible Restore playbook expects both the initial_backup_dir and backup_filename to be
specified.

Restoring a Cloud Platform cluster from a backup file is done by re-installing the ISO on controller-0, running the Ansible Restore
Playbook, applying updates (patches), unlocking controller-0, and then powering on, and unlocking the remaining hosts, one host at a
time, starting with the controllers, and then the storage hosts, ONLY if required, and lastly the compute (worker) hosts.

Prerequisites

Before you start the restore procedure you must ensure the following conditions are in place:

• All cluster hosts must be prepared for network boot and then powered down. You can prepare a host for network boot.•

Note
If you are restoring system data only, do not lock, power off or prepare the storage hosts to be reinstalled.

• The backup file is accessible locally, if restore is done by running Ansible Restore playbook locally on the controller. The backup•
file is accessible remotely, if restore is done by running Ansible Restore playbook remotely.
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• You have the original Cloud Platform ISO installation image available on a USB flash drive. It is mandatory that you use the exact•
same version of the software used during the original installation, otherwise the restore procedure will fail.

• The restore procedure requires all hosts but controller-0 to boot over the internal management network using the PXE protocol.•
Ideally, the old boot images are no longer present, so that the hosts boot from the network when powered on. If this is not the
case, you must configure each host manually for network boot immediately after powering it on.

• If you are restoring a Distributed Cloud subcloud first, ensure it is in an unmanaged state on the Central Cloud•
(SystemController) by using the following commands:

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud unmanage <subcloud-name>

where <subcloud-name> is the name of the subcloud to be unmanaged.

Procedure

1. Power down all hosts.
If you have a storage host and want to retain Ceph data, then power down all the nodes except the storage hosts;
the cluster has to be functional during a restore operation.

Caution

Do not use wipedisk before a restore operation. This will lead to data loss on your Ceph cluster. It is safe to use wipedisk
during an initial installation, while reinstalling a host, or during an upgrade.

2. Install the Cloud Platform ISO software on controller-0 from the USB flash drive.
You can now log in using the host’s console.

3. Log in to the console as user sysadmin with password sysadmin.

4. Install network connectivity required for the subcloud.

5. Ensure that the backup file are available on the controller. Run both Ansible Restore playbooks, restore_platform.yml
and restore_user_images.yml. For more information on restoring the back up file, see Run Restore Playbook Locally
on the Controller on page 12, and Run Ansible Restore Playbook Remotely on page 12.

Note
The backup files contain the system data and updates.

6. If the backup file contains patches, Ansible Restore playbook restore_platform.yml will apply the patches and prompt
you to reboot the system, you will need to re-run Ansible Restore playbook.
The current software version on the controller is compared against the version available in the backup file. If the
backed-up version includes updates, the restore process automatically applies the updates and forces an additional
reboot of the controller to make them effective.
After the reboot, you can verify that the updates were applied, as illustrated in the following example:

$ sudo sw-patch query
        Patch ID          RR          Release  Patch State
========================  ==========  =======  ===========
COMPUTECONFIG             Available    nn.nn      n/a
LIBCUNIT_CONTROLLER_ONLY   Applied     nn.nn      n/a
STORAGECONFIG              Applied     nn.nn      n/a

Rerun the Ansible Playbook if there were patches applied and you were prompted to reboot the system.

7. Restore the local registry using the file restore_user_images.yml.
This must be done before unlocking controller-0.

8. Unlock Controller-0.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-0

After you unlock controller-0, storage nodes become available and Ceph becomes operational.

9. For an AIO-SX system, run the following command:

$ system service-parameter-apply kubernetes

10. If the system is a Distributed Cloud system controller, restore the dc-vault using the restore_dc_vault.yml playbook.
Perform this step after unlocking controller-0:

$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/restore_dc_vault.yml -e "initial_ba
ckup_dir=/home/sysadmin backup_filename=localhost_dc_vault_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz ansib
le_become_pass=St0rlingX*"

Note
The dc-vault backup archive is created by the backup.yml playbook.

11. Authenticate the system as Keystone user admin.
Source the admin user environment as follows:

$ source /etc/platform/openrc

12. Apps transition from ‘restore-requested’ to ‘applying’ state, and from ‘applying’ state to ‘applied’ state.
If apps are transitioned from ‘applying’ to ‘restore-requested’ state, ensure there is network access and access to the
docker registry.
The process is repeated once per minute until all apps are transitioned to ‘applied’.

13. If you have a Duplex system, restore the controller-1 host.

a. List the current state of the hosts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-list
+----+-------------+------------+---------------+-----------+------------+
| id | hostname    | personality| administrative|operational|availability|
+----+-------------+------------+---------------+-----------+------------+
| 1  | controller-0| controller | unlocked      |enabled    |available   |
| 2  | controller-1| controller | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 3  | storage-0   | storage    | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 4  | storage-1   | storage    | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 5  | compute-0   | worker     | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 6  | compute-1   | worker     | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
+----+-------------+------------+---------------+-----------+------------+

b. Power on the host.
Ensure that the host boots from the network, and not from any disk image that may be present.
The software is installed on the host, and then the host is rebooted. Wait for the host to be reported as locked,
disabled, and offline.

c. Unlock controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-unlock controller-1
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property        | Value                                |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+
| action          | none                                 |
| administrative  | locked                               |
| availability    | online                               |
| ...             | ...                                  |
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| uuid            | 5fc4904a-d7f0-42f0-991d-0c00b4b74ed0 |
+-----------------+--------------------------------------+

d. Verify the state of the hosts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-list
+----+-------------+------------+---------------+-----------+------------+
| id | hostname    | personality| administrative|operational|availability|
+----+-------------+------------+---------------+-----------+------------+
| 1  | controller-0| controller | unlocked      |enabled    |available   |
| 2  | controller-1| controller | unlocked      |enabled    |available   |
| 3  | storage-0   | storage    | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 4  | storage-1   | storage    | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 5  | compute-0   | worker     | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
| 6  | compute-1   | worker     | locked        |disabled   |offline     |
+----+-------------+------------+---------------+-----------+------------+

14. Restore storage configuration. If wipe_ceph_osds is set to True, follow the same procedure used to restore
controller-1, beginning with host storage-0 and proceeding in sequence.

Note
This step should be performed ONLY if you are restoring storage hosts.

a. For storage hosts, there are two options:
With the controller software installed and updated to the same level that was in effect when the backup was
performed, you can perform the restore procedure without interruption.
Standard with Controller Storage install or reinstall depends on the wipe_ceph_osds configuration:

a. If wipe_ceph_osds is set to true, reinstall the storage hosts.

b. If wipe_ceph_osds is set to false (default option), do not reinstall the storage hosts.

Caution

Do not reinstall or power off the storage hosts if you want to keep previous Ceph cluster data. A reinstall of
storage hosts will lead to data loss.

b. Ensure that the Ceph cluster is healthy. Verify that the three Ceph monitors (controller-0, controller-1, storage-0)
are running in quorum.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ceph -s
cluster:
    id:     3361e4ef-b0b3-4f94-97c6-b384f416768d
    health: HEALTH_OK

  services:
    mon: 3 daemons, quorum controller-0,controller-1,storage-0
    mgr: controller-0(active), standbys: controller-1
    osd: 10 osds: 10 up, 10 in

  data:
    pools:   5 pools, 600 pgs
    objects: 636  objects, 2.7 GiB
    usage:   6.5 GiB used, 2.7 TiB / 2.7 TiB avail
    pgs:     600 active+clean

  io:
    client:   85 B/s rd, 336 KiB/s wr, 0 op/s rd, 67 op/s wr
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Caution

Do not proceed until the Ceph cluster is healthy and the message HEALTH_OK appears.

If the message HEALTH_WARN appears, wait a few minutes and then try again. If the warning condition persists,
consult the public documentation for troubleshooting Ceph monitors (for example, http://docs.ceph.com/docs/
master/rados/troubleshooting/troubleshootin g-mon/).

15. Restore the compute (worker) hosts, one at a time.
Restore the compute (worker) hosts following the same procedure used to restore controller-1.

16. Allow Calico and Coredns pods to be recovered by Kubernetes. They should all be in ‘N/N Running’ state.
The state of the hosts when the restore operation is complete is as follows:

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl get pods -n kube-system | grep -e calico -e coredns
calico-kube-controllers-5cd4695574-d7zwt  1/1     Running
calico-node-6km72                         1/1     Running
calico-node-c7xnd                         1/1     Running
coredns-6d64d47ff4-99nhq                  1/1     Running
coredns-6d64d47ff4-nhh95                  1/1     Running

17. If wipe_ceph_osds is set to true and all the system hosts are in an unlocked/enabled/available state, do the
following:

a. Remove and reapply platform-integ-apps. This step will re-create the default ceph pools (they were deleted):

$ system application-remove platform-integ-apps
$ system application-apply platform-integ-apps

b. Delete completely and reapply all the applications that have persistent volumes (OpenStack or custom apps). For
example for OpenStack, run the following commands

$ system application-remove wr-openstack
$ system application-delete wr-openstack
$ system application-upload wr-openstack-20.12-0.tgz
$ system application-apply wr-openstack

18. Run the system restore-complete command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system restore-complete

19. Alarms 750.006 alarms disappear one at a time, as the apps are auto applied.

Postrequisites

• Passwords for local user accounts must be restored manually since they are not included as part of the backup and restore•
procedures.

• After restoring a Distributed Cloud subcloud, you need to bring it back to the managed state on the Central Cloud•
(SystemController), by using the following commands:

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$ dcmanager subcloud manage <subcloud-name>

where <subcloud-name> is the name of the subcloud to be managed.
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2. Run Restore Playbook Locally on the Controller

To run restore on the controller, you need to download the backup to the active controller.

About this task

You can use an external storage device, for example, a USB drive. Use the following command to run the Ansible Restore playbook:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/restore_platform.ym
l -e "initial_backup_dir=<location_of_tarball ansible_become_pass=<admin_password> admin_password=
<admin_password backup_filename=<backup_filename> wipe_ceph_osds=<true/false>"

The Cloud Platform restore supports the following optional modes, keeping the Ceph cluster data intact or wiping the Ceph cluster.

• To keep the Ceph cluster data intact (false - default option), use the following parameter:•

wipe_ceph_osds=false

• To wipe the Ceph cluster entirely (true), where the Ceph cluster will need to be recreated, use the following parameter:•

wipe_ceph_osds=true

Example of a backup file in /home/sysadmin

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/restore_platform
.yml -e "initial_backup_dir=/home/sysadmin ansible_become_pass=St0rlingX* admin_password=St0rl
ingX* backup_filename=localhost_platform_backup_2020_07_27_07_48_48.tgz wipe_ceph_osds=true"

Note
If the backup contains patches, Ansible Restore playbook will apply the patches and prompt you to reboot the
system. Then you will need to re-run Ansible Restore playbook.

• To indicate that the backup data file is under /opt/platform-backup directory on the local machine, use the following parameter:•

on_box_data=true

If this parameter is set to false, the Ansible Restore playbook expects both the initial_backup_dir and backup_filename to be
specified.

Postrequisites

After running restore_platform.yml playbook, you can restore the local registry images.

Note
The backup file of the local registry images may be large. Restore the backed up file on the controller, where there is
sufficient space.

For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$  ansible-playbook /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/restore_user_images
.yml -e "initial_backup_dir=/home/sysadmin backup_filename=localhost_docker_local_registry_backup_
2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz ansible_become_pass=St0rlingX*"

3. Run Ansible Restore Playbook Remotely
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In this method you can run Ansible Restore playbook and point to controller-0.

Prerequisites

• It is recommended that you have Ansible version 2.7.5 or higher installed on your remote workstation. Copy the Ansible•
Backup/Restore playbooks from directory /usr/share/ansible/stx-ansible/playbooks/.

• Your network has IPv6 connectivity before running Ansible Playbook, if the system configuration is IPv6.•

Procedure

1. Log in to the remote workstation.
You can log in directly on the console or remotely using ssh.

2. Provide an inventory file, either a customized one that is specified using the -i option, or the default one that is in
the Ansible configuration directory (that is, /etc/ansible/hosts). You must specify the floating OAM IP of the controller
host. For example, if the host name is wr_Cluster, the inventory file should have an entry called wr_Cluster.

---
all:
  hosts:
    wc68:
      ansible_host: 128.222.100.02
    wr_Cluster:
      ansible_host: 128.224.141.74

3. Run the Ansible Restore playbook:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook path-to-restore-platform-playbook-entry-file --limit host-
name -i inventory-file -e optional-extra-vars

where optional-extra-vars can be:

• Optional: You can select one of the following restore modes:

- To keep Ceph data intact (false - default option), use the following parameter:
wipe_ceph_osds=false

- To start with an empty Ceph cluster (true), where the Ceph cluster will need to be recreated, use the following
parameter:
wipe_ceph_osds=true

- To indicate that the backup data file is under /opt/platform-backup directory on the local machine, use the
following parameter:
on_box_data=true
If this parameter is set to false, the Ansible Restore playbook expects both the initial_backup_dir and
backup_filename to be specified.

• The backup_filename is the platform backup tar file. It must be provided using the -e option on the command
line, for example:

-e backup_filename= localhost_platform_backup_2019_07_15_14_46_37.tgz

• The initial_backup_dir is the location on the Ansible control machine where the platform backup tar file is placed
to restore the platform. It must be provided using -e option on the command line.

• The admin_password, ansible_become_pass, and ansible_ssh_pass need to be set correctly using the -e option
on the command line or in the Ansible secret file. ansible_ssh_pass is the password to the sysadmin user on
controller-0.

• The ansible_remote_tmp should be set to a new directory (not required to create it ahead of time) under /home/
sysadmin on controller-0 using the -e option on the command line.
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For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /localdisk/designer/jenkins/tis-stx-dev/cgcs-root/stx/ansi
ble-playbooks/playbookconfig/src/playbooks/restore_platform.yml --limit wr_Cluster -i $HOME/br_
test/hosts -e "ansible_become_pass=St0rlingX* admin_password=St0rlingX* ansible_ssh_pass=St0rli
ngX* initial_backup_dir=$HOME/br_test backup_filename= wr_Cluster_system_backup_2019_08_08_15_2
5_36.tgz ansible_remote_tmp=/home/sysadmin/ansible-restore"

Note
If the backup contains patches, Ansible Restore playbook will apply the patches and prompt you to reboot the system.
Then you will need to re-run Ansible Restore playbook.

4. After running the restore_platform.yml playbook, you can restore the local registry images.

Note
The backup file of the local registry may be large. Restore the backed up file on the controller, where there is sufficient
space.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook path-to-restore-user-images-playbook-entry-file --limit ho
st-name -i inventory-file -e optional-extra-vars

where optional-extra-vars can be:

• The backup_filename is the local registry backup tar file. It must be provided using the -e option on the command
line, for example:

-e backup_filename= localhost_docker_local_registry_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz

• The initial_backup_dir is the location on the Ansible control machine where the platform backup tar file is located.
It must be provided using -e option on the command line.

• The ansible_become_pass, and ansible_ssh_pass need to be set correctly using the -e option on the command
line or in the Ansible secret file. ansible_ssh_pass is the password to the sysadmin user on controller-0.

• The backup_dir should be set to a directory on controller-0. The directory must have sufficient space for local
registry backup to be copied. The backup_dir is set using the -e option on the command line.

• The ansible_remote_tmp should be set to a new directory on controller-0. Ansible will use this directory to copy
files, and the directory must have sufficient space for local registry backup to be copied. The ansible_remote_tmp
is set using the -e option on the command line.

For example, run the local registry restore playbook, where /sufficient/space directory on the controller has sufficient
space left for the archived file to be copied.

~(keystone_admin)]$ ansible-playbook /localdisk/designer/jenkins/tis-stx-dev/cgcs-root/stx/ansi
ble-playbooks/playbookconfig/src/playbooks/restore_user_images.ym --limit wr_Cluster -i $HOME/b
r_test/hosts -e "ansible_become_pass=St0rlingX* ansible_ssh_pass=St0rlingX* initial_backup_dir=
$HOME/br_test backup_filename= wr_Cluster_docker_local_registry_backup_2020_07_15_21_24_22.tgz 
ansible_remote_tmp=/sufficient/space backup_dir=/sufficient/space"
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM AIO-SX CPU
DIMENSIONING, 22.06

• CPU Partitioning on page 1
• Hosting Environment on page 1
• Native Kubernetes CPU Policies on page 2
• Additional Tuning on page 2
• Recommendations for Application Threads on page 2

1. CPU Partitioning

Two cores are reserved for the platform, these are not available for any application workloads.

The number of reserved platform cores may need to be increased above two depending on the application characteristics. Refer to
the Cloud Platform Nodal Dimensioning document for guidance on tuning the system to use the sufficient number of platform cores.
The remaining cores are available to Kubernetes for application workloads.

Note
“application” here refers to any containerized workloads above the CaaS layer including Wind River Analytics.

2. Hosting Environment

Two hosting profiles are provided for containerized applications:

• Standard – based on preempt kernel•

• Low-latency – based on preempt-rt kernel•

This profile is recommended for applications with stringent determinism requirements.

Interrupts are threaded (RT threads) on this profile.

Optimizations applied to both profiles include:

• CPU isolation•

- Pinning house-keeping interrupts and tasks to platform core(s).-

- Pinning RCU callbacks to platform core(s).-

• Optional backing of pods with huge pages to minimize TLB misses.•

Additional optimizations applied to the low-latency profile:

• Pinning kernel work queues to platform cores.•

• no_hz full to minimize timer interrupts.•

Applicable only to scenarios where there is a single runnable task on a CPU.

• Capping max C-state to minimize latency.•

• Kernel IRQ and timer processes running FIFO RT schedules.•

• BIOS settings must be optimized for deterministic performance including disabling hyperthreading.•
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3. Native Kubernetes CPU Policies

Kubernetes by default uses CFS quota to enforce pod CPU limits.

• Multiple QoS policies are available: guaranteed, burstable and best effort.•

For more information, see https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/quality-service-pod/.

Enabling the static cpu policy allows an application to reserve exclusive CPUs:

• Enabled via system API•

system host-label-assign <node-name> kube-cpu-mgr-policy=static

• The pod will be pinned to the allocated set of CPUs on the host and have exclusive use of those CPUs if•
resource:request:cpu is equal to resource:cpulimit in the pod spec.

• Processes within the pod can float across the set of CPUs allocated to the pod.•

It is up to the application to explicitly pin processes to a subset of the CPUs.

Pods with non-exclusive CPUs will float across a shared pool of CPUs.

• As exclusive CPUs are assigned those CPUs are removed from the shared pool.•

Applications requiring determinism need to use exclusive CPUs.

4. Additional Tuning

Enable full CPU isolation to further reduce jitter.

A set of CPUs can be reserved as isolated through the system API.

system host-cpu-modify -f application-isolated -p0 <x>

There must be at least one non-isolated application cpu on each host.

Isolated CPUs should equal:

• Total number of application CPUs - ( non-isolated application cpus )•

• Generally this would map to the number of CPUs required for the user plane•

Pod spec to reserve isolated CPUs:

requests:
   windriver.com/isolcpus: <integer number of CPUs>
limits:
   windriver.com/isolcpus: <integer number of CPUs matching requests>

For additional information, see Isolating CPU Cores to Enhance Application Performance

5. Recommendations for Application Threads
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Application threads requiring deterministic performance (user plane) must use application-isolated CPUs and explicitly pin workloads
to the CPUs assigned to the pod.

User plane processes should utilize RT scheduling policies FIFO or RR for optimal results.

• Proper process scheduling priority is not one size fits all and requires proper analysis. Wind River provides tools such as perf to•
help analyze the performance of the system.

• In addition, Wind River can help make recommendations with proper sharing of implementation details.•

Application threads should typically use priority 1-49. Priorities at or above 50 should be used for application threads which execute
periodically with short code paths. Applications running at or above priority 50 can prevent critical kernel services from running which
can create indeterministic behavior including blocked filesystem journaling, network traffic blocking, kernel thread stalls, and so on.

• Any closed-loop application thread must yield the CPU using mechanisms such as clock_nanosleep to prevent critical kernel•
processes from being blocked. Failure to do so will result in blocked kernel threads, system instability, and resets. The frequency
and time required to yield is hardware dependent, so tuning in this area may be required. A starting point for tuning would be
to sleep 2 us every 1 ms. Once parameters have been established which produce acceptable performance for the application
and the kernel, these parameters would not expect to be changed.

• Use single user-plane thread per cpu, where feasible, to leverage no_hz_full functionality.•

• User plane processes should be backed by hugepages (1Gi) to minimize TLB misses.•

• Non-user plane threads (i.e. management/OAM functions) should run as sched_other and can run in the shared pool CPUs•
depending on the SLAs of the service.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM SYSTEM LIMITS,
BENCHMARKS, AND TESTING, 22.06
Wind River Cloud Platform system limits, benchmarks, and testing data provides useful guidelines for deployment planning, and
tuning.

System limits

• System Limits on page 3

Maximum number of worker nodes

• Maximum Number of Worker Nodes on page 6

Application Pods

• General considerations on page 7
• Maximum Number of Application Pods per Worker on page 7
• Maximum Number of Application Pods per Cloud on page 7

Maximum Number of simultaneous Host locks

• Maximum Number of Simultaneous Host Locks on page 9

Controller swact benchmarks

• Controller Swact Benchmarks on page 10

Maintenance benchmarks

• Maintenance Benchmarks on page 11
• Distributed Cloud Benchmarks on page 12
• PTP Latency Benchmarks on page 13

Controller ceph storage performance testing

Throughput and latency

• Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing on page 17

Platform CPU and memory usage

• Platform CPU and Memory Usage on page 22
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Sizing cloud controllers

• Sizing Cloud Controllers on page 25
• Determining the Total Number of Worker Hosts on page 26
• Selecting System Configuration on page 26
• Determining Controller Resources on page 26

Wind River Cloud Platform best practices

• Wind River Cloud Platform Best Practices on page 28

Worker node timer latency tests

• Worker Node Timer Latency Testing on page 29

Pod Scheduling and Placement

• Quality of Service Classes on page 31
• CPU Management Policy on page 31
• Eviction Priority on page 32
• Over-Committing on page 32
• Deterministic Performance on page 33

Sample Application Profile

• Sample Application Profile on page 34
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2. SYSTEM LIMITS

1. System Limits

This section provides system limits, benchmarks, and testing parameters.

Table 1. System Limits Summary

Category Capacity Tested Supported Comment

Hardware
Max worker hosts in
Standard
configuration

20 200
Application and
Controller resources
dependent.

Hardware

Max worker hosts in
All-in-one Duplex +
workers
configuration

10 50

Must move to a
standard
configuration
beyond 50 workers.

Hardware
Max controller
hosts

2 2
Two required for
redundancy.

Controller Storage Max OSDs 6 8

Can provision as
many disks as there
are available.
However, each
additional OSD
comes with
platform cpu and
memory overhead.

All-in-one Simplex
Max application
pods per controller
host

30 Variable
Refer to Application
Pods on page 1.

All-in-one Duplex
Max application
pods per controller
host

30 Variable
Refer to Application
Pods on page 1.

Worker Host
Max application
pods per worker
host

30 Variable
Refer to Application
Pods on page 1.

Worker Host
Max worker hosts
locked/patched in
parallel

10 10

Pod Limits
Max number of
parallel pod launch/
deletes

360 Variable
Application and
Controller resources
dependent.
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Category Capacity Tested Supported Comment

Distributed Cloud
Max AIO-SX
subclouds

1000 1000

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds
supported in a
Distributed Cloud
deployment.

Distributed Cloud

Max round trip
packet latency
between
SystemController
and subcloud

50 ms 50 ms

Maximum
permitted round
trip packet latency
between the system
controller and any
subcloud.

Distributed Cloud

Min network
bandwidth between
system controller
and subcloud

100 Mbps 100 Mbps

Minimum
supported network
bandwidth for
traffic between the
system controller
and subclouds.

Subcloud Limits
Max subclouds
deployed/installed
in parallel

50 50

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds that can
be deployed/
installed in parallel
in a Distributed
Cloud deployment.

Subcloud Limits
Max subclouds
managed in parallel

50 50

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds that can
be managed in
parallel in a
Distributed Cloud
deployment.

Subcloud Limits
Max subclouds
patched in parallel
(no reboot)

500 500

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds that can
be patched in
parallel with no
reboot required in a
Distributed Cloud
deployment

Subcloud Limits
Max subclouds
patched in parallel
(reboot required)

250 250

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds that can
be patched in
parallel with reboot
required in a
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Category Capacity Tested Supported Comment

Distributed Cloud
deployment.

Subcloud Limits
Max subcloud
Redfish installations
in parallel

50 50

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds that can
be remotely
installed by Redfish
in parallel in a
Distributed Cloud
deployment.

Subcloud Limits
Max subclouds
upgraded in parallel

50 50

Maximum number
of AIO-SX
subclouds that can
be upgraded in
parallel in a
Distributed Cloud
environment.

Note
All subcloud limit testing was performed with virtual subclouds and Redfish simulation.
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3. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF WORKER NODES

1. Maximum Number of Worker Nodes

Application profiles and Controller resources (CPU, memory, storage space, networking) are the main factors that determine the
maximum cloud size.

Given the same controller resources capacity and performance, a standard system with controller storage can support many more
workers hosting simple applications with low storage and I/O requirements than workers hosting complex applications with large
storage and high I/O demand.

For example, an Intel Broadwell server with 32 CPUs, 40 GB of RAM and 1 TB of high performance storage can support up to 150
workers (no monitor) hosting applications with similar characteristics as those specified in the Sample Application Profile on page 2.
The same controller may support more or less workers with a different application profile. Cloud administrators should determine
controller resources cost per worker based on their own application profile and source the system controllers with enough resources
to achieve target cloud capacity.

Wind River Cloud Platform supports up to 200 workers in a standard configuration and up to 50 workers in an All-in-one Duplex
configuration.
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4. APPLICATION PODS

1. General considerations

The following considerations apply to the number of application pods supported on the various types of hosts:

• The Kubernetes limit for pods on a host is 110. This value includes both platform and application pods.•

• The number of pods supported depends entirely on the characteristics of the pods and the allocation of platform CPU and•
memory on the system. Refer to Cloud Platform Nodal Dimensioning for a detailed analysis of application pod characteristics
and the corresponding requirements for platform resources.

• When maintenance actions are performed, the application pods on the corresponding hosts are relocated to different hosts.•
Therefore, each host must have a percentage of room available for application pod migration when maintenance activities are
performed.

2. Maximum Number of Application Pods per Worker

Kubernetes in Wind River Cloud Platform has a hard limit of 110 pods per node even if both the controllers and the workers have
ample resources.

As specified in Maximum Number of Simultaneous Host Locks on page 1, the maximum number of worker hosts that can be
simultaneously locked for maintenance is the lesser of 10 hosts or 25% of the worker hosts in the system.

The number of platform pods on each worker node should not exceed 10 (note that this does not include any platform add-on/
optional features such as Wind River Analytics). This leaves a maximum of 100 pods available for applications. Reserving sufficient
space for maintenance activities, the following calculation applies:

Max app pods per worker = ((110 limit) - (10 platform)) * 0.75 = 75

Refer to Kubernetes Pod Dimensioning for more information on the number of pods that can be supported on a worker node.

3. Maximum Number of Application Pods per Cloud

The baseline platform configuration (not including any platform add-on/optional features such as Wind River Analytics) should
consume no more than 20 application pods per controller. However, the number of platform pods per controller should be verified on
your specific system configuration.

For dual controller configurations, the controllers should have enough room to handle controller switchover regardless of worker host
availability.

The maximum number of application pods per system is (M controllers * N application pods per controller) + (X workers * Y
application pods per worker).

For a standard or AIO-DX plus workers configuration, the following calculation applies:

• Max app pods per controller = ((110 limit) - (20 platform)) / 2 = 45•

• Max app pods per worker = ((110 limit) - (10 platform)) * 0.75 = 75•

• Max app pods per system = (2 controllers * 45) + (X workers * 75)•

• Max app pods (AIO-DX + 50 workers) = (2 * 45) + (50 * 75) = 3840•

• Max app pods (standard + 200 workers) = (2 * 45) + (200 * 75) = 15090•
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For an AIO-DX configuration, the following calculation applies:

• Max app pods per controller = ((110 limit) - (20 platform)) / 2 = 45•

• Max app pods per system = 45 * 2 = 90•

For an AIO-SX configuration, the following calculation applies:

• Max app pods = (110 limit) - (20 platform) = 90•

These values assume both the controllers and all worker hosts have enough resources for your target application profile. Refer to
Cloud Platform Nodal Dimensioning: Kubernetes Pod Dimensioning for a detailed analysis of application pod characteristics and the
corresponding requirements for platform resources.
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5. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS HOST LOCKS

1. Maximum Number of Simultaneous Host Locks

Simultaneously locking ten worker hosts for maintenance has been tested.

It may be possible to lock more than ten hosts simultaneously for maintenance purposes if there are enough resources on other
workers to accommodate the additional pods and the Controller CPU and I/O can accommodate the additional load. However, this
will result in a highly unbalanced cloud and could potentially delay or time out host locking and/or disrupt service. The host lock
timeout is set to 3 minutes to support placement of all affected application pods in new hosts.

In a system that is fully provisioned, with all worker hosts fully occupied, the lesser of 10 hosts or up to 25% of the workers should be
locked at the same time. The percentage can be higher in a lightly occupied cloud.

For pods with specific worker affinity, the cloud administrator will need to ensure there is another host(s) to receive the application
pods when their host is locked.
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6. CONTROLLER SWACT BENCHMARKS

1. Controller Swact Benchmarks

Whether it is user-initiated, a failover, or is as part of a maintenance workflow, when a controller swact occurs, there is a short
switchover window during which system commands, dashboard, system access via OAM floating IP and application deployment are
unavailable.

The following benchmarks provide an estimated duration of the swact and this window:

Controller Swact Timing for All-in-one Controllers

Configuration:

• 2 controllers (Intel® Xeon® Haswell CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz, 1 OSD backed by SSD)•

• 10 worker hosts (Intel® Xeon® Haswell CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz)•

• 360 application pods•

With the above configuration, the average end-to-end swact time is 39s and the switchover period is 26s.

The cloud size has minimal impact on the controller swact timing.
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7. MAINTENANCE BENCHMARKS

1. Maintenance Benchmarks

Updating benchmarks

The updating benchmarks measure the update application time for a fully provisioned system using the Wind River Cloud Platform
updating orchestration framework. Test updates used to produce these benchmarks were under 50KB.

Updating

The actual updating time for a deployment depends on the following factors:

• Type of update (RR (reboot required) vs NR (No Reboot/In-service)•

• Number of worker hosts•

• Number of worker hosts that can be updated in parallel•

• Number of application pods•

• Update size•

System Configuration

• 2 controllers (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz, 1 OSD backed by SSD)•

• 10 worker nodes (minimum Intel® Xeon® Haswell CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz)•

• 360 application pods•

Update Strategy

Controller

• Apply Type: Serial•

• Alarm Restrictions: Relaxed•

Worker

• Apply Type: Parallel•

• Maximum Parallel Worker Hosts: 10•

This results in 10 worker hosts being updated simultaneously.

Alarm Restrictions: Relaxed

With the above configurations the time taken to complete the updating is 3ms37s for the NR update and 68m02s for the RR update.
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2. Distributed Cloud Benchmarks

This section describes the benchmarked performance of a Distributed Cloud System Controller with 1000 subclouds as tested by
Wind River.

In this section:

• System Controller Configuration on page 12•

• Steady State on page 12•

• Performance Benchmarks on page 12•

System Controller Configuration

Standard config (2 controllers, 2 workers, 2 storage hosts)

• Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248 CPU @ 2.50GHz, 80 logical CPUs with hyperthreading•

• 512 GB (2 Numa nodes)•

• 1000 All-in-one Simplex subclouds•

• 33 ms round trip packet latency between System Controller and subclouds•

• Wind River Analytics installed on system controller and all deployed subclouds•

• CPU and memory usage measured every 30 seconds•

• 25Gbps management link•

Steady State

Cloud Platform System Controller audits various system attributes periodically.

Subcloud Audit Frequency

Health 120/hour (every 30 seconds)

Patch 4/hour (every 15 mins)

Load 2/hour (every 30 mins)

Firmware, Kubernetes & Kube-rootca 1/hour (every 60 mins)

Orchestration (identity and platform) 2.8/hour (every 21 mins)

CPU Usage (#cpus)

• Average: 10.8•

• Min: 8.3•

• Max: 17.3•

Average Memory usage: 89.6 GiB
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Performance Benchmarks

The following table describes the duration based on audit logs from dcmanager.log, dcorch.log, orchestrator.log and
audit.log.

Action Duration (mins) CPU impact vs
baseline (#cpus)

Memory impact vs
baseline (GiB) Comment

Deploy 50
subclouds in
parallel

65
Average: +6.9 Max:
+9.8

Average: +7.2 Max:
+9.7

Subcloud is online

Manage 50
subclouds in
parallel

6
Average: +1.9 Max:
1.3

Negligable

Identity, platform,
load, patching,
firmware,
Kubernetes, kube-
rootca sync

Patch 500
subclouds in
parallel

6 Average: +3.5 Negligible No reboot patch

Patch 250
subclouds in
parallel

18 Average: +3.4 Negligible
Reboot required
patch

Controller swact timing:

• End to End swact time: 58s•

• Switchover period: 49s•

3. PTP Latency Benchmarks

The Precision Time Protocol (PTP) is used to synchronize clocks in a network. Hosts can be configured to support the PTP protocol.

In this section:

• System Configuration on page 11•

• PTP Configuration and Performance Metrics on page 14•

• Performance Assessment on page 14•

For more information, see Cloud Platform System Configuration.

System Configuration

PTP latency has been assessed based on the following configurable settings.

• System Test: Cloud Platform All-in-one Simplex (lowlatency), Intel® Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz, configured as PTP•
slave

• Grand Master: Centos 8.1 host, running linuxptp 2.0-4, Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz•
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• Interconnect: HPE 5900AF-48XG-4QSFP+ switch•

• Additional PTP system: Cloud Platform Standard 2+2, Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz, all 4 hosts configured as PTP•
slaves

• PTP interfaces: i40e driver on Intel Corporation Ethernet Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+•

• Cloud Platform systems running 20.06 loads (linuxptp-2.0-2)•

PTP Configuration and Performance Metrics

The following PTP basic settings were used for all tests:

• network transport: L2•

• delay mechanism: e2e•

• time stamping: hardware•

As implemented in linuxptp, there are 2 processes involved in PTP clock synchronization:

• ptp4l: synchronizes hardware clock on interface card to master clock•

• phc2sys: synchronizes system clock to hardware clock on interface card•

When the host clock is synchronized with the master clock (PTP port is in SLAVE state), ptp4l and phc2sys processes will periodically
output reports on measured clock offsets (in nanoseconds) from master within the reporting period to /var/log/user.log.

2021-01-18T12:27:29.000 controller-0 phc2sys: info [168604.346] CLOCK_REALTIME rms 14 max
228 freq +12239 +/- 47 delay 1034 +/- 26

2021-01-18T12:28:05.000 controller-0 ptp4l: info [168639.883]
rms 7 max 23 freq +1156 +/- 11 delay 802 +/- 2

2021-01-18T12:28:29.000 controller-0 phc2sys: info
[168664.361] CLOCK_REALTIME rms 17 max 226 freq +12227 +/- 42 delay 1035 +/- 32

2021-01-18T12:29:10.000 controller-0 ptp4l: info [168704.949]
rms 7 max 22 freq +1136 +/- 13 delay 803 +/- 2

By default in Cloud Platform, the logs are output at intervals of 64s for ptp4l and 60s for phc2sys. This can be reconfigured by the
Cloud administrator.

Performance Assessment

For latency assessments, rms and max master offset were used under varying conditions.

For ptp4l performance, PTP protocol sync rate (see ptp4l option logSyncInterval in the table below), type of clock used on switch and
number of PTP hosts on the network, were used.
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Switch
clock

Sync
rate (/s)

Soak
length
(hrs)

Num
PTP
hosts

ptp4l
average
rms

ptp4l
maximum
max

ptp4l
%max
>100

ptp4l
%max
>200

ptp4l
%max
>500

ptp4l
%max
>1000

boundar
y

1 12.0 n/a 20.4 1923 8.2 5.8 3.9 2.6

transpar
ent

1 14.5 5 10.9 45 0 0 0 0

transpar
ent

4 17.5 5 8.1 39 0 0 0 0

transpar
ent

8 21.0 5 7.5 37 0 0 0 0

transpar
ent

16 13.0 5 45.4 246053 24.9 13.3 6.2 3.6

transpar
ent

16 6.0 1 7.0 30 0 0 0 0

Note

•
In all the above cases, announce rate was half of sync rate (e.g Sync 4/s, Announce 2/s) and delay request and
response rates were equal to sync rate.

• Cloud Platform default sync rate is 1/s.

•
With switch clock in transparent clock mode, each PTP host will receive delay request and response messages for all
PTP hosts in the local network.

• For test scenario, traffic on PTP interfaces was primarily PTP only.

• As rates were varied, log output rates

(see summary_interval config option – defaults to 6 in Cloud Platform) were adjusted so that ptp4l logs were printed
every 64s.

Observations

• Switch as boundary clock does not perform like transparent clock.•

• With switch set to transparent clock, average offset decreases as sync rate increases.•

• More PTP hosts on network and higher traffic rates can impact performance significantly.•

For phc2sys performance, the update rate is varied (process option -R, configured by the update-rate service parameter).

phc2sys
update rate (/s)

Soak length
(hrs)

phc2sys
average rms

phc2sys
maximum max

phc2sys %max
>100

phc2sys %max
>200

10 6.0 14.5 559 84.9 67.8

5 14.0 16.5 253 78.1 48.5
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phc2sys
update rate (/s)

Soak length
(hrs)

phc2sys
average rms

phc2sys
maximum max

phc2sys %max
>100

phc2sys %max
>200

1 13.0 17.9 264 24.5 10.8

0.5 5.0 18.5 263 12.5 5.0

0.2 5.5 30.3 288 8.9 2.4

Note
• Cloud Platform default update rate is 10/s.

•
As rates were varied, log output rates (process option -u, configured via summary-updates service parameter,
Wind River default 600) were adjusted so that phc2sys logs are printed 60s.

Observations

• Average offset decreases as update rate increases, but variability range also seems to increase.•

• Overall, as there are a number or trade-offs in performance, Cloud administrators need to evaluate their PTP network and•
configuration options to achieve optimal performance.
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8. CONTROLLER CEPH STORAGE PERFORMANCE TESTING

1. Throughput and latency
1.1. Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing

Data was obtained from a series of test pods running FIO tests at 100% disk utilization. This data provides guidance in dimensioning
for application I/O throughput.

In this section:

• Configuration Details on page 17•

• Test Results on page 18•

• Conclusion on page 21•

Note
This data is not representative of normal I/O use inside application/service pods. These charts show the I/O rates and
latency in the worst possible scenario where all pods simultaneously use 100% disk utilization.

Configuration Details

Hardware

• Processor: Intel® Xeon® Gold 6140 CPU @ 2.30GHz•

• Disks: 3 480GB INTEL SSDSC2BB480G7 disks•

FIO Settings

• Global configurations•

- ioengine=libaio-

- randrepeat=0-

- direct=1-

- runtime=360-

- ramptime=60-

- size=2-

- Gbs=<block-size> 1 on page 21-

- iodepth=64-

- time_based-

- numjobs=1-

• Read configuration•

rw=randread

• Write configuration•

rw=randwrite
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Container sizes

• 5 (1, 5, 10, 20, 30 containers)•

Test Results

With 1 Ceph OSD and the default CPU allocation for platform (2 cores), both read and write rates exhibit similar pattern of
performance degradation as the load increases:

• For all block sizes; a sharp rate drop (70% - 80%) as the number of containers, reading from/writing to the controller disk as fast•
as they can, increases from 1 to 5.

• I/O latency increases as disk contention increases; more severely with larger block sizes. Latency is somewhat the same for block•
sizes between 4K and 64K.
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Using smaller block sizes result in much better latencies but they also cause higher CPU usage by Ceph OSD process. A single
container that continuously reads or writes small blocks can bring platform CPU consumption past 80%.

Note
Adding more containers with the same high I/O demand leads to disk contention and more platform load. Disk contention
results in container high I/O latency. The larger the block size is the higher the latency.

Effect of Additional Platform CPU on Containers I/O Performance

If there is no or low disk contention (e.g. there is only one pod hitting the disk hard) and the platform CPU usage is high, allocating an
additional core to the platform will alleviate the CPU contention and give an immediate I/O performance boost.

Test results showed considerable improvement in both read throughputs and latencies across all block sizes; the smaller the data
blocks, the higher the performance gain. For instance, gain is between 50-98% for 4K block and a marginal 0-2% for 1MB block
depending on the number of active containers.

Write performance also improved for block sizes of 128K or below. However, the additional core alone did not have a positive effect
on blocks larger than 128K.

Effect of Additional Platform CPU and Ceph OSD on Containers I/O Performance
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In high disk contention environment, one or more Ceph OSDs can be added to boost performance; however, each additional ceph-
osd process will add more load to the platform cores. It is necessary to allocate more core(s) to the platform to support the extra
load.

The following graphs show the effect to throughputs and latencies after another Ceph OSD was provisioned and another core
allocated to platform.
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Test results showed between 50-80% improvements, depending on the number of active containers, in read and write rates across all
block sizes. Improvements in latencies were also significant. For instance, in the worst possible setting – 30 containers writing 1MB
blocks of data as fast as they can – the latency was 11.5 seconds vs 7 seconds after the configuration changes.

Conclusion

Application with high IO demands affects both Controller Ceph disk throughput and platform CPU consumption. Depending on the
workload, one or more Ceph OSDs will need to be provisioned in order to reduce disk contention and more CPUs will need to be
reserved for platform so that controller functions are not compromised.

Cloud administrators need to determine the required read and write rates and tolerable latency level across all pods and adjust both
the number of Ceph OSDs and platform CPUs on the controllers accordingly.

1 on page 3

Replace block-size with 4k, 8k, … 1024k.
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2. Platform CPU and memory usage
2.1. Platform CPU and Memory Usage

When using Ceph as a storage backend on All-in-One systems, each new OSD added to the host will start a new process that will add
additional CPU and memory load on the platform cores. The overall load impact to the platform cores will be driven by the I/O
demand generated by application pods. The purpose of this testing was to determine the impact on platform resources of
application pods I/O writing to Ceph backed PVs.

In this section:

• Controller Configuration on page 22•

• Test setup on page 22•

• Test Results on page 18•

• Conclusion on page 21•

Controller Configuration

• AIO-DX lab running WRCP 21.05•

• Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz•

• Hyperthreading: Disabled•

• Kernel: Real-time (low latency)•

• Platform cores: 4•

• Platform Memory: 9GB•

• Each controller has 8 X 447GB SSD disks•

• Storage backend: Ceph, replication factor=2•

• Host labels: kube-cpu-mgr-policy=static, elastic-data=enabled, elastic-client=enabled, elastic-master=enabled, elastic-•
data=enabled

• Wind River Analytics application installed•

Test setup

• controller-0 was active for all testcases•

• 1,2,4,6 OSDs were created on each controller•

• 1,2,3,4 I/O load generators pods, affined to controller-0, running dd, writing 5GB files to separate 10G PVC in a continuous•
loop. I/O pods were affined to application cores (via static policy).
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Test Results

Average platform core cpu utilization on constroller-0

CPU usage increases with additional writers and with number of OSDs.

Total KB write/s to OSD disks.

As the number of writers is increased, the rate per writer decreases. This mirrors the reduced incremental cpu impact that is observed
with each additional writer.
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We can look at the incremental cpu impact as throughput and number of OSDs increases. For example, this graphs the platform cpu
usage impact in cores per 1000KB write/s vs number of OSDs.

Given the above, Wind River recommend adding 0.14-0.15 cores of platform CPU for each 1MB of expected I/O writes/s.

Platform memory used (MiB) on controller-0

Memory usage increases with number of OSDs and throughput. Overall memory growth from 0 writers/1 OSD to 4 writers/6 OSDs is
2000 MiB (400 MiB/OSD). So would recommend adding 400 MiB of platform memory for each added OSD.

Conclusion

As application behaviour will vary, it is recommended that Cloud administrators do a performance assessment of application load to
determine the required adjustments to number of platform cores and memory reserved.
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9. SIZING CLOUD CONTROLLERS

1. Sizing Cloud Controllers

Planning a cloud deployment is a multi-step process.

1. Identify the components of the application(s) and the max CPUs, memory and persistent storage of each component
pod.

2. Identify the target number of pods for each application component.

3. Identify the target I/O throughput and acceptable latency of the application components.

4. Determine how many pods should/can be placed on each worker based on the selected worker machine, not
exceeding 30 application pods per worker.

5. Determine the total number of workers to host all application pods, not exceeding 200 workers per cloud.

6. If the output of the previous step is more 50, the system configuration must be standard.

7. Determine the initial number of Ceph OSDs and their sizes that potentially meet application persistence and I/O
requirements.

8. Run some tests in small scales to determine the actual controller resources cost per worker (that is, PW CPU and PW
MiB) and adjust the number of Ceph OSDs. For All-in-one configuration, allocate more CPU and memory resources
to platform if necessary.

9. Finalize resources and secure.

For simplicity, assume that an application consists of 4 tiers/components: web, cache, business logic and database, and their
resources requirements are as follows:

Component CPU (cores) Memory Storage Initial pod
number

Target pod
number

Web 1 500 MB 250 MB 2 100

Cache 1 1 GB 1 GB 2 4

Business Logic 1 500 MB 250 MB 2 100

Database 2 2 GB 100 GB 1 2

The application I/O requirements are: reads and writes of 8 KB blocks from cache, writes of 50 MB worth of data to the database
every 5 minutes and daily read of 1 GB of data for report.

• Initial required resources: 8 cores, 6 GBs memory, 102 GBs of storage•

• Target required resources: 208 cores, 108 GBs memory, 254 GBs of storage•

• Target number of application pods: 206•

See also

• Determining the Total Number of Worker Hosts on page 26•

• Selecting System Configuration on page 26•

• Determining Controller Resources on page 26•
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2. Determining the Total Number of Worker Hosts

In this hypothetical example a dual-socket server each with 32 cores and 32 GB of RAM, was selected to be the worker machine.

The required number of workers based on each resource will be:

• Required number of workers based on CPU:•

- 208 cores / (32 cores/worker) = 6.5 workers-

• Required number of workers based on memory:•

- 108 GB / (20 GB/worker) = 5.4 workers-

As the required CPU resource has higher demand for workers, the number of workers for your cloud will potentially be 7. Assuming
that you will be locking only 1 worker host at a time during maintenance, the number of workers for your cloud will be 8.

The amount of platform CPU and memory overhead for 8 workers will be:

• Required platform CPU:•

- (1 core /worker) * 8 workers = 8 cores-

• Required platform memory:•

- (8 GB/worker) [W1] * 8 workers = 64 GB-

• The revised CPU requirements for the target cloud:•

- 208 cores (pods) + 8 cores (platform) = 216 cores-

• The revised memory requirement for the target cloud:•

- 108 GBs (pods) + 64 GBs (platform) = 172 GB-

The 8 workers have a total of 256 cores and 256 GBs of memory which should satisfy the required worker resources. The 8 workers
can also host up to 240 application pods per stated limit which should satisfy the target number of application pods in this cloud.

3. Selecting System Configuration

With the target of 8 workers, AIO-DX + workers is a suitable configuration for your cloud.

The All-in-one node has both controller and worker functions; therefore, it can also host application pods.You have 2 options:

• AIO-DX + 8 workers: the All-in-one node will be a low core machine which mainly manages the workers.•

• AIO-DX + 6 workers: the All-in-one node will be a high core machine which manages the workers and also hosts its fair share of•
application pods.

4. Determining Controller Resources

This section describes the required controller resources.

To determine the required controller resources you need to identify:

• Per worker CPU and memory cost.•

• Additional CPU and memory to satisfy application I/O requirements.•

If AIO-DX + 6 workers is the selected configuration, the required resources will be:
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• Required resources as worker: 32 cores, 32 GB memory•

• Required resources as controller: 4 cores, 8.6 GB memory•

- Base CPU = 2 cores, PW CPU = 1 core / 4 worker hosts-

- Base memory = 8 GB, PW memory = 100 MiB / worker host-

Based on the application persistence and I/O requirements, disk contention will be low due to infrequent disk reads/writes and the
size of persistent data is moderate. One Ceph OSD should meet the requirements in this case.

The AIO-DX nodes potentially have the following configurations: 36 cores, 48 GB memory (rounded up to typical RAM size), one 240
GB primary disk and one 256 GB Ceph disk.

To verify that the reference PW CPU and PW memory values above are appropriate for your application; perform the following small
incremental scaling tests:

1. Deploy the initial number of application pods in an AIO-DX and simulate traffic

2. Scale up to 1 worker worth of pods (i.e. 30 pods), increase traffic to match the new number of pods

3. Scale up again to 2 worker worth of pods, increase traffic

Check platform resources consumption and pods I/O after each step. Allocate another core to platform if the latency is not with the
expected range. Based on these data points, determine the actual PW CPU and PW memory values and finalize the required
controller resources.

Note
The number of scaling steps and size should be increased to yield more data points for large clouds.
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10. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM BEST PRACTICES

1. Wind River Cloud Platform Best Practices

Good planning and operating practices make effective use of system resources, contributing to reliable, predictable and effective
Cloud Platform operations.

• Respect the system limits. Otherwise, the system behavior may be non-deterministic.•

• Always take host maintenance into consideration when planning your cloud resources. When one or more hosts are locked,•
critical application pods running on these hosts must have another worker to move to.

• Engineer the cloud with spare capacity to allow for planned maintenance events such as upgrades, disruptive updates (patches),•
and node failures to ensure minimal disruption in service. The amount of spare capacity will determine the amount of parallelism
that can be achieved for updates and upgrades. At a minimum there should be one free worker’s node of capacity in the cloud.

• Engineer the number of service pods, their placements and use Wind River Cloud Platform Update Orchestration tool to plan•
maintenance strategy so that the QoS of your critical services is not compromised during host maintenance.

• Run application pods on worker hosts only in the standard configuration. The controller nodes must be dedicated to platform•
exclusively in this configuration

• Make use of the controller registry. Pre-pull large images to this local registry and set your pod/deployment yaml configuration•
to pull images from there.

• Avoid locking too many hosts in small clouds at the same time; they can result in an unbalanced system.•

• During host lock, the affected node will have two taints:•

- node.kubernetes.io/unreachable-

- services=disabled-

For pods that do not need to be highly available, deploy them to tolerate these taints. The platform resources will not be spent on
placing them elsewhere during host lock.
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11. WORKER NODE TIMER LATENCY TESTS

1. Worker Node Timer Latency Testing

The cyclictest tool is used to measure the latency of waking up a high-resolution timer.

The cyclictest tool measures the timer wakeup delay experienced by a thread, the delta between the time it was expected to wake
up and the time it actually woke up.

The benchmarks below were performed on an AIO-SX running the low-latency profile.

Low-latency Worker High-Resolution Timer Latency Test Details

• System•

- Manufacturer: Intel Corporation-

- Product Name: S2600WT-

• BIOS•

- Vendor: Intel Corporation-

- Version: SE5C610.86B.01.01.0021.032120170601-

- Release Date: 03/21/2017-

- Settings-

- Processor Configuration-

- Hyper-Threading = Disabled-

- Power & Performance-

- Policy = Performance-

- Workload = Balanced-

- P-States-

- SpeedStep = Enabled-

- Turbo Boost = Enabled-

- Energy Efficient Turbo = Disabled-

- C-States-

- CPU C-State = Disabled-

- Acoustic and Performance-

- Fan Profile = Performance-

• CPU•

- Intel ™ Xeon ™ CPU E5-2690 v4 @ 2.60GHz-

• RAM•

- DDR4 @ 2400 MHz - 4 channels-

Low-latency Worker High-Resolution Timer Latency Test Results

• Host, measured on application-isolated cores.•

- Average latency: 2 usec-
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- 99.9999 percentile: 5 usec-
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12. POD SCHEDULING AND PLACEMENT

1. Quality of Service Classes

Application pods can specify compute resource requests and limits.

Requests are used for pod scheduling whereas limits restrict the amount of resources pods can consume on the worker host.
Scheduling decisions are based on resource (for example, CPU, memory, storage, networking) requests, available resources on
worker hosts, and pod placement requirements, (for example, based on host name or labels) if there are any.

A QoS class is assigned to each pod based on its resource requests and limits. It is used to determine the scheduling and eviction
priority of pods. There are three types of QoS classes:

Table 1. QoS Classes

Class Name Description Priority

Guaranteed

For every container in the pod,
both CPU and memory limits are
specified.
If resource requests are not
specified, the limit values will be
used. If resource requests are
specified, they must match the set
limits.

Top priority
Resource requests and limits are
respected and guaranteed.

Burstable

The pod does not meet the
Guaranteed QoS criteria but at
least one container in the pod has
a CPU and/or memory request(s).

Medium priority.
Resource requests are guaranteed,
and can use excess resources if
available, and up to the set limits.

BestEffort
None of the containers in the pod
have CPU or memory requests or
limits.

Low priority.
If the host runs out of memory,
these pods are terminated first.

Note
Avoid deploying pods with BestEffort QoS as they can use any amount of free resources, a rogue BestEffort pod can
result in CPU or memory starvation affecting the stability/operations of co-locating pods. If the containers are mostly idle
or resource limits are not known, declare resource requests enough to allow successful pod launch and let them auto
expand on demand.

Note
Care needs to be taken with burstable pods. Avoid deploying too many burstable pods where the aggregate limit
exceeds the total capacity of a worker node. This will result in an over-committed environment/worker.

2. CPU Management Policy

There are two CPU management policies in Wind River Cloud Platform; None and Static.

The None CPU policy is the default policy where all pods share the CPU pool reserved for applications on the worker host. This policy
is designed to maximize resource utilization for applications that do not have strict performance requirements, such as, management
applications.
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In Static CPU policy,**Guaranteed** pods can have dedicated CPU cores if their CPU requests are of integer values. Guaranteed
pods with fractional CPU requests still use a shared CPU pool. Burstable and BestEffort pods use shared CPU pools regardless of
CPU management policy settings. Static policy assigns the pod virtual cores to physical cores on the worker host. This policy is
mandatory for pods that require carrier-grade and deterministic performance and for pods that use CPU scaling. Dedicating cores to
pods prevents resources from being over-committed. Guaranteed pods with dedicated cores are unaffected by scheduling of other
pods.

Note
Static CPU management policy can be set on the worker host by executing the following command:

$  system host-label-assign <worker-hostname> kube-cpu-mgr-policy=static

For more information, see Cloud Platform Node Configuration and Management: Configuring CPU Core Assignments.

Isolcpus Plugin

Wind River Cloud Platform also provides a plugin to allow applications reserve CPUs that are completely isolated from the host
process scheduler. This supports critical low-latency applications on isolated CPUs minimizing the impact of context switches and
processor cache misses. See Cloud Platform Administrator Tasks: Isolating CPU Cores to Enhance Application Performance for
additional details.

3. Eviction Priority

Kubelet triggers pod evictions when the worker host is running low on resources.

You can configure eviction thresholds. The order in which pods are evicted is determined by its QoS class. BestEffort pods and
Burstable pods that use more resources than requested are evicted first. Next, to be evicted are Burstable and possibly Guaranteed
pods that use the requested amount. Pods that use resources below the requested amount are not evicted.

If the host experiences a disk pressure, BestEffort pods are evicted first, followed by Burstable pods. Guaranteed pods are evicted
when there are no more lower priority pods.

4. Over-Committing

As resource requests, not limits, are used in scheduling, this can result in an overcommitted environment.

The degree of over-committment is determined by the difference between the resource requests, and resource limits, as well as the
number of pods. An over-committed worker is a worker that has less application resources than the sum of resource limits of all pods
which run on it. Too many Burstable pods on an over-committed worker can lead to resource starvation if they all burst (expand) at
the same time.

Note
Resources reserved for system daemons and platform processes are fully protected with the Static CPU management
policy.

When a worker host needs to be locked for maintenance, application pods running on the host are terminated. If these pods were
launched as part of a deployment, new pods may get placed on other worker hosts to meet the application scaling requirement.
Therefore, locking too many worker hosts at the same time can also result in an over-committed environment.
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5. Deterministic Performance

Wind River recommends the following guidelines for applications requiring strict deterministic performance (that is, low packet
latency and jitter) such as, vRAN.

1. Use the low-latency profile vs the standard profile for worker or AIO nodes. Controller nodes should always use the
standard profile.

2. Apply the recommended BIOS settings:

• Settings

- Processor Configuration

- Hyper-Threading = Disabled

- Power & Performance

- Policy = Performance

- Workload = Balanced

- P-States

- SpeedStep = Enabled

- Turbo Boost = Enabled

- Energy Efficient Turbo = Disabled

- C-States

- CPU C-State = Disabled

- Acoustic and Performance

- Fan Profile = Performance

3. Use application isolated CPUs for user plane applications. See, Cloud Platform Administrator Tasks: Isolating CPU
Cores to Enhance Application Performance. This provides maximum isolation for the user workload.

4. Threads must be explicitly pinned to the assigned CPUs. A single user-plane thread per-cpu where possible to
minimize context switch overhead including leveraging no_hz_full functionality.

5. User plane processes should utilize RT scheduling policies for optimal results. Proper process scheduling priority is
not one size fits all, and requires proper analysis.

6. User plane processes should be backed by hugepages (1 GiB) to minimize TLB misses.

7. Non-user plane threads (that is, management/OAM functions) should run as sched_other and can run in the shared
pool CPUs depending on the SLA’ of the service.

See also

Application Requirements when using the RT Kernel
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13. SAMPLE APPLICATION PROFILE

1. Sample Application Profile

A system configuration and sample application profile were used to determine the controller resources cost per worker (that is, PW
CPU and PW MiB) for both standard and All-in-one configurations.

Controllers

• Processors: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz•

• Disks: 2 500GB SSD disks•

• Number of Ceph OSD: 1•

Workers

• Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz•

• Homogeneous configurations (that is, all workers have similar resources capacity and settings)•

• Each worker hosts 30 application pods with the application profile specified below•

• Number of workers: 10 for AIO-DX+workers configuration, 20 for Standard configuration Homogeneous configurations (that is,•
all workers have similar resources capacity and settings)

Application Profile

• 19 image sizes ranging from 5 MB to 1.5 GB in size for a total of 3 GB•

- imagePullPolicy set to IfNotPresent-

- images pulled predominantly from controller registry-

- no transient pods/mounts-

- 5 application secrets-

• A multi-pod, multi-service application with Ceph storage requirements•

- 6 images of sizes ranging from 82 MB to 888 MB in size for a total of 2.4 GB-

- imagePullPolicy set to IfNotPresent-

- images pulled from controller registry-

- no transient pods/mounts-

- 10 application secrets-

- 5 PVCs, 2 x 150 GB each, 3 x 4 GB each-

- 10% read rate of 240 KB, 90% write rate of 2.75 MB at steady state-

- 45% read rate of 6.7 MB, 55% write of 7.9 MB every 5 minute interval (burst)-

• No custom placements; application pods can be scheduled on any worker hosts•
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Notes

Note
Application images were pre-pulled from external sources, tagged and pushed to the controller registry. These images
were subsequently pulled by docker clients on worker hosts when the applications were deployed. Application
deployment/scaling time is significantly improved by having worker hosts pull images from the controller registry.
However, this adds additional load to the primary controller.

Note
The imagePullPolicy option in the application deployment yaml files was also set to IfNotPresent to ensure each required
image is only pulled once from the local registry by the worker.

Note
Frequent launch of transient pods in large number can also affect controller resources consumption. This type of
application design is considered atypical and thus is not included in the sample application profile.
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1. WIND RIVER CLOUD PLATFORM NODAL DIMENSIONING,
22.06

Controller node dimensioning

• Controller CPU Requirements on page 4
• Controller CPU Dimensioning on page 4
• Distributed Cloud System Controller Dimensioning on page 5
• BIOS/UEFI Settings for Controller Nodes on page 5
• Controller Memory Requirements on page 5
• Controller Networking Requirements on page 6

Controller storage requirements

Minimally a two-disk configuration is required: one disk for platform and the other disk for Ceph storage.

The primary disk cannot be used for Ceph storage.

• Primary Disk Requirements on page 6
• Database Dimensioning on page 8
• Backup Dimensioning on page 8
• Extension Dimensioning on page 9
• DRBD Synchronization on page 9

Controller ceph storage dimensioning

The Wind River Cloud Platform node supports Ceph RBD storage as an optional component for backing Kubernetes PVCs.

Ceph storage (OSD) disk will be used for backing container PVCs. The disk size is application dependent.

• Ceph on Controller or AIO nodes on page 9
• Ceph on Standalone Storage Nodes on page 11
• Controller Ceph Storage Disk Requirements on page 12
• Flexible Disk Configuration on page 12
• Ceph Replication Factor on page 12
• Disk Throughput Dimensioning for Ceph Storage on page 13

Worker node dimensioning

• Overview on page 14
• BIOS/UEFI Settings for Worker Nodes on page 14
• Processor Class Requirements on page 15
• Worker Node CPU Dimensioning on page 15
• Memory Dimensioning for Worker Nodes on page 15
• Networking Requirements for Worker Nodes on page 15
• Primary Disk Requirements for Worker Nodes on page 16
• Maximum Number of Pods per Worker Node on page 17

All-in-One node dimensioning

• Overview on page 18
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• BIOS/UEFI Settings for All-in-one Nodes on page 18
• All-in-one Processor Class Requirements on page 18

All-in-one processor class requirements

The minimum baseline for a worker node is an Intel Haswell-based Xeon E5-26xx.

• All-in-one CPU Dimensioning on page 19

• All-in-one Memory Dimensioning on page 19
• All-in-one Networking Requirements on page 19

All-in-one storage requirements

All-in-one nodes require at least one-disk configuration, two if Ceph is provisioned.

A single logical disk is required for the platform. Note hardware RAID can be leveraged to provide redundancy.

Ceph storage is optional. If Ceph is configured, a minimum of one extra disk per AIO is required.

The primary disk cannot be used for optional Ceph storage.

• Primary Disk Requirements on page 20
• Database Dimensioning on page 22
• Backup Dimensioning on page 22
• Extension Dimensioning on page 22
• DRBD Synchronization on page 22

Controller ceph storage disk requirements

A minimum SSD or NVMe type disk is required for performance.

Ceph storage (OSD) disk will be used for backing container PVCs. The disk size is application dependent.

• Flexible Disk Configuration on page 23
• Ceph Replication Factor on page 24
• Disk Throughput Dimensioning for Ceph Storage on page 24

Kubernetes pod dimensioning

• Kubernetes Pod Dimensioning Overview on page 25
• Application Pod Scalability Dimensions on page 25
• Application pod CPU requirements on page 33
• Application pod memory requirements on page 34
• Resource Allocation Calculation Examples on page 36
• Summary of Recommendations on page 38

Kubernetes network dimensioning

• Container Network Dimensioning - Calico on page 40
• Pod Network Throughput Benchmarks on page 40
• System Details and BIOS Settings on page 41
• Throughput Dimensioning Results on page 41
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Container network dimensioning - SR-IOV

• Container Network Dimensioning - SR-IOV on page 46
• SR-IOV Network Throughput Benchmarks on page 46
• System Details and BIOS Settings on page 47
• Throughput Dimensioning Results on page 48

Linux Auditing System (auditd)

• Linux Auditing System Engineering Impacts on page 49
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2. CONTROLLER NODE DIMENSIONING

1. Controller CPU Requirements

Controller CPU requirements are important considerations for Controller node dimensioning.

Minimum Processor Class : Dual-CPU Intel Xeon E5 26xx Family (SandyBridge) 8 cores/socket, is required for the controller node.

2. Controller CPU Dimensioning

Unlike all-in-one and worker nodes, all controller CPU resources in a standard system are dedicated to platform functions.

Consequently, application pods must be assigned to run only on worker hosts. This can be achieved by assigning a label (for
example, app=enabled) to all worker hosts and ensuring the nodeSelector with this label exists in the application deployment yaml
file prior to deploying the application.

Note
This label is not necessary if your pods/deployments already have a nodeSelector for a particular worker host(s).

Required Controller CPU per Worker

The amount of Controller CPU required to support a worker is largely dependent on the type of applications to be deployed, and to
a lesser extent, on worker occupancy.

Given the same number of workers hosting the same number of application pods, it would require fewer controller CPU resources to
host small, simple applications with low storage and I/O requirements versus large complex ones with high storage and filesystem I/O
demands.

The number of application pods per worker host also has an impact on Controller CPU consumption during host maintenance.
Locking a worker host with fewer pods consumes less platform CPU resources than locking one with many pods.

The following formula can be used to determine the required Controller CPU based on the number of workers:

Controller CPU = Base CPU + (PW CPU * NW)

where:

Base CPU 4

PW CPU (per worker CPU) 0.2

NW the number of workers

The PW CPU value may be lower or higher depending on the type of applications to be deployed. For more information on the
details of the system configuration, and application profile used to determine the PW CPU value, see Cloud Platform System Limits,
Benchmarks, and Testing: Sample Application Profile.
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3. Distributed Cloud System Controller Dimensioning

A dual socket Xeon Skylake or better with 10 cores/socket clocked at a min of 2GHz is required.

Cloud Platform supports up to 1000 AIO-SX subclouds. This was tested using a dual socket Xeon Gold Cascade Lake processor with
20 cores/socket, hyperthreading enabled and Wind River Analytics installed. For other configurations (processor, analytics
installed/not installed, hyperthreading enabled/disabled), system engineering may be required to determine the maximum number
subclouds up to 1000.

If Wind River Analytics is installed, the service scaling and storage allocation must also be engineered for the application based on
the System Engineering guidelines to meet the scalability requirements of the Distributed Cloud.

See: Wind River Analytics Dimensioning Guide.

4. BIOS/UEFI Settings for Controller Nodes

This section describes BIOS/UEFI settings for Controller Nodes.

For a controller node, configure the following settings in the platform BIOS or UEFI:

Table 1. Controller Node BIOS/UEFI Settings

Parameter Setting Comments

Mode BIOS or UEFI mode

UEFI secure boot and UEFI PXE
boot over IPv6 are not supported.
On systems with an IPv6
management network, a separate
IPv4 network can be used for PXE
boot.

Hyperthreading Enabled or Disabled Recommend Enabled

Hardware P States
Native mode with no legacy
support (or equivalent)

Power profile Max Performance

Minimum Processor Idle Power No C States

Intel Turbo Boost Technology On

Boot Order Hard Disk, PXE, USB
Boot from hard disk after
installation

5. Controller Memory Requirements

All controller memory resources in a standard system are dedicated to platform functions.
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Required Controller Memory per Worker

The amount of Controller memory required to support a worker is also dependent on type of applications to be deployed and worker
occupancy.

The following formula can be used to determine the required Controller memory based on the number of workers:

Controller Memory = Base MiB + (PW MiB * NW)

where:

Base MiB 16500

PW MiB (per worker memory) 150

NW the number of workers

Similarly, the value of PW can be lower or higher depending on the type of applications to be deployed. For more information on the
details of the system configuration, and application profile used to determine the PW MiB value, see Cloud Platform System Limits,
Benchmarks, and Testing: Sample Application Profile.

Required Memory for Distributed Cloud System Controllers

If the configuration is a Distributed Cloud system controller, then instead of the above formula, a minimum of 128 Gi is required and
256 Gi is recommended, especially for systems with a higher number of subclouds and/or Wind River Analytics installed.

6. Controller Networking Requirements

The management and cluster interfaces are logical interfaces that can be mapped to physical interfaces or to a shared physical
interface using VLANs for separation. Link aggregation is recommended for all interfaces for high availability.

The management, OAM and cluster-host network must be configured with one of the following options:

• Management, OAM and cluster-host networks separate physical interfaces•

• Management, OAM and cluster-host networks consolidated on the management interface•

• Management and OAM networks consolidated on the management interface, separate cluster-host interface•

• Management and cluster networks consolidated on the management interface, separate OAM interface•

For the management and cluster-host network, a 10Gbps link is required.

If the OAM is on a separate physical network it should be at least 1Gbps.

For more detailed networking configuration options, see Cloud Platform Planning: Network Planning.

7. Controller storage requirements
7.1. Primary Disk Requirements

This section describes primary disk requirements for Controller nodes.
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For standard controllers, a minimum 500 GB SSD or NVMe drive is mandatory for the primary disk.

For the Distributed Cloud system controller a minimum of 1TB SSD or NVMe drive is mandatory for the primary disk.

Note
For an NVMe primary disk, UEFI support must be enabled in the BIOS.

The controller node primary disk is divided into a number of partitions, some of which are fixed size and some of which are
configurable. The following table shows the partitioning of the disk and the following sections describe the dimensioning of the disk.

Table 1. Controller Node Primary Disk Partitions and Sizes

Partition Size Comments

rootfs/Linux fs 20 GB Fixed

UEFI 300 MB Fixed

boot 500 MB Fixed

scratch configurable Default: 16 GB

log 7.5 GB Fixed

platform configurable Default: 10 GB

rabbitmq 2 GB Fixed

platform-backup 30 GB Fixed

mon
(ceph monitor)

20 GB Fixed

database configurable
Default: 20 GB
See Database Dimensioning on
page 8

backup configurable
Default: 25 GB
See Backup Dimensioning on
page 8

extension configurable
Default: 1 GB
See Extension Dimensioning on
page 9

kubelet
(container ephemeral data)

configurable Default: 10 GB

etcd
(Kubernetes cluster data)

configurable Default: 5 GB

docker configurable Default: 30 GB
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Partition Size Comments

docker-distribution
(local registry)

configurable
Default: 16 GB, can be increased
to meet application requirements.

A bottom-up calculation of the disk size requirement must be used to ensure that 500 GB is sufficient.

Total Primary Disk requirement:

80 GB (fixed) + S GB (scratch) + P GB (platform) + D GB (database) + B GB (backup) + E GB (extension) + K GB (kubelet) + C GB
(cluster) + DO GB (docker) + DD GB (docker-distribution)

where

• S = Scratch•

• P = Platform•

• E = Extension•

• D = Database•

• B = Backup•

Note
Default allocation for Scratch, Platform, Extension, Database and Backup filesystems should be sufficient for most
platform usage scenarios. Scratch filesystem may need to be increased for AIO Duplex systems with a high number
of worker hosts to support the collection of diagnostic data from all hosts using the collect all utility.

• K = Kubelet/Containers Ephemeral Data•

• C = Kubernetes Cluster data•

• DO = Docker•

Note
Default allocation for these filesystems should be sufficient for typical platform usage. Scratch filesystems may need
to be increased for standard systems with a high number of worker hosts to support the collection of diagnostic data
from all hosts using the “collect all” utility.

• DD = Docker Distribution / Controller Registry•

Note
The Controller Registry allocation may need to be increased to meet application requirements.

7.2. Database Dimensioning

The database size is primarily driven by the number of hosts.

The default database allocation is 20 GB which is sufficient for a large system. Sizing up this filesystem is very likely not necessary.

Note
Decreasing the size of this filesystem is not allowed.

7.3. Backup Dimensioning

Backup storage must be dimensioned to allow for backing up the database and system configuration files.

The default backup storage allocation is 25 GB which follows the following formula:

B = Backup Storage = D GB (database) + P GB (platform) + E GB (etcd) + 5 GB (overhead)
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Note that Ceph-mon is not synced on a standard system.

7.4. Extension Dimensioning

This filesystem is reserved for future use.

The default value of the extension filesystem is 1 GB. It can be resized without performing a reboot.

Note
Decreasing the filesystem size is not supported, and can result in synchronization failures requiring system re-installation.

7.5. DRBD Synchronization

Wind River Cloud Platform uses DRBD to synchronize storage between controller nodes.

Steady-state synchronization occurs in real time. Initial synchronization or resynchronization is restricted to avoid overloading the
network and storage devices with synchronization traffic. For large disks, this requires a significant amount of time during which the
controller is in a degraded state.

The following partitions are synchronized between the controllers:

• Postgres•

• RabbitMQ•

• Platform•

• Etcd•

• Extension•

• Docker Distribution•

The reference configuration below was used to benchmark the default DRBD performance and provide guidance on DRBD
synchronization times. This configuration uses the default DRBD synchronization settings and SSD disk for the primary storage.

Sample Sync Times and Rates

See DRBD Synchronization on page 9 for synchronization benchmarks.

The DRBD synchronization has a tunable sync rate algorithm that can be used to account for replication link speed and achieve an
expected level of parallelism and networking utilization that may be different from the defaults. The default settings are designed
such that DRBD will not impact storage and disk utilization to the point that it significantly impacts platform services. Wind River
Cloud Platform provides some ability to tune the maximum sync rate based on the system configuration and performance. It is
assumed the setting will be low enough that the DRBD link on the management network is not saturated.

• For optimal DRBD sync performance, the parallel parameter must be set to 1. Modifying this parameter is not allowed.•

• Increasing utilization from 40 to 80 for instance has the effect of increasing the maximum sync rate by 2x.•

Note
If the system is limited by disk performance (for example, if disk utilization is near 100%) the DRBD tunable parameters
have no bearing on the effective sync rate. In addition, if there is other I/O activity in the system, DRBD self-regulates and
the effective sync rate is reduced.

8. Controller ceph storage dimensioning
8.1. Ceph on Controller or AIO nodes
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A minimum SSD or NVMe type disk is required for performance.

In this section:

• OSD engineering on page 10•

• Controller monitor configuration on page 10•

• AIO monitor configuration on page 10•

• Ceph replication factor on page 10•

• Disk throughput dimensioning for Ceph storage on page 10•

OSD engineering

It is possible to provision as many OSDs as extra disks are available.

In addition to providing more storage capacity for the applications, having more OSDs will reduce disk contention and thus boost
performance of I/O-demanding applications. Each additional OSD will require more platform resources to support the increased load.
For more information, see Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing: Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing.

Each additional OSD will require one extra CPU and 1GB of RAM reserved for the platform.

Controller monitor configuration

A three-monitor configuration is deployed with a monitor on each of the two controllers with the third being assigned to a
designated worker node. This process maintains maps of the Ceph cluster state including OSD map and crush map. If the number of
Ceph OSDs is unusually high (20 or more) in such a configuration, an additional core may need to be allocated to the platform
function.

AIO monitor configuration

A single monitor is deployed on an AIO system. On an AIO-DX configuration the activity of the active controller function is
monitored.

Ceph replication factor

Ceph storage performance is dependent on multiple factors, one of which is replication factor. A higher replication factor provides
better reliability and helps with data recovery but comes with a performance cost. The default replication factor setting for controller
Ceph storage is two. This value balances storage reliability, performance, and platform CPU consumption.

The replication factor in a standard configuration without storage nodes cannot be more than two.

The default replication factor setting for Ceph storage is 1 on AIO-SX systems and 2 on AIO-DX systems.

The replication factor in AIO-DX cannot be increased. AIO-SX uses disk-based replication and supports 1, 2 and 3 if it has 1, 2 or
more than 3 OSD disks respectively.

Disk throughput dimensioning for Ceph storage

The application filesystem I/O runtime performance is the key consideration when dimensioning a Ceph storage disk.
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Refer to Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing: Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing for test
configurations and data that can be used as a guidance in determining the required number of Ceph OSDs and platform resources to
achieve your application I/O target.

For solutions requiring a larger amount of storage or higher I/O requirements, a dedicated storage configuration is recommended.
Having dedicated storage nodes provides a more scalable solution. Any CPU and I/O contention with the OSDs residing on the same
hardware as the Kubernetes control-plane are eliminated. More OSDs can also be provisioned at runtime without affecting the
controllers. The reliability of your data storage can be further increased by increasing the replication factor. This is not possible with
controller storage in a dual controller system.

8.2. Ceph on Standalone Storage Nodes

Ceph can be sized for use with dedicated storage nodes.

In this section:

• OSD engineering on page 10•

• Hardware requirements for OSDs on page 11•

• CPU/memory requirements for OSDs on page 11•

• Scaling rules and recommendations on page 11•

• Monitor configuration on page 12•

• Ceph replication factor on page 10•

• Ceph journaling on page 12•

OSD engineering

The OSD is the base unit of storage in the Ceph cluster deployed across the replication group, with each OSD consisting of a single
physical disk, and an equal number of OSDs on each storage node to provide redundancy. The quantity of OSDs, the disk
specifications (size, speed, technology), and the disk controller specifications all contribute to performance and capacity. This section
provides some data and guidelines for engineering the OSD cluster.

Hardware requirements for OSDs

For a Ceph cluster OSD, a minimum specification of 300 GB 10K RPM SAS disks is mandatory. Faster SAS disks, such as 15K RPM
SAS, or SSDs or NVMe drives are recommended. SSD or NVMe OSDs are highly recommended for more disk throughput, especially
for VM disk operations with many VMs writing in parallel or if VMs have high disk throughput. An aggregate of 2000 IOPS and 200
MB/sec throughput (as measured by an IOPS tool executing random reads) for all VMs is a recommended point where using SSDs or
NVMe drives instead of SAS disks should be considered. Two to sixteen OSDs per storage host are currently supported.

CPU/memory requirements for OSDs

The storage node must be dimensioned with at least 1.5 cores per OSD plus two cores for platform usage. A minimum of 64 GB
memory is mandatory.

Scaling rules and recommendations

The three key performance parameters to be considered when engineering the OSD cluster are

1. the required capacity

2. I/O operations per second)
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3. data throughput

The deployment choices that contribute to these parameters are:

• disk size•

• disk speed•

• disk controller performance•

• the number of disks•

Processor speed, cores, and memory may also contribute but to a lesser degree.

In general, scaling the cluster by adding more OSDs is preferable to scaling through the use of larger or faster devices. This is
because adding OSDs not only increases capacity but also performance by providing more devices to spread reads and writes across.
The following sections provide guidance on selecting the number of OSDs for a specific hardware configuration.

Monitor configuration

A three monitor configuration is deployed with a monitor on each controller with the third being assigned to the first storage node.

Ceph replication factor

A replication factor of 2 or 3 is supported with dedicated storage nodes.

Ceph journaling

You can use Ceph journaling to improve storage node performance.

Each OSD on a storage node has an associated Ceph transaction journal that tracks changes to be committed to disk for data
storage and replication, and if required, for data recovery. By default, it is collocated on the OSD, which typically uses slower but less
expensive hard disk drive-backed storage. For faster commits and improved reliability, the journals can be assigned to a dedicated
SSD or NVMe drive on the storage node. Wind River strongly recommends configuring the journal function on a dedicated drive if
rotational disks are used as OSDs. If SSDs are used, the journal can be collocated with the OSD with no performance impact.

8.3. Controller Ceph Storage Disk Requirements

A minimum SSD or NVMe type disk is required for performance.

Ceph storage (OSD) disk will be used for backing container PVCs. The disk size is application dependent.

8.4. Flexible Disk Configuration

It is possible to provision as many OSDs as extra disks are available.

In addition to providing more storage capacity for the applications, having more OSDs will reduce disk contention and thus boost
performance of I/O demanding applications. Each additional OSD will require more platform resources to support the increased load.
For more information, see Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing: Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing.

8.5. Ceph Replication Factor

Ceph storage performance is dependent on a number of factors; one of which is replication factor.
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A higher replication factor provides better reliability and helps with data recovery but it comes with a performance cost. The default
replication factor setting for controller Ceph storage is two. This setting value balances storage reliability, performance, and platform
CPU consumption.

Note
The replication factor in a standard configuration without storage nodes cannot be more than two.

8.6. Disk Throughput Dimensioning for Ceph Storage

The application filesystem I/O runtime performance is the key aspect when dimensioning a Ceph storage disk.

Refer to Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing:Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing for test configurations
and data that can be used as a guidance in determining the required number of Ceph OSDs and platform resources to achieve your
application I/O target.

For solutions requiring a larger amount of storage or higher I/O requirements, a dedicated storage configuration is recommended.
Having dedicated storage nodes provides a more scalable solution. Any CPU and I/O contentions with the OSDs residing on the
same hardware as Kubernetes control-plane are eliminated. More OSDs can also be provisioned at runtime without affecting the
controllers. The reliability of your data storage can be further increased by increasing the replication factor which is not possible with
controller storage in a dual controllers system.
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3. WORKER NODE DIMENSIONING

1. Overview

Wind River Cloud Platform Kubernetes worker node dimensioning information facilitates cloud planning and tuning.

For additional details and hard limits of the worker node hardware, including the list of supported NICs that are supported on the
worker nodes, refer to Cloud Platform Planning: Verified Commercial Hardware.

2. BIOS/UEFI Settings for Worker Nodes

You can configure the BIOS/UEFI settings for worker nodes.

The following settings must be configured in the platform BIOS or UEFI.

Table 1. Worker Node BIOS/UEFI Settings.

Parameter Setting Comments

Mode BIOS or UEFI

UEFI secure boot and UEFI PXE
boot over IPv6 is not supported.
On systems with an IPv6
management network, a separate
IPv4 network can be used for PXE
boot.

Hyperthreading Enabled or Disabled

Some applications may benefit
from hyperthreading. For
applications that require
deterministic performance, it is
recommended to run with
hyperthreading disabled.

Hardware P States
Native mode with no legacy
support (or equivalent)

Intel® Virtualization for Directed
I/O

Enabled or Disabled
Must be enabled if applications are
using SR-IOV.

Power profile Max Performance

Minimum Processor Idle Power C States off

Intel® Turbo Boost Technology On

Boot Order Hard Disk, PXE, USB
Boot from hard disk after
installation.
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3. Processor Class Requirements

The minimum baseline for a worker node is an Intel® Haswell-based Xeon E5-26xx.

4. Worker Node CPU Dimensioning

You can configure CPU allocations on the worker nodes.

Hyperthreading is supported on worker nodes. However, for applications that require deterministic performance, it is recommended
to run with hyperthreading disabled.

Platform

By default, one physical core (two logical cores if hyperthreading is enabled) on socket 0 is dedicated to the platform on the worker
node. The number of platform cores is configurable.

Note
In a standard configuration without dedicated storage nodes, the Ceph monitor needs to be configured on one of the
worker nodes for Ceph redundancy, and high availability. This process maintains maps of the Ceph cluster state including
OSD map and crush map. If the number of Ceph OSDs is unusually high (20 or above) in such a configuration, an
additional core may need to be allocated to the platform function.

Containers/Pods

All CPU cores that are not reserved for the platform are available for scheduling pods.

5. Memory Dimensioning for Worker Nodes

This section describes the requirements for worker node memory dimensioning.

Platform

By default, a total of 7 GB is reserved for the platform; that is, 6GB + 1GB/NUMA node.

Application

Memory that is not reserved for the platform is available for scheduling pods. If required, the remaining memory can be used to
configure pools of 2MB or 1GB hugepages per NUMA node for use by the application pods.

6. Networking Requirements for Worker Nodes

The management and cluster-host interfaces are logical interfaces that can be mapped to physical interfaces or to shared physical
interfaces using VLANs for separation.
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The management and cluster-host interfaces must be configured. They can either be on their own networks, or the management and
cluster-host can share the same physical interface.

Link aggregation is highly recommended for all interfaces for high availability.

A 10 Gbps link is required for management, the cluster-host depends on application requirements.

Optional SR-IOV interfaces can be configured and assigned to a data network.

7. Primary Disk Requirements for Worker Nodes

The primary disk on the worker node is used for boot, rootfs, logging, scratch, docker images, and container Ephemeral data.

Disk Hardware Configuration

The minimum requirements for the primary disk is a 120GB SSD or NVMe.

Note
For an NVMe primary drive, UEFI support must be enabled in the BIOS.

Table 1. Worker Node Primary Disk Partitions and Sizes

Partition Size Comments

rootfs 20 GB Fixed

boot 500 MB Fixed

log 3.75 GB Fixed

scratch configurable Default: 3.75GB

kubelet (container ephemeral data) configurable
Default: 10GB. Can be increased
based on application requirements.

docker configurable
Default set to 30GB. Can be
increased based on application
requirements.

A bottom-up calculation of the disk size requirement must be used to ensure 120 GB is sufficient.

Total Primary Disk requirement:

24.25 GB (fixed) + S GB (scratch) + K GB (kubelet) + DO GB (docker)

Where:

S = Scratch

Note
Default allocation for scratch filesystems should be sufficient for most platform usage scenarios.

K = Kubelet/Containers-Ephemeral Data
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DO = Docker

Note
Disk requirements for Containers Ephemeral data and Docker are application dependent. Number and type of
applications (for example, single pod or multi-pod service, with or without secrets), number and size of application
images, pod creation frequency (for example, audit pods), image pull policy are factors that affect the usage of these
filesystems.

8. Maximum Number of Pods per Worker Node

The number of pods a worker node can host is dependent on the host resources, resources reserved for platform, pod size, and pod
placement requirements.

Note
The default resources allocated for platform use should be sufficient to effectively manage 30 application pods. Even if the
worker host has ample resources, planning for more than 30 application pods per worker host is not recommended. For
more information, see Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing.

The Cloud Platform will not schedule pods if the resources and other conditions associated with the pod cannot be met. Factors that
determine the number of pods supported on a given worker host at a specific time are:

• Number of cores, amount of memory and disk space available on the worker hosts for container images, and ephemeral data.•

• Available controller storage for pod persistent volumes.•

• Size of individual pods to be scheduled on the worker host (cores, memory, image sizes).•

• Availability of custom resources such as SR-IOV virtual function.•
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4. ALL-IN-ONE NODE DIMENSIONING

1. Overview

Cloud Platform Nodal Dimensioning guide describes dimensioning of All-in-one nodes.

For additional hardware details, and supported NICs, refer to Cloud Platform Planning: Hardware Requirements.

2. BIOS/UEFI Settings for All-in-one Nodes

All-in-one node dimensioning guidelines have specific BIOS/UEFI requirements.

Parameter Setting Comments

Mode BIOS or UEFI

UEFI secure boot and UEFI PXE
boot over IPv6 is not supported.
On systems with an IPv6
management network, a separate
IPv4 network can be used for PXE
boot.

Hyperthreading Disabled or Enabled

Some applications may benefit
from hyperthreading. For
applications that require
deterministic performance, it is
recommended to run with
hyperthreading disabled.

Intel VT for Directed I/O Enabled or Disabled
Must be enabled if applications
using SR-IOV.

Power profile Max performance

Minimum Processor Idle Power C states off

Intel Turbo Boost Technology On

Boot order Hard Disk, PXE, USB
Boot from hard disk after
installation

3. All-in-one Processor Class Requirements

The minimum baseline for a worker node is an Intel Haswell-based Xeon E5-26xx.

See also

All-in-one CPU Dimensioning on page 19
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4. All-in-one processor class requirements
4.1. All-in-one CPU Dimensioning

CPU allocations on the All-in-one nodes are configurable. Engineering is required to determine the appropriate allocation of platform
cores vs application cores.

Platform

Two physical cores (four logical cores if Hyperthreading is enabled) on socket 0 are dedicated to the platform on the All-in-one node
by default. The default allocation is the minimum amount of processing power reserved to ensure optimal platform operations.
Additional platform cores can be configured if required but it is not possible to configure fewer than two cores.

For All-in-one Duplex systems with worker hosts, an additional platform core on the controller is required for each set of 4 worker
hosts. This scaling formula is highly dependent on the type of applications to be deployed. Refer to Cloud Platform System Limits,
Benchmarks, and Testing for the details of the system configuration and application profile used to formulate this formula.

In addition to these guidelines, the number of platform cores required depends on the number and characteristics of the application
pods. Refer to the Kubernetes pod dimensioning on page 2 section for recommendations.

4.2. All-in-one Memory Dimensioning

Memory allocations on the All-in-one nodes are configurable.

Platform

A total of 8 GB of memory are reserved for platform on the All-in-one node. This default allocation is the minimum amount of
memory reserved to ensure optimal platform operations.

System Platform Memory Platform Memory Breakdown

Duplex 8 GB 7 GB base + 1 GB/numa node

Simplex 8 GB 7 GB base + 1 GB/numa node

For AIO-DX systems with worker hosts, an additional 100 MiB of platform memory on the controller is required for each worker host.

Note
As platform memory adjustments require host-lock of each controller which results in migration of pods; it is
recommended to keep this operation to a minimum. If the target system size is known, allocate platform memory for all
future worker hosts upfront.

The per worker memory cost (PW MiB) can be lower or higher than 100 MiB depending on the type of applications to be deployed.
Refer to Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing for the details of the system configuration and application profile
used to determine PW MiB value.

4.3. All-in-one Networking Requirements

Simplex and duplex configurations require an OAM interface for administrative and board management access.

The management and cluster interfaces are logical interfaces that can be mapped to physical interfaces or to a shared physical
interface using VLANs for separation. Link aggregation is highly recommended on all interfaces for high availability.
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Simplex

Only the OAM interface must be configured for the OAM network. The management and cluster host networks are automatically
configured to use the loopback interface.

If the simplex AIO is configured as a subcloud, the management interface must also be configured. A minimum 1 Gbps link is
recommended for the management interface.

Duplex

The management, OAM and cluster-host network must be configured with one of the following options:

• Management, OAM and cluster-host networks on separate physical interfaces•

• Management, OAM and cluster-host networks consolidated on the management interface•

• Management and OAM networks consolidated on the management interface, separate cluster-host interface•

• Management and cluster-host networks consolidated on the management interface, separate OAM interface•

For the management network, 10 Gbps is require within the cluster. If the system if configured as a subcloud, 1 Gbps of bandwidth is
require between the subcloud and system controller.

If the OAM is on a separate physical network it should be at least 1 Gbps. The cluster-host bandwidth depends on application
requirements.

See Cloud Platform Planning: Network Planning for more detailed networking configuration options.

5. All-in-one storage requirements
5.1. Primary Disk Requirements

A minimum 500 GB SSD or NVMe drive is required for the primary disk.

Note
For an NVMe primary disk, UEFI support must be enabled in the BIOS.

The primary disk is divided into partitions as listed in the following table.

Partition Size Comments

rootfs 20 GB Fixed

boot 500 MB Fixed

log 7.5 GB Fixed

rabbitmq 2 GB Fixed

mon
(ceph monitor)

20 GB Fixed

platform-backup 30GB Fixed
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Partition Size Comments

scratch configurable Default set to 16 GB

platform configurable Default set to 10 GB.

database configurable Default set to 20 GB.

backup configurable Default set to 25 GB

extension configurable Default set to 1 GB

kubelet
(container ephemeral data)

configurable
Default set to 10 GB can be
increased to meet application
requirements.

etcd
(Kubernetes cluster data)

configurable Default set to 5 GB

docker configurable
Default set to 30 GB. Can be
increased to meet application
requirements.

docker-distribution
(local registry)

configurable
Default set to 16 GB. Can be
increased to meet application
requirements.

A bottom-up calculation of the disk size requirement must be used to ensure 500 GB is sufficient:

Total Primary Disk requirement: 80 GB (fixed) + S GB + P GB + D GB + B GB + E GB + K GB + C GB + DO GB + DD GB

Where:

• S = Scratch•

• P = Platform•

• E = Extension•

• D = Database•

• B = Backup•

Note
Default allocation for Scratch, Platform, Extension, Database and Backup filesystems should be sufficient for most
platform usage scenarios. Scratch filesystem may need to be increased for AIO-DX with high number of worker hosts
to support the collection of diagnostic data from all hosts using the collect all utility.

• K = Kubelet/Containers Ephemeral Data•

• C = Kubernetes Cluster data•

• DO = Docker•

• DD = Docker Distribution/Local registry•
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Note
Disk requirements for Containers Ephemeral data, Kubernetes Cluster Data, Docker and Local Registry are
application dependent. The number and type of applications such as single pod or multi-pod service (with or without
secrets), number and size of application images, pod creation such frequency audit pods, image and pull policy are
factors that affect the usage of these filesystems.

5.2. Database Dimensioning

The database size is primarily driven by the number of hosts.

The default database allocation is 10 GB which is sufficient to support All-in-one system of any size (see Cloud Platform System
Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing for maximum AIO-DX size). Sizing up this filesystem is not necessary and can result in longer data
synchronization time between the controller nodes using DRBD.

Note
You cannot decrease the size of a filesystem.

5.3. Backup Dimensioning

Backup storage must be dimensioned to allow for backing up the database and system configuration files.

The default backup storage allocation is 25 GB which should be sufficient in most configurations.

If dimensioning is required, set the backup storage based on the size and observed usage of the database, platform and etcd
filesystems using the following formula:

B = Backup Storage = D GB (database) + P GB (platform) + E GB (etcd) + 5 GB (overhead)

5.4. Extension Dimensioning

The Extension filesystem is reserved for future use.

The default value of the extension filesystem is 1 GB. This filesystem can be resized without performing a reboot.

Note
You cannot decrease the size of this filesystem.

5.5. DRBD Synchronization

Wind River Cloud Platform uses DRBD to synchronize storage between controller nodes.

Steady-state synchronization occurs in real time. Initial synchronization or resynchronization is restricted to avoid overloading the
network and storage devices with synchronization traffic. For large disks, sync operations can require a significant amount of time
during which the controller will be in a degraded state.

The following partitions are synchronized between the controllers:

• Postgres•

• RabbitMQ•

• Platform•

• Etcd•

• Extension•

• Ceph Monitor•

• Docker Distribution•
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The reference configuration below was used to benchmark the default DRBD performance and provide guidance on DRBD
synchronization times. This configuration uses the default DRBD synchronization settings and SSD disk for the primary storage.

Sample Sync Times and Rates

The following table contains the sample sync times of the above platform replicated filesystems by running drbdadm invalidate all to
force DRBD synchronization in a running system which is fully provisioned. Applications deployed in this sample configuration have
low I/O requirements.

• Processor: Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz•

• Primary Disk: INTEL SSDSC2BB48 Local registry (docker distribution):•

• contains system images and application images ranging up to 1.0 GB in size for a total of 3.5 GB.•

Postgres RabbitMQ Platform Extension Etcd Docker
Distribution Ceph Mon

Partition
size (GB)

20 2 10 1 5 16 20

Sync Rate
(MB/sec)

76 146 146 40 56 65 33

Sync Time
(min:sec)

4:35 0:14 1:12 0:26 1:34 4:16 10:44

Overall
Sync Time
(min:sec)

10:44

The DRBD synchronization has a tunable sync rate algorithm that can be used to account for replication link speed and achieve an
expected level of parallelism and networking utilization that may be different from the defaults. The default settings are designed
such that DRBD will not significantly impact platform services. Wind River Cloud Platform provides some ability to tune the maximum
sync rate based on the system configuration and performance. It is assumed the setting will be low enough that the DRBD link on the
management network is not saturated.

• For optimal DRBD sync performance, the parallel parameter must be set to 1. Modifying this parameter is not allowed.•

• Increasing utilization from 40 to 80 for instance has the effect of increasing the maximum sync rate by 2x.•

Note
If the system is limited by disk performance (for example, if disk utilization is near 100%) the DRBD tunable parameters
have no bearing on the effective sync rate. In addition, if there is other I/O activity in the system, DRBD self-regulates and
the effective sync rate is reduced.

5.6. Controller ceph storage disk requirements

Flexible Disk Configuration

It is possible to provision as many OSDs as extra disks are available.

Besides providing more storage capacity for the applications, it is a recommended method to boost the performance of applications
that make high I/O demands. Each additional OSD does require more platform processing power. See Cloud Platform System Limits,
Benchmarks, and Testing: Controller Ceph Storage Performance Testing for details.
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Ceph Replication Factor

Ceph storage performance is dependent on a number of factors; one of which is the replication factor.

A higher replication factor provides better reliability and helps with data recovery but it comes with a performance cost.

The default replication factor setting for Controller Ceph storage is 1 on AIO-SX systems and 2 on AIO-DX systems.

This setting value balances storage reliability, performance, and platform CPU consumption.

Note
The replication factor in AIO-DX cannot be increased. AIO-SX is disk based replication and supports 1, 2 and 3 if it has 1, 2
or more than 3 OSD disks respectively.

Disk Throughput Dimensioning for Ceph Storage

The application filesystem I/O runtime performance is the key aspect when dimensioning for Ceph storage.

Refer to Cloud Platform System Limits, Benchmarks, and Testing: Controller Ceph Storage Performance Tests for test configurations
and data that can be used as a guidance in determining the required number of Ceph OSDs and platform resources to achieve your
application I/O target.
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5. KUBERNETES POD DIMENSIONING

1. Kubernetes Pod Dimensioning Overview

This section describes Wind River Cloud Platform Kubernetes pod dimensioning factors.

The published Kubernetes limit for application pods per node is 110 (which includes the platform pods in the case of AIO nodes).
However, the actual number of pods supported per node depends significantly on the following criteria:

• Number of cores – Kubernetes will set the maximum number of pods to the smaller of 110 and 10 * number of cores.•

• Platform CPU and memory limits.•

• Application pod characteristics - Certain application pod dimensions can have a significant impact on platform resource•
utilization.

The target platform resource utilization threshold for a steady state system is 50% for CPU and 60% memory. For an AIO-SX
configuration, for example, the default platform allocations are two cores and 8000 MiB of memory. Therefore, when the system is
running in steady state, only 1 core and 4800 MiB of platform memory should be consumed. The number of pods supported with this
default platform core allocation may be much lower than 110, especially if the target application pods have features such as liveness
and readiness probes or persistent volumes.

A larger number of pods can be supported if additional CPU and memory resources are allocated to the platform. It is important to
note that even though application pods run on different cores than the platform, each application pod added to the system has an
impact on platform resources related to the management of the pod. This is the case whether applications are running on
application-isolated or normal cores.

This section presents Kubernetes pod dimensioning guidelines for calculating platform CPU and memory requirements for the target
number and type of application pods.

Note
The guidelines presented in this section are not intended to be definitive; rather, the goal is to provide general guidelines
for calculating the platform CPU and memory allocations required for the target pod deployments. In order for the
platform to function properly, tuning of the system and applications is required to ensure sufficient platform cores and
memory are allocated. It is strongly recommended this tuning is achieved via testing.

2. Application Pod Scalability Dimensions

This guide covers the following Kubernetes pod scalability dimensions:

In this section:

• Test System Details on page 26•

• Baseline Platform Resource Consumption on page 26•

• Pods and Containers on page 26•

• Liveness and readiness probes on page 28•

• Persistent Volumes on page 30•

• Kubernetes API Server Requests on page 32•

Each of these dimensions has a corresponding impact on CPU and memory resources. Various characterization tests were run to
quantify the platform CPU and memory requirements for each scalability dimension.
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Test System Details

The characterization tests were performed on a system with the following configuration:

• System Type: All-in-one Simplex•

• CPU: Intel Xeon CPU E5-2699 v3 @ 2.30GHz (Haswell)•

• Memory: 64 GB•

• Kernel: Real-time (Low Latency)•

• Hyperthreading: Disabled•

• Platform Cores: 6•

• Platform Memory: 9000 MiB•

• Platform Pods: 25•

• Available Application Pods: 85•

Baseline Platform Resource Consumption

The following table shows the baseline platform CPU and memory consumption of the Wind River® Cloud Platform running on the
test system with no application pods.

Table: Baseline Platform Resource Consumption

Platform Resource Platform Utilization

CPU 0.75 cores

Memory 5077MiB

Note that these values are highly dependent on the target hardware. If the hardware being used has different specifications from the
test system, the baseline platform CPU and memory utilization values should be measured on the target hardware.

Pods and Containers

Characterization tests were executed using pods with single and multiple containers to establish a baseline for the resource utilization
of pods and containers without any additional scalability dimensions. The containers in these pods ran an idle application.

Single container tests were run with 25, 50, 75 and 85 application pods. Multi-container tests were run with 25 and 50 pods each with
2, 3 and 4 containers. The same idle application was used in each container.

CPU

The figure below shows the CPU utilization graph for pods with a single container.
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Single container pod platform CPU utilization.

The CPU utilization grows linearly with the number of pods deployed.

The number of containers in each pod impacts platform resource utilization as well. The graph in Figure 2 shows tests results for the
multi-container tests.

Multi-container pod platform CPU utilization.

The platform CPU utilization increases linearly as the number of containers in the pod increases.

Memory

The following figure shows the memory usage per container with one container per pod.
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Single container pod platform memory utilization.

The memory usage for pods with a single container grows in a linear manner as the number of pods increases. Similar trends are seen
for pods with multiple containers - the memory growth is linear with the number of containers.

Liveness and readiness probes

Kubernetes containers support three types of liveness and readiness probes:

• Exec command - Execute a shell command in the container.•

• HTTP get - Send an HTTP GET request to the container.•

• TCP socket - Open a socket to the container.•

The probe type and period (frequency) both impact the amount of platform resources required to support the probes.

Each type of probe was tested with 25, 50, 75 and 85 pods. Each pod had both a liveness probe and a readiness probe.

CPU

The following two figures show the number of platform cores required by probe type for five and ten second probe periods.
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Five second liveness and readiness probe platform CPU consumption.

Ten second liveness and readiness probe platform CPU consumption.

The figures clearly demonstrate that exec command probes have a significant impact on platform CPU usage, even for a ten second
probe period. It is strongly recommended to avoid using exec probes unless absolutely necessary. When exec probes are required,
the period should be configured to be as large as possible to reduce the impact of the probes.

Both HTTP get and TCP socket probes have a much smaller impact on platform CPU utilization.

Memory

The following two figures show the amount of platform memory required by probe type for five and ten second probe periods.
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Five second liveness and readiness probe platform memory consumption.

Ten second liveness and readiness probe platform memory consumption.

The general pattern for memory consumption per pod with liveness and readiness probes is that the memory jumps for the initial
group of pods with probes and then the memory per pod decreases as the number of pods increases.

Persistent Volumes

A Kubernetes persistent volume is a chunk of storage that can be mounted in a pod to provide persistent storage with a lifecycle that
is independent of the pod that uses it.

Persistent volume tests were performed with 25, 50, 75 and 85 pods, where one persistent volume was mounted in each pod.

CPU

Figure 8 shows a graph of CPU usage for pods with and without persistent volumes.
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Persistent volume platform CPU consumption.

The impact of persistent volumes on platform CPU usage is relatively small and shows linear growth with the number of pods.

Memory

The following figure shows a graph of CPU usage for pods with and without persistent volumes.

Persistent volume platform CPU consumption.

In general, the memory usage per pod with a persistent volume increased in a linear manner.
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Kubernetes API Server Requests

The Kubernetes API is a REST API which is accessible to applications running on pods. The API can be used to query and modify
Kubernetes objects (such as pods, services and deployments).

The rate at which application pods make requests to the Kubernetes API server has an impact on platform resource consumption.

Note that the published Kubernetes scalability threshold for cluster churn (the number of pod spec creations/updates/deletes + user
originated API calls per second) is 20. If the cluster churn exceeds this value, the published Kubernetes service level objectives may
not be met and cluster performance may degrade. Refer to Kubernetes Scalability and Performance SLIs/SLOs for more information.

CPU

The following figure shows a graph of platform CPU utilization for an overall total of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 API calls per second by
application pods. A value for zero calls per second is also included for reference.

Kubernetes API request platform CPU usage.

As shown, the rate of Kubernetes API calls has a significant impact on platform CPU usage. For example, running a total of 15
requests per second from application pods consumes more than a quarter of a CPU core. It is very important to limit the number of
Kubernetes API calls from application pods in order to minimize the impact on platform CPU usage.

Memory

The following figure shows a graph of memory usage for an overall total of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 API calls per second by
application pods. A value for zero calls per second is also included for reference.
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Kubernetes API request platform memory usage.

The memory per API call per second jumps quickly at the low end of the range and then decreases as the number of API calls per
second increases.

3. Application pod CPU requirements

The following values are used in the platform core requirement calculation:

• TP = Total Application Pods•

• TC = Total Application Containers (excluding init containers)•

• TV = Total Persistent Volumes•

• TAC = Total Kubernetes API Calls per Second•

• LRC = Liveness/Readiness Probe Cores•

Platform Cores = = (TP * 0.001) + (TC * 0.002) + (TV * 0.001) + (TAC * 0.05) + LRC

The LRC (liveness/readiness probe core) value is calculated using the following values:

• TE = Total application containers with exec command probes.•

• TH = Total application containers with HTTP get probes.•

• TT = Total application containers with TCP socket probes.•

• EC = Exec command probe cost per container as specified in Table 2.•

• HC = HTTP get probe cost per container as specified in Table 2.•

• TC = TCP socket probe cost per container as specified in Table 2.•

Table: Liveness/readiness core requirement per container.
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Probe Type Period Cores per Container

Exec Command (EC) 5 seconds 0.030

10 seconds 0.012

HTTP Get (HC) 5 seconds 0.004

10 seconds 0.004

TCP Socket (TC) 5 seconds 0.004

10 seconds 0.002

Use the Cores per Container values from Table 2 to populate the EC (Exec Cores), HC (HTTP Cores) and TC (TCP Socket Cores)
values in the formula provided below.

For containers with mixed probe types, choose the most expensive of the two probe types to perform the calculation. The liveness/
readiness probe types ordered from most expensive to least expensive are:

1. Exec command

2. HTTP get

3. TCP socket

The total cost of the liveness/readiness probes is calculated as follows:

LRC = (TE * EC) + (TH * HC) + (TT * TC)

4. Application pod memory requirements

The following values are used in the platform memory requirement calculation:

• TP = Total Application Pods•

• TC = Total Application Containers (excluding init containers)•

• TV = Total Persistent Volumes•

• TAC = Total Kubernetes API Calls per Second•

• ACM = Kubernetes API Call Memory•

• LRM = Liveness/Readiness Probe Memory•

• VCM = Persistent Volume Claim Memory•

Platform Memory MiB = (TP * 5) + (TC * 14) + (TV * VCM) + (TAC * ACM) + LRM

The VCM (Persistent Volume Claim Memory) is taken from the following table and depends on the number of PVCs.
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PVCs (#) VCM (MiB)

1-25 20

26-50 6

51-75 4

76+ 2

The ACM (API call memory) value is taken from Table 4 and depends on the rate of API calls:

Table: Kubernetes API call memory requirement per container.

API Call Rate ACM (MiB)

1-2 460

3-7 80

8-12 50

13-17 30

18-22 25

23 or more 20

The LRM (liveness/readiness probe memory) value is calculated using the following values:

• TE = Total application containers with exec command probes.•

• TH = Total application containers with HTTP get probes.•

• TT = Total application containers with TCP socket probes.•

• EM = Exec command probe memory per container as specified in Table 5.•

• HM = HTTP get probe memory per container as specified in Table 5.•

• TM = TCP socket probe memory per container as specified in Table 5.•

Table: Liveness/readiness memory requirement per container.

Probe Type Number of Pods MiB per Container

Exec Command (EM) 0 - 25 50

25 - 50 20

50+ 15

HTTP Get (HM)/TCP Socket (TM) 0 - 25 10
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Probe Type Number of Pods MiB per Container

25 - 50 5

50+ 4

Use the MiB per Container values from Table 5 to populate the EM, HM and TM values in the formula provided below.

The total memory cost (in MiB) of the liveness/readiness probes is calculated as follows:

LRM = (TE * EM) + (TH * HM) + (TT * TM)

5. Resource Allocation Calculation Examples

Example 1: 30 Application Pods

Deployment Characteristics

Resource allocations will be calculated for a deployment of 30 application pods on an AIO-SX system with the following
characteristics:

• 30 pods (TP)•

• 40 containers (TC)•

• 20 pods have HTTP get probes with a 5 second period (TH)•

• 10 pods have TCP socket probes with a 5 second period (TT)•

• 20 containers have persistent volumes (TV)•

• The applications do not make any Kubernetes API requests (TAC)•

CPU Calculation

The values for the liveness/readiness probe CPU calculation are as follows:

• TE = 0•

• TH = 20•

• HC (Table 2) = 0.004•

• TT = 10•

• TC (Table 2) = 0.004•

LRC = (TE * EC) + (TH * HC) + (TT * TC)

= (0 * 0) + (20 * 0.004) + (10 * 0.004) = 0.12

The values for the overall platform core calculation are as follows:

Platform Cores = (TP * 0.001) + (TC * 0.002) + (TV * 0.001) + (TAC * 0.05) + LRC

= (30 * 0.001) + (40 * 0.002) + (20 * 0.001) + (0 * 0.05) + 0.12 = 0.03 + 0.08 + 0.02 + 0.12 = 0.25
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For an all-in-one node, the baseline platform core utilization with no applications installed is 0.75 cores. The total platform core
utilization is therefore 0.75 + 0.25 = 1.00. The target steady state platform core utilization threshold is 50%. Therefore, the default
allocation of one platform core should be sufficient for the target 30 pod deployment.

Memory Calculation

The VCM value for the deployment is taken from Table 3. For a total of 20 persistent volumes, a VCM value of 20 MiB should be
used. The values for the liveness/readiness probe memory calculation are as follows:

• TE = 0•

• TH = 20•

• HM (Table 5) = 10•

• TT = 10•

• TM (Table 5) = 10•

LRM = (TE * EM) + (TH * HM) + (TT * TM)

= 0 + (20 * 10) + (10 * 10) = 0 + 200 + 100 = 300 MiB

The values for the overall platform memory calculation are as follows:

Platform Memory MiB = (TP * 5) + (TC * 14) + (TV * VCM) + (TAC * ACM) + LRM

= (30 * 5) + (40 * 14) + (20 * 20) + 0 + 300 = 150 + 560 + 400 + 300 = 1410 MiB

For an all-in-one node, the baseline platform memory utilization with no applications installed is 5077 MiB. The total platform
memory consumption is therefore 5077 + 1410 = 6487. The target steady state platform memory utilization threshold is 60%.
Therefore, the platform memory allocation should be increased from 8000 MiB to 10,812 MiB to support the target 30 pod
deployment.

Example 2: 75 Application Pods

Deployment Characteristics

Resource allocations will be calculated for a deployment of 75 application pods with the following characteristics:

• 75 pods (TP)•

• 120 containers (TC)•

• 10 pods have exec command probes with a 10 second period (TE)•

• 40 pods have HTTP get probes with a 10 second period (TH)•

• 60 pods have TCP socket probes with a 5 second period (TT)•

• 50 containers have persistent volumes (TV)•

• The applications make a total of 5 Kubernetes API requests per second (TAC)•

CPU Calculation

The values for the liveness/readiness probe cost calculation are as follows:

• TE = 10•

• EC (Table 2) = 0.012•

• TH = 40•

• HC (Table 2) = 0.004•

• TT = 60•
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• TC (Table 2) = 0.004•

LRC = (TE * EC) + (TH * HC) + (TT * TC)

= (10 * 0.012) + (40 * 0.004) + (60 * 0.004) = 0.12 + 0.16 + 0.24 = 0.52

The values for the overall platform core calculation are as follows:

Platform Cores = (TP * 0.001) + (TC * 0.002) + (TV * 0.001) + (TAC * 0.05) + LRC

= (75 * 0.001) + (120 * 0.002) + (50 * 0.001) + (5 * 0.05) + 0.52 = 0.075 + 0.24 + 0.05 + 0.25 + 0.52 = 1.135

For an all-in-one node, the baseline platform core utilization with no applications installed is 0.75 cores. The total platform core
utilization is therefore 0.75 + 1.135 = 1.885. The target steady state platform core utilization threshold is 50%. Therefore, the
platform core allocation should be increased from 2 cores to 4 cores to support the target 75 pod deployment.

Memory Calculation

The VCM value for the deployment is taken from Table 3. For a total of 50 persistent volumes, a VCM value of 6 MiB should be used.

The ACM value for the deployment is taken from Table 4. For a total of 5 requests per second, an ACM value of 80 MiB should be
used.

The values for the liveness/readiness probe memory calculation are as follows:

• TE = 10•

• EM(Table 5) = 50•

• TH = 40•

• HM (Table 5) = 5•

• TT = 60•

• TM (Table 5) = 4•

LRM = (TE * EM) + (TH * HM) + (TT * TM)

= (10 * 50) + (40 * 5) + (60 * 4) = 500 + 200 + 240 = 940 MiB

The values for the overall platform memory calculation are as follows:

Platform Memory MiB = (TP * 5) + (TC * 14) + (TV * VCM) + (TAC * ACM) + LRM

= (75 * 5) + (120 * 14) + (50 * 6) + (5 * 80) + 940 = 375 + 1680 + 300 + 400 + 940 = 3,695 MiB

For an all-in-one node, the baseline platform memory utilization with no applications installed is 5077 MiB. The total platform
memory consumption is therefore 5077 + 3695 = 8772 The target steady state platform memory utilization threshold is 60%.
Therefore, the platform memory allocation should be increased from 8000 MiB to 14,620 MiB to support the target 75 pod
deployment.

6. Summary of Recommendations

The recommendations for designing Wind River Cloud Platform Kubernetes pod deployments and calculating the corresponding
required platform resource allocations are as follows:

• The Kubernetes limit of 110 pods should not be exceeded. Deploying more than 110 pods per node may result in performance•
degradation.
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• When the system is running in steady state, the platform CPU utilization should be less than 50% and memory utilization should•
be less than 60%.

• If liveness and readiness probes are required for application pods, avoid exec command probes wherever possible due to the•
high CPU and memory requirements for this type of probe.

• Kubernetes API requests have a significant impact on platform CPU and memory utilization. The rate of requests generated by•
application pods should be minimized as much as possible.

• The calculations presented in this guide are intended to provide an initial estimate for platform CPU and memory requirements.•
The actual requirements of the specific application pod deployments should be tuned via testing to ensure that sufficient
resources are allocated to the platform. If a platform resource alarm (CPU or memory) is raised at any time during testing, it is
an indication that the allocation of the corresponding platform resource should be increased. Conversely, if no platform
resource alarms are seen during testing and the steady state platform memory or CPU utilization is significantly below target
utilization, the corresponding allocation may be decreased. Note that allocation cannot be decreased below platform default.
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6. KUBERNETES NETWORK DIMENSIONING

1. Container Network Dimensioning - Calico

This section describes the Calico CNI plugin, and control plane, that manages the default container networking for Kubernetes. This
is based on Linux kernel networking and policy enforcement using iptables.

Calico provides a layer3 routed data plane for container workloads that is always enabled as the first network interface available in a
pod. The communication between pods is transparent to the containers and hides the physical placement of the pods for direct pod-
to-pod communication. However, inter-node communication adds additional overhead due to NAT of the network payload headers
to provide location transparency.

See also

• Pod Network Throughput Benchmarks on page 40•

• System Details and BIOS Settings on page 41•

• Throughput Dimensioning Results on page 41•

2. Pod Network Throughput Benchmarks

The measurements described in this section provides useful guidelines for planning and tuning.

The measurements for IPv4 and IPv6 deployments with specific testing for protocols such as, UDP, TCP, and SCTP were performed
using the Kubernetes perf-tests benchmarking tool for pod networking. For more information, see, https://github.com/kubernetes/
perf-tests.

Test Configuration

The network traffic paths that are measured are a combination of pod IP vs. cluster IP, and whether the pods are co-located on the
same host vs. a remotely located pod.
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• Local pod IP – worker 1 to worker 2 using its pod IP•

• Local cluster IP – worker 1 to worker 2 using its service/cluster IP•

• Remote pod IP – worker 3 to worker 2 traffic tests using worker 2 pod IP•

• Remote cluster IP – worker 3 to worker 2 traffic tests using worker 2 service/cluster IP•

3. System Details and BIOS Settings

You must configure the BIOS requirements described in this section, for Calico nodes.

System Details

• Manufacturer: Intel Corporation•

• Product Name: S2600WFQ•

• Version: H87178-851•

• CPU: Intel® Xeon® Gold 6142 CPU @ 2.60GHz (Skylake)•

• Memory: 16GB x 8•

• NIC: Intel Corporation Ethernet Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+ (rev 01)•

BIOS Settings

You can configure the BIOS settings for Calico nodes.

• Vendor: Intel Corporation•

• Version: SE5C620.86B.00.01.0013.030920180427•

• Release Date: 03/19/2018•

Table 1. Calico Node BIOS Settings.

Parameter Setting

Processor Configuration Hyper-Threading = Disabled

Power and Performance
Policy = Performance
Workload=Balanced

P-States
SpeedStep = Enabled
Turbo Boost = Enabled
Energy Efficient Turbo = Disabled

C-States
CPU C-State = Disabled
Acoustic and Performance
Fan Profile = Performance

4. Throughput Dimensioning Results
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This section documents the throughput dimensioning results for IPv4, and IPv6 protocols.

Throughput Dimensioning Results

Table 1. Maximum Throughput Summary - IPv4

Version Protocol Test Configuration Maximum Mbps

IPv4 TCP Local Pod IP 57313

IPv4 TCP Local Cluster IP 54411

IPv4 TCP Remote Pod IP 9255

IPv4 TCP Remote Cluster IP 9336

IPv4 SCTP Local Pod IP 3282

IPv4 SCTP Local Cluster IP 3186

IPv4 SCTP Remote Pod IP 4482

IPv4 SCTP Remote Cluster IP 3439

IPv4 UDP Local Pod IP 2774

IPv4 UDP Local Cluster IP 2635

IPv4 UDP Remote Pod IP 3066

IPv4 UDP Remote Cluster IP 2960

In the following graphs, MSS refers to the maximum segment size.

iperf TCP pod networking results for IPv4
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iperf SCTP pod networking results for IPv4

iperf UDP pod networking results for IPv4

Table 2. Maximum Throughput Summary - IPv6

Version Protocol Test Configuration Maximum Mbps

IPv6 TCP Local Pod IP 40451

IPv6 TCP Local Cluster IP 38970

IPv6 TCP Remote Pod IP 9105

IPv6 TCP Remote Cluster IP 9204

IPv6 SCTP Local Pod IP 2499

IPv6 SCTP Local Cluster IP 2603
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Version Protocol Test Configuration Maximum Mbps

IPv6 SCTP Remote Pod IP 3872

IPv6 SCTP Remote Cluster IP 3069

IPv6 UDP Local Pod IP 2074

IPv6 UDP Local Cluster IP 2012

IPv6 UDP Remote Pod IP 2536

IPv6 UDP Remote Cluster IP 2565

iperf TCP pod networking results for IPv6

iperf SCTP pod networking results for IPv6
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iperf UDP pod networking results for IPv6
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7. CONTAINER NETWORK DIMENSIONING - SR-IOV

1. Container Network Dimensioning - SR-IOV

This section describes the dimensioning of SR-IOV PCI pass-through devices that provide direct I/O to the pod container, bypassing
the Kubernetes cluster network.

SR-IOV allows a device such as a network adapter to separate access to its resources among various PCIe hardware VFs, allowing
multiple containers to share the same underlying NIC.

Note
The limitations of this configuration are that advanced features of Kubernetes cluster network are not applied to traffic
that has direct communication with the container, such as Network Policies. In addition, the SR-IOV port is not directly
integrated with other advanced services, like a service mesh overlay.

Supported SR-IOV NICs

For a list of supported NIC devices that can be configured for SR-IOV, see Cloud Platform Planning: Verified Commercial Hardware.

Supported SR-IOV Devices per Node

The maximum number of VFs per host is dependent on the number of physical NICs, and the maximum number of VFs that can be
supported by a single NIC. The number of SR-IOV VFs is configured against the host interface and is validated against the maximum
supported VFs by the underlying port capabilities. The supported maximum VFs for a given port is reported using the system host
port list.

See also

• SR-IOV Network Throughput Benchmarks on page 46•

• System Details and BIOS Settings on page 47•

• Throughput Dimensioning Results on page 41•

2. SR-IOV Network Throughput Benchmarks

The measurements described in this section provides useful guidelines for planning and tuning.

Test Configuration

The following measurements were performed using IXIA to execute a RFC2544 1 on page 46 test for SR-IOV termination to a single
pod container with multiple network attachments. Measurements were performed against the standard, and low-latency host profiles
for both standard Linux network switching, and accelerated network processing using a DPDK-based switching application.

1 on page 5

RFC2544 Bi-directional traffic @ 0.001% loss tolerance
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kernel-standard

Kernel bridging of VF network devices using a standard host profile

dpdk-standard

DPDK bridging of VF network devices using a standard host profile

kernel-lowlatency

Kernel bridging of VF network devices using a low latency host profile

dpdk-lowlatency

DPDK bridging of VF network devices using a low latency host profile

3. System Details and BIOS Settings

You must configure the BIOS settings described in this section for SR-IOV.

System Details

• Manufacturer: Intel Corporation•

• Product Name: 2600WT2R•

• Version: H21573-366•

• CPU: Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2690 v4 @ 2.60GHz (Haswell)•

• Memory: 16GB x 4•

• NIC: Intel Corporation Ethernet Controller X710 for 10GbE SFP+ (rev 01) x 2•
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BIOS Settings

• Vendor: Intel Corporation•

• Version: SE5C610.86B.01.01.0016.033120161139•

• Release Date: 03/31/2016•

Table 1. BIOS Settings.

Parameter Setting

Processor Configuration Hyper-Threading = Disabled

Power and Performance
Policy = Performance
Workload=Balanced

P-States
SpeedStep = Enabled
Turbo Boost = Enabled
Energy Efficient Turbo = Disabled

C-States
CPU C-State = Disabled
Acoustic and Performance
Fan Profile = Performance

4. Throughput Dimensioning Results

This section documents the throughput dimensioning results for SR-IOV.

SR-IOV Throughput - 20GE Bi-directional
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8. LINUX AUDITING SYSTEM (AUDITD)

1. Linux Auditing System Engineering Impacts

Enabling the Linux Auditing System (auditd) helps system administrators track security violation events based on preconfigured audit
rules. This consumes system resources and can result in performance impacts on the system.

• Filesystem writes may be 6-12% slower•

• Deploying a large number of pods may take 17% more time•

• Kubernetes Container Networking Throughput may be impacted•

- Degradation of up to 1% for iperf TCP traffic-

- Degradation of up to 38% for iperf SCTP traffic-

- Degradation of up to 12% for iperf UDP traffic-

The following operations are not impacted by enabling auditd.

• Core CPU usage•

• Latency; as measured via cyclictest•

• SR-IOV Container Networking Throughput•

See also

Linux Auditing System
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